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ETHNOMUSICOLOGY: A DISCIPLINE DEFINED

George List

A quarter of a century ago Jaap Kunst, dissatisfied with the term

"comparative musicology," invented the new term "ethno-musicology."
In so doing he placed the prefix or combining term "ethno" in front of the

word "musicology" to indicate that the study was of the music of the races

of man (1950:7). However, his definition was restrictive in that the study of

Western art and popular music was excluded. In a later redefinition of the

term, he indicated that the study also included the sociological aspects of

music (1959:1).

Since that time that field of study known as ethnomusicology has

expanded so rapidly that it now encompasses almost any type of human

activity that conceivably can be related in some manner to what may be

termed music. The data and methods used are derived from many disciplines

found in the arts, the humanities, the social sciences, and the physical

sciences. The variety of philosophies, approaches, and methods utilized is

enormous. It is impossible to encompass them all within one definition. In my
opinion, ethnomusicology cannot be adequately defined as an inter-

disciplinary activity. It is too diffuse, too amorphous. Ethnomusicology can

only be defined when we consider what the ethnomusicologist is better

equipped to accomplish than the anthropologist, the folklorist, the historian,

the linguist, the so-called historical musicologist, the psychologist, or the

sociologist. If we focus upon this, that activity which is uniquely ethnomusi-

cological, we are then in a position to define ethnomusicology. However, in

this process ethnomusicology becomes a discipline in its own right and, like

other disciplines, has not only its own focus, its own subject matter or

particular type of activity, but shows some limitations in its fields of interest.

How then would one define ethnomusicology as a discipline, a Wissen-

schaft, a scientia in its own right? It is the study of humanly produced

patterns of sound, sound patterns that the members of the culture who

produce them or the scholar who studies them conceive to be music. Since

the definition includes the words "humanly produced," bird song lies without

the province of ethnomusicology. Since the definition includes the term

"patterns of sound" the written or printed score that forms the guide to a

performance is not the focus of our discipline. In this we differ from the
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so-called historical musicologist. He focuses upon the written or printed score,

we focus upon the performance of music whether or not a written prescrip-

tion for its performance exists.

All humanly produced music shares to some extent a particular charac-

teristic: two performances of what is considered to be the same item always

differ in some manner. This is as true of a performance of a Mozart

symphony as it is of a song sung by the Vedda. Not only do we deal with

diverse cultures located in differing geographic areas but we also sludy a

human product that is always in flux: this leads us to the social sciences as

well as the humanities for the tools of our research.

The study of concomitant activities is necessary to our full understand-

ing of the style and structure of music. Thus we study the texts of the songs

sung, the making and playing of musical instruments, the kinetic activities that

occur simultaneously with the music. Of particular interest are the concepts

held by the members of the culture concerning die music they produce. These

non-musical activities are of course of interest in themselves but the ethno-

musicologist studies them in order to gain a greater understanding of various

aspects of music. For example, a knowledge of what aspects of music are

important to those who make it assists us in transcribing this music. The

musical concepts held by the informants, however, are not always consonant

with those of the ethnomusicologist. An informant, for example, may believe

that he performs two items at the same tempo. When the recordings of both

performances are checked with a metronome or a watch it may be seen that

considerable change in tempo has occurred. Custom and psychological factors

are operative here. A study based entirely upon the concepts held by the

members of the culture, the results of which are not compared with the more

objective conclusions within the capability of the ethnomusicologist is not,

according to the definition offered, ethnomusicology. It lies within the scope

of another discipline psychology or perhaps one of those omnivorous disci-

plines, anthropology or sociology, which profess that they encompass all

studies dealing with man and his works. For a study to be ethnomusicological

the scholar must transcribe the music by one means or another, analyze its

style and its structure, and compare his results with the concepts concerning
the music held by the members of the culture in question if such concepts are

available.

Music can obviously be studied as a means of solving a nonmusical

problem. For example, Clark Wissler in his book concerning the American

Indian (1922:155) suggested that music is a very stable cultural trait and

therefore provides a useful means for determining the diffusion of other

cultural traits. Such studies are of course feasible but they lie outside

ethnomusicology as a discipline. For the study to be ethnomusicological the

reverse purpose would have to be served. Other cultural traits would be
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studied in order to arrive at conclusions concerning the diffusion of music. It

is a matter of focus. Thus Alan P. Merriam's The Anthropology of Music

(1964), as its name indicates, is an anthropological rather than an ethno-

musicological work. It is concerned primarily with human behavior in making
and reacting to music rather than in the musical product itself. Were the work

ethnomusicological in character a reversed title would be required, The
Musicology of Anthropos, the study of the music of man.

A detailed example may clarify this problem of focus. A number of

years ago I published in Ethnomusicology an article concerning song melody
and speech melody in central Thailand (1960). The article was recently

republished in a collection of essays entitled Intonation, edited by a linguist

(Bolinger 1972). Five tones are utilized in the dialect of central Thailand. The

purpose of my study was to determine how the tones of the language affect

the melody of song. In other words, I was utilizing linguistic data in order to

arrive at a better understanding of the melodies of the songs. The editor of

Intonation apparently believed that the linguist could derive from my study

information concerning the modification tones undergo when sung rather than

spoken. In other words, musical data would be used to arrive at a better

understanding of linguistic phenomena. Possibly the article is useful for this

purpose. However, what I would consider basic linguistic data is missing. I do

not offer the texts of the songs in either Thai characters or in phonetic or

phonemic symbols. I secured from my informants merely the tones they

would have utilized if they had spoken the text of the song. However,

without listening to the text of the song the informants could not have

distinguished the tones as such. Thus, in my opinion, my study better serves

an ethnomusicological than a linguistic purpose.

I am not arguing against interdisciplinary studies. Such studies have been

carried on, are being carried on, and should be carried on. Insofar as they focus

on the study of humanly produced sound patterns they can be described as

partially ethnomusicological in character. No work can be said to be fully ethno-

musicological, however, unless its primary focus is on such study.

This leads us to methods or lines of inquiry. Ethnomusicology shares

with other disciplines certain underlying points of view or methods. These are

the securing of an adequate sample of the material to be studied, care and

accuracy in all operations and procedures performed, and objectivity. The

latter, objectivity, requires that one approach the problem-whether it be

fieldwork, transcription, analysis, or comparison with an open mind. The

scholar should not be limited by one methodology or by one theoretical

framework. Rather, he should apply the approach that seems most efficacious

in solving the particular problem. Should no useful procedures be available he

must invent those needed. One method in common use is for the scholar

himself to learn to perform the music of the culture being studied. This
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method was suggested by von Hornbostel in the early part of this century

(Abraham and von Hornbostel 1909-10:15). It is a useful method as long as

the performance itself does not become the goal Then the activity becomes

applied music rather than forming an aspect of ethnomusicological research.

Our field methods are those of the anthropologist, the folklorist, and

the sociologist modified to meet our particular needs. New developments
derived from physicsacoustics, electronics, optics are probably more useful

to us than to most other field workers. We take advantage of every new

tool of this type.

Any approach, theoretical framework, or method can be utilized if it

proves efficacious: models, paradigms, ethnoscience, cognitive process, semi-

otics. A knowledge of these is certainly useful in securing grants. All should

be viewed with a critical eye, however, before any are applied to a particular

problem. Does the emphasis lie so strongly upon process that the process is

rarely completed? Are the results produced by such a lengthy process such

that one could arrive at equally valid conclusions through the use of a

traditional procedure in much less time? Does the model bring together two

events that do occur simultaneously in time but that in reality have no

significant relationship one to the other? One of course wishes to be an

courant but one should be cautious in dealing with fashions that change from

time to time. Nevertheless, any method or data derived from any discipline or

source can be used if it is helpful in developing a better understanding of

humanly produced sound patterns. This is the interdisciplinary character of

ethnomusicology as a discipline.l

NOTES

1. This article is a revised version of a statement made at a colloquium, "Future
Directions in Ethnomusicology," at Indiana University, November 28, 1977.
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ASPECTS OF 'ARE'ARE MUSICAL THEORY

Hugo Zemp

0. INTRODUCTION

In
this article we continue the exploration of the musical concepts of the

'Are'are people of the Solomon Islands, started in this journal with a study
of their classification of types of music (Zemp 1978). We noted that, among
other things, the 'Are'are make use of the concept of interval in classifying
musical instruments. Furthermore, while seeking the boundaries of their

music, we encountered the concept of musical segment. Here, these two
concepts are studied in more detail, as well as a third-that of polyphonic
organization.

Because of this choice-which is not arbitrary, as it reflects the

importance of these concepts for the 'Are'are musicians-I have been led to
leave out numerous terms in the 'Are'are musical vocabulary, terms having no
direct relation to the topic, and whose inclusion would have lengthened this

article excessively. For the same reason, this study is limited to 'Are'are

analyses of the music of panpipe ensembles. This kind of music enjoys the

highest prestige (being also the most often played, by the largest number of

musicians, with the most extensive repertory), which guarantees that this

study is not restricted to elements of marginal significance in 'Are'are musical

conceptualization.

l.AAHOA (INTERVAL)

Like its English equivalent "interval," the term aahoa designates the

distance between two places, for example, the space between two houses or

two coconut trees. The 'Are'are musician explains this term by pointing to the

difference in length between two adjacent pipes along the lower end of a

panpipe. The same term is used to indicate the difference in length between
two pipes belonging to two different instruments, placed one on top of the

other by the musician to support his demonstration. The concept is primarily
one of visually-measured distance, but, as we shall see, it also applies to the

difference in pitch between two tones.

0014-1836/79/2301-0005$1.32 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
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In an article dealing with panpipe scales, written after my first stay in

the field (Zemp 1973), I stated that the 'Are'are had denominated only two

intervals the equiheptaphonic second (rapi 'au) and the octave (sun 'au). Two
more intervals should be added: the third (hoa ni 'au) and the major second

(hari 'au)\l however, not every 'Are'are musician is aware of their denomina-

tions.

All these terms contain the lexeme 'au, which we will come across very

frequently, and of which I have elsewhere made a semantic analysis. The

reader is reminded that, depending on the linguistic or extra-linguistic context,

it can be translated as "bamboo," "musical instrument" (made of bamboo),
"instrumental music," "panpipe ensemble," "music" (including singing, but

not slit drum rhythms), "melody" (cf. Zemp 1978: 37, 63).

1.1. RAPI 'AU (EQUIHEPTAPHONIC SECOND)

The equiheptaphonic second is the basic interval in the musical system

of 'Are'are panpipe ensembles. The instruments of the 'au tahana ensemble-

considered to be the oldest type of panpipe ensemble, from which the others

originate all contain the equiheptaphonic scale in its entirety. The term rapi

'au is composed of two lexemes: rapi "twins of different sexes" and 'au

"bamboo." The tones produced by the "twin bamboos" are thus considered

as two close, but nevertheless distinct entities (not as close, in any case, as

"twins of the same sex," 7w). The longest pipe is "male" (mane), the other

"female" (herd). The 'Are'are say "blow" or "hear an equiheptaphonic

second" (uuhi or noro rapi 'au), but the term rapi can also have a verbal

function: 'e rapi rete (lit. "he [or that] 'twins' well") can mean, depending on

the context, "he [blows] equiheptaphonic seconds well" or "that ['hears as']

perfect equiheptaphonic seconds/'2

The 'Are'are use the term rapi 'au to designate, firstly, a kind of

harmonic ornament obtained by blowing simultaneously into two adjacent

pipes of a panpipe in a 'au tahana ensemble. The instruments of this ensemble

have "equiheptaphonic seconds all around" (rapi 'au hint), which, it may be

added, makes for one of the major difficulties in playing them.

Secondly, the term rapi 'au is used to designate the equiheptaphonic
second played simultaneously on two instruments, each of the musicians

blowing into only one pipe.

If one asks an 'Are'are musician whether the term rapi 'au also applies

to the interval when the two tones are played in succession (demonstrating
what is meant on a panpipe), the answer is affirmative. The musician takes the

instrument, plays the two tones in succession, and proves immediately that

they are rapi 'au by blowing simultaneously into the two adjacent pipes! This

is an indication that he sees this interval as primarily harmonic.
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How are 'Are'are instruments tuned to the equiheptaphonic scale?

Generally, the instrument-maker uses an old instrument as a model for taking
measurements. However, this is only pushing the problem back in time: how
did the 'Are'are achieve this tuning originally? They reply that it was by

corporeal measurements, but few musicians still possess the necessary know-

how, or are willing to undertake a task they say is much longer and more
difficult than simply copying a model. It was perhaps in reaction to these

remarks that 'Irisipau-one of the best musicians and theorists of 'Are'are

music-once made a panpipe using corporeal measurements when I was least

expecting it. A detailed description of the tuning process will be given

elsewhere; for the moment, let it be noted that 'Irisipau used the width of his

fingers to measure the difference in length between two adjacent pipes. He
stated it thus, and one really couldn't be more explicit: "All intervals look

different: it begins with a large interval, then it progressively diminishes. But

they will all 'hear
7
alike: perfect equiheptaphonic seconds." (Rikimana aahoa

'e rio mouta : 'e tara'ae aana aahoa paina ma 'e sihosiho
f

e rae n'tisia. Ma 'e

noro 'o'oana ra'o ; 'e rapi retej Although the instrument maker begins by

estimating the intervals visually, his sense of hearing is the ultimate judge. To

assess the accuracy of die rapi
9

au on the entire range of the new instrument,

he plays several melodies, transposing them to different pitches.

^
The instruments of the 'an paina ensemble also include pipes tuned to

the equiheptaphonic second, and into which the musician blows simultane-

ously. However, this interval occurs only at two set places in the octave; this,

according to the 'Are'are musicians, is one of the reasons why these

instruments are easier to play than those of the 'au tahana ensemble.

In the 'au taka'iori and 'au keto ensembles, the equiheptaphonic scale is

split up between pairs of instruments, with one member of the pair containing

the pipes 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., and the other the series 2, 4, 6, 8, etc. The

simultaneous playing of an equiheptaphonic second on two instruments

forming a pair is also called rapi 'au. I was shown in detail how some

musicians had made the instruments of an 'au keto ensemble by using a

panpipe from a 'au tahana ensemble as a model (Zemp 1972b: 258).

Furthermore, when 'Irisipau was dissatisfied with the tuning of the instru-

ments of an 'au taka'iori ensemble he had just made, he unfastened their

bindings, and fastened together the pipes of two instruments making up a

pair. In other words, he constructed a temporary panpipe containing the

entire equiheptaphonic scale using the pipes from the pal 'au and hoo

instruments, and another panpipe using the pipes of the rehe and sun 'au

instruments (cf. Figure 1). After playing some pieces of the
9

au tahana

ensemble repertory and correcting the tuning of the equiheptaphonic seconds,

he once again separated the pipes into two series forming pairs, and fastened

them solidly, with definitive bindings. The observation of these tuning
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practices confirmed verbal information on the importance of rapt 'au in the

polyphonic playing of the 'au keto and 'au taka'iori ensembles, in which,

however, each instrument contains only a scale in thirds.

1.2. HOA NI 'AU (NEUTRAL THIRD)

Each of the instruments of the 'au keto and 'au taka'iori ensembles is

tuned in a series of neutral thirds, hoa ni 'au. The etymology of this

composite term, for which the literal translation is "remoteness of bamboos,"
confirms what the 'Are'are say about this interval: it is only one pipe short of

having two equiheptaphonic seconds. By taking the two instruments of a pair,

one tuned a second lower than the other, the musician furnishes a demonstra-

tion of this "remoteness": placed one on top of the other, with one slightly

to the side, the two instruments make up a complete series of equihepta-

phonic seconds (Figure 1). Earlier, we saw how the principle of dividing a

pa/ 'au hoo rehe suri 'au

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the four panpipes playing in four voices in a
'au taka'iori ensemble (for a drawing showing all ten instruments in their octave registers,
see Fig. 24 in Zemp 1972a). To avoid overcrowding the drawing, only the "thirds" (hoa
ni 'au) of the first two instruments and the "equiheptaphonic seconds" (rapi 'au) of the

longest pipe of each instrument are shown between brackets.
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third into two equiheptaphonic seconds, or of adding two equiheptaphonic
seconds to a third, is consciously applied in the making and tuning of

panpipes. Thirds also occur in the panpipe scales of the 'au paina ensemble,
where they appear in two places in the octave (cf. Figure 2).

aano suri

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a panpipe from an 'au paina ensemble.

Between brackets are indicated the "major second" (hari 'au), the two "equiheptaphonic

seconds" frapi 'au) and the two "thirds" (hoa ni
r

au) within the first "octave" (aano

suri).
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Hie 'Are'are conceive the hoa ni 'au primarily as a melodic interval in

the music of the three types of ensembles where it can be played on two

adjacent pipes. This term is generally not used for the music of an 'au tahana

ensemble; however, by pushing all the even-numbered pipes slightly away from

the normal alignment of the instrument, thus obtaining two series of thirds,

the 'Are'are musician proves that the interval exists. I encountered only one

case where the term hoa ni 'au designates the interval in the harmonic sense:

at the end of pieces in the repertory of the 'au paina ensemble.

1.3. HARI 'AU (MAJOR SECOND)

During my first period in the field, I gave too literal an interpretation to

the tradition which held that the instruments of the 'au tahana ensemble

served as models for those of the 'au paina ensemble, and I believed that the

pentaphonic scale of the latter was considered as extracted from the equihep-

taphonic scale of the former. 3 However, acoustic measurements made in the

laboratory showed that the tones produced by pipes 1 and 2 gave an interval

larger than the equiheptaphonic second (Zemp 1973: 106).
4

Right from the

beginning of my second stay it became apparent that the 'Are'are musicians

are fully conscious of this difference in the size of the interval. They

explained that on a panpipe of the 'au paina ensemble, pipes 1 and 2 are

never blown simultaneously, and that only pipes 2 and 3, on the one hand,

and 4 and 5, on the other hand, produce equiheptaphonic seconds. But

although all 'Are'are musicians are aware of this difference, not all of them

know the denomination of this larger interval: hari 'au (Figure 2).

Outside the musical context, the term hari means "to separate," "to

deviate"; thus, for example, it applies to the separation of two brothers who
move apart to live at different places, or to the description of a path which

forks, or to the act of separating the jaws of a cooked pig. The use of the

term in this context can be explained by the "deviation" of the interval from

the equiheptaphonic second, the basic interval for panpipe scales played in an

ensemble. According to some musicians, the term hari 'au designates the sixth

pipe (and, I was also told on one occasion, the first pipe) of a panpipe of an

'au paina ensemble. One can easily understand this conception, as, in fact, the

pipes appear to be tuned too low, and consequently, they seem to deviate

from the basic equiheptaphonic system. Other musicians, however, call the

sixth pipe riaria, after the name given to a one-seat canoe from Small Malaita

that "deviates" in form from the 'Are'are canoes, and they specify that the

term 'hari 'au is indeed the name of an "interval" (aahoa)$
For the 'Are'are, the hari 'au is an exclusively melodic interval; it must

not appear simultaneously in the polyphonic playing of the 'au paina
ensemble. This explicit rule was confirmed by my musical analysis of

numerous pieces.
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1.4. SURI 'A U OR AANO SURI (OCTAVE)

Suri 'au or aano suri are the denominations given by 'Are'are musicians

to the interval called "octave" in Western terminology. In a nonmusical

context, the lexeme suri contained in these two terms means 1) "lory," 2)

"bone," 3) "to follow." There is no connection between the coconut lory-for
which an alternative pronunciation is s/ri-and the interval which is the object
of our study. The interpretation "bone of the music" for suri 'au, once

suggested to me at the beginning of my research by an 'Are'are, is seductive

for a Western mind, because the octaves do, in fact, constitute a virtual

skeleton for the music of panpipe ensembles. But this interpretation was

subsequently rejected by all the musicians with whom I spoke; all affirmed

that in a musical context, the term suri has the third meaning, "to follow."

Every voice in the polyphony of the 'au tahana and 'au keto ensembles, and

two of the four voices in the 'au taka'iori ensemble are doubled at the octave.

The player of an instrument labelled "small" (masika) "follows" the player of

a "big" instrument (paina), who is producing the same tones an octave lower.

This does not imply that there is a temporal gap, with the player of the small

instrument following after the large (if all the musicians are good, they begin

and end playing at exactly the same time), but simply that the lower voice is

considered more important. The adjectives paina and masika describe not only

the size of a person or thing, but also its relative importance-a "big man"

(mane paina) is a political leader who is followed by the "small people" (ta'aa

masika). The beginner always learns with a small instrument, literally "follow-

ing" with his eyes the lip movements of the musician with the large

instrument. If there are too many errors, the latter will say: "Follow me!" (*o

ko suri nau!).

As for the lexeme aano contained in the compound term aano suri,

some 'Are'are think that its primary meaning is "to crawl" (aano has several

meanings, depending on the context). The musician with the small instrument

is thus said to "crawl following" the musician playing in the low register. But

here, as in many fixed idiomatic constructions, the original meaning of each

element does not necessarily come to mind when one speaks. 'Irisipau prefers

the expression aano suri to suri 'au, as the latter also designates one of the

voices in the 'an taka'iori ensemble, and to avoid confusion we will follow his

usage from now on.

One might infer from the above that aano suri describes a one-sided

relationship, that of a small instrument defined in terms of another instru-

ment, tuned an octave lower. Such is not the case. In the 'au paina ensemble,

where the two parts of the polyphony are both played by four instruments of

different sizes, the two medium-sized panpipes are played by the best

musicians, and the young beginner who takes the largest instrument (because
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he has more wind than the old musicians) "follows" the playing of his

neighbor, whose instrument is tuned an octave higher. Indeed, when two

musicians are playing in parallel octaves one says that: "Those two are

blowing in octaves" (kerua ka uuhi aano suri).

Some musicians use the terms aano suri and suri 'au only for octaves

played simultaneously on two instruments of different sizes, and not for

octaves played successively on the same instrument. On the other hand, those

who know how to make panpipes explain that for instruments of the 'au

tahana ensemble with an equiheptaphonic scale, "the eighth pipe is the octave

Mi aar/poe rara ni hero kikimeo

C 3

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the four panpipes in the 'au paina ensemble

playing the same voice quadrupled by octaves. Only the "octaves" (aano suri) of the

longest pipe of the first instrument are indicated between brackets, but the 'Are'are

recognize all the octaves occurring on two different-sized instruments and on the same
instrument.
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of the first pipe" (waruna hau ni 'au aano suri aana 'etana hau ni 'au)\ for

instruments of the 'au paina ensemble with a pentaphonic scale, the octave is

the sixth pipe (Figure 3). When cutting new panpipes, the instrument-maker
measures octaves not only on two different-sized instruments, but also on

pipes of the same instrument. He then either doubles the length of a pipe, or

halves it, thus obtaining, respectively, the lower and higher octaves. The
instrument-maker then blows simultaneously into the two pipes, to check the

accuracy of the tuning by ear.

1.5. REMARKS CONCERNING INTERVAL DENOMINATIONS

It will have been noted that the 'Are'are have denominated intervals

produced by two adjacent pipes of the same panpipe: the equiheptaphonic

second, the major second, the neutral third. Although the octave certainly

cannot be obtained by blowing into two adjacent pipes (except on solo-played

instruments, where the pipe order is irregular-see record III-A.10), it does

occur when two adjacent instruments play together.

It comes as no surprise that the 'Are'are have a term (or even two

terms) for the octave: given the structural importance of this interval in their

music, it would be surprising if they didn't. The equiheptaphonic second is

the interval that not only defines the basic panpipe scale, but also constitutes

a major element in 'Are'are musical aesthetics as a harmonic interval. If the

denominations for the major second and the neutral third are unknown to

some musicians, this is doubtless because these intervals do not have the same

primordial role in 'Are'are musical conceptualization as the equiheptaphonic

second. The former are defined in reference to the latter, one because it

"deviates" from it, the other because it indicates its absence by a "remote-

ness."

The denominations of two of the four intervals are principally used in

the harmonic sense (equiheptaphonic second and octave); it is possible,

although much less frequent, to use them in the melodic sense. Conversely,

the denomination for the third is primarily used to designate the melodic

interval; the third often occurs harmonically, but this appears to be verbalized

only for the endings of pieces in the 'au paina ensemble. As for the major

second, this interval is exclusively melodic.

2. RO'UMANI 'AU (MELODIC SEGMENT)

When listening to stories recounting the composition of particular pieces,

or to conversations between musicians, one often encounters the expression

ro'u mani 'au or its synonym toku mani 'au. The lexemes ro'u and toku mean
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the "folds" or "joints" in something long, for example, a finger, or a piece of

string; the reduplicated form ro'uro'u signifies "elbow." The term mani 'au

means "piece of music"; the literal translation of ro 'u mani 'au or toku mani

'au is "fold" or "joint in a piece of music."

Similarly, there are expressions meaning "joint in a piece of song" (ro'u

mani nuuha) and "joint in a piece for slit drums" (ro'u mani 'o'o)\ the neutral

expression that can be applied to these three broad categories of music is

"joint in a piece of thing" (ro'u mani aa). The term "musical segment" would

be an acceptable equivalent for ro'u mani 'au, but as 'au implies a melodic

movement absent in the slit drum rhythms, which, however, are musical in

the Western sense (cf. Zemp 1978:62)-we can come even closer to the

'Are'are concept by translating it as "melodic segment." This translation is all

the more appropriate as the ro'u mani 'au segment every voice of the

polyphony separately.

2.1. LINKING AND MAIN DIRECTION OF MELODIC SEGMENTS

The 'Are'are explain their concept of melodic segmentation by folding a

string or a long leaf (Figure 4). A ro'u mani 'au is the unit of length between

two "folds" or "joints."

The main direction of the melodic movement in a ro'u mani 'au is

expressed by the terms siho "to go down" or hihu'a "towards the bottom,"
and hane "to go up" or hi uuru "towards the top." Like their English

equivalents, these terms are used primarily to indicate movement in space: one

"goes up" a coconut tree or "towards the top" of a mountain; one "goes
down" a tree or "towards the bottom" of a hill towards the sea. But, to the

great confusion of the ethnomusicologist, the 'Are'are terms are applied to

melodic movements in the sense opposite to that in use in the West: "to go
down" and "towards the bottom" indicate a movement towards the treble,

and "to go up" and "towards the top," towards the bass. The 'Are'are provide
the following explanation: going towards the bass of a panpipe, one "goes up"
"towards the top" because the pipes on this side of the instrument are "long"

('ewa)\ conversely, one "goes down" "towards the bottom" because the pipes

C

Figure 4. "Folds" or "joints" in a piece of string, visualizing the concept of ro'u
mani 'au "melodic segment."
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on the treble side are "short" (ko'osu). To avoid confusion for the reader, I

will henceforth translate the terms siho and hi hu'a as "towards the treble,"

and hane and hi uuru as "towards the bass." Concepts analogous to bass and

treble also exist in 'Are 'are. The expression kou-na aapa ni 'an, translated in

this article as "the bass of a panpipe," or, more concisely, kau*ii (-'//,

anaphoric particle), contains the ideophone kou, which applies to the deep

sounds obtained by striking the aerial roots of a large tree, by beating a few

strokes on the largest slit drum, or by stamping on the ground. The expression

pauwa aapa ni 'au "the head of a panpipe," or pau'ii, can also be used, but it

is less frequent. The treble side of a panpipe is designated by the expression

kikiri-na aapa ni 'au or kikiri'ii', in a non-musical context, kikiri describes the

small bananas on the fringes of a bunch.

The musical transcription of the main voice of a piece in the 'au tahana

ensemble makes it possible to see how it is divided into "melodic segments,"

and their main direction (Figure 5).

The 'Are'are musicians demonstrate the segmentation into ro'u mani 'au

and the main direction of melodic movements graphically, not only by folding

a piece of string, but also by drawing parallel lines on the ground. If a

musician persistently confuses the order of musical segments during a practice

session at low volume, it is more practical instead of leaning over to make a

drawing on the ground-to indicate the main direction of the ro'u mani 'au

directly, by passing the index finger over the mouthpieces of the panpipe. The

Figure 5. Division into "melodic segments" (ro'u mani 'au). 'Au tahana ensemble;

pau ni 'au voice; title: Rooropau. BM 72.16.1:4.6 See the notes on musical transcription

in the appendix.
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"first melodic segment towards the treble"

('etana ro'u mani 'au hihu'a)

"second melodic segment towards the bass"

(ruana ro
f

u mani 'au hi uuru)

"third melodic segment towards the treble"

(ooruna ro'u mani 'au hi hu 'a)

"fourth melodic segment towards the bass"

(haina ro'u mani 'au hi uuru)

"and the melodic segment which breaks,

towards the treble"

(ma ro'u mani 'au ka mou hi hu'a)

Figure 6. Lines drawn on the ground, or movements of the index finger on a

panpipe, showing the direction of the ro'u mani 'au in the melody transcribed in l-'ig. 5.

melody transcribed in Figure 5 contains four ro'u mani 'au, which are played

several times (at least twice) without a break; then the musicians slow down

as they come to the "melodic segment that breaks." Figure 6 shows the

direction of lines drawn on the ground, or of the movement of the index

finger on a panpipe, and is read from top to bottom in the direction of the

arrows. The melody illustrated here is characterized by an alternate movement

from bass to treble, and consequently, from left to right (for the musician, the

bass is on the left side of the panpipe). Verbal explanations given by the musi-

cians have been added to Figure 6.

Pieces this regular in form, with an alternate movement from bass to

treble, are of course quite rare; 'Are'are music would be rather boring if the

opposite were the case. Because it applies to the unit of length represented on

the ground by a horizontal line, the concept of ro'u mani 'au does not imply

a change in direction at every "fold," and two or more successive segments

can go in the same direction. In addition, melodic movements within a ro'u

mani 'au are rarely in a single direction. When a melodic segment is said to be

going towards the treble or the bass, the description applies to the general

direction of the segment.

2.2. UUHI TA'A PO'O (OSTINATO)

Most pieces of music for the 'au tahana, 'au paina, and 'au keto

ensembles have several melodic segments in each voice-part. But there are also

pieces in which each or one of the voices consists of the repetition of a single

ro'u mani *au, with a cadential formula. This type of ostinato is characteristic

of two of the four voices in many pieces for the 'au taka'iori ensemble. The
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Figure 7. Ostinato (uuhi ta'a po'o) with the "melodic segment that breaks." 'Au
keto ensemble; tnaa ni 'au voice; title: Mou siki. Record V-B.ll.

'Are'are call the continual repetition of a single melodic segment uuhi ta'a

po'o "to blow a single part" (Figure 7). In current, everyday language, the

lexeme po'o means "side," "section," "part." I have chosen the third

translation in order that the term retain its ambivalence in the musical

context, which is comparable to that of its Western equivalent: like "part" in

English, po'o in 'Are'are can apply to both form and polyphonic organization.

2.3. HAMAANIHA (SEQUENCE AND TRANSPOSITION)

Sequence is a basic principle in the melodic movement of panpipe
music. We have already encountered an example of this in Figure 5. The
'Are'are call this principle haimaaniha "imitation"; depending on the context,
the verbal form haimaani (the prefix hat- indicates reciprocity) can mean

"mimic," "imitate," "make public an intimate conversation." Although the

term haimaaniha refers here to the repetition of a segment by the same voice

at another pitch, it can also, like its counterpart "imitation" in Western

terminology, apply to the repetition of a segment in another voice (cf.3.4).

Sometimes another expression for sequence is used: uuhi ta'a po'o "to blow
a single part," which also designates ostinato. In this way, the 'Are'are

indicate that they see the identity of the melodic movement in the sequence
as more important than the change in pitch. They do not, however, go so far

as to confuse ostinato with sequence; when necessary, they add a reference to

the direction in which the segment is transposed: "We blow a single part and

we pull towards the bass" (koru ka uuhi ta'a po'o ma koru ka rahuri hi

kou'ii).

Many pieces contain two melodic segments transposed to a lower pitch.

In the example given in Figure 8, the two first segments are repeated and then

transposed; the whole is played twice, and then the first segment is taken

up again before the players move into "the melodic segment that breaks."

Some pieces have a particular form called uuhi ha'arua "to blow twice,"

in which the first part is terminated by a cadential formula containing the

ritardando characteristic of a normal ending, the whole being repeated, this

time with the final ending. In some of these pieces, the first part consists of a

single melodic segment that is transposed to a lower pitch the second time it

is played (Figure 9). "First they blow in the treble, then they start blowing

again, and blow towards the bass" (wariko kira uuhi hana kikiri'ii, ma kira

suru aani uuhia hi puri ma kira uuhia 'ara'a hi kou'ii).
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Figure 8. Sequence (haimaaniha) of two melodic segments. 'Au tahana ensemble;

pau ni 'au voice-part; title: 7*00 wee. Record 1-A.8.

'; i

Figure 9. Transposition (haimaaniha) of a single melodic segment with the caden-

tial formula. 'Au keto ensemble; maa ni *au voice; title: Pina Ma'aikeni. Record II-A.6.

2.4. LINKING OF TONKS WITHIN A MELODIC SKGMENT

Within the ro'u mani 'au and in addition to the main direction of the

movement towards a lower or higher pitch the 'Are'are differentiate between

several ways of linking tones. The lexical expression uuhi ru'aaha'i means "to

blow sliding," the term 'ru'aaha'i being used, for example, in speaking of a

person sitting down who changes places by sliding on his posterior, without

getting up. In the music of the 'au tahana ensemble, where all the instruments

have the entire equiheptaphonic scale, long passages where sliding from one

pipe to another occurs are rare. Conversely, in the music of 'au keto and 'au

taka'iori ensembles, where the instruments are tuned in thirds, this way of

linking tones is the most frequent (Figure 10). 'Are'are sources confirm that

this is one of the main reasons (another being the absence of harmonic

ornaments of the equiheptaphonic second) why the panpipes of these two

types of ensembles are easier to play than those of an 'au tahana ensemble.

The opposite of sliding from one pipe to another is called uuhi hvsura'i

"to blow hopping [like a frog]"; one can also say pora ra'onia "to jump over

[the pipes] ." hi the music of the 'au keto and 'au taka'iori ensembles, one

rarely jumps more than one pipe (which produces a fifth), or two pipes (a
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seventh). In 'au tahana music, short passages "blown sliding" alternate with

passages "blown hopping" (Figure 11).

A melodic segment can also be characterized by reiteration, which is

called uuhi totohia. The term totohia refers to a cooking process in which

green bamboo stalks are used for braising in live charcoal. Musical reiteration

is thus compared to the process of filling a bamboo stalk, into which are

stuffed pieces of pork, tubers, and taro leaves, one by one (Figure 12).

Several types of cadential formulas have been named after particular

ways of linking tones. The characteristic ending of the aarita'i voice in a very

large number of pieces of the 'au tahana ensemble is called mou tatarasi "to

break scraping." The descending (in the Western sense) melodic movement of

this cadential formula is compared to the motion of dragging something along

the ground or scraping a finger or stick transversally across a row of bamboo

stalks joined together to make a door (Figure 13).

Figure 10. "To blow sliding" (uuhi ru'aaha'i). 'Au taka'iori ensemble; rehe voice;

title: Want hau ni aahe na'ona aau. Record II-B.5.

Figure 11. "To blow hopping" (uuhi hosura'i). 'Au tahana ensemble; pau ni 'au

voice; title: Mani 'au ni Rokera. Record IV-A.l (For the complete transcription of this

piece see Coppet and Zemp 1978).

rr

Figure 12. Reiteration (uuhi totohia). 'Au tahana ensemble; pau ni 'au voice; title:

Riko Kiteitoro. Record I-A.3.

ritooL

Figure 13. "To break scraping" (mou tatarasi). 'Au tahana ensemble; aarita'i voice;

numerous pieces, for example, Record I-A.l, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10.
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One of the cadential formulas of the pau ni 'au voice bears the name

mou kiua "to break planting." The lexeme kiu refers to the movements one

makes with a digging stick when planting tubers. After driving the sharp end

of the stick into the ground, one alternately pushes its top end to the left and

to the right; likewise, this cadential formula comprises a movement from the

right side of the instrument (treble) to the left, followed by a movement from

the first pipe (bass) to the third, and finally to the fifth pipe (Figure 14).

The movements in the cadential formula known as mou 'isu "to break

shifting" are more restrained. Like the expression "to blow sliding," the name

of this cadential formula is explained with the example of $ person who does

not know where he wants to sit, and who shifts from left to right before

finally settling in the middle. When the musician reaches the pitch of the final

tone, he shifts to the pipe on the left, and then to the right, before finally

coming to a stop (Figure 1 5).

Some pieces have a double ending: after an initial "melodic segment
that breaks," the musician moves into a second ending, which is the final one.

This type of cadence is called mou ha'arua "to break twice" (Figure 16).

The end of a cadential formula is characterized by a long held tone

(indicated on the transcriptions by a fermata), called uuhi aaroaaromae'a

"blown [like] a flat sea." The absence of all pulsation in the breath is thus

compared to the absence of waves on a motionless sea. Like a canoe gliding

on a peaceful sea and slowly disappearing in die distance, the last tone of a

Figure 14. "To break planting" (mou kiua); 'au tahana ensemble; pau ni
r

au voice;

title: Tama 'au. BM 72.16.1:5.

1

Figure 15. "To break shifting" (mou 'isu). 'Au tahana ensemble; pau ni 'au voice;

title: Mou 'isu. BM 72.16.3:1.

Figure 16. "To break twice" (mou ha'arua). 'Au keto ensemble; maa ni 'au voice;
title: Mou ha'arua. Record II-A.7.
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piece of music goes straight until it disappears, gradually descreasing in

volume. Among the hundreds of pieces in the repertories of the four types of

panpipe ensembles, the only exceptions are a few pieces in the 'au keto

ensemble. These pieces, whose function is to indicate the end of a ten-piece

series or of an entire musical performance, are distinguished by an abrupt

ending known as mou siki "to break snapping" (cf. Figure 7).

2.5. REMARKS ON THE DENOMINATION OF MELODIC MOVEMENTS

The terms we have studied in the preceding sections show how the

'Are'are visualize melodic movements. The parallelism between a melodic

movement that can be perceived by the ear with a movement that can be

observed by the eye is a phenomenon of which every 'Are'are musician is

conscious. The probable explanation for the importance of visual vocabulary

in this domain is that any melodic movement played on a panpipe is a result

of a correlative gestural movement. We have already pointed out that a

beginner follows the lip movements of an accomplished musician with his

eyes, and plays the same part an octave higher. Anyone learning to play an

'Are'are panpipe (myself included) can testify *o the difficulties in attempting

to play a piece one doesn't know very well at night if there is no lamp or

moonlight to illuminate the faces of the other players.

There is more in this than the simple borrowing of visual vocabulary.

'Are'are musicians may get the idea for a composition by observing a

movement in the forest or in the village. Titles of certain pieces and the

stories relating the circumstances of their composition make clear that some

'Are'are music translates movements from the outside world. I shall cite three

examples: the piece entitled Rawauuruuru "Spider" is composed to follow the

swaying movement of a species of spider, which, settled in the middle of its

web, sets it to swinging regularly; the piece 'Ereroaa'i "Suspended" reproduces

the pendular motion of a necklace of shell beads stirred by the wind; the

piece entitled Huu "[Fruit of the tree] Barringtonia asiatica" imitates the

movements of a piece of fruit that has fallen into the sea and alternately sinks

and is tossed by the waves.?

Terms relating to musical segmentation and melodic movement are

applied to pieces whatever their title and whatever the program, visual or

auditive. The piece entitled Pina "Hornbill" (Figure 9), composed by

Ma'aikeni to reproduce the flapping of the wings of this bird (whirring of the

air and visual movement), includes a "transposition" (haimaanOia) and is

characterized by the form "to blow twice" (uuhi ha'arua). The latter

expression has also been used as the title for another piece. Earlier, we

encountered other examples where a particular characteristic of the cadential

formula was expressed in the title: Mou ha'arua "To break twice," Mou 'isu
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"To break shifting," Mou siki "To break snapping." One possibility is that the

original title of these pieces, referring to the source, was forgotten with time;

alternatively, the composer may have conceived them as non-imitative pieces,

and named them thus himself.

3. PO'O NI 'AU ([POLYPHONIC] PARTS OF THE MUSIC)

The 'Are'are are aware of the polyphonic nature of their music. Every

'Are 'are knows the number of "parts of the music" (po'o ni 'au)or, more

concisely, "parts" (po'o)-m the four types of panpipe ensembles. There are

two of them in the 'au tahana and 'au paina ensembles, three in the 'au keto

ensemble, and four in the 'au taka'iori ensemble. Every part has a denomina-

tion, as does every instrument, depending on its place in the octave register.

The musical organization of the parts and octave registers is visualized in space

by the configuration of the musicians, which is always exactly the same for

any given type of ensemble (Zemp 1972a).

3.1. POLYPHONIES IN "TWO PARTS" (RUA PO'O)

The two parts in the music of the 'au tahana and 'au paina ensembles

are called pau ni 'au and aarita'i, terms that can have either a nominal or a

verbal function. We have already noted that the lexeme pau means "head";

the pau ni 'au is the "head of the music," or, in other words, its main part.

The 'Are'are recognized the verbal root aari "to braid a rope" in the term

aarita'i. The aarita'i part is "braided" around the pau ni 'au part. In the north

of 'Are'are country, these same two terms are applied to vocal music. In the

south, one finds pau ni kana "head of the song" and aape "braided rope for

climbing a coconut tree"-it will be noted that the same semantic fields are

found in the two local languages.

A musician explained the relationship between the two parts as follows:

"The pau ni 'au is the man; the aarita'i is the woman" (pau ni 'au mane,
aarita'i keni)\ "the aarita'i turns around the pau ni 'au like a woman turns

around a man" (aarita'i ka hirusia pau ni 'au 'urihana keni ka hirusia mane).
The verb hiru-si-a (-', transitive suffix; -a, object-marker) which, in this

sentence has been translated as "to turn around" can, in other linguistic and

extralinguistic contexts, have the meanings, "to tie up with string," "to roll

up," "to entangle." Drawing a parallel between the relationship of the two

parts in the polyphony and the one between the two sexes is not the only

way of expressing the link between them. The systematic use of terms of the

male/female opposition is not characteristic of 'Are'are musical vocabulary. In

fact, there is another, more commonly used expression to describe the
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connection between the two parts: hiku "to be bound in friendship." This
verb applies both to relationships between members of opposite sexes and to

friendships between members of the same sex. With the addition of the

object-marker suffix -a, it means "to entwine," "to twist." For example, a
liana "entwines" a tree; a man "twists" together the strips cut from the husks
of two coconuts so that he can carry them in pairs. If the 'Are'are say rua

po'o ka hiku, the expression can be rendered as "the two parts are bound in

friendship." If they say aarita'i ka ha'e hikua pau ni 'au, the most accurate

translation would be "the aarita'i continually entwines the pau ni
9

au"

(Figure 17).

Precisely because of this "entwining" it is more "complicated"
(hiruhiru'a) to play the aarita'i than the pau ni 'au. One can recognize in

hiruhiru'a the derivative form (reduplication and suffix -a) of the verb hiru

"to entangle"; the reason something is "complicated" is precisely that it is

"entangled." A beginning musician starts out by learning the pau ni 'au voice.

The expressions uuhi sit "to blow first" and uuhi puri "to blow after"

are used to describe the two parts of a polyphony. The opposition first/after

or in front of/behind is found throughout the entire island of Malaita, and

characterizes the hierarchy of the parts in instrumental and vocal poly-

phonies.
8 For the 'au paina ensemble, the expressions "to blow first" and "to

blow after" indicate not only the hierarchical relationship between the parts,

but also the order in which they begin playing (Figure 18).

Not only is the pau ni 'au, as the main voice, "blown first" and learned

first, it is also the first to be composed. A musician always begins a new piece

by composing the main voice, which is the one that "imitates" the sounds or

movements he has heard or observed in nature or in the village. Likewise,

when humming for his own pleasure, a musician will break into this voice.

pan ni rau

Figure 17. The aarita'i part "entwines" (hikua) the pau ni 'au part. 'Au tahana

ensemble; title: Suri. Record I-A.2.

aarita'i

pau ni 'au

etc.

Figure 18. The pau ni 'au voice
<c
blows first" (uuhi sn); the aarita'i voice *'blows

after" (uuhi puri). 'Au paina ensemble; title: Suasuarora-na Wa'aikao. Record I-B.5.
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However, the main voice irresistibly calls for the second voice. If, for example,

the musician is accompanied by a friend, also a musician, in the course of a

long walk through the forest, the latter will soon join in by singing the second

voice. The pau ni
9
au is the main voice only because the aarita'i exists.

The harmonic interval most characteristic of the music of the 'au tahana

ensemble is the equiheptaphonic second. Throughout a piece of music, the

two parts often "entwine" in such a way that they create this interval. Some

pieces even begin with this harmonic interval (Figure 17), and all "break

(definitively) with equiheptaphonic seconds" (mou [haha'usi] aana rapi'au)

(Figure 19).

The equiheptaphonic second also occurs harmonically in the polyphony

of the 'au paina ensemble, but the characteristic interval of this ensemble is

the third, which marks the end of a piece-wow aana hoa ni
f

au "to break

with thirds" (Figure 20).

The parts in the music of the 'au tahana ensemble are doubled at the

octave; there are four musicians; each part is played on a big and on a small

instrument, called, respectively, 'are paina "big thing" and 'are masika "small

thing." The playing in the two registers is identical.

There are eight musicians in the 'au paina ensemble; the two parts of

the polyphonies are quadrupled at the octave. The instruments, in descending

order of size, are named as follows: kii; aaripoe; rara ni hero; the denomina-

aarita r i

pau ni rau

Figure 19. "To break with equiheptaphonic seconds" in pieces of the 'au tahana

ensemble. Title: Sun. Record I-A. 2.

aarita'i

pau ni 'au

j J* ~r
J {*)

Figure 20. "To break with thirds'* in pieces of the 'au paina ensemble. Title:

Suasuarora na Wa'aikao. Record I-B.5.
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tions kikimeo, kooneo, or tarawaiwasi (cf. Figure 3) all apply equally to the

smallest instrument. Rara ni hero is the only instrument denomination for

which 'Are'are musicians can easily trace the etymology: the term means

"leaves of hero,
"
hero being the denomination of a young rush, whose leaves

"quiver" (rawariri) at the slightest breeze. The lexical construction uuhi

rawmri "to blow quivering" designates a very characteristic technique in the

playing of 'Are'are panpipes-that of pulsation of breath, and provides the key

to the mystery of this instrument's denomination. Pulsation of breath requires

that tones be held for a certain length of time, and the third largest

instrument (rara ni hero) is the first one whose size makes it really possible to

do so. Only musicians with very good lungs are capable of "blowing

quivering" on the aaripoe, and, for the most part, only on the treble side of

the instrument. The pipes on the bass side of the instrument, and all the pipes

of the largest instrument (ktt) are blown more briefly and in a detached

manner. The 'Are'are have two qualificatives to describe this manner of

"blowing" (uuhi) without pulsation. The first (uuhi makuru), contains the

idea of a short, low-pitched sound; makuru designates the sound made by a

tree falling to the ground, or by stamping on the ground (one is reminded of

.similar connotations for the term kou'ii "bass"). The 'Are'are associate the

second term (uuhi kanaria) with the divination song kana
during^which

the

participants at a seance periodically emit a sound known as nuru "growling"

(cf. Record III-B.2).

Not only does the pipe size of the two largest instruments make it

impossible to play long tones with pulsation of breath, it also rules
out^the

playing of harmonic ornaments at the equiheptaphonic second frapi
9

au).

Musicians have enough difficulty in sounding these large pipes one by one, a

manner of blowing called uuhi iisu ta'awake. In a non-musical context, this

kikitnt -c

ni Hero

kit

Figure 21. The four octave registers for me same voice in a 'aupama ensemble.

The rara ni hero and kikimeo instruments are "blown quivering and with harmonic

ornaments at the "equiheptaphonic second"; toe aaripoe and kn instruments are blown m
a detached manner and the pipes are blown one at a time. Tifle: Suasuarora na Waatkao.

Record I-B.5.
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qualificative designates the act of picking, one by one, a single leaf per taro

plant, for cooking in a bamboo stalk during a feast. Thus, due to the great

diversity in instrument size, a given part in the 'au paina ensemble polyphony
is not played exactly the same way in each register (Figure 21).

3.2. POLYPHONY IN "THREE PARTS" (OORU PO'O)

Unlike the music of the 'au tahana and 'au paina ensembles, where the

two parts are played on instrument pairs with the same range (and conse-

quently, the same denomination), the three parts in the music of the 'au keto

ensemble are played on instruments with different ranges (cf. Zemp 1973).

The reader is also reminded that the instruments are tuned in series of thirds,

which complete each other to form an equiheptaphonic scale.

The three parts (and the instruments that play them) are called maa ni

'au, rehe, and too 'au. The term maa ni 'au (lit. "face of the music" or "eyes

of the music") designates what is considered as the main voice, similar to the

"head of the music" in two-part polyphonies. Some pieces are distinguished in

that the three parts begin playing simultaneously, but in most pieces, the

three parts start playing at different times, with the maa ni 'au going first.

The maa ni 'au is the voice with which a musician begins when composing a

piece, and which a beginner leams first when learning to play 'au keto music.

Here it should be noted that Maa ni 'au is also the title of the piece that is

always played first at a feast. The lexeme rehe means "to plait," "to weave a

basket"; like the second voice in two-part polyphonies, the rehe "entwines"

(hikua), "turns around" or "ties" (hirusia) the main voice. The relationship

between the two voices is characterized by the frequent use of simultaneous

equiheptaphonic seconds (rapi 'au). The meaning of the lexeme too is unclear;

according to one musician, it could be onomatopoeic; the too voice goes too

too too in "the bass" (kou'ii). The relationship between the too 'au voice and

the main voice maa ni
9

au is also characterized by equiheptaphonic seconds

(Figure 22).

rehe.

maa m 'au

fs.m

Figure 22. The rehe voice "turns around" (hirusia) the main voice maa ni 'au,

while the too 'au voice plays in the "bass" (kou'ii). The maa ni 'au "makes equihepta-
phonic seconds" (ka rapi) of, on the one hand, the rehe, and on the other hand, the too
'au. 'Au keto ensemble; title: Mani Waihaho. Record II-A.10.
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Every part, doubled at the octave, is played on a "big" and a "small"

instrument. Hence, there is a rehe paina and a rehe masika etc. The playing in

the two octave registers is identical.

3.3. POLYPHONY IN "FOUR PARTS" (HAI PO'O)

The four parts in the music of the 'au taka'iori ensemble are played on

instruments with different ranges, tuned in series of thirds, and completing
each other in pairs. The instruments and the parts they play have the same

denomination. One pair is made up of the instruments hoo and pai'au; the

other, of the instruments rehe and suri 'au (cf. Figure 1).

The denomination hoo appears to be onomatopoeic; in many pieces, this

voice consists of a simple succession of tones at the same pitch: hoo hoo hoo

hoo. The term pai 'au is thought by some musicians to come from pai "to be

friends with" (pai-keni-ha "to be friends with a woman"). A probable

explanation for its use in this context is that it describes the association

between the two parts; the 'Are'are say: "the pai 'au and hoo are bound in

friendship and this 'hears' as equiheptaphonic seconds" (pai 'au ma hoo kero

ka hiku ma 'e noro warn rapi 'au). The 'Are'are also use the term maa ni 'au

"face of the music" for the hoo voice, thus showing that they consider it as

leading the pai 'au voice.

We have already encountered the names of the two other parts: rehe

and suri 'au. The first means "to plait." The second, containing the lexeme

suri "to follow," also designates the octave; in this case, however, the suri 'au

part "follows" the rehe part, not at the octave, but by "entwining" it (hikua)

with equiheptaphonic seconds. Other expressions are also applied to these two

parts: rehe sii "rehe first" and rehe pun "rehe after." We have already seen

that on the island of Malaita, the terms "first" and "after" often indicate a

dependancy relationship in two-part polyphonies.

The 'au taka'iori is the only panpipe ensemble with a rhythmic

accompaniment, this produced by striking with one hand on a pad of leaves

called ma'eta, which can be replaced by a folded pandanus mat normally used

as an umbrella. The term ma'eta applies equally to the pad of leaves, the

striking on this leaf-pad, and the dance movements of the percussionists. The

dancing is accomplished with much pleasure, and ma'eta also means "to leap

with joy," "to be happy." In addition, Ma'eta was the name of a feast,

abandoned several generations ago, during which the 'au taka'iori ensemble

played with a dance between two rows of stone walls. La most pieces, the

rhythmic accompaniment ma'eta follows the rhythm of the hoo voice (-maa

ni 'au\ but there are also pieces characterized by the "striking following the

rehe'
9

(ma'eta so'ona rehe).
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The 'Are'are distinguish between two kinds of pieces, depending on

whether they begin with the rehe or the maa ni 'an voice. Several pieces,

whose original titles are no longer known, are simply classified as "rehe

pieces" or "maa ni 'au pieces." Figure 23 shows the beginning of a piece in

the first category. The rehe and the suri 'au voices "begin" (tara'ae). The two

other voices do not make "melodic segments"; the musician with the hoo
instrument "blows in a single pipe of bamboo" (ka uuhi ta'a hau ni 'au},

while the pai 'au "makes equiheptaphonic seconds around" (ka rapi 'ohia).

The frequency of this texture had led me, in previous publications, to

describe the rehe and suri 'au as the "melodic voices," and the hoo and pai
'au as "accompanying voices." I have abandoned this terminology, as it is not

based on 'Are'are concepts, and does not take into account pieces of the maa
ni 'au type. In the latter, the hoo and pai 'au voices are often no less melodic

than the rehe and suri 'au voices: each of the four voices is made up of

"melodic segments" (ro'u mani 'au). Figure 24 shows the beginning of a piece
of the maa ni 'au type.

The rehe and suri 'au voices are doubled at the octave, each being played
on a "big" and a "small" instrument. The two other voices are tripled at the

octave: "big" (paina)9 "medium" (kaoa), and "small" (masika). Often the

adjective masika, used for the smallest instrument, is also applied to the

medium-sized instrument.^

The rehe and suri 'au instruments are "blown quivering," whereas the

hoo and pai 'au instruments are played with no (or almost no) pulsation. That
this is not evident for everyone can be seen in the following anecdote. During
a practice session, a young man performing in a 'au taka'iori ensemble for the

pai 'au

hoo

ma'eta

~==EKEfr-.^^E^^~~-i T_:pt H T~- I-

et.

Figure 23. Beginning of a piece of the rehe type. The rehe and swrz 'au voices

"begin"; "the two are bound in friendship, and it 'hears' as equiheptaphonic seconds"
(kira rua ka hiku ma 'e noro wara rapi 'au). The hoo "blows in a single pipe of bamboo"
and the pai 'au "makes equiheptaphonic seconds around." Rhythmic accompaniment
follows the hoo voice (ma'eta so'ona hoo). 'Au taka'iori ensemble; title: Mani rehe.
Record V-A.9.
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vchc

pat
fa

Figure 24. Beginning of a piece of the maa ni 'au type. 'Au taka'iori ensemble;
title: Mani maa ni *au. Record V-A:10.

first time and wishing to play well, blew a pai 'au instrument with a distinctly

marked "quivering." The other musicians burst into laughter; one of them,
our friend Supamae, took the instrument from him, and, exaggerating the

volume, showed him the correct way to play it, without pulsation. After-

wards, it was rare that we had a practice without one of us jokingly beginning
a piece of the maa ni 'au type with pulsation. And every time, the joke was

still considered good by the other participants.

3.4. VOICE-LEADING

Most pieces of music belonging to the repertories of the four types of

panpipe ensembles have a voice-leading which the 'Are'are call uuhi aara

hdsurL In addition to uuhi "to blow," one can recognize in this expression

the lexemes aara "to assemble" and suri "to follow," with the prefix of

reciprocity hai-. The voices are conceived so that they will "assemble by

mutually pursuing one another."! This is what produces the rhythmic lag

which is characteristic of voices in the 'Are'are polyphonic texture, and also

explains why the melodic segments of the different parts do not always begin

and end at the same place. By making it possible to measure exactly the

lengths of tones, the technique of breath pulsation contributes to achieving

perfect accuracy in this rhythmic lag; it helps "glue" (ndko) the voices to each

other, to avoid that "the music collapse" ('au ka aakora). This fluid

voice-leading, with its continual assembling and pursuing between the parts

(which a Western musicologist would call "contrapuntal") is evident in the

transcriptions in Figures 17, 18, 22 and 26.

Contrary to this principle, there is the voice-leading called uuhi sum

wa'a moumou. This expression is made up of four verbs: uuhi "to blow"; suru

"to lift," "to begin playing a piece of music" (with implied continuation);
1 !
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wa'a "to split," "to detach," "to divide into sections"; mownou "to break."

In pieces where the voice-leading is designated by this term, the musicians

"lift and split up" the voices, or, in other words, they "begin (and continue)

in a detached way," by playing the tones of each part at the same time. The

'Are'are also say that the parts "are all lifted together" (hata'i sum). Here the

assembling is established from the beginning; the musicians all blow into the

pipes of their instruments simultaneously; the melodic segments of all the

parts begin and end at the same place. This simultaneous use of the same

rhythm in different parts of the polyphonic texture (which the Western

musicologist would call "homorhythmic") is illustrated in Figure 25.

The distinguishing characteristic of the polyphonic texture of the 'au

taka'iori ensemble (Figures 23 and 24) is that the link between the two pairs

of voices is of the first type (contrapuntal), while the voices within each pair

have a relationship of the second type (homorhythmic).

rehe

maa ni. 'au

J

etc.

-4

Figure 25. "The three voices are all lifted identically" (ooru po'o ka hauni sunf

'oa'oa). 'Au keto ensemble; title: 'Uta'uta paraha. Record II-A.3.

aarita 'i

pan ni 'au
-

ip^^i:^,;\

Figure 26. "Imitation" and "exchange" between voices. 'Au tahana ensemble;
title: Roromera (Kent ni mato). Record V-A.5.
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Some pieces of music in which the voices "assemble by mutually

pursuing one another" are also characterized by the "imitation" (haimaaniha)
and "exchange" (hairikisiha) of voices. We have already encountered the first

term (2.3); the second means, in a non-musical context, "exchange," "re-

placement." The two terms are used by the 'Are'are musicians as synonyms
for the same musical form: the canon. I heard these two expressions for the

first time as titles of two pieces of music, but they are also used for pieces

which have a title relating to the program of the composition. According to

'Are'are musicians, "imitation" and "exchange" are characterized by the fact

that the secondary voice plays the same melodic segments as the main voice,

but "when one voice goes toward the bass, the other goes toward the treble"

(Figure 26).

3.5. REMARKS ON THE HIERARCHIZATION OF VOICES

All the voice denominations, and the metaphorical expressions that

describe their relationships, attest to a hierarchization of voices in the

polyphonic playing of panpipes. This lexically expressed hierarchization is

confirmed by learning and composition practices.

We have seen that in the music of the 'au taka'iori ensemble, the four

voices are grouped by pairs, and that one voice in each pair turns around what

is regarded as the main voice. Of the four, one voice is considered more

important than the other three: this voice, the first to be composed, starts the

piece. Relating how a piece of the maa ni 'au type was composed, a musician

said: "The maa ni 'au voice, they blew first; pai 'au and the two rehe, they

blew from it, they made aarita'i with (them)" (po 'o ni 'are aana maa ni 'au,

kira uuhia sii ri'i; pai 'au ma rua rehe kira pi'i uuhi suai ru'uf kira pi'i aarita'i

so'oi). Notably, in this expression the three parts pai 'au, rehe sii, and rehe

puri, which are defined in reference to the main voice maa ni 'au, are

compared to the aarita'i voice in 'au tahana and 'au paina panpipe ensembles.

In other words, the relationships between the four voices of the 'au taka'iori

ensemble are reduced to the opposition main voice/secondary voice that exists

in two-part polyphonies.

Another musician explained the hierarchization of parts as follows:

"One thing is important regarding panpipes, slit drums, songs, and speeches:

what is called 'to lead' (tarai). The way of leading differentiates the sound of

panpipes. When men play panpipes, the maa ni 'au, which leads the ensemble,

introduces all the melodic segments, and all the other instruments turn around

it. In speaking, one person leads the talk on all things, and the words of the

others will revolve around all that he said in his speech. When people gather

together, one word is important: 'to lead.' For one should lead all things

according to their inherent meaning."
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4. CONCLUSION

Summing up his ideas on standards of excellence in musical performance

in different parts of the world, and introducing further material on verbaliza-

tion relative to musical structure, A. P. Merriam writes:

It is also to be expected that cultures differ in the extent of such

verbalization, but at the same time it is very doubtful that any people have

nothing whatsoever to say about their music style (Merriam 1964: 117).

And, if three years later, he makes the surprising statement that "the

Flathead simply do not verbalize about music" (Merriam 1967:45), one is led

to ask, with W. Powers:

One becomes curious as to whether the "inability" to verbalize about music

may not be a result of the manner in which musical questions were posed
to the informants. Furthermore, if one does not speak the native language
one is not in a position to (actualize whether or not a preliterate people are

capable of verbalizing about music in a technical sense. ... I would agree
with Merriam that most Indians do not verbalize about their music in

JKnglish, nor do they articulate well about singing when responding to

questions unanswerable in their own cultural context. To this I would add

that interpreters also have difficulty verbalizing both in Indian and English
about many facets of their traditional culture depending largely on their

degree of acculturation. But I cannot agree that the Plathcad, or any other

groups of Indians who are capable of formulating extensive taxonomies of

natural phenomena, arc not capable of verbalizing about their music

satisfactorily to their societal needs (Powers 1970:72).
. . . when it comes to analyzing such phenomena as music verbalization and

concepts of formal structure and aesthetics, there is a greater need for

ethnomusicologists to "deculturate" themselves from Western orientation

and take the cue from the proponents of ethnoscience, that is, to "think

Indian" (Powers 1970:70).

While the capability of formulating extensive taxonomies of natural

phenomena does not necessarily entail the existence of extensive music

terminology, the methodological point is well taken. Concerning concepts in

aesthetics, which "tribal societies" are presumed 'to be lacking just as often as

they are denied to possess knowledge relating to musical structure, A. Kaeppler
has written:

The language used in talking about such endeavors provides some guidelines,

but it is not sufficient to rely upon semantic analysis alone. Only by

repeatedly relating aesthetic evaluation to actual performance, under a

variety of conditions, can an investigator approach a reasonable level of

comprehension (Kaeppler 1971:175).

Applied to the topic we are concerned with here, these requirements

mean that a linguistic study of interval denominations should be linked with

the observation of tuning practices and playing techniques, that the vocabu-

lary dealing with polyphony should be correlated to learning processes and the

spatial configuration of musicians, etc. As M. Hemdon says:
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Our cues to our informants' perception and conceptualization of their music
are not all verbal. They may include ritual or legal framework, economic

clues, or proxemic data (Herndon 1976:221).

Directive interviewing centered on musical conceptualization would

doubtless produce few results, particularly if it is not based on an already

extensive knowledge of the terminology the musicians employ in a usual

context. I learned the 'Are'are terms relating to the notions of interval,

melodic segmentation and polyphonic organization little by little, as I was

acquiring knowledge of the language and musical practice. Conversations about

music occur quite naturally in the course of making new instruments and

during practices, either at a feast (every piece is practiced softly until all the

musicians play it correctly), or at an informal learning session. By learning to

play himself, the ethnomusicologist becomes a musician and participates in

these conversations; he learns the terminology in its habitual context. 'Are'are

musicians and in this they are probably like many other musicians in other

parts of the world-speak more readily of musical structure when a beginner

makes mistakes. To be sure, some 'Are'are musicians state that although they

know how to play their instruments very well and have an extensive

repertory, they are less familiar with the "stories" (sisihora), "words" (wara),

and "names" (ratana) connected with panpipe music. This should come as no

surprise: as in the West, among the
*
Are'are there are excellent musicians who

are exclusively performers, and others who are also theorists.

To those who would deny the technical nature of 'Are'are musical

vocabulary, one can address the following observations: like its English

equivalent "interval," aahoa in 'Are'are designates the distance between two

places in space; ro'u mani 'au, lit. "joint of a piece of music," is no less

technical than "musical" or "melodic segment"; po'o is really as close as one

can get to the English word "part," with the same ambivalence in meaning as

concerns both melodic segmentation and polyphonic organization, not to

mention a comparable usage in the two languages in a non-musical context.

These three examples refer to the principal concepts studied here, but similar

examples are numerous and could be cited at will for other terms of musical

vocabulary: one need only think of the terms pau ni 'au "head of the music"

and uuhi sii "to blow first," which are comparable to "vox principalis" and

"first voice"; hone "to go up" and siho "to go down," which, in 'Are'are as in

English, designate movement in space being applied to melodic movements,

etc.12

'Are'are musicians-or at least some of them-are aware of the connec-

tion between the doubling or the halving of the length of a pipe and the

auditive result, the octave. They are conscious of, and verbalize the relation-

ship between the equidistance of intervals perceived auditively, and the

progressive diminution in intervals perceived visually. They know that pan-
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pipes of the oldest ensemble, from which the others are derived, are

characterized by seven equal musical intervals within an octave. They establish

a relationship between a gestural movement or a spatial direction and a

melodic movement, and this regardless of their onomatopoeic term for the

bass and iconic one for the treble. They have a concept of melodic

segmentation (rhythmic for slit drums). They recognize and denominate the

basic principles of melodic and polyphonic progression, such as ostinato,

sequence, and imitation. They know the number of voices in their poly-

phonies, and their hierarchical relationships, the temporal relationships be-

tween voice-parts, etc. Of course, the concepts described here were not-to use

the expression of a participant in our seminar-"served up on a silver platter"

(but then, can this be said of any thought system in a non-literate culture?).

It was up to the ethnomusicologist to elucidate these elements from a

nevertheless coherent thought system, of which this study presents only some

aspects.
13 These concepts were certainly not developed by chance in a society

where panpipe music has a significant role. Apparently using as a basis, at

least in part, the material Thurnwald brought back from Bougainville (north-

ern Solomon Islands)-which was, however, much more fragmentary than

ours-and probably keeping ancient China in mind as well, the French

anthropologist Marcel Mauss said in the course of his lectures (between 1926

and 1939):

A theory of music exists everywhere there are panpipes. Distinctions are

made between lengths of pipes, and there is evaluation of absolute pitch for

tones, of intervals (Mauss 1947:91). 14

Perhaps the generalization made by M. Mauss before material from

"everywhere" is available was somewhat premature, but the idea that the

measurability of a musical instrument can create conditions favorable to the

elaboration of a musical theory is worthy of retention. In the same line,

George Herzog, who had studied concepts relating to the registers used for

talking drums and for other musical instruments among the Jabo of West

Africa, writes:

Partial as these native theories are, . . . they demonstrate how terminology
and technical theory may well develop where there is an object or

instrument on which an otherwise abstract system can be observed in visible

operation; the growth of musical theory and of scale-systems also is

connected with observations on musical instruments, not on the singing

voice or on acoustic phenomena in the abstract (Herzog 1945:232).

Oceania, Africa . . . does this mean that perhaps musical theory is not

the privilege of the "art music" of the so-called "high civilizations" of Europe
and Asia, as many musicologists (with or without the prefix ethno-) still hold

today? The title of this article makes our position clear. True, the 'Are'are do

not have a scientific theory of music (but does the West have one?). The

ethno-theory of the 'Are'are, with perhaps a more extensive use of spatial and
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figurative language, is not fundamentally different in nature from Asiatic

ethno-theories. The tools the musicologist uses today are also largely borrowed

from an ethno-theory (that of the West), hence the appeals made by

ethnomusicologists for the creation of a musicological meta-language, with a

system of notation universal in scope in short, a truly scientific theory of

music. As regards the 'Are'are, their musical conceptualization is a revelation

for the ethnomusicologist, including the author, as is the perfection and

beauty of their musical compositions.

Translated by Vida Malkus
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NOTES

1. The 'Are'are language, spoken by less than 10,000 people in the southern part

of Malaita, is Melanesian, hence a member of the large Austronesian language family. In

the transcription of 'Are'are words, the apostrophe marks a glottal stop.

2. The English forms between quotation marks are more or less literal translations

of 'Are'are expressions and are chosen for their comprehensibility. The definitions of

'Are'are terms are provided in the text itself. In the same way that the English equivalent

of the French pomme de terre is not "apple of the ground" but "potato" (a literal

translation can, nevertheless, show how a word was composed), the semantic equivalent of

the 'Are'are rapi 'au is not "twin bamboos," but "equiheptaphonic second." For the

'Are'are musician, rapi 'au is not the sum of the lexemes "twins" and "bamboos," but a

specific musical interval, as is the expression "equiheptaphonic second" for an ethno-

musicologist. Obviously, this does not imply that the acceptions in the two languages are

identical.

3. Which A. P. Jones calls the "formula 1-1-2-1-2" (Jones 1964:97).

4. In numbering the pipes, we begin with the longest blown pipe of an instrument

The panpipes of the 'au paina ensemble generally contain a very long pipe, which,

although tuned, is never blown. Tucked under the left arm, it enables players to have a

better grip on the large instruments.

5. The term hari 'au also designates the "wrong notes" played by a musician who

involuntarily "deviates" from the correct melody. It is in this sense that one should

understand the title of a piece belonging to me repertory of the 'au tahana ensemble
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(whose scale, it will be recalled, has no major seconds, hari *au). The story recounting the

composition of this piece relates that it received this title as a result of the wrong notes

played by a musician the first time it was performed.
6. The figures after the letters BM at the end of a legend indicate the number of

the tape stored at the Ddpartement d'ethnomusicologie of the Muse'e de 1'Homme. The

last figure, after the colon, refers to the number of the piece on the tape. To facilitate

the reader's access to the sound recordings, I have chosen the musical examples, as far as

possible, from published records. In this case the Roman numeral refers to the

Discography; it is followed by the letter A or B indicating the record side, and a figure

giving the band.

7. See the story of the latter piece in Coppet and Zemp 1978.

8. In north Malaitan languages, the corresponding terms are na'o "in front of and

bull "behind" (Zemp 1972:14-20)

9. In the *au taka'iori ensemble called "from Marau" (the southeast point of

Guadalcanal Island, inhabited by an 'Are'are group), there are no medium-sized instru-

ments, only two "small" instruments the same size, and a "big" instrument tuned an

octave lower (Zemp 1972a:34).
10. The expression aara haisuri is also used to describe the assemblage of pipes of

the *au ni aau panpipe, which the 'Are'are contrast with the "decreasing assemblage"

(aara tahetahe) of panpipes played in an ensemble. It had seemed to us that the

translation "irregular assembling" would be appropriate in this context (Zemp 1978:44),

but it should be noted that there is more a notion of "mutual pursuit" than of

"irregularity" in haisuri.

11. When musicians break for a chat at the end of a piece, and one of them,

becoming impatient, would rather play than talk, he says koru ka suru!, which can be

translated "Let's start!," but also as "Let's continue!." Likewise, the pieces entitled Suru

*au, always the first to be played by the *au tahana and
f

au paina ensembles at a feast,

announce all the pieces to follow.

12. I owe the idea of this paragraph on the technicality of musical vocabulary to

the review-essay by W. Powers (1970:72) that compares, among other things, the

Flathead terms sups "tail" and text "fast" to the Italian words coda and allegro.

13. The reader will find analyses of other 'Are'are thought systems in the works

of the anthropologist Daniel de Coppet, with whom I attempted an initial analysis of

links between musical and social structures (Coppet and Zemp 1978). The system of

classification for types of music and instruments discussed in a preceding article (Zemp
1978), as well as numerous musical concepts examined in this article are explained by

'Irisipau and illustrated by musical performances and the making of panpipes in the two

films mentioned in the Film List

14. I am very grateful to Pierre Salle'e, who, in the course of a discussion of my
article at a seminar of our Research Team, drew my attention to this observation by
Marcel Mauss.
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APPENDIX

NOTES ON TRANSCRIPTIONS

As the 'au tahana, 'au keto and 'au taka'iori ensembles have a equiheptaphonic
scale, the staff should be read according to this scale, not the Western diatonic scale. In

the pentaphonic scale of the 'au paina ensemble, the "major second" (hari 'au) is

transcribed as C-D, the "equiheptaphonic second" (rapi 'au) as D-E and G-A.
In harmonic ornaments at the "equiheptaphonic second" (rapi 'au) played by a

single voice-part of the 'au tahana and the 'au paina ensembles, the pitch transcribed left

of the stem is the one of the melodic line (performed in singing); the pitch right of the

stem is sometimes less strong or may even fall off.

The basic time-unit of 'Are'are panpipe playing is provided by the pulsation of

breath, 6 to 7 "beats" a second, to which I attributed the rhythmic value of a sixteenth

note. If the notes are played legato, marked with a slur, they contain the full number of

pulsating "beats" (i.e. J^= 2 "beats"; J_ = 4 "beats";J.^ = 6 "beats"); if they are

disconnected by inhaling of the breath or otherwise non-legato, they have to be read as

containing one "beat" less (J"= 1 "beat"; J = 3 "beats"; J. = 5 "beats"). In some

pieces, this pulsation is more strongly marked, becoming a musical reiteration (uuh
totohia) notated with two transverse lines on the stem of the quarter or half notes

^n Ex. 2 and 6); before rests or breaks marked by an apostrophe, the full value of length
transcribed is played (if*'

= J333' ).

The vertical dotted lines delimit "melodic segments" (ro'u mani 'au) and arc not

bar lines. However, in pieces of the rehe type of the 'au taka'iori ensemble, I notated bar

lines for the pai 'au and hoo voices, and also the percussion, as the general impression,
reinforced by the dancing movements, is of a two-quarter measure.

Big brackets over the staff (Exs. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8) indicate that the notes included are

not played at the beginning of the pieces, but only during repetitions of the melodic

segments.

EXAMPLES 1 AND 2. 'AU TAHANA ENSEMBLE

The instruments all have the complete equiheptaphonic scale (rapi 'au him

"equiheptaphonic seconds all around"). Passages "blown sliding" (uuhi ru'aaha'i) alternate

with passages "blown hopping" (uuhi hosura'i). In each voice the musicians play
harmonic ornaments at the "equiheptaphonic second"; this interval also appears fre-

quently as the result of the simultaneous playing of two instruments in two-part

polyphony, and characterizes in particular the cadential formula which "breaks with

equiheptaphonic seconds" (mou aana rapi 'au). The aarita'i voice "entwines" (hffcua) the

pau ni 'au voice which "leads" ftarai). Each voice is doubled at the "octave,*' played on a

"big" (paina) and a "small" (masika) instrument Example 1 was entitled Uuhi rUiu ("To
blow all around") because all pipes, from the treble to the bass, are blown. The piece is

furthermore characterized by "sequences" (haimaanlha) and by a cadential formula that

"breaks twice" (mou ha'arua). The two voices "assemble by mutually pursuing each

other" (aara haisuri). In Ex. 2, there is in addition a section where the "two parts are

lifted identically" (rua po'o ka sum 'oa'oa), with reiterations (uuhi totohia) in the pau ni

'au voice.

EXAMPLES 3 AND 4. 'AU PAINA ENSEMBLE

The pentaphonic scale has within an "octave" a "major second," two "equihepta-
phonic seconds," and two "thirds." The pau ni 'au voice "starts" (tara'ae)\ it "leads"

(tarai) the aarita'i, which "turns around" (hirusia) it. At the end, the two voices "break
with thirds" (mou aana hoa ni 'au). Each voice is quadrupled at the octave, played on
four instruments with different denominations. The harmonic ornaments at the "equi-
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heptaphonic second" are played mainly in the two upper octave registers where long
tones are "blown quivering" (uuhi rawariri). The instruments of the two lower registers
arc blown in a detached way (uuhi makuru, uuhi kanaria) and the pipes are blown one

by one (uuhi iisu ta'awake).

EXAMPLES 5 and 6. 'AU KETO ENSEMBLE

Each instrument has a series of "thirds." Most often the musicians "blow sliding"

(uuhi ru'aaha'i) from one pipe to an adjacent one. The ensemble has "three parts" (ooru

po'o), each being doubled at the octave and played by a "big" (paina) and a "small"

(masika) instrument. The maa ni 'au voice "leads" (tarai); it "starts" (tara'ae) in Ex. 6.

The rehe voice "entwines" (hikua) the maa ni 'au and often "it 'hears* as equfliepta-

phonic seconds" ('e noro wara rapi 'au). The too 'au voice stays in the "bass" (kou'ii)

and also "makes equiheptaphonic seconds" (ka rapi) with the maa ni 'au. As do almost

all pieces of panpipe ensembles, Ex. 5 has the ending called "blown [like] a calm sea"

(uuhi aaroaaromae'a) , while Ex. 6 "breaks snapping" (mou siki) as its title indicates. In

Ex. 5 the voices "assemble by mutually pursuing one another" (aara haisuri); conversely,

in Ex. 6 the voices "are lifted identically" (ka suru 'oa'oa).

EXAMPLES 7 AND 8. 'AU TAKA'IORI ENSEMBLE

As in the 'au keto ensemble, each instrument has a series of "thirds," which the

musicians play by "blowing sliding" (uuhi ru'aaha'i) from one pipe to another. The
ensemble has "four parts" (hai po'o) for panpipes and a rhythmic accompaniment by

"striking leaf pads" (ma'eta). The rehe and suri 'au voices are doubled at the octave,

played on a "big" (paina) and a "small" \ (masika) instrument; the hoo and pai 'au voices

are tripled at the octave and contain in addition an instrument of "medium" (kaoa) size.

Pai 'au and hoo "are bound in friendship and it 'hears' as equiheptaphonic seconds" (ka

hiku ma 'e noro wara rapi 'au); the same is true for rehe and sun 'au. The "striking of

leaf pads follows the hoo and pai 'au
99

(ma'eta so'ona hoo ma pai
9

au). In Ex. 7, which

is from the group of rehe pieces, the rehe and suri 'au voices "start" (tara'ae); the hoo

"blows into a single bamboo pipe" (uuhi ta'a hau ni 'au), while the pai 'au "makes

equiheptaphonic seconds around" (ka rapi 'ohia). In Ex. 8, which belongs to the group of

maa ni 'au pieces, the hoo and pai 'au voices "start" (tara'ae) and play "melodic

segments" (ro'u mani 'au) as well as the rehe and suri 'au voices.
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Example 1. 'Au tahana ensemble. Title: Uuhirihu. Record V-A:4

+ -^

^

xC * * * ^ ^ "^ * * i
**
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Example 2. "Au tahana ensemble. Title: Pisi ni tootora. Record I-A:9

rtoL

paina

paina

1, x*^-
***V
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Example 3. 'An paina ensemble. Title: Aaniaanita-na 'Oko'ohimane. Record I-B:4

J-56
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Examples, (continued)

rara
nl hero

kii

rara
ni hero

acan-poc
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Example 4. 'Au paina ensemble. Title: Paoro. Record I-B: 1
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Example 5. 'Au keto ensemble. Title: Maa ni 'au. Record U-A:1
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mantra

paina
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Example 6. 'Au keto ensemble. Title: Mou siki. Record II-A:11

paina

maoika

paina

woika

paina

ff.
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Example 7. 'Au taka'iori ensemble. Title: 'Asi. Record II-B:2

47
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Example 8. :Au taka'iori ensemble. Title: Maa ni 'au. Record V-A:8

J - - " ,~ ^ **
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PANCATURYA NADA AND THE HEWISI PUJA

Anuradha Seneviratna

INTRODUCTION

The
aim of this paper is to describe one of the most important musical

traditions associated with the Buddhist rituals and ceremonies on the

island of Sri Lanka. The majority of its inhabitants are Sinhalese and their

ancestors are the Aryans who migrated to Sri Lanka from the northwestern

and eastern parts of India at the beginning of the sixth century B.C.

Theravada Buddhism, the religion of the majority, was introduced to the

island in the third century B.C. by the great emperor Dharmasoka of India

during the reign of kind Devanampiyatissa. Since then Buddhism has been the

main force in this country. The lives of the people were molded by the

teaching of Buddha, and Sinhalese culture became essentially Buddhist.

At the beginning, the strict orthodox Theravada Buddhism did not

encourage all art forms to develop, because they evoke sensual pleasures and

lead the layman to evil, detracting from the Buddhist ideal of life. It

encouraged painting, architecture, and sculpture, on the basis of giving

religious instructions to the people and evoking in them religious sentiments

(Sarachchandra 1966:8). But the influence of Mahayana Buddhism and

Hinduism in later times helped to create a folk religion meeting the daily

needs and demands of the people. This folk religion, a synthesis of the above

three main beliefs, created a village culture with rituals and ceremonies

embodying dance, drama, music, and other folk arts. Buddhist temples and

monasteries became centers of religious rituals, ceremonies, education, and

learning. The Pancaturya (fivefold musical sounds) and the Hewisi puja

(homage of the drums) are two such musical traditions that originated in the

Buddhist temple ritual and continued through the ages.

PANCA TUR YANADA

All dance forms within the Buddhist cultural framework in Sri Lanka

are based on rhythmic drumming, and therefore percussion music plays an

0014-1836/79/2301-0049$0.24 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
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important role in the musical tradition. There is abundant historical and

literary evidence to show that a large number of musical instruments were

used in the past. The same sources tell us that all traditional musical

instruments were conveniently brought under a common name, Pancatu-

ryandda or Pasangaturunada, meaning "fivefold" because of the five different

ways these instruments are played. The Pali Vamsatthappakdsini (Malalasekara

1935: 518) commentary on the great chronicle Mahdvamsa, written during the

sixth century, categorizes the five as Atata, Vitata, Atatavitata, Ghana, and

Susira. According to this classification, "Atata" means a drum of the Mrdanga

type with one head made of skin. "Vitata" means a drum with two skin

heads. "Atatavitata" means an instrument with strings. "Susira" means a wind

instrument. "Ghana" means a metallic instrument such as a cymbal, which

produces sound by striking one against another. That this classification has

been accepted for a long period is made evident in the Dharamapradlpikd

(Dharmarama 1951: 304), the classical Sinhalese literary worfc of the 13th

century.

According to Indian tradition, instruments are divided into four groups:

Ghana, Avanaddha, Susira, and Tat. In other words, instruments belonging to

Idiophone, Membranophone, Aerophone, and Chordophone types. The main
difference between the two traditions lies in the Atata and Vitata categories

of Sri Lanka, which are combined in the Indian Avanaddha.

There is a general belief among the people of Sri Lanka that the country
has no Art Music tradition. But those well conversant in Sinhalese classical

literature know that this is not the case. Literary works such as Sinhala

Bodhivamsaya, Thupavamsaya, SaddharmaratnOvdiya, Saddharmdlankdrya,

Pujavaliya, Jdtakapota, Ridivihdra Asne, Umandd Gdtapadaya, Dhdtuvamsaya,
Daladd Sirita Butsarane, Kavsilumina, Dambadeni Asne, Sihabd Asne, Kuveni

Asne, Pdrakumbd Sirita, Sandesas, and Hatan, give an abundance of names Of

musical instruments in vogue at the time. Names of such musical instruments

found in the early literary works are collected and listed in works such as

Society in Medieval Ceylon, by M. B. Ariyapala (1960); Sinhala Dance and
Music by C. E. Godkumbure (1970); Lankdwe Sangita Sambhavaya by C. de

S. Kulatilake; Gampola Yagaye Kaldiilpa by Anuradha Seneviratna (1973);
Nrtya Ratndkaraya by J. E. Sedaraman (1959). Of those musical instruments

listed, those actually used by the artists in Sri Lanka is a matter to be
examined further, for in ancient times the influence of Indian music can be
seen in the literary evidence. In addition some confusion with regard to the

classification system has arisen especially concerning the first three musical

sounds; Atata, Vitata, and Atatavitata or Vitatdtata.

In recent times, the above five musical sounds have been analyzed in the

following manner (Sedaraman, 1968: 48):
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1. Atata means an instrument which is played by one hand, for example
drums like Pandbera, Patabera, Uddkki, Ddkki, Raban and Bummddi.

2. Vitata means an instrument which is played with a stick such as

Tamboru, Tamrwttam and Dandubera.

3. Atatavitata which means an instrument played by hand and with a

stick such as a dawufa or a cylindrical drum.

4. Susira means a wind instrument such as a horantiwa (oboe) or a

hakgediya (conch).

5. Ghana is a metallic instrument such as a cymbal.
As C. Sivaramamurti observed: (1956:144) "the Atatavitata which is a

combination of Atata and Vitata must refer to some combination instrument

like the Tantipatahikd or stringed drum." This view is supported by literary

references to various kinds of Vinas that were used in the past, though they
are no more in the tradition. What is happening today under the name Hewisi

puja (homage of the drums) is that an instrument from each of the above five

is taken to compose the five instruments which produce five different sounds.

For example, Tammattama (double kettle drum) Dawula (cylindrical drum),

Tdlampota (cymbal), Horandva (temple oboe) with the Gdtabere or the

Mangulbere (auspicious drum), is played in the Vihdras or the Buddhist

Temples and in the Devalas or the Deistic Shrines in the Kandyan areas and

Yak bere (Devil drum) along with the other four types played in those places

of worship in the Low country coastal areas in Sri Lanka, thus composing the

Pancaturyandda.

TIMING AND RHYTHM

For the Hindus, music and dance are means of religious expression.

They believe that music and dance have a divine origin. Even the Sinhalese

choose to think that their music and dance in Folk Rituals are divine in

origin. This becomes apparent when they speak about the origin of timing and

rhythm in dance forms as well as in drumming. Their beliefs about the sounds

of various folk musical instruments have much to do with Hindu mythology.
For instance, they believe that the drum had its birth from the mouth of

Brahma, timing from his teeth, and song from his tongue (Sedaraman, 1959:

27). The traditional artists think that timing had its origin in the Dance of

Shiva and Uma. This refers to the Hindu mythology of Shivatdndava dance.

We cannot, however, ascertain that the timing and rhythm of the Sinhalese

drum beats are the same as in India. The timing of the Sinhalese drum beats

is known as the tit system and differs very much from the above. There are

five basic syllables of drum beats known as tat, jit, ton, nan, ta and they are

called Pancatdla. To each of these there are a number of Vattams or cycles (of

drumming).
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According to tradition, the Sinhalese rhythm system consists of 216

fundamentals. This is enumerated in the following verses.

Tis Dekak Talam-Su Sa'tak pamana Saudam
Visi ekak Suralim-Ga'su pasalos vandamanam

Solosak dakurn at-Sat visi podi sural at

Satalis ada padat-Ga'su me ra'ftgum desiya solasak.

(Sedaraman, 1968: 24)

This verse means that the rhythms consist of 32 Tdlams or rhythmic time

measures, 64 Saudam or varieties of drum beats in Salutation to Gods, 21 Sural

or elaborations, 27 Podi Sural or rhythmic subdivisions, 1 5 Vandamanam or

narratives to be played and sung as offering to Buddha, 16 Ddkum At or

drum beat pieces played in the presence of a God or the King in the form of

salutation, 40 Adapada or forty half beats.

There is a slightly different version of the above:

Paficatalaya da natum saha Vattam satarada tit sati na

Ragam detisa da siwisi sarambe da solosa dakum at pada rage na
Suralim visieka adau detisa saudam tisdeka atatalaga na
Daha ata vannam avadanam ata desiya solos bedaya sa'duna

(Sedaraman, 1959:36)

According to this version the system of rhythm consists of 5 Tdlas or

rhythms, 9 Natum or dance forms, 4 Vattams or cycles of drum beats

or stresses, 32 Ragas or tunes 24 Sarambas or execises, 16 Ddkum At or drum
beats played in the presence of a God or the King in the form of Salutations,

21 Surds or elaborations, 32 Adaus or basic dance step patterns, 32 Saudams
or drum beats taken on 8 different rhythms, 18 Vannams or descriptions, 8

Avaddnams or drum beats played in the presence of the King, added together

composing 216 fundamentals.

The rules of drumming in both up country and low country Sinhalese

traditions were originally in Sanskrit which later changed owing to oral

transmission by non-literate artists. How much it was changed is evident by
the different ways the local artists interpret these 32 tdlams.

As a result of this, some scholars now think that 32 talams referred to

above are nothing but the 32 poetical meters. In the past there had been a

number of works on the rhythm systems written especially during the 17th

and 1 8th centuries. Among them are Vdddnkusaya, Ratndlankdraya, NertamdW.

Nrtya Upata and Svarangamdld. Of these works some are still available. But it

has to be said that a number of Guruparampards or teacher traditions are still

preserved in Ola (palm leaf) manuscripts containing the Sastra or the Science

of Dance.

HEWIST

The so called Hewisi drumming is also known as Sabda Puja or the

offering of the sounds. The main instruments used in Hewisi drumming are
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the Dawula or the cylindrical drum, Tammdttama the double kettle drum, and
Horanawa or the temple oboe, and sometimes accompanied by Mangul bere or

the Gatabere, the auspicious drum in the Kandyan tradition, or the Yakbere,
the devil drum in the low country tradition. Though this offering of sounds is

made in the daily services of the Buddhist temples, a special place to witness

this ritual would be the Temple of the Sacred Tooth-Relic (Dalada Maligawa)
in Kandy (Seneviratna, 1975: 21-24). There, one has the opportunity to listen

to a variety of drum beats during the services customarily performed thrice a

day; in the early morning, midday and the evening. These three services are

called Aluyam dure (early morning service), Dahawal Pujdwa or Mddiyam dure

(mid-day service) and Handd dure (evening service). Among the weekly rituals

performed, Nanumura Mangalle (bathing or annointing ceremony) is interest-

ing for its variety of drum beats offered in honor of the sacred Tooth-Relic.

They are Nanumura Fade (beat for the annointing ceremony), Alattipade (beat

played for the waving of the light) and Vata hewisi (outer circle drumming).

During the daily rituals, drum beats such as Tewdpade (service beat); Mangul
bere (auspicious drum beat) Gaman hewisi (marshal beat) can be heard. It is

also interesting to hear the weekly drumming in connection with the four

phases of the moon called Hatara Poya. These weekly offerings of the drums

are known as Poya Hewisi. During the colorful Asala pageant (Seneviratna,

1977) which takes place annually during the month of July/August, one

would again have the opportunity of listening to a variety of drum beats such

as Gaman hewisi in a number of styles. Valinade hewisi (cycles of drumming

belonging to the fivefold dmmming), Ambard hewisi (beat played at the

tunnel entrance to the Maligawa), Hewisi pahe hewisi (five rhythmic drum-

ming) etc. Though it is not customarily performed today, the Tuntispdye Poya
hewisi (drumming continued for one and a half days) is interesting for its art,

elegance and beauty. It is in this ritual that a large number of traditional

drum beats are played on each instrument and they are differently named:

Bera Hewisi (cylindrical drum beats) Davul hewisi (kettle drum beats) Horand

hewisi (oboe music) Hakgedi hewisi (conch music) Mangul bera hewisi

(auspicious drum beats) (Sedaraman, 1966). In addition to these, special drum

beats played during the ceremonies of the first offering of new rice after

harvest known as Avurudu Mangalle, and the feast of lights in November

known as Kdrtika Mangalle are worth mentioning.

These offerings of the sounds are found in various minor Buddhist

temples and deistic shrines as well. For example, a special beat is played at

Pirit chanting ceremonies or chanting of the Sacred scriptures, and for an

invitation to a Bana Sermon. In the diestic shrines, Addumpada gahana hewisi

(drum beats which have a dragging style), and Multdn Mangalle (ceremony in

connection with the offerings of meals to Gods and deities) are two occasions

where one could hear another variety of drum beats. The Devdles have their
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independent Hewisi known as Kemmura Hewisi to be played on Wednesdays,

Thursdays and sometimes on Saturdays, which are days for worship.

GURUPARAMPARA

Many traditional families of drummers can be found scattered over the

central region of Sri Lanka. Among the noted families well versed in the Art

of Dawul drumming are the families of Udupihille of Matale, Wallagiriya of

Hewahata, Dialawela of Gohagoda, Punchinawa of Hapugoda, Molagoda,

Maladanda, Otanna of Uduwela, Godampitiya and Telipaha. For Tammdttam

drumming the noted families are the Yakawele of Harispattuwa, Kondadeniya,

Ridigama, and Algama. For Gdtabera they are families such as Kiri Ukkuwa

Gurunnanse of Gadaiadeniya, Suramba Gurunnanse of Gunnepana, and

Polambegoda Gurunnanse of Mawanella. These family traditions are often

referred to by their place names because they maintain distinct styles of

playing. Accordingly, these traditions are named such as Hat Korale Param-

parawa (tradition of the Hatkorale in the Kurunagala distirct), Hatarakorale

Paramparawa (tradition of the four Korales of the Kegalle district) etc.

When all the veteran gurus (teachers) get together to perform the

homage of the drums, there is a method by which they take the pride of

place among them. That is, for example, if the ritual is performed within the

city of Kandy, the chief drummers (Panikkayas) of the Temple of the Sacred

Tooth Relic must be the leaders. If the ritual is performed outside the city,

the chief of the tradition of that particular area should be given pride of place

or, in the absence of such a one, the next senior person of the group shall be

elected the leader.

CUSTOMS

The place where the Hewisi pujd is performed should be gaily decorated

with four water pots (kalas) placed on the four quarters and four lighted

lamps. A separate flower hut (malpala) should be erected for the deity in

charge of the village generally known as Gambdra deyyo. It is also customary
to have a flower-betal tray (mal-bulat-tattuwa) for the Goddess of earth (Sriya

Kantha). In this tray they keep a comb, mirror, some betal flowers, sandal,

few coins, etc. Near this tray a mat is placed on the floor and spread with

uncooked rice some betal is kept to one side. Eight auspicious signs

(Atamagala or Astamangala) are drawn in the rice. This practice is observed on

all occasions such as in a Bali, a ritual worship of the planets; a harvesting

festival, when erecting a new building or during a wedding ceremony.
A Hewisi Pujd performed in honor of the Triple gem (Buddha, Dhamma,

Sangha) and the deities customarily starts with the observing of the five
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precepts. After paying homage to the Triple gem, they chant Astakas, Sdhali,
and Curnikds in order to ensure the blessings of all Gods. After this

propitiation, they blow the conch (hakgediya) thrice followed by three cycles
of Mangul bera or auspicious drumming. Once the first cycle is over two
dawul and tammdttam players get together and start playing the Tewapade or

the service beat which is as follows:

Dawula Jenga Jegata Jega Jen

Tammattamma Jen kiti kititaka

This is again followed by the second cycle of Mangul bere and

Tewapade and concluded by the third cycle. Thus the same Tewapade is

beaten thrice following the three cycles of Mangul bere. Once this is

completed, a Hewisi beat is played to suit the time of commencement of the

Hewisi ritual; for example if the commencement takes place in the morning,
the Aluyamdure (early morning service) beat is played and it is midday, the

Dahaval-piija pade, or if it is in the evening, the Honda dure or the evening
service beat is played. Now is the time for the commencement of the Hewisi

puja. Here the drummers start playing a rhythm called the Contra Hewisi or

customary beat which runs as follows.

Tammattama Kittak krudegak kittak-krudega krudega kita krudegak kittak-

krudega

Dawula Jega jega jen

Once this is over they start to beat the drums in homage. They go
round making a circle to the beat of the Mdtrd pita hewisi (beat on syllables)

and begin the Walinade Hewisfya with two on each side or in groups. Here

they exhibit their talent by using various rhythmic beats, after which they

begin to play rhythms such as Talam, Saudam, Vandamanam and Dakum

At, to the beat of two or three stresses or tits. They beat rhythms meant for

narration and in turn, these narrations are beaten on the drums. While the

drumming is going on, the oboe player blows various tunes such as Astakas,

Gefjamuda and ilokas. The four main rhythms out of the thirty-two are

beaten. Of the Saudams, drum beats in homage to Brahma, Visnu, Ishvara,

Natha, Kandaswami, Saksura, Viramunda, Kadawara, Kalukumara and others

can be heard. This custom of paying homage to gods and deities may have

found its way into the Buddhist tradition through the influence of Hindu

Devdla tradition. In this homage of drums, competitions among the drummers

can be observed as it is the platform for them to exhibit their talents in the

art of drumming and dancing they have mastered.

While a ritual like Kohomba Kankariya (a hill country dance ritual) is an

occasion for the dancers to exhibit their talents, the hewisi puja is the

opportunity afforded to the traditional drummer to display his skill in the art.

This homage of drums which invokes the blessings of the Divinity, is intended
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to procure the well being, prosperity and protection of all. The ritual, which

sometimes lasts for one and a half days, sees its finale with the thanksgiving;

that is, the bestowing of merits on gods by the artists who took part in the

ritual. This is performed by beating a special rhythm known as Puj'a pade

(homage beat).

CONCLUSION

The above ceremony which is unique by itself can in no way be

compared with any Hindu rituals performed in the neighboring India. The

complex, but rhythmic drum beats of the ritual itself speak the rich musical

heritage of the country to which little or no attention has hitherto been

drawn by the scholar for serious study.
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TWELVE NASCA PANPIPES: A STUDY

Joerg Haeberli

INTRODUCTION

Faithful
production of sound, as originally intended, is achieved with

instruments that have not undergone any significant change since their

construction. Instruments made of clay or stone meet this requirement of

preservation over long periods. The dry climate prevalent on the Peruvian

coast has preserved fragile textiles and also musical instruments (found among
the contents of graves). Museum and private collections retain such artifacts,

and panpipes made by craftsmen of the Nasca culture have been preserved in

sufficient numbers for comparative studies.

Studies covering Nasca panpipes were reviewed by Stevenson

(1968:245-255). The pentatonic scale originally postulated for the Precolum-

bian period in what today is Peru has recently been questioned. About

one-third of the samples covered in two investigations were labeled twins, or

pairs, such as those on Moche vase paintings from the North Coast, which

frequently show two panpipes linked by a cord. Dawson (1964) demonstrated

slip casting to be the technique used by craftsmen of the Paracas and Nasca

cultures of the Peruvian South Coast for producing pipes for panpipes.

Essentially all the published pitch data pertaining to Nasca panpipes are

expressed in Western notation with plus and minus signs to denote deviation

from the written pitches. It was intended that the present study would use

this information to determine the scale system used for the tuning of these

instruments, but this plan was abandoned when results differing from the ones

using frequency measurements were arrived at by using Western notation for

the instruments to be described below.

The purpose of this study is to describe twelve Nasca panpipes, to

present tonometric measurements, and to analyze the determined frequency

intervals in order to establish the scale system intended for the tuning of these

panpipes.

DESCRIPTION OF PANPIPES

Twelve Early Intermediate Period (400 B.C. to 600 A.D.) ceramic

panpipes from the Peruvian South Coast were investigated. One instrument is

0014-1 836/79/2301-0057 $0.48 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
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in a private collection (JH), ten are at the Museum of the American Indian

(MAI), and one is in the collection of the Peabody Museum (PM). The

Peabody Museum specimen is said to be from Palpa. None of the other pieces

has any site identification.

All of these instruments make use of pipes stopped at one end. Two

types of pipe can be discerned. A pipe of uniform diameter, except for slight

narrowing just before the blow-hole, characterizes one type (MAI 11/2564,

11/2563, 16/9703, 16/8978, 16/9701, 16/1879, 16/9702, and 19/9192),

while pipes made from two sections differing in diameter constitute the other

type (JH, PM 41-17-30/2882, MAI 14/9686 and 21/2271). The complex tubes

have a narrower lower portion of uniform diameter; the upper section is wider

and tapers slightly toward the blow-hole, which is ovoid to circular in shape.

This contrasts with the elliptical to trapezoidal shape of the opening of the

simple, straight tubes. Slip casting was most likely used to fashion the tubes,

with walls about one mm. thick. The panpipes were built by sticking the

tubes together, in decreasing or increasing size; clay was added on the outside

for joining.

Instruments with six, seven, eight, and ten tubes are represented. All

pipes were inspected for damage or retention of sand or grit and were cleaned

if necessary. The inside tube length and blow-hole dimensions are listed in

Table 1. Three of the panpipes with complex tubes are rather triangular in

shape (JH, MAI 14/9686, 21/2271) due to bending of the pipes mainly at the

junction of the two sections. The pipes of the remaining instruments are

TABLE 1

Inside length of pipes for 12 Nasca panpipes. The blow-hole dimensions are

given first horizontal and second perpendicular to the direction

the pipes were joined. Defective pipes are indicated by d.
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straight, thus imparting the typical syrinx shape. All four instruments with

complex pipes were bored for two string holes. The exterior surfaces of all

twelve instruments were rubbed smooth, polished to a gloss, and slip painted.
Dawson has divided Nasca style ceramics into nine phases based on

seriational studies (Proulx 1965, 1968). Two of the panpipes can be dated

based on their painted decoration, one with a mythical being to the Nasca 2

phase (JH), the other with a warrior to the Nasca 7 phase (PM). Seven of the

instruments have simple geometric designs (MAI 11/2564, 11/2563, 16/1879,

16/8978, 16/9701, 16/9703, 16/9702), which complicates assigning a phase,
while three have no decoration at all (MAI 11/2564, 21/2271, 19/9192). The

relationship between instruments with equal coloring and decoration (MAI
11/2563, 11/2564, 16/9701 and 16/9703, 16/8978), in the absence of

provenience and excavation information, is unknown. The panpipes cover a

time span of about 600 years.

There are noteworthy relationships between the three ten-tube panpipes
that have equal coloring and decoration but differ in size. Instrument MAI
16/9701 is the largest of the three, panpipe MAI 11/2564 the smallest. The

relationship between inside lengths of corresponding pipes is 1.0:2.0:4.0 (from
smallest to largest instrument). The frequency difference between correspond-

ing pipes is close to one octave, but slightly flat, particularly for the smaller

pipes. The significance of panpipe decoration and of instrument pairs (identi-

fied as such through archaeological context) for understanding the relation-

ships between pipes will have to await future studies.

DETERMINATION OF PIPE FREQUENCIES

During our tests, the pipes were made to speak by mouth blowing.

Efforts were made to hold constant the angle of application of the panpipe to

the lips, the relative position of the upper lip, and the intensity of blowing

across the blow-hole. Tape recordings were made with a Nagra IV with a

60-cycle mains-derived pilot tone, and the fundamental frequency component
of each pipe was measured with a stroboscopic frequency meter (Stroboconn

6T5). The same reading on the stroboscopic frequency meter over several

measurements was taken as the pipe frequency. The arithmetic mean of the

difference between live and taped stroboscopic frequency meter readings was

1%. The frequency measurements for the pipes of the twelve panpipes are

shown in Table 2. The overblown first harmonic of the longest pipe to speak

well was also determined. The frequency readings of all pipes were measured

live except for those of one panpipe (PM). These were obtained while playing

back the tape on the same Nagra IV, synchronizing its speed by an internal

resolver referencing the pilot tone against a 60-cycle mains signal. The output
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was processed through a band-pass filter to remove extraneous sounds and all

but the fundamental frequency component*

ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF PIPES

The acoustical properties of the complex pipes differ significantly from

those of simple ones. For the latter the ratio of the frequency of the first

overblown harmonic to the frequency of the fundamental is as expected about

3:1 (Backus 1969:63-64). For the complex pipes the ratio is about 2:1. The

frequencies of the complex pipes are, on the average, 32% higher than would

be expected from calculations based on the pipe length. The shape of complex

pipes is unusual; its origin and reason for use, except for giving the octave of

the fundamental as the first overblown harmonic, is unknown but suggests

experimentation. Complex or segmented pipes appear on the South Coast of

Peru at the end of Paracas (Phase 10), the culture that preceded Nasca, and

after the introduction of slip-cast simple pipes (Menzel, Rowe, and Dawson

1964:226-227, 254). The segmented type of pipe disappears towards the end

of the Nasca culture.

For simple pipes, calculation of frequencies using the equation L =

(C/4F)
- 0.61R (where L is the inside pipe length, C the speed of sound and R

the radius of the pipe) gives results that tend to be about 9% lower than

measurements made with the stroboscopic frequency meter. It is believed that

fine tuning of slip-cast pipes was achieved through narrowing and shaping of

the blow hole. The study of Nasca scales using pipe length only, therefore,

can not be recommended.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PIPES

Analysis of scales generally is accomplished by comparing the intervals

in cents between frequencies. These intervals tend either to be equal or to

fluctuate widely but discretely to form specific patterns that characterize

various scales. The frequency intervals in cents for the twelve panpipes are

shown in Table 3. Two kinds of patterns are discerned. Two instruments (PM

41-17-30/2882, MAI 21/2271) have all intervals except one of similar

magnitude, namely close to a whole tone. The pattern of intervals that

characterizes pentatonic scales forms part of the sequence of intervals of two

panpipes (JH, MAI 16/9701). The frequency of occurrence of intervals in

cents between the various pipes for each of the twelve panpipes is shown in

Figure 1. Intervals close to the fifth, major third, minor third, and major

second occur beside ratios uncommon to Western scales, while the fourth is
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TABLE 3

Intervals in cents for 12 Nasca panpipes. The intervals are numbered according to decreasing
pipe length, 1 being the interval between the longest and second longest pipe. Intervals in-
fluenced by defective pipes are shown by a d. The interval between overblown first har-
monic and fundamental for the first pipe to speak well shown in Table 2 is given by OFH.

Frequency of occurrence

10

10

The frequency of occurrence of intervals in cents between Hie various pipes
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absent. No simple frequency pattern is evident. This prompted the search for

a system of structuring and correlating frequency intervals that is common to

all or most of the panpipes under study.

Cursory comparison of pipe frequencies reveals that some frequencies
are very close. Table 4 lists six sets of three frequencies each. In each set the

three frequencies do not differ amongst each other by more than 7 Hz.

The arithmetic mean for each set of frequencies is also shown in Table 4

together with the frequency differences between two, three, and four of

the average frequencies. These differences are multiples. The smallest common
denominator giving the best fit is 44 Hz. This approach was extended to all

measured frequencies. In Table 5 the pipe frequencies were arranged according
to an interval of about 44 Hz. and the average frequencies-that is, the

arithmetic mean of equivalent pipe frequencies-are also shown. The average

frequency of 714 Hz., a frequency that occurs 7 times among the 12 instru-

ments, was selected as tonic to calculate which frequency interval close to 44
Hz. gave the best result in building a scale fitting most closely the average fre-

quencies. The interval of 43 Hz. gave the best fit. The average difference

between measured and calculated frequencies is 10 Hz. What has emerged is a

scale system apparently common to all 12 panpipes, based on frequency inter-

vals of 43 Hz. or multiples thereof. The interval of 12.7 Hz. (29 cents) between

the third and fourth pipe of instrument MAI 14/9686 is not believed to be a

microtone. The two pipes are suspected to be equivalent based on the Nasca fre-

quency series shown in Table 5. If it is assumed to be an error in the assembly of

TABLE 4

Frequency intervals in Hz. between six sets of three frequencies each. The frequencies of

each set do not differ amongst each other by more than 7 Hz. From the frequency
intervals the following averages were obtained: 46, 82, 129, 173, 220, and 307.

Frequency intervals from

averages between
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pipes then fine tuning of pipes prior to assembly of pipes would be indicated.
This leads to the question of tuning of pipes.

TUNING OF PIPES

It stands to reason that the accuracy of tuning panpipes must be better
than the deviations or differences to be expected from activating the pipes by
mouth blowing. This raises some questions: what deviations can be expected
when blowing pipes by mouth, and what differences can be distinguished by
the human ear?

The difference of 21 cents (the syntonic comma) can be recognized in
two pitches played in succession. Out of context the distinctiveness of the
difference is perceived as the same whole distinct tone (Levarie and Levy
1968:202-203). Up to 1000 Herz, the human ear can discriminate a difference
of about 3 Hz. (Backus 1969:113). At 300 and 1000 Hz. this corresponds to
a difference of 17 and 5 cents, respectively. Differences in the conditions used
in activating pipes by mouth blowing, such as variations in the angle of
application, relative position of upper lip, and intensity of blowing, cause
fluctuations of 20-100 cents, but mainly up to about 40 cents (Bukofzer
1936). One may conclude that tuning of panpipe pipes to within 20 cents is

adequate. This corresponds to a deviation of up to 20% from the semitone,
the smallest step in the tempered scale. In a scale system based on equal
frequency intervals in Herz the cents system is of little value, so by analogy a
deviation of 20% from the basic step is taken to be an error in tuning to be
expected.

A glance at Table 5 reveals that most pipe frequencies occur more than
once; 51% of the listed frequencies occur on four to seven instruments. It is

reasonable to assume that in each instance a particular note within a scale was
intended. The difference between measured frequency and corresponding
average frequency is some measure of the accuracy of tuning. The majority of
the pipe frequencies-that is, 62% of the sample-deviate from the average
frequencies by less than 10 Hz., shown by the results in Table 6. Similar
deviations, of about 8 Hz., from the average frequencies are found at lower
and higher frequencies (Table 7). I conclude that tuning of panpipe pipes by
Nasca craftsmen to within 8 Hz. was desired and 14 Hz. strived for

SCALE SYSTEMS

The above results show that all 12 panpipes could have been tuned to a
scale system based on equal frequency intervals, while two instruments could
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TABLE 6

Accuracy of tuning of panpipes as indicated by the distribution of deviations of
pipe frequencies from the average pipe frequencies for frequencies_ that occur on 4 to 7 panpipes.

Deviation in Hz. Distribution in percent
average frequency Of deviation

0-4 29
5-9 33

10-14 28
15-19 6
20-24 2
25-29 2

TABLE 7

Accuracy of tuning of pipes at different frequencies as indicated by the arithmetic mean of
deviations from the average frequency for frequencies that occur on 4 to 7 panpipes.

possibly have been tuned to a scale with equal intervals in cents (PM 41-17-

30/2882, MAI 21/2211) and two panpipes partially to a pentatonic scale (JH,
MAI 16/9701). A scale with equal frequency intervals in Hz. between notes

will be called "arithmetic" in contrast to the logarithmic scale with equal
intervals in cents. (This terminology was adopted from Ellis [1965], whose
work on choral music in central Australia also revealed scales based on equal

frequency steps.)

It was assumed that the smaller the error or difference between

measured frequencies and those demanded by a scale system, the more likely

that the scale was intended by the panpipe builder. A computer program was

developed to calculate the smallest average difference (rf) between measured
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pipe frequencies and frequencies calculated according to the two equations

given below. The relationship between ascending frequencies in the arithmetic

and the logarithmic system is given by Fn = Fo + Kan and Fn = FoKjn,
respectively, where F is the tonic, keytone, or ground frequency, Fn is the

frequency of the nth tone, and K is a constant specific to the scale and scale

system. The equation for the logarithmic scale system is an extension of the

equation a
12 = 2 given by Backus (1969:128) for describing the scale with 12

equal steps in cents over the octave. The magnitude of the ratio of differences

d\jd^ was found to indicate the kind of scale system. Values of less than 0.3

denote a tempered scale, greater than 1.0 an arithmetic scale. Values between

0.3 and 0.7 are typical of scales where the differences between degrees in

cents fluctuate but by discrete intervals, as for example, with the just diatonic

or enharmonic pentatonic scale. Similar ratios are expected irrespective of the

frequency selected as tonic. The values listed in Table 8 for the 12 panpipes
and three Western scales are the arithmetic mean of three ratios obtained by

selecting three consecutive frequencies as tonic. The results show that seven

panpipes were definitely and four were probably tuned to an arithmetic scale.

The only panpipe with a ratio d\/d^ value smaller than 1.0 is instrument PM
41-17-30/2882. What has emerged is the use of an arithmetic scale during
Nasca times.

TABLE 8

Ratio of smallest differences d\/da calculated for 12 Nasca panpipes and 3 Western scales.

The ratio shown is the arithmetic mean of the ratios obtained using 3 consecutive fre-

quencies as tonic. The standard deviation is also given. The results for panpipe MAI
14/9686 are based on the fourth and subsequent pipes only.

Panpipe or Ratio Standard
Scale di/dz deviation

MAI 16/1879 6.0 4.3
MAI 16/9702 5.4 1.4

MAI 16/8978 3.6 4
MAI 16/9701 3.3 0.9
MAI 11/2564 3.2 1.7

MAI 11/2563 2.9 04
MAI 14/9686 2.7 1

MAI 16/9703 2.0 0.2
MAI 21/2271 1.9 1.5
JH 1.5 0.3
MAI 19/9192 1.4 7
PM 41-17-30/2882 0.5 0.1

Just diatonic 0.56 0.03
Pentatonic, anhemitonic 0.56 0.04
Tempered 0.14 0.02
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LIMITATIONS OF ASSIGNMENT OF SCALE SYSTEMS

69

The Peabody Museum instrument raises the question of how easy it is to

distinguish whether a series of frequencies is tuned to a logarithmic or an

arithmetic scale system. The frequencies determined for the Peabody Museum
panpipe and the corresponding frequencies of the Nasca arithmetic scale and
the logarithmic scale with six steps over an octave are shown for comparison
in Table 9. For the logarithmic scale two series of frequencies are given. One
is based on 200-cent intervals, using the Nasca scale frequency of 284 Hz. as

tonic. The other one is based on the smallest average d calculated with the

computer program, using the pipe-frequency of 293 Hz. as tonic and giving a

basic step interval of 190 cents. The arithmetic mean of the differences in Hz.

and cents between the four series of frequencies is also given. The differences

are, as an average, in the range of 3 to 10 Hz. It was shown above that tuning
deviations or errors for the Nasca pipes of about 8 to 14 Hz. must be

expected. The Peabody Museum panpipe therefore could equally well have

TABLE 9

Comparison between the frequencies determined for panpipe PM 41-17-30/2882, the

Nasca arithmetic scale and the logarithmic scale with intervals or steps of 200 cents

and 190 cents. The arithmetic mean and standard,deviation of frequency
differences in Hz. and cents between the 4 series of frequencies

are given.
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been tuned to a logarithmic or an arithmetic scale. It is tempting to believe

that a transition in scale occurred during late Nasca times, but such a

conclusion is premature until additional Nasca instruments with a ratio of

differences d\/d^ less than 1.0 can be located. The Peabody Museum panpipe
is suspected not to be unique. It illustrates that even with tonometric

measurements it may not be easy to establish the scale system used to tune an

instrument, because of uncertainties such as tuning and measuring errors.

THE NASCA ARITHMETIC SCALE

The series of calculated pipe frequencies shown in Table 5, when

compared to the tempered scale, reveals that between 554 Hz. (C*s ) and 988
Hz. (B5 ) there is for every note in one series a note in the other series,

although the frequencies do not match. Below 554 Hz. there are two or more
notes in the tempered scale for every note in the Nasca arithmetic scale.

Conversely, there are two or more notes in the Nasca arithmetic scale for every
note in the tempered scale for frequencies higher than 988 Hz. As a

consequence, only at frequencies lower than about 554 Hz. can one express

adequately the Nasca scale in Western notation. The series -Dfl 3 ,
+ G3 ,

-B3 ,

+ C* 4 -E4 , F 4 and -G* 4 approximates the Nasca scale with 43 Hz.

intervals between notes. The average and maximum deviation is 21 cents and
47 cents for B3 , respectively. The direction of deviation from the tempered
scale is given by a plus or minus sign. Harmonic possibilities are not excluded
with the above series.

Adding 18 Hz. to the double of any frequency will give another

frequency in the Nasca scale. As a consequence, only at frequencies greater
than about 500 Hz. do octave intervals with errors smaller than 30 cents

emerge. Two of the three ten-tube instruments with simple pipes (MAI
11/2564, 11/2563) cover the interval of two octaves. These results, combined
with the ratio of about 2:1 between the frequency of the first overblown
harmonic and the frequency of the fundamental for panpipes with complex
pipes, suggest familiarity with the octave. Its significance is not clear, except
that in the arithmetic scale the number of steps in one octave doubles in the

next higher one. Any note can become a tonic and will determine the number
of steps in the octave.

The results indicate that the Nasca scale is based on a frequency interval

of about 43 Hz. or multiples thereof in various combinations. Higher multiples
tend to occur at higher frequencies. This is not surprising since intervals in

cents gradually become smaller when ascending in a scale with equal fre-

quency steps. The literature makes reference to microtones at higher frequen-
cies (Stevenson 1968:254). These arise if the basic interval or a low-number
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multiple enters the scale at higher frequencies. The smallest interval at higher

frequencies in the sample under study is the double of the basic step observed

in the frequency series of the panpipe MAI 14/9686.

THE FIFTH IN THE NASCA ARITHMETIC SCALE

The fifth has a special place in Western and in the widely dispersed

pentatonic scales, and is said to have been used for the tuning of panpipes

(Hornbostel 1927:430-31). Intervals close to a fifth occur among all panpipes

under study. They cover the range from 660 cents to 740 cents, but mainly

slightly above 700 cents as is evident from Figure 1. This differs from the 678

cents predicted by von Hornbostel's "Blasquinten" theory. It can be shown

that intervals of 700 30 cents occur in the Nasca arithmetic scale at

frequencies greater than 327 Hz. when the interval covers at least four steps.

The number of steps required to cover the fifth becomes greater at higher

frequencies in the Nasca scale. The distribution of intervals close to a fifth

among the 12 panpipes appears to be random; their appearance is accidental

and due to the structure and nature of the Nasca scale. It is not clear how a

fifth could have been used for the building of the Nasca arithmetic scale nor

for the tuning of the panpipes.

CONCLUSIONS

For the first time tonometric measurements for a significant number of

Nasca panpipes have become available. The results are not consistent with

those expected for a pentatonic scale, which has so frequently been postulated

for the Andean region. They also do not fit other logarithmic scales but rather

arithmetic scales based on equal frequency steps. Differentiation between

these two types of scales may at times be difficult because of errors in tuning

of instruments, due to differences in blowing of the pipes and in measuring of

the frequencies.

The use of a scale based on a common, basic frequency interval and the

occurrence of specific frequencies among many of the instruments, which span

about 600 years and whose provenience could be from any of several valleys,

is indicative of a highly developed and standardized cultural tradition and of

some centralized organizational system on the South Coast during the Early

Intermediate Period.

Reed panpipes replaced ceramic ones toward the end of the Early

Intermediate Period in Peru. Double-seried reed panpipes have been preserved

and found in graves along the Peruvian Coast and among the modern Quechua
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and Aymara near Lake Titicaca. These instruments have two rows of pipes,

equal in length, but one set of pipes is open on both ends. They give the

octave above the fundamental of the pipes that have only one open end. Their

function is unknown; various opinions are given by Izikowitz (1970:391-395).
The objective achieved by the complex ceramic pipes is the same as those of

the reed pipes open on both ends. The tradition for instruments capable of

giving the interval of one octave above the fundamental therefore is ancient,

going back at least to late Paracas, and has been achieved by two different

means.

The findings by Ellis (1965, 1966, 1967) and those presented in this

paper suggest reexamination of tonometric measurements collected from
various parts of the world for the occurrence of scales with equal frequency

steps. It may shed new light on the evolution of musical scales.
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Figure 1. Nasca panpipes with simple, straight tubes; lea, Peru. Museum of the

American Indian, NY, 11/2563 (left), 11/2564 (right).
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Figure 2. Nasca panpipe with complex, segmented tubes; lea, Peru. Peabody Museum
41-17-30/2882.



CATHARSIS, COMMUNICATION, AND EVOCATION:
ALTERNATIVE VIEWS OF THE SOCIOPSYCHOLOGICAL

FUNCTIONS OF BLUES SINGING

Harriet J. Ottenheimer

I. CATHARSIS

The
potential value of song texts as mechanisms for the psychological

release of emotion has been observed and commented on by both

anthropologists and ethnomusicologists. The concept appears to be the basis

for most recent scholarly approaches to the understanding of blues singing.

Herskovits, for example, suggested in 1934 that in "Negro cultures" the

"therapeutic value of bringing a repressed thought into the open" was

commonly achieved in song (1966:137). Merriam, too, points out that songs

"provide psychological release for the participants" (1964:201) and that they

express "ideas and emotions not revealed in ordinary discourse" (1964:219).

The release of emotion expected to take place in the singing of the

blues is assumed by most blues scholars to be the principal function of blues

singing. Oliver, for instance, pointing out that discrimination against blacks in

the United States engenders "blinding anger, humiliation and frustration" says

that blues singing brings "satisfaction and comfort both to the singer and to

his companions." It is in song that the blues singer is able to create "accurate

portrayals of his state of mind, uninhibited in their self-expression. Singing of

his condition brings relief to his heart and order to his disturbed thought"

(1963:81). Courlander, too, stresses the release of repressed emotion as

fundamental to blues singing. "Behind every blues, as sung for the first time,

is a buildup of experience and emotion which needs an outlet" (1963:145).

The creation of a blues song, expressing "criticism or complaint," he says,

"serves as balm or antidote"; he refers to the process as catharsis and suggests

that "the finer the singing or creative effort, the more effective is the song as

a catharsis" (1963:124).

Courlander appears to have been the first to have associated the term

"catharsis" with the emotional release generally assumed to be associated with

blues singing. Keil refined the use of the term in Urban Blues, suggesting that

catharsis operates on different levels for rural and urban blues singers. The

rural blues singer, he says, typically achieves an individualized catharsis.

0014-1836/79/2301-0075 $0.36 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
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... a blues man in the country or for the first time coming to grips with

the city life sings primarily to ease his worried mind, to get things out of

his system, to feel better; it is of secondary importance whether or not

others are present and deriving similar satisfactions from his music

(1966:76).

The urban blues singer, however, has an obligation to make the cathartic

experience available to his audience as well.

Individual catharsis is still a sine qua non to a successful performance, but

in an anomic, bewildering, urban situation, characterized by shifting values

and interpersonal conflicts, people expect something more than a personal
lament from a singer. He must not only state common problems clearly and

concisely but must in some sense take steps toward their analysis and
solution (1966:76).

Describing a typical urban blues concert (or "ritual") in this framework Keil

emphasizes not only release but the particularly Durkheimian aspects of such

an event. "The sight and sound of a common problem being acted out, talked

out and worked out on stage promote catharsis, and the fact that all present
are participating in the solution gives solidarity" (Keil 1966:137). Most

recently Titon has described blues singing as a "secular ceremony," comment-

ing that singers and listeners feel "better after blues performances" (1977:33).
The argument that song in general (and blues in particular) promotes a

cathartic release of frustration rests on at least three basic assumptions: first,

that there are certain topics or feelings that are so deep-seated or emotionally

charged that they cannot or must not be expressed in speech; second, that

these feelings can be expressed in song; and third, that the expression of these

feelings or topics in song (and especially in blues) brings psychological relief.

Most blues scholars assume that catharsis will be experienced by the singer
who expresses repressed emotions in song. Some extend the process to the

audience, suggesting that listeners, too, may experience catharsis. Analysis of

data collected in New Orleans concerning blues singers and blues singing,

however, brings into question the validity of these assumptions. In this paper I

present data that indicate that the commonly held view of blues singing as a

mechanism of emotional release is inadequate. In addition I suggest some
alternative views of the functions of blues singing.

During 1966-67 I engaged in field research in New Orleans 1 devoted

primarily to elucidating the cathartic mechanism in blues singing. I contacted
and interviewed approximately two dozen blues singers, mostly men, and

spent varying amounts of time with them. Two of these New Orleans singers

eventually included me in their lives and families to a degree that approxi-
mated the experience of field workers in more traditional anthropological
settings. It is they whose songs, interviews, and casual conversations provided
the richest data for my analysis. They represented, stylistically, the two
extremes of the range that I encountered during the research period. In Keil's
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typology of blues styles (1966:217-220) one, Jewell "Babe" Stovall,
2 could

be characterized as a "rural" blues singer. He had come to New Orleans ten

years earlier from a small town to the north where he had sung primarily for

friends and family. In New Orleans he sang blues in bars, on street corners

and in "coffee houses." Blues-singing was only a secondary occupation for

him and it did not bring in much money. The other singer, Pleasant "Cousin

Joe" Joseph,3 could be characterized in Keil's typology as a "city" or perhaps
an "urbane" blues singer. He had come to New Orleans as a child and had

begun his career as a singer and entertainer as a young man, singing first in

New Orleans night clubs, later in New York night clubs and on records (in the

1940's). He finally returned to New Orleans where he was singing and playing

piano in Bourbon Street night clubs patronized mainly by whites. Music was

his sole occupation, and although most of his patrons preferred to hear

popular music and old standards he considered himself a blues singer.

As my research was expected to elucidate the cathartic mechanism in

blues singing I recorded as many songs and as much conversation as possible

for analysis. My plan was to compare the speech and song of the two singers

for the types and patterning of topics that appeared. It was hypothesized that

the thematic patterning in speech and in song would be different. These differ-

ences were expected to demonstrate that catharsis was a major function of blues

singing. Comparison of the content patterns of soag and speech was further

expected to point up those topics and "deep-seated emotions" that could not be

expressed in speech but that could be released through expression in song.

I relied on the singers to define their songs as blues or non-blues. Only
those songs defined as blues were analyzed. Too often an outside observer

may define a song as blues or as blues-y that is not conceived as such by the

singer; I wanted to avoid this possibility. If the singers themselves defined the

set of blues then I could be more certain that what I was analyzing was blues,

at least for its singers. Speech on the other hand, was not limited in any way.

It included minimally structured interviews with me, and general conversations

with family and friends. Everything that could be tape-recorded or included in

field notes was analyzed.

A form of content analysis that combined contingency and frequency

was used. Maranda and Kongas-Maranda suggest the profitability of such a

combination for oral tradition, "as semantic weight (the degree of redundancy

of certain actors, symbols and actions) may be significant in the constitution

of folkloric semantic spaces" (1971 :xv). The songs of each singer were broken

down into lines and scrutinized for every possible topic that seemed to suggest

itself. In both singers' songs the category "women" emerged as predominant

and this category was further analyzed for internal patterning of thematic

content. At this level, too, the material itself suggested the categories. Four
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dimensions of contrast emerged: Address, Other, Attitude, and Action. Of

these, the following components were utilized:

for Address: If the singer sang to the women a **+" was registered; if he

sang about her then a "-" was registered.

for Other: If any person other than the singer and a woman was mentioned in

the line a "+" was registered; if not, then a *'-" was registered.

for Attitude: If the attitude being expressed appeared to be positive a "+"

was registered; if it seemed negative a "-" was registered. If the attitude

expressed was ambivalent or couldn't be adequately judged a "?" was

registered.

for Action: If some activity was depicted in the line then a **+" was

registered; if not, then a "-" was registered. Where an action was depicted
the type of action was noted (e.g., cooperation, aggression, avoidance,

seeking, seducing).

The goal was to utilize the "-emic" categorizations of each singer when coding

the lines of his songs. This was particularly important in judgments concerning

attitude and type of action. Every line concerning women was coded using

these four symbols and a word. Some examples will illustrate. Babe's, "If she

don't wanna go, I'm gonna leave her here" was coded Address-, Other-,

Attitude-, Action + (avoidance) or, more compactly, + (avoidance).

Cousin Joe's, "and if my woman don't be careful I'm liable to double right

back" was coded + (aggression). This coding greatly facilitated the

identification and comparison of patterns in each singer's songs.

While the line of text provided the basic analytic unit for the songs, the

"event," ("setting," "scene," or "conditions") provided the equivalent seman-

tic unit in speech (see Peacock 1968:71, Burke 1945, Parsons 1949). Events

and conversations described by the singers were coded using the same

categories developed for the song text analysis. It was expected, considering

the characterization of blues singing as cathartic, that some of the patterns

present in the song texts would be absent in speech. This did not prove to be

the case, however. Without exception every pattern expressed in a song line

was also expressed in speech. In addition each singer's most typical patterns

occurred with similar frequencies in song and speech. Each singer, it appears,

has his own stylistic pattern for depicting his relations with women, which

appears both in his songs and in his speech. For instance, the spoken

equivalent of Babe's "If she don't wanna go, Pm gonna leave her here," is his

relating of the time that he thought a woman "back home" in Mississippi had

attempted to kill him by giving him a jug of poisoned molasses and of how he

simply took the jug home with him and, never saying anything to the woman
about it, poured the contents of the jug into the backyard privy. In both song
and speech he is describing a woman but not talking to her, no other person
is present in the scene, he holds the woman in low esteem, and in both cases

he leaves the woman. In all of Babe's + song lines and in all of his - -

- + speech events, leaving is the action described. All of Cousin Joe's +
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song lines involve aggressive behavior or threats of aggression. Most of his - -

- + speech events also describe aggression. The spoken equivalent of his "and
if my woman don't be careful, I'm liable to double right back," is his

description of the time that his first wife "cheated on him," by going to a

dance without him (and without his permission); he stalked her and, when he

found her, he beat her up and threw her out and refused to talk to her the

whole time. A few of Cousin Joe's + speech events described leaving or

cooperation rather than aggression.

These results have significant implications for our understanding of the

functions of blues singing. The pattern congruity revealed by analysis of the

songs and speech of these two singers suggests that they are not using blues to

sing what they cannot say. In fact, they appear to be saying more in speech
than in blues. (A greater variety of action is described in speech than in song
and action itself is depicted more frequently in speech than in song.)

4
Clearly

it cannot be said that these two singers are achieving a cathartic release of

pent-up, inexpressible emotions through their blues songs. (It remains to be

discovered if they can express everything in both speech and song, if there are

some topics that can be expressed neither in speech nor in song, or if there is

yet another medium of expression in which a cathartic release of certain

emotions can be achieved.) If this is so, then we must begin to focus our

attention on alternative functions of blues singing. Two possibilities are

emotional intensification (evocation) and communication.

II. COMMUNICATION AND EVOCATION

Although the data suggest that the emotional function of blues singing is

not cathartic release of emotion it does not appear necessary to conclude that

blues singing has no emotional function at all. In fact, all informants agree

that blues singing is an emotional event and that emotions and blues are

deeply linked in a number of ways. The "blue" feeling, for example, was

defined by informants in many ways, all of which reflect a core concept of

frustration, despair, or hopelessness.

Exploring the nature of the "blue" feeling, informants described those

situations in which nothing could be done by the individual involved to

alleviate the problem. Cousin Joe, for instance, describes the helplessness

associated with feeling "blue" when he attempts to distinguish "blue" from

"sad":

The sad feeling is if something did actually happen. Like if you know
when you left this morning your woman was . . . sick or something . . . Now
you'll feel sad knowing that she feels bad. And what will make you feel

blue is if you know there's nothing hurting her organically but there's
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something on her mind, you understand? And she won't tell you what it is

but you can tell the difference from her reactions. Well then, that'll make
you blue; thinking, knowing, that you know that she has something on her

mind that's worrying her. That makes you feel blue that she won't tell you
what it is and you'll be busting your brains out trying to figure out what it

is (Dec. 16, 1966).5

Another informant expresses the relation between uncontrollable situations

and "blue" feelings in even more concrete terms:

H.O. I've heard it said that blues is a feeling you get when you're in a

situation that you can't control at all. What do you think about that?

D.B.6 That's right That is right. When you can't control it. "I'm prison-
bound." Prison-bound blues. Can't control it You would like to do

something about it and you can't do nothin' about it so there's despair (DB
Jan. 13, 1967).

Still another suggests that not only is "blues" the feeling associated with

noncontrol of events but that the music of blues is the only music appropriate
to such situations:

H.O. In other words, if you get a situation that you can't control you got
the blues?

R.S. Yeah.

H.O. But if you get to the point where, say, you can control it?

R.S. Well, you ain't got no more blues. You got the situation well in hand.
No blues. Hell you satisfied . . . You rather do rock-and-roll-jazz dance
then . . . Everything's under control. (Un)less'n you wants to hear some
blues to bring back memories of when you couldn't help yourself and you
can now. They can do that. You can play some blues for historical purposes
(RS Jan. 16, 1967).

The blues, evidently, is both a specific feeling and a specific type of song

appropriate to that feeling. In addition informants suggest that a blues song
must be sung with feeling. To Cousin Joe, success in reaching your audience

requires that you show feeling in your singing:

You can look and tell he enjoys his work because he sings with a feeling
and he can make you-he can sing sad songs and make you think about

your troubles and then he can sing happy songs and make you laugh and
forget about your troubles. So he's got soul where his audience is

concerned (Jan 10, 1967).

Another professional blues singer also links specific feelings with specific song

types as follows:

I lives what I'm playing whfles I'm playing it But now when I get through
with it, it's gone, because I'm a writer and I'm goin' into something else.

. . . See, I can play a blues right now and be sad. Then I turn around, play
somethin' jazzy next minute-I forgot I played the blues. While I'm playing
the piece I'm in it; I forgot what I just played before (RS Jan. 16, 1967).

Feeling thus appears to be linked by informants to songs in two ways:

appropriateness and necessity. The "blue" feeling is appropriate to blues songs

(and vice versa), and feeling "blue" is thought to be necessary for effective
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blues singing (effective either on oneself, one's audience, or both). But the

effect is not considered to be one of cathartic relief. When confronted with

the idea that singing or hearing blues songs might relieve or dispel the "blue"

feeling informants responded with disbelief. Some even found the question

bewildering. In the following response a professional blues singer attempts to

answer the question in my terms but ends up explaining how release is not

achieved:

H.O. The music helps you get over your blues?

R.S. Well, it's-some people seem to think it ease them but it don't help
you but you . . . Each individual is his own individual within himself and

everything starts with him. That's his trouble. And so this relieving-it reacts

on different people in different ways-these same blues. Some of 'em get

playing the blues and you see he want to cry, some of 'em get the blues, he

just want to give away everything he got, and he, over there, he just feels so

good and he seems to get a kick out of being blue. You know that

means-it makes him feel good when he hear the blues and he's already
blue. Then some people-it makes them cry; they'll tell you, "Stop! Don't

play that piece. I had one of those cases happen to me and it just fits me
and I rather you not 111 pay you. Don't play that." (RS Jan. 16, 1967.)

The above comment is a clear example of the general response of

informants. They do not see blues singing as a means of providing release of

emotion. Instead it appears to function in at least three other ways: it can

make you feel "blue," it can match your "blue" feeling, and it can deepen

your feeling of "blueness." Some informants' comments elucidate one or

another of these aspects more clearly. The statements about the appropriate-

ness of blues to the "blue" feeling already cited are also statements about

the mood-matching effects of blues. Comments about the effect on one's

audience of singing with feeling are also statements about the mood-creating

effects of blues. Particularly interesting in this regard is the following

comment on the importance of feeling in the singer's effect on his audience:

H.O. Why is it that the blues-this feeling, the blues, and the music, the

blues have the same word?

J.G. All I know is if I feel it, you got it. It's a contagious thing. . . If I do

it, and I do it right, you got it It's like a disease, it's catchin', it's a

contagious thing. . .

H.O. How do you give it? Just by having it, or by singing it?

J.G. It's gotta be within music. . . It's gotta be a feeling. . . I feel it. I can't

give |
it to you less'n I feel it. I can't tell you the story less'n I feel it (JG

Jan. 30, 1967).

Cousin Joe, too, explains the mood-creating effect of blues on an audience

saying,

When I sing something that touches you, it first touches me, too, you see?

It touches me first, you see? And through remote control then I get to

you-through my words, phrasing and everything like that-where the blues is

concerned, see? (Jan 10, 1967.)
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And R.S. comments that a "slow piece" can "give you the blues if you ain't

got 'em already" (RS Jan 16, 1967).

Although the mood-creating and the mood-matching aspects of blues

singing are evidently desirable qualities to be pursued by blues singers and

their audiences the intensifying aspect is far more complex. It is not

necassarily desirable, as seen in R.S.'s description above of the person who
cries and offers the singer payment to stop singing a particular piece. The

following conversation with Babe illustrates an extreme aspect of the mood-

intensifying function of blues:

H.O. What does a man do when he gets to feeling blue?

Babe. Well, I know a fella-killed hisself. I know a fella-he was worried and
bothered. He was worried and bothered and he couldn't be still. Took a gun
and killed hisself. Shot his wife and killed her. Thought he had killed her

but he didn't kill her. She got over it and married again. And he's dead and

gone on.

H.O. But do you think music would be any consolation to him?
Babe. No. Music wouldn't-a helped him none.

H.O. Would it make him feel worse?

Babe. Sure it would make him feel worse.

H.O. It would?
Babe. Sure. It wouldn't-a helped him (Jan 27, 1967).

Clearly the relation of blues and emotion is complex. Informants agree

that only a certain type of feeling-frustration or helplessness-is appropriate

to the blues and that the "blue" feeling is a necessary ingredient in the

successful singing of the blues. Singers can judge the success of their singing

by noting its effect on their listeners (and in some cases on themselves as

well). Blues singing may create (evoke) the blue feeling in listeners or, if they
are already "blue," it may match or deepen their mood. Matching appears to

be considered desirable, intensifying does not. Relieving the blue feeling is not

considered a function of blues singing.

The mood-matching function of blues singing is interesting to explore. If

blues is an unpleasant emotion, what pleasure can be derived from matching it

with music? Folktales that evoke only unpleasant emotions, according to

Fischer, will only be told if they provide an ultimate release of normally

unexpressed anxieties, but, he continues,

Whether folktales which evoke negative emotions always successfully fulfill

this function of ultimately relieving anxiety is another question. Conceiv-

ably, at some time and for some individuals they may provoke more anxiety
man they relieve. Presumably, however, the balance is "profitable" for the

individuals who particfcate regularly as narrators for an audience

(1963:257).

Blues singers in New Orleans do not appear to use blues to reduce anxiety.

Instead they may evoke moods that might be considered undesirable by some.

Some listeners are believed to have difficulty with the blue mood if it is
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intensified but most listeners are expected to derive pleasure both from the

simple evocation of the blue mood and from matching it with appropriate
music. Apparently there is emotional satisfaction in the matching of music to
mood. As Cousin Joe says, the blues singer who sings with a feeling is the one
who "enjoys his work."

The evocative and mood-matching powers of music should not be
unfamiliar to most of us. The role of music in evoking emotions is described

by McAllester:

With us a principal function of music seems to be as an aid in inducing
attitude. We have songs to evoke moods of tranquility, nostalgia, sentiment,
group rapport, religious feeling, party solidarity, and patriotism to name a
few (1960:469).

Thus, although the image of the black musician singing out his soul (and
the souls of his listeners) is romantically compelling, it seems more accurate to

regard the emotional function of blues singing not as the release of pent-up
emotions but rather as the evocation, intensification, and matching of moods
whose presence is realistically acknowledged by the singers. Any repressed
emotions that need release do not find it in blues singing; perhaps it is

achieved in some other form of African-American expressive culture. Religious
music is one likely possibility.

The evocative functions of blues singing are only a part of the total

picture of our understanding of the blues, however. That similar patterning of

thematic material is evident in blues songs and in general speech events

suggests a communicative function of blues as well. The data seem to suggest
that blues singers are able to communicate with equal ease in song and in

speech. It would be of interest then, to know how and when and in what
contexts a singer chooses between song and speech for his communication.

There is some indication that the pattern congruity of song and speech may
be found for other blues singers than just the two with whom I worked.

Oliver's observation that "Song, speech and music are frequently one in the

blues" (1965:9) makes the best sense when interpreted in this way. The

romantic view of the illiterate sharecropping blues singer has clouded the issue

considerably; to many, illiteracy is equated with an inability to speak well.

Recent attention to black dialect and to the ethnography of speaking in black

communities indicates that the positive value placed on verbal eloquence is

representative of a widely generalized African-American culture pattern

(Abrahams 1968, 1970; Kochman 1972). My research suggests that eloquence
is as highly valued in song as in speech. That blues singing and speaking are, at

least for two singers and probably for more, two facets of the same

expressiveness indicates an exciting and potentially invaluable prospect for

folklore analysis in Afro-American anthropology. On the dimension of com-

munication, song exhibits far greater compactness (or redundancy) than does
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speech. All of expressive culture, in fact, is more compact than speech and

can be ranked in order of increasing compactness beginning with myth and

continuing through ritual, folk drama, folk tale, and riddle to folk song

(Maranda and Kongas-Maranda 1971 :xiv). Structural analyses of oral expres-

sive culture have, to date, relied heavily on contingency analysis (ibid.rxv).

The work of L^vi-Strauss (1964, 1967) on myth, of Turner (1964) on ritual,

Peacock (1968) on folk drama, Dundes (1964) and Propp (1958) on folk

tales, Milner (1971) on proverbs and of Kongas-Maranda (1971) on riddles arc

among the most outstanding examples of this approach. A reliance on

frequency analysis, on the other hand, seems typical of studies devoted to

narrative (Colby 1966a and b) and to song (Lomax and Halifax 1971). With

regard to folk songs in particular, Lomax and Halifax state:

In effect, not only do they recur in steady functional relation to the

people's life, not only are their texts composed of stock literary devices,

favored subject matters, and so forth, but they are also redundant in

intonation patterns (phrases), accent patterns (meter), structural patterns

(musical form) and vocalization patterns (vocal timbre). Thus, folk songs

may be recognized in the discourse of a culture simply because they are

more redundant at more levels than any other form of utterance

(1971:236).

The multi-leveled redundancy of folk song suggests a strong relationship to the

culture of its singers and listeners:

the texts of songs must be limited to those matters, attitudes, concerns

and feelings on which the community is in maximal accord. If this is not

the case, a song is not likely to hold its audience and it certainly will not

pass into oral tradition, where acceptance means that consensus has taken

place over and over again through time. Thus, from the theoretical point of

view, songs ought to be heavily loaded with normative cultural indicators

(ibid.: 237).

We have then in blues, an easily collected, compact and therefore perhaps

more easily analyzable key to the deeper cultural patterns of African-

Americans in the United States.

My analysis of blues song and speech, combining both contingency and

frequency analysis, has resulted in a new understanding of the meaning of the

blues. The resultant challenge to the functional concept of blues as providing

psychological relief to its singers and the alternative proposition that evocation

and communication be regarded instead as major functions of blues singing

should not obscure the fundamental fact that such songs also are clear and

concise indicators of the wider cultural patterns within which they are

performed.

NOTES

1. The research was supported, in part, by the National Institute of Mental Health,

Fellowship number, 1 FI MH-29, 240-OIAI (BEH-B).
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2. "Babe" requested that I use his name rather than a pseudonym.
3. "Cousin Joe" also preferred that I use his name.
4. There is a full discussion of the analysis in Ottenheimer 1973.

5. Dates in parentheses refer to tape-recorded interviews of conversations.

6. For many informants initials rather than pseudonyms provide sufficient

anonymity.
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RUBBER SOUL AND THE SOCIAL DANCE TRADITION

Terence J. O'Grady

By
the end of 1965, the Beatles had established themselves as successful

hit-makers in both an up-tempo pop-rock style and a moderate or slow

tempo ballad style.
1 The first of these had been influenced by a number of

different precursors-Buddy Holly, the Everlys, Chuck Berry, and a number of

black motown singers-but had coalesced by 1964 into an original combina-

tion of inventive melodic and harmonic gestures and compelling, if occasion-

ally simplistic, lyrics. Their ballad style had drawn from the standard fifties'

white ballad style of Holly and others as well as the more tension-filled black

style, while demonstrating glimpses of a sophisticated adult commercial style.

The British version of the Help! album (released in August, 1965)
showed a further development of the pop-rock style, along with the finest

example of the adult commercial style to date "Yesterday." However, two of

its songs, "I've Just Seen A Face," and "It's Only Love," are found also on

the American version of the Rubber Soul album and at least one of these

seems to belong more rightfully to that album on the basis of style.

Wilfrid Mellers has stated that the title, Rubber Soul "hints at greater

flexibilities of irony and compassion" (1973: 58).2 While perhaps this literary

rather than any musical idea most completely binds together all of the songs

on both versions of the album, the use of the word "soul" clearly has no

specifically musical implications insofar as any reference to the popular black

rhythm and blues of the period is intended. In terms of the influence of black

music, probably no Beatle album has as little "soul" as this one.

Although the album title appears to have little musical significance, the

album cover may provide a hint as to the Beatles' musical intent. The four

Beatles are pictured in decidedly "rustic" attire-a far cry from the conserva-

tive "mod" fashions displayed on earlier covers. This folk-like western image is

reflected in the music to some degree by the limited use of the electric guitar

and, more significantly, by the general lack of broad, ear-catching pop-rock

musical gestures.

McCartney's "I've Just Seen A Face" begins the album and is generally

representative of Rubber Soul in style and approach. The recording makes use

exclusively of acoustic guitars one twelve-string guitar and two folk guitars.

After a half-speed introduction featuring the folk guitars in melodic thirds, the

0014-1 836/79/2301-0087|$0.24 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
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tempo quickens to an undanceable speed and McCartney's tight, country-

flavored vocal enters with a melody distinguished only by its typically

Beatle-style use of accented nonharmonic tones over the stereotyped I-vi-IV-V

chord progression. The country-western aura is confirmed by the added vocal

harmony in the chorus.3 Lennon adds his equally flat-toned voice in a duet of

thirds and fifths over an even more basic harmonic progression.

Since the instrumental accompaniment is equally devoid of any specific

rock and roll gesture (the twelve-string solo approximates Bluegrass style in

rhythmic regularity, and the dull percussion off-beats fail! to contribute much

energy), the overall result is the Beatles' first authentically country-western (as

opposed to country-rock or rockabilly) song a genre not normally considered

palatable to the popular market of 1965 by the recording industry. (The other

song released earlier on the British Help! album, "It's Only Love," occupies a

more ambiguous position stylistically and will be discussed later.)

"I've Just Seen A Face" is followed by a song even further removed

from the rock and roll tradition-"Norwegian Wood": a traditional narrative

ballad whose pristine simplicity (including a predominantly acoustic accom-

paniment and the idiomatically folk-like use of a pedal effect) is interrupted

only by the surprising chord that closes the final phrase of the bridge. The

third Beatle song written in triple meter, its only links to the rock tradition

are an inobtrusive use of percussion and a somewhat problematic use of the

sitar. While functioning mostly as an "exotic guitar" (Mellers:63) that doubles

the melody, it also provides soft, silvery-toned arpeggios of almost dulcimer-

like effect, which contribute to the folk song atmosphere.
4 Furthermore, the

lyrics represent one of the clearest examples of the sequential unfolding of a

"tale" yet found in the Beatles' output.

Similar in this respect and in their generally folk-like posture are "Girl"

and "In My Life," both on Side Two of the American album. The

accompaniment of Lennon's composition, "Girl," is again predominantly
acoustic and emphasizes the swaying triplet division of the beat more

characteristic of folk than rock music at this tempo. The melody is typical of

the narrative style in its many repeated notes and primarily conjunct motion,

although the Beatles' characteristic use of nonharmonic tones affords the line

a sophisticated poignancy not found in most folk songs. The middle section of

the song drops its folk-like posture as the triplet division of the beat is

replaced by equal eighth notes reinforced by a reiterated background chant.

The effect is comparable to the melodramatic recitation style of early rock

and roll in its tonic-dominant
|

alternation and results in a definite increase in

momentum. The momentum continues as the first section of the song returns

with a new guitar counter-melody, which subsequently becomes a solo in an

unusually metrical folk-influenced style.

Lennon's "In My life" evokes the passivity of a restrained folk ballad,
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eschewing both the blues-derived qualities of the typical pop-rock song and
the harmonic suavity and sophistication associated with the slicker commercial
ballads. Its generally subdued use of percussion and moderate tempo combine
with a then unique section of pseudo-Baroque counterpoint (played by George
Martin on piano) and introspective lyrics to evade categorization in the

conventional pop genres of the day. Again, the majority of its stylistic

indicators suggest the folk ballad, and its credentials in this area are attested

to by Judy Collins's subsequent recording.

Like many of its predecessors on Rubber Soul, McCartney's "I'm

Looking Through You" demonstrates a split personality in its combination
and alternation of elements from the pop-rock style and the folk or

country-western styles as represented by "I've Just Seen A Face." The
acoustic guitar introduction sets the tone with a mixture of folk and country

characteristics, which characterize the accompaniment for most of the song.
The harmonies are simple and diatonic, lacking any element of surprise. The

percussion accompaniment is solid, but strongly suggests the rock and roll

idiom only in the final measures of the first section, in which flatted thirds

are introduced in the melody and the vocal quality takes on a rock and roll

edge. At this point, an electric guitar adds a typical rock riff and the organ

(played by Ringo) contributes a few sharply dissonant clusters. The folk-like

sound reappears in a brief middle section featuring fragmented country-style

guitar interjections. Following this, the more expansive folk-like melody of the

first section returns, again interrupted periodically by the starkly contrasting

rock and roll gesture described above. Although this stylistic juxtaposition is

somewhat less subtle than in previous songs, "I'm Looking Through You"
demonstrates many of the same folk-like characteristics as those songs and

shares with them a general disregard for the danceable characteristics com-

monly associated with the pop-rock of the day.

Perhaps the most distinctive example of this disregard for the social

dance conventions of rock and roll on Rubber Soul is "Michelle." "Michelle"

is attributed mainly to Paul McCartney, with John Lennon given credit for

assistance in the middle section. It is, like "Yesterday," an "adult" popular

song, an indication of which can be seen in the relatively large number of

"cover" versions recorded in the first few months after its release, by

performers who appealed primarily to an adult audience.

Mellers states that the model here is "French cabaret song" (ibid.) and,

although he gives no concrete examples of that influence, the relationship of

the first two chords (I major iv minor) as well as the augmented sixth chords

and harmonic minor scale (the Beatles having previously preferred the aeolian

mode or natural minor) are examples of gestures from the decidedly adult

tradition of the French chanson. The occasional use of French phrases

incorporated effortlessly into the lyrics naturally reinforces this impression.
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These characteristics are, by themselves, too vague to define the song's

character to any great extent, however. "Michelle" is more readily defined as

"adult" popular music by its tempo, general mood of restraint, and consis-

tency in the exploitation of adult popular ballad characteristics. Recorded at

too rapid a tempo for the traditional rock ballad (an undanceable tempo in

that style), it lacks the energy and aggression of the faster rock and roll types.

Even the earlier hybrid songs such as "Pm Happy Just to Dance with You"

(released as a single in 1964 and appearing also on both versions of the A
Hard Day's Night album) contained several direct references to the rock and

roll idiom (especially in the role played by guitar and percussion) lacking in

"Michelle."

"Popular" melodic-harmonic elements have, of course, always played an

important role in the Beatles' pop-rock style, but here these elements are

presented in their original context, undiluted by elements from the blues-

derived rock and roll tradition. Chromatic sequences as in "Michelle" take on

widely divergent meanings when played by the quietly mellow electric guitar

and soft, pattering percussion, or by the energetic, biting guitar and percussion

combination found in so many other Beatle songs. By eliminating almost all

aspects of rock instrumentation and energy, and by focusing the commercial,

popular elements of their musical vocabulary, the Beatles succeeded in

producing a successful "adult" song-one which may also have achieved

popularity among the young but whose relationship to the social dance

tradition of their generation is minimal.

While the songs discussed up to this point all, for varying reasons, fall

outside the social dance tradition (unlike virtually all previous Beatle composi-

tions), some songs on Rubber Soul modify typical rock and roll dance styles

rather than depart from them. In this category is Lennon's "It's Only Love,"
one of the two songs to appear first on the British Help! album. "It's Only
Love" mixes the rock ballad style and the up-tempo or moderate tempo rock

and roll style similar in many respects to that found in some earlier Beatle

songs, but exhibits a greater modification of those traditional styles in its

approach to momentum, complexity, and musical detail.

The outstanding manifestation of this complexity and detail is the

multiplicity of sounds and tone colors in the instrumental accompaniment. Six

different guitar effects appear, ranging from a vigorous acoustic strum to a

tremolo on the electric lead guitar. The various individual and combined
effects are made possible by the most extensive multiple tracking to be found

on any early Beatle album; this degree of detail in instrumentation in itself

indicates an artistic intent the self-consciousness of which is precedented by
few of the Beatles' earlier compositions ("Yesterday" being a possible

exception).

Also indicating a stress on values not formerly associated with the social
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dance tradition of rock and roll is the ambiguity of momentum and

continuity created by conflict between the square, regular rhythm of the

unusually legato lyrical melody of the first section and its actively syncopated

instrumental accompaniment. This contrast far greater than in most of the

earlier hybrids results in a virtual duality of momentum between the two

levels. This duality of momentum is reinforced by the duality of melodic-

harmonic style, which combines elements of both the Beatles* commercial

popular vocabulary and their rock ballad style (cf. "Yesterday"). "It's Only

Love" thus represents a further expansion of the Beatles' rock idiom-perhaps

the result of their increasing desire to create music as free as possible from the

limiting context of mid-sixties' rock and roll.

However significant a break with the rock and roll tradition may be

represented by several of the songs on Rubber Soul, the album does not

demonstrate a complete break with the past, as clearly shown by the three

following songs. Each of these songs shows, albeit in varying degrees of

prominence, qualities characteristic of the rock and roll tradition of the

mid-sixties.

McCartney's "You Won't See Me" features a pop-rock atmosphere

generated mostly by the instrumental accompaniment. Virtually all of its

instrumental and vocal activities appear to be securely in the mainstream rock

and roll tradition, but the song also contains some subtle distortions of that

tradition. The "ooh-la-la-la" vocal accompaniment must be heard as parody,

given its history of use in the fifties. Furthermore, the apparent reason for the

vocal fill-the significant pauses within the melodic phrases-is in itself

somewhat uncharacteristic of rock style. While the frenzied vocal activities in

the recordings of Little Richard (and in the Beatles' "I'm Down," among

others) may not have represented the general prototype for the Beatles' songs,

it is clear that a certain amount of vocal energy had traditionally been a key

factor in establishing the momentum associated with the successful up-tempo

rock and roll songs in the dance tradition of the sixties. Precisely this vocal

energy is missing in the Beatles' recording of "You Won't See Me."

Based partially on syncopated melodic-rhythmic material similar to that

in "You Won't See Me," McCartney's "Wait" goes further in exploiting the

conflict between syncopation and silence in such a way as to create a constant

fluctuation in momentum. While the chorus and middle section of the song

display a traditional pop-rock continuity, the primary section is characterized

by rhythmic stops and starts, which disrupt the metric regularity associated

with that style.

While the two preceding songs demonstrate relatively subtle aberrations

within the pop-rock idiom, the final three songs to be discussed may be

considered virtual prototypes of the Beatles' more traditional work. George

Harrison's "Think for Yourself employs tambourine, maracas, and drum set
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along with a "fuzz" bass, regular bass guitar, eighth note block chords on

organ or electric piano, and electric lead guitar to generate a full and energetic

up-tempo pop-rock accompaniment. This is paired with a vocal melody well

suited to the accompaniment, even though it is also quite typical of Harrison's

later work in its drooping, often three-part vocal line replete with nonhar-

monic tones. The song is set in a verse-chorus pattern in which the latter

exhibits an increase in momentum due to the heavier activity in fuzz bass and

percussion, and a melody line closely related to the instrumental riff found in

the Beatles' earlier recording of "Money" (The Beatles' Second Album, 1964)

in its pedal-like repetition against changing chords.

Like Harrison's composition, Lennon and McCartney's "The Word"

stands firmly in the rock and roll tradition while exhibiting a few eccentrici-

ties. In instrumental sound, "The Word" appears at first to be patterned after

the typical blues-rock style of the white blues bands of the mid-sixties (cf.

The Paul Butterfleld Blues Band's recording of "Get Out My Life Woman" on

East-West). The middle section introduces some new elements, however. The

three-note lead guitar melody is closely related to the middle section vocal

melody in "Think for Yourself and, like it, acts as a stable pedal element

under which the harmony changes. Also pedal-like in effect are the harmo-

nium open fifths (played by George Martin), which appear in an instrumental

bridge section before and after the vocal coda. Melodically, the song is more

conventional, with the first section emphasizing the juxtaposition of major
and minor tonic chords, which characterizes many blues and blues-rock songs.

"Run for Your Life" is a Lennon composition of which little need be

said. Based on the durable rock clicW of I-vi alternation, the song contains

only two different phrases-a four-measure phrase associated with the verse

and a two-measure phrase associated with the chorus. The country-western-

inspired lead guitar solo is typical of many such Beatle pop-rock tunes, and

only a consistent use of unusual nonharmonic tones lends a hint of distinction

to the song.

The basically traditional nature of the last three songs notwithstanding,
the American version of Rubber Soul clearly represents a new departure in the

Beatles' music insofar as it demands a redefinition of most of its material in a

context unrelated to the traditional social dance function previously con-

sidered germane to rock and roll. Whereas earlier Beatle experimentation had

generally been concerned with innovations of harmony, melody, and-to a

lesser degree-instrumentation, in Rubber Soul The Beatles moved to deny the

very social and functional origins of rock and roll and demanded that their

music be experienced exclusively through the aural process. This is not to

suggest that the Beatles' music on Rubber Soul cannot be or has not been

danced to, but rather to assert that the music is no longer primarily concerned

with expediting the dance.
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Furthermore, most of the songs contained on the album are unified in

their demonstration of a new approach to rock and roll an approach that

focuses on musical detail rather than on the massive, ear-catching sound

gestures of the earlier pop-rock songs. This disregard for the traditional

requirements of simplicity, massive effects, and dance potential was manifest

in some earlier Beatle compositions, but no previous album was so consistent

in its denial of commercial conventions. This disregard may, paradoxically,

have been made feasible only by the absolute guarantee of commercial success

for any Beatle venture in 1965, and the relatively generous amount of studio

recording time justified thereby.

A second specifically musical attribute shared by several songs on

Rubber Soul involves those compositions that may be classified as country,

folk, or a combination of the two in terms of the influences they display.

Both country and folk elements were, of course, contained in earlier Beatle

songs, but only as modifiers of the pop-rock tradition, not as a main

component or main stylistic feature.

The Beatles' intention was not, in any case, to produce folk or country

music, but rather to consolidate it with pop-rock to produce a hybrid form

rather than merely a folk or country-flavored rock and roll song as in their

earlier years. Neither the disregard for the conventions of commercial rock

and roll nor the pre-occupation with musical detail necessarily presupposes a

turn toward these styles; rather, the country and folk styles are used simply as

a source for melodic-harmonic material and sound ideas that had not been

drained of their potential for originality by over-exposure on the popular

market. Country and folk music styles had been familiar to the Beatles for

many years, and it is understandable that their first attempts to break from

the stiff requirements of the commerical rock and roll market should draw

heavily on them in many cases.

Still, the Beatles' experimentation with folk and country music had little

effect on the well-established folk-rock style of the sixties, which was still

primarily concerned with dance suitability. The folk-rock groups, as exempli-

fied by the American group, the Byrds, opted for a more substantial and

aggressive rock accompaniment featuring a solid, eminently danceable beat.

Compared to the music of the Byrds and their many imitators, the Beatles'

understated style on Rubber Soul was, with its subtle instrumental backings

and demure stylistic borrowings from folk and country music, almost tant-

amount to a return to "purity."

Furthermore, the Beatles did not seem particularly anxious to further

pursue the folk and country-influenced genre they had created. In Rubber

Soul they managed to achieve great popular success while violating many

tenets of the "Top Forty" tradition. (None of the songs of Rubber Soul were

released as singles, although several received air-play on AM radio, notably
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"Michelle.") They showed an unprecedented lack of concern for the dance-

oriented restrictions of the period and made of their music something that

seemed fit more for listening than for dancing. Having accomplished this, the

Beatles soon proved themselves equal to other conquests. And yet, I doubt

that any of these future conquests truly surpasses the subtle triumph of

Rubber Soul

NOTES

1. The term "ballad" is used here to denote those songs characterized by
sustained, lyrical melodies at relatively slow tempi, generally with texts of a romantic-

sentimental type.

2. All compositional attributions cited here are taken from Mellers's useful book.

3. "Country-western" is meant here to refer to the repertoire that, in the sixties,

would have been listed on the commercial record charts under that category. This would
include music by performers such as Buck Owens, Porter Wagoner, and others, and

generally features a flat, nasal vocal tone, often with vocal harmony in thirds, and a

relatively simple and repetitive melodic and harmonic structure, usually without the

accented rhythmic patterns and syncopation that characterize rock and roll.

4. "Folk" here refers to songs thus characterized by the popular music industry in

the sixties. Recorded by performers such as Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul, and Mary, they

usually include a predominantly acoustic guitar accompaniment, as well as some of the

melodic and strophic elements associated with traditional American-English folk songs
and ballads. More "popular" elements may also be present, especially in the instrumental

accompaniment
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ETHNOMUSICOLOGY AND THE NEW GROVE

Stanley Sadie

When,
at the end of 1979, The New Grove appears in print, the feature

most likely to arouse widespread comment will be the large amount of

space devoted to music outside the Western art tradition: non-Western musical

systems and traditions, Western folk music, popular music and jazz, and the

instruments and the terminologies used in all those subject areas.

As the primary musical reference work for the English-speaking world,

Grove's Dictionary has always, understandably, devoted a very large propor-

tion of its space to Western art-music traditions. Indeed the first two editions

(1877-89; 1904-10) were concerned exclusively with those traditions. The

fifth edition (1954), however, assigned almost 500 columns to the heading

"Folk Music," in which the folk music of most of the countries of Europe,

the United States, certain Middle Eastern countries and, rather more cursorily,

South America was discussed; this material was augmented by a further 70

columns in the supplementary volume (1961). The treatment of non-Western

music, however, reflects the ethnocentric attitudes prevailing at the time the

Dictionary was prepared. The discussions of the musical systems of such

civilizations as those of India and Japan, to mention but two, are cursory in

the extreme; both are revisions of articles written for the third edition (1927).

There is no entry on Indonesia. That Chinese music was much more

extensively treated can be attributed to the fortunate availability of distin-

guished scholars equipped to deal with the subject. Clearly no methodical

attempt was made to draw into the Dictionary discussions, appropriate in

scale and related to the amount of available information, of the musical

systems of different parts of the world. For this omission, no blame need be

assigned; in the conditions prevailing during the last years of World War II and

the difficult times immediately thereafter, it would have been impossible to

envisage any such endeavour, let alone to execute it.

Doubtless, 25 years hence, the editors of The New Grove will be

criticized for similar shortcomings and malproportions. But at least we will

not be open to criticism for not having tried. From the earliest stages of the

Dictionary's preparation it was determined mat this area would be treated no

less methodically and no less stringently than any other. It quickly became

evident, however, that new and special systems of planning and organization
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would have to be devised, and that we could not simply adapt those that

worked for the selection of contributors and the assignment of space for, say,

Italian composers of the 1 7th century.

The first stages towards formulating a policy were taken in close

consultation with Mantle Hood, then at the Institute of Ethnomusicology,

U.C.L.A., who joined our advisory board and took specific responsibility for

the initial nomination of contributors. Two basic decisions were taken at this

stage. First, that our central material would be located, within the Dictionary,
under the names of individual countries. There seemed no merit, in present-

day circumstances, in the collective "folk music" label as the heading under

which the material should be placed; the concentration of such material in the

fifth edition of Grove served, as far as we could see, no useful purpose, in

that one text does not illuminate another that lies close to it in the

Dictionary and they are in no sense usefully read together. On the contrary,
there are obvious advantages in being able to read, side by side, about the "art

music'* and "folk music" traditions of particular countries (admittedly this

involves begging the question of just what those labels mean, and how far

they may overlap; and in many regions, of course, they have no meaningful

application at all). The decision to use political divisions rather than cultural

or ethnic ones was bound to raise difficulties; but for a reference work, where

information has to be accessible in a readily intelligible way, there can be

little doubting that this is the only practicable solution. Various ways of

overcoming the difficulties raised by this decision are touched upon below.

The second early decision was that we would make some attempt to

draw material together in a series of what we have called (within our office,

not in the Dictionary itself) "overview" articles. The intention here is that

these essays, written by scholars of outstandingly wide experience, should deal

in the broadest possible way with the musical systems of a large area (for

example East Asia, North Africa, Pacific Islands). They would explain features

in common between the musical systems found in the area, and features

where there was particular diversity; they would relate these to features of
historical and geographical circumstance; and they would outline the special

problems involved in the study of the area's music. These wide-ranging
discussions should elucidate the context of the main articles on individual

countries and their music. This created a kind of hierarchy, at three levels:

overview articles on continental areas; articles on countries; and articles on

instruments, forms, and the like. All, of course, are linked by cross-references.

We have had no illusions about the difficulty of setting goals, or of

achieving them, in the ethnomusicological realm. The objectives of any article

in Grove on a Western composer (and such articles represent something like

two-thirds of the entries in the Dictionary) are easy to define, and sanctified

by long tradition. Here any author knows what is expected of him: to provide
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accurate and concise information about the subject's life, to describe the

salient characteristics of his music, to list his works, and to supply an

appropriate bibliography all, of course, on a scale in proportion to the

importance of the subject, our own evaluation of which would be proposed to

him. Dealing with national musical traditions is quite another matter. Even in

the simplest, or at any rate most familiar, regions, it is difficult and in some

senses meaningless to assign relative spaces such as X columns to a discussion

of English folk music, Y to French, and Z to German. Questions about the

proper ratios of X to Y to Z crowd upon one another. Does Grove, as the

standard English-language work, have a special responsibility to England (and

other English-speaking countries)? What material survives, and in what (and

how dependable) form? To what degree of historical depth can such studies

reliably aspire? What material is already available in print, and what new

material has come to light in recent years? In actuality, the orientations of the

articles on English, French, and German folk music, although all written by
scholars of broadly the same generation, were markedly different, as indeed

they had to be.

If such differences obtain between three of the countries of Western

Europe, so similar in so many regards, and the questions arising over them are

so difficult to answer, it will readily be understood that on a worldwide basis

our goals were h'ard to define. We felt that there was little value in imposing,

or attempting to impose, any prescriptive layout for our articles on contribu-

tors, each of whom was faced with a different series of problems. In an initial

note to our authors on ethnomusicological subjects, we attempted to give only

the roughest indications of the kinds of topic we hoped or expected to see

dealt with: history and background, social context (function, use, evaluation),

rhythmic practice, instrumental usage, tuning, modal-harmonic practice, com-

position, improvisation, notation, theory, aesthetics, education; and we indi-

cated that, where appropriate, related topics such as dance, theater, ritual, and

poetic literature might also be considered.

The selection for each article of a contributor or contributors-often

there were several for a country with numerous, diverse, or extensively studied

traditions was always planned with a view to securing people who had the

widest and most up-to-date command of the subject area. These articles, like

those on Western composers, to some extent represent a drawing-together of

scholarship on the area concerned, such as is appropriate for a reference work.

As to the choice of contributors, there was no attempt to prejudice the

selection towards anything other than excellence, breadth, comprehensiveness,

and balance. Some of our contributors come from the countries they

themselves are discussing; many do not, and clearly it would be impossible to

find sufficiently-equipped scholars from all parts of the world. Many different

theoretical frameworks, too, are represented-anthropological, organological,
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historical, sociological, analytical, and many more. It is proper that a reference

work reflect the diversity of approach among scholars of its time.

However, the diversity resulting from different philosophies, and differ-

ent approaches to research, is scarcely as marked as that resulting simply from

the limitations of knowledge. Sometimes we have to remind ourselves that

The New Grove cannot hope to say the last word; that it is the sixth edition

of a Dictionary conceived a century ago; and that there will in due course be

a seventh edition, an eighth, and so on. In some of the less accessible, less fully

researched parts of the world, the coverage of our articles is perforce only

partial. Such articles will inevitably stress the areas best understood, whether

they be social context, instruments, modal or tuning systems, or some other

topic. In some areas, the emphasis may fall so strongly on dance or theater as

to surprise a stranger to the field of ethnomusicology, unaware of the central

position such topics may play in the musical culture of particular regions.

To cope with the wide range of problems posed by the breadth of

coverage we were essaying, we enrolled a number of consultants with specific

experience in studies of particular areas. Among them I would mention Gerard

Behague (University of Texas, Austin), who had charge of our Latin American

material; Anthony King (formerly of the School of Oriental and African

Studies, London University, now Director of the British Institute of Recorded

Sound), who advised substantially on our treatment of Africa; Barbara Krader

(Berlin), who supervised our material on the USSR and eastern Europe; Colin

P. Mackerras (Griffith University, Queensland, Australia), who helped us put
into shape our Chinese coverage; William P. Malm (University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor), who advised on our Japanese material; Barbara B. Smith

(University of Hawaii, Honolulu), who helped us greatly towards a coherent

and comprehensive treatment of the Pacific Islands; and numerous others,

who read sections of specialized material, advised us of lacunae and how they
be filled (and as often as not filled them themselves) or gave other kinds of

editorial advice and help.

Co-ordinating this operation, as the head of our editorial team in

London, was Peter Cooke (Edinburgh University); to him fell the arduous role

of implementing, in the form of edited scripts, the policies we had earlier

formulated, and indeed modifying those policies as necessary and extending
their application. The team of editors working with him consisted of Lucy
Durin (London), Doris Dyen (Urbana), lilja Zobens (London) and Helen

Myers (New York), who between them could call on first-hand field research

experience covering most of southern and eastern Europe, the Mediterranean,
the West Indies and the southern United States.

During much of our editorial work, we also enjoyed great benefits from
the consultancy of Klaus P. Wachsmann. He worked with us not only on
African topics but, in particular, on the coverage of musical instruments.
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Grove's Dictionary has good traditions in this area, though until now coverage
has concentrated on Western orchestral instruments. These are still fully

treated, and necessarily remain central; but their background, history, and

relationships to non-Western instruments are more fully considered. Many
non-Western instruments have independent entries. Where an instrument

belongs to only one culture, or where its use in one culture is of special

importance, it seemed more logical to discuss it within the national article

concerned. This applies, for example, to many Chinese and Indian instru-

ments; indeed it would be impossible to discuss large sectors of the repertory
from those countries without including such sections within the national

entries. A large network of cross-references makes it easy to find the principal
discussion.

It is not only in the field of musical instruments that the emphasis of the

Dictionary's coverage has shifted away from Western ethnocentricity. The time

is not yet ripe, perhaps, for such an article as the one entitled "harmony" to

look far beyond Western art music; indeed it can be argued that the Western

concept of harmony cannot properly be applied to the music of other

cultures. Such a concept as "mode," however, arguably can; and Harold S.

Powers's very substantial discussion of it devotes a considerable amount of

space to non-Western musical systems. So do such entries as "improvisation,"
"notation" (which is liberally illustrated) and "solmization."

Questions of terminology, naturally, bulk large in a dictionary on such a

scale as this. In the course of work on our non-Western and folk-music

articles, our editorial staff decided to assemble a comprehensive terminological

index-comprehensive, that is, in the sense that every term used in any article

on these topics was entered. This enabled them to relate instruments, dances,

genres, and the like referred to in one article to those referred to, perhaps
under different names, elsewhere. When this index was nearing completion, it

occurred to us that, as long as we made sufficient disclaimers about its

pretensions, it could be useful if we were to publish it as an appendix to the

Dictionary. It was accordingly fully rechecked and extended to include terms

from certain other related articles, and a style was devised for its printing. To

make it more useful, we added a brief definition of each term and a system

of asterisks to indicate whether each entry signified a full discussion, a

descriptive outline, or merely a passing reference. The index will occupy some

75 pages at the back of the final volume of the Dictionary. Users must

understand, however, that it is not a worldwide dictionary of musical terms,

and that it makes no claims to comprehensiveness; it is no more than an index

to the terminology used in certain articles in the Dictionary and a guide to its

orthography. The attached illustration, drawn from a typographical trial

run and not representative of the material that will actually appear may
serve to indicate the nature of this index.
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It may be useful to indicate some of the areas in which we feel that our

articles have gone substantially beyond anything previously printed in musical

lexicography. First, I would mention our coverage of the great cultures of

Asia China, India, Indonesia, and Japan. Each of these has a sizeable article,

contributed by a team of scholars, some of them from the countries

themselves and some from the West (each article occupies more than three

times the columnage of the corresponding entry in the monumental German

encyclopedia, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart). The texts are, of

course, supported by substantial bibliographies. The American continent is

covered much more fully and more methodically than has previously been

attempted. There are individual entries on all the countries of Latin America,
some of them very substantial; the overviews for America include the principal

discussion of traditions that cannot logically be considered within the confines

of individual countries (for example, American Indian music has its fullest

consideration in the article "North America"). For the United States, we have

an extended, indeed deepened, version of Charles Seeger's pioneering article

written for the fifth edition. The Soviet Union has an extremely full article, in

which the individual musical traditions of its constituent republics are

discussed, as well as the music of the distinctive ethnic groups of Central Asia

and the Asian part of the RSFSR. We counted ourselves fortunate to be able

to secure the ready co-operation of many Soviet scholars, working within the

republics on which they are authorities. East European coverage is particularly

thorough, and the treatment of the Middle East goes well beyond anything

previously attempted. The coverage of Africa has posed exceptional problems,
because the political boundaries laid down in the colonial era correspond only
in part with prevailing cultural boundaries. It has accordingly been helpful to

include in the Dictionary a number of separate entries on the music of

cultural groups which straddle two or more countries; these are linked to the

national entries by cross-reference.

It remains only to refer to the treatment of illustrations and music-type

examples. Almost all our articles on non-Western and folk music are illus-

trated; many contributors have generously provided us with photographs taken
on their own research trips. In such cases illustrations could be especially

closely keyed to the text. We have done our best to illustrate instruments of
the less familiar kinds, and especially those particular to a single country or

region (the West African kora, for example). We have favoured photographs
which show instruments being played in their natural surroundings, and as far

as possible in typical ensembles. Where photographs cannot show structural

details of instruments, we have often provided drawings to demonstrate them
more dearly. With the overview articles we have usually included maps,
showing the locations of cultural groups or musical regions discussed in the

text. This applies too, for example, to our articles on the Americas, and also
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to individual articles on several African countries, Brazil, and northern

Australia. There are numerous theoretical tables (notably in the article on

India), and many diagrams, for example, of ground-plans of gamelan en-

sembles and of tuning systems. Most major instrument articles begin with

composite illustrations designed to show the geographical and structural

diversity of the instruments falling under each heading. Notations and

manuscript material are illustrated from those countries where they survive; so

are illustrations of musically significant archaeological remains from ancient

cultures. Music-type examples abound; many of them are more than brief

excerpts and are sufficiently extensive to illustrate points made in the text

about melodic structure.

When Sir George Grove finished work on the first edition of his

dictionary, a friend wrote to congratulate him on completing the task of

musical lexicography "once and for all." We have no such illusions, least of all

in the field of non-Western and folk music. But we do believe that we have

made a serious and methodical attempt to cope with the challenge involved in

compiling a truly international musical reference work and have faced up to

problems which, if they have previously been considered at all, have been

considered intractable.
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Eat* ranIf. NIGERIA. 3 it

Ftcis* trumpet. PERU. II 5

Ekert tin-drum; IGBO MUSIC, I

Eker*4k xylophone', IGBO MUSIC, I
*

EkiMiM ky'atakre musical ensemble: UGANDA, II T. f.2, 10

fhiaiafci /Tu/r UGANDA. I 3

Ckiraklro recitations. UGANDA. I 3*

Ekinfco term for various aspects of improvisation: UGANDA. II 2

EUorinfc Ugandan gourd how. MUSICAL BOW. 3*

Eko Buddhii chant: JAPAN. II 3 n

Sec kigan

EkM bell. LATIN AMERICA. HI 4 t

See agog6, gan t Ofon

Ekporc (I) trumpet: NIGERIA. 3 ii

See eghe, okhe, okput, okpe, ukba

(2) drum IGBO MUSIC. I

EkaJri r<w/r ICBO MUSIC, I*

Ek-Ol /a/a (time pattern): INDIA. SUBOONTTNCNT OF. II 5 iii, ex. I,

1.18

See Ma
Ckur* plucktd <*um; BANGLADBSII, 3 i. 5**. f.l

SdU gopyanira, gupyanira
Ektiri // INDIA, SUBCONTINENT of. VI 2**; PAKISTAN, 4 iv**, 5

v

Sec Jamkuru. king, tumM, yuki&ro

Ekw ilil-Jrum. IGBO MUSIC, I

Sec ek*t
Ekwc iliitkufn. law) Mime, I'. 2. f.2b; NIGKRIA. 3 iii

Sec rAtvu. MM'O, rAn'M, oAivo

E*w< tfkc funeral performance; |GK> MUSIC, 2*

EiwtHaWU slit-drum, iGfeO MX/SIC , I
*

Ekwo sin-drum. lGK> MUSIC, I*

See rl'hr

Efcwv sin-drum: IGBO MUSIC, I
'

See ckwc

ky*U ky'aWkMtMrt trumpcien;' vilUge: UGANDA, II 1

Ekyevf recitation: UGANDA. I 3**

See ebyevugv
EMoita dirge. MICRONESIA, 2 ii

Ekctrk valtar CoNOOLCSE MUSIC; EtJiCTRic GUITAR"; GoareL MUSIC,
II 2 iii; PAN-PACIFIC POP; SOMALI DEMOCRATIC RbPUBLIC; TANGO;
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO; UPPER VOLTA. 3; ZxlRh, 6

EUctrk MIM GOSPEL MUSIC. II 2 iii; SOMALI DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC;
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Ekk notched flutt: NIGERIA, 3 ii

See airIt, ultlt

Elo hell, NIGERIA. 3 ii

El r* dance form: CHILE, II 2 iii

Uto^r friction drum: BASQUE MUSIC, 3

Sec zamhomba
El I d *M drcle-dancc: SPAIN. II 7 ix*

E!HM flute dance: STOPPED FLUTE ENSEMBLE
Etawfe Mapuchc rite with recitation and song: CHILE, II 1 iv*

fa*** ensembk. dance or feast: UGANDA, III*
fjabd ornament: JAPAN, 111 1 iii

EjBbftJxWa dramatic representation in baUado dance: BRAZIL, II 3 iii,

ex.23

EMlt notchedflute-. ETHIOPIA, 4* f.3; STOPPED FLUTE ASSEMBLE
Eafcilada (I) song form: BRAZIL, II I iii, 3 iv**; LATIN AMERICA. II 1;

(2) musical area: BRAZIL, II 1 ii

Figure 1. Sample segment of the ethnomusicology index from The New Grove.
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Stone Age and Promised Land:

An Answer to James Reid

In Ethnomusicology 21(3):415-433 James Reid presents his ideas on

"Transcription in a New Mode" which, on a purely technical level, are

interesting contributions to the many problems of ethnomusicological trans-

cription. Since, however, he presents his ideas as a possible solution or at least

a significant step towards a solution of the seemingly never ending problems
of transcription, the article deserves comment.

Anyone attacking the use of Western notation in ethnomusicology on

grounds of ethnocentricity can be assured of a fair amount of applause since

Western notation obviously was not invented for use in non-Western music.

However, it strikes me as somewhat demagogic to denounce Western notation

for ethnocentricity and then to propose a solution hardly less ethnocentric

and elitist than the system it is meant to replace.

Or is the graph-type representation of two interrelated variables not also

a brain-child of Western scholarship in the same way as Western notation is a

brainchild of Western musicianship? Is not graph notation as elitist as Western

notation in the sense that it is incomprehensible to the vast majority? What

does it mean if Reid requires of a transcription that "it should be accessible

not only to a trained elite" (p. 420)? Do the people who are able to read his

(or any other) transcription represent anything other than a trained elite?

"Ethnocentricity" and "elitsm" are like "racism" slogans relatively safe to

use since hardly anybody will come to the defense of the things these slogans

designate, and wherever they appear they tend to set in motion certain

reflexes (anxious denial) and tend to block certain higher brain functions

(reflexion). "Ethnocentricity" or "cultural bias" are inevitably acquired with

knowledge, since there is no specific knowledge outside of a specific cultural

environment. In order not to have developed a cultural bias somebody would

have to have grown up outside of any cultural, i.e. human, environment.

Ethnocentricity cannot be eliminated by simple declaration, however well

intentioned. In fact, it cannot be eliminated at all since to get completely rid

of it we would have to get rid of all ethnocentrically acquired knowledge, and

that means all knowledge.
Even when an ethnomusicologist gets deeply involved with a non-

Western culture he is not shedding cultural bias and returning to some blessed

state of original innocence, but is adding another "bias" to the first one;

successful handling of that complex situation will depend on how well he is
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aware of both, not on how well he can suppress the first one. Thus, I cannot

see how any transcription can ever meet Reid's requirement to "preclude

ethnocentric bias on the part of the transcriber" (p. 420). Any method of

transcription, Western notation or graph notation, will accurately reflect the

knowledge (including biases) of the transcriber; where the help of a machine is

enlisted, the transcription will reflect the bias of its inventor. To believe that a

melograph transcription is objective ("The melograph tells the truth and

nothing but the truth" p. 418) is pure superstition.
1 It does not tell the truth

but the gospel according to its inventor; everyone is free to believe in it, but

should be conscious that he is committing an act of faith.

In his case against the use of Western notation Reid presents the

argument that "many outstanding non-Western musicians excluded from

scholarship that may involve their own music merely because they do not read

the notation of a wholly alien musical culture" (p. 416). If non-Western

musicians are excluded merely because they cannot read Western music

notation we should indeed remedy this situation immediately. But I suspect

that the substitution of graph-notation would not be more than a cosmetic

change and strongly doubt that it would lead to a sudden surge of interest in

ethnomusicology among non-Western musicians. Western notation may be

one element among many that exclude non-Western musicians from participat-

ing in ethnomusicology, but the main reason is ethnomusicology itself, which

in most of its methods and goals is wholly alien to the vast majority of

musicians, Western or non-Western.

The argument is particularly specious in the case of Japanese musicians.

Western music is hardly a "wholly alien musical culture" in Japan it is the

predominant one, whether ethnomusicologists like it or not. Reid is studying
the music of gagaku and can hardly have failed noticing that the musicians of

the Imperial Orchestra are fluent in Western notation to the extent that they
are able to perform rather complex scores of contemporary music written for

gagaku orchestra (e.g. works by Takemitsu T6ru, and Karl-Heinz Stock-

hausen).

What has prompted Reid to write his essay is "the feeling that the issues

involved in the transcription problem must not yet be fully understood" (p.

415). That may very well be so but I doubt that his reflection on that subject
is a significant "step out of the methodological Stone Age, as represented by
the ill-suited and ethnocentric tool of Western notation" (p. 431). At the end

of the evolutionary ladder that we cave dwellers are urged by Reid to climb

lies the Promised Land of an "eventual universal transcription system (which)
we so urgently require" (p.431).

One of the few undisputed achievements of ethnomusicology is that it

has brought to our attention an immense variety of very differently structured

musical styles. I fear that any transcriptional method that tries to deal with
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any conceivable analytical question in any conceivable musical style would
turn out not to be a most desirable tool but a clumsy and deadly weapon.
After all, Western music notation was once considered such a universal

transcription system. This notion fortunately is about to be abandoned and

replaced by the insight that the enormous variety of musical styles and the

variety of possible analytical questions require an approach to transcription
characterized by openness to its problems and methodological flexibility, not

by a set of preconceived requirements, which in the case of Reid's seven basic

criteria (p. 419-20) have to be modified to meaninglessness in order to be

applicable. For example, among those seven basic criteria Reid lists (p.419):
"A transcription should aspire to a melograph-type accuracy, unattainable

though such a goal will always be." I strongly doubt the wisdom of setting up
a basic criterion that is forever unattainable. If melograph-type accuracy is the

goal, why not use a melograph? If such accuracy is never attainable, to what

degree of unattainability does the transcriber have to aspire? What sense does

it make to list criteria that a transcription must meet, then to preface them

with the caveat (p.419) that "other musical types and cultures may . . . create

different requirements"?

Let us now examine Reid's transcription of Nasori no Kyti. He says that

in a transcription in Western notation "the reader who looks at the first

phrase of Nasori no kyti. sees the pitches b-c'-e'-f$'-g', and from this alone

he is quite likely to conclude that the mode is [of the ritsu type] with pitch b

as degree 1 ... [which is] an error of the utmost gravity" (p.426-431). Apart
from the fact that nobody would draw such a conclusion from the first phrase

of a piece alone, nobody can do so since the phrase in question is not the

opening phrase of the piece. The opening phrase of Nasori no Kyti Reid did

not transcribe apparently because it is not played on the hichiriki but on the

komabue; since he did not study this instrument, he simply omits the

beginning of the piece. What he describes as the "opening phrase," however, is

not the first phrase of the hichiriki part either: the real first phrase is missing,

as is the second half of the piece including the coda (tomede). If Reid did not

recommend Harich-Schneider's transcription (1973:573) for comparison with

his own, I would be inclined to think that we are talking about two different

pieces.
2 Reid mentions in passing that the absolute pitches in Western

notation generally used to represent this mode are: e', f sharp, g', b', c'

(p. 426).
3 It would have been only fair to also mention that the discrepancies

between these pitches and the ones he measured are not due to any form of

cultural bias on the part of Western musicologists who subscribe to the

"uncritical acceptance of Western notation" (p.415). These are the theoretical

pitches of traditional gagaku music theory, and the basic discrepancy lies

between this theory and the equally traditional performance practice.4

Therefore there is good reason to use the theoretical pitches for a transcrip-
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tion, unless one is analyzing performance practice as opposed to theory, which

apparently is not the aim of Reid's transcription. Apart from these short-

comings Reid's transcription is an example of a development that leads to ever

more detailed and complex visual representation of sound.5 This may be

regarded as a progress, but if transcription is to be more than an abstract

exercise in aural perception its degree of complexity must correspond with the

expected type of analytical questions.

Transcription can never communicate music, but can communicate ideas

about music. Even a bad recording gives a better impression of hichiriki music

than the finest transcription can hope to convey to somebody who has never

heard this instrument before. Transcription cannot successfully introduce an

unknown musical style to the reader; this must be done by performance.

Transcription can, however, be a useful device in discussing certain aspects of

music, and a prime criterion for its quality is whether it visually represents

those aspects. Whether a transcription is good or bad cannot be judged by the

sheer mass of information it contains. It should be judged by its appropriate-

ness to the problems the transcriber has set out to solve. What then are the

questions Mr. Reid's transcription should help to clarify? Reid gives little

indication of what he intends to do with his "transcription in a new mode."

To show that his method is an improvement Reid would have to prove that

his transcription enables him to make significant statements that cannot

possibly be obtained from a more conventional transcription otherwise inven-

tion of new transcription methods deteriorates into a futile and complacent
exercise in aural perception. The task of the transcriber is not unrelated to

that of a cartographer. Like a skillful cartographer the transcriber has to select

for visual representation those features he knows to be significant in order to

guide the reader through the music. The cartographer will not include all

perceptible details of the landscape and he will draw different maps for the

hiker and the driver of a car. The allpurpose map is in most cases one that

serves no purpose well. Likewise a transcription that tries to represent all

audible facts ("the truth and nothing but the truth") is bound to fail from

the outset: The only system containing all information about music is music

itself.

Kamakura, Japan Andreas Gutzwiller

NOTES

1. I would like to draw the reader's attention to Shafer's discussion of related

problems (1977: 123-129).
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2. My criticism of Reid's transcription is based on recordings by two different

orchestras, the Kunaigakudan (Orchestra of the Imperial Household, KG 1028) and the

Nippon Gagaku Kai (SW-5020). Their performances are nearly identical and correspond

closely to the transcription by Harich-Schneider.

3. This is wrong. The correct pentatonic form of Koma Ichikotsucho is: e, ft,

gt , b, c* (Koizumi 1974: 38).

4. "Since the discrepancy between theory and performance has become wide, it is

impossible to precisely designate a sequence of notes, or even the exact number of notes,

to any mode. Actually, the prescribed notes found within any one composition (in a

designated mode), will vary in pitch from instrument to instrument and/or voice"

(Koizumi 1974: 39).

5. It is characteristic for Reid's approach that, while he transcribes the hichiriki

part of Nasori no Kyu in exhausting detail, he pays little attention to the parts of the

other instruments or to the form of the piece.
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RESPONSE TO TOUMA

I would like to respond to the thoughtful and expert review of my
book, Makam: Modal Practice in Turkish Art Music; the review appeared in

Ethnomusicology 23(2): 359-362 (May 1978).

Readers of Ethnomusicology who also follow the journal The World of

Music were probably surprised to find the same review, by the same writer,

virtually word-for-word, in Volume 20 (1) (1978) of the latter serial. Were the

respective editors of the two journals aware that they did not have an

exclusive contribution? I am personally opposed to more than one review by

the same writer of the same book, on the grounds that the scholarly

community deserves as many diverse opinions as possible.

The review examines each chapter of the book and raises a number of

questions, all of which helps the reader to form a picture of the style,

content, and reliability of the book. Some of the comments require a response

on my part.

First, I am grateful to learn of the existence of such an excellent source

for musical scores as the 1936 (not 1836, as given in The World of Music)

book by Kutmani. "amh Iskender" Kutrnani, a publisher, issued over 4,000

Turkish classical and light classical pieces in his lifetime (Sozer 1964), a signal

contribution to the art.

I do not see any disagreement between myself, Giirmeriq, and the

reviewer on the question of the primacy of scale in defining makam. No one

but a freshman conservatory student believes anymore that a mode is simply a

scale; my entire book proves otherwise, as do the seyir-s of Giirmeriq.

Nevertheless, of all the qualities that a makam has, its most easily identified

one is its intervallic structure.

When people begin to talk about intervals smaller than two cents, I lose

interest; this is beyond the discriminatory ability of the human auditory

process. Whether a comma is 23.46 or 22.6415 cents is a problem for

mathematicians, not musicologists, it seems to me.

Yes, more taksim-s need to be transcribed, as do the seyir-s of Tanburi

Necdet Yaar, Neyzen Niyazi Saym, and Hafiz KM Karaca. I hope to do so

myself and to help and encourage others.

No, stereotyped motives are not imaginary. They are a bit elusive, in

that they are expected, but there may be a choice between several motives,

and the performer or composer inserts one or more at will wherever it is most

effective. They are rather like fleas on a dog. If you know what one looks like

and how it behaves, you can find it.
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Mood, or ethos, the equivalent of rasa in Indian raga, is a weak concept
in Turkish makam today. Some major artists deny its existence, and even
those who do associate moods, such as "mystical," "sensuous," or "pastoral"
with certain makams, do not agree. In the Islamic liturgy, makam usage is

sometimes linked with hours of the day and chapters of long texts. This is a
minor question, suitable for a master's thesis, I would think.

The reviewer inadvertently overlooked a few important qualities of the

book. If I may be immodest: it is the first book in English on any aspect of
Turkish classical music, one of the major high art traditions of the world. It is

also the only book in print in any language, including Turkish, to treat

makam at length and in detail. There are 1 14 musical examples.
In the wake of the modest renaissance that Turkish classical music seems

to have enjoyed in the past five years, my sincere hope is that a Turk will read

this first effort and resolve to create yet another point of view.

University of Maryland Karl Signell
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Lewin, Olive. "El estudio de la musica folciorica de Jamaica," Musica (Havana) 58:3-17,

May-June 1976.

Lichtenwanger, William. "The music of "The star-spangled banner': From Ludgate Hill to

Capitol Hill," Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress (Washington, D.C.)

34(3): 136-70, July 1977. Facsims., illus., map, music.

Lichter, PauL The boy who dared to rock: The definitive Elvis. Garden City, N.Y.:

Dolphin Books, Doubleday & Co., 1978. [vii] , 303 pp., discog., illus., photos.,

plates.

Logsdon, Guy. "Western swing," see Abernethy, F. E., ed., What's going on . . . , pp.
22542. Photos.

. "Woody's roots," Music Journal 34(10):18-21, December 1976. Photos. W.
Guthrie.

Lornax, Alan and Sidney Robertson Cowell. American folk song and folk lore [1942].
St. Clair Shores, Mich.: Scholarly Press, 1977. 59 pp., bibliog.

Lomax, Joseph F. "Zydeco-Must live on!" see Albernethy, F. E., ed. t What's going
on . . .

, pp. 205-23. Photos.

MacLeod, Bruce A. "The musical instruments of North American slaves," Mississippi
Folklore Register (Hattiesburg) ll(l):34-49, Spring 1977.

Magnusson, Tor. "Fats Waller with Gene Austin on the record," Journal of Jazz Studies

4(l):75-83, Fall 1976. Discog.

Malone, Bill C. "Growing up with Texas country music," see Abernethy, F. E., ed.,

What's going on . . . , pp. 243-57.

Marquis, Donald M. In search of Buddy Bolden: First man of jazz. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1978. xix, 176 pp., discog., facsims., maps, photos.

Marti, Samuel. "Musica aborigen americana," Musica 57:3-8, March-April 1976.

Mclntyre, PauL Black Pentecostal music in Windsor. Ottawa: National Museums of

Canada, 1976. (National Museum of Man, Canadian Centre for Folk Culture

Studies, Paper no. 15.) 124 pp., bibliog., diagrs., graph.

McNeil, W. K. "Southern folk music on records," see Tullos, A., ed., Long journey home,
pp. 178-86. Illus.

Miller, Samuel D. and Darrell Bledsoe. "The shape-note tradition and pedagogical
approaches utilized in current-day singing schools," Southwestern Musician (Hous-
ton) 45(4):18-20, November 1976. Bibliog.

Morgan, John P. and Thomas C. Tulloss. "The jake walk blues," Old Time Music

28:17-24, 1978. Discog., facsims., photos.
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. "The jake walk blues: A toxicologic tragedy mirrored in American popular
music," Annals of Internal Medicine 85(6):804-08, December 1976. Reprinted in
JEMF Quarterly 13(47): 122-26, Autumn 1977. Table.

Muriel, 'tads. "Contribucion a la cultura musical de los indios jivaros del Ecuador,** Musica
60:3-19, September-October 1976. Bibliog., music.

Newberger, Eli H. "Archetypes and antecedents of piano blues and boogie woogie style,"
Journal of Jazz Studies 4(1):84-109, Fall 1976. Music.

; "The transition from ragtime to improvised piano style," ibid. 3(2): 3-1 8,
Spring 1976. Music.

Owens, Thomas. "The fugal pieces of the Modern Jazz Quartet," ibid. 4(l):25-46, Fall

1976. Discog., music.

Patterson, Daniel W. "A woman of the hills: The work of Maude Minish Sutton," see

Tullos, A. ed., Long journey home, pp. 105-10. Photos. Folksong collector.

Phillips, Don. "Barbership singing: An American folk music form,*' Come for to Sing
4(3): 9-11, Summer 1978. Photo.

Ram6n y Rivera, Luis Felipe. La mdsica folkhSrica de Venezuela [1969]. Caracas: Monte
Avila Editores, 1977. 247 pp., music, photos. 2nd edition.

Reckford, Verena, "Rastafarian music-An introductory study," Jamaica Journal (Kings-

ton) 11(1-2): 3-1 3, 1977. Bibliog., fflus., photos.

Reid, Jan. "Postcript: The improbable rise of redneck rock," see Abernethy, F. E., ed.,

What's going on . . . , pp. 259-80. Photos.

Rhodes, Don. "Remembering ... The Bailes Brothers," Pickin' 4(2):6-14, March 1977.
Photos.

Rinzler, Ralph. "Bill Monroe: A man and his music," ibid. 3(10):6-18, December 1976.

Music, photos.

Rose, Al and Edmond Souchon. New Orleans jazz: A family album [1967], Baton

Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1978. viii, 338 pp., photos. Revised ed.

Rosenberg, Neil V. Country music in the Maritimes: Two studies
\[ 1975-76]. St. John's:

Memorial University of Newfoundland, Dept. of Folklore, 1976. (Reprint Series,

no. 2.) iii, 20 pp.

Sallee, James. A history of evangelistic hymnody. Grand Rapids: Baker Book House,
1978. 104 pp., bibliog., music.

Schechter, John M. "Non-Hispanic instruments in Mexico and Central America: An
annotated bibliography," Current Musicology (New York) 24:80-104, 1977.

Schlappi, Elizabeth, Roy Acuff: The Smoky Mountain boy. Gretna, La.: Pelican

Publishing Co., 1978. xi, 289 pp., bibliog., discog., photos.

Schreiner, Claus. Musica popular brasfleira: Anthologisches Handbuch der populSren und

folkloristischen Musik Brasfliens. Darmstadt: Verlag Tropical Music, 1978. 276 pp.,

bibliog., discog., fllus., music, photos.

Seeger, Charles. "Contrapuntal style in the three-voice shape-note hymns" [1940],

American Choral Review (New York) 17(4):66-80, October 1976. Facsims., music.

Siminoff, Roger and Don Kissil. "Workin* at the other end: A conversation with Pete

Seeger," Pickin' 3(4):4-23, May 1976. Photos.

Small, Alvin L. "'Jack the sailor boy': A Mississippi version," Mississippi Folklore

Register ll(l):18-25, Spring 1977. Followed by "'Jack the sailor boy': An

example of folk process," by Cynthia Stribiing, pp. 26-29. Bibliog.
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Smith, Garland et al. "The dying cowboy," Loblolly (Gary, Tex.) 5(4):42-46, Spring

1978. Photos. Cowboy song.

Smith, Jon G. "'She kept on a-gohT: Ethel Park Richardson," JEMF Quarterly

13(47): 105-1 7, Autumn 1977. Facsims., photos.

Smith, Willie the Lion with George Hoefer. Music on my mind: The memoirs of an

American pianist [1964]. New York: Da Capo, 1978. xvi, 318 pp., discog. New
intro. by John S. Wilson.

Sutton, Brett. "In the good old way: Primitive Baptist traditions," see Tullos, A. ed.,

Long journey home, pp. 97-104. Illus., music, photos.

Taylor, David L. "Carl Harney: A traditional singer from Muskingum County," Journal of

the Ohio Folklore Society (Columbus) 4:[37]-[52], 1975-1977.

Taylor, Jay. "Montana Slim: Canada's legendary Wilf Carter," JEMF Quarterly

13(47):! 18-21, Autumn 1977. Photos.

Thrasher, Sue. "Pure country: Wflma Lee & Stoney Cooper," see Tullos, A., ed., Long
journey home, pp. 90-96. Photos.

Townley, Eric. Tell your story: A dictionary of jazz and blues recordings 1917-1950.

Chigwell, Essex, Eng.: Storyvflle Publications, 1976. xvi, 416 pp., maps, photos.

Tullos, Allen, ed. Long journey home: Folklife in the South. Chapel Hill: Southern

Exposure, 1977. (Southern Exposure, vol. 5, no. 2-3.) 224 pp., bibliog., illus.,

music, photos.

Welch, Alice F. and Jack. "Shape-note singing in Appalachia: An ongoing tradition,"

Goldenseal 4(2-3): 13-17, April-September 1978. Music, photos.

Whisnant, David E. "Thicker than fiddlers in Hell: Issues and resources in Appalachian

music," Appalachian Journal (Boone, N.C.) 5(1): 103-15, Autumn 1977.

Wiggins, Gene. "Gordon Tanner: Fiddler and fiddle maker," Devil's Box (Madison, Ala.)

12(2):18-26, June 1978. Photos.

Wilkinson, Melvin. "Romantic love: The great equalizer?: Sexism in popular music,"
Family Coordinator (Minneapolis) 25(2): 161-66, April 1976. Bibliog.

Wolfe, Charles K. "The odyssey of Arthur Smith," Bluegrass Unlimited (Broad Run, Va.)

13(2):50-57, August 1978. Photos.

. Tennessee strings: The story of country music in Tennessee. Knoxville:

Univ. of Tennessee Press, 1977. x, 118 pp., bibliog., facsims., photos.

-
"Tracking the lost string bands," see Tullos, A., ed. t Long journey home,

pp. 11-20. Photos.

Americas-recordings

Ain't Misbehavin': The New Fats Waller Musical Show-original Broadway cast. Two
discs. RCA Red Seal CBL 2-2965. 1978. Jacket notes by William H. Evans and

Murray Horowitz, photos.

Ernestine Anderson: Live from Concord to London. Concord Jazz CJ 54. 1978. Jacket
notes by G. Raddue. Jazz vocals.

Any Old Time Stringband. Produced by Chris Strachwitz. Arhoolie 4009. 1978. Jacket
notes.

Duck Baker: When you wore a tulfc-hot guitar instrumentals. Kicking Mule KM 135.
1977. Jacket notes. Arrangements of jazz and folk tunes, and compositions by
Baker.
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Badlands Singers live at Bismarck. Indian House IH 4103. 1977. "Recorded live at the
6th Annual United Tribes Days International Championship Dancing & Singing
Contest, Bismarck, North Dakota, September 5-7, 1975."

The Band: Islands. Capitol SO 11602. 1977. Rock.

Reva Banks with the Higilanders: Reva remembers. Heritage VPMF HR 16 (VP 04).
1977. Jacket notes by L. McCray. Bluegrass.

The Bar-Kays: Money talks. Stax STX-4106. 1978. Soul music.

Count Basie: Cafe Society Uptown, 1941. Jazz Unlimited JU4. 197-. Jacket notes, discog.

Jam. Pablo 2308-209. (Pablo live.) 1977. Jazz; with Roy Eldridge, Benny
Carter, Zoot Sims, Vic Dickenson, Al Grey, Ray Brown, and Jimmie Smith.

Harry Belafonte: A legendary performer [1953-59]. RCA Records CPL1 2469. (Legend-
ary performer collection.) 1978. Brochure notes by C. Riley, [10] pp., illus.

Popular songs.

Tony Bennett, the McPartlands, and friends make magnificent music. Improv IMP-7123.
1977. Jacket notes by B. Hassett. Jazz and popular songs.

"Chew" Berry with Wingy Manone and his orchestra [1928, 1939] . Mono. RCA Records
FPM1 7026. (Black & white, vol. 123.) 197-. Jacket notes in French by P.

Lafargue, with English translation by D. Waterhouse.

Toto Bissainthe chante Haiti. Arion ARN 33 380. 1977. Texts on jacket. Traditional
Haitian songs, principally voodoo chants.

Bita Hochee Travelers: Midnight sweetheart, and other squaw dance songs. Recorded by
Raymond Boley. Canyon C-6168. 1977. Jacket notes.

David Bromberg: Out of the blue-the best of David Bromberg [1972-77]. Columbia PC
34467. 1977. Jacket notes by I. Mayer. Rock.

Los Calchakis: The song of me rebellious poets. Musical Heritage Society MHS 3675.
1977. Jacket notes by Hector Miranda and A. Segal, translated into English by M.
N. Wendland; English translations of texts, by Wendland, inserted. "Recorded by
Arion-Paris."

Ron Carter: A song for you. Milestone M-9086. 1978. Modern jazz bassist and ensemble.

El Qego Melquiades-"The Blind Fiddler" [1935-38, ca. 1950]. Edited by Chris
Strachwitz. Folklyric 9018. (Una historia de la musica de la frontera; Texas
Mexican border music, vol. 11.) [1978] Jacket notes.

Bing Crosby, Tony Bennett, Rosemary Clooney, and Woody Herman: A tribute to Duke.
Concord Jazz CJ 50. 1977. Jacket notes by E. McMahon, C. E. Jefferson, and W.
Cronkite. Works of Duke Ellington.

Sergio Cuevas: The Indian! harp of Paraguay. Musical Heritage Society MHS 3642 (disc)

or MHC 5642 (cassette). 1977. Jacket notes by M. A. Duarte Barrios and A. Segal.
"Recorded by Arion, Paris."

Richard Davis: Fancy free. Produced by Ed Michel. Galaxy GXY-5102. 1978. Modern
jazz bassist and ensemble.

Neil Diamond: Love at me Greek. Two discs. Columbia KC2 34404. 1977. U.S. popular

songs. "Recorded live at the Greek Theatre."

Tommy Flanagan: Something borrowed, somelhing blue. Produced by Ed Michel. Galaxy
GXY-5110. 1978. Modem jazz pianist and ensemble.

Lester Flatt's bluegrass festival Two discs. CMH Records CMH-9009. (CMH bluegrass

classics.) 1977. Jacket notes by L. Leroy. Recorded June 1977, at the Mount Pilot

Festival, near Pinnacle, N. C. Includes Lester Flatt, Nashville Grass, Lewis Family,
and Pinnacle Boys.
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Red Garland: Red Alert. Produced by Ed Michel. Galaxy GXY-5109. 1978. Modern jazz

pianist and ensemble.

Red Garland/Ron Carter/Phflly Joe Jones: Crossings. Produced by Orrin Keepnews.

Galaxy GXY-5106. 1978. Modern jazz.

Benny Goodman: A legendary performer [1935-59]. RCA Records CPL1-2470. (Legend-

ary performer collection.) 1977. Brochure notes by D. Cerulli, [6] pp., illus.

: The complete Benny Goodman, vol. 5, 1937-1938. RCA Bluebird AXM2-
5557. 197-. Jacket notes.

Georgia Grassroots Music Festival. Produced and edited by George Mitchell, [no record

company name or number] [disc HY 1346] [1978] Includes Eddie Kirkland,

Betty Smith, the Jazzology All-Stars, Uncle John Patterson, The Female Nightin-

gales, Bessie Jones and the Georgia Sea Island Singers, others. Sponsored by the

City of Atlanta Bureau of Cultural and International Affairs. "Not for sale

commercially."

Emmylou Harris: Luxury liner. Warner Bros. BS 2998. 1977. Country music.

Linda Hopkins sings songs from the Broadway musical Me and Bessie. Columbia PC
34032. 1976. Jacket notes by L. Feather. Songs popularized by Bessie Smith.

Janis Ian: Miracle now. Columbia PC 34440. (The rainbow collection.) 1977. Texts on

jacket. U.S. popular songs.

Interlake Polka Kings: Looking to the future. UK Records UK 5005. 197-. Ukrainian-

Canadian band.

The Jolson story. Mono. Pelican LP 129. 197-. "Original radio broadcast" of Feb. 17,

1948, with Al Jolson, Evelyn Keyes, William Demarest, and Ludwig Donath.

Richie Kamuca Quartet: Richie. Concord Jazz CJ-41. 1977. Jacket notes by R. Kamuca.

B. B. King: Midnight believer. ABC Records AA 1061. 1978. Blues.

Freddie King, 1934-1976. RSO Records RS 1-3025. 1977. Blues.

Kiowa Dance Group Singers: Kiowa-scalp and victory dance songs (Oklahoma). Re-
corded by Raymond Boley at Carnegie, Oklahoma. Canyon C-6166. 1977. Jacket

notes by G. A. White.

Peter Lamb sings and plays old tyme Ukrainian. V Records VLP-3027. 197-. Ukrainian-

Canadian singer.

Jerry Lee Lewis: Country memories. Mercury SRM-1-5004 (disc) or MCR-4-1-5004
(cassette) or MC-8-1-5004 (cartridge). 1977. Country music.

Gordon Lightfoot: Endless wire. Warner Bros. BSK 3149. 1978. Popular music.

Little Pine Singers: Cree pow-wow songs (Cree, Saskatchewan, Canada). Canyon C-6169.
1977. Jacket notes by W. Tootoosis. Contains principally grass dance and round
dance songs.

Loggins & Messina: Finale. Two discs. Columbia JG 34167. 1977. Rock; recorded live in

1975 and 1976.

The Louvin Brothers [1950s]. Rounder Special Series 07. 1978? Jacket notes, by Douglas
B. Green. Country music. "Produced under license from Polydor."

Luv You Madly Orchestra. Salsoul SA 8507. 1978. Disco versions of Duke Ellington
compositions.

Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy: Legendary performers. RCA Records CPL1-2468.
(Legendary performer collection.) 1977. Brochure notes by A. H. Marill, [8] pp.,
illus. Songs from various motion pictures.
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Marimba, bandola, tiple et harpe llanera d'Amerique latine. Recorded by Ge'rard Kremer.
Arion ARN 33378. 1977. Jacket notes.

Grady Martin: Cowboy classics. Monument MG 7617. 1977. Jacket notes by F. Foster.

Carmen McRae at the Great American Music Hall. Two discs. Blue Note BN-LA709-H2.
1977. Jazz and popular songs.

Mickey and Bunny: Ukrainian concert, Massey Hall. V Records VLP-3026. 197-. Jacket
notes. Also includes the D-Drifters-5.

Pablo Milands: Versos Jose Marti-cantados por Pablo Milane's. Areito LDS 3437. 197-.

Texts on jacket Cuban popular music.

Virgil R. Molina, Sr.: Scratch encores. Canyon C 6161. 1977. Chicken scratch music

performed by Molina, alto saxophone and vocals, with accompaniment.

James Moody: Beyond this world. Produced and arranged by Tom Mclntosh. Vanguard
VSD 79404. 1978. Modern jazz.

Muddy Waters: I'm ready. Blue Sky JZ 34928. 1978. Blues.

The music of George Gershwin. Biograph BLP 1022 Q. (Musical nostalgia from flicks and
show biz.) 1977. Jacket notes by J. Bernstein. Songs from Broadway shows,
motion pictures, and the opera Porgy and Bess, recorded from player-piano rolls

played by J. Lawrence Cook and others.

Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra, 194042. Mono. Hindsight HSR-107. (The uncollected.)

1977. Jacket notes by D. Dexter. "The original for radio only recording."

The New Sunshine Jazz Band: Too much mustard early jazz & ragtime dances. Biograph
BLP-12058. 1978. Jacket notes, photo.

Tim O'Brien: Guess who's in town. Biscuit City BC 1317. 1977. Jacket notes by T.

O'Brien and P. Wernick. Fiddle tunes and country music.

King Oliver/Dave Nelson/ 1929/1 931. RCA Records FXM 7061. (King Oliver, vol. 3;

Black & white, vol. 129.) 197-. Jacket notes in French by D. Nevers, with English

translation by D. Waterhouse.

Oregon: Violin. Vanguard VSD 79397. 1978. Eclectic improvisatory music.

The Osborne Brothers and Red Allen [1956-58] . Rounder Special Series 03. 1978; Jacket

notes by Neil V. Rosenberg; brochure notes by Neil V. Rosenberg, 4 pp. Bluegrass.

"Produced under license from Polydor."

Pacific rim dulcimer project. Biscuit City BC 1314. 1977. Jacket notes.

Pigeon Lake Singers: Cree tribal songs (Cree, Alberta, Canada). Canyon C 6163. 1977.

Jacket notes by F. Deschamps. Recorded at Ma-Me-O Beach, Alberta, May 1976.

Preservation Hall Jazz Band, New Orleans, La. Columbia M 34549. 1977. Jacket notes by
W. Russell.

Procol Harum: Something magic. Warner Bros. CHR 1130. 1977. Rock.

The Puget Sound Guitar Workshop LP. Kicking Mule KM 128. 1977. Jacket notes by D.

J. Auer. "A selection of the music taught and played at the Puget Sound Guitar

Workshop."

The real Bahamas, voL II. Recorded in the Bahamas by Peter K. Siegel & Jody Stecher.

Nonesuch H-72078. (Explorer series.) 1978. Jacket notes by J. Stecher.

Eck Robertson, master fiddler: His complete recordings 1922-1929. Mono. Sonyatone

STR-201. 1976. Brochure notes, "Eck Robertson: A Bio-Discography," by Peter

Feldmann, 12 pp., texts. Available from Sonyatone Records, P.O. Box 567, Santa

Barbara, CA 93102.
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Sonny Rollins: Don't stop the carnival. Produced by Orrin Keepnews. Two discs.

Milestone M-55005. 1978. Modem jazz saxophonist and ensemble, recorded in

performance at the Great American Music Hall, San Francisco.

Paul Roseland: Alaskan folk songs, 1864-1977. Alaska Folk Music [Anchorage] AFM-
1077. 1977 Jacket notes. Contains composed as well as traditional songs.

Pete Seeger: The essential Pete Seeger [1950-74]. Two discs. Vanguard VSD 97-98. 1978.

Jacket notes. Previously issued on Folkways.

Ace Sewell: Southwest fiddlin*. Voyager VRLP 319-S. 1977. Jacket notes by J. Renner.

Paul Simon: Greatest hits, etc. Columbia JC 35032. 1977. Texts on jacket. Rock.

Simple gifts. Pine Breeze 475577. 1977. Jacket notes. Folk music sung and played by
students at Pine Breeze Center, Tennessee.

Kate Smith: A legendary performer. RCA Records CPL1-2661 (disc) or CPS 1-2661
(cartridge) or CPK1-2661 (cassette). 1978. Brochures notes by R. Katz, [8] pp.,
illus. U.S. popular songs.

Songs of the White Mountain Apache. Canyon C-6165. 1977. Jacket notes. Recorded
October 14, 1976, Cibecue, Ariz.

'Spiew juchasa: Song of the shepherd-songs of the Slavic Americans [1926-50]. New
World NW 283. (Recorded anthology of American music.) 1977. Notes (bound in),

by Richard K. Spottswood, 4 pp., bibliog., illus.

Bill Spence with Fennig's All-Stars: The hammered dulcimer strikes again. Front Hall

FHR 010. 1977. Jacket notes by B. Spence.

The Stanley Brothers: The vintage years, voL 1. Collectors Classics CC-LP 11. 1978?

Bluegrass. "Limited edition.'*

-: The vintage years, vol. 2. Collectors Classics CC-LP 12. 1978? "Limited
edition."

Swope's Knobs. Two discs. Anachronistic 001. 1977. Jacket notes. American fiddle tunes
and folk dance music.

Taj Mahal: The Taj Mahal anthology. Columbia PC 34466. 1977. Jacket notes by D.

WaUey. "Electric blues/folk."

Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers: "The Kickapoo Medicine Show" [1926-34]. Rounder
'

1023. [1978?] Brochure notes by Charles Wolfe and Mark Wilson, 12 pp., illus.,

photos, text transcriptions. Old-time string band.

3rd Annual Brandywine Mountain Music Convention: '76, the music of Kentucky.
Heritage 18. (Brandywine tradition series, vol. 3.) 1977. Jacket notes by S. N.
Sandier. Various performers, recorded July 1976, Concordville, Pa.

Cal Tjader: Breathe easy, featuring Hank Jones and Shelly Manne. Galaxy GXY-5107.
1978. Modern jazz vibraphonist and ensemble.

Ernest Tubb: The living legend. 1st Generation FG LP 001. 1977. Jacket notes by B.
Parker. Country music.

Stanley Turrentine: What about you! Fantasy F-9563. 1978. Modern jazz saxophonist
and ensemble.

McCoy Tyner: The greeting-the McCoy Tyner Sextet in performance at the Great
American Music Hall. Produced by Onin Keepnews. Milestone M-9085. 1978.
Modern jazz pianist and ensemble.

Daniel Viglietti y el Grupo de Experimentaci6n Sonora del ICAIC. Areito LDA 3395.
197-. Cuban popular music.
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When Malindy sings: Jazz vocalists 1938-1961. Mono. New World NW 295. (Recorded
anthology of American music.) 1977. Notes (bound in), by P. Keepnews, 4 pp.,
bibliog., discog. Includes Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Jimmy Rushing, Sarah

Vaughan, Joe Turner, others.

Chubby Wise plays Hank Williams. Stoneway STY-169. 1977. Jacket notes by R. M.
Stone. Fiddle music.

Mac Wiseman sings Gordon Lightfoot. CMH Records CMH 6217 (disc) or CMH-C 6217
(cassette) or CMH-8 6217 (cartridge). 1977. Jacket notes by T. Everett Popular
songs.

Sterling Young and his orchestra, 1939-40. Mono. Hindsight HSR-113. (The uncollected.)
1977. Jacket notes by P. Willard. 'The original for radio only recordings."

ASIA AND OCEANIA

Anderson, William A. "An Orff approach to teaching Indonesian gamelan music,"
Percussionist (Terre Haute, Ind.) 13(3):98-105, Spring 1976. Music, photos.

. "Teaching the music of Indonesia," Musart (Hyattsville, Md.) 18(3):28-34,

Spring 1976. Bibliog., discog., film list, music.

Bhuriya, M.
iftThe nature of the Bhfl folk-songs," Folklore (Calcutta) 18(7)(210):219-27,

July 1977. Bibliog.

; "The nature of the religious songs of the Bhils," ibid. 1 8(1 0)(2 13): 325-28,
October 1977.

Chang, Sa-hun. "Korean and Chinese chongjae," Korea Journal (Seoul) 18(2): 14-25,

February 1978. Tables.

Chaudhuri, Debu. "Teaching Indian music," see general section, Challenges in music

education, pp. 358-62.

Cheng, Shui-Cheng. "Les formules rythmiques utilisees dans le
j
theatre traditionnel de

Pe"kin," Centre deludes de Musique Orientale Bulletin (Paris) 20-21:19-24,

January-February 1978. Charts.

deLavandeyra, E16onore. "Ondeko-za d 1'espace Cardin," ibid. 20-21:11-18, January-

February 1978.

de Leon, Felipe Padflla. "Music of the Filipinos," see Proceedings of the second Asian

Pacific music conference, pp. 60-64.

Eolian, IzabeUa R. Ocherki arabskoi muzyki. Moscow: Muzyka, 1977. 192 pp., bibliog.,

gloss., music, plates.

Giesen, Walter. Zur Geschichte des buddhistischen Ritualgesangs in Japan: Traktate des 9.

bis 14. Jahrhunderts zum shomyo der TendairSekte. Kassel: BSrenreiter, 1977.

(Studien zur Traditionellen Musik Japans, Bd. 1.) [vii] , 355 pp., bibliog., diagr.,

graphs, illus., music, tables.

Gill, William Wyatt. Myths and songs from the South Pacific [1876]. New York: Arno

Press, 1977. xxiv, 328 pp., illus.

Gorali, Moshe et al. Music in ancient Israel. Haifa: Haifa Music Museum, 1977. [60] pp.,

fllus., maps, photos., plates. 3rd edition.

Guha, Dipak. "A note on the Bhawayea folksongs," Folklore 19(5)(220): 136-45, May
1978.

Hahn, Man-young. "Cho (mode-scale) of Hyang-ak," Korea Journal 18(2):26-29, February

1978. Music, table.
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Heissig, W. "Innermongolische Propagandadichtung der Sa'ger Pajai und MuuSkin," Oriens

Extremus (Wiesbaden) 24(1-2): 255-65, December 1977.

Helffer, Mireille. "Probtemes pose's par la lecture des notations musicales (dbyahs yig)
utilises pour le chant d'hymnes religieux au Tibet," in MacDonald, Ariane, /.,

Etudes Tibe*taines (Paris: L'Asiatheque, 1976), pp. 17-22. Bibliog.

Hirano, Kenji. "The intake and transformation of Chinese music in Japan," see

Proceedings of the second Asian Pacific music conference, pp. 26-28.

Jayatilaka, Basil. "Developing trends in Malaysian music," see general section, Challenges
in music education, pp. 394-99. Music.

Kamisango, Yuko. "Music as one element in an integrated art form," see Proceedings of
the second Asian Pacific music conference, pp. 34-38.

Kartomi, Margaret J. "About the proposal to set up a clearing house for the interchange
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Bassin, Ethel. The Old Songs of Skye: Frances Tolmie and Her Circle. Derek
Bowman, ed. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977. 158 pp. & 58
pp. notes, appendices, index of persons. $13.50.

Campbell, J. L. and Francis Collinson. Hebridean Folksongs II: Waulking
Songs From Barra, South Uist, Eriskay and Benbecula. Edited and
Translated by J. L. Campbell. Tunes Transcribed From Recordings and
Annotated by Francis Collinson. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1977. 185

pp. & 181 pp. notes, musical transcriptions, glossarial index, index of

persons and places. $34.50.

Daguerrotypes and verbal descriptions lead one to picture Frances
Tolmie (1840-1926) as a figure from a painting by Millais or Holman Hunt.
Auburn-haired and Junoesque, she seems to conform to the stereotype of the

Victorian lady of independent means, engrossed in antiquities of various sorts,

busily quizzing peasant informants and publishing the results as an expression
of survivals from an earlier stage of culture. But this would be an altogether
too simplified picture of the woman described in Ethel Bassin's book. Tolmie

(the name is Gaelic) grew up in an enlightened manse in the Isle of Skye,
moved in the cultured circles of Edinburgh society and the first women
students at Cambridge, experienced the group around Ruskin in the Lake

District, and travelled extensively as companion to Harriette Rigbye, a

well-to-do amateur water-colorist and friend of Ruskin. Bilingual in Gaelic and

English, Frances Tolmie included in her reading J. F. Campbell's great work of

1860-62, Popular Tales From the West Highlands, and was personally ac-

quainted with Alexander Carmichael, editor of Carmina Gadelica (1900).

Throughout her life she made a special study of traditional Gaelic song and

lore, a preoccupation which bore fruit in the publication (Journal of the Folk

Song Society, 1911) of 105 songs from the Western Isles of Scotland.

Bassin's study reflects this love of Gaelic song and tradition in general,

recounting in some detail Tolmie's record of a valuable part of Highland

culture, that culture whose demise has been heralded or lamented from the

18th century to the present day-even by Frances Tolmie herself (p. 111).

Ethel Bassin, daughter of a Russian rabbi converted to the Free Church of

Scotland by a missionary in Constantinople, spent her childhood in Edin-

burgh, later teaching music in the Highlands and Islands at Portree, Skye, and

Dingwall, Ross-shire. During these years in the Highlands she collected

traditional Gaelic songs. Her interest in the work of the Folk Song Society,

Lucy Broadwood-who was instrumental in seeing Tolmie's songs through the

press-and Frances Tolmie herself, led her to document much of the cultural

and social background to Tolmie's work. This book was still being revised at

the time of Bassin's death in 1964. It has been edited by Derek Bowman,
Lecturer in German Studies at the University of Edinburgh.

For anyone engaged by aspects of traditional British culture at the turn

of the century, this book makes rewarding reading. Its one weakness, alas, is

its lack of discussion of the music itself. Almost entirely a historical and social
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study, full of intriguing sketches that evoke the gentility, taste, and class-

consciousness of the time, it must be considered misleading in its title; the

subtitle, in fact, should have been the main one. There is some musing on the

distortions wrought by Marjorie Kennedy-Fraser in her drawing-room accom-

paniments and arrangements of Gaelic song (Chapter 13), but scant analysis of

the actual music, textual or melodic. Scattered throughout the book are 30

music examples, most plucked from the 1911 volume of the Journal. The first

example (Journal, 1) has a layout of English translation before Gaelic text,

which is inconsistent with later examples where the translation follows the

original. There is also some inconsistency of citation in the footnoting for

quotations in the text (e.g., notes 9 and 12, p. 10). The printing of the music

is generally accurate, but in one or two instances notes are ambiguous (cf. the

first note of Ex. 18, which looks like a D but should be an E; likewise the

high F's, which look like G's, in Ex. 22).

Five appendices add a chronological table of songs from the 1911

Journal, songs which Tolmie gave to Kennedy-Fraser, different versions of "A'
Bhean Eudach" ("The Jealous Woman"), Tolmie's MS "Reminiscences," and

her narrative written for a parish magazine, "Oirig & Gormul." Bassin's

conclusions stress the importance of Tolmie's collecting activity as the work
of a native familiar with the language and culture from the inside. Not merely

that, but the singers were valued by her as much as the songs. Her scholarly

care was by way of tribute to these persons and, while her outlook was
circumscribed by the social condition of her times ("Aunt Fanny could never

have told a vulgar story," as a niece remarked), her world of tradition was all

of a piece: tales, legends, beliefs, children's games,,genealogy, and place-names
were living facets of traditional culture. Modest about her achievement, she is

still a figure of interest in the history of song scholarship in the British Isles.

Those who need a fuller picture of a woman known only by name and

reputation can certainly be encouraged to read this book.

Many of the songs conveyed by Tolmie to Lucy Broadwood for

publication were waulking songs, which formed an integral part of the labor

of shrinking cloth in the Highlands. The character and structure of these songs
receives some attention in Bassin's Chapter 2 (pp. 10-13). Eight from the

1911 Journal have analogues in the second volume under consideration here,
Hebridean Folksongs, Vol. II: 51 (Hebridean Folksongs 46), 53 (74), 66 (57),
73 (67), 74 (77), 78 (69), 90 (41a), and 94 (71). The second of three

projected volumes, it contains a further 48 waulking songs recorded in the

islands of Barra (the majority), Vatersay, South Uist, and Benbecula between
1937 and 1965. In Volume I (1969), the songs written down by Donald
MacCormick in 1893 were printed in the order in which they occurred in the

MS. But in the present book and the forthcoming Volume III the songs are

classified according to meter and refrain structure, "thus bringing songs of the

same type together and facilitating the study of the very archaic and

interesting airs of these songs" (Introduction, p. 3).

Comparing the layout of his and Collinson's joint production with that

of Serbo-Croatian Folk Songs (1951) by Bartok and Lord, J. L. Campbell (not
to be confused with his fellow scholars J. F. and J. G. Campbell) argues-
justifiably, I think-for the practical necessity of separating tunes and texts for

study. Actually, the layout of their book, vis-a-vis that of Bartok and Lord, is

reversed: texts here occupy the first part, tunes the second. And this perhaps
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reflects the relative weight of the respective contributions. While Campbell's
commentaries on the songs are often quite extensive in comparison to Lord's

normally brief comments, Collinson's "musicological notes" (pp. 255-68) look
underrepresentative when juxtaposed with Bartok's 80-odd pages of morphologi-
cal analysis of the Serbo-Croatian material. But such a comparison, possibly,
should be restricted to one of form rather than content, and it would be
unwise to hold up this work against the Bartok-Lord because of differing
kinds of data and analytical approach.

I would take issue with Campbell's assertion that traditional oral culture
is "very rare in western Europe today" (p. 7). Ethnologists, folklorists, and
other scholars have been demonstrating that there are, on the contrary, many
areas of western Europe in which such culture exists (no "still"): mountain
regions (the Alps, Scandinavia) and the Mediterranean basin are particularly
apposite examples. It is, perhaps, the "archaic" nature of the songs to which
Campbell is implicitly referring, although material so termed has this annoying
tendency to recycle itself de temps en temps. Of course the verbal content is

of some interest to literary students of traditional song; but so equally, are

the tunes in their rhythmic and tonal dimensions. The singers, too, repay
study for stylistic traits; Campbell pays them due homage in his introductory
section (pp. 6-7). One of these, Mrs. Neil Mclnnis, of mixed Barra and South
Uist descent, was recorded on Cape Breton Island in 1937.

The tunes are transposed to pitches convenient for key-signature and for

the confines of the staff. For comparative purposes it would no doubt have
been advantageous to have all melodies reduced to a G final. But there are

problems with this practice (which do not affect, say, narrow-range melodies
of Slavic tradition). The G clef is often unsuitable for wide-ranging tunes, and
it may be that musicologists have become too reliant on this particular clef; a

C clef, for example, might be used to facilitate writing such tunes without the

necessity of ledger lines. Collinson pays some attention to what philogists have
called the svarabhdkti vowel, a factor that often gives rise to an extra syllable
in the melody. Although he continues to employ the terminology of the

church modes for classifying scales, he does not defend this usage although it

has been under attack in recent times. Nor does he present an apologia for the

term "gapped" in referring to hexatonic scales (pentatonic scales, presumably
also gapped according to this way of looking at tonal structures, are not so

called here). Collinson eludes the tricky question of "cyclic" tunes and their

tonal center by classifying all melodies by final, the point of ending in a

waulking song invariably being the end of the refrain (or one of the refrains

where there is more than one). All in all, the transcriptions are meticulous and

nicely printed, though the metronome markings are not always given (e.g.,

songs 45, 64). The print of the footnotes is sometimes irritatingly miniscule.

But it must be admitted, despite these criticisms, that this is a worthy
attempt to add to the corpus of such songs available for study. Campbell's
erudition in Gaelic matters is evident in his occasionally copious notes (pp.

186-254), his six-page discussion of that scholars' favorite "Chailin oig as

stiuramaiche" being a case in point. A welcome adjunct to the book might
have been a record of selected performances in order to demonstrate those

aspects of waulking songs (pitch variance, rhythm, texture) that are lost in

conventional transcription, and not dealt with in the analysis. Readers can be

referred to outstanding examples of commercial sound recordings of waulking
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available from various sources (Ocora OCR 45; Tangent TNGM 110, 111). 1

Finally, the daunting price of this volume may alienate many scholars from

OUP. Who else, apart from libraries and those of independent means, can

afford such an inflated retail price?

University of California, Los Angeles James Porter

NOTE

1. See reviews of these in Ethnomusicology 15:447-49; 19:157-58.

McLean, Mervyn. An Annotated Bibliography of Oceanic Music and Dance.

Wellington, N.Z.: The Polynesian Society, 1977. 252 pp.

Writing a review of a bibliography is akin to trying to test the pudding
without eating it. Like reading a dictionary, one's attention is arrested by new
or forgotten entries, details and usages not thought of before, players
unknown or taking new parts, and items the implications of which were not

fully realized are now made understandable. Interspersed upon this stage are

entries leaned on as old friends, and even some you thought no one else

would ever find emerge to greet you. This, of course, is what one expects
from a bibliography and McLean's offering fulfills these expectations in the

most useful manner.

Arranged alphabetically and chronologically by author, each entry is

then annotated. The first annotation, such as OQ10, is an area code adapted
from the Human Relations Area Files as set forth in 1963 by George Peter

Murdock's Outline of World Cultures. This area code is spelled out in the

"key to area codings" and in the area index itself-for the example given

above, O = Oceania, Q =
Fiji, 10 = the island of Viti Levu. "General or

unspecific" entries precede the entries for individual islands or cultural groups.
Where HRAF coding was found inadequate, it has been supplementedoften
with detailed categories. For example, OJ, New Guinea, is broken down into

231 named group and area categories, including such little-known peoples as

the Fasu, Kamboa, or the Punayati.

Following the area code in the annotation are page numbers referring to

music of that area code in general or to pages of the more specific

annotations that follow-which again may be quite detailed to include genres,

types of musical instruments, photographic references, and such erratic

information as a "dance to accompaniment of singing and 'an instrument
covered with fish bladder and shaped like a funnel'

"
(p. 62).

Of infinite use is the inclusion of both record and book reviews, listed

not only by the author of the review, but also as part of the annotation of
the book, article, or record reviewed. Even with the inclusion of reviews and
the shortest and most general of articles gleaned from all possible sources

(including several major libraries as well as correspondence with those authors
still living) it may come as a considerable surprise that all (or most, because
McLean does not claim completeness) that has hitherto been written about
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the music i of Oceania can be listed and annotated in less than 200 pages. It is

not that McLean has not been thorough. He has. There can be few works on
or including music or musical instruments that have escaped his net. A few
dance references may not have been captured, but even this specialized group
is quite well represented. The reader can only conclude that there remains
much work still to be done on music of Oceania. It is apparent that our

knowledge of music in this very large and diverse area is woefully inadequate
and perhaps this bibliography will be instrumental in stimulating research.

A systematic perusal of the authors reveals only a few of those familiar

in SEM circles Christensen, Kaeppler, Laade, McLeod, and Smith. Others,
known but too seldom seen, include Chenoweth, Keali'inohomoku, McLean,
A. Moyle, R. Moyle, and Zemp, while yet others such as Clausen, Crowe,
Jablonko, and Rossen are known only to the hard-core Oceanic specialist.

With so few Oceanic music specialists alive and well, what can be the state of

the study of Oceanic music? And where are the indigenous scholars? Apart
from Biggs, Dewes, S. Mead, Vini, Williamson, and a few others who work

primarily on song texts, the field remains largely one of outsiders. Perhaps the

paucity of meaningful research by outsiders, as documented in this volume,
will encourage the work of Pacific Islanders on their own music.

The largest proportion of research seems to have been carried out on
traditional Maori music, notably the work of McLean himself. The large

number of Maori entries could reflect McLean's familiarity with this area-but

I doubt that is the reason. If one compares' McLean's work with the

specialized Hawaiian music bibliography of Tatar (1975), prepared at much
the same time as McLean's, he has not missed much. Nor has McLean

emphasized the "music" over the "ethno," although he is probably more
interested in the former-easily seen by examining his own entries.

A minor problem is that the only index is by area, and anyone wanting
to find articles dealing with lullabyes, for example, or musical instruments, or

dance, will have to go i through page by page, entry by entry. But there are so

many references to dance and musical instruments it is best to do just

that go through entry by entry or use the area index.

The perpetual problem with bibliographies is adding new material, which

one hopes will be considerable in the next few years. Dare we hope that

McLean might publish an annual supplement in the Journal of the Polynesian

Society? And could we request a discography as a second course?

Bishop Museum, Honolulu Adrienne L. Kaeppler
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Nattiez, Jean-Jacques. Fondements d'une semiologie de la musique. Paris:

Union Generate d'Editions, 1975. 448 pp., paperback.

The indefinite article in the title of this remarkable publication ("une

se'miologie") is significant. Right from the beginning the author clearly

recognizes the existence of several semiotic systems and in the course of his

study pays ample tribute to various approaches to the subject that wholly or

partly differ from his own. He calls his book "a work of synthesis" and

indeed it takes on an almost encyclopedic dimension. It goes without saying

that the use of a work of this kind is highly dependent on a detailed index.

This index, however, is entirely lacking and, according to the information I

received, it was the publisher who preposterously decided against its inclusion.

Furthermore, since the volume contains a great number of musical examples
and diagrams, its presentation in the form of a "pocket book" seems

particularly unsuited. A study like the present one requires publication as a

substantial paperback, at the very least If, as I hope, it will have to be

reprinted soon, then one would also welcome more careful proofreading; the

number of typographical errors is inadmissably high.

The opening discussion of the relationship between musical semiotics

and other semiotic disciplines involves the treatment of basic problems: e.g.

whether music is a language, so that linguistic models and procedures can be

safely applied to its analysis. Charles Seeger (1977:2) was one of the first

musical scholars to point out convincingly that musicology has a lot to learn

from linguistics and today many researchers follow his path. A few among
them try to make us believe that the mere transposition of linguistic models

will solve all epistemological problems concerning the nature of music. Far

from adopting this dogmatic point of view, Nattiez takes a much more careful

position, aiming not primarily at the construction of a musical semiotic

system based on linguistics, but giving in his approach to the various problems
"a privileged place" to that discipline (p. 12). This position is gradually

clarified and finally formulated in the Conclusion: Linguistics can serve the

musical semiotician only in cases where music is approximate to language to

such an extent that transposition of models is no longer to be considered

metaphoric (p. 399).
The danger of wishful thinking found among the believers in the

universal applicability of linguistic theories is still more apparent in the

treatment of music as a semiotic system for "social psycho-analysis." Here the

author takes a stronger critical position. He exposes, for example, the

reasoning of Roland Barthes (1970:168-170) who seemingly analyzes but

actually interprets a performance by the baritone Gerard Souzay, arriving at

the conclusion that the tetter's performative signs connote the principal

characteristics of bourgeois vocal art. Nattiez lucidly shows how Barthes

manipulates the concepts of signans and signatum in order to reach his

conclusion (pp. 39-44).
These two sides of the sign, signans (signifier, signifiant) and signatum

(signified, signifie) lead to a vital question with regard to the semiotic analysis

of a musical object. Should the analyst proceed from the signatum to the

signans or vice-versa? Nattiez-and I completely agree with him-leaves no
doubt that the former procedure is particularly dangerous and in many cases

methodologically fallacious. To start from extra-musical data and to project
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these onto a musical object is tempting, especially for the non-musical scholar,
but inevitably results in unfalsifiable conclusions. Still, this methodological
approach has been practiced by musicologists as well. The author mentions
several examples including the folksong studies by Antonin Sychra (1948),
who on the basis of Mukarovsky's structural theory assumes a priori a

function before analyzing a song, and the Bach analyses by Albert Schweitzer

(1905), who proceeds from a rather arbitrarily chosen text word in studying a

cantata. While these scholars, despite the application of doubtful methods,
nevertheless arrive at interesting and discussible results, others who replace
facts by mere ideology fall into nonsensical statements. It has been claimed,
for instance, that in terms of its structure tonal music, with its regulated

functions, corresponds almost exactly with bourgeois economy, including its

social injustice (Heinz-Klaus Metzger 1970, cited on p. 413). Among the

followers of Adorno, several have made analogous statements.

The opposite method, according to which one proceeds from the signans

to the signatum, has been clearly formulated by F. Orlando in a study of the

semantics of the Wagnerian leitmotiv in the Ring (1975:75): "During the first

phase, the analysis of the signantia must avoid being guided or,even influenced

in any way whatsoever by the signata introduced by the verbal language. The
confrontation between the two will be all the more interesting in a second

phase, but only after the musical analysis has been completed or has at least

reached one of its stages." If applied to the study of other musical objects,

the notion of "verbal language" contained in this statement can of course be

replaced by any extra-musical data pertaining to the music in question.

Michael Asch, for example, applies the method in his musical analysis and

study of the social context of Slavey Drum Dance Songs (1975), arriving at

the conclusion that on a specific level the formal qualities of the songs are

independent from the context of performance (Nattiez, pp. 415-416). An
investigation starting from the social signata would certainly have failed to

uncover this fact. Nattiez also mentions studies by Colin McPhee (on the

Balinese Gamelan Gambuh, 1966) and Norma McLeod (on the Blanket Rite of

the Lower Kutenai, 1971). In both cases the extra-musical signata are

inductively determined through the analysis of the musical signantia. Two

mutually opposite procedures are combined in the method of Charles Boiles

(1969), who studied the music of the Mexican Otomi by establishing

categories of all signantia denoting the same signatum, as well as by grouping

all identical signantia referring to different signata. After the completion of

this double inquiry only those elements were retained that corresponded with

each other in both the direction signatum-signans and signans-signatum (pp.

161-163).
This brings us to the delicate question of musical semantics, which for a

long time has been considered by many aestheticians as practically identical

with semiotics. What is the exact nature of musical significance? Extremes of

opinion are not lacking. Those who interpret music as "a play of forms"

(Hanslick, Stravinsky, Jakobson) interpret the signans as a sign vehicle

referring to itself. Opposed to these formalists stand the hermeneuticians who

regard a sonorous structure as a transmitter or evoker of feelings (Kretschmar,

Max d'Ollone). In my opinion, both views are questionable. Is not music

signifying itself a semiotic tautology? And if one speaks of feelings, whose

feelings are meant? Those of the composer? This seems untenable. Those of
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the listener? That the latter's feelings are evoked does not prove in the least

that they are "contained" in the musical object. The notion of Gefuhlsinhalt
is often raised but never adequately explained in popular writings on music.
For the serious researcher it is nothing more than an empty word.

One wonders why in this context the author does not discuss the

important and stimulating publications by Susanne Langer (Philosophy in a
New Key and Feeling and Form). On the basis of Cassirer's Philosophie der

symbolischen Formen these studies develop a theory of art as a fundamentally
symbolic discourse. Nattiez recognizes the symbolic aspect of the musical sign

though not in the same way. The relationship between musical semiotics and
semantics is determined as follows: Semiotics is the study of the totality of

symbolic associations with a musical object; semantics is the study of those

verbalizations that analogously with human language are recognized as "cogni-
tive" or "affective" (p. 189). While there may be agreement with regard to

the "cognitive" aspects of musical semantics, I have some doubts about the

semantic character of the "affective" verbalizations. Apart from objectivated

signata, like those contained in the old Figuralehre and Affektenlehre (the
function of which is cognitive rather than affective) these verbalizations

amount to nothing more than rationalized emotions or impressions. It is

questionable whether these can be taken as semantic entities. Since in contrast
to the material nature of the signans the essence of the signatum is

conceptual, the verbalization of the listener's impression would, according to
Nattiez's definition, have to be understood as a concept. Yet this means that

merely by being put into words an affective response falsely assumes the
character of objectivity. "Significance" and "effect" are two different things.
It seems therefore that the author draws the confines of musical semantics too
wide. A narrow definition would have been worse, however. Nattiez accepts
both the intrinsic reference of musical units to the paradigmatic and syntag-
matic axes, and the psychological induction of relationships with the world
outside (p. 214). He presents the two kinds of reference as a superposition of
two different semiotic systems, one of which is endo-semantic and the other
exo-semantic. Thus he recognizes that music is a semiotic field of extreme
complexity.

This complexity calls for a clear distinction among various semiotic
levels and for explicit analytical criteria. Nattiez develops his method on the
basis of a tripartite model borrowed from Jean Molino (1975:46-49), who
distinguishes three levels: the niveau poietique (derived from the Greek word
poiein, "to make"), the niveau estesique (from aisthesis, "perception") and
between these two the niveau neutre, the neutral level. The niveau poietique,
henceforth referred to as p-level, implies all factors leading from the concep-
tion to the creation of the musical work, including philosophical, social,

psychological, historical, and material motivations or conditions. Analogous
implications can be discerned on the niveau esthesique (e-level), though in
view of the "passive" role of the perceiving subject they do not seem to work
in the same way as factors. The neutral level concerns the musical object in its

material configuration, detached from the conditions and motivations of both
producer and perceiver.

Molino has rightly pointed out that the practice of the human sciences

constantly mixes the three levels, thus arriving at divergent, arbitrary, or
contradictory results. A main reason for this may be that, although we know
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quite a lot about the factors operating on the p-level, we lack the insight into

their mutual relationships and consequently are incapable of presenting them
in an organized form. In other words we see the separate trees but not the

structure of the wood. As for the e-level, here the situation is even worse. Our
knowledge about the nature of perception, especially in the field of music, is

decidedly poor. Therefore neither p- nor e4evel lends itself to "clean"

analysis. Under the present circumstances this is only possible on the clinical

neutral level, provided that explicit analytical criteria can be found and

applied.
Neutral analysis, the description of which occupies the greater part of

the book, may appear to us as a "closed" operation based on formalist

principles. However its tools are not neutral in an absolute sense but serve as

"anchorage" for future study of the p- and e-levels. Actually analysis on the

neutral level is but a phase in a complex semio-analytical operation. In this

respect Nattiez's use of an alternative term, propaedeutic level, is most

clarifying.

Since the 18th century music has been analyzed either entirely without
the use of explicit criteria or through indiscriminate application of mutually
contradicting principles. Equally confusing is the terminological situation:

analytical studies swarm with terms like cell, motif, phrase, melody, period,

theme, etc., none of which is properly defined. When Gilbert Rouget in

studying the songs of the African Dahomey was faced with the impossibility
of using one or more of these vague notions, he came upon the idea of

adopting the non-parametric element of repetition as an operative tool for

analysis (1961). In this way he established a procedure which was subse-

quently developed into a method and applied to medieval songs by Nicolas

Ruwet (1972:100-134). Nattiez has in turn adopted this method of taxonomic

segmentation based on repetition and put it in a wider semiotic perspective.

Moreover by choosing "modern" compositions for analysis, he applies it to

chordal structures (next to Debussy's solo piece for flute, Syrinx, a fragment
of a Brahms Intermezzo is meticulously analyzed on pp. 297-330).

The author's description and application of taxonomic procedures

provoke several questions. For example, how restrictive is this method

compared to the chaotic freedom of traditional analysis? If it uncovers

pertinent structural features, are not others of equal importance left in the

dark? Furthermore, exactly how do we distinguish repetition from transforma-

tion? And finally: how neutral is the neutral level? (The analyst being a

perceiving subject cannot disengage himself from the e-level and operate like a

robot). Far from evading the discussion on these and other important issues,

Nattiez deals with them in various chapters and particularly in the Conclusion.

On some points his defense seems convincing, on others less so. However the

strongest argument in favor of the theoretical foundation as well as the

method and its application is the fact that these questions can be asked and

that they are truly discussible. Problems previously undetected have now come
to light and precisely because of the very explicitness of the method.

It is virtually impossible, even in an extensive review, to do justice to

the vast substance of the book. Several matters thoroughly treated by the

author have been passed by: e.g. his discussion of R. Frances's studies on

musical perception and psychology of aesthetics, and the experimental work
in this field by M. Imberty. Another subject left untouched concerns the
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determination of stylistic traits, induced by taxonomic analysis. Nattiez
devotes a whole chapter to this problem, which involves the question of the

applicability of generative grammars and other linguistic models to music.
Since musical semiotics is still an undeveloped discipline, almost every-

one studying signs, either as an object- or as a meta-language, is more or less

biased in his approach to the work of his colleagues. This is true of the

present reviewer also. Nevertheless I hope to have thrown some light on the
uncommon merits of the book. Nattiez has created a certain order in the

jungle of semiotics and opened interesting perspectives for the study of
fundamental problems inherent in musical analysis. Therefore his work may be
considered an important step forward. Needless to say, an English edition
would be most welcome.

University of Amsterdam Frits Noske
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Sudnow, David. Ways of the Hand: The Organization of Improvised Conduct
Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1978. 155 pp., $10.00.

An individual who knows the usual range of subjects discussed in Ethno-
musicology might well wonder what a review of a book on piano improvisation is

doing here. The explanation is that the work in question is not a typical
example of that genre, which usually contains formulas for producing certain

results at the keyboard, but is largely a series of introspections about what
goes on in the mind of a performer while learning to improvise jazz. As such,
its insights may apply to the performance of other instruments and styles

(though the author himself makes no such parallels), and may be of value to

philosophers and psychologists interested in a phenomenological account of
what goes on in a performer's mind.

The format for these ideas is a roughly chronological record of how
David Sudnow, the author, became a jazz pianist, after beginning his studies at

a relatively late date while working as an ethnographer in a multi-disciplinary
academic program. In his account he tells us much of the thought processes
involved as the hand (chiefly the right one) acquires skill in finding its way
around the keyboard.

Sudnow analyzes such things as how one learns to gauge the distance

between two notes on the keyboard, or how to adjust for the irregular

placement of black and white keys. In so doing he elucidates points that

others often take for granted. This is one of the great strengths of the book.
He also makes interesting parallels between piano playing and other motor
skills such as typing and penmanship, and to such movements as carrying a

heavy package, walking across the room, and opening a door.

Much of this is related in a refreshingly open manner, which includes

some frank discussion of mistakes made while learning. These add human
warmth to the book, and provide a narrative thread to the early parts of it,

which helps to maintain the reader's interest. (The ending, with its almost

unrelieved string of introspections, is much duller, like most "success" stories.)

A quotation, which analyzes in retrospect the source of one of his problems,
should illustrate the insights which are among the work's strengths (p. 36):

I was learning to play jazz music in what can be loosely regarded as a

backward direction. In first language learning one initially acquires facility

with a restricted set of terms, and then moves through an ever more
extensive use of capabilities for new trajectories of movement. I was aimed
from the outset and nearly always in my practicing for the most complex
doings. It was as if one tried to speak a new language by somehow plunging

right into a serious intellectual conversation, trying to talk coherently at a

proper conversation pace and, more than that, to deliver a lengthy

monologue.

Unfortunately the book also has some serious problems. One of them is

the variability of quality of its prose style. There are many fine passages, like

the above, including some admirable stream-of-consciousness ones. However,
one must also wade through page after page that is opaque, pretentious, and
overloaded with technical jargon chosen from a variety of academic disci-

plines. Consider the following description of a right hand improvisation (p.

126):

Taking breaths, starting "late" into a course of such handfuUy

available, rockingly swift moves over notes digitally present, after the
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left-hand stretch had already settled into its now sounding, melodied place;

swiftly pacing a move through such at-fingertip notes toward a firm

prospective accentual landing, able to rock up and down or doubly over

such a handful; doing manifold possibilities with a digitally anchored passage

aimed toward that firm prospectivity; finding I could move from familiar

way to familiar way, a security of aim experienced in that very fact, the

jazz seen and heard in it as well; a singability enabled, at least, in being

thoroughgoingly wayful-finding this I did springboarding in many ways, as

here: . . .

Although the book contains many musical examples, their unusual

notation-diagrams of the keyboard, with markings or numbers on them to

show which notes were played, and in what order is tedious to read,

awkward for indicating long passages, and not flexible enough to show

rhythm. It is unfortunate that some extended examples in traditional notation

were not included to help clarify some of the work's more difficult passages.

It could also be argued that Sudnow's philosophy of improvisation is

curiously limited. He states (p. 146 in his italics): "For there is no melody,
there is melodying." He holds that what is occurring at the moment is all that

is relevant to the improviser. Thoughts of the resulting melody, form, or

overall structure are of no concern to him.

Some of this attitude may be a result of the particular bebop style

within which Sudnow works. (It is hard to tell definitely because he never

analyzes it directly, nor does he compare it with any other style.) It appears
to me, though, that while he does play with musical ideas creatively as they
arise in performance, his chief concern is to keep the thread of the

improvisation from breaking. He does not realize that this skill, when once

acquired, could be put at the service of other musical goals. Certainly it can

be appropriate, even in improvisation, to attempt to create a certain mood, or

melodic character, or form.

Despite its weaknesses this book is still recommended to anyone
interested in the thoughts of a performer while improvising, for much of what
it has to say is valuable. I also know of no other work concerning music that

is even remotely like it.

West Chester State College, PA Robert D. Schick

BRIEFLY MENTIONED

Baroni, Mario, and Carlo Jacoboni. Proposal for a Grammar of Melody.
Montre'al: Les Presses de TUniversite' de Montreal, 1978. 155 pp.,
musical examples, tables. $15.75.

Although this book deals with an analysis of the Bach Chorales, an area
some ethnomusicologists would tend to exclude from our field of study, it is

of particular interest to anyone working with theoretical analysis. In approach-
ing their subject, the authors, both from the University of Bologne, devote

space to a clear exposition of the object and methods of analysis (p. 15-32).
The material is well presented. Although the particulars of the analysis itself
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are sometimes open to question (alas, the usual situation with almost any
analysis), the book provides not only specific insights into Bach materials, but
also into the newer realms of musical explanation. (M.H.)

Ferris, Bill, and Judy Peiser, eds. American Folklore Films & Videotapes: An
Index. Memphis, Tennessee: Center for Southern Folklore, 1976. 338
pp., photos, paperback.

This is an extremely useful book, which deserves a full review in our
Journal; however, it is more important to bring its existence to the attention
of our readers than to await full review. It consists of a Foreword,
Introduction, Organization and Use section, Subject Index, Film Annotations,
Videotape Annotations, Special Collections, and Appendix. The book is easy
to use, and an essential tool for anyone involved in classroom or other public
presentation. As with any such tool, it is dated by the time it appears, but it

is hoped that it will be revised and updated periodically. (M.H.)

Leitner, Bernhard. Sound:Space. New York: New York Univ. Press, 1978. 106

pp., illustrations, German and English text, paperback. $17.50.

Sound spaces are spaces created and determined in form and content by
movements of sound. Leitner covers both theoretical and empirical approaches
to his subject. It is of interest to ethnomusicology in that this area of

investigation deals with not only what is perceived by the ears, but also how
the entire body absorbs and evaluates sound and sound spaces. (M.H.)

Lowry, W. M. The Performing Arts and American Society. New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall, for the American Assembly, Columbia Univ. 1978. 215

pp., $10.95, paperback $4.95.

Although the title of this book is promising and the book jacket

promotes a "social, philosophical, and economic" exposition of "institutions

and companies hi the performing arts," this is a disappointing little volume.
The presentations are by recognized experts in their fields, but the material

provides little more to the ethnomusicologist than a cry for further investiga-

tion in this area of study. (M.H.)
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Martin, Phyllis M. and Patrick O'Meara, eds. Africa. Bloomington: Indiana

Univ. Press, 1977. 414 pp., index, bibliography. $20.00.

This book is a collection of twenty-one interdisciplinary essays on art,

music, religion, history, politics, literature, economics, and other areas of

African studies. Of interest to students of African music are the essays by
Alan P. Merriam, "Traditional Music of Black Africa" (p. 243-258), and by
John E. Kaemmer, "Changing Music in Contemporary Africa" (p. 367-377).
Merriam's essay is well-developed and beautifully adapted to the requirements
of this type of book. Kaemmer, who perhaps had the more difficult task, falls

a little short of excellence in that he fails to mention developments I beyond
"highlife," particularly in Zaire. Both authors, however, represent our field of

study quite well. (M.H.)
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Morasha: Traditional Jewish Musical Heritage. Recorded and annotated in
Israel by Amnon Shiloah. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Folkways FE
4203. Descriptive notes in English, French, and Hebrew, 12 pp., mus.
ex.

The process of the last few decades, in which the Jewish people have
returned to their ancient homeland, is an unprecedented phenomenon. One of
the results is the present cultural situation in Israel, which can be character-
ized as one of plurality in the midst of political unity. Such a situation offers
the ethnomusicologist enormous opportunities and the means to research a
rich musical heritage. The desire to summarize this richness in the form of one
record is, therefore, an impossible task. The present disc, however, which
contains a selection of 19 songs from eight different ethnic groups, has
successfully fulfilled one important purpose: the stimulation of scholars
involved in the study of Jewish music to broaden and deepen their activities
so that more of these musical styles from throughout the world will be
exposed.

All Jewish ethnic groups in Israel share an interesting cultural feature:
the differentiation between two types of musical category. These are (a) songs
with written texts, mostly in Hebrew, and (b) songs in the vernacular whose
texts are known only through oral tradition. Of the first type, two of the
subcategories namely tunes for biblical recitation and prayer tunes are based
on a textual repertory known identically and used by all Jewish groups,
whereas the musical style of these texts changes from one group to another.

Although the function of the third subcategory, "men's songs," is the same in

all groups, each of them has its own textual repertory with its characteristic
musical repertory.

With the second category-songs in the vernacular we touch upon
one of the most prominent points of diversity between the Jewish eth-
nic groups. Each has its own subject matter for songs in this category, its

own language or dialect, its own musical style, and its own characteristic

method of performance practice.
The selection on this disc consists only of the second type and the third

subcategory of the first type. These profane and paraliturgical songs are from
the repertories of only seven out of many more Jewish ethnic groups, and
from the repertory of that unique and ancient people, the Samaritans, just
one of many non-Jewish ethnic groups living in Israel.

The variety of categories and musical styles can be demonstrated by the
four songs that represent the Moroccan Jews. One song (Side 1, Band 1),

which is for the celebration of Bar-Mitzva (the age at which a Jewish boy of
13 assumes religious obligations), is sung in Hebrew by a male singer from
Casablanca to the accompaniment of the 'ud for the first, improvisatory part,
and the *ud plus a tambourine and darbuka for the second, rhythmic part.
Another song (Side 1, Band 7) for a different part of this Bar-Mitzva

celebration, and in a different style, is sung in Arabic by a woman from 'Ugda
(without accompaniment). A third song (Side 2, Band 2) is sung by the same

153
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male singer from Casablanca, but this time without accompaniment since it is

a paraliturgical hymn sung on Sabbath morning, a day on which playing
instruments is forbidden. The hymn is one of many supplications written in

Hebrew performed in the synagogue between the Succoth and Pesach festivals,

and whose texts and muwwaal-s (the Moroccan term for the maqamat system)
are different for every Sabbath. Its musical structure, based on the Moroccan

"Nubah," is very complex; the piece is considered to be "serious" music. The
fourth song (Side 2, Band 4) is actually an excerpt from the feast of

Maimunah, celebrated on the day that follows the Pesach festival.

Other Jewish ethnic groups represented on this record in various musical

styles are those of Yugoslavia, Syria, Yemen, Tunis, Turkey, and Kurdistan.

All in all, the disc presents a startling variety of music in a selection that

constitutes but a tiny segment of the cultural and musical plurality in Israel.

Beduin Music of Southern Sinai. Recorded and annotated by Amnon Shiloah.

One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Folkways FE 4204. Descriptive notes,
6 pp., texts, mus. ex.

The Beduin people, who inhabit the strip of desert from the Sahara in

the west through the Sinai to the Arabian peninsula in the east, are a group
about whom our knowledge is still very limited. That they constitute closed

and isolated societies as desert dwellers has always rendered them practically
inaccessible to outsiders. Every ethnographic publication, therefore, which can
shed light on these people is welcome. In this respect, the new record of the

Israeli scholar, Amnon Shiloah, is decidedly an important contribution in that

it exposes us to an unfamiliar musical culture. We can listen to examples of a

very ancient musical style like that of the hudjaini (caravan song), sung by a

member of the Tarabin tribe (Side 1, Band 1), side by side with modern
adaptations of the famous hit of two decades ago, "Cherie je t'aime," and the

Syro-Lebanese song
"

'ala daPuna," as sung and danced by a group of
fishermen from Al-Tur to the accompaniment of drumming on a jerrican. We
can also hear the special yamania genre sung to the accompaniment of the

five-string simsimiyya (cf. Shiloah 1972) on Side 2, Bands 1 and 2, along with
the unique musical style of the solo simsimiyya (Side 1, Band 6), the solo

flute (Side 1, Band 4), and the solo 'uffata, a type of clarinet (Side 1, Band
5). One of the climactic items on the disc is a montage consisting of several

excerpts intended to illustrate the main features of a hafla (social evening) in

an encampment of different tribes (Side 1, Band 3)." The selection includes

rhythmic patterns of coffee grinding, parts of a dahhiya dance, and a solemn
recitation of a poem composed and recited by a sheikh from Wadi Firan, not
far from the monastery of Santa Catherina.

All these recordings were made among the Sinai Bedouins over a short

period of time, on the occasion of two expeditions (of a few days each) to
the Sinai peninsula in 1968 and 1971; both were headed by Amnon Shiloah.
These excursions must have been highly intensive, and it is only natural that
the researcher, enchanted by the revelations of this rich Beduin culture, would
try to harvest as much information as possible. The desire, so familiar to all

ethnographers and ethnomusicologists, to share this enthusiasm with the

general public, has resulted in a record whose content barely masks the strong
personal feelings, almost "romantic" attitude, of the investigator towards the
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musical repertories uncovered by him. The implications of this approach,
however, are not always in favor of the listener.

The record is divided into 15 bands, each of which contains a part, or

parts, of a song or tune. Side 1 includes music recorded among the Tarabin
tribe (Bands 1

, 5), the Mzina tribe (Band 2), and other unnamed tribes from
the areas of Wadi Firan and Dir Nasib (Bands 3 and 4), Al-Tur (Band 6), and
Abu-Rodeis (Band 7). In contrast to this selection, we find on Side 2 music
from only one group, the fishermen of Al-Tur. Although the variegated
musical content demonstrated on the eight bands of this side justifies such a

selection, one would expect a wider scope from the music of these former
tribes also.

Another result of the enthusiastic attitude towards the music is the

recording of the solo flute (Side 1, Band 4), which reveals a wonderful piece
of music. In a personal communication, Shiloah has informed me that the
flute is mainly a women's instrument (like the tambourine and darbuka), and
that women also maintain a special musical repertory. Because, however, of
the strict separation of the sexes, he was unable to make any recordings
among the women; the flute is played here by a man. That the record is based
solely on men's songs, and that men dictate the women's repertory, should
reinforce our anticipation of much longer periods of ethnomusicological
research among the Beduins. Future recordings should thereby uncover more
hidden aspects of such musical cultures.

Bar-Han University, Ramat-Gan, Israel Uri Sharvit

REFERENCE CITED

Shiloah, Amnon
1972 "The Simsimiyya: a Stringed Instrument of the Red Sea Area," Asian Music
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Songs of Western Macedonia. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1974. Society for the

Dissemination of National Music SDNM 109. Stereo. Jacket notes. Song
texts in Greek, 8 pp.

Songs of Spirits. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1975. Society for the Dissemina-
tion of National Music SDNM 111. Stereo. Jacket notes. Song texts in

Greek and English, 10 pp.

These two records are part of the series documenting the "national
music" of Greece, both sacred and secular. They are a delight to listen to,

being of extremely high quality with respect to both musicianship and the

technical production. Unfortunately, the accompanying notes do not match
this quality, and the series, although still outstanding, is consequently less

valuable than it might otherwise have been. The discs to be discussed here
contain music from the regions of Epirus and Western Macedonia in north-

western Greece. The former is an area bounded on the west by the Ionian Sea
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and on the north by Albania, while the latter lies directly to the east of
Epirus and to the south of the Yugoslav republic of Macedonia. 1

The Epirus record presents a nice selection of regional styles performed
by numerous different (presumably local) singers and musicians, but the
composition of the instrumental groups is, with one exception out of 11

selections, always the same: clarinet, violin, laouto (a type of lute) and defi
(large tambourine). The exceptional group consists of clarinet, violin, santouri
(hammer dulcimer) and guitar. Although the notes refer to the use, in earlier

times, of flutes instead of clarinets, and kanondki (zither) in such instrumental
groups, no example of these, nor any of solo instruments such as the
shepherd's flute (djamara\ cf. Mazarki 1969:280-82) are included. The disc

comprises a number of slow, unmetered, instrumental or vocal dirges, table
songs, and a shepherd's tune, as well as a number of dances and songs in strict

meter, primarily 2/4, 4/4 and 6/4. Of particular interest-because of its

relative rarity outside Epirus, and especially the Zagori region-is the 5/4
meter represented by the dance song "Alexandra" (Side 2, Band 3). Also of
interest are the examples (Side 1, Bands 2 and 3) of three-part singing from
Pogoni and "northern Epirus" (see Note 1), which is "totally different in
sound from the songs of the rest of Greece," but similar to Albanian, Vlah
and Slav singing styles from neighboring regions (Rice 1977:206-08; Kaufman
1959).

The Macedonian album contains a greater variety of instrumental
combinations, including solo bagpipe (gaida) accompanying a male singer; a
solo tambourine (daire) which provides a percussive accompaniment for two
female singers; a pair of zournades (a type of oboe) accompanied by daouli
(large drum); brass bands featuring clarinet, cornet, trombone, and small and
large drum; groups consisting of clarinet, laouto, and either violin or defi or
both. A wide diversity of meters are also represented, including 12/16, 9/16
and 7/16 as well as the more common 6/4, 7/8, 2/4, and 4/4. Of

'

some
interest is the performance of "Leventikos" (Side 2, Band 5), which, in addition
to its inclusion of several traditional themes, contains an adaptation-to its

12/16 meter-of the melody which, in 7/8, accompanies the chorus of a recently
composed Yugoslav-Macedonian song.2

As indicated earlier, the notes leave much to be desired. To begin with,
they are too brief. Greek song texts (and English jtranslations for the Epirus
record) are printed on the small pamphlet inserts. All other information
appears (in English and Greek) on the back of the record covers; this is
insufficient space to permit a detailed discussion of the relevant regional
tradition or of the individual selections. The names of the items, the towns or
districts from which they come, the song or dance type, the composition of
the musical group, and (in Greek only) the names of the individual singers and
musicians are given, but no other information about the performers or the
contexts of these recordings. The several paragraphs devoted to describing the
musical tradition are somewhat sketchy and uneven. References to musical
styles not exemplified on the disc, and lack of specific discussion of the music
actually chosen, add to the difficulties in following the descriptive notes
Finally, some analyses of meter are clearly erroneous, for example Epirus"
Side 2, Band 4 becomes a 7 (2+2+3), not 3+2+2; Macedonia, Sides 1, Band 5
and 2, Band 5 are both varieties of 12 (3+2+2+3+2), not 5 (2+3) or 12
(2+2+3+3+2) respectively as stated in the notes.
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In conclusion, the records are technically and musically excellent, and
the series is one that, both for this reason and for its extensive coverage of

regional traditions, should find its way into the collection of all with an
interest in the music of Greece. This very excellence and broad coverage,
however, as well as the impressiveness of the producers' title and Ford
Foundation backing, leads me to expect more substantial notes; this amounts
to a lost opportunity for a much more substantial contribution to our

understanding of Greek musical tradition.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia Robert Henry Leibman

NOTES

1. There are, however, two selections from "northern Epirus," the Korqa and

Gjinokaster districts of Albania, The inclusion of related material from outside current

Greek borders is certainly valid, but there is a tendency in these notes to press, by
innuendo, old and disputed Greek claims to this and similar territories in Yugoslavia and

Bulgaria. See Wolff 1967, especially pp. 147-47 and 148-50 for more about these areas.

2. Duet Tomovska-Manc'evski i ansambl Ko5e Petrovskog. Radio-televizije Beograd
EP 12747: Side A, Band 1, Makedonsko devojc'e, kitka Sarena (J. Hristovski).
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Dance Music: Breakdowns & Waltzes (Folk Music in America, Vol. 3). One
12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1976. Library of Congress LBC 3. Descriptive

material including texts, photos, discography, inside slipcase, 7 pp.

Dance Music: Reels, Polkas & More (Folk Music in America, Vol. 4). One 12"

33 1/3 rpm disc. 1976. Library of Congress LBC 4. Descriptive material

including texts in French, Polish, and Spanish with English translation,

photos, discography, inside slipcase, 7 pp.

Readers of Ethnomusicology have akeady been introduced to the

Library of Congress' Bicentennial record series Folk Music in America through
reviews of Volumes 1, 2, and 5 in the January 1978 issue. The discs presently
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under consideration are two of three in the series which, together with

Volume 5, are devoted to dance music.

As is true of the series in general, editor Richard K. Spottswood has

maintained a broad view of American folk music in selecting examples of

dance music. Volume 3 contains performances by Anglo-American string

bands from the southeast and Texas; a variety of Afro-American styles; a

waltz by a Texas Czech (Bohemian) band; two tunes played by a trio of

Swedish fiddlers from Minnesota; some Papago Indian waila music; a Louisiana

Cajun harmonica/vocal solo; and a performance by an unusual pre-jazz brass

band from Louisiana. One side of Volume 4 is devoted to the polka, featuring

examples by Polish, Ukrainian, Czech (Moravian), Mexican, and Papago Indian

ensembles, and by the Louisiana brass band heard on Volume 3. The second side

of the disc consists primarily of Irish- and Anglo-American groups performing
reels and jigs, with examples of Cajun and Polish music also included.

Compilers of survey albums such as these are faced by two problems.

First, in dealing with an area as geographically vast and culturally diverse as

the United States, it is hardly possible for them to present examples of all

extant styles of traditional dance music on two, three, or even half-a-dozen

Ips. At the same time, they are obliged to represent each chosen style on the

basis of only one or two examples. Taking these factors into consideration,
and recognizing that no two editors would make the same selections, I find

that I have little quarrel with Spottswood's choice of material. The music is

uniformly interesting and well-played, and certainly impresses the listener with
the variety of dance music that exists in the United States.

The items are drawn from a number of sources, including Library of

Congress field recordings, early commercial recordings, and new recordings
made expressly for the Folk Music in America series. Each disc is accom-

panied by a seven-page booklet with text transcriptions and translations, and
brief but informative notes about the music and the performers. Spottswood
has written the bulk of the material in these booklets, but James Griffith

contributes notes relating to the Mike Enis waila group (heard on both

volumes) and John H. Cowley provides information about some of the

Afro-American recordings on Volume 3. A number of photographs are also

included in the booklets.

The only criticism I would make concerns minor points. The jacket and
booklet for Volume 4 have the information for Side 2, Bands 5 and 6

transposed; the label copy is correct in identifying "Medley of Irish Reels" by
P. Killoran and P. Sweeny as Band 5, and "The Cavan Lasses" by Packie
Dolan and his Melody Boys as Band 6. In respect to the latter item,

Spottswood claims that the performance is "basically in three parts, though
with variations toward the end," when in fact it is two separate tunes: "The
Cavan Lasses" coupled with a second jig known under a variety of titles,

"Paddy in London" being perhaps the most common. In "Medley of Reels"

pkyed by L. P. Baxter with Henry Ford's Old Fashioned Dance Orchestra
which appears on Side 2, Band 8 of Volume 4, the final reel, which
Spottswood was unable to identify, is known as both "Farewell to Whiskey"
and "Ladies' Triumph."

These two discs provide an excellent survey of the vernacular dance
music of the United States. They will perhaps be most valuable for classroom

purposes, but are also recommended on a general basis.

The John Edwards Memorial Foundation, U.C.L.A. Paul F. Wells
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Music from Saramaka: A Dynamic Afro-American tradition. Recorded and
annotated by Richard and Sally Price. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1977.
Folkways FE 4225. Descriptive material, including map, selective biblio-

graphy, song texts in Saramaccan with English translations, 8 pp.,
photos.

The sound documentation of the music of Surinam is notoriously scarce.

Songs of the so-called "Bush Negroes" and "Town Negroes" were recorded in
the field in 1929 by Melville and Frances Herskovits and made available

shortly thereafter. Many of these were analyzed by M. Kolinski (Herskovits
and Herskovits 1936), whose study remains the only published work on the
music of Surinam. The Herskovits' recordings were made on wax cylinders and
thus leave a great deal to be desired technically. From this collection, the
great majority of the Bush Negro songs was collected among the Saramaka
people living in the interior along the Surinam, Pikilio, and Gaa'nlio rivers. The
present recordings, collected by the anthropologists Richard and Sally Price in
1967-68 and 1976, deal specifically with Saramaka music and thus make a
valuable contribution since they do not duplicate anything currently available.

Richard and Sally Price have done extensive work among the "maroon"
(runaway slave) communities of Guiana and Surinam, treating especially social
structure and change, the languages, and the arts of these maroon societies (cf.
Price 1973, 1975, 1976; Price and Price 1976, 1978). Their total collection of
Saramaka oral literature and music includes 117 five-inch reels (deposited at
Indiana University's Archives of Traditional Music), out of which the present
disc is a good if modest sample. In choosing the selections, the compilers have
tried "not only to include pieces which will appeal to non-Saramaka ears, but
also to reflect the evaluative judgments of Saramakas." The first criterion of
selection implies a value judgment generally rejected as irrelevant by ethno-

musicologists. In all likelihood, however, pieces that would not appeal to
non-Saramaka ears would not be basically different in style from those

actually selected. The second criterion, while commendable in that it tends to
reinforce the emic viewpoint, is not made very explicit in the selections
themselves. Nevertheless, the pieces presented here are excellent examples of
the relationship of music and language, music and mythology, music and
history, music and dance, and musical instruments, performance contexts, and
belief systems among the Saramakas.

Particularly engaging to Africanists and Afro-Americanists are the tree-

felling songs (matjdu baai, Side 1, Band 1), whose texts are in apuku tongo
(the language of "forest spirits") rather than in common Saramaccan. The
latter is a tonal language i.e., "one of the few Creoles of the world in which
tone is clearly phonemic" (Price and Price 1976:38). Apuku tongo may very
well have the same property. If so, the melodic shapes of the songs could
follow the general sequence of language tones. These songs illustrate the

frequent change from speech to song (or vice-versa), with varying pace of text

delivery. It is probably the most African-like example of integration of music
and language to be found in the New World today.

Bands 2 and 3 of Side 1 present two other song types, the adunke and
an epic song genre. The adunke is described as the major secular song style

dealing with love affairs, local gossip and events, particularly popular until the

early 20th century. This style is "now restricted to special ritual occasions, on
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which it is used to bring pleasure to those ancestors being invoked, for whom
this was the everyday form of musical performance" (p. 2). From the

recorded examples (Band 2 and the last song on Band 3) it appears that

adunke is not a homogeneous musical style; rather, what seems to define the

style is the overall textual content.

Four examples of bentd music (Side 1, Bands 4 to 7) further reveal the

degree of Africanism retained by the Saramakas. In his study of Surinam

music Kolinski does not mention bentd at all (Herskovits and Herskovits

1936:520-23). According to the Prices bentd refers to two Saramaka

instruments, "the recently-obsolete golu bentd (gourd bentd oragbado), consist-

ing of 'three musical bows' inserted through a gourd, and the papal bentd

(split-reed benta or 'hand piano') made from 4-5 split reeds fastened tightly

over two wooden bridges to a flat board" (p. 3). Not only is the present
existence of the African mbira in South America remarkably well-documented

but the virtuoso performance shows the technique of imitation of bird or

animal calls, and of drum rhythms, which are translatable into verbal sounds.

The compilers provide an example of a verbal transformation of a particular

bentd rhythm.
Eight s2k2ti songs (Side 2, Bands 1 to 8) disclose still another aspect of

Saramaka music. They are categorized as "Saramaka popular music par

excellence," constituting a major form of social commentary. Textual contents

comprise references to lovers' or spouses' relationships (especially co-wife

relations, adultery, divorce), to local calamities (such as the flooding of several

Saramaka villages by a hydroelectric project), but also to the qualities of "a

new outboard motor or a particularly handsome cooking pot." Se'ke'ti songs
are used in various contexts, large public celebrations (such as funeral rites),

and informal settings for entertainment. The eight examples provided show
the typical Afro-American responsorial pattern (all accompanied by regular
hand clappings), but those songs performed by female leaders are answered by
a female chorus; when a male voice leads a male chorus answers. The same
observation can be made for two of the songs performed by a ten-year-old

boy and a boys' chorus. It is not clear whether this separation of the sexes is

a trait of Saramaka performance practice.

Saramaka drumming is well illustrated here. Four selections (Side 2,

Bands 9 to 12) present various drumming styles and contexts. Because the

African talking drum technique has practically disappeared among Afro-

American societies, the example of the apinti (Side 2, Band 12), the Saramaka

"talking drum," is the more remarkable. The Prices explain that "when played
as a solo talking drum at council meetings (kuutu), its rhythms officially open
the proceedings, summon and greet particular gods, ancestors and public

officials, comment on current events, help set the tone for the meeting
through the imaginative use of proverbs, dismiss people at the end, and so

forth" (p. 7). To illustrate how a drum phrase can be transposed into a

rhythmically similar verbal form in a number of ritual languages or in a special

apinti language (much as many forms of West African drumming techniques),
a provisional verbal transcription of the entire apinti selection, elicited from
the performer after his performance, is given in Saramaccan and English
translations.
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This album is an excellent addition to the sources of Afro-American
music in South America. It will prove particularly useful for those studying
the African roots of Afro-American musics.

University of Texas, Austin Gerard Behague
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African Flutes. Recorded in The Gambia by Samuel Charters. One 12" 33 1/3
rpm disc. 1978. Folkways FE 4230. Descriptive notes, 2 pp., photos.

Certainly, if there are flute traditions in Africa that deserve to be known
in a wider context, it is those of the Fula and Serrehule represented on this

album. Earlier recordings have documented the hocketing flutes of Central
Africa and the ensembles of Chad, and occasionally one finds an isolated

example of the various transverse flutes of West Africa, but this is the first

record featuring them prominently.
One side is devoted to the Fula, the other to the Serrehule, with five

selections from each group, some made in a controlled recording session,
others in their more usual festive context. The brief notes accompanying the

record include good descriptions of the instruments and manage to convey
some of the flavor of the performance, but the documentation is sorely

lacking in other respects. Nothing is said about the social position or role of
the musicians (although the Serrehules were performing for a chief when
recorded), nor is there anything about the content of the songs only the

titles are given. The picture on the album cover shows two Fula flutists, but
the other instruments depicted (half calabashes struck with ringed fingers) are

not the sistrum rattles heard in the recordings and described in the notes. The
names of the first three drums used in the Serrehule examples are given, but
the names of the flutes and the rattles (called laid) are not. Finally, the dates

and places of the recordings are included, but not the performers' namesl

Surely the group leaders' names, at least, could have been noted. In my view
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there is no excuse for this omission, especially when the musicians are

professionals and decidedly worthy of recognition, the more so since a
well-known American musician-who is not even on the disc-is mentioned at

length in the notes.

As for the music itself, the recordings are all well made, and the
selections are of sufficient length (3 to 4H minutes) to be properly appreci-
ated. For the most part they are complete performances without fadeouts at

the end. A variety of musical techniques is illustrated, especially in the Fula
examples. In the first selection, "Bengsimbe," a soloist demonstrates the
beautiful sound of singing falsetto in unison with his instrument. Two other
examples feature a flute duet with one player singing into his instrument, the
other not. The microtonal divergences from unison between the flutes, and
between flute and voice, give the music a wavering, breathing quality. The
remaining two examples include the rattle lala, two flutes, and singing
independent of the flutes. These two examples-and especially the last

("Sereba," Side 1, Band 5)-capture the excitement and sound of actual

performances, with a complex polyphonic texture of high, excited singing and
deep vocal droning added to the flutes and rattles.

The Serrehule examples all feature a single flute, three drums, and a
female soloist and chorus. They were recorded at an actual performance, and
the usual crowd noises, hesitant starts and trail-off endings are all clearly in
evidence. In some of the tracks handclapping is also included, while in one
("Sandali," Side 2, Band 3) a rattle or hissing sound is also added. The flute
part is much simpler than in the Fula style, often consisting of an extremely
short ostinato that very quickly wears thin, but the accompanying parts make
up for this with rhythms ranging from relaxed and assymetrical to fast and
driving.

The recordist has managed to balance the diverse elements of both the
Fula and Serrehule examples well. This, coupled with the general vitality of
the performances makes for a worthwhile album despite the too-brief docu-
mentation.

Sounds of West
Africa:

The Kora and the Xylophone. Recorded by Richard
Hill. One 12 33 1/3 rpm disc. [1977]. Lyrichord LLST 7308. Jacket
notes.

The title alone is telling: one undoubtedly expects a potpourri. The
sampling is not too broad-only the Mandinka, Lobi, and Dagarti-but their
inclusion on one record is clearly the result of some coincidence (as it

happens, the Mandinka kora player from Gambia was in Ghana when the
recordist visited there and made recordings of him and some xylophonists).

There are three selections of the Dagarti xylophone, six of the Lobi
xylophone, and seven of the Mandinka kora, and while it is always good to
see new recordings of various musical traditions made available for use in the
classroom or just for general listening, the presentation of these recordings is
so haphazard that they are only barely useful for classroom purposes. The
brief, though acceptable, discussion of the professional musican or griot
among the Mandinka is matched by virtually nothing on the Lobi and Dagarti
musicians, and there is only a sentence or two about some typical occasions
for the music. The textual content of each song is related very briefly, and
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the instruments and their tunings are described, but here many inaccuracies
enter in. It is stated that the kora can be tuned to absolute pitch, while in
xylophone tunings relative pitch is more important. This is misleading, for
although it is true that the kora may be tuned to an exact pitch (the sample
tuning given on F being a good example), the absolute pitch in fact differs
from instrument to instrument. Since xylophones, on the other hand, are not
readily retuned but often play together, they are usually tuned to an absolute
pitch to facilitate this.

The sound of the kora is described as having a North African flavor in its

tonality, timbre, and harmonies-tonality perhaps, timbre less likely, but
harmonies? The harmonies are anything but North African, if indeed such a
thing exists. On the xylophone, the resonator membrane is described as being
made of spider webbing and glue. It is actually made of the egg-case cover of
the ground spider. Regarding distribution, the West African type of xylophone
is not found in Uganda or Tanzania, while those of Mozambique and Zaire are
different from the Ghanaian instrument in significant details.

Both instruments are pictured on the album cover, but with the players'
heads cropped off. The kora is shown with its metal jingle in place on the

bridge, but it is not heard in the recordings. The subtitle under the pictures
declares "Music of the Lobi and Dagasti (sic) Tribes of Northern Ghana and
the Griots of Gambia and Senegal," but the recording actually includes

performances by only one griot from Gambia, and nothing from Senegal.
Fortunately the musician is identified (Foday Musa Suso) and pictured on the

back, but not a word is said about any of the xylophonists. Are not the days
of the sorely exploited, anonymous performer long gone? There are spelling
and sequence discrepancies between the record label and the jacket, the latter

listing Side 1, Bands 4, 5, and 6 as on Side 2, and vice versa.

The recordings are generally of good quality, except that most of the
selections (both kora and xylophone) sound as if they were made in rather
confined quarters with the microphone too close to the instrument. This is

especially true of the kora piece "Chedo" (Side 1, Band 3), where forefinger-

knocking on the handgrip of the instrument sounds like rapping on a packing
crate in a tiled room. In the Ghanaian pieces, the xylophone is clearly in the

foreground, and the buzzing of the resonator membranes is easily audible, but
voices and other instruments (iron bells, clappers, drums-none of which are

mentioned in the notes) are too far in the background.
Since there are not many recordings of Ghanaian xylophone music

available, the examples presented here are welcome in spite of the scanty
documentation. They include festival and recreational music of both groups,
and funeral music of the Lobi. The example of "high life" on the Lobi
instrument (Side 1, Band 5) is particularly apt as a demonstration of the

various techniques and sounds of the instrument; it includes a section played
slowly to show the basic melodic pattern.

Foday Musa Suso, the kora player, is an accomplished young musician
whose performances are marred only by an occasional lapse into a forced,
strident voice quality that is too exaggerated even for Mandinka tastes. Of the

pieces he plays, only one ("Chedo") is from the "deep" Mandinka repertoire.
The rest are of recent origin and more popular in nature, but their inclusion is

valuable nonetheless as a record of current trends among the younger
musicians (the titles of the other six kora pieces are "Jimbasin," "Nabaya,"
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"Ansu 'Machine' Menneh," "Musa Koli," "Laminba," and "Dembo"). In

short, although the record is disappointing in many ways, it does include

several items not available elsewhere.

Oberlin College Roderic Knight

Wandjuk Marika in Port Moresby: Didjeridu Solo. One 7" 45 rpm disc. 1977.
Larrikin Records LRE-014. Recorded by Frederick Duvelle. Jacket notes

by Jennifer Isaacs. (Available from: Larrikin Records, P.O. Box 162,

Paddington, N.S.W., 2021, Australia.)

Bamyili Corroboree; Songs of Djoli Laiwanga: Didjeridu, Sticks and Singers.
One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1976. Grevillea Records. Recording and jacket
notes by Douglas Myers. (Produced from the resources of The Ethno-

musicology Centre, R.M.C., Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Educa-

tion, P. O. Darling Heights, Toowoomba, Queensland, 4350, Australia.)

Both these recordings arise from the wide interest in traditional and

contemporary Aboriginal Arts stimulated by the Aboriginal Arts Board of the
Australia Council. This board, now all-Aboriginal, promotes tours of Aborigi-
nal performers inside Australia and overseas, grapples with complex problems
of copyright if material originates from a community and is performed outside
that community's traditional confines, as well as encouraging young Aboriginal
artists and performers who choose to become involved in westernized idioms.
This interest has given rise to many initiatives by Aboriginal people, of which
these are examples.

The Bamyili recording is a little disappointing, perhaps because of the

repetitious nature of the items together with the length of the recording, or

maybe the sometimes tourist-oriented attitude of the performers. When seen

live, this Bamyili performance is of absorbing interest, full of skill, dedication,
and humour. This vanishes in the recording. The 1 3 items, varying from brief

didjeridu displays by David Blanasi, which mimic bird calls, to more extensive
items using didjeridu, sticks, and singers provide adequate material for anyone
who wishes to acquaint himself with the technical details of a particular
musical style from one group of performers. However, divorced from the
mime that normally accompanies these items, there is little overt meaning left,
the light and humorous being indistinguishable from more serious items. This
is a problem with all Aboriginal recordings and requires sensitive editing and
background information if the difficulty is to be in any way ameliorated.

In comparison with the interesting technical musical details and explana-
tions about the songs that I have heard given by David Blanasi and the other
performers on this record, the information on the jacket is of poor quality.
We hear nothing of the musicians' views about their music, its performing
techniques or its significance (other than a few brief words on the meaning of
each song), or of the aims of these knowledgable performers in presenting
their music to the world at large.

The other recording is in marked contrast to this. It is small in scale
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compact, shows a wealth of diversity, and provides thoroughly enjoyable
listening. Wandjuk Marika, Chairman of the Aboriginal Arts Board, and a
ceremonial leader deeply concerned with the training of the young people of
his own area in the traditional art forms and life patterns of his own people,
is quoted on the jacket as stating that "we realize the old way will never

return, but we believe that much of our music, songs, dance and art can and
must be preserved as a vital part of the culture of mankind." The recording he
has made reflects not only his virtuoso didjeridu playing, but also this deep
sensitivity to the needs and values of the arts of his people. This sensitivity is

admirably reflected in the jacket notes by Jennifer Isaacs, which are clear,
informative and make each item comprehensible.

Each side of this short recording is divided into separate items not
indicated by any pause, even for breath, in the playing, which extends for a

continuous three minutes on one side and four-and-a-half minutes on the

other. Playing techniques include the overblown higher note and many
intricate rhythmic patterns and tonal changes. After listening several times one
is able to identify the items listed on the jacket according to the various

changes of musical structure, rather than simply hearing an unbroken stretch

of brilliant playing. This exciting record, made while Mr. Marika was guest
lecturer at the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies, is wholly satisfying.

University of Adelaide Catherine J. Ellis
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FILM REVIEWS

The Popovich Brothers of South Chicago. A film by Jill Godmilow in

collaboration with Ethel Raim and Martin Koenig of the Balkan Arts

Center. 16 mm. Color. 60 minutes. Rental $80-150, sale $750. Available

from Balkan Arts Center, P.O. Box 315, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey

07417. (201)891-8240.

It is a rare documentary that captures a musical tradition and its

community at a pivotal moment of crisis. Given such a moment as she was

filming The Popovich Brothers of South Chicago, Jill Godmilow has captured

the humanity, dignity, and feelings of the members of a Serbian-American

tamburitza (string band) orchestra as they confront their opposed values for

tradition and acculturation upon the death of their lead instrumentalist. The

film's power lies in its success in presenting this ambivalence in the words and

acts of members of the South Chicago Serbian community. It communicates the

desires, ideas, and feelings of its subjects so clearly that the viewer not only

learns from them but connects with them deeply.

In recording the fifty year history of the Popovich Brothers Tamburitza

Orchestra, it presents tamburitza music as the central factor in the South

Chicago Serbian community's maintenance of strong social solidarity and

cohesion. Moreover, it shows the tensions blue-collar Serbian-Americans feel

between their values for maintaining their musical tradition and their com-

munity and their concomitant desire for acculturation, dispersal, and upward

mobility.

My pleasure in reviewing the film here stems from a number of

considerations: my desire that more ethnomusicologists encounter this vibrant

tradition; the lack of ethnomusicological data regarding it; its status as a study

of the feelings with which these people relate to their music; and my personal

interest in this particular community which stems from research I began there

in 1964.

The unusual element in this dilemma of acculturation and tradition is

the music itself, the tamburitza tradition of Serbia which, through the efforts

of the Popoviches and other talented musicians in Chicago and other major

urban areas, has survived and blossomed here for eighty years and continues in

popularity as each young generation, taught in large tamburitza orchestras,

church choirs, and informal situations, learns the tradition. The cohesive

power of tamburitza music becomes obvious as the film chronicles its central

position at a banquet, a tennis tournament, a Saint's Day celebration, a tavern

performance, a choir rehearsal and concert, and an orchestra rehearsal; the

meaning and value Serbian-Americans place upon this music is articulated in

comments made by various members of the community. Thus the film

balances behavior and conceptualization hi the elucidation of this theme.

However, music is not simply a cohesive nexus for the community; it is

a shared ecstatic experience, the epitome of emotional expression. Adam

Popovich could be upholding Suzanne Langer's notions about emotion and
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music (1971:195-229) when he says, "For me, tambura is the expression of
the song from the heart."

The film might have become a documentary dealing in a traditional way
with performance contexts, musical conceptualization, and musical ethno-

history it touches on these matters-if, during its research and filming, the
orchestra's lead instrumentalist, Marko Popovich, had not died. With permis-
sion, Godmilow turned her cameras on the ensuing events and, in chronicling
the impact of his death upon both the orchestra and the community, laid bare
the predicament of the questionable continuation of the orchestra.

The film records how, at first, its remaining members, Adam and Teddy
Popovich and Pete Mistovich, feel it impossible to continue performing in the
face of this loss. Then it follows their gradual transformation of both human
and musical bereavement and culminates with the addition of a young
member to the group when, after a long hiatus, it resumes performance at a

New Year's Eve tavern celebration.

In recording the events surrounding Marko's death as well as interview-

ing members of the community about their values for tradition and accultura-

tion, Godmilow succeeds in utilizing these specific facts as symbols for a more
general pattern. As she traces the Popovich Brothers' gradual transformation
of bereavement into a creative act, the resumption of musical performance,
she symbolically indicates the Serbian-American solution to the dilemma of
acculturation: the tamburitza tradition is so important to them that they are

willing to go to great lengths to preserve both it and the community structure
which supports it. An eloquent statement of a common American ethnic
value that life in America, rather than necessitating absorption into the

mainstream, can be lived in terms of two cultures-the film thus cogently
exemplifies the ideology of the unmeltable ethnic (Novak 1971).

Of course, the film has its share of problems. To begin with, because the

anthropological significance of the music is its primary focus, the film gives
short shrift to the sound itself; always filmed in performance context, the
music is sometimes obscured by audience noise or cut off by editing.

Moreover, one section of the film evidences poor sound synchronization, while
one visual transition is clumsy. Furthermore, since the five tamburitza
instruments are not described and differentiated, it is clear only to the
initiated that the incorporation of the young musician into the orchestra
necessitates that Adam must learn a new instrument, the brat. Although some
of these data-related problems are partially resolved by the background notes
provided with the film, the notes do not provide enough information and
should be considerably extended for academic use.

Finally, no translations of song texts have been provided, nor has
essential data on Serbian-American culture relating, for example, to Eastern
Orthodox Saint's Days, godparenthood, or mourning traditions been included.
The lack of such data results in the viewer's attaining a far more superficial
understanding of the culture than would be optimal. To some extent, then,
the film sacrifices more traditional forms of cultural data in favor of
elucidating data on the relation of emotion and music. In that this parallels a
new focus in anthropology, it works only in part as a detriment to the film.

The straightforward emotional communication which characterizes the
film leads me to consider what a good ethnographic film should communicate
to its academic viewers. I feel that it should selectively communicate the most
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important data. The point here is that the data in this ethnographic context

consist not just of concepts, sounds, or behavior but of emotion as well. In

that this film embodies this and is also capable of moving viewers, it succeeds

in communicating the thick texture of one American musical subculture.

In summary, I recommend this film highly for a number of reasons. It

uncovers the relation of Serbian-American values and behavior to music and to

notions of family, community, and acculturation. In focusing on Marko's

death and the events following it, it illustrates that these cultural themes are

ongoing processes which people continually negotiate and define and which

can be shaped as well by cathartic occurrences. In this sense, the film is a

piece of processual anthropology.
The film not only communicates the emotions of its subjects but evokes

these feelings or responses to them in the open viewer; like any good piece of

art, it leaves him or her feeling fuller, enriched. The viewer becomes involved

with a deeply affecting presence, a piece of art which conveys both Serbian

concepts regarding the value of music and the dilemmas of bereavement and

acculturation with dignity and beauty.
The value of this film for ethnomusicologists and their students lies in

all these things, but its open expressions of love, grief, pleasure, and dignity

impress me most of all. After all is said and done, not only the more

traditionally accepted forms of data but these feelings as well are important to

convey to students, not only because they are often the stuff of music but

also because they are the stuff of life.

Princeton University Nahoma Sachs
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I. INTRODUCTION

This film is so attractive and its apparent message so beguiling it could

set back dance scholarship many years. Dance and Human History demon-

strates certain aspects of the Choreometrics project, an outgrowth of the

Cantometrics project developed by Lomax and others at Columbia University

(1968). I hope those who plan to use this film will refer to this review as a

corrective guide.
Choreometrics provides an etiology of dance styles, by applying simplis-

tic determinism, using statistics with no obvious controls, and suggesting
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perplexing distribution patterns. Lomax presents his thesis in the film with

ambiguous and ill-defined vocabulary.
Film clips were culled from over 700 dance films (Lomax 1977) that

were photographed by numerous persons, at various times, for a variety of

reasons. Because he chose from many films that are seldom available for

viewing, the filmed dances and associated music provide a visual and aural

feast. The film proper has not been color corrected and is not always in sync,
but these flaws are not especially disturbing, at least to this reviewer.

Problems of Choreometrics become accentuated in the verbally articu-

lated message of the film script. Nevertheless, the script is necessary, because

when the film is viewed without the sound track, the rationale is lost in the

potpourri of film clips. Understandably, this review addresses itself principally

to the film script as augmented by Lomax's "Commentary" (1977).
Two useful ideas are amply illuminated by the film. The first is that

dance movement styles are culturally influenced, and the second is that

distinctive movement styles can be systematically analyzed. Analyses are based

on the complexity of gestures, and by the involvement of the torso. The

gestures are categorized on a scale that specifies one-, two-, or three-

"dimensionality," to indicate that they are straight, curved, or spiraling; and
the use of the trunk is classified as being either single- or multi-unit.

An underlying principle of the film is that movement morphs show

regular patterns of distribution in combination with other societal aspects. If

the Choreometrics project had been used for the purpose of suggesting an

empirical method of distinguishing dance culture areas, the contribution would
be valuable. The ideas presented are surely seminal.

Unfortunately, however, Lomax uses the analyses to try to prove that

work and economy cause movement styles. His bias toward proving a point
undermines the study. The research design is inadequate. An appropriate
research design would investigate several components that shape movement
styles. Instead, Lomax fits the data to prove his deductive and limiting thesis.

The entire Choreometrics project has worked with numerous parameters other
than these, but the film script does not indicate this. In any case, work and

economy are given the major emphases, even in the written code book
(Lomax 1968).

Lomax writes that dance "elements are assembled in patterns that

playfully distort the humdrum procedures of everyday, combining them in

some exciting way" (1977). But Lomax does not demonstrate this in his film.

He is not concerned with content. He is not concerned with structure, or with

symbols. He certainly is not concerned with creativity or innovation. In

personal correspondence concerning the film, Lomax writes that he and the

Choreometrics team "focussed on qualities." Such an emphasis is justifiable,
of course, but the script promises something different. There is such a dearth
of cross-cultural dance scholarship, almost any aspect can be studied profit-

ably, but the report of a study should state clearly and accurately what the

study is all about.

Lomax's script claims "for every spoken language there is an accom-

panying language of movement," and he implies that he will "decode these

varied patterns of body language" (1974). He does not decode them. Indeed,
he never intended to decode them. We learn from the "Commentary" that the

research "was concerned with how rather than -what people performed"
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(1977). Again, such an investigation is justifiable, but the study does not

deliver the promises of the script.

The text posits that spoken language and dance co-vary regularly, but

after initially introducing the topic of spoken language it is never addressed

again. Co-variance is not justified by the data, in any case. Lomax really

means to show that there is a body language for every basic economy, rather

than for every spoken language.

II. WORK-TO-DANCE

Lomax's project suggests that work is a uni-directional causative agent
for dance style. Apparently he feels it is uni-causational also, on two implied

principles. The first is the selective-principle of specific work-to-dance that

disregards all but one major work feature of a society, and that disregards role

divisions within a society. The second is the exclusive-principle of work-to-

dance that disregards variables other than work.
Lomax does not indicate whether there are significant patterns for

varying dance genre within a culture, or, in less "simple" societies whether the

performer is a professional who may stylistically contrast with untrained

dancers. The selective-principle discounts roles associated with status, and

shifting roles and activities of a given indivudal, as well as diversity of

activities for the society as a whole.

The Hopi Indians of northern Arizona exemplify some of the problems.

Hopi dance gestures are one-dimensional, and the characteristic torso use is

one-unit. Applying the lesson we learn from Lomax, these Hopi patterns are

predictable because Hopi men farm with digging sticks, and Hopi women grind

corn. Both corn farming and corn grinding are activities that are likewise

one-dimensional and single-unit, and up to this point, the Lomax correlations

are valid. However, Hopi men weave and knit, and Hopi women coil pottery
or weave baskets. Such activities require three-dimensional gestures. These

ancient characteristic Hopi body uses would not be considered by Lomax.
Neither would Lomax account for modern work patterns: many Hopi men
spend more time sitting behind a desk than they do using a digging stick;

Hopi women rarely use the grinding stones. Contemporary Hopis have added

many new work patterns, but their dance style is unchanged.
To present the economy and its related work behavior as the exclusive-

principle as Lomax does, is unacceptable, especially since changes in economic

and work patterns are not paralled by changes in movement-styles. One must
infer from the Lomax material that style is locked into a society according to

a single, unremitting determinism of an "ethnographic present." He would

likely deny this by pointing to his statistic that "In simple economies ... 70%
of the dances are highly one-dimensional." What happened to the other 30%?

Anything less that 100% indicates that multiple unidentified variables exist.

One variable might be congenital body types, but Lomax does not consider

the influence of body-types on dance styles, even hi the code book of 1968.

Until other variables are identified and investigated the significance of any one

variable is not clear.

Lomax does subsume four sub-variables under the heading of economy
and work habits: tools, work adminstration, sexual division of labor, and

climate.
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III. FOUR SUB-VARIABLES

Tools

Lomax (1974) argues that

The explanation [for body style in dance] may lie in the kinds of tools a

culture has. The members of simple economies, using only stone or wooden

tools, must literally wear their way through hard reality ... by scrap-

ing ... by rubbing ... by pounding ... by poking ... by jabbing . . .

This description of stone or wooden tools seems dynamic, but that is not

Lomax's intent. According to his script, tools made of stone, bone, or wood
are so "fragile" that their use "compels their users to linear action." He claims

that metal tools can be used with greater articulation and that the use of

metal tools distinguishes an evolutionary stage in body movement:

One of our early and major finds was that the dance movement of peoples
who had had no metal tools prior to European contact was quite different

from that of people who had long known the use of metal. The so-called

Stone-Age people the aborigines of Melanesia, Australia, and North and

South America-work with relatively fragile stone, bone, or wooden tools,

chipping hard substances with little straigit strokes, moving their points and

blades up and down along a straight line so as not to blunt their fragile

tools. Both in work and dance, a push-pull movement in one place is

dominant, and the whole limb is moved as one piece . . . Where metal tools

have long been common, there is more flexing of the limb joints, and the

trajectory of movement is likely to be curved and changed, as the worker

shifts angle to bring out a chip. Not only can the angle be changed, thus

utilizing another place, but more force can be safely employed without

damage to the tool (1977).

The film narration asserts that "a harder metal blade encourages a curving,

changeful, slashing approach." Lomax does not address the common non-

curving movement of straight slicing, or the fact that a person with good
culinary cutlery is not likely to do much .slashing with it.

Non-metal tools are not necessarily "relatively fragile." Although Pueblo
women do use a push-pull movement for grinding corn there is nothing fragile

about the mano or grinding stone. The tool is used in a back-and-forth

movement with a good deal of force. In contrast, gestures in women's dances
are up-and-down movements and are usually limpid. Perhaps direction and

energy are more significant than dimensionality. Perhaps corn grinding does
not significantly influence dance style. Again, wooden tools to pound taro

roots in Polynesia are not especially fragile. The body style for pounding taro

is essentially one-dimensional, to be sure. In spite of this, finely articulated

hand gestures characterize much Polynesian dance.

Work Administration

Lomax entertains this topic fleetingly. He claims that two-dimensionality
is associated with societies that use metal tools, whereas one-dimensionality is

more frequent among "simple producers," and three-dimensionality is found in

the dances from "irrigation empires that topped the productive scale prior to

industrialism, where a complex of technology and stratification controlled the

life-flow of water to the fields." He concludes that "thus, there seems to be a
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close link between dance style and man's history, as the dominant trace form
varies with the level of productivity" (1974). This is confusing. Metal tools

and stratified social organization belong to separate orders, and may or may
not be exclusive of one another. Lomax does not address input from other

forms of social organization.

Sexual Division of Labor

According to Lomax's filmscript (1974):

West Africans are said to encourage . . . hip-rocking dances to prepare young
people for the responsiblities of marriage. It tends to be more common in

female than in male dancers, and this may explain their special prominance
in Africa and other tropical regions, since there women often outdo men as

food producers, and thus their movements hold the center of the stage.

In Polynesia multi-unit dance style is associated with women, but women are

not often the major food producers. In Samoa, for example, dance is the

primary way by which a woman expresses her individuality (Louise Gardner,

personal communication). She takes the center of the stage because she is a

good dancer or a privileged person, but not because she is a food producer.
A film clip shows Hungarian women swinging their hips in a wedding

dance, and the script suggests that this is because women share the farmwork
in Central Europe. Lomax announces that "in the whole world of early

agriculture, from the Danubian plain to India, fertility was a core value and

sensuous dances were encouraged*' (1974). It seems implausible to explain

hip-swinging by farming activities, because Lomax (ibid.) notes that American
descendents of "European colonists imported the single-unit tradition to

North America, where square dancers hold the middle body upright and

steady." Did not European women ancestors of Americans share the farm-

work? If they did, why didn't they swing their hips? Irish women who work

regularly in food production keep their torsos very quiet in dance.

Cultural values and sexual roles surely influence the contrasting dance

styles of men and women, but Lomax seems to view them with tunnel vision.

Climate

Another suggestion in Lomax's script is that "The island track of the

Malayo-Polynesians into the Pacific lies in a tropic zone, where women and

children can share in the work of men". They can share, but in many cases

they do not. One cannot assume that women work out-of-doors in comfort-

able weather only. The divers in the cold seas of Cheju Island, Korea, are

women, and their men stay comfortably indoors. There are numerous similar

cases in many parts of the world.

Lomax reasons from the arm chair that "In warm latitudes, the woman
is not housebound by the weather if she has a child. She can take it with her

to her work [out-of-doors]" (1974). Why does Lomax presume that the

woman stays with her child? In many parts of the world, grandparents stay

with a child. In traditional Marquesas a woman left her child at home in the

care of her husbands.
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IV. MAJOR PROBLEMS

"Dance and Human History" is the title of the film, and the filmscript

promises that movement styles "teach us about the history of culture."

Lomax does not teach us about the history of culture. His evolutionary model
has several slots into which each culture seems to be plugged by fiat.

Although Lomax writes in his "Commentary" (1977):

There are certain respects in which dance style appears to evolve with

culture. As productive and administrative systems become more elaborate,

so do the control systems that govern the manipulative and the choreo-

graphic aspects of dance.

In fact, Lomax does not focus on such dynamics. What is noteworthy,

empirically, is that societies sometimes add dance styles to a repertory, but

essentially, dance styles tend to be conservative. If work is the predominant

shaper of dance styles, then changes in work should cause changes in dance

styles. Since this does not necessarily happen, there is a clear gap between the

Lomax statement above and the film message.
If a dance culture is supposedly tied to work patterns but movement

styles stay the same despite changes of work patterns, then one must uncover

the true causes for the prevailing distinctive features of a given dance culture.

The Lomax study raises more questions than it answers. I find it

disturbing to be told that the ancestors of native American peoples were

Siberian migrants who brought a particular style of movements and "this

style filled both North and South America with people" (1974). Besides the

extraordinary idea that a style filled these areas with people, is the wonder of

the idea that this is a "primordial style." Lomax calls this, also, the

"single-unit hunter style" to be found in North Eurasia and round the

primitive Pacific and in all of the Americas. Are the primarily agrarian Pueblos

legitimately said to exhibit "single-unit hunter style"? What does "90% of all

North American and 90% of all South American Indians" mean? That 90% of

them live on the Pacific Coast? Are the Maya to be lumped with the

Shoshoni?
Lomax's insistence that the two Choreometric measures of gesture

dimensionalities and torso involvement are "easily observed aspects of be-

havior [that] bring order to the kaleidoscope of dance and culture" is not

justified. To the viewer who follows the clips, graphics, and script closely, the

measures are not easily observable, and order does not come from disorder.

Curiously, Lomax pronounces that "each region of dance has a distinc-

tive movement pattern that feeds back to a major cultural tradition." There

cannot be backward feed back through time. In a switch, Lomax assures the

film viewer that each movement pattern "represents in a different way the

vital role of dance and movement style in the stabilization and the growth of

human culture." Until this assertion, Lomax has presented dance styles as

mechanical results, and not as continual adaptations and as influences.

Lomax's uni-directional emphasis has not suggested that dance movements are

instrumental to cultural development.
In a final burst of rhetoric, movement patterns are described as being

symbols, although the use of the word "symbol" is not specified. Further, the

rhetoric proclaims that movement patterns are creative, although nothing in

the script has shown them to be anything but ordained. Dance movements,
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Lomax concludes, "represent the interplay of economic productivity and a

climatically-influenced division of labor on both dance and human history."
From the data he presents, the viewer would have to surmise that all climates

are the same, logically, since the full scale of dimensionality and trunk unit

use, in every combination, is found in every climate.

This raises another problem of the Lomax study. He does not address

the combinations of dimensionality within a given dance culture. Polynesians,
for example, traditionally combine one-dimensional leg and foot gestures with

three dimensional hand and arm gestures. That is, some of them do. With only
three dimensionalities, and two body unit styles to be combined and

recombined, one must invoke Goldenweiser's principle of limited possibilities.

There are, ultimately, only a limited number of dance styles available to

human bodies. In contrast, the influences that co-vary with body use are

almost limitless.

Probably one of the most revealing features for understanding the

relationship of dance to other societal features is that of floor patterns, but

they are scarcely alluded to. Likewise, the rhythms and other dynamics of

time and energy expenditures of work and dance are important but not

considered in the film.

Most serious of all is the fact that Lomax shapes the data to fit his

purposes. For example, in the film clip that illustrates the associated use of a

metal blade with three dimensional gestures, the same Ontong Java group

appears that had been used to illustrate a two-dimensional style of gesturing.

There is no explanation for this inconsistency. Neither is the fact revealed

that Ontong Java traditionally did not have metal tools. It is a puzzle,

anyway, that Ontong Java is featured as representing Polynesia, when it is so

atypical of the area.

V. ERRATA

Lomax is careless with documentation, at least in the script. For

example, in identifying two clips of the same group, one is labeled as being

from the Cook Islands in western Polynesia, and the other is identified as

being "Gilbertine," which is in Micronesia.

At one point the film dissolves into a scene identified as being

Australian, yet the written script identifies these people as "Hiberos." From

viewing the film I believe they are "Jivaros," from South America.

While I am nit-picking, let me comment that I was amused to read in

the script that Ceylon includes a group of dancers known as "Candy
Dancers."

VL CONCLUSIONS

At the film's end, the credits for the film clips are rushed through too

rapidly to be read. In any case, contributors of footage are not listed in

association with the clips, and the viewer is mystified as to sources and

contexts of any of the clips and the dates of filming.

It seems fair to note that this film has tried to accomplish much more
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than most films attempt, and is therefore peculiarly vulnerable. Nevertheless,
as a social science product the film is disappointing. The film presents a

complex set of ideas, and certain characteristics of the film prevent it from

communicating these ideas adequately. Terms are poorly defined, if at all.

Dance movement styles that are supposed to be derived from non-dance
movement styles are illustrated, at times, with clips that do not correlate

because they are taken from different societies. Some of the features of the

analysis system are not clear, especially those of one-, two-, and three-

dimensionality, as I discovered when I showed the film "cold" to persons who
are not dancers. Further, extraneous value judgements such as Lomax's
enthusiastic comment about "great African performers," are distracting.

To the uncritical viewer, the script and its promises, with its occasional

poetic prose, and the stunning film clips, might be affective. As a demonstra-
tion of logical and orderly research, and as a teaching device, the film is not

effective, because it muddies brilliant insights with pat determinisms, and
avoidable errors.

Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff Joann W. Kealiinohomoku
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ERRATA

We regret that the following errors appeared in Artur Simon's article

"Types and Functions of Music in the Eastern Highlands of West Irian,"

Ethnomusicology 22(3):441-455, September 1978.

P. 454: The tonal structure for kaleluknye (Example 8, bottom, right-hand

portion) should read:

(A)pFE},CB
bG

t

P. 455, note 3: "mot duim wine gum
"
should read "motdem wine gum.

"
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CHARLES SEEGER, 1886-1979

It is with deep sadness that members of the Society for Ethnomusi-

cology learn of the death of our Honorary President, Charles Seeger. As

senior member of the group who sponsored and circulated the Ethnomu-

sicology Newsletter until the Society was formally organized at the An-

nual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association in Boston in

1955, Charles Seeger contributed invaluable wisdom and counsel in giving

direction to the Society. His experience as President of the short-lived

American Society for Comparative Musicology (1945-46), an attempt to

carry on the work of the Gesellschaft ffir Vergleichende Musikwissen-

schaft during the Nazi regime, gave historic depth and background to his

younger colleagues in the early years of the Society. He served as Presi-

dent of our Society in 1960-61, and was honored by being named Honor-

ary President in 1972.

Charles Seeger's broad interests in life, music, and humanity made

him a very special person. His son Peter, in a memorial written for Sing

Out I magazine, paints a memorable last portrait: "On his desk, when he

died ofa heart attack in February, musicologist Charles Seeger had letters

going to half a dozen countries, and a folder on which he had noted Take

to Yale to discuss next week/ Although he was 92, he was living life as

fully as anyone could, doing what he loved best, discussing and theorizing



with other musicologists and folklorists." He distinguished himself as a

composer, administrator, scholar, and teacher. His lectures at the Insti-

tute of Musical Art, the New School for Social Research, the University

of California at Berkeley, the Institute of Ethnomusicology at U.C.L.A.,

Harvard, and Yale, will be remembered by the many privileged to learn

from him. He was a gentle, kindly, urbane person, beloved by all who
knew him. His presence at the Annual Meetings of the Society will be

sorely missed.

Willard Rhodes

ike (Bailor ....

The May 1980 issue of Ethnomusicology will be a memorial to

Charles Seeger. It will not be a Festschrift, since Charles was adamantly

opposed to the idea, but something else perhaps, like the man, sui

generis. I am open to suggestions from all of you as to appropriate format

and content.

Fredric Lieberman

VI



THE ASTONISHED ETHNO-MUSE

David P. McAllester

The
ethno-muse, the spirit of ethnomusicology, in her diaphanous

robe, wearing her diadem of shrutis, puts down her rebec and picks

up her rebab. She plays a few notes and the sounds that come back to her

in her trinaural echo-chamber astonish her. Which is a fanciful way of

saying that some of the underlying assumptions we started with in this

Society and in the discipline of ethnomusicology have changed. We are

confronted with a different world in 1978 from that of 20 years ago when

the ethno-muse was a fledgling in pinfeathers. At least so it seems to me. I

am going to assume the role of this astonished muse (with a bow to Ralph

Waldo Emerson and Reuel Denney for their part of the title)
1 and make

some observations on these changes.

To describe astonishing changes it is necessary to sketch in how

things were before the changes, even though this may be well-known. But

let me describe the scene as I saw it and remember it from those heady

days in the 1950's when a new constitution for the Society for Ethno-

musicology was being written, when an infant discipline was knocking at

the door of the American Council of Learned Societies for membership,

and when a number of us were attempting to describe and define who and

what we were. That formidable polysyllabic, "ethnomusicology,"

seemed to invite definitions and redefinitions. One that I remember best

from the 1950's was provided by my own children on a field trip to

Arizona. After a long day's drive we knew that mayhem was about to

break out in the back of the car when they began to play a game they had

invented and called "Ethnomusicology/' They had a plastic toy, a kind of

flying saucer. They would start it revolving on its spindle, like a reel on a

tape machine, and they would begin to sing: "He, yeyeyeye ya!" Then at

some subtle signal they would break off and scream out in raucous

chorus, "Eth! no musicology!"
In spite of the echo of their horrid laughter, let us review our stance

of 20 years ago. At that time we considered that we were the real dis-

coverers of the World of Music. Never mind that Japan had discovered

and mastered Western music a hundred years before and had a half-dozen

symphony orchestras in Tokyo alone. We were Discoverers with an en-

thusiasm that would have left Marco Polo breathless. All the riches of

0014-1836/79/2302-0179$0.33
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Tartary had opened themselves to us. Exciting new vistas of scale,

melody, rhythm, and the cultural connotations that went with them,

stretched to the horizon. The excitement was cross-disciplinary. It ex-

tended to ethnologists, musicologists, sociologists, musicians, historians,

acousticians, organologists, physicists, computerists, folklorists, lin-

guists, and many others. We were not only excited by the new vistas in

music, we were also excited by these others in whose company we were

regarding them.

It made it all the more legitimate for us to feel that we were not mere

tourists in these fascinating lands we had discovered. We had studied

before we went we had a commitment to learn and to try to understand

from the point of view of the cultures we visited. The relativism of an-

thropology, the global travels of World War II, and the ethical commit-

ment of the Peace Corps had had their effect. We did not want to be Ugly
Americans any more, and we went forth with a predisposition to respect,

even to revere, cultural differences. We saw ourselves as a kind of

Brahmanic Trinity of the arts: we would be the Destroyers of ethno-

centrism, the Preservers of rich cultural heritages around the world, and

the Creators of cultural understanding. We were eager to assuage the

trauma of three centuries of colonialism.

Thanks to the kindness ofmany people around the world much of the

best in all the world's music was made available to us. Some of the most

exciting musical artists and thinkers ofAbomey and Samarkand and Oudh
were willing to visit this country and share with us, in classroom and

concert hall, some of their perceptions and abilities. They were touched

by the newly discovered interest of the West in their music. They were

hospitable to the stream of scholars and students launched in their direc-

tion. Some ofthem even found that there was more interest in their music

abroad than at home and they all enjoyed their contacts with fellow visi-

ting artists from other parts of the world. Very rich happenings began to

develop and in some ways we even earned our self-bestowed role of

Destroyer, Preserver, and Creator.

That heady period, the Delirium ofthe 50's, was invaluable. It gave us

an enormous surge of energy. It impressed the deans and presidents of

universities and the grants committees of foundations. But rationality

reasserts itself in time and we found ourselves in the sometimes deeply

trying Stock-taking of the 60's. We had to consider not only how wonder-
ful it all was but also the question ofwhere it was all headed. The aims and

purposes of ethnomusicology as seen in the 60's were probably best

summarized in 1964 in Merriam's Anthropology ofMusic. The summary
includes a somewhat cooler statement of the Brahmanic Trinity already
alluded to:
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1. To protect non Western music (and cultures) from misunder-

standing and abuse.

2. To record music from vanishing cultures before it was lost

forever.

3. To recognize the communication value of music. (He quotes
Mantle Hood's chilling reminder of 1961:

In the latter half of the Twentieth Century it may well

be that the very existence ofman depends on the accuracy
of his communications. . . )

4. and finally, Merriam cites Nettl for several goals in terms of what
the study of ethnomusicology can do for us: enrich the listener

and the composer . . . increase cultural tolerance . . . provide
material for scholars on the origins, historical relations and

psychology of music.

Merriam goes on to point out his own idea of the broadest objective,

underlying all these: our increased understanding of ourselves. He calls

for a union between the social sciences and the humanities in achieving
that goal since we need both the musicians' and the behavioral scientists'

perceptions and techniques in order to study the sound itself and to

understand the human behavior that produced the sound (1964:8-16).

One might say that the Delirium of the 50' s and the Stock-taking of

the 60's were the childhood and adolescence of the ethno-muse. But she

was still an innocent, ripe for astonishment, and what produced this

astonishment were the Inexorable Consequences of the 70*s. Nothing
astonishes us more than the ubiquitous and the inevitable, when they

finally are perceived. The ubiquitous and the inevitable are very hard to

see, like the air we breathe, so I don't dare to suppose I have identified all

of the Inexorable Consequences of intensive transcuitural exposure.
Before I describe them I would like to say they are all the result of

one great constant in human culture, which is change. This was a recur-

ring theme in the 1978 annual meeting of the Society of Ethnomusicology.
Three sessions were devoted to musical change, and, as many of the

papers pointed out, change is not always disaster. After all our impulses

to cherish and protect, we should realize that human culture is not a

flower with fragile petals ready to drop at the first frosty touch of a new
idea. Culture is more like an irresistible plague, pandemic to humankind.

New ideas are the food it feeds on, and these can no more be stopped than

the perpetuation of life itself. The musical manifestations of culture are,

by their sonorous nature, highly evident. They give public notice of the

spread of culture.

Rock 'n roll will break out in Leningrad in spite ofthe interdictions of

a supposedly all-powerful State. Gamelan orchestras are floating into the
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West in the golden rain of a mass movement. Afro-American music and

its derivatives have colonized the world with irresistible melodic, rhyth-

mic and psychic power. The didjeridu is adding its powerful drone to pop
and art orchestras in Australia at just about the same time American

Country and Western music has taken the fancy of the Aboriginals.

What we've been calling musicology and ethnomusicology might
better be called "mixmusicology": the term would remind us that the

process of music making is the process of change and the assimilation of

new ideas. And of course most of these new ideas are really old ones

retrimmed, reshaped, recombined, refurbished, represented, reproduced

and, finally, reified.

For the most part, this process goes on unabashed. Living musics are

not concerned with aesthetic purity. They simply rejoice in any lovely

new sound that catches the ear of the composer. And so now we see that

for the ethno-muse to be astonished she has to have been born yesterday,

in a Euro-American family under dlite circumstances. Most of us at this

conference fit that description. We are young (at least I like to think so),

we are American, and we are scholarly (that is, dite) and university-

connected for the most part. We are rigorously trained in linear communi-

cation, therefore we believe in the fixity of ideas. We talk (or rather,

write) ourselves into the notion of the purity of concepts such as the

Enlightenment or Art or Truth. And so we are in a good position to be

astonished once in a while when the processes of cultural contagion catch

up with us in such a way that we cannot help but perceive them. I will

mention three Astonishments, or unexpected Realizations which have

recently come to me.

One of my first awakenings was in my own area of research, Navajo
music. About 20 years after all Navajos were aware of it, I began to

realize that the ceremonial music I was studying, though still vital and

functioning in the culture, was not the music that fills the airwaves in the

Navajo Nation and in the many thousands of Navajo homes in San Diego,
Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Albuquerque, and Chicago. It is not the

music one reads about in the Navajo Times.

I began to listen to the many radio stations that broadcast to Navajo
listeners and found that the great majority of requests sent in are for

Waylon Jennings and Don Williams, rather than Yeibichai songs. I also

learned that there are several dozen Navajo Country and Western bands

and that four or five of these are publishing their own records. One of

these groups, the "Navajo Sundowners," is selling eight-track tapes at

such a rate that one of their major outlets, Canyon Records, found its

Sundowner sales subsidizing all the rest of its operation. The important

thing for me to realize was that if one wants to study the relationship
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between music and Navajo culture it is not possible to do so, and proba-
bly never was, by working only with the religious and philosophical
leaders known to us as ceremonial practitioners. Nowadays one must also

carry on research in the offices of record producers, at radio stations, at

record stores, and at concerts and rodeos. I remember a fieldwork con-
ference at which William Malm said his research in Japan was different

from that of most of us, since much of it had to be conducted in concert
halls or in the lairs of the media. This has been true for some time in the

Navajo Nation, as well.

In American Indian music in general the great surge of interest in

powwow music is matched by a parallel interest in Rock, and, especially
on the part of many urban Indians, for such groups as Red Bone and Xit.

Jim Pepper's Powwow combines Rock with Indian ideas both musically
and ideationally. One of his pieces, "Witchi-tai-to," has been incorpo-
rated into the repertoire of at least two non-Indian groups in the United

States, Brewer and Shipley and the Paul Winter Consort, and has gone
international on the record, Witchi-tai-to, by a Scandinavian group, the

Bobo Stensen Quartet.
2

I found that this broadening of my research interests was useful on

my recent trip to Australia. In a three-months' stay it would have been

impossible to make even a start in learning the complexities of traditional

Aboriginal music. I would have needed half a lifetime of preparation. But,

as I mentioned, Country and Western is the current popular music of both

urban Aboriginals and those on the reserves. I was able to continue my
education in pedal steel and Jimmy Rogers in Sydney, Brisbane, and

Alice Springs.
Another awakening for me, a close companion to the first, was the

realization that all music is ethnic music. This sounds so simple and

obvious that it hardly needs enunciation, but a glance at our Journal will

show that we are still romantics, fascinated by the strange and exotic. We
are so captivated by the panpipes in the hawthorns that we hardly hear the

music on the TV show in the living-room. That is natural and under-

standable the urge to travel and the fascination with the new are two of

the principal causal factors in culture change. But when Pan, too, picks up
the electric guitar, we may then realize that it is a musical instrument on a

par with the koto or the uli-uli.

We do not have to go to the Sepik River or to the 16th century to find

a thesis topic. The reason most of us often do so is because we, of all

people, do not seem to realize how important music really is. It is a

confession of our undervaluation of music that we have to give it the

romance of distance-in-time, or distance-in-geography, to make it seem

interesting. Yet it has been called **. . . the cooperative art, organic by
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definition, social, the noblest form of social behavior we're capable of,"

by one of the best minds of our era, Ursula Le Guin (1974:156). Abraham

Maslow, the psychologist who studied the highest satisfactions human-
kind attains, found that music was the peak experience beyond all others

(1968). How do we solemnize occasions, ratify religion, stir up patriotic

fervor, celebrate victories, usher in the New Year, usher ourselves out to

our next incarnation? It is with the United States Marine Band, with

organ music, with fifes and drums, psaltry and harp. We come to the end

of the efficacy of words and the only recourse left is the National Anthem.

We musicologues should realize better than anyone else that music is

the art, par excellence, that brings transcendence into the lives of human-

kind. And we are among the most informed and expert of the purveyors,

technicians, and theoreticians of that transcendence! Most of us are too

modest to realize, or even want, our place in the empyrean. We have let

the low valuation of music by recent Western European culture obscure

the manifest importance of its function in our lives. We are often even

apologetic about being musicians or scholars of music as though it were

not real work at the center of human existence.

Of course the fact of the matter is that we are terribly important, and

we have a great deal to do. Not one music has been fully studied in any
moment in its kaleidoscopic history. And as for the cultural meanings
behind the musical sound, these are still largely unexplored because we
have only begun to ask a few of the more obvious questions. Resolving
the answers will be a complex process that will occupy many lifetimes.

The refrain, running like a litany through Merriam's Anthropology of
Music, is "... this needs to be further studied ...,""... very little

information seems to be available concerning this question. . .," "the

problems ... are difficult . . . because of the lack of information con-

cerning this important aspect of human behavior."

Just gathering the information is a task that has hardly begun.
Merriam's call to action was 14 years ago, and it is poignantly needed now
as it was then. The lack of information and the need of further study
increases in geometrical proportion to the passage of time. We can call

this observation McAllester's Law.

Let us just admit for a moment that music is the most important

occupation and the most important study in the world. Then it follows

that there should not only be a music historian in every great university,

there should be one or more in every community. By the same token,

every community should have its music ethnologist, sociologist, folk-

lorist, its music entrepreneur, impressario, arbiter, its chorus, band,

orchestra, avant garde, and pro musica antiqua. Perhaps all of these

people will one day be paid by a grateful community for performing,
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advising, and keeping track of the most important activity in town. The
National Endowments for the Humanities and the Arts are a promising
start in the right direction.

The third awakening I want to mention is another realization of what
had been going on under my nose for quite some time. It has to do with

"performing" in that list of the most important things going on in town.

Scratch a musicologist or an ethnomusicologist or a folklorist or an eth-

nologist and you find a doer, a performer. Human beings want to do

things and we forget this to our peril. It is no accident that Mantle Hood is

exploring the complexities of the Hawaiian guitar and Frank Gillis plays a

marvelous ragtime. Human beings want to do things and we are human

beings. In the Delirium of the 1950's the urge to do with non-Western

musics found its way into the academy. The first to encourage, make

possible, demonstrate the feasibility, and give it a name was, of course,

Mantle Hood. He called it "bi-musicality." Now po/y-musicality is a

well-recognized fact of life even in the universities, but a new aspect of it

has added to the astonishment of our already flabbergasted ethno-muse.

This is, to coin a jaw-breaker, polymusicompositionality. But this process

is only astonishing to a very sheltered muse. The process of music is

music making and like every other process of human culture it seizes on

every new and interesting idea and incorporates it into itself.

These new young poly-composers are not only gifted with the musi-

cal insights of several cultures, they are also articulate. Let me cite one of

them, Barbara Benary of Livingston College at Rutgers. She is describing

a point in polycomposition beyond the mere borrowing of an instrument

or an exotic mode (1978):

Many composers . . . who delve . . . into world musics in search of ma-

terials often reach the point where the musics and cultures they are studying

become more a focus than their own compositional work. They musically "go
native'* and become performers of the music or musicologists of it. The field of

ethnomusicology is heavily peopled with composers and former composers. I

myselfam among them. There comes a delightful point beyond which it no longer

seems to matter whether one is using ethnic music or serving it; it can become so

familiar that it no longer seems "ethnic" but just another musical language

which one speaks or thinks in. ...

Whether or not these adventures prove to be of lasting merit has not been

our concern since it is the future which will bother itself over such a judgment
and we are writing and playing now. For those of us involved it is an absorbing

and logical synthesis of our cross cultural experiences and interests.

Dale Craig, another young composer-ethnomusicoloist writes

(1974:8):

An American way of regarding the move toward world musics would be to

think of it as an extension of Ivesian transcendentalism: remember his final,

unfinished "Universe" Symphony and its embracing of humanity. For me to be
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doing research in Chinese music, writing music heavily indebted to Asian ideas

and procedures as well as European ones, and teaching both traditions to young
Cantonese in Hong Kong is thoroughly natural at this point in history and some-

how quintessentially American.

Probably everyone here has had the kind of experience that gives rise

to words such as these a revelation, an astonishment, a sense of "that's

what I've been looking for, for the last fifteen years!'
1

Astonishment is not

always caused by the totally strange it can be caused by the totally

familiar just now recognized. Let me give you an example of the strange/

familiar from Ananda Coomaraswamy from 50 years ago. His muse was
the grandfather of our ethno-muse.

Indian music is essentially impersonal: it reflects an emotion and an experi-

ence which are deeper and wider and older than the emotion of wisdom of any

single individual. Its sorrow is without tears, its joy without exultation and it is

passionate without any loss of serenity. It is in the deepest sense of the words

all-human. But when the Indian prophet speaks of inspiration, it is to say that the

Vedas are eternal, and all that the poet achieves by his devotion is to hear or see:

it is then Sarasvati, the goddess of speech and learning, or Narada, whose mis-

sion it is to disseminate occult knowledge in the sound of the strings of his vina,

or Krishna whose flute is forever calling us to leave the duties of the world and

follow Him it is these, rather than any human individual, who speak through
the singer's voice, and are seen in the movements of the dancer.

Or we may say that this is an imitation of the music in heaven. The master

musicians of India are always represented as the pupils of a god, or as visiting the

heavenworld to learn there the music of the spheres that is to say, their knowl-

edge springs from a source far within the surface of the empirical activity of the

waking consciousness (1924:79).

A thunderbolt like that changes perception. You are another person,
a different kind of composer after such possibilities are opened up to you.
Since this is my main point, let me make it again with another example
from an entirely different ground of perception. This is from a song about

the first house on earth and I suspect that it is a concept of house con-

struction new to most of my readers.

The house under the east is a sacred place,

Now the home ofTalking God is a sacred place,
The house made ofdawn is a sacred place
The house made ofwhite com is a sacred place,
The house made of all kinds of soft fabrics is a sacred place,
The house made ofgathered rain waters is a sacred place,
The house made of corn pollen is a sacred place,
Now it is the house oflong life and everlasting beauty; it is a sacred place
Here at this house, it is a sacred place,
Here at this house, it is a sacred place. . . (Frisbie 1967: 183).

Later in the song series the house beams are named: They are Wood
Woman, Mountain Woman, Corn Woman, and Water Woman. The re-

frain says "I talk to them, they listen to me as they fall into place"
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(Wyman 1970:114-5). Again, one feels the sense of enlargement. The
opportunity to participate in a range of imagination such as this is a

perquisite of transcultural research but it cannot be bought easily. The
process of trans-musicality that young composers like Benary and Craig
describe is qualitatively something very different from the simple borrow-

ings of Western composers over the last hundred years or so. Benary
refers to it as "delving" into world musics: it sounds almost as simple as

digging in the backyard. But I happen to know that in her case this delving
involved 12 years of study in the United States, three trips to India, one to

Java, and study of the Indian violin, voice, and kanjira and also the

gadulka, tapan, erh-hu, and vielle.

I would like to say a word about this quality of depth entering into an

age-old cultural process. It is new and astonishing only in American Uni-

versities. I already mentioned that it has gone on in Western music in

Japan for over a hundred years. It has gone on in the United States with

African music for 300 years. This has implications for the great cultural

grey-out that Alan Lomax fears when everything distinctive of local qual-

ity and identity will be lost in one vast reduced and muddy gene-pool of

culture. No one puts it more eloquently than he can (1977:679):

It is agonizing to look over this roster of the species and to reflect that it is in

good part a roll call of dead or dying peoples and that this taxonomy is an
artificial game played with grave markers. Many of the cultures in these lists

have vanished with all hands in the tidal wave of industrial civilization and now
occupy fictitious positions on the ethnographic map. Many others exist only in

the memories of powerless oldsters whose descendants walk, without gods or

ancestors, into the alienating environment of the urban sprawl.

Therefore in creating this human taxonomy we are posting a notice of the death

of human values on the doors of all human council chambers. . . . Reduction of

cultural variety limits human variation and adaptability, and thus the continued

loss of cultural autonomies means a shrinking ofour genetic resources which will

sooner or later threaten our biological future as a species.

It would seem that these polycomposers I have been describing are

among the most effective agents of the very process Lomax is concerned

about. Where does the infection start but in the mixing of ideas in the

mind of any single culture bearer?

I am indebted to a lively discussion on culture loss with members of

the anthropology department at the University of Queensland for a reali-

zation as to what is on the other side of that coin. The perception of

minority and disadvantaged people as having only the remnants of a cul-

ture has been questioned in recent years and it was, that afternoon, as we
discussed the condition of the Aboriginals in Australia. John von Sturma

said, "Every time I go to Hermannsberg I find that the Aranda have

invented a different culture from the one they had when I was there

before." He went on to say that it was the same for the language they
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spoke and that all this change was not the function ofnew European ideas

taking over, it was change for practical reasons or the sheer pleasure in it,

just as change was going on in the University community at St. Lucia. In

other words, it is a distortion of what culture is to take a sighting from

some description in the ethnographic past and consider all variation from

that moment to be cultural loss. New gods and new ancestors are coming

up all the time. Just as the ethnographer starts to write down what he sees

(and this goes for the musicologist, too) the clear outlines of the culture as

it was a moment ago begin to get wavery. By the time the monograph

appears it has become historical information.

But the change is not simply into a dreary facsimile of the worst in

Western Culture. For one thing, Western Culture is changing too. It also

reinvents itself. To borrow Lomax's biological mode, it undergoes cell

division, cross-breeding, and the fickle process of evolution, which is

mostly a series of accidents. Variations occur in rapid succession. There

will never be musicologists or ethnologists enough to keep up with the

revolutions of the vast wheel of culture.

Emerson's astonished muse underwent this emotion because of the

surprising democratization of the arts in 19th century America. Coomara-

swamy called for a long step further than the gift of the arts to the com-
mon man, he called for a transcultural availability.

The ethnomuse's astonishment stems from just such a transcultural

democratization, but one that has gone beyond Coomaraswamy's hopes
and perhaps even what he would have considered permissible. As the

field of ethnomusicology took shape we might have predicted it. Most of

us were thinking still in cultural compartments and orderly progressions
from one to another, like the decorous movement from one classroom to

another at the end of 50 minutes.

I referred to our tendency not only to respect but to revere non-

Western cultures. It followed that we had the impulse to preserve these

separate chambers as they were at some golden moment of their highest
artistic achievement, however that might be defined. But, to our aston-

ishment, what has happened has been indecorous, and the tidy walls have

turned out to be imaginary. Culture flows where it will unmindful of

culturologists of any ilk.

I have recorded my own tardy realizations, which I vaingloriously
called those of the ethno-muse. One was of how United States pop music
has become a part of American Indian culture. But I do not see that

culture as dying, therefore. Another realization was how important music

is, and this came to me along with the conviction, finally, and not just the

theory, that all music is ethnic music. That is when Pan picked up the

electric guitar.
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The culminating realization was of the lively trafficking in polymusic-

composition-ality that is one of the most exciting facts of music life in the

1970's. All cultures are mixtures. One more distinction is becoming
blurred. Music students in Western culture will have to have expertise in

ethnomusicology in order to study the composers we will all be con-

fronted with in the late 20th and in the 21st century. I see new cultures,

large and small, emerging all around us, and I rejoice that the human

species and what we create are so varied, so variable, and so interesting.

NOTES

1. Emerson's "Ode to W. H. Charming" refers to the democratization of the arts, one

result of which being that "the astonished muse finds thousands at her side/* Denney's The

Astonished Muse (1957) is a penetrating book on popular culture.

2. Jim Pepper's Powwow, "Witchi-tai-to," Love Truth Music Co.; Michael Brewer and

Tom Shipley, Weeds, Buddha Records KSBS 2016; "Witchi-tai-to," Bobo Stensen Quartet,

Polydor ECM 1041 ST, Witchi-tai-to; "Witchi-tai-to," Paul Winter Consort, Oregon, Win-

terlight, Vanguard VSD 79350.
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THE INCA CANTAR HIST6RICO:
A LEXICO-HISTORICAL ELABORATION ON

TWO CULTURAL THEMES

John M. Schechter

Various
types of indigenous musical history-recounting activity are

reported for the preconquest and immediate postconquest Americas.

Simmons cites chronicle accounts of areito song-dances in Hispaniola, in

which Indians recounted past events, notably the lives of their several

chiefs (1960:103). Simmons relates further chronicle evidence for his-

torical song-performance among Aztec of Mexico (then New Spain), In-

dians of the Nicaragua-Honduras zone, Chibcha ofColombia (then Nueva

Granada), Inca, and Indians of Paraguay. Girard gives an early chronicle

account of historical songs sung at funeral ceremonies among Venezuelan

Caquetib (1975: 14-15). That such practices have been observed by at least

certain North American tribes for perhaps hundreds of years may be

inferred from Boas's comment that the Kwakiutl had long songs in which

their ancestors' greatness was extolled in the form of recitatives

(1927:337).
The objectives of this paper are to document what I shall term, after

Lara (1967:317-318), the cantar historico, historical song, as an estab-

lished Inca tradition; further, to demonstrate via chronicle evidence the

relationship of the cantar historico to two predominant foci of Inca cul-

ture: retention of ancestral memory, and elaborate lamenting on the death

of an Inca. The concept of "metaphor-cells" is applied to lexical items in

the classic Colonial Quechua-Spanish dictionary, the Vocabulario of

Gonzalez Holguin (1608), in an endeavor to relate these items to certain

chronicle data, with the purpose of seeking to identify salient aspects of

Inca preconquest and immediate postconquest culture, in particular,

musical culture. 1 Table 1 elaborates certain Inca cultural guideposts that

will be mentioned in this paper.

In three of the most highly regarded (Means 1928; Lara 1967) chroni-

cle accounts of Inca life, those penned by Pedro de Cieza de Ledn

(Segunda Parte de la Cronica del Peru, 1553?), el Inca Garcilaso de la

Vega (Comentarios Reales de los Incas, 1609), and Antonio de la Calan-

cha (Coronica Moralizada del Grden de San Agustin en el Peru, 1638),

one finds three types of Inca specialists responsible, in effect, for preserv-
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TABLE 1

Pertinent Inca Cultural Guideposts.

cantar historico Historical song, particularly that chanted by the harahuicu before the

Inca and Inca nobility at major festivals or upon the death ofan Inca.

Song with or without dance.taqui or taki

araui or arawi

quipu

qillqa

- A love-song or festival song; there were at least 5 types of love-song.

- A kind of colored and/or non-colored group of knotted strings used to

record information; there were apparently various quipu-codes which
served to convey various types of data.

- "To write," in Quechua. According to Lara (1967:365), this may have
referred to a system of pictographic writing, to relief figures, or to

painted staffs; Lara considers these to be forms of proto-writing used

by the Inca and that the quipus were, in fact, a system of writing.

quipucamayoc Quipu specialists the "almanacs" of the Empire. Existed at various

political levels. Passed on synopses of Inca speeches, messages,
to descendants.

amautas Wise elders, philosophers. May also have been instructors at

yachahuasi (school for sons of Inca nobility) in Cuzco.

harauicu Rhetorically gifted poet-chanters. Composed synoptic verses on Inca

past and sang these to the Inca in Haucaypata plaza, Cuzco on major
festivals or upon death of an Inca.

- One of the provincial nobility.

- The family of the dead Inca and their descendants.

curaca

panaca

Inti Raymi

purucc aya (n)

yana (cona)

- Feast ofthe Sun. Held at winter solstice (late June, early July, southern

hemisphere); major feast of Inca calendar, according to Cieza de
Ledn.

- Funeral procession by wives and kinsmen of deceased Inca nobility.

- Males retained from the provinces on a percentage basis to perform
management and blue-collar responsibilities for Inca nobility in

Cuzco; they also acted as panaca attendants and, according to

Betanzos, as panaca cantar histdrico singers.

mama (cona) Females retained from provinces to serve Inca nobility in Cuzco. Acted
as supervisors for convent there; also acted aspanaca attendants and,
possibly, also as cantar historico singers. They played drum
accompaniment to the cantar historico sung at Inti Raymi.

ing the memory of past Inca leaders. The quipucamayocs, secretaries to

the Inca, demographers at all political levels of the Empire, and/or ex-

perts at recording on the quipus various categories of specific data, both

strictly arithmetical and non-arithmetical (Lara 1967:363-370), made
synopses of the Inca's speeches and other materials, memorized them,
and passed on the information in that form to their descendants. Amautas
(jamaut'a means "wise" in Quechua), wise elders, composed brief his-

torical stories, which were passed on by word of mouth to succeeding
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generations. Harahuicus, or poets, chosen for their rhetorical ability

(Cieza XI), wrote brief synoptic verses on Inca history, which they sang
to the Inca at festivals of great joy or sadness, notably upon the death of

one of the Inca royal family (Cieza XII).

A major festive annual event was the celebration, after the winter

solstice in late June or early July, of Inti Raymi, the Feast of the Sun.

According to Cieza, who lived in Cuzco in 1550, during this festival cele-

brated Empire-wide thanks were offered to the Inca god of Creation,

Ticiviracocha, and to the Sun, Moon, and other deities for having de-

livered a just-completed bountiful harvest. The high point of the annual

feast was the men's singing, in loud voices, of "romances which had been

composed by their elders for such days" (Cieza XXX); Cieza's use of

both the verb "cantar," "to sing," and not "contar" "to relate," as well

as his choice of the term "romance" argues for the fact that these were

indeed sung performances (Grebe 1967:24, n 4).

At Inti Raymi and at other major Inca festivals, the effect of the

musical recounting of the great exploits of past Incas was amplified by
these rulers' presence: the mummies of the deceased leaders were in

attendance, assiduously cared for by their panaca. Each of eleven Inca

panacas had its own palace, in which the mummies of the principal Inca

and his queen were preserved, and its own "estates," including prized

residences in the Cuzco area and shrines and lands for cultivation and

pasturage (Schaedel 1978:301).

Ancestral memory was kept fresh in the provinces, as well as in the

capital of Cuzco. Martin de Monia (1590) describes what is undoubtedly a

provincial celebration, not explicitly linked to a specific festival, in which

men and women joined hands and sang of the deeds of past Incas in a

responsorial fashion; a single chanter began and was followed by the rest

in chorus. This historical song-performance lasted several hours (Monia

1590:176).

Extensive lamenting prevailed at the death of an Inca or of an im-

portant curaca. His most favored attendants and officials and his most

beloved women were permitted to sacrifice themselves in order to serve

him in the next life. Garcilaso details how, for the first month after the

death of an Inca, provincial Indians, by neighborhood, went out daily into

the Cuzco streets to lament his passing; in loud voices they recited his

deeds in battle and the favors he had done them in the particular province

from which they had come (Garcilaso VI:5). After one month, they re-

peated this mourning ceremony every fifteen days for a year. The anni-

versary of the death was recorded with great solemnity, with "unimagin-

able" (Cieza XXXII) amounts of sacrifices and laments. Garcilaso adds

that able male or female mourners, endechederas, were chosen at this
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time; in dirges they spoke of the greatness of the late ruler. The grieving

was not limited to Cuzco. In the provinces, mourners would wander

about, stopping at places where the Inca had paused when visiting their

region; these spots became shrines.

Official postmortem events in Cuzco are described by Cieza in great

detail (Cieza XI). Upon the death of an Inca, rhetorically gifted quipu-

camayocs (or harahuicus) devoted themselves entirely, for a period of

time, to learning the great exploits of the late monarch and composing

songs about him. The songs were to place the events of his life in careful

order and were to be highly praising of the deceased, such that the people,

when they heard the songs, would know and admire his deeds. The songs

were to be performed only when there was a large gathering of people

from all over the kingdom, or when the new Inca and his royal family

were together for relaxation. Cieza observes: "On such occasions, those

who knew the romances, in loud voices, looking at the Inca, sang to him

of what had been accomplished by his predecessors" (Cieza XI). If an

Inca had been cowardly, given to vices, or had not augmented the Em-

pire, the chanters were told to remember little or nothing about him,

except perhaps his name.

Several chroniclers (Pizarro 1571:251; Cobo 1653:XIV:19; Santa

Cruz Pachacuti-Yamqui Salcamayhua 16137:185-86) describe both the

general concept and specific historical instances of the purucc aya, or

death procession. The custom prescribed the annual mourning of de-

ceased noble husbands by the wives and remaining panaca of the de-

ceased; his kinsmen bore his vestments and arms in front, his wives

carried chicha, Andean fermented corn beer consumed on ceremonial

occasions, behind. The panaca procession was often accompanied by

non-panaca female Indians, who, accompanying themselves with drums,

sang of the deeds of the deceased. The panaca purucc aya with its chain

of mourners concords with Garcilaso's description of Cuzco lamenting-

by-neighborhood described earlier in this paper.

In sum, performance occasions for Inca historical song were joyful or

sad; highly ceremonial, in the capital city, or rather informal, in the

provinces; elaborated by specially selected soloists (at the death or death-

anniversary of an Inca), by a mixed group, in responsorial fashion, or by

wandering mourners, probably in a distinctly unstructured manner. The
effect of all performance-forms was similar: they reminded performers
and listeners alike of the military greatness, personal kindness, and say-

ings of deceased monarchs. This effect served the expressed wishes of the

ruling Inca dynasty; that is, that the new Inca and the entire population
should retain a vivid memory of and a great admiration for their ancestral

lords. Lacking a universally available written means of communication,
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the Incas required a strong oral tradition of stories and narrative songs to

aid in the task of sustaining a continuity of empire.

The chroniclers are united in the consensus that all of the official

history-transmitters, the quipucamayocs, amautas, and harahuicus were

uniquely capable and were held in high esteem by rulers and non-rulers

alike. Cieza states that the specially selected chanters were "honored"

and
'

'favored" by the Inca and that, for a time, they were occupied

exclusively with their compositional tasks (Cieza XI). Cieza remarks at

another point that, among these singers of historical song, "there are

many with great memories" (Cieza XII). Garcilaso devotes a full para-

graph to detailing how the quipucamayocs were sought out by the provin-

cial nobility for all kinds of information, and that they were exempted
from paying tribute and from performing any service other than attending

to their quipus (Garcilaso VP.9). Cobo admires the amautas' dedication to

retaining the historical traditions when he comments that, given that they

had no writing, they (the amautas) made up for the lack by learning and

retaining "religion"-related material so exactly that it would seem they

had had the knowledge sculpted into their bones (Cobo XIII: 1). An an-

thropologist of demonstrated Andean expertise believes the amautas

"must have dominated the intellectual life of the Empire," with their wide

range of scientific and humanistic knowledge (Mishkin 1940:231).

THE VOCABULARIO OF GONZALEZ HOLGUIN

The Vocabulario de la Lengua General de Todo el Peru Llamada

Lengua Qquichua o del Inca (1608), by the Jesuit linguistic anthropolo-

gist Diego Gonzalez Holguin, has been called by a Peruvian historian

"without a doubt the most complete, sagacious, and revealing of all the

linguistic compendia of the 17th and 18th centuries" (Porras Barrenechea

Prologo to the 1952 edition:vi). Its value for musicological investigation

has been demonstrated by Roel Pineda, in his study of the wayno of

Cuzco (1959), and by Stevenson, in his examination of Inca organology

(1968:258-61). Serving for nearly 30 years in Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia,

Paraguay, and Argentina, this modest man of God and assiduous gram-

marian and lexicographer, considered the Indians, his informants, not

himself, the real authors of his' Vocabulario. The collection of some 700

pages contains not only single-word entries as per the modern Western

language dictionary, but numerous word-combinations, proverbial ex-

pressions, all in use in the Cuzco area in the late 16th century. Stevenson

(1968:260-61) notes, with the example of the Quechua root huancar,

drum, that musical instrument-derived metaphors entered Quechua
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speech. Elaborating on this observation of Stevenson's, I would propose
that Gonzalez Holgum's multiple entries about a single Quechua root or,

at times, several roots, suggest metaphor-cells, because the expressions,
taken as a group, although they may refer to distinct experiential do-

mains, nevertheless are united by metaphorical relation whose locus of

meaning is the semantic domain represented by the one or the several

roots. Certain metaphor-cells are especially dense, that is, they ramify
both through subtleties of meaning in a single domain and through meta-

phorically related domains; an example is the metaphor-cell represented

by the root huaccay, lament, to be examined below.

It is hypothesized that the Gonzalez Holguin Vocabulario dense

metaphor-cells point to key speaking patterns, signify salient cultural

concepts, and also reflect normative values. The 16th century Quechua
metaphor-cells, then, have implications for expressive culture, cultural

conceptual organizational structure, and cultural notions of normative
values. This "density" of signification is what enables the metaphor-cells
to corroborate the chronicle data presented above and below as to the two
dominant Inca cultural themes of lamenting and memory retention; fur-

thermore, the elaboration of selected cells permits us to advance possible
reasons for the chronicle-attested esteem in which the Inca bards were
held by the nobility. Moreover, particular Vocabulario expressions ap-

pear to support the division of labor described by Cieza, Garcilaso, and
Calancha in the history-transmission process. Finally, certain expressions
seem to confirm the numerous allusions in the chronicles, of which one
was presented above (Monia), to responsorial song-performance practice

(cf., in addition to Monia 1590:176, the following: Arriaga 1621:53; Cobo
1653:XIV:17; Poma de Ayala 1613?:foja 319). Two notions that should be
borne in mind throughout the following discussion are: 1) Earner's idea

that metaphor is effective by connecting previously unconnected domains
of experience, producing an initial "shock of recognition" followed by
acceptance (Bruner 1962:3-5); and, 2) a suggestion made to me by Joseph
Bastien that, by associating analogous qualities, metaphor brings continu-

ity into culture, transforming disparate experiences into meaningful
wholes.

Let us look first (Table 2) at expressions from the Vocabulario per-

taining to music in general, thence to those relating to responsorial prac-
tice. From the root taqui, "song," taquini or taquicuni, "to sing without

dancing or to sing while dancing." Nauraycuna, "all type of; nauray-
cuna taqui, all type of song hence, "music." The agentive nominalizer
suffix -k, plus the plural nominal suffix -cuna, suggest various types of

music-makers, or, "musicians." Vocal registers are conveyed by the size
of the throat or voice, cunc(c)a; chacu, "one unlike the other" ; -yoc is the
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TABLE 2

A. Music and Musicians (Roots: taqui song; nauraycuna all type of)

1 . taquini, o taquicunito sing without dancing or to sing while dancing.
2. nauraycuna taqui music.

3 . nauraycuna taquikcuna musicians .

B. Vocal Register/Character and Responsorial Song-Performance Practice

(Roots: cunc(c)a throat, neck, voice;
chacu one unlike the other;

hucay to pick up)
1 . pisicun(c)a runa one with a small voice .

2 . hatun (racu) cunca one with thick, deep voice .

3 . llanu cunca high voice.

4. chacu concayoc those of different voices, some high, some low.

5 . taquicta hucarik he who intones the song orwho begins it , or whom all

others follow.

C. History-Recounting Activity

(Roots: yachay to know;
huaccay to cry;
hahua outside, out-of-the-ordinary)

1 . huccaripuni To tell ofwhat happened in the past, giving examples, in aloud voice,

to many people.
2 . huacanqui runa Man with charm.

3 . taquiyachak huacanqui A trained, knowing musician capable ofholding an
audience. He had to be knowledgeable in music, singing,

and in the old myths or stories. (Apparently, taquiyachak

hucanqui could have = harahuicu)
4. hahuaricuy yachak One learned in recounting the fabulous marvels ofthe

ancestors. (Apparently, hahuaricuy yachak could
have = amauta)

possess!ve-agentive suffix, "with, having"; hence, chacu concayoc,

"those of different voices, some high, some low." Hucay, "to pick up";

hucarik, one who picks up; -ta, the accusative postposition; taquic(k),

musician; hence, taquicta hucarik, one who "picks up" a musician i.e.,

a song-leader, "he who intones the song or who begins it, or whom all

others follow." These expressions suggest groups of mixed voices and

leader-chorus responsorial singing. As was mentioned above, several of

the chroniclers alluded to these practices, by both Inca nobility and pro-

vincial Indians.

"Huccaripuni" "Tell of what happened in the past, giving ex-

amples, in a loud voice, to many people," encapsulates the character of

the solo "song-reporting" spoken of above in connection with IntiRaymi

and with post-mortem ceremonies, in Cuzco. A "huacanqui runa" is a

"you-cry man," one who is well-loved, charismatic, charming. The
"
taquiyachak (knowing musician) huacanqui (charmer)," as defined here

by Gonzalez Holgutii, appears to embody the role of the chroniclers'
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harahuicu; it is proposed that taquiyachak huacanqui is functionally

synonymous with "harahuicu" the Quechua term favored for this role

by the chroniclers. An analogous functional parallelism is proposed for

(Gonzalez Holgum's) hahuaricuy yachak and (the chroniclers') amauta.
It appears that late 16th century Cuzco Quechua still knew and used terms
that described the setting of historical song-performances and types of

performer-specialists for such settings. Moreover, Cieza's emphasis on
the fact that the bards were specially selected for their rhetorical gifts

appears confirmed by the choice of Quechua words for the specialists.

Table 3 elaborates metaphor-cells, capsules of semantic meaning
suggested by one or more roots. It must be emphasized at the outset that

the expressions printed here represent in most cases only a part of the

total number of such expressions that appeared in the Gonzalez Holguin
Vocabulario and that could have been included here with each cell. There
is an unmistakable preoccupation, among late 16th century Quechua, with
loud sound in general and a clear admiration for one who expresses him-
self authoritatively. As was suggested above with

"
huacanqui runa" and

"taquiyachak huacanqui," the gifted speaker also is admired. Esteem for

the good speaker is counterbalanced by disdain for those who express
themselves poorly or incorrectly. An emphasis on the quality of indi-

vidual memory is reflected in expressions for memory, learning by mem-
ory, and a tripartite gradation in memory capability. The suggestion is

that quality of memory is one criterion for judging a personality, for

deciding the esteem in which that individual will be held. It will be re-

called that three of the most conscientious of the chroniclers, Cieza,
Garcilaso, and Bernabd Cobo, singled out for particular mention the his-

torical song-performances' being in a loud voice and the quipucamayocs,
amautas, and harahuicus having unusually good memories. Selected ex-

pressions from in-fact denser metaphor-cells from the Gonzalez Holguin
Vocabulario appear to provide evidence of the high value placed by 16th

century Cuzquenos on just those traits possessed by the bards, suggesting
cultural justification for the esteem in which they are said to have been
held.

Memory-retention was not merely a laudable individual character-

istic; retention of ancestral memory, as discussed earlier, played a major
role in the ethos of Inca society as a whole. It would have been appropri-
ate that those with exceptional memories were selected for leading posi-
tions in Inca expressive culture, in which their very function was to utilize

their memories and rhetorical skills to spark the memories of all their

listeners: the bards and the Inca nobility were in a symbiotic relationship
whose keystone was memory; without memory, neither the bards, nor the
Inca nobility, nor the Inca Empire would have survived.
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TABLES

Metaphor-cells in the Gonzalez Holquih Vocabulario

A. Loud-Forceful-Authoritative Speech
(Roots: kacchay force; kacca echo; kacniy thunder;

rimay to speak)
1 . hatun rimni kaqurccumuk o hatun rimak one who speaks with authority or with

loud voice and with spirit so that people
respect him.

2. kagucachanito speak loudly to bargain, or to speak authoritatively, spiritedly.
3 . kaccharuna, o kaccayniyoc\he spirited, animated person, a respected,

feared person.
4. kacssarcuni rimayta to speak or sing forcefully or loudly.

B. Good Speaker Entertaining Speaker
(Roots: kallu toungue; mizqui sweet; napaycuna-^greet)

1 . nauchikalluancharimak sharp oftongue, great speaker.
2 . kallu an ingenious man, capable ofdoing everything; especially good

at entertaining.

3. mizquisimi smooth persuader.
4. rimayta usachicgood speaker.
5. napaycunacuycamayocgood conversationalist; can speak entertainingly without

tiring others.

C. Inappropriate/Mistaken Singing or Speaking
(Roots: hanccu unripe, raw; ccum deformed; qquencu twisted)

1 . hancuctani taquini to sing badly, to err while singing.
2. ccuru kallu one who does not know how to speak well and who speaks slowly and

in a constrained fashion.

3. qquencu qquencucta rimani, o rimay huan qquencuchicuni to speak evasively,

deceitfully.

D. Memory (Roots: soncco heart; huma head; hapiy grasp)
1 . soncco hapik o huma hapik memory.
2. humayman hapini sonccoypi, o sonccoyhuan o sonccoyman happini^-to learn

by heart.

3 . ancha sonccoman hapik he who has agood memory.
4. mana humaman hapik he who has no memory.
5 . pisihappik he who has little memory.

E. Lament-Weep-Sound (Root: huaccay lament)
1 . huaccachinito make something sound; to play.
2. huaccausini to aid another in lamenting, or to mourn the dead.

3 . huanunminispa huaccapayasccacak he who has been mourned at his death.

4. huaccayccuccuni to weep tenderly, lovingly, to oneself, patiently.

5 . huaccaycachanito walk around crying, lamenting, often.

6. huaccay huchha the boy who is always crying and never stops.

7. huaccanayani to be about to
cry,

or to want to cry.

8. huaccapucuk mourners (chronicle endechederas, specially selected)

9. huaccapucuni to mourn the dead in prayers.

F. A Musical Metaphor
1 . qquencu qquencucta taquini tQ sing, warble, or to sing counterpoint.
2. taquiyta qquencochinito sing, to sing in counterpoint.
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Fernandez, remarking on the need for sensitivity in ethnography to

local figures of speech, especially metaphor, distinguishes between struc-

tural or analogic metaphor, in which predication is made based on a

structural isomorphism, and textual metaphor, in which it is made on the

basis of a similar feeling tone (1974: 1 19, 123). The metaphor-cell signified

by the unifying root huaccay, ''lament," both embodies meanings that

articulate "lament" and operates as a textual metaphor, in Fernandez's

sense, to embody meanings that juxtapose different semantic domains

(recall Earner's comment on the effectiveness of metaphor in general).

Huaccachini, "to play," as an instrument, connects animate and inani-

mate domains (person-instrument); for the sound of the Andean quena

(vertical end-notched flute), the metaphor is textually apt.
2 The list of 9

expressions constituting the huaccay metaphor-cell, less than half of the

complete metaphor-cell in Gonzalez Holguih, suggests that the locus,

mournful sound, is a highly present sound phenomenon, one felt closely

and constantly. Such is the impression received from the chronicle de-

scriptions of Empire-wide lamenting at the Inca's death and periodically

thereafter. Mournful sound, evidenced in intra- and inter-domain lin-

guistic elaboration and in ethnographic data, was another fount of Inca

expressive culture.

A check on tentative conclusions about Inca culture drawn from 16th

and 17th century ethnographic and linguistic data is examination of con-

temporary Andean culture. In his recent investigation of the operation of

Qollahuaya metaphor and ritual in Ayllu (Mount) Kaata, Titicaca zone,

Bolivia, Bastien finds that the mountain (the ayllu) on which the Qolla-

huayas live has served in the past and continues to serve today as a

unifying metaphor for their lives: their social principles, economic organi-

zation, territorial ties. Through the operation of ritual symbols, Qolla-

huayans have expressed their oneness with the mountain (Bastien

1978:xxv). Bastien presents ethnohistorical evidence, furthermore, that

Kaatans have been perceiving their mountain as a body since the late 16th

century (ibid.rxx). In effect, Bastien concludes that those terms and ex-

pressions that are highly metaphorical in a particular Andean cultural

setting hold the key to various aspects of that culture. Bastien describes

the operation of the mountain/body metaphor in a first haircutting ritual in

Ayllu Kaata; during the ritual, the godparents cut their godchild's hair and

give the child clothes and a ewe to begin a flock (ibid.: 112- 13):

I clipped it [his godchild's hair] telling everyone that I was replacing

Margarita's hair with a sheep whose wool would clothe her. I put the hair into a

plate with three coca leaves, praying, as Marcelino [the godchild's grandfather
and Bastien's friend] had instructed me, "Kaypi tejjsi Margaritapah!" ("This is

the cement of Margarita.") Tejjsi, the foundation of Andean houses, are ce-

mented rocks upon which the walls, two layers of adobe, are set. The first set of
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clothing and sheep are like the foundation and walls of a house. The ewe will

grow wool and reproduce, forming the foundation of clothes and flock. The
clothes circumscribe the person like the walls surround a house.

More significantly, tejjsi also means "origin." The person's head is associ-
ated with the summit of the mountain where pastoral grass grows and llamas
graze. Grass and hair share the quality of regrowth. The cycled quality of grass
and hair metaphorically applies to Andean cosmology, which teaches that people
come out of highland lakes, journey down the slopes, die, and return to the
highlands where they "grow back" once again.

Having lived for some 7 years on the Bolivian altiplano, dominating
Quechua and Aymara, Bastien relates several additional examples of how
certain principal expressions, like tejjsi, operate to highlight the pervasive
Kaatan mountain/body metaphor, especially in ritual contexts. The work
of Flores Ochoa (e.g., 1976) also bears upon the metaphoric operation of
ritual symbols in the Andean high puna.

- Whereas Gonzalez Holguih's 16th century Cuzco metaphor-cell on
huaccay operated textually, the 16th century and 20th century Quechua
musical metaphor-cell on qquencu operates structurally.

3 Table 3, C.3,
shows qquencu in a speech-expression, "to speak

4

twistedly' or eva-

sively." Table 3, F, defines two expressions that derive from the cell,

qquencu, "twisted." Gonzalez Holguih defines the two related expres-
sions as "to sing in counterpoint." Keeping in mind the responsorial

practice spoken of by the chroniclers and further documented in Table 2,

B, it can be seen that the metaphor operates structurally to connect a

kinetic domain with a musical one: the music likely "twisted" back and
forth between leader (of historical song, for example) and chorus. Again,
Andean metaphorical continuity through time is established by the fact

that 20th century Andeans of Chayanta, near Potosf, Bolivia, still perform
waynos, lively duple song-dances dating from preconquest times (Roel
Pineda 1959: 150), in responsorial fashion; the melody and text, begun by a

soloist, are echoed by a chorus. The metaphor goes further in this case,

though, in that qquencu refers not only to the manner of performance but

also to the undulating melodic contour of the music, whether being in-

toned by leader, chorus, or accompanying flute.4

Goodenough has observed that "we learn much of a culture when we
learn the system of meanings for which its linguistic forms stand"

(1964:39). Zemp concurs specifically for the musical realm, stating that

"in studying concepts of music the first requirement is to use the native

language for the investigation" (1978:59). The metaphor-cells of 16th cen-

tury Quechua, as reported by Gonzalez Holguin, corroborate predomi-
nant Inca cultural themes as elaborated by the chroniclers. The cultural

significance and durability through time ofsuch Andean metaphor-cells as

those surrounding the roots huaccay, ayllu, and qquencu argue for the
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identification of metaphorical expressions as cultural essences. The Inca

cantar historico and its cultural ramifications in ancestral memory-
retention and lamenting provide a musical case study for this identifica-

tion.

NOTES

1. Stanford's study (1966) of Mixtec, Nahuatl, and Tarasco terms for song, dance,

instruments, and games, found in 16th century Indian-Spanish dictionaries, provides one

precedent for the present study; Stevenson's succinct examination of Quechua and Aymara
organology (1968:258-261), utilizing 17th century Quechua-Spanish and Aymara-Spanish
dictionaries, including the Gonzalez Holgum Vocabulario, provides another. Especially
relevant to the present writing is Stanford's concern to relate 16th century indigenous

practices, as reflected in the dictionary definitions, to 20th century Mexican Indian practices

(e.g., his discussion of "masewa" in 16th century Nahuatl and 20th century Mexican culture

[Stanford 1966: 108-109]). Utilizing Stanford's careful lexical gleanings as corroboratory evi-

dence for detailed chronicle data pertinent to preconquest Mexican musical cultural prac-

tices, one might be able to substantiate hypothetical conclusions about these cultures vis-a-

vis their music and dance customs. Stevenson calls the early Colonial Indian language
dictionaries "the organologist's best friends" (1968:260). The present paper seeks to

demonstrate the usefulness of these compendia, in combination with reliable chronicle

ethnography, for understanding also performance practice, reasons for esteem in which
certain musicians were held, and, via the metaphorical operation of certain grouped expres-

sions, the broader issue of cultural ethos.

2. Interestingly, the 'Are'are of the Solomon Islands also make their musical instru-

ments "cry" (Zemp 1978:59).

3. Although "musical metaphor-cells" and "music as metaphor" are not strictly the

same, the first having to do with the operation of language in the musical realm, the second

having to do with the operation of musical gesture as communicative symbol in the social

realm, it is nevertheless noteworthy that "music as metaphor" has been discussed at length

by several writers. Coker, for one, notes that the sonorous, rhythmic, or gestural configura-
tions of music may operate as iconic and non-iconic signs for congeneric objects (i.e., other

musical materials) or extrageneric objects (i.e., all non-musical objects, such as affective

states, attitudes, concepts, value-properties, physical things and events, the character of

objects) ( 1965:66-67). This sign-functioning is, according to Coker, centrally important to the

way musical meaning is created. Congeneric musical sign-complexes act, then, as meta-

phors for gestures, attitudes, and other extrageneric meanings. Coker's definition of meta-

phor as "an icon that links two distinct objects by analogy involving qualitative and struc-

tural similarity" (ibid.: 100-01) is close to Fernandez's concept of metaphor: Coker's "struc-

tural similarity" is Fernandez's "structural metaphor," and Coker's "qualitative simi-

larity" is Fernandez's "textual metaphor." Coker's depiction of musical gestures as poten-
tial communicative symbols ("the symbolic musical gesture stands for the social act" (97);

"music serves a social end ... the purpose of music lies in its explicit external reference"

(102)) echoes Blacking's dictum that music exists as a social fact, the product of shared

experience (1977:17, 18). Indeed, Blacking's view that "music is a metaphorical expression
of feelings and experiences in society ..." (1974:83) bears a remarkable likeness to

Coker's perspective throughout the dissertation.

4. I am indebted to Univ. of Texas at Austin Quechua instructor, Guillermo Delgado,
for the insight into the contemporary qquencu metaphor.
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CHINESE CYCLIC TUNINGS IN LATE ANTIQUITY

Ernest G. McClain

with translations by Ming Shui Hung

Between
the first century B.C. and the fifth century A.D. certain

aspects of Chinese tuning theory were more than a thousand years
ahead of similar developments in the West. The cycle of fifths was studied
to the limit of 60 and then 360 tones, and arithmetic approximations to

equal temperament were developed. The simplicity and accuracy of
Chinese methods, not fully appreciated in the East, have been hidden
from the West by the language barrier.

Here is a complete translation of the 60-division tuning ofChing Fang
(78 to 37) together with an analysis of his procedure. From his model,
and in accordance with the instructions that survived, I reconstruct the
360-division tuning of Ch'ien Lo-chih (fl. +415 to +455), showing how
simply it could have been achieved, and how it may be viewed as the
natural culmination of the process Ching Fang set in motion. I then sug-

gest how the emerging interest in temperament, accessible by a formula
derived from Ching Fang, may have helped to motivate Ch'ien's extended

study of the tone field. In the work of Chinese acousticians we witness a
remarkable balance between theory and practice, between the pursuit of
absolute perfection on the one hand, and the acceptance of common-
sense simplification on the other.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Throughout history the Chinese scale has remained basically penta-

tonic, on the model C D E G A, with its modal variations, tuned as a

sequence of falling fourths and rising fifths. The first 12 tones of the

extended series gave their names to the months. In some historical peri-

ods various auxiliary tones were also recognized, and ritual transpositions
coordinated the scale with the calendar (Nakaseko 1957:147-172). The
sequence of fifths 2:3 and fourths 3:4 was sometimes extended to as many
as 5 x 12 = 60 tones, or 64 tones (providing for 12 pentatonic transposi-
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tions), or 84 tones (12 diatonic transpositions), and eventually, theo-

retically, to 360 tones. Successive dynasties established their own pitch

standards and freely revised or discarded the calendrical ritual, yet main-

tained a strongly conservative bias. Successive tones were generated by
the perfect fifths and fourths of "Pythagorean" tuning, and new pitch

standards varied over the range of a musical sixth (Chuang 1963:54-55).

Ritual transposition coupled with a fondness for huge orchestras of winds,

strings, and tuned bells gave Chinese acoustical theory the same impetus

toward a 12-tone simplification that chromatic modulations and triadic

harmonies of the 17th century fostered in the West. Chinese theorists

were far ahead of us in grappling with the problems of temperament, but

Chinese conservatism consistently doomed every innovation, however

brilliant, that threatened the purity of perfect fourths and fifths.

The oldest surviving Chinese tuning, that by Kuan-tzu for the first 5

tones (recorded ca. 3rd c. B.C.), establishes the pattern followed by later

tunings. He alternately adds and subtracts Y3 of successive tone-values

(pipe and/or string lengths) to produce the falling fourths and rising fifths

of Pythagorean tuning (Nakaseko 1957:147-150):

schema C G D A E
numbers 81 108 72 96 64

Chinese "solmization" kung chih shang yu chiao

In the Confucian ritual tradition, the tone now known as Huang-chung
and translated as "Yellow Bell" was tonic (kung) at the winter solstice in

the 1 1th month". When Huang-chung is assigned the numerical value of

81, conceived as a pitch-pipe length of 8.1 inches (Chinese subdivisions

normally being decimal), or as 9 inches divided into 9ths, as during the

Chou dynasty, only 5 tones can be designated accurately by successive

additions and subtractions of l/3 without the further use of fractions. The
Kuan-tzu tuning is thus in "smallest integers." Odd-numbered tones in

the tuning sequence are yang (male) and even-numbered tones are yin

(female) irrespective of whether generation begins "downward," as this

one does, or "upward," as later tunings do. The 3 yang tones in this first

set (C D E) and the 2 yin tones (G A) show a double implication for the

"male" prime number 3 and "female" prime number 2, which generate

the tuning.

The complete cycle of 12 tones (lu) is first given in the Huai Nan Tzu,

the book composed for Liu An, Prince of Huai Nan, ca. -
122, both in

6-digit precise values and in 2-digit approximations whose derivation re-

mains controversial (see Table I). The accurate designation for the cycle'

of 12 tones must obviously begin on 3 11 = 177,147 to avoid fractions.
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TABLE 1

Pitch Numbers in the HuaiNan Tzu

*The original Huai Nan Tzu value of 42 was corrected to 43 by Prince Chu Tsai-yu in the
+ 16thc.

Ching Fang will later generate his 60 tones from this same base, his last 48

necessarily being approximations, for he also avoids fractions in his basic

calculations. From our equal temperament perspective, this tuning by
perfect fourths and fifths produces a spiral rather than a cycle, for there is

a cumulative excess of 2 cents per interval. Chung-lu E*, the 12th tone in

the sequence, is thus 22 cents sharp, and cannot lead to a cyclic return to

C. The mean deviation for the set of 12 tones, shown below in Table V, is

almost 12 cents. A remarkable feature of the accompanying 2-digit ap-

proximations, when 42 is corrected to 43 as Prince Chu Tsai-yu suggests,
is that their mean deviation from equal temperament is only 7 cents

(Kuttner 1975:176). The familiar Pythagorean comma of 531441:524288

between the 13th tone of such a series and the original reference tone here

acquires a Chinese simplification to 81:80 (notice that 60 plus J of itself

gives 80), a value familiar in the West in quite a different tonal context as

the "syntonic comma" (approximately 22 cents instead of 24). Two suc-

cessive additions for Jui-pin F* and Ta-lu C* compress operations within

an octave. Among the 2-digit numbers, the rising fifths E-B, C*-G#, and

D#-A* and the falling fourth B-F* are no longer "perfect" ratios of 3:2

and 4:3 respectively. Notice that when divided by 3, the numbers 64, 43,

and 76 give remainders of V, which are apparently dropped, while 68

gives a remainder of%, which is rounded off to the full unit so that% x 68
= 45. What purpose these 2-digit numbers served is not clear, and there is

no agreement as to how they were achieved. They prove, however, that

for at least a century before Ching Fang the Chinese were accustomed to

working both with precise values and with approximations. His achieve-

ment can be understood, then, as a virtuoso variation on an ancient

theme.
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CHING FANG

The 60-division tuning of Ching Fang (-78 to -37) and his own

extensive commentary on it were recorded by Ssu-ma Piao three cen-

turies later in the Hou Han Shu, the official history of the late Han

dynasty (+25 to +219). Ssu-ma Piao informs us that an imperial Bureau of

Music had been established by Emperor Wu (- 140 to -88), who "wanted

to correct the music." Ching Fang received his appointment to the Bu-

reau from Emperor Yuan (-48 to -33), after an examination by Hsuang

Cheng, "lecturer to the heir-apparent, and a certain official Chang, who

was a censor" (Fan 1965:3000). The Early Han dynastic history contains

a biographical entry for Ching Fang written by Pan Ku, from whom we

learn that Ching Fang was also an expert at divination, that from the

hexagrams of the / Ching he could predict the weather "always very

accurately." His original name, Li Fang, he changed also according to a

rule of divination. At the age of 41 he was executed by order of the

emperor who had appointed him his head was chopped off in the market

place for "accusations against a high official" (Pan 1962:3160-67).

Ching Fang has an honored place in the history of acoustical theory

as the first man to compute the greatly reduced comma between the 1st

and 54th tones in the spiral of fifths (Barbour 1953:124). The simplicity

and accuracy of his approximation technique commands attention here.

His tuning is given in full in Table II, in scale order; modern tone names

and the tuning order, or generation order, have been added to clarify his

procedure. We do not translate his tone names; beyond the first 12 in the

tuning order, associated with the months, names appear to be merely

convenient labels for the operations. That the whole construction has

survived in nearly perfect condition is a tribute to the quality of Chinese

scholarship and to the care Ching Fang took to express results in three

complementary ways: 6-digit shih ("substance") numbers are accom-

panied by 3-digit lu (pitch-pipe) lengths, including symbols for fractional

remainders, and by 2-digit chun (long zither) string lengths, with exact

fractions that serve as a cross-check against copyists' errors in the shih

and lu numbers (Fan 1965:3003-14).

Ching Fang's calculation is first carried out in 6 digits, as an exten-

sion of the earlier series in the Huai Nan Tzu corrected to keep the

approximations in tones 13 to 60 within a fraction of a cent of their true

values in the spiral of fifths. These 6-digit shih numbers are then divided

by 39 = 19,683 to give pipe lengths for the ID (whose Huang-chung funda-

mental is 9 inches) and string lengths for the chun (whose fundamental is 9

feet), all subdivisions being decimal. The 3-digit lu numbers are practical

for both pipes and strings. They are accurate to within 2 to 4 cents,
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TABLE II

The 60-Division Tuning ofChing Fang

19,683
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TABLE II (continued)
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TABLE II (continued)
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meaning to within .01 inches on the pipes, and to within .1 inches on the

10 times longer strings. These IS numbers, however, are accompanied by
7 symbols that increase accuracy by almost another decimal place, hence

to within a fraction of a cent. Five symbols, translated here as +, (+),

+ + , V4++, and +++, indicate the relative sizes of remainders that have

been dropped. Two other symbols, translated as and , indicate that

remainders have been raised to the next larger digit. The only errors in the

table are trivial ones concerning these symbols for the remainders. 1 The

large fractional remainders for the 2-digit chun numbers are too awkward
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for use on pipes or strings, but they are the essential bibliographic tool for

verifying the shih numbers.

The main significance of the construction can be found in the first

three tones of Ching Fang's scale order. Chih-shih, third tone in the scale

but 13th in the spiral of fifths, should differ from Huang-chung by the

Pythagorean comma of 531,441:524,288, almost 24 cents. Ching Fang's
shih approximation is accurate to within .01 cents, and his-lu reduction

shows this to be worth about 12 parts in 900 (9.00-8.87+ ++). Se-yu,
second tone in the scale but 54th in the spiral of fifths, subdivides this

comma, missing Huang-chung by only about 1/6 as much. To express

accurately this new ratio of the so-called "54-comma" requires numbers
with 26 digits; we are now involved with 353 and the nearest power of 2. It

is here on Se-yti that we appreciate the power in Ching Fang's computa-
tional technique:

lu

Huang-chung 3s3 177,147 9.00

Se-yu 2s4 176,776 8.98+

The shih approximation is accurate to within .14 cents, phenomenal by
any standard, and the lu reduction allows us to see this as less than 2 parts
in 900. The "54-comma" formed first by Se-yu is duplicated between the

2nd and 55th tones and by all subsequent pairs. The complete set is

rounded off to 60 elements probably because of that number's hoary

prestige as a basic calendrical unit. Ching Fang's table thus represents

sequences of Pythagorean commas generated by successive 12th intervals

in the spiral of fifths (see 1-13-25-37-49 starting from Huang-chung, or

8-20-32-44 from Ta-lu), with the last 7 tones producing "54-commas"
within the first 7 Pythagorean commas. Note that each diatonic semitone

(C#-D, D&-E, etc.), or Greek leimma, contains 4 Pythagorean commas,
while each chromatic semitone (C-C*, D-D*, etc.), or Greek apotome,
contains 5 such commas. Philolaus taught the Greeks that the Pythagor-
ean wholetone of 9:8 spanned about 9 commas; Chinese theorists could

read the same lesson in Ching Fang's table. We see at a glance exactly
how the whole spiral of fifths unfolds through wholetones, semitones, and

Pythagorean commas to reach near agreement with the reference tone

after 53 consecutive operations as Mersenne, Kircher, and Mercator
were to learn in the 17th century (Barbour 1953:124-25).

Before analyzing Ching Fang's approximation technique, and in view
of his historical importance, we translate in full the exposition that Ssu-
ma Piao attributes to him at the time of his appointment to the Bureau of

Music. Notice that Ching Fang does not claim originality. He explains the
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generation process, links it to traditional yin-yang dualism, the calendar,
the / Ching, and, rather vaguely, to his weather forecasting, and then
concludes with a description of the instrument he built for acoustical
demonstrations. Our explanations are in brackets [].

I study, under Chiao Yen-shou, a magistrate of Hsiao-huang, the method of 60
lu. For shang [generation upwards] to give birth to hsia [generation downwards],
3 gives birth to 2 [subtract te], and for hsia to give birth to shang, 3 gives birth to
4 [add i]. Yang generating from below produces yin, and yin generating from
above produces yang, ending at Chung-lu to complete the 12 lu. Chung-lu [E $ ]

generating from above produces Chih-shih [the first Pythagorean comma], and
Chih-shih produces Ch'u-mieh [the subsequent comma, a fifth higher]. "Up"
and "down" give birth to each other and end with Nan-shih [a comma above
Jui-pin F# ] to complete the 60 lu. 12 lu develop into 60 lu just like 8 hexagrams
develop into 64 hexagrams. Fu Hsi created the [Book ofi Changes to record the

beginning of the yang-ch'i ["male force"] and made it into a rule [lu-fa] to
establish a date for the sound of the arrival of winter and of Huang-chung as

kung ["do"], Tai-ts'ou as shang ["re"], Ku-hsi as chiao ["mi"], Lin-chung as
chih ["sol"], Nan-lit as yu ["la"], Ying-chung [B] as pien-kung [transformed
kung, an auxiliary tone], and Jui-pin [F$ ] as pien-chih [transformed chih, a
second auxiliary tone]. This is the origin of the sound and ch'i ["force"] and the
correct doctrine of the 5 tones [2 of the 7 named being merely auxiliary tones].
Therefore each occupies a day; the rest of them follow in succession. Each in

succession is adopted as kung ["tonic"] for a particular date. Shang and chiao
follow the rule. The Book of Rites states: "5 sounds, 6 lu, and 12 pipes each in

succession become kung." That is what I have just said. The period is divided by
60 lu. Huang-Chung starts from the arrival of winter and appears again the

following winter. This is how divination can predict yin and yang and cold or
warm, wind or rain. Use this to examine different sounds and to investigate
whether they are high or low. Except for the sound of trees or grass [i.e. , except
for the "white noise" of the wind?], everything else will be matched. This is

what it means in Yu Shu, which says, "/ harmonizes with sound."
The bamboo pipe cannot be used for tuning [evidence of awareness of the

problem of "end-correction"?] and therefore I make the chun to determine the

number. The shape of the chun is like a se [zither], with a length of one chang
[ten feet], and with 13 strings. Divide [the sounding length] into 9 feet to corre-

spond with the 9 inches of the lu of Huang-chung. Underneath the central string
mark with ts'un [inches] and fen [tenths of inches] to measure the 60 lu.

Ssu-ma Piao concludes his introduction to the Ching Fang tuning by ob-

serving that "his writing is not recorded in its entirety, therefore I sum up
the outline to supplement the records in the formal dynasty history" (Fan

1965:3000-01).

How did Ching Fang achieve his remarkable accuracy? Since he

began with 3 11 = 177,147, as in the Huai Nan Tzu, his first 12 tones are

untroubled by fractional remainders. In the alternating addition and sub-

traction of thirds that follows, however, only a few numbers are evenly
divisible by 3, hence there are several remainders of Ys and %. Recon-

struction of the arithmetic shows that if Ching Fang had simply dropped
all remainders while computing the 6-digit shih numbers, 32 of his 6-digit

numbers would be 1 or 2 units smaller than they are and his calculations
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would still be accurate to within about .1 cents. His corrections, however

they were made, improve accuracy to within about .01 cents, far beyond
the limit of perception. How did he achieve such near-perfection?

I suggest that Ching Fang trusted the oscillation of addition and sub-

traction to balance the effects of positive and negative remainders and
allow most of them to be dropped. But he closely watched the unpredict-
able rhythm of remainders of% and made corrections at exactly 4 points,
on tones numbered 23, 34, 35 and 51 in the tuning (not scale?) order. The
arithmetic suggests the following rationale:

a) 3 successive remainders of +% on tones 19, 21, and 23 of the

tuning order justify raising the 23rd number by 2 digits (3 x % =

2), in the absence nearby of compensating subtractions.

b) Tone 35 in the tuning order is rounded to a full digit, from a +%
remainder, partly because there is also a + Vs on tone 36.

c) At tones 34 and 51, a -% is rounded to a fiill digit during the

subtractions, again in the absence of nearby compensating addi-

tions. (The only other -% in the entire set is at tone 39, balanced

by +% on tone 38, hence both remainders are dropped.)
The effect of Ching Fang's corrections is to let his set match the uncorrec-
ted set (with all fractions dropped) on tones 1 through 22, rise slightly
above it until the momentary agreement at tone 34, then rise slightly
above it again until aided by a subtraction on tone 51 there is a natural

convergence on tone 56. Ching Fang could have improved his accuracy
very slightly by other choices of corrections, but to no purpose.

2 His
calculations as they stand display that harmony of precision and simpli-

city properly called elegance.
If we reflect that 1 cent is approximately the ratio 1730:1731, we can

see that Ching Fang's 6-digit numbers, approximately 100 times larger,
will safeguard distinctions of about .01 cents with optimal corrections.

That is more than enough accuracy for acoustical theory. In dividing his

6-digit shih numbers by 3d = 19,683 to produce the 3-digit lu lengths,

Ching Fang displayed his eminently practical concerns. In denying that

the
pitch-pipes

were accurate enough for acoustical theory, and in making
demonstrations on a 9-foot string, Ching Fang proved his competence in

the acoustics laboratory. But the significance of Ching Fang's work lies

mainly in the insight later theorists could gain from it. He lays the founda-
tion for the first Chinese effort towards equal temperament.

THE TEMPERAMENTOFHO CH'ENG-T'IEN (+370TO +477)

The earliest numerical approximation to equal temperament is that

by Ho Ch'eng-t'ien, ca. +400, possibly inspired by Ching Fang's presen-
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tation of the comma as about 12 parts in 900 (see Huang-chung 9.00

versus Chih-shih 8.87+ + + in Table II). By the clever device of adding
one digit (meaning .01 inches) to each successive lu length, Ho Ch'eng-
t'ien avoided the comma and achieved the first truly cyclic 12-tone tuning.
The result is an "unequal" temperament, for his linear corrections ignore
their own logarithmic implications, but the mean deviation from equal

temperament of only 2.2 cents makes this "a remarkable temperament for

the time when it was constructed" (Barbour 1953:55-56 and Kuttner

1975: 173-6). Ho Ch'eng-t'ien's procedure is described in the SuiShu (His-

tory of the Sui Dynasty), compiled in the +7th century and edited in

+ 1024 during the Tang dynasty (Wei 1973:389):

Ho Ch'eng-t'ien started to establish a new rule and from Chung-lu [E $ , the 12th

tone in the tuning order], went back to Huang-chung, completing the cycle of 12

kung [instead of arriving on Chih-shih, a comma higher], The length for Huang-
chung was 9 inches, Tai-ts'ou 8.2 [not 8.00], Lin-chung 6.1 [not 6.00], and

Ting-chung 4.79+ [not 4.74+]. Chung-lu gives birth from above to 177,147 [the

6-digit shih number for Huang-chung], completing the cycle of 12.

Neither Ho Ch'eng-t'ien's temperament nor those of later theorists

found favor in China. The perfection of the fifth 3:2 legitimized any dy-

nasty's link with China's glorious past when 1 was the number of heaven,

2 of earth, and 3 of man, and the musical scale was the model for an

harmonious society (Needham 1956:11, 271). In such a context it was
natural to search for a cyclic return in a more extended tone-field of fifths

3:2 and fourths 4:3, and Ho Ch'eng-t'ien himself pointed the way in his

book Li-fa Chih-i, ending with an interesting accusation against Ching

Fang (Wei 1973:389):

Shang [generation upwards] and hsia [generation downwards] give birth to each

other. To subtract or add V is the simple and easy method of the ancients. It is

like the ancient calendar, which has 36S-& degrees for the cycle of the sky [on

oracle bones from the 2nd millenium B.C.]. Later people changed the system in

different ways. But Ching Fang did not realize that and by this absurd mistake

made it into 60.

THE 360 DIVISION TUNING

The Sui Shu contains two accounts of the extension of Ching Fang's

tuning from 60 to 360 tones, and we shall translate both accounts in full.

The extension was first accomplished by Ch'ien Lo-chih (Wei 1973:389):

Ch'ien Lo-chih, a historian during the reign of Yuan-chia [+424 to 453] of the

Sung [in Southern Dynasties], followed the Nan-shih of Ching Fang with 300

more tones ending with An-yun of4.4+ inches. Including the old tones, there are

a total of 360, one for each day. Each follows the succession kung chih [meaning

the standard pentatonic order].
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The calculation was repeated in the following century by Shen Chung,

described as a "scholar of the 5 [Confucian] classics," tutor for the heir-

apparent, whose lectures at the court about the 3 religions (Confucianism,

Taoism, and Buddhism) were attended by 2000 Confucian-Taoist officials

(Ling-hu 1974:808-11). (The texts are silent on the relationship between

these two efforts.)

Ch'ien Lo-chih of the- Sung followed Ching Fang's Nan-shih with 300 more

tones. During the Liang Dynasty [+502 to 556], a doctorate, Shen Chung, in his

Chung Lu I [Discussion on musical rules] says:

The / Ching has 360 ts'e [divining straws] to meet the number of days

of a cycle [year]. This is the number for music and the calendar. Hum
Nan Tzu says: "each lu gives birth to 5 sounds, 12 lu give birth to 60

sounds, and 6 repetitions give birth to 360 sounds to meet the number

of days in a year. This number for music and the calendar reflects the

way of heaven and earth." This has been the case since antiquity.

[Shen] Chung calculated the 360 lu with the original number in the Huai Nan Tzu

and the method of Ching Fang.

The Sui Shu then names all 360 tones in scale order, in columns headed by

the original 12 tones, and adds a few important interpretative comments,

but omits the numbers (Wei 1973:397-401).

In Table III we convert the 360 Sui Shu names into numbers, ar-

ranged into similar columns (except for the reversal of right and left) by

following clues gleaned from the material translated above. Numbers are

computed by alternate subtractions and additions of l/3 "the simple and

easy method of the ancients" beginning with Ching Fang's Nan-shih =

124,154, 32nd in his list but 60th in his generative order. Since these

6-digit numbers are already generally accurate to within about .1 cents,

we have left them uncorrected, simply dropping all fractional remainders

instead of trying to compete with Ching Fang's even greater accuracy.

"Step numbers" added for the first column only will reveal at a glance

that the table essentially consists of Ching Fang's original sequences of

Pythagorean commas (note underlined numbers), easily recognized by

their tone names, each one subdivided now by consecutive 54-commas.3

Note the long column for each chromatic semitone (apotome), now con-

taining 34 tone-numbers, and the shorter column for each diatonic semi-

tone (leimma), containing only 27 numbers. These totals are given in the

Sui Shu, probably to guard against copyists' errors. One additional num-

ber, the last tone-number of the set, 88,472, has been placed in the last

column, giving it a total of 28 tones. This 360th number named An-yun,

meaning "peaceful circuit" is the only one allowed to exceed the range

of an octave from Huang-chung; when divided by 39 = 19,683, in Ching

Fang's manner, it gives the lit value of4.4+ inches (more precisely 4.494),

exactly as we were told that Ch'ien Lo-chih discovered. An-yun is sharper
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than the octave of Huang-chung C = 4.5 inches by less than 2 cents, that

is, by only 1/12 of the Pythagorean comma formed by Chih-shih, and by
about half of the 54-comma formed by Se-yu.

Two parenthetical comments in the fifth column, for Ku-hsi E, call

attention to the consecutive numbers that generate Se-yu, the first of the

54-commas, and An-yiin, the almost perfect octave. The whole table is

thus carefully presented to make clear the internal logic of the endlessly

spiraling fifths, and the successive reductions of the Pythagorean comma
through the 54-comma to the infinitesimal 360-comma. Since the Chinese
had used a basic calendrical unit of 360 days for at least a millenium, it is

easy to sympathize with Shen Chung's enthusiasm in the +7th cen-

tury for linking this 360-division tuning to the revered / Ching, causing
embarrassment to modern Chinese scholars less sympathetic with nu-

merical coincidences. The whole point of the construction is missed,

however, by those who only notice the coincidence with the number of

days in a schematic year. From internal evidence the table was clearly
intended to complete the process that the Ching Fang tuning sets in mo-
tion. Generation stops at the 360th tone not because that makes enough
tones for the year, or enough for the weeks in a 5-year cycle, but because
on An-yun, as its own literal meaning emphasizes and as the Sui Shu
points out, we can see the cycle of fifths reaching a "near-conjunction"
with the octave. The point is driven home by the reminder that An-yun
has the lu value of 4.4+ inches, just beyond the octave at 4.5. The table

solves a legitimate question in musical number theory: Where does the

spiral of fifths come closest to the octave? The last two numbers in the
last column, that for Ying-chung B, tell the tale: the number 88,658,

generated as the 307th tone, falls just short of the octave Huang-chung C'
= 177,147/2, while An-yiin at 88,472 sightly exceeds the octave, reducing
the 54-comma.

Western scholars, generally unaware of Ching Fang's computational
method, have mistakenly supposed that he must have kept track of exact
fractional remainders, a moderately heroic task involving up to 27 digits,
and have therefore been misled into supposing that an extension to 360
tones would have required a super-human patience with grotesque frac-

tions. Nothing could be further from the truth. Using Ching Fang's 6-digit

approximations (without corrections), and at the casual pace of 2 or 3

subtractions and additions per minute, the additional 300 tone-values can
be computed in a couple of hours. An-yun at the end of this process is

actually correct to within . 14 cents of its absolutely perfect value which
would require calculations running to 3s59 , a 172-digit number. If Ch'ien
Lo-chih or Shen Chung used, say, two clerks doing the computations (to
forestall errors) and one scribe to enter results in appropriate columns as
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they were read off to him (positions are known in advance from Ching

Fang's table), they could have completed the 360-division tuning before

the morning tea break.

We are unwilling to stop here with this recital of facts, for further

reflection on Ching Fang's tuning suggests the possibility of still another

level of meaning in the extension to 360 tones.

APPROXIMATIONS TO EQUAL TEMPERAMENT

The work of Ho Ch'eng-t'ien proves that the 360-division tunings

were developed within the context of a concern with temperament and

with perfectly cyclic tunings and awareness that pure fifths 3:2 and pure
fourths 4:3 produce only spirals. Kuttner has shown that among the first

60 tones in the spiral of fifths there are 12 with a mean deviation from

equal temperament of only 4.7 cents, and that among 360 there are 12 with

a mean deviation of only .76 cents, "so close to maximum tuning ac-

curacy by the finest craftsmen that, from a practical point of view, no

improvement is possible or necessary" (1975:173). Both of Kuttner's

tempered sets can be identified merely by inspecting Ching Fang's table,

and the second one provides a test of the accuracy of any 12-tone ap-

proximation computed directly, like that of Ho Ch'eng-t'ien. I suggest

that the following lines of thought were accessible to any of the theorists

we have discussed once their curiosity was aroused by the question of

temperament.
The most important fact in Ching Fang's table is the near coincidence

between Huang-chung and Se-yu, 1st and 54th respectively, in the tuning

sequence. Since there is an accumulative excess of 2 cents per interval

over equal temperament norms and near agreement on the 54th tone, it

follows logically that the first and last 6 tones of the tuning sequence,

numbers 1-6 and 48-53, will lie closest to equal temperament. None can be

further than about 2 x 6 = 12 cents from the desired values. To locate

Kuttner's 12 best choices from among Ching Fang's 60 candidates, take

the first 6 (C G D A E B) as given, then take the last 6 (F* C*

G* D* A* E#) one step earlier in his scale order. Note how this slightly

lengthens string and/or pipe measures, offsetting the sharpness/shortness

of the Pythagorean values (see Table II).

Now let us take an even closer look at Ching Fang's ratios. Se-yu at

176,776, or 8.98+ inches, the 54th tone, is almost 1/6 of the distance

between Huang-chung and Chih-shih, the Pythagorean comma. Now the

Pythagorean wholetone of 9:8 has an excess of exactly 1/6 of this comma;

hence it follows logically two tuning operations before Se-yu, at I-han
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= 99,437, the 52nd tone, we possess a rather good equal tempered A* =

B b
, a minor-seventh above Huang-chung C and a wholetone (200.29

cents) below its octave C'. (It is very slightly flat because Se-yu is not

quite 1/6 of the comma sharp.) We can now see that successive 51st

intervals in the spiral of fifths will generate the 6 descending tones of an

equal tempered wholetone scale, A# G* F$ E D C, the 6 yang tones. If the

remaining 6 yin tones are generated from these in the usual manner (by

adding or subtracting Vz of the yang values), no tone can possibly be more
than 2 cents sharper than in equal temperament. The slight cumulative

flatness in the yang sequence can actually be used to offset this character-

istic sharpness: for tones 2 and 53, early in the yin series, substitute the

later tones 308 and 359, slightly flatter, hence closer to equal temperament

(see Table IV). By this reasoning an acoustical theorist can identify the 12

best approximations to equal temperament from Ching Fang's table be-

fore any of them are computed. Their values, when computed, are accu-

rate enough to serve as a standard of reference (see Table V). Since the

359th tone is E$ = F, we know that the 360th is sharper than the octave by

only the trivial excess of the pure fifth over a tempered fifth. The location

of An-ytin, then, can be understood perfectly without actually performing
the last 300 calculations attributed to Ch'ien Lo-chih and Shen Chung.

CONCLUSION

Were Chinese theorists aware of all the meanings we have read from

Ching Fang's table? There is no evidence either way, but he was studied

intensely for centuries by competent men. At our distance in time, Ching

Fang seems brilliant, but he claimed no originality ("I study, under Chiao

Yen-shou, the method of 60 Lw"), his computational devices were fore-

shadowed in the Huai Nan Tzu, and Ho Ch'eng-t'ien did not hesitate to

TABLE IV

Equal Temperament Approximations Within the 360-Division Tuning
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call him "absurd" for failing to follow tradition more closely. The rising

fifths and falling fourths associated with subtractions and additions of 1A,
"the simple and easy method of the ancients," have been documented as

a basic Babylonian lyre tuning in the 2nd millenium B.C. (Kilmer 1976). In

that very early period the Chinese were already casting bronze bells and

cutting sonorous stones in the same tuning, and with great accuracy

(Kuttner 1964). We must apparently concede the possibility that serious

investigations of the extended spiral of fifths may have been carried out

far earlier in history than surviving data can prove. Whatever the early

historical facts, which remain elusive, our study of Chinese acoustical

theory reveals the elegance of simple methods, and the great strength of a

continuous tradition.4

APPENDIX

81 = 9x9 (traditional base)
With all respect to Chu Tsai-yu's intention, he was probably historically wrong to correct 42

to 43. The virtue of the Huai Nan Tzu series is partly that it succeeds in aproximating an

equal-tempered chromatic scale by simple arithmetic progressions, semitones of 14:15:16:17

being oversize, and 17:18:19:20 being under-size. The Prince's improvement mars the ele-

gant and simple pattern ofthe original, for the number 43 does not fit this scheme.

NOTES

1 . It is easy to discover the exact value of the remainders of the 3-digit lu numbers by
carrying out the division by 19,683 two more decimal places, but it is not clear what values

Ching Fang's 7 symbols for the remainders are intended to represent because errors have
intruded, thus making categories overlap. I suggest the following:

Symbol Tones Meaning Comments

+ 14 .0006 to .0020 Should possibly stop at .0015, with tone 34 changed
to (+).
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(+) 2 .0023 to .0040 Should possibly be .0019 to .0026, with tone 59 changed
to + +

+ + 16 .0012 to .0045 Should probably start at .0030, with tones 5, 15, 17, and
48 changed to + and tones 10, 47, 51, and 60 changed to

(+). This set is most erratic.

V4++ 6 .0049 to .0059 Probably correct.

+ + + 3 .0062 to .0088 Overlaps next category.

13 .0062 to .0092 Tone 9, with a remainder of .0026, should be changed
to (+).

3 .0093 to .00% Probably correct

There is probably little point in actually making these hair-splitting corrections. The modern
editor of the Hou Han Shu reports many variants in the lu modifiers and chun remainders in

his various sources, and makes many corrections. He also reports the following variants

among the shih numbers (Fan 1965:3017-24):

22 Nan-shou 139,670 45 Fen-chi 106,188
43 Chieh-hsing 119,103 57 Fen-wu 93,117

2. Courant suggests that there are 8 errors among the 6-digit shih numbers in Ching
Fang's table, but Courant himself computed these numbers by carrying exact fractions to

the very end, although these ran to 21 digits (1924:88). Such a grotesque procedure misses
the whole point of Ching Fang's elegance, burying Chinese common sense and affection for

simplicity under our modern passion for absolute perfection, however irrelevant that may
be. Courant succeeded in making the 360 division tuning seem impossibly difficult, suppos-
ing that exact fractions would similarly be carried to the end. My own study was inspired by
Kuttner's personal conviction that the Chinese "devised some efficient method of cutting
decimals without sacrificing accuracy/' and owes much to his data and personal advice

(1975:173). If Ching Fang had made his first correction earlier and also had made another

near the end he could have improved a few values very slightly but to no purpose.
3. The 360-comma at An-yun = 88,472 has the value of 1.8453 cents above the octave

of Huang-chung, while the 307-comma has the value of 1.77 cents below it. Whereas the

307-comma falls short of a cyclic repetition, the 360-comma reduces the 54-comma. (Proof:

An-yun 88,472 x 2 = 176,944, slightly larger than Se-yu = 176,776, but smaller than Huang-
chung.) Modern Chinese studies of the 360-division tuning project An-yun into the wrong
octave, thus missing its significance, and also ignore the interesting question as to how the

calculations were made (Liu 1948:332-366).
4. Edith Borroff, Fred Fisher and F. Joseph Smith directed my attention to various

problematic aspects of the 360-division tuning, and my wife, Augusta, helped with transla-

tions and calculations.
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THE MATHEMATICS OF TIBETAN ROL MO

Ter Ellingson

~D ol mo (pronounced "romo"), the music of the Tibetan Buddhist
JLV monastery instrumental ensemble, is a classical tradition that can be
traced back through more than a thousand years of Tibetan history to

even older roots in Indian Buddhist music. 1 Transmitted and elaborated

by lineages of carefully trained and selected professional leader-directors

(dbu mdzad, "umdze"), it had developed by the middle of the 20th cen-

tury into a vast repertoire of named and notated compositions. Many of
the hundreds of pieces that once existed are still played today in the
Tibetan refugee monasteries of India and Nepal.

Yet, rol mo remains a strangely unexplored form of musical art.

Some Western writers deny altogether that much of it is music, claiming
rather that it is "magical sound" created for (usually unspecified) "ritual

reasons." Tibetan musicians and educated listeners, with detailed stand-

ards of musical esthetics used to support their judgments, reject such
ethnocentric speculations. Rol mo is indeed performed in a ritual context,
in order to make a sensually pleasing offering (mchodpa) to the Buddhist

"gods" (Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Protectors, Yi dam). For precisely this

reason, it must be both skillfully executed (mkhaspa) and aurally pleasant

(snyan pa). If such considerations suggest an "esthetic of the alien,"

designed to please the ears ofgods rather than of men, it must be remem-
bered that the "gods" themselves are visualized by Tibetans as idealized

representations of human qualities. Rol mo esthetics simply represent
human esthetics in an extreme form. Music appropriate to such an es-

thetic will have both extremely heightened emotional effect and ex-

tremely elaborated formal structures, to please the emotional and cogni-
tive faculties of its idealized audience.

This paper focuses on the latter aspect, that of the extreme elabora-

tion of formal structure in rol mo. We will deal with one aspect of this

subject: the complex mathematical organization of rhythmic structures. If

it is possible to generalize about rhythmic structure in different world

musical systems, we might say that most music is rhythmically organized
in one of two ways: 1) cyclically, with groups of a specific number of

beats recurring in regular cycles (Western measures, Indian tola, Java-

0014-1836/79/2302-0225$0.57 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology
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nese gongari)\ or 2) irregularly, with either unequal beats or groups of

varying numbers of equal beats, either of which are combined in musi-

cally unpredictable sequences (operatic recitative, Vedic and Thai

Buddhist prose chant, etc.). Rol mo rhythmic structure, by contrast, is

usually neither cyclic nor irregular. Although the lengths of both indi-

vidual beats and beat groups vary, they are organized into sequences that

can attain degrees of mathematical complexity unknown in other music.

Although the organizational principles discussed here seem to apply

(with some changes in terminology) to other Tibetan rol mo performing

traditions, the pieces and specific terminology2 described belong to

Swayambhu Kargyud Monastery (formally, bShad grub Chos 'khor Dar

rgyas gling), Swayambhu, Nepal, following the performing tradition of

Nang chen Dil yag, a monastery of the Kar ma sublineage of the Dvags

po branch of the bKa' brgyud Method of Tibetan Buddhism. The only

stylistic peculiarity of this tradition relevant to this discussion is that

specific pieces are assigned to the repertoires of either sil snyan or sbub

'chal cymbals (see below), while other traditions use both cymbal types

together in the same piece.

BEATS, COUNTS, FALLS

The structural outline of a rol mo piece is furnished by the cymbals,

played by the ritual and musical leader/director (dbu mdzad).
3 The cym-

bals may be either the shallow conical small-bossed sil snyan, or the

slightly-flattened hemispherical large-bossed sbub 'chal. Double-skinned

frame drums (rnga) of various types reinforce the structural outline by

playing a simplified version of the cymbal part. Although a rol mo piece

can be played as a cymbal solo, a skilled performer will, whenever possi-

ble, even in solo performance provide his own drum "doubling" of the

cymbal part.

Cymbals are held and played in various ways, depending on the

performing tradition. Whatever method is used, they must be loosely

balanced in the player's hands to allow both a fine degree of control and a

free oscillation along one diameter of their striking surfaces. The player

holds them close to one another, planes parallel, and uses a short, fast

diagonal stroke to bring a point on the rim of one into contact with a point

on the rim of the other. As the player holds them loosely in close parallel

position, they rebound from the initial point of contact (0) to strike to-

gether at diametrically opposite (180) points on their rims. Successive

rebounds produce a series of pulses that both accelerate and decrease in

volume, as gravity and inertia exhaust the force of the original stroke and
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bring the cymbals to rest. When the accelerating and diminishing pulses
have blended together into an indistinct hum, the player separates the

cymbals and allows the sound to fade out. This entire sequence, from
initial stroke through accelerating pulses to concluding hum, constitutes a

"beat" (brdung, "dung").
The beat thus consists of a series of pulses that decrease steadily in

intensity and increase steadily in tempo. Its length and loudness are a

product of 3 factors: the kinetic energy or strength (shugs) of the initial

stroke, the potential energy or "rebound" Cphar) of the cymbals, and the

cymbals' physical dimensions (tshad) of size and mass. Whatever its

quantitative value, a beat always has the internal structural pattern of

regularly accelerating pulses, producing an acoustical pattern whose
closest visual analog is the diminishing line patterns of a logarithmic

graph. The "logarhythmic" structure is one of the most basic elements of

rol mo organization.

Because beats are composed of accelerating, unequal pulses, they
can not be subdivided into equal units. However, the "logarhythmic"
structure found in the beat may be converted to structural units of other

kinds by fragmentation, serialization, or expansion:

A) Fragmentation omits part of the initial stroke/accelerating pulses/

final hum sequence. The two forms most frequently played are mlshams

rgyagy "touching rims," in which the player separates the cymbals im-

mediately after the initial stroke, and kha rgyag, "touching mouths," in

which he separates them before the accelerating pulses blend together

into the final hum. Both are normally used as transitional signals, not as

part of a rol mo piece (in transitions from vocal to rol mo pieces, the

player may play mtshams rgyag as a short but complete beat). Other

fragmented beats include the muted single strokes and "clicks" (made by

striking one cymbal with a ring, rosary, or some other object) used to

accompany dbyangs chant.4 Although fragmented beats may, like regular

beats, be serialized or expanded, they are normally used for special pur-

poses and not included in rol mo pieces.

B) Serialization produces grouped sequences of numbered beats, or

"counts" (grangs). "Counts" may range from "1 beat" (brdung gcig),

"2 beats" (brdung gnyis), etc., up to and beyond the 180-beat group
found in "Invitation to Mahakala" (p. 235 below). The beats of such a

group are often of nearly equal length; but beginning and final beats may
be 2 or more times as long as some of the intermediate beats (Fig. IB).

When grangs series of the same number of beats follow one another, the

effect produced is that of a repeating beat cycle. Although such effects

sometimes occur (for example, in some dance pieces), it is more typical

for the numbers of beats in succeeding groups to differ from one another.
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A: Modified Tibetan notation symbols

Counted "beats": 1
2^

3 etc. Accelerating "fall":
| 1 1 lift*

Clockwise "circle": Counterclockwise "circle":

Intermediate strokes within beat: l^Body turns: -(R), -(L)

Loud/soft contrasts: J.

B: Gsum brdung, 'Three Beats"

ff ;^= f zr=

Sec: is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

C: Gsum brdung 'Ur phab Gsum brdung,
^Three

Beats-Humming Fall -Three Beats"

^
(FaU)(Three Beats)''''**

Sec: 12345 10

(Three Beats)

H . . .
, | ..,...,.-.' B ...|. /* 'I

(15) 20 25

Figure 1. Notation Symbols With Examples of Short Pieces.

*

30

Serialized beat groups often include "afterbeats" ('dzag). These are

counted as part of the preceding beat; but, rather than being subdivisions

of it, they are added to it. They are usually shorter and softer than the

preceding "main" beat, but in final position in a series may actually be

louder and longer. In such cases, they can be recognized by their internal

dynamic structure: rather than beginning loudly and ending softly like a

regular beat, they begin softly, grow louder as the pulses accelerate, and

become softer as the ending is reached (Fig. 1C).

C) Expansion prolongs the normal "logarhytJimic'' acceleration of

pulses following the initial stroke. This is achieved in two ways: by mov-

ing the cymbals apart at selected intervals to produce "spacing" in the

normal acceleration sequence, and by adding deliberate intermediate

strokes (thang thang) to prolong the series. For an oversimplified ex-
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ample, if the normal intervals between pulses following the initial stroke

were 1 sec., Vi sec., !4 sec., etc., interruptions and intermediate strokes

would produce the series 4 sec., 2 sec., 1 sec., V4 sec., etc.

A certain amount of expansion is used to produce length contrasts in

regular beats. However, expanded patterns may reach such extremes of

length that they contrast markedly with regular beats and can no longer be

mistaken for them. Such expanded accelerating patterns are called phab,
"fall." Although a quickly-played fall may be shorter than a slow beat,

falls can be distinguished by their accompanying drumstrokes on every

pulse of the acceleration, rather than just on the initial stroke as in a

regular beat. "Large Falls" (phab chen) can be elaborated in various

ways: for example, by accelerating 3-beat sequences instead of single

beats, or by playing sequences of accelerating patterns, each faster than

the one before, to produce an acceleration of accelerations (p. 239 below).

One form of expanded beat that calls for special mention is the

"circle" ('khor), played on the shallow-conical 5/7 snyan cymbals. The

cymbals are played with their planes vertical for the initial stroke, held at

half-arm
5

s-length in front of the player's chest. In the initial stroke, the

cymbals come into contact at about the 6 o'clock point on their rims

(bottom) and rebound to strike at their 12 o'clock points (top). The player

continues the accelerating-pulse series by striking the right cymbal at

about l-to-2 o'clock on the left cymbal; and, holding the left cymbal

stationary, he plays an accelerating pattern ofpulses as he moves the right

cymbal clockwise around the rim of the left. As he does this, he rotates

the right cymbal until, as it finally reaches the 3 o'clock point on the left

cymbal rim, it has changed from vertical to horizontal position with its

face no longer directed leftwards, but upwards. As he moves the cymbals

clockwise from parallel to perpendicular position, the player finishes out

his accelerating-pulse series by lightly rubbing (rather than striking) the

two cymbals' rims together in a continuous frictional "bowstroke" that

produces an unbroken ringing sound. This "circle" begins the piece "In-

vitation to Mahakala" (p. 235 below). Ifthe player then reverses the circle

and executes a counterclockwise "bowstroke" to return the cymbals to

parallel vertical position, we have a "double circle" ('khor gnyis). The

double circle and an even more elaborate version are found in "Days of

the Waxing Moon" (p. 233 below).

NOTATION

Since traditional Tibetan rol mo notation provides an extremely clear

picture of piece structure, we will use it in the following examples, with
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the slight modification of substituting Arabic for Tibetan numerals. Thus,
a 3-beat series of "counts" will be indicated by:

1 2 3

A fall, or prolonged acceleration, will be indicated by:

| I | I I I limn

A musically significant feature in the organization of count series and
fall accelerations into rol mo pieces is rol Idan, cymbal "holding" or

manipulation. Both the loudness and length of a beat depend on the

energy (shugs) of the initial stroke. Contrasts in strength are indicated by
contrasts in notation size, position, and "flags." We will indicate size

contrasts by underlining: JLQarge, strong)/! (small, weaker). Strong/weak

contrasts, at least for the initial strokes of beats, can also be indicated by
high/low position contrasts ( 1 i ), and by contrasts in the upward/
downward directions of "flags" attached to beat symbols ( \** 1^ ). Be-

cause beat strength is a variable acting upon fixed physical characteristics

of a pair of cymbals, contrasts in strength imply contrasts in length and
"voice" (skad, tone color/overtone configuration). Modification of the

basic beat structure is shown by zigzags in the attached "flags"

( I*"*), indicating the use of intermediate (thang thang) strokes. The
number of zigzags is a relative indication of the number of intermediate

strokes (Fig. 1A).

COMPONENT PIECES

The simplest rol mo pieces may be used as brief instrumental inter-

ludes betwen vocal sections in a ritual, or used as component sections of

larger compositions. One of the simplest forms used is a short 2-part

symmetrical arrangement of counted beats. A common example is Gnyis
brdung, "Two Beats" capitalized here to distinguish it from brdung
gnyis, "two beats," which actually means a series of 2 beats (p. 227).

Gnyis brdung, "Two Beats," by contrast means a short form whose

primary structural organization consists of a repeated set of 2 beats:

Gnyis brdung, Two Beats

1~"" \**~ 2^ 1 2^
2 2<^^

Forms of this type consist of: A) an introductory loud, long beat

(IT""); B) a group of counted beats (1

*~
2"*" ), played twice through;
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and C) a 'dzag afterbeat added to the last beat of each count group

( ). The final 'dzag of each piece is played as a bzhag rol cadence,

2-^
the player drawing out the accelerating pulses as he rotates the cymbals in

parallel position and eventually settles them into his lap just as the sound

dies out.

Such forms may be built around any number of counted beats, al-

though those based on 2-to-5 beat groups are by far the most common.

Perhaps the most frequently played form of this type is Gsum brdung,
"Three Beats." In Figure IB time and dynamic indications are added to

clarify important acoustical features of the Tibetan "beat."5 The dynamic

patterns seen in this example seem to hold true generally in other rol mo:
initial beats tend to be louder, and 'dzag afterbeats much softer than the

average main beat. If, as in this example, the piece is played slowly

enough to allow some elaboration on the basic beat pattern, the afterbeats

will include a crescendo and decrescendo after the soft beginning.

However, the main feature to note here is time organization. Al-

though the symmetrical regularity of the piece's beat structure might

suggest equally-proportioned time units to Western eyes, in fact, only 3

beats (2 in the first group, 1 and 2 in the second) share an approximately

equal duration in the 4-to-4.5 second range. Since initial, final, and 'dzag

beats are characteristically prolonged in rol mo pieces, we have time

values for initial and cadential ('dzag) beats more than twice as long as the

"standard" main-sequence beats (8.5 and 9 seconds respectively). More-

over, if we follow the Tibetan concept of beat organization by counting

the afterbeat as part of the preceding beat, we would have a duration of

15.5 seconds for the third beat of the second group nearly 4 times that of

the preceding 2 beats.

Thus we see that time organization in Tibetan music involves struc-

turing units of time by ordered sequences of musical events (beats). In

cyclically-organized music, by contrast, uniformly-structured units of

time (cycles) provide the structural framework for organizing musical

events. In the Tibetan system, time is not a mechanical, metronomically

regular unit of measure that continues on an abstract level regardless of

the presence or absence of any musical sound. Rather, time is a product

of perceptual experience, meaningful only in the presence of perceived

events with concrete durations. Thus, there is no symbol for a "rest" in

Tibetan musical notation. Parts of instruments that play only in certain

sections ofa piece and are silent in others are coordinated to the ensemble

not by reference to their place in an abstract time scale, but rather by their

occurrence "together with" specified events in the parts of other instru-

ments. Time is organized experientially rather than mechanically.
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Experiential, event-centered time organization has been noted in the

cognitive systems of non-Western peoples (Pocock 1967:305 ff.), and it

occurs musically in the non-cyclical, prose-text vocal forms cited above

(p. 226). However, it seems unusual for a culture that utilizes patterned

numerical beat organization not to organize musical time into equally

proportioned cycles. In the Tibetan case, this is particularly remarkable

when we consider that Indo-Tibetan Buddhist theory of cosmic, calen-

dric, and personal-experiential duration rest on a basic foundation of time

conceived as a cycle: in fact, one of the most important Tibetan Buddhist

texts is called Kdlacakra, "Cycle [or Wheel] of Time." On the other

hand, Tibetan texts contain detailed explanations of certain Indian musi-

cal concepts, and we must assume that such a basic concept as tdla cycles

was a part of the Indian musical theory known to, but deliberately not

used by, Tibetan musicians. There seems to be a plausible reason for the

rejection of cyclic time organization in rol mo in the fact that rol mo is

played for an audience of Buddhas for Buddhas, unlike the ordinary

beings trapped within cycles of life and death, joy and suffering, are

uniquely able to transcend the cyclic nature of time by their superior

understanding of the structure of experiential reality.

Whatever the esthetic and symbolic causes, the fact remains that rol

mo rhythmic organization characteristically restructures "normal" time/

event relationships into new forms. In a large-scale "Fall" acceleration,

the first few pulses may be so slow as to leave the hearer in doubt that a

coherent musical sequence is being played, and the final sequence of

pulses at the end of the acceleration so fast as to defy perception of

rhythmic structure.6 The inclusion of time units in the middle of the

sequence that approximate the length of normal beats serves to heighten

the contrast between slow beginning and fast ending: the slow beginning

transcends normal human event-perception, as does the fast ending.

When such an acceleration is juxtaposed with sequences of even ap-

proximately equal beats, the effect of a complete transformation of per-

ceived time values is overwhelming.
Another frequently played class of short, component-type pieces is

built on just such a juxtaposition of beats and falls. This class has a

symmetrical 3-part A-B-A form, consisting of one of the short "Three

Beats"-type pieces discussed above, a fall-acceleration, and a repeat of

the first section. In the example of Figure 1C I have again added an

elapsed-time scaled

In a performance this fast, there is less opportunity for ornamental

elaboration and lengthening of the individual beats; thus, they tend to be

of relatively equal length. The change from beats to acceleration inter-

rupts and transforms the time structure established by the first beat
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series. The transformation is from perceivable and recognizable time
units into a continuously shifting sequence of events (accelerating pulses)
that finally leads into an infinite dimension in the sense that discrete

events and their durations can no longer be perceived or recognized. Ifwe
were to imagine a perceptually similar transformation in Western music,
we might, for example, think of a piece that establishes a specific tonality
and then proceeds to modulate rapidly through successively more distant

major and minor keys, bitonal and multitonal pitch combinations, and

finally ends in complete atonality after which the original key is sud-

denly reintroduced. Similarly, this example returns abruptly to a finite,

recognizable structure with the reintroduction of the "Three Beats"
motif.

"DAYS OF THE WAXING MOON"

In contrast to the short component-type pieces we have been discuss-

ing up to now, there is a large class of much longer rol mo compositions
that have individual names and more complex, unique rhythmic struc-

tures, occur in the context of only one specific ritual, and must be played
on only one of the two types of cymbals (p. 226 above). The structure of

these longer compositions may be so complex as to give the impression
that they are through-composed and structurally unpredictable. Some
pieces, however, reveal structures based on one or more complex
mathematical formulas. These mathematical structures may be abstract

or may have a specific symbolic referent.

An example of the latter type of piece is Zla ba Yar tshes, "Days of

the Waxing Moon," played on the day before the new moon. This is

program music based on a sequence of beat groups that increase by twos

from 1 to 15. The changing beat groups represent the progression from the

1st (new moon) to the 15th day (fiill moon) ofthe lunar calendar; while the

lengthening beat groups depict the filling out of the moon.
Each of these beat groups ends with a double 'khor (clockwise/

counterclockwise circular cymbal stroke; p. 229 above), notated by the

symbolJL After the 'khor the player turns ninety degrees to the right and

plays four beats, then to the left for four more beats, and then back to the

center to begin the next odd-numbered pictorial beat series. The turns,

which we will indicate by right and left arrows, provide both a visually

decorative element and a change in cymbal tone color to a listener stand-

ing in a fixed position.

"Days of the Waxing Moon" is the conclusion ofthe new moon ritual

Sdang ba rNam sreg addressed to the Protector Mahakala. In addition to
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two dung chen long trumpets, two dung dkar conch trumpets, and two

rgya gling double reeds (none of whose parts will be discussed here), it

calls for as many drums and sil snyan cymbals as the monastery has

available. In the recorded performance discussed here, 4 pairs of cymbals
and 6 drums are used (Fig. 2).

Beat durations are extremely regular in this piece, averaging about 2

seconds per beat, or about 30 beats per minute. Of course, as in most rol

mo pieces, the beats that end each group are prolonged to 2 or 3 times the

length of the other beats in the group; while the special cadential figure on

the last beat (see note accompanying Fig. 2) lasts about 20 seconds.

The structural core of this piece is the series of beat groups expand-

ing from 1 to 15. This can be represented by the mathematical sequence
formula 1, 3, 5, ... 15., but inclusion of the 4-right and 4-left beat series,

and the fact that the piece begins and ends with odd-numbered beat

groups ending with the double circular strokes, produces a more complex
mathematical structure. One of the simpler ways of representing this

structure is to factor out a 2 from the odd-numbered groups (since they

Structure : /: l+2(circle), 4R ,
4L , 2(1 :/, 2:/, 3:/, . . . 7:/.), Coda

This piece ends with the special cadence Zla ba Yar tshes bzhag rol As the player begins the

accelerating pulse series of the final beat he rotates the cymbals, rims touching, until they rest

horizontally on his extended hands, both facing upward. Still keeping rims in contact, he brings
them up to rest facing outward at 45-degree angles from the sides of his forehead, in the posi-
tion of a pair of antlers. Finally he separates them and muffles their sound by pressing them
against his chest, one beside the other.

Figure 2. Zk ba Yar tshes, "Days of the Waxing Moon"
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increase by twos) and to combine mathematical notation with musical

repeat signs (/: :/) to give the following structural formula:

/: l+2(circle), 4R , 4L , 2(1:/, 2:/, 3:/, . . . 7:/.), Coda

The "Coda" is the final beat specially prolonged into the complex cymbal
manipulations of Zla ba yar tshes bzhag rol (Fig. 2, note). The formula

should be read: "Play 1 beat with a double circle, 4 beats right, 4 left, then

2 and (repeat) 1 with double circle, 4 right, 4 left, then 4 (2 x 2) and 1 with

double circle, 4 right, 4 left, then 6 ... etc., up to 14 (2 x 7), ending with

the Coda (the special 15th-beat cadence)."

"Days of the Waxing Moon" thus embodies quite a complex mathe-

matical structure. This mathematical complexity might appear to be a

more or less accidental consequence of the composition's programmatic,

pictorial nature and of the musical means chosen to express its visual

imagery. However, in the next piece to be discussed, we will encounter

similar mathematical sequences without any symbolic referent, which

seem to be used purely for their mathematical structure and acoustic-

structural effect.

"INVITATION TO MAHAKALA"

Mgon po spyan 'dren, "Invitation to Mahakala," belongs to a class

of compositions called spyan 'dren, "Invitation," typically among the

longest and most elaborate pieces in the rituals in which they are in-

cluded. This piece is the longest instrumental composition in the ritual

Sdang ba rnam sreg (p. 233 above). In the performance discussed here, it

lasts 17 minutes, and employs 2 pair of sil snyan cymbals and 8 drums.

Instruments whose parts are not discussed here include 6 dril bu bells (all

played in the first section, and only 1 in the last section), 1 </a ma ru

hourglass drum (last section), 2 rkang gling short trumpets (first and last

sections), and 2 dung chen long trumpets.

"Invitation to Mahakala" consists of 3 sections: A) "Chonjung

N6ma," based on the standard geometrical construction for a hexagram
inscribed in a circle; B) a long middle section, omitted in short perform-

ances of the ritual, based on two mathematical sequences: 180, 170,

160, ... 15., and 10, 9, 8, ... 1. C) a long and a short fall-acceleration,

followed by "Three Beats" (p. 228 above).

A) "Chonjung Noma," the first section, consists ofa clockwise 'khor

circular stroke ofthe right cymbal against the rim ofthe left, followed by 3

slow beats, the first 2 including equally slow afterbeats, and 4 single
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pulses. The way in which these beats and pulses are played represents a

geometrical construction, drawn by the right cymbal upon the face of the

left. Figure 3 shows the placement of strokes on the face of the left

cymbal. The steps of the geometric construction are given in parentheses

following the description of the cymbal strokes.

'Khor: following the initial impact of the cymbals, the player acceler-

ates pulses while striking one point on the rim of the right cymbal against

the rim of the left, completing a clockwise circle around the left cymbal

rim, and rotating the right cymbal so that it completes the circle in per-

pendicular relation to the vertical left cymbal, horizontal and face up-

wards. The cymbals remain in this relationship for the rest of the first

section. (Construct a circle.)

Beat 1: The player strikes the horizontal right cymbal against the

center of the vertical left cymbal, and plays a long accelerating pattern

while moving the right cymbal down to the lower rim of the left cymbal.

(Construct a radius.)

Afterbeat: The player plays a long acceleration beginning at 10

o'clock on the left cymbal rim and extending to the intersection of the

Beat 1 radius on the lower rim. (Construct a chord at a 60 angle to 1,

subtending an arc of 120. There are several standard construction

methods when radius 1 is known.)

Beat 2: Beginning at 12 o'clock on the left cymbal, the player exe-

cutes an acceleration extending to 4 o'clock. (Construct a chord parallel

and equal to la. Again, several methods can be used.)

Afterbeat: An acceleration fron 2 o'clock to 6 o'clock. (Construct a

chord intersecting the intersection of 1 and la, equal to la.)

Beat 3: An acceleration from 12 o'clock to 8 o'clock. (Construct a

chord parallel and equal to 2a.)

Pulses: The player sounds single pulses at the points represented by

the Sanskrit syllables Dza, Hum t Saw, and Ho on the left cymbal's rim,

moving horizontally between the already-marked points of 2 and 10

o'clock and 4 and 8 o'clock, respectively. (Connect chord 2a with la, and

2 with 3.)

The geometric figure produced in this section is a mantfala, a ritual

diagram used in Buddhism and Hinduism to create a structural, dia-

grammatic "map" of various levels of reality, from the cosmic to the

personal. Interpretations of general cognitive and symbolic aspects of the

mandala in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism can be found in Tucci (1970) and

Ellingson (1974). In this particular case, the mandala is considered to be

symbolically attractive to the "god" Mahakala, and so effective in "invit-

ing" his presence. The symbolism is so important here that the 4 final

syllable-pulses are placed on the diagram in reverse position to their
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/ khor

(a) Circle ('khor)

(c) Beat 2 and afterbeat

Hum

(la)

! \ 9

(b) Beat 1 and af-cerbeat

(d) Beat 3

(e) Dza, Hum, Bam, Ho (f) Completed mandala

Figure 3. "Chonjung Noma" (Notation 2): Beat Sequence.
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normal order (right-to-left instead of left-to-right), "so they'll look right to

him (Mahakala) as he comes towards you."
This transformation of visual into musical symbolism is in accord

with the general esthetic orientation of rol mo. In the sense that rol mo is a

structured representation of the specific natures of the particular "gods"
for whom it is played, it can be called a "Mandala of Sound" (Gsung gi

dkyil
y

khor), or a "sonorous ikon" (Lhalungpa 1969:6). The diagram

played here is simply a very specific case of a general esthetic principle.

The use of the cymbals to "voice" the 4 ritual syllables (mantras) at the

end is similarly a specific case of the general symbolic and communica-

tive-meditational functions of rol mo. In some rol mo, instrumental

sounding of syllables is so elaborate as to constitute a special form of an

"instrument language" (Ellingson n.d.).

However important the symbolism here, we should note that again

the musical sounds are organized in a strict mathematical structure. The
"radius" formed by beat 1 would be superfluous in the completed struc-

ture if this piece were simply organized by pictorial symbolism rather than

by mathematical rules.

It should also be emphasized that the changing beat positions create

an acoustical as well as a pictorial effect, since different positions on the

cymbal surface have different sound qualities. These differences would of

course be audible to the perfected perceptual and cognitive faculties of a

Buddha; but even a sufficiently nearby human observer will have little

difficulty in distinguishing the differences in duration of sound and partial

spectrum of a stroke at the cymbal's center from one on its rim.

B) The middle section of the piece, omitted in short performances of

the ritual, is by far the longest, lasting slightly more than 13 minutes. It

consists of 2 regularly decreasing sequences of beat groups.
The first sequence begins with a group of 180 beats. These are played

without letting the cymbals complete their normal accelerating pulse

pattern after the initial stroke, and without drum accompaniment, a style

often heard in another class of compositions called Mchod rol. The first

beat lasts about 2 seconds, the second, about a second; by about the 10th

beat, a uniform rate of about 140/minute is reached. The tempo acceler-

ates very slightly after this point. Beat 180 is played with prolonged ac-

celerating pulses, and is followed by an equally prolonged afterbeat with

accompanying drumstroke.

The next group consists of 170 beats, and ends with the prolonged
beat-afterbeat combination. Beat groups continue to decrease regularly

by tens, until finally a 15-beat group is reached. At this point, the tempo is

180 beats/minute.

With a sudden shift to a tempo of 120 beats/minute, the performers
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play a group of 10 beats, again ending with the prolonged final beat-
afterbeat combination. There follows a series of 9 beats, then 8, then 7,
and so on down to 1. The 1-beat "group" or unit is actually played as the
first part of the compound Fall acceleration that begins the last section.

This section thus constitutes an immensely prolonged acceleration

pattern whose accelerating units are beat groups rather than individual
beats. This is especially clear in the drumbeats that end each group, as

they slowly and almost imperceptibly begin to follow one another at in-

creasingly closer intervals. As the end approaches, there is a clear prog-
ression towards an impending climax, especially in the final 10, 9,
8 ... sequence. From a purely Western perspective, this last sequence
has the tension-building effect of a space-technology "countdown"
except that the transition to the climax begins on 1, and zero is never
reached. The formulas for the 180-15 and 10-1 beat group sequences are

given in Figure 4B.

C) The final section of the piece consists of one long and one short
Fall acceleration followed by Three Beats. It begins with Phab chen

Thang thang gsum, "Large Fall with Three Thang Thang." This is an
extended acceleration with intermediate accelerating patterns added after

A: First section, "Chojung Noma" (see also Figure 3)

1h 1
j
(la)

J

2 I (2a) | 3 I Dza Hum Bam Ho
\ .' ; i

j
! (4 single pulses)

Sec: Ol2| 22 I 42l 62 | 82
j

102 104 106 108

B: Middle section, two decreasing beat group sequences (13V4 min) 180+
j., 170+1,

160+jU . . . 15+L (140^180 beats/minute) 10+J_, 9+i, 8+1, . . . 1+L* (120/min;
j_*=beginning of section C)

C: Final section, Long and Short Falls and Three Beats Phab chen Thang thang gsum,
Large Fall with Three Thang thang, zndPIiab chung, Small Fall; first beat of Three
Beatsx

xln this performance, beat 1 of Three Beats is played as a short Fall, with a three-second

pause between the initial stroke and the beginning of the accelerating pulse series.

Figure 4. mGon po spyan 'dren, "Invitation to MahakSla"
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each of its first 3 strokes, producing a pattern of 3 gradually accelerating
accelerations. The next few strokes are played with normally accelerating
pulses, each stroke increasingly faster, giving the impression that the
series of Falls have now accelerated to the length of normal beats. The
acceleration continues until, as in every Fall pattern, separate strokes
shorten to individual pulses which finally blur together into a final soft

hum. This compound acceleration lasts 22 seconds, and is immediately
followed by a 7-second ordinary short Fall (Fig. 4C).

The first beat of the concluding "Three Beats" is also played as a
short Fall, with a 3-second pause between the initial stroke and the first

pulse of the accelerating pulse series that ends the beat. During this pause
the resonance from the initial stroke is the only sound heard (the full

ensemble had entered for the first time in the piece at the beginning of
section C, and suddenly drops out here). After the 3-second pause, cym-
bals and drums play the rest of the beat as a short Fall (Fig. 3C). The
remainder of "Three Beats" is played with its normal beat pattern (p. 228

above). On the final 'dzag afterbeat, the players extend the pulse ac-

celeration into a bzhag rol cadence (p. 23 1), rotating the cymbals as they
play and finally settling them in their laps to bring the piece to a close.

CONCLUSION

I implied in the introductory remarks that a question remains unre-
solved concerning Western perceptions of rol mo: Why do Western musi-

cologists, much less laymen, so often turn to symbolically-oriented ex-

planations of rol mo as "ritual sound," rather than to structural explana-
tions of musical sound?

Part of the cause might lie in still-pervasive Western romantic notions
of "mystic Tibet," but our study suggests another explanation. Most
published studies of Tibetan Buddhist music have apparently been based
on quantitative and formal analyses of recorded performances. Although
the quantitative time measurements used in this paper have been quite

rudimentary, they should still be adequate to show that the non-uniform

handling of time/event relationships in rol mo make a purely quantitative

analysis appear quite chaotic. Consider, for example, the 40-second (with
afterbeat) beats found in the first section of "Invitation to Mahakala," the

180-per-minute beats in the middle section, and the varying-length 2-to-7-

second (without afterbeat!) beats in the last section. Likewise, the com-
plex mathematical structure of this piece would hardly be apparent in a
recording, however carefully listened to, without some idea of what to
listen for.
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The research on which this paper is based utilized the "cognitive" or

"ethnoscientific" approach of beginning with an attempt to discover the

musical categories significant to the performers themselves. The signifi-

cant musical categories were simultaneously correlated with significant

differences in musical sounds. This was done in the context of perform-
ance lessons, in which answers were with equal frequency volunteered by
the teacher or given in response to questions. In order to avoid suggesting
terms in which the answer might be couched, most initial questions were

kept at the most general level possible: "How do you play that sound?"
"What is it?"

The result is a systematic basis for analyzing rol mo that tells us

something not only about Tibetan musical categories, but about Tibetan

musical sounds as well. Ethnomusicology, more than the other ethno-

sciences, is relatively open to adopting the use of "native categories" for

scientific purposes: we not only study tola as an Indian theoretical con-

cept, but thankfully use it in place of our own less appropriate
"measures" for describing and analyzing Indian musical performances.
In some cases, concepts like the Javanese slendrolpelog and gongan have

opened new approaches that allow us to broaden and redefine our own
views of the nature of music. Further study of Tibetan concepts such as

brdung, 'dzag, grangs, and phab may bring similarly wide-reaching re-

sults. We have introduced concepts such as
"

'logarhythmic' structure,"

"component pieces," "structural transformations," and even the

"countdown" metaphor to characterize certain striking aspects of rol mo
organization; but a great deal of less tentative description, analysis, and

comparison remains to be done to evaluate the significance of Tibetan

musical concepts and sounds.

The most spectacular feature of rol mo rhythmic structure is the

complex mathematical organization of some of the longer compositions.
We certainly ought to ask in what sense these mathematical structures are

actually a part of the Tibetan "cognitive map." Tibetan notation, in its

original or our modified version, presents us with a set of symbols that not

only correlate specifically with specific sounds, but reveal numerically

organized, patterned sequences of units. The musicians do not write out

the abstract mathematical formulas for such sequences; but, on the other

hand, a musician did draw out the steps of the geometric construction of

the mandala figure in "Invitation to Mahakala." Furthermore, such geo-
metric constructions, done with compass and straightedge, are widely
used in Tibetan art and architecture. If, by contrast, the use of complex
mathematical sequences in Tibetan culture is primarily or uniquely found

in music, this would suggest a central role for music in the development of

human modes of cognition and abstract thought.
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Such a role, at least, is suggested by certain Tibetan scholars. The

historian Dpa' to gtsug lag 'phreng ba, discussing the growth of the per-

forming arts (Zlos gar) in Tibet, refers to 3 types of early religious and

musical specialists:

In general, in the beginning in Tibet, the Sgrung, Lde'u, and Bon opened the

intellect. Later, intellects became sharper because of the spread of writing,

mathematics, etc. . . .

(1565:Vol. Tsa, 42a)

And the 13th-century scholar Sa skya Pandita, in the conclusion to his

Treatise on Music, presents this argument for why one ought to study

music:

Until in your own mind you have cultivated all objects of cognition,

Omniscience will be as far away as the utmost limits of space.

By such reasoning, it is well that the Buddhas and their sons

Have said: "Cultivate all of the sciences!"

(Sa skya Pandita n.d.: 7a)
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NOTES

1. For an example of a pre-9th-century-A.D. Indian Buddhist instrumental notation,

with 14th-century Tibetan performance instructions, see Ellingson n.d. In this example,

rhythm is treated in the "Indian" way; i.e., organized in repeating cycles of regular beats.

The type ofrhythmic organization described in this paper was a later Tibetan innovation, the

chronological development of which may become clearer as new historical sources become
available. All Tibetan Buddhist musical traditions still continue to make some use of regular
beats and repeating groups (cf. Fig. 2); and the actual treatment of playing techniques, pulse
subdivisions of beats, and construction of beat groups and larger structural units varies

considerably from one tradition to another.

2. Some of the spellings and notational symbols used in this study have been borrowed
from other performing traditions, either to increase clarity or to make use of more widely-
understood terminology. For example, the universally-understood dbyangs (p. 227) is used

to replace gdangs; the rather unwieldy spelling 'Bebs ("phap") is replaced by the spelling

phab (p. 229) from the Bon po religious/musical tradition; and, in the notations, to convey
the nature of an increasing acceleration, the graphic symbol HIM-* has been adapted from
Bon po notation to replace the written-out word 'bebs.
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3. In some monasteries the dbu mdzad is designated byang 'dren or byings 'dren. In
certain monasteries of the Sa skya pa religious tradition, the cymbals are played by a
musician designated Rol dpon, who follows the structural outline beaten by the dbu mdzad
on the drum.

4. Dbyangs is a special type of vocal music, the melodic structure of which is based on
sequential arrangements of subtly varying tone contours rather than discretely separated
pitches. For a brief discussion of dbyangs, see Ellingson 1979.

5. Time and dynamic indications are added from the author's Tapes #74-2-15-a-s,
recorded at Shes grub Chos 'khor Dar rgyas gling Monastery, Swayambhu, Nepal, Febru-
ary, 1974.

6. When this paper was read at the 1977 SEM meetings, a tape recorded example was
played, and the perceptual problem pointed out. Out of the dozen or so persons who
responded, all agreed that they had been unable to perceive a coherent sound structure at
the beginning and ending of a "fall," but had heard recognizable beats in the middle.
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PIMAN SONGS ON HUNTING

Donald Bahr, Joseph Giff, and Manuel Havier

This
paper examines three sets of Piman (Pima-Papago) songs on

hunting. 1 Each set is for the cure of a different kind of sickness. One
is for 'deer sickness' (huawi mumkidag).2 Another, for 'jimsonweed sick-

ness' (kotdopi mumkadag), has a deer as its central character and in effect

tells a hunting story. The last, for 'cow sickness' (haiwan mumkidag), is

also a hunting story with cowboys and cows in the roles of hunters and
hunted. The three sets are felt to give a fair picture ofPiman sung literature

on hunting, the prime Piman literary expression on the subject.3

The paper is a sequel to one by Bahr and Haefer that viewed a short

set of jimsonweed curing songs from the perspectives of text, rhythm,
melodic structure, and form (1978). Here we begin with a different and

methodologically challenging set on jimsonweed, which is also rather

short, and move into some larger sets, on deer and cow, which share the

theme of hunting. Our prime interest is in how multi-song sets or "song
cycles"

4 function as literature, hence questions of rhythm will be treated

only slightly, melodic structure not at all, and form will be treated only as

it pertains to text. Our thesis on song as literature is that, among Pimans,

song becomes a powerful literary form through the use of multi-song sets.

Stated negatively, the study of isolated songs would miss the power of the

literature. This argument was advanced in reference to a small and gem-
like set in the Bahr and Haefer paper. Here we wish to apply it to a

broader range of materials and to commence a survey of the modes of

song set composition. The paper is meant to be understandable in its own
terms, but the reader may turn to Bahr and Haefer for background on the

role of song in Piman curing and for our rationale for writing song texts

linearly above ictus points rather than in conventional rhythmic notation.

PIMA JIMSONWEED SONGS

We start with a four song set taken down by Frank Russell from the

Pima singer Wisag Woi'i, 'Hawk Flying,' in 1902 (1908:299-300). Russell

explains that the songs were used for the cure ofjimsonweed sickness,5

0014-1836/79/2302-0245$1.56 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology
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which in our opinion renders them comparable to the Papago jimsonweed
songs, taped in 1974, which were the basis of the Bahr and Haefer paper.
There appears to be nothing drastic separating Pima curing songs of 1902

from Papago songs of today; they are products of the same literary, musi-

cal, and curing culture.

This is good news for Piman studies if true, for Russell's corpus of
229 songs of all types, many of them highly esoteric, becomes an ex-

tremely valuable record. Yet because it was written as linguistics, totally
without musical notation, it is an open question how much musical infor-

mation can be obtained from it. We are concerned in this paper solely
with music-as-text, but would like to say that, owing to the highly textual

nature of Piman song, rhythmic configurations may also be reconstruct-

able for most of the words, lines, and stanzas of the corpus.
6

For this paper Bahr and Giff have done two things to Russell's texts,
a reworking and an addition. The reworking was to establish line bounda-
ries within the songs' stanzas, the addition was to supply ordinary Piman
language equivalents for Russell's phonetic transcription of Piman "song
language." The reworking was necessary because of the format in which
the songs were published. Russell used a standard linguistic format of the
time with a phonetic transcription and interlinear translation, plus a

separate free translation. Inexplicably he wrote the phonetic transcrip-
tions in paragraph form, with rather arbitrary use of punctuation marks,
and used lines as organizing principles only in his poetic free translations.

These latter lines do not follow the structure of the Pima originals in a
consistent manner, hence the need to reconstruct line boundaries from
the phonetic transcriptions and interlinear translations. Had Russell
written the lines as he surely heard them, this would not have been neces-

sary. In effect his format masks a certain amount of musical information:
He heard songs but wrote paragraphs on the one hand and Victorian

poetry on the other. The addition of ordinary language equivalents was
necessary because Piman song language is difficult even for experienced
singers to understand. Song texts tend to be extremely terse and am-
biguous. Compared with ordinary speech there are changes in word
order, vowel length, and consonant value. Syllables are added, deleted,
or reduplicated "for the sake of the song." Thus, anyone seriously inter-

ested in what the songs say, including any Pima, needs an ordinary lan-

guage "translation" as well as an accurate transcript of the song
language.

We give a revised English translation of the songs below, with lines

provided. In the Appendix are Russell's song language transcripts, their

ordinary Piman language "translations," and essentially the same English
translations as appear below. The same format is used for the other song
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sets of this paper, however these were recorded recently and transcribed

by Bahr.

Song 1

White morning stands,

White morning stands,

Just then I arise and go.

Green evening falls,

Green evening falls,

Just then I arise and go.

Song 2

Jimsonweed leaves,

Jimsonweed leaves:

And I just eat [them] and

Get dizzy.

Staggering [I] run.

Jimsonweed flowers,

Jimsonweed flowers:

And I just eat [them] and

Get drunk.

Staggering [I] run.

Song 3

Bow keeping man me follows,

Here me reaches,

Will me kill,

Here me throws down:

These my horns

[he] Cuts and throws.

Arrow keeping man me follows,

Here me reaches,

Will me kill,

Here me throws down:

These my forelegs

Cuts and throws.

Song 4

Flies dizzy,

Flies dizzy:

There spill out and

There beat [wings].

Butterflies drunk,

Butterflies drunk:

There spill out and

There split [wings].

The songs are composed in two verses that differ from each other

only at selected points. The differences are oppositions, if not always

"opposites": Two things are opposed that otherwise have a lot in com-
mon. The oppositions in the first song are white and green colors; morn-

ing and evening times of day; and stands and falls movements. This

process may be termed the internal splitting of a song. It is not rare in

Piman songs, but the deer and cow songs discussed below don't have it.

Internally split songs have two properties: Their verses are sung as verses

of one song, and the verses are always pairs. There is no intrinsic reason

why a song should not split into three or more verses certainly some of

the oppositions in the above set could take triple or quadruple form, e.g.,

the colors. But it appears that internal splitting only results in two's.

Our main interest is in the development of the set as a whole, i.e., in
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developments across the songs rather than within them. The four songs

apparently tell the story of one hero, a deer. The subsidiary characters in

this story are hunters who kill the hero, and flies and butterflies who
arrive on scene after his death. Jimsonweed, whose 'way'

5
is celebrated

in the set, is not portrayed as a character and is mentioned by name only
in Song 2. The weed may be seen as an active factor in songs 2, 3, and 4,

however.

Because the set was published almost without commentary, our in-

terpretation is inferential. Two points may be advanced in its favor. (1)

Russell supplied just one comment on the set: that it was used to bring
success in deer hunting as well as to cure Jimsonweed sickness

(1908:299n). This would identify the horned animal in Song 3 as a deer. (2)

Although the set is said to treat both deer and Jimsonweed, two songs
mention neither. It would require an extreme know-nothing attitude to

sustain that half of the songs of this short set have nothing to do with its

stated topics. Our interpretation shows how they do.

The first three songs are cast in the first person. The claim is that this

"I" is the same individual throughout and is a deer. Song 1 simply states

that an unidentified "I" arose and went out. The song opens the set by
raising two questions: "Who is this I?" and "What did he do on going
out?" Both questions could have been answered in one song, that is,

songs exist that say "Deer went out" at the beginning and "He arrived

someplace and did something" at the end. Such songs achieve a narrative

closure intentionally lacking in this first song.

Song 2 answers the question of "What did he do?": the hero arrives

at Jimsonweed and becomes intoxicated. Song 3 answers the question of
"Who": the "I" has horns. Song 3 also continues the train of "doings":
the deer, intoxicated in Song 2, is killed by hunters. Thus the set brings
Jimsonweed, deer, and hunting into conjunction across songs.

Song 4 is in the third person; its central characters are flies and
butterflies instead of the deer, presumably because the deer is dead. The
insects arrive someplace and get intoxicated, i.e., they do something like

the hero of the set, only with no bad consequences for themselves. (At
least none are stated.) We may speculate that the insects get off "free" in

this set because their flying patterns are viewed as erratic in the first

place they move about like drunks all the time; or they may get off free

because, drunk or not, they are not game animals. In either case the
insects are placed in contrast to the deer. Finally, no cause is stated

within the song for the insects' intoxication. Again, if one wants to link

this song to "something about Jimsonweed," the link must be formed
across songs. We conclude that the set is unified by the chaining ofa small
number of distinct songs into a common story line. We will see this same
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device used in the much larger deer and cow sets. It is a major means of

song set construction, but certainly not the only one as the following brief

review of the Papago jimsonweed set (Bahr and Haefer 1978:94ff) will

show.

PAPAGO JIMSONWEED SONGS

Song 1

Jimsonweed drinking place water lies,

Jimsonweed drinking place water lies:

Just then grey butterfly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Jimsonweed drinking place water lies,

Jimsonweed drinking place water lies:

Just then grey fly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Song 3

Rock standing mountain,

Rock standing mountain,

On top jimsonweed water lies:

Just then spotted butterfly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Rock standing mountain,

Rock standing mountain,

On top jimsonweed water lies:

Just then spotted fly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Song 2

Jimsonweed water lies,

Jimsonweed water lies:

Just then green butterfly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Jimsonweed water lies,

Jimsonweed water lies:

Just then green fly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Song 4

Stretching water lies,

Stretching water lies:

Just then jimsonweed comes out,

Many colored bird arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Stretching water lies,

Stretching water lies:

Just then jimsonweed comes out,

Many colored butterfly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Song 5

Lizard drinking place water lies,

Lizard drinking place water lies:

Just then grey butterfly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.

Lizard drinking place water lies,

Lizard drinking place water lies:

Just then grey fly arrives,

Drinks and gets dizzy.
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Besides internal splitting these songs clearly exhibit another compo-
sitional process. The set is built on variations of a single song. The differ-

ence between a split song and a variant song is in singing. Any Piman

curing song is repeated several times in succession. The shift from one

song to another is marked by a pause, e.g., to clear the throat or to blow
breath towards spirits. The five songs in this set were so treated. They are

five distinct songs that are close variants of each other. In singing them,
the "split" verses are sung in alternation, i.e., as internal components of

a song. The set as a whole does not unfold as continuing episodes in one

story. Rather it "rotates," taking the same story through precisely cali-

brated variations.7

The Papago set is interesting because it embodies splitting as well as

song variation. Its splitting is confined to a single idea the name of a

winged species that arrives to take a drink. It uses splitting less than the

Pirna set. Yet, because song variation is also at work, the set arrives at a
more elaborate system of winged species than do the Pima songs: to

butterfly and fly it adds 'bird.' More elaborate still is the Papago set's

handling of colors. Color is an element in only one of the Pima songs (1)

and, being split, the color system there takes on just two values (white
and green). Color is used throughout the Papago set to produce a more

challenging series: grey, green, spotted, many colored, grey. The genera-
tion of such series, which transcend the logic or rubric of "oppositeness,"

appears to be one of the motives for putting a song through multiple
variations.

These and other points about the Papago set are discussed in the

earlier article. The first song raises a question on jimsonweed's mobility,
and the remainder of the songs answer that question. The question-raising
function of a set's first song is likewise seen in the Pima set. Thus the two
sets do a similar thing through quite different technical means. The Papa-
go set uses song variation to run essentially the same story through slight

variations, the Pima set uses one hero to bridge across quite different sung
stories. These are pure cases of the two techniques. We will find them
mixed in varying degrees in the next two sets.

PAPAGO DEER SONGS

This set was recorded recently from Papago singer Manuel Havier.

Unlike the Papago jimsonweed set, it was not recorded from a cure, but
was sung at Bahr's request. Havier stated that these 19 are all the deer

songs he knows; he was not asked whether they would all be sung, and in

this order, in an actual cure. In Bahr's opinion the first 16 songs could
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constitute a cure in the order sung. Those songs were sung from beginning

to end on one visit to Havier' s house. The three remaining songs were

sung on the next visit, with the explanation that they are also deer songs.

They appear to be extra songs rather than items accidentally left out of the

original singing.

How important is performance context (e.g., an actual cure versus

tape recording for the visiting scholar) for the integrity of these song sets?

Singers normally fix their repertoire for a given type of song so as to sing

the same songs in the same sequence whenever that type of song is called

for. ** A specialist in curing songs such as Havier knows as many as 40 sets

ranging from sets of one to sets of over 30 different songs. Some sets are

used only rarely. (Havier knows one beaver song, for instance, even

though there have been few if any beavers in Pima-Papago territory since

the damming of the Gila River in the late 19th century.) If a set has not

been called for recently, the singer needs time to assemble it in his mind.

This is one problem in eliciting sets on demand: Without time for reflec-

tion the singer may forget something. Another problem is that he may
simply not wish to sing all of a long set. It is doubtful, however, that a

singer would deliberately scramble a set. It is hard enough to sing a set

through correctly and would be harder still to scramble it. Accordingly,

Bahr feels that the large number of curing song sets published by Russell

(1908) and Underbill (1946) are very probably complete and suitable for

study. Some deer sets from each will be discussed briefly at the end of this

paper.
The prescribed full rendition for the English translation below is in

the Appendix.

Song 1

Songs at the start lie,

Songs at the start lie:

My tail separates

And gets black.

Song 3

What kind of flower?

Away far shining it

Must be thorn flower.

Towards it I run.

Song 2

Away at Crow Mountain,

Away farther [something is] greatly

sounding.
Towards that I go:

Land at the start is delightful.

Song 4

Yellow Mountain:

On it tree comes out.

And I arrive and look:

These horns of mine rub on it.

I so much want to hear:

Inside it rubs in me.
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Song 5

Far off we run together,

Far off we run together,

Afraid of people and running.

Off there stands Shiny Mountain:

On it our tails swing.

Song 6

Water that starts from someplace:
On it I arrive.

Many butterflies surround me,

Singing on my horns.

Song?

Far off tree flower:

There yellow bees pour out.

Here on me they hoot:

Must be my bees

And here hoot.

Song 8

Will you kill me?
Then everywhere will sound:

Pitiful song.
Then everywhere will drizzle.

Song 11

Deer runs and then

Far off it leads me and
In the dark speaks:
Leads me through.

Song 12

Wind that blows from someplace
Through the night: go and see.

Here in my tracks wind twists:

You will know about it.

Song 13

Morning white comes out,

And I hold myself below it.

This tail of mine: eagle feather

Similar is.

Song 14

Here [you] ran up to me and
Here bring me.
Here ran up to me and
Here bring me:
Sun shines and I can't stand it:

Deer ears

Turn circles.

Song 9

Away running,

Away running:
I hold myself to it,

Then turn around and look:

Many of our horns are going.

Song 15

Little Lengthener Mountain: there

On it I stand, so

My horns get longer.

Away I go:
Just then sun rays
At my horn tips stop.

Song 10

Away stretching,

Away stretching:

I hold myself to it,

Then turn around and look:

Many of our backs are going.

Song 16

Moving sun:

Frightening

Is, and there sets.

What can I do?
Far land walk on.
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Song 17 Song 18

Covering far mountain, Pm not sickly going,

Covering far mountain: I'm not sickly going:

Here between my fur, Far off Bitter Mountain,

Darkly penetrating. Towards I go.

Song 19

Coyote slightly howls,

There circles us and howls,

Oh oh my poor children:

There standing,

Aimless wandering.

This long set has only one instance of song variation (the pair 9 and

10) and no splitting. It employs the "chaining" method of the Pima set,

only in a grander and more complex manner. Where the Pima set followed

an "I" who was a deer through the first three songs and then switched to

a "they" who were insects, the present set takes an "I" who is a deer

through four songs, drops him for one, resumes him for three, drops him

for three, then returns to him for the final five songs. (After, come the

three "leftovers," which we do not believe would be sung with the others

in an actual cure.)

The commentary will take the songs in groups of four. This is be-

cause they would probably be sung that way in an actual cure, with

pauses for other ritual activity and for relaxation between the groups, and

also because the groups of four carry demonstrably different themes:

1-4: a deer's anticipations; 5-8: a deer's consummations;
9-12: turning the tables; 13-16: a deer and the sun.

The task is to demonstrate the themes and show how they form a coherent

story of one deer's activities as narrated by the deer.

Large (i.e., more than eight item) song sets usually begin with refer-

ences to one or more of the following phenomena: the setting of the sun,

the direction west, or the starting of songs. They generally end with

references to the rising of the sun, the direction east, or the ending of

songs. While such references are standard, they vary greatly across sets.

These variations are important clues to the integration and individuality of

each song set. If there is a level of integration above the single song

(which point is fundamental to our analysis), the beginning and ending

points in a set must surely manifest it; if sets are individualized, the

beginning and ending songs should function as their fingerprints.
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The present set has 'songs' and 'start' in the opening line of Song 1,

but instead of saying 'songs are starting' as one might expect, the line

says, 'Songs at the start [of something] lie.' The word for 'start' in this

case, son, could equally be translated as 'base.' Thus the set commences

by referring to songs as physical things capable of lying against other

things, and the question arises, "What are they lying against?"

It is not unusual to speak in Piman of songs as concrete entities. For

example, singers regularly say, 'I am going to stand up a song' when they
are about to sing. The present usage crosses the boundary into the un-

usual and "songlike," however, by using son ('start; base; origin') as a

noun instead of a verb, and by leaving a question dangling. The remainder

of the song does not tell us where the songs are lying. Rather, the song

changes the subject to state that the songs' existence caused the nar-

rator's tail to rise and darken. The set is about a mule deer (huawi), a

species whose tail is dark to begin with. The inference is that the songs

made the deer's tail turn darker than usual. He is stimulated.

Song 2 answers the question of the songs' location by naming a

mountain Crow Mountain and by locating sounds, implicitly of the

songs, beyond that mountain. The deer moves in the direction of the

mountain. As he goes he says, '[the] Land at the [songs'] starts is delight-

ful.' We understand that this land is at some distance from his original

location.

These first two songs tell a story similar to the first song of the Pima

jimsonweed set: A deer starts out. There is a difference in the psychologi-

cal quality of the narrative, however. The present songs have the deer

drawn towards something songs while the Pima set omits all reference

to the deer's subjective state at the start of his journey. The present set's

interest in psychological portraiture will become clearer as we proceed.

Song 3 adds a mode of perception to the deer's narrative. Where he

had only heard things through the first two songs, he now sees a flower.

Typical of this set, he doesn't know what kind of flower it is and says so.

We understand the problem: It was not the flower itself that he saw, but a

shining light that came from it. Apparently it is night.

Besides adding a sense mode, another additive process is detectable

through the first three songs. This concerns locomotion. The deer is sta-

tionary in the first song; all that moves is his tail, which stands up. The
second song has him 'go' (him) in the direction of the distant land of

starts. The verb him normally means 'to go at a walk.' The third song has

him 'run' (med). Thus the set to this point has the hero increasingly

stimulated and progressively in motion.

Song 4 has the deer arrive someplace for the first time, only it is at a

tree at Yellow Mountain rather than at his presumed destination beyond
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Crow Mountain (Song 1). (Both of these places sound like typical Piman
place names, but they are not famous mountains in the Piman world, and
we think that they could represent different spots to different people.) The
deer rubs his horns on the tree and says,

4

I want so much to hear [the

songs whose starting place remains to be arrived at].'

The second group of four songs parallels the first in some points but
deals in consummations or endings rather than anticipations. Song 5 in-

troduces people for the first time. (We may assume that humans produced
the songs that first stimulated the deer but the set leaves that point un-

stated.) People frighten deer, here referred to in the plural, and cause
them to run with upraised tails onto Shiny Mountain. The element of tails

ties this song to the opener of the previous group; however, the tails are
now in retreat. Whatever these deer were doing, humans made them
abandon their plans.

Set in the first person plural, this song breaks the string of *Ts" of
the first group. We cannot explain why. There are also indications that the

time of day has changed from night to day. We will defer the systematic
discussion of this second shift until the concluding section of the paper.
For the present it is enough to note that the changes in narrative "person"
and in time of day have come at an appropriate point in the set, i.e., at the

commencement of a new group of four songs. This second group of songs
may be thought of as analogous to the second act of a play. Song 5, then,
is "Act 2, Scene I."

Song 6 returns to a narrative in the first person singular and, it is

believed, to the continuing saga of the "I" who was the hero of the first

four songs. Song 5 finds him at a place with water of unknown origin:

'water that starts from someplace.' The deer has arrived at this mys-
terious place presumably still under the influence of the songs that set him
in motion on the night before. He finds songs here but they are not the

ones that he first heard from beyond Crow Mountain. To be more exact, it

is not that he finds the songs, but that songs come to him:

Many butterflies surround me,

Singing on my horns.

Recall that he rubbed his horns impatiently against the tree in Song 4. We
call this a consummation.

These are not his ultimate songs. Song 7 takes him to a tree where
bees 'pour out' and 'hoot' (kuhu, a word that refers to the sound of wind

instruments, to owl hoots, but not to the sound of human singing). The

sequence of butterflies and bees in this pair corresponds, ofcourse, to the

butterflies and flies of thejimsonweed songs.
9 As will be elaborated in the

conclusion, they set the narrative time in the day rather than at night.
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Furthermore, in both the Pima jimsonweed songs and the present set,

they signify bad luck for the deer.

Songs 6 and 7 leave the deer twice consummated with insect song
makers. Song 8 reintroduces humans and brings out a third form of song,
which is the deer's bad luck. He thinks he will be killed and anticipates

the 'pitiful songs' that will sound 'everywhere' after his death. Then it will

sprinkle, this extravagant song also says.

Thus closes another four-song "act." The set is now twice as long as

the Pima jimsonweed narrative. It has advanced the hero to the point of

death. From here on it shows great but confusing originality, though order

will appear at the end.

Song 9 commences a new "act," laid in the night. There is an "I" in

Song 9 but we doubt it is the hero, who will not again appear as "I" until

Song 12. This "I" is a character whom we term "the deer fancier." He
follows deer. He could be a man following deer or he could be another

deer. Because of the final two songs of the group, we see him as a man,
but admittedly the first person plural 'our' in Songs 9 and 10 makes this

interpretation problematical. All that we get from the very similar Songs 9

and 10 (the only two song variants in the set) is that a deer fancier is

following deer. 10

Song 11 has the unmistakable look of a North American Indian

"vision quest" song in which a deer leads and speaks to a human 'through
the night.' It is because of this song that we see the "I" of 9 and 10 as a

human. The group's final song, 12, is also consistent with a vision quest

interpretation, however, it shifts the "I" back to the deer. In this song the

deer instructs his follower about a 'wind that blows from someplace.' He
says in effect, "If you (humans) can't find the starting place of the wind,
I'll give you a clue: Follow my tracks backwards for the wind is in them."
The 'wind that blows from someplace' is of course a reflex of Song 6's

'water that starts from someplace.' This is the night, however, and that

was day. This time a human is lost and the deer gives him help, that time

the deer was lost and human hunters were about to be met. The progres-
sion through Act 3 has turned the tables on Act 2. We will find a similar

turning in the next song set, about cows.

The final group of four songs is concerned with the relation between
the deer and the sun. This group brilliantly restores order to the set, badly
needed after the problems encountered in the "deer fancier" series. Song
13, the first of the new group, compares the deer's tail struck by 'morning
white' to an eagle's tail feather, which is naturally white and black. We
understand that a mule deer's tail is naturally all black. According to the

song, the first white light of morning (the whiteness that appears in the

east an hour or so before dawn) lightens a portion of the tail to color it

black and white as an eagle feather.
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The song must be seen as the mate for Song 1. That song claimed that

the deer's tail darkened when he heard songs. Nothing was said about the

time of day but the reference to 'shining' in the next song lets us suppose
that it was night. Now Song 13 explains the opposite effect on his tail, but

assigns a physical rather than a psychological explanation to it. It is not

the deer's reaction to sounds that caused his tail to change color, but the

simple fact of light. The deer is telling a joke on his earlier self.

Song 14 looses us again. It harks back to the group 9-12 in treating the

relation between a deer and somebody else, but the sun is added now as a

third party. Our interpretation is that the "I" is a (human?) deer fancier,

the "you" is the deer hero. The "I" doesn't like the bright light of the

now risen sun, but neither apparently does the deer whose ears 'turn

circles.' The song is both internally ambiguous and difficult to see as an

answer to any previous songs. Perhaps it was inserted into the set simply

because it is about the sunrise.

Examination of the last two songs, 15 and 16, yields better results.

Song 15 is a play on the standard concept of the ending of songs and thus

answers to the play on starts in Song 1. The present song is a masterpiece

of word play: Instead of songs ending (nene'i o ku:kug), the deer's horn

tips (a'ag ku:kug) are stretched until they reach a point where sun rays

stop (ku:kugwa). The deer is now at rest, having been united with the sun.

Come to rest after so many unsatisfactory meetings (with a tree,

water of uncertain origin, a tree flower, hunters, and deer fanciers), we

imagine that the hero would like to keep this last contact. He cannot,

however. The set ends by turning full circle with Song 16. The 'moving

sun' sets, it will soon be dark. The deer anticipates starting off again to

walk on a 'far land.' Song 17, if it existed, could be Song 1.

The mood of this 'deer way' story will be discussed after the cow

songs. Here we consider the set's narrative structure and the Piman con-

cept of song set authorship. Pimans do not consider their songs to be

human products, but rather consider them authored by somebody

"supernatural," normally an animal or spirit. A song set, therefore, is a

deer's story that was given to mankind. As the texts in the Appendix

show, this story is in a language a step removed from ordinary spoken

Piman. All Piman songs, regardless of 'way' or type, are formed in the

same song language. We may draw the implication from this, that for

Pimans "song language" is the lingua franca of the intelligent universe.

This is a Piman manifestation ofa theme common among North American

Indians: In ancient times the animals and men talked the same language.

Among Pimans they still do and that language is song. A further implica-

tion is that this lingua franca is now spoken in dreams, for that is how

singers get their songs. Presumably the linguistic transcript of a dream, if

such were possible, would be largely in song language.
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Now while all songs are understood as coining from dreams or other

unusual encounters, there are two senses in which a deer song set, for

example, may be a "deer's story." It may be a deer's story about any-

thing, or it may be a deer's story about himself. Interesting questions for

future study concerning the first sense are: What do deer, etc., choose to

tell about besides themselves? How far afield does "deer literature" go?
If a deer is believed to be the author ofthe Pimajimsonweed set, then why
was it a deer? Cannot jimsonweed speak for itself? What besides a deer

would author a set of jimsonweed songs and what besides jimsonweed
would a deer produce a song set about? The second sense is exemplified

in the set just considered. It is a deer's personal story. It is organized

around "I's" and these "I's" are taken as one deer's testimony. The

Pima jimsonweed set was equally a first person narrative, while the

Papago jimsonweed songs were entirely in the third person; they are song

operating in the "objective mode." The cow song set studied below is an

interesting combination. It uses "I's" but it uses them as quotations

framed in an objective or third person format.

We have two autobiographical song sets in this paper, the Pima jim-

sonweed set, which is short and simple (relatively speaking), and the long,

complex deer cycle. The deer cycle is even more complex because it goes

beyond simple autobiography. Certain of its songs use second person

language ("you's"). Song 8 introduces the second person with a rhetori-

cal question, 'Will you kill me?' The question apparently is addressed to

humans as hunters. No response as dialogue was worked into the set

the matter was dropped as far as the dramatis personae of the set are

concerned. True dialogue is found in the "deer fancier" group, however

(Songs 9-12). The deer fancier speaks as "I" in 9, 10, and 11; the deer

answers as "I" in 12. Finally, Song 14 has its "I" addressing an implicit

"you," but this is an isolated song, whose place in the set has baffled us.

To sum up: The presence of dialogue in Songs 9-12 precludes the

simplest reading of the "I's" in the set. The simplest reading would be:

Every "I" designates a deer who is the hero and narrator of the set. That

reading applies perfectly to the Pimajimsonweed set and marks it as type:

autobiography; subtype: monologue. The deer set is subtype: dialogue.

With dialogue the set has the germ of ritual drama. One could imagine
human singers performing "parts." Apparently it is never sung this way.
Piman song sets are sung either in solo or by a group of singers in unison.

The script in this case is more complex than the performance.

PAPAGO COW SONGS

This set of 12 songs was given by Manuel Havier, also in a recording
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session rather than in an actual cure. The first seven song translations are

written differently from those of the preceding sets. They are sung in a

slow and steady rhythm, creating a pattern of four-beat units for each

word. These word units tend to form "line units" ofjust two such words.

This pattern is represented in the translations. To get the "feel" of the

songs in translation, the songs may be read aloud at the rate of 27 word
units per minute (108 beats per minute.)

11 This method of writing is not

appropriate for the deer songs or for most of the remaining five cow

songs. Their rhythmic pattern is different, being jumpier, with lines of

varying length, and with greater variation in the number of beats per

word.

The seven slow and steady songs are all in a loose sense variants of

each other. Yet we will discuss the set's content in terms of three groups
of four songs each. The criterion of content divides the set in one fashion,

and the joint criteria of rhythm and song form divide it in another. We
attach no special significance to this it just happens. Ifthe set were sung

in an actual cure, the breaks in singing would probably come at the inter-

vals of four songs.
12 These four-song groups or "acts" embody the fol-

lowing themes:

1-4: Cowboys come;
5-8: Cowboys get cows;
9-12: Countercowboys.

Songl Song 2

Far

hill

Around [it]

wide

all

Just then

back and forth

Horn

very
flower.

There

rock

stands.

earth

lies

green.

bull

wanders.

tips

green

sings.

Black

stand.

Among [them]

cows
Far off

come out,

find.

Towards [us]

then

Away
[we] run.

[cowboys] Won't

hills

many
wander,

cowboys
will us

come,

frighten [us],

bunched up

know.
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Song 3 Song 6
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Song 9 Song 11

Flat mountain: Women
. sing

Inside wind And I sing with them:
sounds. Must be prostitute women.
Around earth Songs' ends
lies. very gently flower.

Just then bull

cries.

Songs sound.

Song 10

Who are you cowboys and here

wander? SonS I2

Away earth square corral makes, Away earth in circles shines.

All of us are gathered. Just then bull cries.

Just then bull cries. Earth lying all shaking.

The set begins with four variant songs on the theme of cowboys
coming. These and the next three songs are among the longest Piman

songs on record, two or three times as long as the average. In their

exceptional length they trace the actions and reactions of two sides in a

conflict, cows and cowboys. The set opens with a song from the cows'

side before the appearance of cowboys. Cowboys appear in Song 2, but

the cattle spot them and flee before contact is made. In Song 3 a cowboy
finds and penetrates a herd. Song 4 completes the series with a "big

eared' cow on the verge ofgetting roped.

Song 1 is a hymn to being a bull. The earth he trods is green, his horns

flower greenly, and he sings. It is the singing that ties this song to the

standard format for opening a set. Singing appeared in the first deer song
as well, but the deer heard songs from someplace else (presumably hu-

mans) and was stirred into action, while here the bull makes his own

songs. This probably reflects a difference between the species, cattle

being notoriously noisy animals, deer normally silent. We have never

heard of a deer song in which the protagonist himself makes noise, while

cow songs are full of cow sounds.

The contrast between the opening songs goes farther than that. The

first object that the deer encountered on his journey was a (shining)

flower, while the bull of Song 1 has flowers growing from his horns. Thus

the bull comes endowed with two things the deer lacked: songs and

flowers.

Further, the first act ofthe deer set takes place after dark; the first act

of the cow set is in daytime. This is not explicit in either opening song, but
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there are clues. We take the 'green' of the first cow song as indicative of

daytime because the color green does not show at night. The visual refer-

ences in songs about the night seem confined to 'black,' 'white/ 'dark-

ness,' and 'shining.' The 'blackening' of the deer's tail in that set's first

song is such a reference, as is the 'shining' flower of the third deer song. A

daylight interpretation for the first act of the cow set is clinched by the

narrative of cowboy activity in Songs 2, 3, and 4: Cowboys only round up

in the day. Their rounding up activity is here described in a meticulous

language of motion. The first four songs always use the word 'wander'

(oiyopo) in reference to the initial deployment of the cattle. The word

means 'to move about without going anyplace in particular.' It designates

nondirected movement. (The same word is used for the deer's children's

movements in the "leftover" Song 19). The cowboys on the other hand

are always described initially as in directed movement. They 'come out.'

They 'come towards' the cattle and only 'wander' (Songs 3 and 4) after

penetrating the herd when they are poised and ready with their ropes.

A final comment on the first act: Song 4 makes reference to a 'big

eared' cow who is about to be mistreated in an undisclosed manner

('down will throw me, various do [to] me'). Because of the epithet 'big

eared/ the mistreatment probably will be ''earmarking," i.e., the cutting

of the cow's ears to mark ownership. Pimans (like other Southwestern

cattlemen) use a double method to mark cattle ownership, branding and

earmarking.
The analogue to this episode is in Song 8 of the deer set (likewise in a

daytime portion of that set): the deer's anticipation of death at the hands

of hunters. This contrast reflects a customary difference between the

treatment of deer and cattle. When Pimans go out for deer, they go to kill

them, but killing is never part of a cattle roundup. Cattle are caught,

roped, thrown down, branded, earmarked, castrated, and generally

turned loose again. The purpose ofa roundup is to make chattels of cattle,

not to take their lives. If rounded up cattle are to be killed, this act is not

part of the roundup. They are driven home and killed there, or are sold to

a cattle buyer for transport elsewhere. Thus we think that there would not

be a deer song about earmarking, branding, or castrating, and neither

would there be a cow song about killing the cow.

We turn now to the group 5-8 with the theme of "cowboys get

cows." Cows get roped and are knocked down. What was anticipated in

the previous song group is now accomplished. In one further textual

development, cattle that were earlier described as 'wandering,' are now

presented as in directed motion. Songs 5 and 6 have them 'come out' and

"away run'; Song 7 opens with them journeying on a *road' (wo:g the

same word can be translated as 'trail' or 'path'). In effect the motions
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attributed to the cowboys of the first act are now applied to the cows. The

conflict is escalated.

Songs 5 and 6 are a pair of close variants, that is, they are closer to

each other than to any other songs of the set. Song 7 is relatively removed

from them and Song 8 represents a radical departure from any of the

preceding songs of the group. In a very loose sense all the Songs 1-7 are

variants of each other relative to the utterly different Song 8; at the

opposite extreme, 5 and 6 are the only close variants in the set. Song
variation in this set is a matter of degree. This is in contrast to the Papago

jimsonweed set.

We come to the final song group whose theme is "countercowboys":
our label for some mysterious humans who signal an improvement in the

lot of cattle through Songs 9 to 12. Song 9 opens the new group by

defining three sounds in conjunction: wind within Flat Mountain, a bull

crying, and the sound of songs. This is the first bull on scene since Song 1.

Likewise, songs are mentioned for the first time since Song 1, but this

time they are not from the bull. It is not clear whom they are from we
think it is from the countercowboys whose role will become clearer as the

group progresses. The cowboy oppressors of Songs 1-8 are now conspicu-

ous by their absence. Our interpretation is that they have gone home for

the night and have abandoned the field to countercowboys.

Song 10 commences with a question, 'Who are you cowboys [and]

wander here?' It then describes a mysterious form of corral, 'earth

squared [a] corral makes.' This is a natural corral, a peculiar earth or rock

formation somewhere in the mountains that resembles a corral. To

identify the kind of cowboy who would use such a corral we must go

beyond the song texts into Piman cowboy lore. The cowboys in question

would be 'devils' (nenewul, plu., niawul, sing., from the Spanish diablo,

'devil'). Piman 'devils' are human-like individuals who make their homes

inside mountains. They dress as supercowboys, they ride the wildest

horses, use the gaudiest saddles, carry the shiniest ropes, and go about

primarily at night. Now it is night, the regular cowboys have gone home,

and this kind of countercowboy confronts the crying bull.

Song 1 1 shifts to a first person narrative and brings out a second form

of countercowboy. The "I" has heard women singing and joins in singing

with them (no doubt from afar). This is the first happy sound from cattle

since the hymn to a bull in Song 1. Perhaps it is the same bull, but the text

doesn't say so. The songs that cheered the "I," whoever he is, are from

'prostitute women' (ce:cpaowi u'uwi). 'Prostitutes* and 'devils' are

among the few human 'dangerous objects' recognized by the Piman

theory of sickness (see note 5). Most 'dangerous objects' are animals such

as deer, cow, coyote, jackrabbit, butterfly, or eagle. Two are plants
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(jimsonweed and peyote), and five are humans (devil, prostitute, saint,

enemy, and ghost). As dangerous objects, both devils and prostitutes

have song sets of their own, yet it is not surprising for them to appear in

songs of another
k

way.' Many sets of curing songs mention dangerous

objects other than those that the set is primarily about. Thus we have had

deer in jimsonweed songs, and the butterflies and flies/bees of the previ-

ous sets are dangerous objects in their own right.

A long discussion of 'prostitute way' is not in order. Briefly these

women are to proper females as devils are to proper males. They live in

the wild, are active at night, and stand for something "bad" about their

sex. The badness of devils centers on wealth and fast horses. The badness

of prostitutes centers on sex. They are envisioned as constantly enroute

to one nighttime celebration or another, and as constantly either singing

or calling for songs.
13

The combined effect of the "improper" humans of Songs 10 and 1 1 is

to counteract the cowboys of Songs 1-8. They play a role in this set

analogous to the "deer fancier" of the previous set, that is, they appear at

night after a day of human predation and they "turn the tables."

The cow set ends with sunrise. This is not directly stated but is

readily inferred from the opening line of the last song, 'Away the earth [in]

circles shines/ As in the deer set, this last song brings the story to full

circle. For the cows the circle closes at the dawn of a new day in which

cowboys might be expected to return. Presumably this is why the bull of

Song 12 cries.

CONCLUSIONS: TECHNICAL

We have seen how a deer set uses "IV to form an autobiography
with dialogue. This is Piman song in a subjective mode. The cow songs
use an objective mode. "Fs" are quoted in these songs, but the presumed
composer of the set keeps his own "I" out of the account. Cattle are

referred to both in the singular and plural in this set, and both first and
third person language are used. The great majority of the songs, including
the most important first and last songs of the set, begin with third person
language. If it uses first person language at all, this is normally after a

song has been started with third person "theyV or "he's." In effect the
set uses first person statements as quotes.

The above is the pattern through the first seven songs. The pattern
breaks in Songs 8 and 11. These are first person narratives indistinguish-
able in form from those of the deer set. But where the deer set used such

songs from beginning to end, here they are isolated. As the set is laid out,
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there is no way to know for certain who these *Ts" are (we guessed that

they may be the bull). They are problem songs, like the "we" song
(number 5) of the deer set, because they deviate from the dominant narra-

tive mode.

Perhaps such deviations have a role or hide a meaning that we can't

see, or perhaps they are simply imperfections. We don't know how much
consistency to expect in sets and rest our case for now with the following

catalogue of dominant narrative modes:

pure third person narrative (Papago jimsonweed songs),

autobiographic monologue (Pima jimsonweed songs),

autobiography with dialogue (Papago deer songs),
third person narrative with quotes (Papago cow songs).

Further work on additional sets should expand and refine this catalogue.

CONCLUSIONS: CONTENT

What do the sets tell us about the 'ways' of cows and deer and about

hunting generally? These are the first cow songs to be published, so there

is nothing to compare them to. The situation is better with deer songs, for

Russell published a set of four Pima deer songs (1908:317-18) and Under-

hill has published four deer song sets (32 different songs) (1946:89-96).

Russell's set is given in song language transcription with interlineal and

free translation; Underbill's sets are in English only. We don't like to

discuss songs that are not documented by song language transcriptions

and native ordinary language interpretations, but the following remarks

will take those additional sets into consideration. Let us start, though, by

pulling our two long sets together.

The deer and cow sets come together on the axis of days and nights

shown in Table 1. It emerges that the deer set covers two full days, e.g.,

from after sunset on a Friday night to sunset on the following Sunday. The

cow set covers one full day, e.g., adjusted to the imaginary "deer

calendar," from sometime on Friday morning to just after dawn on Satur-

day. The cow set concentrates on daytime (1-8, 12) and gives heavy

coverage to the daytime interaction of humans and cows. The deer set is

TABLEI

Deer 1,2,3,4 5,6,7,8 9,10,11,12,13,14 15 16

Sunset Sunrise Sunset Sunrise Sunset

Cow 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 9,10,11 12
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about equally divided between night and day and mentions daytime hu-

man contacts only in Songs 5 and 8.

Deer Songs 1-4, "anticipations," are not explicitly marked as to time

of day until Song 3 where a distant shining flower attracts the hero. The

opening song, 1, does not actually say, "The sun is setting." It is a safe

inference that the group is meant to refer to darkness, however, not only
because of what Song 3 says, but because Song 13, explicitly about the

coming of daylight, plays on or "answers to" significant details in Song 1.

Deer Songs 5-8, "consummations," belong to daytime. The evidence for

this is in Songs 6 and 7 where butterflies and bees are referred to. These
are daytime insects and do not fly about at night. We contend that Song 8

is also a daytime song because hunting is a daytime activity; by the same
inference the flight of deer from people in Song 5 is also a daytime occur-

rence. The deer group 9-12 is tabulated as nighttime because of explicit

references in 11 and 12, but only by guess in regard to the problem Songs
9 and 10. The final deer group starts with an explicit reference to the

coming of daylight and moves through a clearly marked sunshine series

terminated with the sunset in Song 16.

Cow Songs 1-8 are classed as daylight, 9-11 as nighttime, and 12 as

daylight again. The evidence is as follows:

(a) Color references in Song 1 and 6 ('green' and 'buckskin'

respectively).

(b) The absence of cowboys and presence of "countercowboys" in

9-11.

(c) Song 11, tabulated as nighttime, has a "daytime" color word,

namely, "green' (said metaphorically in reference to the greenly flowering
'ends' of the prostitutes' songs). This challenges our usual practice of

determining time of day from color words. We note that this color word
comes at the very end of the final nighttime song and may be seen as

ushering in the daytime narrative of Song 12. Anywhere else in the song
group, that color reference would have overturned our method.

(d) Song 12 is explicitly about daytime.
With the sets thus aligned, we see that night is a "good" time and day

is a "bad" time for the animals of both sets and for the same reasons: (1)

Predatory humans are afoot in the day (Deer Songs 5 and 8, Cow Songs
1-8), but not at night; and (2) "Irregular" humans are afoot at night (deer

songs 9-12, cow songs 10 and 11), but not in the day.

Considering those constancies between the sets, what makes the
deer's lot overall seem happier than the cow's? First, the cow set concen-
trates on daytime predations. They come first in the set and occupy fully
two-thirds of its songs. Second, the deer set's second daytime period,
covered in Songs 15 and 16, lacks any reference to human predation. The
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deer is "on vacation" during that day with its horns merged with sunrays.

Moreover, the predation that occurs in the deer set, in the first daytime

period, is only anticipated in the final song (8) of that group. The four-

song group tells a mixed adventure of the deer first fleeing people, then

finding singing insects, and only then anticipating his death.

Let us test this system of day and night against the other available

deer sets. Russell's four deer songs concentrate on the chasing of a deer.

The set commences with a deer standing in shadows a daytime indicator

(1908:317). This set conforms.

Underbill's first deer set (1946:89-92) starts with a reference to a

mirage, a daytime phenomenon. It proceeds into a tale of a hunt with

references to the daytime colors green and blue (actually the same word in

Piman). We judge this set of 14 songs to be entirely daytime. Like Rus-

sell's far shorter one, its outcome is unhappy for the deer. Underbill's

second set (92-94) commences with a daytime color (yellow) and proceeds

into a hunt where flying crows are mentioned. Crows are daytime fliers.

This narrative, too, appears to take place entirely in daytime and again the

outcome is unhappy for the deer. Her third set (94-95) has only three

songs, which are of interest because they take the hunter's point of view

entirely. They shift from "we" to "I," but these first person references

appear to be to hunters rather than to deer. The first song has a nighttime

reference ("And beneath us that light we shall see"). Subsequently there

is a hunt, but there are no external indicators as to what time it is. Her

fourth set (95-96), also of three songs, is from the deer's perspective and is

unhappy, but it is without any clearcut day or nighttime indicators.

The deer and cow sets given in this paper are more complex than any

of the above. They take the animals through more day and night cycles.

They orchestrate more moods in a more complex and yet demonstrably

structured manner. They were chosen for analysis precisely in order to

demonstrate what long Piman sets are capable of.

What do the songs tell us about hunting in Piman culture? Specifi-

cally, what does hunting have to do with singing! A remarkable point

about these complex sets when viewed as hunting literature is that they

insist on describing both nighttime and daytime events. Hunting proper

(or rounding up cattle) is a strictly daytime incursion by men into the

landscape of wild (or semi-wild) animals. We might readily pass over that

fact were it not for the sets' insistence that the whole story of a hunted

animal's 'way' should include nighttime as well as daytime segments.

The question then becomes, according to Piman culture as revealed

in these documents, what human activity of the night counterbalances the

hunters' incursions of the day? The answer is, singing songs of the
4

way.'

If we are correct in this, we have found something distinctive in the
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configuration of Piman hunting culture. Certainly the hunters and

cowboys of the surrounding non-Indian cultures do not view their work in

this manner. But is it true?

The sound of singing started the deer on its journey. The singing of

counterhumans gave the cows solace in the night. It need only be added

that ceremonial deer hunts are preceded by a night of singing, and that the

singing of cures for deer and cow sickness is normally done at night. This

then is the full picture of Piman hunting culture, that men afflict animals in

the day (there can be no question from the sets that hunting and rounding

up are viewed as afflictions) and compensate by singing songs from them in

the night.

We can now better see why a major Piman hunting literature is in the

unlikely (to Anglo-Americans) form of song. Song, the lingua franca of the

intelligent universe, is the "other side" of hunting; it is a piece of the

phenomenon that at first we thought it was about.

NOTES

1 . The coauthors of this paper brought different skills to bear on it. They came together

on the subject of songs in 1976. Manuel Havier, a Papago, sang the deer and cow sets. He

has been singing songs for Bahr, a white anthropologist, since 1973, but more intensively

since 1976 when Bahr decided to take up songs in earnest with Joseph GifTs help. Giff is a

Pima.
Havier is a man offew spoken words at this stage in his life as a master singer. In this he

is like other Piman singers who seem to have songs on their minds most of the time, and to

speak very little. He was not asked to pass on the interpretations in this paper, but was

simply asked for his approval to be listed as coauthor in a publication aimed primarily at

whites. Havier's skill, in short, is the learning and singing of songs. He keeps scores of sets

of curing songs in his mind, is able to call them up on a few minutes notice, and is able to sing

them through flawlessly.

Giff and Bahr discussed the two sets of Havier*s songs in the course of nearly weekly

meetings from 1976 to the present. The meetings have been devoted to a variety of musical

topics. Bahr chose to build a paper around these two sets out of the great many songs from

various singers that he and Giff have discussed. Giffs poor eyesight prevented him from

reading a final draft of the paper. It was written by Bahr and read to Gifffor his approval. He
does not necessarily stand behind every word of interpretation although he didn't reject any
of it. The interpretation is best taken as Bahr's work, which could not have been done

without GifFs comments and explanations and without the songs of Havier.

The work for this paper was supported by grants from the Faculty Grant-In-Aid Pro-

gram of Arizona State University and the Phillips Fund of the American Philosophical

Society.
2. English words enclosed hi single quotes are literal translations from Piman. The

alphabet used in writing Piman is discussed in some detail in Bahr, Gregorio, Lopez, and
Alvarez (1973). If the reader pronounces all the vowels except e as in Spanish, he will not be

far wrong. E is pronounced as in English cool, only with the lips straight instead of rounded.

3. By "literature" we mean "a body of knowledge cast in language and preserved

through time." Cultures such as the Pimans, prior to writing, have preserved their

knowledge almost solely through memorization. There are three main genres of memorized
Piman oral literature, prose myth, chant, and song. The claim that the song genre is the
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prime vessel for preserving knowledge about hunting comes down to a search for "hunting
content" among texts of the three genres. Song wins.

It is felt that the above is an appropriate definition for literature. A corollary is that

people have vast amounts of knowledge not formed as literature. This is as true of people
without writing as of people with it. Literature does not equal knowledge.

4. The word "set" is used in preference to "cycle" because the former is neutral as to

organizing or structural principles. Something circular is implied by "cycle," presumably in

opposition to something linear. It is not clear to Bahr what makes a cycle a cycle, or how this

term ought to be used in comparative studies.

5.
^

Cures are performed for the 'ways' of 'dangerous objects/ It is considered that the

patient's earlier trespass on a 'way* is what made him or her sick. Jimsonweed, deer, and
cow are all classed as dangerous objects, as are about thirty other kinds of thing, mostly
animal and plant species. In essence a set ofcuring songs is a disquisition on the 'way' that is

sickening the patient. The songs are understood to have originated in members of the species
of dangerous objects and to have been given to humanity for the sake of curing the 'way's'
sickness. When the songs are sung, a spiritual representative of the 'way' is believed to hear
them and to release the patient from his symptoms.

6. The key to this process would be to determine from the shape of a word in song
language, the probable number of beats that the word would receive in singing. A given
Piman word may receive various numbers of beats depending on the song it is in. Thus,
'Jimsonweed' might appear in six beat or four beat form. A given song tends to form all of its

words to a constant beat, or "measure," length. An example of how this works is in the
Bahr and Haefer paper. It is our impression that the word shapes written in Russell are
accurate enough to yield to this kind of reconstruction. Bahr and GifF have checked some of
Russell's transcriptions against contemporary versions of the same songs, and in nearly

every case the transcriptions are so accurate, syllable by syllable, to seem to have been
written yesterday. This testifies both to fineness of Russell's ear (or perhaps more im-

portantly to the ear of his native linguistic assistant, Jose Lewis Brennan), and to the

thoroughness with which Pimas memorize their songs.
7. If one wanted to use the word '

'cycle" in reference to a type of Piman song set, sets

such as this one might be the most appropriate.
8. Bahr has not recorded any actual cures twice. Havier has only been asked to sing

one set twice in sessions for the recorder. He sang it in the same order. Sets ofup to 16 songs
are likely to be fixed in that manner. When the number gets higher, which is rare for curing

songs, it is a different question. One Pima, for instance knows over 200 ofa non-curing type
of song, far more than he would use on one occasion. He organizes them in groups but does
a good deal of picking and choosing when singing a group.

9. Muwali, here translated as 'bee' means both 'bee' and 'fly' in Piman. Some speakers
now use the Spanish loan word pana:l, from panal, 'honeycomb,' for bee. Others use
muwali for both kinds of insect. In the present song, 'yellow bee/fly' must certainly refer to

honey bees, while the 'green bee/fly' of the Papago Jimsonweed songs probably refers to

what are called "houseflies" in English. It is difficult to guess what kinds of buzzing
creatures are referred to by the Papago songs' 'grey,' 'spotted,' and 'many colored' bees/
flies.

10. If this set used splitting, Songs 9 and 10 probably would be split versions of one

song. They differ only in one word. According to Underbill, such songs were used primarily
for deer hunting (1946:89), which just might place them in a different category from deer

curing songs. If so, 9 and 10 may be imperfectly assimilated members of the present deer

curing set and may derive, like the Pima Jimsonweed songs, from a set whose primary use

was for a ceremonial deer hunt.

11. Syllables in the English translation do not correspond with those of the songs;
consult the Appendix to see how this is the case.

12. Songs are usually sung in subgroups of four with a rather long pause for ritual

'blowing' and then for relaxed conversation between each subgroup. See Bahr, Gregorio,

Lopez, and Alvarez for a discussion of singing and blowing in ritual cures.

13. It is not the case that devils only afflict men and prostitutes only afflict women.
Either "bad" sex may afflict anybody.
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APPENDIX

Pima Jimsonweed Songs

Russell's orthography has been slightly simplified below for ease in typesetting. It is still

more complex than that which would be used today to write the same songs. We have not

tried to "correct" his spellings.

Song 1

Tohaiva siyali kukim
s-toha si'alig ke:k
WHITE MORNING STANDS

Tohaiva siyali kukim
s-toha si'alig ke:k
WHITE MORNING STANDS

kuta nyi worsanyuk hi-im
keda an wursaflk him
JUST THEN I ARISE AND GO

Tcutangi yondany kufigusim
s-cehedagi hutfufiig gei
GREEN EVENING FALLS

Tcutangi yondany kufigusim
s-cehedagi hutfunig gei
GREEN EVENING FALLS

kuta nyi worsanyuk hi-im
keda an* wu:sank him
JUST THEN I ARISE AND GO
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Song 2

kotundami ya-ahangu
kotdopi ha:hak
JIMSONWEED LEAVES

kotundami ya-ahangu
kotdopi ha:hak
JIMSONWEED LEAVES

konyitcoma hongiyok
kufi cem hugyok
AND I JUST EAT AND

nontahangu
nodagk
GET DIZZY

rsakali mumulihimu
sakal med
STAGGERING RUN

kotundami yosingu
kotdopi hiosig
JIMSONWEED FLOWER

kotundami yosiftgu
kotdopi hiosig
JIMSONWEED FLOWER

tcoma hiyoku
cem i;yok
JUST DRINK AND

navahamo
navam
GET DRUNK

rsakali mumulihimu
sakal med
STAGGERING RUN

Song 3

kakato kuviholi yonamu nyoita-a
ga:t viholi o'odham ff-oid

BOW KEEPING(?) MAN ME FOLLOWS

hiyavo nyiahu
i:ya n-ai
HERE ME REACHES

vatony mumoak
vat o n-mua
HE WILL ME KILL
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inyi wopa
i n wtia
HERE ME THROW DOWN

hitany yahanga
i : da n-a f ag
THERE MY HORNS

hikomiaka rsolinga a
hikiomk sul
CUT OFF AND THROWS

vapako kuviholi yonamu nyoita a
va:pk viholi o'odham 1 oid
ARROW KEEPING (?) MAN ME FOLLOWS

hiyavo nyiahu
:ya n-ai

HERE ME REACHES

vatony mumoak
vat o n mua
HE WILL ME KILL

inyi wopa
i H wua
HERE ME THROW DOWN

hitany nonhavia
i : da n nonhoi
THESE MY FORELEGS

nikomiaka rsoliSga a
hikiomk $ul
CUT OFF AND THROWS

Song 4

momovali notakimu
mumuwali nodagim
FLIES DIZZY

momovali no takimu
mumuwali nodagim
FLIES DIZZY

katono miawaka
gd h.u iawak
THERE SPILL OUT AND

hamo ya.na.ki taimhu u
am o a :ngew
THERE BEAT WINGS
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Song 4

yokimali navakohi
hokimal naukoi
BUTTERFLIES DRUNK

yokimali navakohi
hokimal naukoi
BUTTERFLIES DRUNK

katoho miawaka

gd hu iawak
THERE SPILL OUT AND

hamo tapai kimu-u
am o ta:p
THERE SPLIT

Deer Songs

The deer and cow songs below are written to show their beats. The ictus points repre-

sent the beats of the underlying tempo of the song. Syllables are written below the ictus

points to show for how many beats they are held. This method of writing is discussed at

some length in Bahr and Haefer 1978. The Pimajimsonweed songs could not be written this

way because Russell did not record rhythm or beats. It is really quite easy to do so and when
it is done phenomena of song form and song language become much easier to discuss.

Melodies are not transcribed for the same reason that they were omitted in the Bahr and

Haefer paper, to preclude the full reproduction of the songs. For the same reason, cassette

recordings have not been supplied. Specialists wishing to work with this material should

contact Bahr for access and permission.

Song 1

ne nei weso ne ka bewoi wa
fceE'ei onk ab wo'iwa
SONGS START AT LIE

ne nei weo ne ka bevoi wa si

nen'ei sonk ab wo'iwa
SONGS START AT LIE

deneba bai we ye he me pi mu li ne
edan-bahi hemapa i ul

THEN MY TAIL SEPARATES

mo cu cu ko holaiai
am cukulhim

THERE BLACKENS
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Song 2

ga mu ha wanino no wa ne
gam hu hawaS tu'ag
AWAY CROW MOUNTAIN

ga mu me kosiwa hamoka kaita
gam hu me:ko si wa:m kakaidag
AWAY FAR GREATLY SOUNDING

a menewui fiemohi me
am heg wui aft am him
THERE THAT TOWARDS I GO

da he

so so na hanejewedasiyo hoina an
sont an jewed si s-am horho'idam
START AT LAND VERY DELIGHTFUL

Song 3

sa cu wu de hiyo sige
a:cu wud hiosig

WHAT IS FLOWER

a mene wui fie mi memeli hime
am g wui aS memelhim
THERE TOWARDS I RUN

Song 4

yu hamedo wajj
u f am tu'ag
YELLOW MOUNTAIN
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damai ge yu si wu sa ni
da:m g u:s wursafi

ON TOP TREE COMES OUT

kuna moni wa kenei ne
kun am ji:wiak neid
AND I THERE ARRIVE AND LOOK

ida ni ya hakemi we da ji
i:da n-a f

ag am hiwhun
THIS MY HORNS THERE SCRAPE

wano si kai moki
wan* si s-kaimuk
I VERY WANT TO HEAR

yeda bomiwehe ne
fi-eda ab hiwhuff

INSIDE ME SCRAPES

Song 5

ga
gam
AWAY

mu ci wo po
ac wo : po
WE RUN

hime

ga mu ci wo po hime

gam ac worpo
AWAY WE RUN

yo namese mai no
o'odham s-e:bidk
PEOPLE AFRAID AND

ke wo po hime

wo:po
RUN

wa su nanewaikito towai)

wa:s*hu nanaok tu'ag
AWAY SHINING MOUNTAIN

dademanebahebaiwewipino dai
da:m g ba:bhai widi^ut
ON TOP TAILS SWING

t

n
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Song 6

se bai wesu na ka
shebai sonkam
SOMEPLACE ORIGIN

da ma noj i3 iwi ihi me
da:m jirwia
ON TOP ARRIVE

mu mui hoho ki ma le nia ha
mu'i hohokimal tl-iaj
MANY BUTTERFLIES NEAR ME

iyo waniya ha ge bo nihi we n
iiyowa n-a f ag ab ne'e
HERE MY HORN AT SING

Song 7

ga dugeyu si hiyo si ge
g4 hu g u:s hiosig
FAR TREE FLOWER

sa miweye desiyu hamemumuwalinei yo pa ke
s amhiwa eda 3i s u f am mumuwalineiyopa
THREE THEN YELLOW BEES POUR OUT

iyo wanida maiweku hune
i o wa S da:m kuhu.
HERE ME ON HOOT

do kinemu wa Lin
d o ki li-miiwali
IT IS MY BEE

t t ? i

ceneku hune
c in kuhu
AND HERE HOOTS
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Song 8

nametonemua kai

nampto n-muakai
WILL YOU ME KILL

gamu wewe si ko we kai nakime
gamhu wesko kaidaghim
AWAY EVERYWHERE SOUNDS

soi galifte

so'ig ne'i
SAD SONG

he de

gamu wawe si ko we ya ha cosi ba nime n
gamhu wesko a'aj sirban
AWAY EVERYWHERE THIN SPRINKLE

ga mu wa wo po hime
gam hu wa wo:po
AWAY RUNNING

Song 9

ga mu wa wo po
gam hu wa wo:po
AWAY RUNNING

hime

kuniyoi dei)e moSulina ahi me
kun g oidkam n-ul
AND I FOLLOWING HOLD MYSELF

ya korja ^i wua ka nei

ha'ahog ifi-wuak neid
AROUND ME TURN AND LOOK

mui taya
mu f i t-a f

ag
MANY OUR HORNS

ha aki ma sa hi
am a sa him

GO
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Song 10

ga mu ci wawani hime

gam aj hu wawanhim
AWAY STRETCHING

t i t t i *

ga mu ci wawani hime
gam aj hu wawanhim
AWAY STRETCHING

, i T i i i t t t

kun.iyoi dene monulina ahi me
kun g oidkam n-ul
AND I FOLLOWING HOLD MYSELF

i i t i

ya koga fii wua ka nei
ha'ahog i n-wuak neid
AROUND ME TURN AND LOOKtflTtttftlt
mui tei3O o TJO oki ma sa hi m
mu'i t o f o ko wa sa him
MANY OUR BACKS

"

GO

Song 11

yu ha wi me he me ne ke
huawi medka* i
DEER RUNS AND THEN

mu wa ba ni wa ni me
gm hu ab n wanmedk
AWAY ME LEADS

hene ke

turjecu ka gi keftio ke te
gdhucuhug ed niok

NIGHT IN TALKS

ma^eyoi da koi niwa ni
c g oidk n wanme4
THROUGH IT ME LEADS

me hene
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Song 12

to ta si yebai je do ye we de

toha si hebaijed hewet

WHITE FROM SOMEPLACE WIND

kewa si cuna me yoine kohime ko nei de si

ge si cuhug oidam hirok o neid

JUST NIGHT THROUGH GO AND SEE

ya ftirjo T]okye doiye wehe sewibiji hi we

i:yari-go:k e4 hewel wipiji
HERE MY TRACKS IN WIND TWISTS

ki yo wa se ma me cime

ko wa s-ma : cid

WILL KNOW

Song 13

ne wepo we cu

wepo cu f

ig
LIKE IS

!

n
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Song 14

i yato neme lito ke
i:ya at n melidok
HERE RAN UP TO ME AND

i yacu meftu wa pa he
:ya cam n uapa

HERE BRING ME

i yato neme lito ke
:ya at n melidok

HERE RAN UP TO ME AND

i yacu menu wa pa he
i:ya fi-uapa
HERE BRING ME

ta sai tonelikewaSepi na kot]oke
ta

*

tonlig ko wanpi narkogok
SUN SHINES AND I CAN'T STAND IT

1 f T t T t

huwa^ wi na hanake
huawi na :nk
DEER EARSftfftlltt
wa cumosai si kunedai m
wa cem sa'i sikoldahim
JUST

*

TURN CIRCLES

Song 15

na ha Tjeceweli ku deno warjesa
n a:hali cewelikud tu f ag sam
LITTLE LENGTHENER MOUNTAIN

meyeda ma noke kiwa
hu'idarm kerkiwa

ON IT STAND

ge na ha rjece we li hime
g n a f ag cewelhim

M5T HORNS LENGTHEN
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ga mu nehi mlhi

gam hu nt a him
AWAY I GO

meta sal si siwu

eda tas" sisiwuda
THEN SUN RAYS

de fia a rjeku ku ka boku ku rjuwa
n-a f

ag kurkug ab kuzkugwa
MY HORNS TIPS AT STOP

Song 16

ta sai wehi me da me
tas himdam
SUN GOER

wa sit erne bai dam
wa si s-ta-e:bidam
FRIGHTENING

cu hai ka jiga mhu wehu hu nu uiie

cu'ig c gam hu wa hudufiim

IS AND AWAY SETS

sanu Qijuu u ho ke
san hui fl-Ju:ka

f i

WHAT I DO?

gamu wemeko weje we

gam hu me:k jewed
AWAY FAR LAND

da bohimihi me
ab him
TO GO
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Song 17

gahuwe
gahu ge
AWAY

to no waj)

tuag
MOUNTAIN

ke mai sa pi me

ge'e ma 1 isapahim
COVERING

ke mai a pi me

ge
' e ma * isapahim

COVERING

i nowanewo po we sa sa gi
in hu n-wo:po sa'asgid
HERE MY FUR BETWEEN

de

ge si cu hu ka
ge s cuhugkam

DARKNESS

me wa a
wa : kirn
ENTERS

wa ki me

Song 18

wa noi pi mumu ki mi me
wan oiya pi mumkim him
I THEN NOT SICKLY GO

de

wa noi pi mumu ki mi me de
wan oiya pi mumkim him
I THEN NOT SICKLY GO

ga mo si me kona mo si hiwai weyewedamedo
gam hu si me:k siw hewel tu'ag
AWAY FAR BITTER WIND MOUNTAIN

t i ? i i i t t i

wakewu huwi ftehi me hene n
wui an him
TOWARDS I GO
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Song 19

ba nai we hina ki me
ban wa hihinnat
COYOTE HOWLS

i no wa tebi nemi to kahi ne kime
in hu wa t-bij imdahic hihinnak
THERE US CIRCLES AND HOWLS

hai ya sol ga nima ha ma de
va rk

'
-f a n~mammadhaiya

ALAS
so'ig
POOR MY CHILDREN

ga maicu mo gerjo ke

yamai cem gegoki
THERE STAND

cina ha na kenaiyoiyopime
c in hu nainko oiyopo
AND VARIOUS WANDERING

Cow Songs

The writing conventions used here are discussed at the beginning or the deer songs. It

need only be added that some of these songs contain two-beat "pickups'* prior to some
lines. These tend to mark the commencement of subportions of the song text. Havier used

them ad lib, sometimes present and sometimes absent in his repeated singings of a given

song. They have meanings (are not nonesense syllables), yet they are clearly pickups in the

sense that the "body" of a given line of song consists of pairs of four-beat words.

Song 1

ga mu me

gam hu me:k
AWAY FAR

ka wo na ke ke
kawolk ke:k
HILL STANDS

ke

ga me me
gam hu me:k
AWAY FAR

me ko wa
waw
ROCK

wai
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we si koi we ce do ke
wesko s-cehedagi
ALL GREEN
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Song 2

cu cu ke ka wo li ke
s-cuck ka'akwol
BLACK HILLS

cu u
cu:c
STAND

ke

a bi sa sa ni te mu
ab sa'asgid mu'i
THERE AMONG MANY

mui

hai wa ni oi yo o

haiwan oiyopo
COWS WANDER

po

ga dui wa pe kya li

gd hu'i wapkial
FAR OFF COWBOYS

nei yo pa ke wa to te

neiyopak wat o t-
COME OUT AND THEY WILL US

ce
ce:

FIND

ce ke

wu wi mo hi i i me
wui am o hihim
TOWARDS COME

oi ya we e bi no ke

oiya wa erbidk
THEN FRIGHTEN
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t t f t I t

ga mu we ko ko ma
gam hu kokomad
AWAY BUNCHED UP

de

t i t ? t i i f

wo poi me
wo:po
RUNttttffit
piya to li ma ma ce
pi at al e ma : c
THEY WON'T KNOW

Song 3

t i t T i t ? i

na na wai ki to no wa ne
nanaok tu*ag
SHINING MOUNTAIN

i * t t t v t ?

ke e e ke
ke:k
STANDS

I t T t t t I |

na na wai ki to no wa ne
nanauk tu'ag
SHINING MOUNTAIN

f i t t T t t t

ke e e ke
ke:k
STANDSffftftii
lie ma ko wa kya li
hemako wakial
ONE COWBOY

wu wi mo hi i
wui am him
TOWARDS COMES

me

a
an
THERE

no we we ga
o we : gaj

AROUND

jo bi ji
i bij imk

CIRCLES

ke
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mu mui we hai wa ni
mu ! i haiwan
MANY COWS

yoi yo o

oiyopo
WANDER

po

a no sa sa rji toi yoi i me de

an o sa'asgid oinnnej,

THERE AROUND WANDERS

we
we:s
ALL

t i t

sa 11 ma a

al ma:c
KNOWS

Song 4

cu cu ke ka wo li

s-cuk kawolk
BLACK HILL

ke

ke e

ke:k
STANDS

i

e ke

cu cu ke ka wo li ke

s-cuk kawolk

BLACK HILL

ke e

ke:k
STANDS

i

ke

ga gai we wa wa ha ffe

gahi wawafi

ACROSS STRETCHES

a mi we pe cu ke mu mui we

am we: co g mu ! i

THERE BELOW MANY
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hai wa Si yoi yo ho po
haiwaH oiyopo
COWS WANDERitfttitt
ga tui wa pe kya li
gd hu ' i wapkial
FAR OFF COWBOYStttififi
nei yo pa ke wa to te
neiyopak wat o t
COME OUT AND WILL US

t t ? i i t t t

ce ce ke
ce:
FIND

T T 1 t t I t t

we sa 11 te ma pa te
we:s al i t hemapa
ALL US GATHERffTtfffff
he ma ko wa kya 11
hemako wakial
ONE COWBOYttttfittif

a noi a $a gi toi yoi me de
an o a'asgid Dimmed
THERE BETWEEN WANDERStftfttrf

oi ya wa ce ce no ke
oi ya wa ce :

THEN FINDS

ge ge
ge'eged
BIG

de na ne
nankam
EARED

ka me hai
haiwaft
COW

wa to
wat o
HE WILL

ni wu
n wu :

ROPE ME

pu ke

ga mai to
gamai at
DOWN

ni wu
hu n wua

THROW ME

pa hi
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na ne ko ni j u ni hi me
na:nko 8- junhim
VARIOUS DO ME

Song 5

su me ka me no no wa ne
s-u:mugkam tu !

ag
t

YUCCA MOUNTAIN

ke e

ke:k
STANDS

ke

su me ka me no no wa ne
s-u:mugkam tu'ag
YUCCA MOUNTAIN

ke e

ke:k
STANDS

ke

i i i i t i i i t

a mi we pe cu ke hai wa ni
am we: co g haiwan
THERE BELOW COW

dai wo ho ne
da f iwu
COMES OUT

ga mai yu si me

gamai hu si me
AWAY RUNS

me de

go wo ke wa pe kya li

go : k wapkial
TWO COWBOYS

a le li lia ta no wi pi no ta
al e-liliat an wipidut
THEIR LARIATS SWING
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Song 6

sanemi ka me ka wo
s hanamkam kawolk
CHOLLA HILL

li ke

ke e
ke:k
STANDS

ke

sanemi ka
s hanamkam
CHOLLA

ka wo
kawolk
HILL

li ke

ke e
ke:k
STANDS

ke

a mi we pe
am we : co
THE BELOW

wai
waiyo
BUCKSKIN

yo

hai
haiwan
COW

wa

ga mai yu
gamai hu
AWAY

ni dai wo o
da ' iwu
COMES OUT

si me
si me

RUNS

v

me

He

de
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je we ne ku me ne

jewe kuibdag
EARTH DUSTY

go o ke wa pe kya li

go : k wapkial
TWO COWBOYS

nei yo o

Seiyopa
COME OUT

pa

a le li lia ta no wi pi no te

al e- liliat an wipidut
THEIR LARIATS SWING

wa
wat
THEY

to Si wu
o ft- wu:

WILL ME ROPE

pu ne

wa wai ko bi bia ke

waikko bi:bi

THREE TIMES WRAP

le

wo

wo:g
ROAD

wo r|e ka
ka:c
LIES

Song 7

ce

wo

wo:g
ROAD

wo ije ka
ka:c
LIES
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a mi da de ma no mu mui
am da :m mu f i
THERE ON TOP MANY

it ittttit
hai wa Ki hi i hi me
haiwan hihim
COWS GOtttttftift

ga me me me ko to wa i}e

gam hu me :k to : ta f ag
AWAY FAR MOUNTAINS

T I I t I I f t

cu hu ce
cu: c

, STAND

t i i i t f t i t

wu wui mo hi i hi me
wui am hihim
TOWARDS <5O

Iftfffttt
wa to wa ya ha ke
wat o wa a f ahek
THEY WILL REACH IT AND

t i t i t i i t t t t

a mi sa sa rji to wa pa ke
am sa'asgid wa f

ap
THERE BETWEEN ENTER

f T T 1 t t 1 T

he ma ko ka wo li ke
hemako kawolk
ONE HILLfltffltl
go ho ke wa pe kya li

go:k wapkial
TWO COWBOYS

ke TJO ho
gegok
STAND

ke

hai cu sa fie na ho ke
ha'icu sa ft<

SOMETHING WATCH
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a mi we pe
am we : co

THERE BELOW

mu
mu'i
MANY

mui we

hai wa ni oi yo o

haiwan oiyopo
COWS WANDER

po

Song 8

he mu wo pe ko wa ni wu pu na
hemhuwa wo:po ko wa n- wupda
OF COURSE RAN AND ROPED ME

he

he mu wo pe ko wa ni wu pu na

hemhuwa wo:po pe ko wa 8- wupda
OF COURSE RAN AND ROPED ME

he

no no wi ta no wu pu ne
nonowic ha-wup$a
FRONT FEET ROPED

ga mai to ni wu pa hi

gam hu Si-wup^a
DOWN KNOCKED ME

\ i \ i i t

$o sag ya mo ka

sosagic
'

kai te

BAWLING
am o kadaidag

SOUNDS

Song 9

ko ma li ke no no wa

komalk tu f

ag
FLAT MOUNTAIN

me ne si he we da mo

am eda hewel

THERE INSIDE WIND

kai je de

kaidag
SOUNDS
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ko ma
komalk
FLAT

li ke no no *

tu'ag
MOUNTAIN

ne

me ne si he we
am eda hewel
THERE INSIDE WIND

da mo

kai je de
kaidag
SOUNDS

a nowewe we
an o we : gaj
THERE AROUND

na ji je
jewed
EARTH

we ne

Song 10

ba mu de wa pe kya li ci no yoi yo ho
bam wud wapkial c in oiyopo
WHO ARE YOU COWBOYS AND HERE WANDER

po

ba mu de wa pe kya li ci no
bam wud wapkial c in
WHO ARE YOU COWBOYS AND HERE

yoi yo ho po
oiyopo
WANDER
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ga dhu ge je we na mo cu pu li me ko lai we na a
gd hu g jewed cupulim kolhai naito
AWAY EARTH SQUARE CORRAL MAKES

to

we sa li te ma pa te
we:s al i t-hemapa
ALL US GATHERED

ke da ne to

k eda g to:lo
JUST 'THEN BULL

lo we s.ua

suak
CRIES

ke

Song 11

yu hu wi fte

u f uwi fte f e

WOMEN SING

he ta

yu hu wi ne
u'uwi ne'e
WOMEN SING

he ta

ku na mo we ma ja mo fie e
kun am o we:maj am o ne'e
AND I THERE WITH THERE SING

ta

do kya ce pawiyu u
do ki a ce:cpaowi wud
IT IS PROSTITUTE

dai yu
u ! uwi
WOMEN

hu

tie Sei wa ku ku na ne
Se'i ku:kug an
SONGS ENDS AT

sa wa si ce do gi mo hio si me
sa wa si s-cehedagim hiotahim
VERY GREENLY FLOWER
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Song 12

ga dhu ge je we na mo si ko 11 to no Ihi me
gd hu g jewed am o sikol tonol
AWAY EARTH THERE AROUND SHINES
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Gourlay, Kenneth, compiler. A Bibliography of Traditional Music in Papua New
Guinea. Port Moresby: Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies, 1974. (P.O.
Box 1432, Boroko, Papua New Guinea.)

This is a beautifully conceived and executed piece of work, and all of us who
work in Papua New Guinea are much indebted to Ken Gourlay and the Institute of

Papua New Guinea Studies for their efforts. For anthropologists and ethnomusi-

cologists wishing the most up-to-date and comprehensive bibliography, this is the

volume.
The bibliography is divided into two sections. The first lists some 275 sources

alphabetically by author. Each source is then annotated in full with the page
numbers and topic headings for relevant information. Plates and illustrations of

importance and cross references (such as reviews) are also listed, and asterisks

indicate whether the volume has been examined personally by the author or
whether the information given is derived from other sources.

Three things are noteworthy about the first section. First, among the ma-
terials studied were all the major ethnographies of Papua New Guinea cultures.

Gourlay has painstakingly gone through these monographs and sifted out all rele-

vant references to instruments, song and singing styles, ceremonial and other

musical contexts, ethnography and symbolism, mythology, and texts, and listed

full page and cross references. Second, among the materials surveyed are also

notes from recording jackets and liners, and general books that range from art and
museum volumes that include photographs of instruments, to textbooks that have

synthesized information. Third, Gourlay has pulled together all of the early writ-

ings, including the most esoteric and difficult to get German papers, and has given
the first comprehensive annotations of what is contained in them.

The second section is a massive index of all of the above sources. This section

is divided into seven very practical and usable subject headings: anthropology,
ceremonies, dance, instruments, musicoiogy, mythology, people and places. For
each section there are further breakdowns of topic headings. Under "anthro-

pology" for example, there are 50 topic headings ranging from "acquisition and

trading** to "work." Under each of these both the references and the specific

pages of relevance are given. The final subject heading, "people and places,"

performs the tremendously useful job of listing the names of all cultural, language,
and geographic groups.

The publication of this bibliography is a major event in Oceanic ethno-

musicology. Similar projects were undertaken long ago for other major cultural

areas. Until the Gourlay volume all that existed for students of Papua New Guinea
music were the bibliographic materials in Jaap Kunst's 1967 Music in New Guinea,
and Wolfgang Laade's unpublished manuscript on Oceanic music and dance. With
this volume, and Mervyn McLean's excellent 1977 Annotated Bibliography of
Oceanic Music andDance (published by the Polynesian Society and available from

University of Hawaii Press), systematic research and comparison from the litera-

ture is greatly enhanced. The McLean volume, by the way, picks up a few Papua
New Guinea, Torres Straits, and Solomon Islands references not in Gourlay (for

instance, Laade's work) or published after it was compiled.
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In sum, I find this volume not only a fine compilation of the Papua New
Guinea literature, but also a model for ethnomusicological bibliographies. The

organization of this book makes the information maximally accesable to students

and scholars, no matter what their orientation or specific needs may be.

Strathern, Andrew. Melpa Amb Kenan: Courting Songs ofthe Melpa People. Port

Moresby: Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies, 1974. (P.O. Box 1432,

Boroko, Papua New Guinea).

During his tenure as director of the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies,

Ulli Beier has done a great deal to promote humanistic research and publication on
the musical, visual, and literary arts of that country. The publication of this book
derives from one of Beier's projects, a series of small volumes on "Traditional

Poetry of Papua New Guinea." This volume was issued as number one.

The author, Andrew Strathern, is an anthropologist who has worked with

Melpa people of the Mount Hagen area since 1964. Until recently he was chairman
of the anthropology department at the University of Papua New Guinea. His work
on the Melpa is well known and well represented in the literature on highland

peoples of Papua New Guinea. While Melpa Amb Kenan can be enjoyed by itself,

I found that I would have lost a lot without the familiarity of Strathern 's Rope of
Moka (1971) and Self-Decoration in Mt Hagen (1971), written with Marilyn
Strathern (also an anthropologist with extensive experience in Melpa).

The bulk of the book is taken up with texts, with Melpa and English on facing

pages. For each text there is a brief explanatory note. Of the texts, 22 are Amb
Kenan, (courting songs), 12 are Mtflya (songs discussing preference for courting

partners), 2 are Werl and Mtfr (sung at dances ofMoka ceremonial exchanges), and
4 are Ka (funeral songs and laments). The purpose of these last two sections is to

show the contrast between songs of love and gaiety and more
'

'serious" Melpa
texts.

Amb Kenan are sung at night in the context of visitations by men to the

houses where young women and their mothers reside. The songs coax the girls to

come out from a side compartment of the house to where the men are. Then, the
men and girls sit around together until dawn, singing and joking. While a group of
men sing, a couple goes through a stylized routine that involves turning their faces
toward each other, meeting the nose and brows, then turning again to make con-
tact on the cheeks, and ducking their heads down to the floor. In between these
routines men change places throughout the night so that partners are continually
shuffled. The Mjlya songs are sung by girls as a reply, stating a preference for a

particular man. By singing these and then following a man to his place the next

day, a young woman expresses her desire to marry a man, and this leads to the

process of a man negotiating and then gathering bride payment.
Strathern notes that the motifs for these songs are formulaic and traditional; in

the context of a particular courting session they are reshaped using new place
names and new phrases whose purpose is to make them convincing to the ad-
dressee. They are passed about freely among singers and listeners, and knowledge
of old and new reworkings of motifs spread and travel rapidly.

The texts are short (none longer than 12 lines), and the Amb Kenan images
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convey the coaxing ("Up the steep hill of Mbite I've come,/ Must I go down it

alone") and the Mflya the response ('Wait and I'll bring my rain mat for you, Let
us go together/') There are frequent references in the Amb Kenan to love magic,
and Strathern notes that this goes along with the practice of introducing these

items into face paint or cigarettes to try make a partner more receptive. Several of
these involve interesting metaphors about fireflies and glowing brightness, and
these same symbols are echoed in the Mtflya. These make for particularly interest-

ing poetic lines in the context of the event, which takes place in a dark interior lit

by the low glow of fires.

While the inclusion of the Werl, Mtfr, and Ka texts are interesting, I feel that

there are not enough of them to give the reader a comparable sense of the genres
when contrasted with the Amb Kenan and Mtflya. After studying them all one is at

a loss as to just what Strathern means when he notes that these later styles are

more "serious" than the former. Part of the answer is certainly in the previously
mentioned books, but given the information that one can get from just the texts

Tm not really sure that their inclusion is helpful.

This gets to what I feel is the book's singular weakness, namely the introduc-

tion. This is only 5 pages long, and while it does include considerably more detail

than my summary of the context ofAmb Kenan and Mtflya performance, it leaves

out a tremendous amount. Even another 5 pages would have been sufficient to

describe briefly several basic issues that are important to understanding the texts.

For instance: Are these in a special poetic grammar or do they follow certain oral

literary conventions different from usual Melpa speech? What is the relation be-

tween the composition of text and of melody? Are the musical frames also formu-

laic? Is there a special manner of performance in intonation and voice quality

generally that Melpa associate with courting? Are these songs discussed and

aesthetically evaluated in relation to specific canons of persuasiveness and/or
verbal and musical prowess? Once a couple is married do the courting songs
related to their union have a special meaning to them? Do men and women discuss

the images in these songs and premeditate on them communally, or are they

largely improvised from the existing frames and available images at the event? And
since the texts are so short, one wonders whether they are repeated, through

composed, verse and refrain, or structured in various other ways.
Even without the musicological component, I feel that inclusion of more

ethnographic factors, relating to conceptualization, performance, and aesthetics

would be valuable for the reader of these texts. The only flaw in Strathern's

presentation for me is that such stylistic and ethnographic information does not

appear in the introductory remarks. Nevertheless, the presentation and translation

of these texts are a most welcome addition to the growing literature on song

poetics in Papua New Guinea.

Chenoweth, Vida, Editor. Musical Instruments ofPapua New Guinea. Ukarumpa,
Papua New Guinea: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1976. xii, 80 pp., maps,
charts, photographs.

This book is a catologue of musical instruments in Papua New Guinea, based

on data supplied by missionaries working for the Summer Institute of Linguistics
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during 1966 and 1967. It is not clear how many people contributed and how they

gathered information about groups other than those they were working with. A
map and list shows that between 1957 and 1969, 69 languages were being worked
on, but it is not apparent how many people were engaged in work during the period
that Chenoweth prepared and compiled the questionnaire. To my knowledge,
Chenoweth is the only contributor who is an ethnomusicologist; the others are SIL
fieldworkers whose interests are varied, some being involved in more academic
work on Papua New Guinea languages, others concentrating principally on Bible

translation. A good bit of the information comes from the Highlands and coastal

areas. According to the map, it appears that there is little SIL activity in the

Western Province (Dan Shaw began work there after the materials here were

compiled), the Southern Highlands fringe, and the Gulf Province. With these

exceptions then, the listings are representative of the bulk of the country.
The book begins with a brief introduction, summarizing instrument types and

distributions. Then follow six sections: Idiophones, Aerophones, Membrano-

phones, Chordophones, Toys, and Borrowed/Introduced. The format for each of
these sections is the same, each page being sectioned into a chart with four col-

umns. The column headings are (1) vernacular name, (2) language and province,

(3) brief description, (4) usage, The information supplied in these last two columns

ranges from as little as one word to as much as several sentences that are as

thoroughly descriptive as possible given the organizational format.

The introduction has two problems. The first is that Chenoweth over-

generalizes from the data compiled in the book. While such generalizations may be
valid for the material reported they do not take into account any other informa-
tion. Thus, she notes that "unusual" rattle types are found, among other places,
for the Fasu in the Southern Highlands. The item in question is a rattle constructed
from crayfish claws. In fact, such rattles are not unusual, and are found through-
out the Southern Highlands fringe and Western Province, as well as further down
into the Gulf Province. Hence, the "unusual" nature of the rattle is only evidence
of lack of data from the area.

A second problem concerns chordophones. Chenoweth states that "string
instruments are rare in Papua New Guinea" and the "only one ofany significance
is the heterochordic mouth bow." This is a surface generalization that hides a

larger problem. Namely, many Papua New Guinea cultures report that although
they currently have jaw's harps, these instruments were introduced by other

groups and in playing style and social function replace the monochordic mouth
bow. In Bosavi, during 1976-77, for instance, there were no mouth bows in use,

although everyone remembered them and pointed out that they were used until the
Hull Highlanders introduced jaw's harps into the area. The terminology, concep-
tualization, and use of the two were quite similar. Such accounts are hardly un-
common, and although it is quite true that one can consider string instruments as
"rare" at the moment, the probability is quite high that they were very significant
in a number of places.

In short, while the introduction speaks for the data in the book, it is not

particularly strong as a scholarly exposition of instrument types and distribution in

Papua New Guinea. While it is unfair to be overly critical of generalizations given
the author's caveat that the catalogue is not intended as exhaustive, I find that
some of the statements could have been more carefully worded or historically
contexted, particularly since this is the first book of its type and bound to be much
used as an introduction to the topic.
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As for the descriptive section, the quality varies. The general descriptions
seem to be written much from the point of view of the most common qualities

found in the highlands. While Chenoweth's own expertise is greatest in this area, I

find it unfortunate that variations are presented largely as less usual patterns. If

the SIL were situated in the hub of the Southern, Western, and Gulf areas this

might likely be presented differently. In all fairness however, I should state that

such a trend is common to Papua New Guinea ethnography generally, since the

highlands have captivated the attention of researchers most completely and thor-

oughly, and many tend to interpret other patterns as variations and deviations of

the basic highland model.

I am also concerned, in this section, about inaccuracy resulting from second
and third level reporting. For instance, in the membranophone section, under

drums, it is reported that in Bosavi, Southern Highlands, there is a drum termed

iripi, that is conical with a pedestal. Nothing is given under usage. In fact, both the

term and the description are wrong. The term is ilib, and the drum has no pedestal.
No SIL people have worked in Bosavi, but an SIL team did work with Fasu, a few

days walk on the other side of the Kikori. Presumably this information came from
that team, via questioning Fasu about Bosavi instruments. (No other Bosavi in-

struments are reported in the other sections). It is easy to see how inaccuracies

could result from this method of data gathering. Examining the total number of

language groups listed, and comparing this with the number of places SIL teams

worked in the field gives me the distinct impression that the above example is not

idiosyncratic.
In conclusion, I think that the real problem with this book is intent. Cheno-

weth seems to intend it to be a scholarly work by organizing it along the lines of the

Sachs-Hornbostel classification, and directly stating that the linguistic and geo-

graphic information will serve as an "invaluable aid" to anthropologists and

ethnomusicologists involved in research. Clearly it is difficult to produce such a

scholarly work when the sources of information are so diverse and tangential to

many of the data gatherers. While I have no doubt that time is right for a major

synthesis on musical instruments in Papua New Guinea, I think that Chenoweth
should have either made this a nonscholarly catalogue, or have written a scholarly

synthesis of all of the data available to her. To do either of these would have left no

question as to the purpose and intended use. The present work, unfortunately,
falls somewhere between these two, and as such, does not quite make it as either a

general catalogue or a scholarly presentation.

de Coppet, Daniel, and Hugo Zemp. 'Are'are: un peuple melanesien el sa

musique. Paris: Seuil (Collection les jours de Thomme), 1978. 127 pages,

photographs, recording on plastic disc in rear sleeve.

This is an unusual and beautiful book, in content as well as design, and I hope
it is quickly translated and published in English so that it can be enjoyed by a wider

audience. Hugo Zemp is familiar to this readership for his articles on 'Are'are

music ethnography in this journal (1978, 1979) and others (1971, 1972a, 1972b,

1973, among others) as well as for his many recordings of Solomon Islands music

(three discs devoted to the 'Ard'ard were published in the Muse'e de THomme
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collection, Vogue LDM 30104, 30105, and 30106). The work that these publica-
tions report has been carried out during field research that began in 1969; prior to

this time Zemp was engaged in research in West Africa. Daniel de Coppet is an

ethnographer who began research among the 'Are'are' in 1963; it was at his invita-

tion that Zemp went to Malaita and began his ethnomusicological studies there.

Anthropologists working in Melanesia are familiar with Daniel de Coppet through
his articles of funerary rites, exchange, ceremonial cycles, and mythology of the

'Are'are. Although they have previously collaborated on a film (with Crista de

Coppet), this is the first major written collaboration of the two authors.

This book is notable not because it is a collaboration between an ethnographer
and ethnomusicologist but rather because it is a collaboration between these two
researchers and the "Are'are people. With the exception of the final chapter, the

text of the book is composed of direct quotations from 'Are'are people (from tape

recordings translated by the authors, both of whom are fluent in the language and
use it as the major means of communication in their field research). These textual

passages consist of myths, songs, stories, and narratives, and are laid out along-
side numerous color and black and white photographs (taken and captioned by the

authors). The selection and organization of these photographs was also submitted
to and approved by the 'Are'are.

This format is used for six chapters. The first of these, "La socie'te: les outils

et la musique," presents the myths of creation and of the origin of bamboo music.

Among the many interesting features of these myths I was taken by the importance
of bird sound; the porare bird (Purple Swamp Hen, Porphyrio porphyrio) and its

relation to the origin of flute music is particularly striking given the importance
attached to this bird and its loud night calls by people along the Sepik river in

Papua New Guinea (as yet I don't know of any accounts relating the call of this

bird to the flute music of that area, but given the prominence of origin myths
involving birds in Melanesia, and the importance of flute music in the Sepik, it

would be interesting to know if the calls are associated with vocal music, instru-

mental music, both, or neither.)

The second chapter, "L'amour des vivants et des morts," deals with the

cycle of birth, marriage, and death. Song texts are given for a lullaby and love

song, and there are detailed pictures of panpipes and other instruments associated
with courtship and seduction, as well as instruments used for the diversion of
musicians (open bamboo tubes struck against small rocks with hands and feet).
These are contrasted with funerary lamentations.

The third chapter, "Les travaux et les jours," is an excellent presentation of

ethnographic themes familiar to all who have worked in Melanesia identification
with locality, orientation to planting and harvesting, construction of gardens, ex-

ploitation of forest resources for homebuilding, and management of domestic pigs.

Additionally it presents a text on travel by canoe. The photographs very nicely
illustrate the contrast between orientation to mainland terrain and rain forest, and
orientation to water.

The fourth chapter, "Les cycles des fetes fim&aires," presents an important
Melanesian social occasion funerals and shows how feasting and gathering
people together encourages exchange as a way ofexpressing sentiment as well as a
way of distributing wealth. The photographs show people bringing and cooking
taro and vegetables in steaming pits, and cooking and cutting pork, and are highly
expressive both of the division of labor and the style of feast preparation.

This in turn sets up the context for the fifth chapter, "La musique des ftes,"
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which I find the most powerful in the entire book. Anyone who still thinks that
4

'primitive" people don't verbally articulate aesthetic commentary would do well to

study Warousu's superb passage on 4t
Le pouvoir de la musique." And for those

who continue to believe that non-literate people perform music simply, function-

ally, and matter-of-factly, the photograph on page 72 should prove liberating. I have

rarely seen a photograph ofany musician, from any culture, whose facial expression
portrays such intense inspiration and deep emotional involvement in performing.

While it should not be surprising that people who make such interesting music
have so much to say about it, ethnomusicologists have usually assumed that what

they have to say is more interesting. This attitude has done much to perpetuate
colonial ethnomusicology and little to communicate what most people feel about
their music. It is comforting to know that there are humane people like Hugo Zemp
who are willing to talk and listen to people in their own language, on theirown terms,
and present such information with respect and admiration. I find this chapter one of
the most moving things I have seen or read about anyone's music.

The sixth chapter, "Le pouvoir par les echanges meurtriers ou pacifiques,"
returns to the themes of exchange, death, and politics. The concluding statement,

"Pour une politique moderne," by the paramount chief Ariki Nono'ohimate
Eerehau is a declaration concerning cultural integrity and preservation. It is a

fitting finish to the 'Are'are' texts to have this statement stressing the determina-

tion to maintain and stabilize cultural values in the post colonial era.

The final chapter, by de Coppet and Zemp, is successful because it avoids

commentary on the 'Are'are texts and presents the direct perspective of the two
authors. Following a historical overview there is an explication of musical order

and social order as mirror constructions. The main theme here is that "Le plus

remarquable, dans les ^changes comme dans la musique, c'est la riguer de la

construction. II n'y a pas de place pour 1'improvisation. Au contraire tout fait

humain, tout evenement sonore, prend place dans un ordre et une coherence tres

elabore's" (p. 1 17). The brief analysis here is consistent with the themes developed

by Zemp in his two recent articles in this journal (1978, 1979). The concern the

'Are'are display over the structural details of feasts and ceremonies, and the

organization of exchange, is the same concern they display regarding the social

organization of music both the organization of musical types, and the organiza-
tion of polyphonic panpipe music.

The short disc included with the book presents examples of three of the four

panpipe ensemble styles, wooden slit drums, bamboo tubes struck on rock,

rhythmic slapping of water in a river game, funerary lament, and a paddling song
for canoeing. AH of these selections are cross-indexed directly to text and photo-

graphs in the book. The recordings, even on a plastic disc, are of the usual high

quality that Zemp has produced; but the three discs of 'Are'are' music cited above
should really be listened to with the book in order to get a fuller picture of the

musical styles.

Obviously I am very enthusiastic about the publication of this book. What is

said and shown, and how it is said and shown is done with great respect for

honesty. What Daniel de Coppet and Hugo Zemp report about the "rigueur de la

construction" in 'Are'are social and musical process is also true of their own
conceptualization and editing of this book.

Because of the costly nature of producing this sort of book, and the limited

market (compared to most of what Seuil publishes), the price is high (about $20). I
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hope that this does not deter individuals and libraries from purchasing it, particu-

larly since the royalties go directly to the 'Are'are cultural council.

Berkeley, California Steve Feld
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Giesen, Walter. Zur Geschichte des buddhisten Ritualgesangs in Japan: Traktate

des 9. bis 14. Jahrhunderts zum shomyo der Tendai-Sekte. Studien zur tradi-

tionellen Musik Japans. Band I. Kassel: Barenreiter, 1977. 355 pp., music,

charts. In German with a brief (lOp) summary in English.

The appearance of the first major study of Japanese Buddhist music in a

Western language must be heralded as something of a milestone in Asian musical

studies. That the first significant monograph on shomyo (Buddhist liturgical chant)
should be in German comes as no surprise, since for more than 25 years Germanic
interest in Japanese traditional music has been high. The mere presence of
Kataoka's important article on shomyo in the German MGG suggests as much.

Walter Giesen's monograph, the first in Barenreiter's hogaku series, treats an

admittedly narrow cross-section of the subject. The author admits that the original

design was much grander a full treatise on Buddhist liturgical music in Japan
but as the subject unfolded to further and further investigation, the inevitable

impossibility of the project began to reveal itself. His narrower focus, then, takes

the form of an annotated translation and discussion of six historical Tendai
treatises on chant, dating from the 9th to the 14th century.

Although these limitations are understandable, they are disappointing in that

they make the author's work of necessity somewhat tentative. Giesen has fallen in

line with the accepted predisposition that the Tendai tradition represents the old-

est and most unaltered chant practice in Japan. Yet my inquiries into shomyo have
led me to believe that the practice of the Shingon sect, that other stronghold of
chant tradition, reflects attitudes that are more ancient, particularly in regard to

the philosophical foundations of the music and the role of music in liturgy. Fur-

thermore, limiting the study to six ancient treatises leaves unmined the rich vein of
information that can be secured from contemporary performance practices. A
more carefully balanced survey of both Tendai and Shingon sources and a study of
documents tempered by fuller treatment of contemporary practices could have
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revealed a more comprehensive and more accurate picture of Buddhist ritual

music, which is after all, what is suggested by the main part of Giesen's title the

only part that appears on the front cover of the book and on the circulated adver-

tisements for the book.

Giesen is, however, less the party-man than one might expect. Much of the

Tendai dogma about unchangeably falls to Giesen's axe. Perhaps the most valu-

able part of his study is the attempt to recreate ancient melodies by tracing forms

of chants back to their original Chinese speech-tones and hypothesizing that me-

lodic intervals were limited to a step above and a step below in ancient times.

All in all, Giesen has advanced the cause of Japanese musical scholarship

greatly. The volume of material he has waded through in Japanese borders on

monumental. His bibliography alone is significant for bringing more important
sources together into a single list than have been published anywhere else, al-

though Iwata Soichi, Shomyo kankei shiryd nenpyo (1974) is missing, as are

Kikumura Horihiko, Bukkyd'to Ongaku (1976), and Fuse Josei, Niko Hoyo (1977),

the latter two perhaps too recent for inclusion. Perhaps the most useful section of

the work is Giesen's massive six-page chart of shomyo sources, both primary and

secondary, mostly Tendai, but with a remarkable catholicity evident in the surpris-

ing number of related Shingon and gagaku sources. This is highly valuable spade-

work for future studies.

The Zur in Giesen's title is accurate: the book is a study towards a history of

Buddhist liturgical music in Japan. It is only a beginning, and much is left to do. It

is unfortunate that the book preserves and passes on some of the pro-Tendai

predispositions of Kataoka Gido, Giesen's mentor. This allegiance to an inherited

point of view, although understandable, is disappointing. The prominence of

Tendai-orientation in shomyo studies can only bear partial fruit, insofar as they

tend to ignore the liturgical and philosophical foundations of the music.

Yet, for beginnings, it is an auspicious start. We now have at hand in a

Western language more information on shomyo than we have ever had. There is

even a summary, albeit brief, in English at the end of the volume. The previous

scholarship in the field of shomyo has been impressive, but it has nearly all been

done in Japanese. What has heretofore been an exclusively Japanese domain,

parochial and insular, has now for the first time been opened up to the West. This

is an achievement worthy of applause and notice across the entire field.

Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg PA Jackson Hill

Howard, Wayne. Samavedic Chant. New Haven and London: Yale Univ. Press,

1977. xxv, 572 pp. (typescript format), plates, music, bibliography, catalog of

recordings, glossary, index. $30.00.

This is a landmark musicological study of the venerable Samavedic chant

traditions in India, based on field recordings made by the author in 1970 and 1971,

but encompassing other material. 'The sacred lore of the Aryans, who crossed the

Hindu Kush mountains into Northwest India many hundreds of years before the

birth of Christ, is brought together in four collections (samhitds) designated by the

general term 'Veda'
"

(p. 1). Connected in various ways with the sacrifices, the
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domestic ceremonies, and the religious speculation of the times, the hymns com-

prising the Vedas were transmitted orally by Brahman priests for thousands of

years, and were not written until the tenth or eleventh century.
The first of the four collections, the Rgveda Samhita* contains verses for

sacrificial utterance. The third collection, the Samaveda Samhitd, consists of
source verses, which are nearly all from the Rgveda, and songbooks (gdnas)

containing mostly the same verses, altered and notated for musical production. One
division of Samavedic verses and songbooks is used by a Brahman priest in chant-

ing alone to himself; the other is used for sacrifices rarely performed today. The
study under review is mostly of that division of verses a priest recites to himself,
but the introduction relates ritual schema (evidently drawn from the studies of

previous scholars) that show the use of the sacrificial verses in complex rites.

The number of persons qualified to chant the Samaveda is small and diminish-

ing. Only Brahman males may recite the Vedas; the Samaveda is ascribed to only a

portion of these; and because in most regions of India today only a minority of
Brahmans are able to make a living from their priestly work, many are not trained

in their Vedic heritage. Two of the three Schools of Samavedic chant, the Rana-

yaniya and Jaiminlya, are found only in South India, and "are dangerously ap-

proaching extinction" (p. 11). A third school, the Kauthuma, persists in Tanjore
District (southern Tamilnad), and exists in a depressed condition in Gujarat and
Uttar Pradesh in the north.

The three schools are distinguished in part by different notational systems.
The Kauthuma school uses a numerical notation, and the Ranayanlya and the

Jaiminlya different types ofsyllable notation. In the written song texts ofeach ofthe
schools, every chant is divided into units (parvans) demarcated by vertical lines,

each to be sung in a single breath. In all the song text words differ somewhat from
the words of the source verses.

Although this study (a PhD dissertation submitted to Indiana University)
examines many musical aspects of all known Samavedic chant, its primary con-
cern is to decipher the different systems of chant notation. Unprecedented in

scope, the study deals with the notated texts of the three schools (some notated
chants not available elsewhere are presented here in transliterated form); relevant
Sanskrit treatises; previous studies by Western scholars; the author's photographs
of finger and hand positions used by the priests as they chant; and an extensive

body of recordings made by the author (catalogued in the Appendix along with
Hindustani and Karnatik classical music also recorded by the author), as well as
earlier recordings.

The meticulous musical transcription of chants takes up over 250 pages. This
was an enormous task not all the chants are so melismatic, but for one of the
Nambudiri Brahman chants the author's transcription "shows at least 1 19 changes
of pitch for the first two syllables of text" (p. 201). A useful 57 page glossary of
foreign terms is similarly careful and thorough.

School by school the book explains the notational system, accommodating or
refuting relevant Sanskrit treatises or studies by Western scholars, and in some
cases tabulating attributes of the system. Presentations of the oral traditions fol-

low, and include full description and analysis of finger and hand movements, as
well as musical transcriptions and analyses. The notated parvans are then com-
pared with transcriptions of the corresponding recorded passages to see what is

regularly signified by the notations. The author's analyses have lead to an interpre-
tation of the notations radically different from those of previous scholars, and one
that is unsupported by any Sanskrit literature.!
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The notational numbers and syllables of the Samavedic songbooks are called

svaras. In Vedic literature svara refers to accent, while in the context of contem-

porary classical music svara refers to tone. Following an auxilliary Sanskrit

treatise dealing with music, the Naradiya Sik$d. students of the Samaveda have

generally attempted to link the notational numerals of the Kauthuma songbooks
with the accents of source verses, and then attempted to formulate a scale or

scales. Howard doubts the authority of the Naradiya Siksd* pointing to the uncer-

tainty of its date. He also notes that the Ranayanlya and Jaimiriiya notational

systems use notational syllables (as opposed to numerals), "which have not been
connected in any way with (source verse) accentuation" (p. 37).

The author argues that for the notated Samavedic texts, "the word svara

implies a musical phrase or motive not necessarily only a single isolated tone"

(p. 38). A later summary passage states:

Each chant consists of a certain number of standard phrases, part of a repertoire
ofmelodic fragments constituting all of the musical material belonging to a certain

style of singing. These phrases recur over and over again, in various patterns, to

form the several thousand sdmans. This recurrence of melodic formulae is with-

out doubt the raison d'etre of the division intoparua/zs, each ofwhich corresponds
to a specific musical phrase of motive. A melody-type is symbolized in the gdnas
by a particular syllable (in the case of the Ranayamyas), a certain sequence of

numerals (in the case of the Kauthumas), or a specific sequence of syllables (in the

case of the Jaimimyas). In the latter two cases it is not the individual numeral or

syllable which symbolizes always a specific melody-type; rather it is the arrange-
ment of the numerals of syllables within a parvan which determines its musical

content. One sdman (chant) is distinguished from another according to the choices

of melody-types made by the "composers," who were perhaps the rsis mentioned
in the songbooks after the name of each chant. This technique of patchwork
composition (centonization) is characteristic also of the ancient Hebrew chant and
some of the oldest Gregorian chants, the Tracts . . . Several genres of oriental art

music stem from a repository of melody types the Indian raga, the Arabian

maqam, the Syrian risqolo, and so on (p. 121-122).

Many examples of notated chants and transcriptions of corresponding musical

passages support the relationship between notation and performance outlined in

the above statements. This may, however, be a de facto relationship. The data

presented do show that in northern Kauthuma chant one numeral in a particular

parvan is realized as different degrees of the gamut, and that combinations of

numerals sometimes correlate with general melodic contours. But the study re-

veals a great number of discrepancies between notation and practice, which the

theory of centonization doesn't explain.
A large class of discrepancies has to do with a unit called a "sequence,"

which is fundamental to the author's analysis. In Kauthuma chant this term refers

to the combination of a primary number, that is, one placed above the line of

syllables, with one or more secondary numbers, which appear within the textual

line. A Sanskrit treatise, the Mdtrdlaksana (about whose origin nothing is known
save that it is comparatively recent) assigns time values to various attributes of the

chants including many discrete sequences, which it defines and names. One of the

significant discoveries presented in the book is that there are correspondences
between somewhat flexible melodic motifs in performance and their respective
numeral sequences in the notation, for example, Item 2, Pratyutkrama (type 2i), p.

95.

For northern Kauthuma performances the transcriptions of recorded ex-

amples show that a chanter is somewhat consistent in his realizations of a particu-
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lar sequence (even when it appears in different parvans). but there are often

discrepancies from one performer to the next, as the author points out. Moreover,

in the recorded sample of northern Kauthuma, by the author's own analysis,

discrepancies in the realization of sequence outweigh correspondences. The four

specimens of the sequence cited above generally agree, as do two examples of

another. Four sequences distinguished by the Mdtrdlaksana however, are per-

formed in about the same way, there is lack of uniformity among five others, and

yet others are not performed as designated by the treatise (pp. 100-101). We find

the same lack of adherence to sequence in the Tanjore Kauthuma style (p. 105,

113) and in the Hdvik Rdtjdyaniya (p. 132). The time values prescribed by the

Matralak$a$a are rarely realized in either the northern or Tanjore Kauthuma style.

There is just enough correspondence between the notated numerals and the

sung tones in the northern and southern Kauthuma styles to suggest that at some

previous time numbers may have corresponded more regularly to scale tones, but

that perhaps because of competing oral modes of transmission, tones have been

added and omitted, and that although melodic bits specified notationally have been

retained, they are realized at different points in the gamut than the notation would

suggest. (That tones could be added or deleted is demonstrated by the very differ-

ence between the northern and southern Kathuma gamuts one with four tones,

one with seven. Yet they use the same notional system.) An example would be

Item 3, Karsana (type 1 23), p. 109. This notation suggests a conjunct three-tone

descent beginning with the first or highest tone in the gamut. (The Ndradiya Siksfi

numbers tones in the gamut from high to low rather than low to high.) All of the

four performed specimens do show a three-tone conjunct descent, but: 1) it is

preceded in all specimens by a series of alternating tones (the second and third in

the gamut that the author has found to be common) and it is followed in one

specimen by the third and fourth tones; and 2) it begins with the second rather than

the first tone in the gamut.
These discrepancies suggest the following hypotheses. First, the Mdtrdlaksana

may not be authoritative. Second, there is a question of how transmission takes

place. Understandably, the book has little to say about how people learn the chants

and whether they refer to the notated gdnas, the Mdtrdlak$a$a, or any other texts

as they learn or later. An extensive survey over a relatively short period such as this

(December 1970-December 1971) precludes close observation of transmission prac-
tices. (And of course little transmission is to be seen in those schools nearing

extinction.) Possibly oral transmission is an important or even the primary mode of

transmission in some localities, with limited or selective use being made of the

notated chants or other texts. The Nambudiri Brahmans' Samavedic chant, which
has only been orally transmitted, shows that the notated manuscripts are not strictly

necessary for the preservation of the chant. Individual consistency and inter-

chanter inconsistency might well result iflearning takes place in a familial guru-celd

(master-disciple) relationship, with different families having either different oral

traditions or different traditions of interpreting notations. Clearly, intensive field

work would help to answer these questions.

Finally, despite the emphasis placed on correct memorization of chants, and
the incredible memory skills of some chanters, among some groups of chanters

systematic chanting practices possibly have changed or even atrophied. For ex-

ample, although Nambudiri Brahmans use an elaborate system of hand move-
ments while they chant, ". . . it is impossible at this point to associate a particular
motive or series of motives with any given symbol or hand movement" (p. 222).
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This is not the case for northern and southern Kauthuma and Ranayanlya chant-

ing, in which finger positions (mudrds) do correspond to notational numbers in the

gdnas.
Little fault can be found with the mechanics of this book. Some of the crucial

Sanskrit terms, like pratyutkrama, could have been illuminated by inclusion of

pertinent Sanskrit text passages. The inclusion of notated parvans with the tran-

scribed specimens would also have been useful, since few readers will possess the

songbooks.
This is a highly technical book not designed for ready comprehension by the

uninitiated. While one of its primary interpretations may be questioned, it greatly
advances our knowledge of Samavedic chant and points the way to future re-

search. Howard is also to be commended for his service to Indian culture in

extensively recording and documenting musical traditions that may well soon

cease to exist.

San Diego State University, San Diego Edward O. Henry

NOTE

1. This was pointed out to me by Professor Nazir A. Jairazbhoy. I am indebted to him
for conveying some of his understandings of Vedic chant and for criticizing a previous draft

of this review.

Morton, David. The Traditional Music of Thailand. Berkeley: Univ. of California

Press, 1976. 230 pp., 28 pp. music, photos, appendixes, bibliography, dis-

cography, index.

This revised edition of David Morton's 1964 PhD dissertation is the third in a

planned series of ethnomusicological dissertations. (Unfortunately, however, the

University of California Press has no plans to continue the series.) The revision

has some very helpful additional material including more than 100 excellent

photos, compared to the original 13. A glossary ofThai words has been added, and

new bibliography. Though many words have been changed ("piece" becomes

"composition" throughout, for example), there are no large-scale changes in the

text but there are some rather significant ones. Chapter headings are the same: 1 ,

History; 2, The Fundamentals of Thai Music; 3, Instruments, Their Idiomatic

Characteristics, and Ensembles; 4, Mode; 5, Forms and Compositional Tech-

niques; 6, Conclusion.

With this publication, Morton has been writing on Thai music for 18 years. So

far as I am aware, his work has not been subjected to published criticism (cf. Smith

1970). One reason may lie in the shortage of scholars interested in Thai music

through these years. Morton has simply been the authority, and we all owe him a

debt of gratitude for his extensive work in an area more or less neglected by
Western writers since Stumpf (1901) and Pringsheim (1944). In what is said

below a rather critical appraisal there is no intention to obviate Morton's sub-

stantial contributions. His Harvard Dictionary article (1969), for example, is a

good summary in an appropriate place.

There are many errors in the book, ofgreater or lesser significance. Most have
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been preserved from the original; a few have been added, a few removed. They

range from small calligraphic errors (apparently the author chose, unadvisedly, to

do his own calligraphy) to a general misrepresentation of rhythm. The typesetting

and general copy work are very nearly perfect. Appendix B contains more than 50

errors of cents and averaging figures, which I shall not attempt to correct here.

Most cents figures are wrong by at least one or two cents. The worst error, p. 233,

lists interval 448.8/408.7 as 178 cents; it should read 162 cents. In addition, the

book could have been more helpful had it included lexical tone markers through-

out, as did the original.

Morton's use of Western musicoiogical terms is sometimes vexing because he

is so reluctant to define them precisely in advance (e.g., "traditional," pp. iii, vii;

"classic/' "high art," p. 15; "widely-gapped scale," p. 28; "tempo," p. 40).

An effort is sometimes made to define a term, but a second or third conflicting

usage is evident elsewhere (e.g., "mode," cf. pp. 227 n!5 and I17a;l "tone," cf.

pp. 2I7a, 32a; "form," cf. pp. 65a, 180a, 202d; "style," cf. pp. 32d, 33a ["simple

pentatonic style," Moon style"]; 30d, 61a ["sepha style"]; 97d ["melodic style"];

65a ["virtuoso style"]).

Another example of this and related problems is the existence of "mode" in

Thai music, the primary focus of Morton's research. As we have noted, he uses

two definitions for the word, and this can present the reader with difficulties. The

idea of mode being a hierarchy of pitches is not presented, but rather "a set of

pitches" (p. 227b, n!5) is used first. Later (p. 117), the definition is greatly ex-

panded to include a gapped scale, a hierarchy of pitch relationships, and character-

istic melodic patterns. The original "three factors considered necessary for a

modal system to exist" (1964), has here been changed to "several factors con-

sidered necessary for a modal system to exist."

Still, what Morton demonstrates with his long chapter on mode is the shorter

definition, not the longer. His approach, not his conclusion, is summed up as

follows (p. 126):

Compositions, then, may be classified on the basis of the relative lack or occur-

rence in them of pitches 4 and/or 7 on the beats of the colotomic

structure. . .

The reader is not told why this hypothesis virtually undergirds the study. It has not

at all been sustained. First, the author's emphasis on colotomic structure is over-

done. Thus his charts, which give chitj (small cymbals) stroke pitch levels, are

often inappropriate. Second, it is obvious from the laborious and lengthy definition

of mode, and the failure to further illustrate aspects of that definition with actual

data (cf. pp. 117a and 126d), that the thrust of the study is deductive. Third, the

author fails to make any use whatever of emic data. He suggests there are none

available (p. 1 15a). With regard to this whole matter, it would seem to be very

important to begin research without preconceptions about pentatonicism. For

example, Phra Chen Duriyanga, who spoke about this and is sometimes cited as

local evidence, was not a Thai musician, but a Western musician (1948:41) I

believe this is highly significant.

"Mode," "pentatonic," and "metabole" are interwoven in Morton's analy-
sis:

It is not always clear in some Thai compositions whether a passage is merely one

involving passing tones or whether a true metabole shift in range or general pitch
level exists, (p. 128) ... Because there are no known rules, verbalized or other-

wise, in Thai music governing what is or what is not a metabole, I decided to make
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an arbitrary decision in the matter for purposes of analysis and theoretical discus-

sion. The phrase-unit is considered the unit of measurement: if the passage in

question is minimally the length of one phrase-unit and uses prominently the

pitch usually 4 or 7 that distinguishes a pentatonic mode on one pitch level

from the same or another mode on another level and omits the distinguishing pitch
of the mode on the original level, a metabole has taken place (p. 130).

There is a substantial petitio principii involved in this thinking, one which under-

lies the whole effort. For example, in a non-repetitive melody, how can there be

anything but pentatonic mode if the occurence of pitch four or seven is always
dismissed as passing tone or metabole? This is, in effect, what happens in the

analysis. "Passing tone" is never defined, but is somehow always attached to

scale degrees four or seven.

In saying, "there are no Thai terms for such common Western musical con-

cepts as scale, mode, and so forth" (p. 115), Morton has ignored at least three

terms today used for scale. One of these, banday sian (sound ladder) was in use

before Morton went to Thailand; it was suggested by Phra Chen Duriyanga. The
other two, mdatraa sian (sound standard) and rabop sian (sound system), are

probably more recent.2 Regarding mode, of course no technical word exists like

the English one of so many definitions. But where is samniaq (accent)? I translate

somewhat literally from Montrii (1964:45-6):

Samniay refers to the melodic contour of a composed melody. It causes a feeling

and a knowledge as to what is a melody's type, class, and nationality [paasaa].
There is the saying, "A foreigner's accent betrays [his] nationality." This refers to

the feelings we get from the speech [paas&a] of people with foreign accents that

allow us to perceive their mother tongue [paasfia], or hometown. And the "ac-

cent" we hear in the melodies of music can enable us to perceive a song's type,

class, or nationality. It is the same thing.

When asked about sdmnian. Thai musicians speak of melodic contour. They also

mention tempo, instrumentation, and occasionally, predominance of a given note

(cf. Somchai 1973:11, infra). Other things are mentioned. But the intriguing word

samniay is not mentioned by Morton. Jn fact, it is just this type of omission (there

is not the slightest hint of new ethnography here) that leaves such a gaping hole in

the data. Emic data was always available, but the author's theoretical base seems

to have guaranteed that it would not often be used.

Some of the author's ideas on rhythm (generic usage) in Thai music are

greatly over-simplified, and this shows up in glosses and usages of rhythm-related

words, both Thai and English. Thus the use of 9dtraa (rates; cf. Montrii 1964: 11)

and ndatdp needs careful reevaluation and exact definition. Chan is used in this

book as "level," "degree," p. 216a; "version," p. 206c; "form," p. 212b; "divi-

sion," p. 190c; "fast" tempo, p. 181c, without clear explanation ofthe divergence.

The descriptive and analytical convention "melodic tempo" (Christensen 1960:9)

might have greatly aided comprehensibility in this discussion. The "main melody"
in ih&w (a type of suite) has three general levels of melodic tempo, which double

theoretically (Montrii 1964:11), if not always practically (Gowit 1976:3). Further,

an 9dtraa change usually means the "inner tempo" (Christensen 1960:10) in-

creases by a doubling of the number of chig strokes per time unit. To say "the

tempo doubles" is not really helpful. On the other hand, to say, as Morton does,

"one cannot really speak oif different tempos, in the Western sense, in Thai mu-
sic" (p. 40), is misleading. One can speak of tempos (as Morton later does); but it

would be better to do so in the proper context.
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Morton recognizes that the "seven interval, equidistant scale of Thai music"
is often imperfectly realized. He offers three reasons for the phenomenon: 1) be-

cause of wide gaps in the pentatonic structure, possibly the need for precision is

not felt; 2) a decline in the tradition; 3) the short life oftuning waxes. Likely, again,
because of his theoretical base, Morton does not support other explanations, such

as the fragmentation of Thai society (cf. Hamburger 1967), "schools" of oral

tradition, samniat), equanimity, etc. Rather, he seems more interested in isolating
a fairly uniform, "high-art" tradition of the recent past that used an equidistant
scale. Statistics for the scale discussion were taken from six instruments, all out of

the same Bangkok school. He concludes,

The readings I made . . . substantiate statements that Thai tuning ideally is equi-
distant . . . We may say, then, that although there is no standard pitch level in

Thailand and therefore no close agreement between corresponding pitches among
different ensembles, within one properly tuned ensemble the instruments are

closely in tune with on another. (Pp. 27-28, italics mine.)

And later, "my feeling is that the intention in the tuning is indeed for equidis-
tance" (p. 29).

A somewhat different view is taken by physicist Somchai Thayarnyong
(1973:58-9), of Chulalongkorn University Computer Center, who, under royal pa-

tronage, sampled more than 100 musicians:

From Appendix B we can see that the individual tuning of the scale of Thai instru-

ments is not so certain or reliable. Even in the same band where all instruments are

owned by one person, the tuning of the scale can vary up to 50 cents between
various instruments. . . From this study we have come to the conclusion that at

present the scale of Thai music is not fixed.

Morton suggests (p. 38a) that a composition played at whatever pitch level is not

thought of as different in mood. And,

if the tuning were not equidistant, playing the composition at one pitch level

would give a set of intervallic relationships that might be equated with a certain

mood, while playing the composition at a different pitch level would give another
set of relationships, and a different mood, . . . However, to my knowledge such a
situation does not obtain in Thai music.

Again, Somchai has probed deeper (1973:11):

Most of the musicians who play the Piphat Band always mention that when they
play in a band with Thai classical drama (Li-ke) and the Masked Play (Khone) they
have to shift the scale or change the key of the song, although it is the same song.
They say that they want to keep the temper and mood according to the original of
the play. This matter illustrates one of the conflicts between the above belief with

shifting the scale and the theory that the scale is equal and non-harmonic. In the
case of equal scale, the shifting of tone should not affect the listener at all.

Traditional Thai music has undoubtedly seen an increase in popularity in the past
several years. This may be due to several factors, but clearly neither the present
nor the future of Thai music was ever as gloomy as Morton suggests:

people of Thailand have little opportunity to hear their own music. And young
people have little incentive to take up the profession ... (p. 17b). Despite the two
references quoted in Chapter I ... to great musical activity in former times,
traditional Thai music was a hot-house art from the beginning ... (p. 223b).
Within the system as it stands today little more seems likely to be accomplished
than the continual restatement of well-tried musical material, and it appears
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doubtful that the fresh material and social circumstances and the fresh creative

outlook that could stimulate musical practice to evolve will be forthcoming in the

near future (p. 224a).

That his predictions and qualitative evaluations (softened for this edition) have not

proven out is testimony to the lack of data supporting them. Social conclusions
have been appended to a very non-social, musicological study. Why this was done
can only be guessed. But the actual social data of Thai music, I would suggest, are

quite opposed to Morton's scenario. Since the data also oppose some key structural

analyses the real focus of the study the overall usefulness of the book will be
more as a stimulus than as a reliable source.

Columbia University Paul Fuller

NOTES

1 . For convenience I have referred to quarters of a page in the book as follows: a, top
left; b, bottom left; c, top right; d, bottom right.

2. Since the new words have arisen due to Western stimuli, their usefulness in discuss-

ing Thai music is open to question. But they should at least be noted. The Thai do theorize

about their music, in very profound ways, but quite often using non-technical words. Today
one might hear the term luuk (the notes) mot (all of them). Before the technical words, this

was scale though it had other meanings as well.
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Peters, Harry B., ed. Folk Songs Out of Wisconsin. Madison: State Historical

Society of Wisconsin, 1977. 311 pp., introduction, field notes, photographs,

illustrations, list of songs, list of singers, index. $6.95.

Folksong studies of a region or state are not without precedent. Early studies

with this scope, such as Louise Pound's Folk Songs ofNebraska and the Central

West (1915), Reed Smith's South Carolina Ballads (1928), Phillips Barry's British

Balladsfrom Maine (1929), and Arthur K. Davis's Traditional Ballads of Virginia

(1929), were among the first works to deal systematically with folksong not only

through the eyes of a collector but also as a scholar. Because of this twofold

approach these studies were not restricted by being simply collections of regional

folklore and song, but could be used by scholars for comparative analysis of

folksong distribution. As such, these studies have established standards from

which folksong scholarship could grow and develop integrity.

Despite these precedents, certain states and regions of the United States have

been slow to produce their own folk music studies. In Wisconsin this has, in part,

been remedied by the publication of Folk Songs Out of Wisconsin, an "illustrated

compendium" of200 songs collected in or near Wisconsin between 1919 and 1946.

Obviously, publication of such collections is long overdue. It is also obvious,

however, that Harry Peters makes little attempt to continue the work of those

collectors whose studies provided the material for his book.

The work of four folksong collectors serves as the basis for this volume.

Franz Rickaby (1889-1925) traversed the state in 1919, much like his troubadour

friend and colleague, Vachel Lindsay. Rickaby took along a violin and a notebook,

learning the songs of northern Wisconsin in order to transcribe them later. His

diligent and sensitive work resulted in Ballads and Songs of the Shanty-Boy,

published posthumously in 1926. Rickaby's travels brought him into contact with

many residents of the cutover region of Wisconsin who worked the forests before

they were depleted around the turn of the century. His book provides not only a

glimpse of the musical repertoire, but a history of the lives of an immigrant people

swept into the maw of the lumbering industry as it sought to consume the natural

resources of the upper Midwest. It is indeed a tragedy that Rickaby's work was

interrupted by early death.

Asher Treat (b. 1907) studied, in 1932, the songs and lore of Kentuckians who
had moved to northern Wisconsin in the late 19th century. These "Kaintucks"
made a unique contribution to Wisconsin folk music, for they represented a large
and rather isolated group who maintained English and Scottish ballads from the

Appalachians. Treat's study appears in the Journal of American Folklore 52

(1939).

Whereas the Depression caused much hardship throughout the United States,
funds channeled through a variety of Federal agencies, most notably the Works
Progress Administration, provided the largest single Federal effort to support the
arts. Sidney Robertson was able to collect folk music in northern Wisconsin during
the 1930's while she worked for the U.S. Resettlement Administration. Her work
is housed in collections at the Library of Congress and the State University of
New York at Cooperstown.

Helene Stratman-Thomas (University of Wisconsin-Madison) undertook the
most extensive collecting. Supported by the Library of Congress, she canvassed
the entire state in 1940 and 1946 in search of music from all ethnic, social, and
occupational groups. She was convinced that honest appraisal of Wisconsin folk
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music would be impossible if restricted to a limited number of ethnic or occupa-
tional groups, because the population represented a unique polyglot of ethnic

groups. Only a study including the musics of these various groups could assist in

reconstructing a musical and social history accurately representing the region's

ethnic diversity. This diversity, rather than arbitrary boundaries, defines the

unique flavor of any region. The Stratman-Thomas collection, some of which is

recorded on Folk Music from Wisconsin (Archive of Folk Song L 55, 1960),

includes songs in 24 European and 1 1 Native American languages. Furthermore,

her field notes show that she sought to employ this variety of song towards

delineating a cultural ethnography of Wisconsin. The settlements of certain areas

were clearly dominated by groups who did not speak English and, consequently,
did not express themselves in English song. German and Norwegian songs, for

example, predominate in certain localities. The research of Stratman-Thomas
demonstrates the difficulty of regional folksong study; yet, it unquestionably

points to the necessity and efficacy of thorough study if social history and patterns
of ethnicity are to be adequately reconstructed by the folk music scholar.

Unfortunately, Peters 's edition and compilation of Folk Songs Out of Wis-

consin falls short of the spirit of scholarship and discovery possessed by the

collectors represented therein. Though he claims to be neither folklorist nor

ethnomusicologist, Peters, an administrator and instructor of oboe at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison, has regrettably taken few pains to represent the thor-

ough efforts of the fieldworkers. Some unfortunate flaws result from this avoid-

ance of thorough research. For example, none of the six Child ballads included are

acknowledged as such, though they are among the most representative members
of this corpus one result being a recategorization of ballads like "The Demon
Lover" and "The Ship Carpenter," both versions of Child 243, under the curious

rubrics "Courtship" and "Longing," respectively.

This is not, however, the most disturbing flaw of scholarship. The book

simply does not represent the scope of work pursued by the collectors. Though
Peters could have drawn from an abundance of ethnic material, he chose to in-

clude only English-language songs. His section "Ethnic Matters" includes only

two songs in which the text is realized in a "foreign" language English with a

token German accent. Consequently, although Peters claims to draw most heavily

from the work of Stratman-Thomas, he is not faithful to the spirit of her work. In

the Introduction Peters cautions: "It is too much to claim that these songs com-

prise a social history of Wisconsin during the last century." As the songs are

presented in Folk Songs Out of Wisconsin, this disclaimer certainly holds true. But

given the thorough and catholic collections of Rickaby, Treat, Robertson, and

Stratman-Thomas, a valuable opportunity to reconstruct the social and ethnic

history of Wisconsin was unfortunately lost.

Despite its shortcomings, the book has some positive aspects. It is the first

publication of folksongs representative of the state, and production by the State

Historical Society has resulted in a beautiful volume. The songs and texts are

complemented by illustrations and photographs from the State Historical Socie-

ty's Iconographic Collection, which create a visual feast of immigrant and Wiscon-

sin history. Additionally, as a collection of song per se, it will be quite valuable;

use in schools and by local folk music groups will make the book an important

contribution to the understanding of Wisconsin folklore.

Folk Songs Out of Wisconsin must be viewed as a beginning that may stimu-

late more thorough studies and encourage readers to open their ears to the folk
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music in the world around them. Let us hope that this volume of regional folk

music will cause others to pursue similar studies, so that someday we may be able

to grapple more effectively with the problems of regional ethnicity and social

history.

University of Illinois, Urbana Philip V. Bohlman

Zemtsovskii, Izalii I. Melodika kalendarnykh pesen (The Melodies of Calendar

Songs). Leningrad: IzdateFstvo "Muzyka," 1975. 222 pp., figures, 600 music

examples, appendix, bibliography (1036 items).

Zemtsovskirs book has already excited interest at home and abroad because
of the subject matter, the theoretic approach, the methods of analysis used, and
because of the author's reputation as teacher, field worker, analyst, and theoreti-

cian.

The ritual songs performed at specific times of year, such as the winter sol-

stice, the new year, etc., are among the most fascinating genres of Slavic tradi-

tional folklore and folk music, for in them pagan, pre-Christian elements may have
been preserved. Evidence might even be present of their common Slavic origin,
before the Slavs separated from each other and migrated to their present locations.

There has been much research in this field, some of it by great scholars, nearly all

dealing with the song texts or customs. Recently, important theories have been
advanced by Chicherov (1957) and Propp (1963) on the Russian rituals of the

agricultural year and their systemic interrelation. Soviet and other Slavic scholars
have been newly attracted to this subject. Several new collections of ritual calen-
dar songs, with tunes, have been published (especially Belorussian and Ukrainian

ones), a new basic anthology of Russian calendar song texts has appeared (1970),

compiled, with a study, by Zemtsovskii. Important new theoretical ideas, espe-
cially on spring and summer rituals, based on field work, were advanced by the
late Tatiana Kolewa of Bulgaria (e.g., Kolewa 1972).

Now, in this book, we have a large-scale comparative analysis of the music of
Slavic calendar ritual songs. The volume is organized as follows: Foreword (pp.
3-23); Introduction: Calendar Songs as a Cycle (pp. 24-29); Chapter I. Songs of the
Winter Calendar (pp. 29-77): koliady (carols), podbliudnye pesni (fortune-telling
songs), lenten songs; Chapter II. Songs of the Spring Calendar (pp. 77-118): ves-
nianki (spring songs), volochebnye pesni (spring carols); Chapter III. Songs of the

Spring-Summer Calendar (pp. 1 18-141): semitskie and troitskie (spring songs of the
Trinity period), kupal'skie (midsummer night songs); Chapter IV. Songs of the
Summer and Autumn Work Period (Harvest) (pp. 141-156); Conclusion: Intercon-
nections and Parallels (pp. 157-167); Postword (pp. 168-170). Appendix: Tables (of
related melodies), Nos. 1-59 (pp. 171-194). Literature Cited (pp. 195-223).

In the Foreword the theoretic views of the author are set forth. The practical
goal is an initial systematization of a huge and variegated body of song melodies
according to typological groupings and laws. (Zemtsovskii states that he will not
deal with the associated customs or analyze the song texts.) Ofequal importance to
him, however, is persuading the reader of the validity of his conceptual approach
and the effectiveness within it of his methods of analysis. In general, he is using
the principles of comparative typology, stressing common Slavic typological coin-
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cidences or general resemblances. It makes no sense, in his view, to expect iden-

tity in songs that have been sung over centuries. Of course they have changed, in

various ways. He chooses to seek common or similar elements, rather than ex-

amine differences. He also attempts reconstruction from time to time. Further, he

has eliminated from consideration songs of church or religious content, as they

certainly constitute a newer layer. In the Foreword he also discusses the empirical

approach, which would analyse a "dialect" or song repertory of a cohesive area.

Zemtsovskii prefers to look for the musical laws of a genre system, not limited to a

single dialect, and to verify his conclusions by broad regional and national, even

international, material.

Here we may pause for a remark about source material: Russian folk music

(from which Zemtsovskii starts) has not been systematically collected. The data is

scattered in many relatively small song collections of various levels of scholarship

and accuracy. There are relatively few calendar songs in these collections, and few

left in folk memory. This was also a factor (even though he uses much material

from other Slavic, also non-Slavic, traditions) impelling Zemtsovskii to look not

for dialectal but superdialectal laws, as he calls them. While both must be studied,

the more general aspects should be given priority, in his view.

In the Introduction, the works of Chicherov and Propp are noted as basic to

the book, in that both trace the repetitions or recurrences of the same elements

(omens, rites, customs, popular beliefs) throughout the agricultural year.

Chicherov in particular considers that the agricultural year divides into two basic

parts: the preparation for the harvest and the gathering of it. With this in mind,

Zemtsovskii's finding in Chapter IV, that among the harvest ritual songs, every

melodic type belonging to the other specific calendar rites is represented, seems to

confirm the central importance of the harvest and its rite.

The analysis in the main part of the book rests on examination of several tens

of thousands of songs, printed and unpublished, mostly East Slavic (Russian,

Ukrainian, Belorussian), and much South Slavic, especially Bulgarian, but those

of Baltic peoples, Mordvinians and other European nations are also used. Each

section treats songs with a common ritual appurtenance. There is reference to the

basic literature (on customs, texts, etc.), then an account of what is known of the

place, time, and manner of performance (loud, soft, choral unison, antiphonal,

male, female, or mixed singers). Then types of melodies are assembled;

Zemtsovskii sorts out scale or modal formulas (LF), and rhythmic formulas (RF),

and from them works out a model or stereotype or invariant, which he calls a

melodic type (MT). He also uses the concept of an intonational field (IP), within

which there is essential mobility, but with limits. He calls this the zonality (or the

zonality principle) of the musical language of oral tradition. The LF is a projection

of the basic melodic intonation of a song, mostly the distinctive melodic movement

of the song as a whole, less often, of the song's component parts, especially the

refrain, if any. He attempts to characterize some of the leading MTs belonging to

the chief calendar festivals, stressing not regional specificity but common Slavic

typological resemblances.

At the end of Chapter IV, summing up the leading melodic "intonations of

calendar songs (the rhythmic patterns are shown in a table on page 171), he notes

"first, that of the diatonic fourth (fa, mi, re, do), the basis for koliadki, kupal'skie,

harvest songs; second, the diatonic fifth (sol, fa, mi, re, do), the basis for another

group of koliadki, of volochebnye, and of spring-summer songs; third, the intona-

tion of the major third and of the fourth (as such, or with added skip of fourth

below} which form the basis of [some of] almost all the [categories of] calendar
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songs! And finally, the intonations of a clear tetrachord within a sixth range,

known in end-of-year ritual songs, but especially clearly expressed in troitskie,

kupaVskie and harvest songs. Another group of intonations has a magical-

invocational sense: of calls, cries, exclamations. These are represented in short

phrases of a fourth (a type of the May songs), of a trichord within the range of a

fourth (the type of the vesnianki calling songs), and finally those of a third, and of a

tetrachord within the range of a sixth, which have special "calling" cadences on
the second degree of the scale. In this case the cadence is independent in its

intonational sense. We also find among calendar songs unusual songs based on
tritonal intonations within a diminished fifth, which is rare in Russian folk music.

These occur among the vesnianki and kupal'skie songs. Their semantics can be

linked with a former magic function of the songs" (pp. 155-56). He goes on to say:

"Before us there is gradually appearing nothing less than a musical 'lexicon' of old

Russian singing, linked with the lexicon of other European peoples."
With all its wider horizons, the book is packed with specific information, with

the details of melodies which are summed up above, with comments on how to

evaluate the song collections, with many indications of correlations beyond the

framework of calendar songs. There is a particularly interesting discussion of the

well-known ritual spring dance song "A my proso seiali" (We Were Sowing
Grain).

In short, this is a pioneer effort in an important field, by an acknowledged
specialist, a book we will be learning from, arguing with, and developing further

for many years to come. It constitutes a landmark. The huge international bibli-

ography is already serving as a reference work in the Slavic world.

Yet the publisher of this book (1) refused to put the words under the melodies

ofthe examples (in 30 of600 examples are the words provided), and, worst of all, (2)

references to literature (song collections, books, articles), even the identifications

ofthe melodies are given by numbers, for which one must leafback to the numbered
items of the literature listed at the end of the book. Briefly, the format is disastrous,
and comes close to sinking the book altogether. It is urgently recommended that the

book be reissued in full, with all this normal scholarly apparatus provided in the
normal way, for it is almost unusable in its present form. One is left with the worst

possible impression of publishing standards in the Soviet Union.

Free University, West Berlin Barbara Krader
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Songs of Love, Luck, Animals and Magic: Music of the Yurok and Tolowa In-

dians. One 12" 33 Vz rpm disc. 1977. New World NW 297. Notes and selected

bibliography by Charlotte Heth.

This is the second album produced by Charlotte Heth to represent Native
American music in the New World Records Series of American music. While the

first album, Songs ofEarth, Water, Fire and Sky: Music of the American Indian,
NW 246 (see McAllester 1977 for the review in Ethnomitsicology) samples six

specific and two pan-tribal styles, for her second album Heth has focussed exclu-

sively on the most distinctive of them. In my opinion we are indebted to her for

electing to concentrate on this relatively unknown musical tradition rather than

producing yet another anthology of American Indian music or following the sug-

gestion that the album reflect "a wide spectrum of [the] present-day scene" by
including Indian country and western groups (McAllester 1977:523).

This exceptional recording of songs from two northwestern California tribes is

both timely and overdue, for the repertoire is one of the least well known and the

style perhaps the most unusual in all Indian music. Precious little of such music
has been recorded, and almost all of it rests in archives. Consequently, the most
recent and accurate description of California Indian music as "a neglected field of
research" with "no comprehensive survey of the whole field" (Wallace 1978:648)
continues to echo Kroeber's complaint more than fifty years earlier, that "for

centuries hundreds of thousands of human beings in California have been forming
a style, a variety of styles . . . and we can not yet make a single exact and intelli-

gible remark about their accomplishments" (Kroeber 1925:96).

The paucity of knowledge about their music is mostly attributable to the

decimation of the California tribes following the Gold Rush of 1849. In the album
notes a young singer, Loren Bommelyn, cites the tragic statistics for his people,
the "up-river" Tolowa. Their numbers had dwindled from 1000 to 15, after which

they intermixed with the surviving Yurok and Karok, evidently sharing musical

cultures (both of Heth's recordings contain Toiowa/Yurok performances). Be-

cause the number of tradition bearers must therefore have been very small, Heth's

collecting was timely (several of her singers were born before the turn of the

century) and greatly increases our knowledge ofthe music from this region. With its

examples of multipart singing a rarity in American Indian music unusual vocal

mannerisms and tonal systems, and means other than a drum for percussion, the

album offers a fresh look at the rich variety still to be found in Indian music in a

recording market otherwise inundated by the Plains powow repertoire.

Even before northern California music was recorded, the existence of multi-

part music had been noted. De Angulo and d'Harcourt, for instance, describe a

very old Porno dance song where the women's and men's parts diverge for 5 to 6

seconds before coming together again, as well as a style of flute playing in which
the performer uses his vocal chords to produce a sort of drone against the melody
(de Angulo and d'Harcourt 193 1:21 1, 193). Kroeber (1949:68-9) witnessed a Yurok
Deerskin dance at Weitspur in 1901, where the singer and his two assistants

stamped their feet and twisted about in the center of a row of dancers. Rigidly

upright and barely moving their feet, these dancers, who provided a second layer

349
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to the music, would "chant a staccato but not loud
k

he he he'
"

(see also

Kretschmer's transcription of Billy Werk's accompanimental "monotone grunt,
like a beat: a a a a" [Kroeber and Gifford 1949:138, No. 490]).

Such verbal descriptions, however, are inadequate until the music is actually
heard. This is now possible with Heth's recordings of Yurok Brush Dance songs
and Tolowa Gambling and Ceremonial (Nedosh) songs, each genre exhibiting a

different manner of performing in parts. In the Brush Dance songs, the leader

begins a rapid rhythmic ostinato, which is taken up by the chorus. This frees him
for melodic excursions over the ostinato in more sustained tones at a higher pitch.
When yet a third musical line emerges, as in the third repetition of Frank

Douglas's "Hobo Song" (A. 13), the polyphonic texture is further enriched, result-

ing in truly one of the most unusual musical styles on the continent. A similar

divergence from unison to part singing is the practice of Tolowa singers while

gambling (B.3, B.4); that this is by no means accidental is made perfectly clear by a

Tolowa singer, who describes in some detail in the album notes what is involved

musically in "seconding" the lead singer properly.
In addition to the multipart performances, Heth's recording shows unusual

vocal mannerisms and formulae to be an essential part of the northwestern Cali-

fornia style. The brief pattern that ends strophes of the Brush Dance she describes

as "a phrase of aspirated exhalation on a pitch not used elsewhere in the song."
The sound produced is similar to that of the ostinato and is another example of

special vocal effects, which, like ululations, animal cries, and other hallmarks of
American Indian song, can only be approximated in notation and must be heard

(Heth gives "lu DA DA . ." in her notes; Richard Keeling, in an unpublished

transcription of A.8 suggests -rS*- '* ) Apparently the Yurok used similar
iva** ~r

formulae to close their Doctor Dance and Jumping Dance songs (see Robins and
McLeod 1956:597; Kroeber and Gifford 1949:74), and this particular sound may
have been the "noisy sobbing" de Angulo and d'Harcourt had in mind when,
depicting northwestern California singing as markedly different from that in the
north central and northeastern regions, they noted "a la fin de chaque phrase, on
aspire Tair bruyamment, tout a fait comme si Ton sanglotait" (1931:200). Also

striking is the recitation formula for prayers between songs of the Tolowa Cere-
monial Dance (B.5-B.6). Sounding every bit like a Gregorian lection tone, it is

concluded each time with the Tolowa equivalent ofa congregational "amen." The
literature suggests that there were once other peculiarities in the traditional per-
formance style, which we may probably never hear, examples being the "long
foghornlike notefs], some beginning as others ended" that the Yurok Deerskin
dancers produced during pauses in the singing of a song set (Kroeber 1949:69), or
the

'

'wo-hei-o'
'

sung or shouted with each leap in the Jumping Dance (ibid. : 72).

Though more data is needed, the material on Heth's recording suggests that if

range, tonal material, and melodic contour are considered together, one can make
some distinction between northwestern California song genres. The three Love
Songs and the Basket Song (which seems to belong to that style) have the widest
ranges, are pentatonic and generally descending, whereas the Woman's Brush
Dance songs have much smaller ranges, moving for the most part within a sixth, and
are frequently tetratonic with undulating contours (cf. also Robins and McLeod
1956: SongNo. 2). The several tetratonic scales to be heard on this recording include
one whole tone scale (A.7) and scales with half steps, of which F-D-C * -A appears
most frequently and in the music of both tribes (see the beginning of A. 1, B 3 the
first part of B.5).
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The only percussion for the ceremonial songs is provided by the constant

swishing ofthe abalone shell discs sewn on to the female dance costume (a photo of

one such dress appears on the album cover, though it is somewhat obscured by
superimposed black cut-outs of elk antler spoons). Since we have become so

accustomed to expect drum accompaniment for Indian music, we are well reminded
that there are areas on the continent where drums are not prominent, even absent,
or only recently adopted. The northwest corner of California is in fact noted for its

scarcity ofmusical instruments generally (see Wallace 1978:647, Table I ,

k

'Distribu-

tion of Musical Instruments"), and the square double-headed drums used on the

recording for the gambling songs (the Tolowa add the deerhoof rattle) are of

post-contact origin. The Karok fashioned theirs from boxes obtained from Mexican

grocers, possibly in imitation of the suitcase, while the Yurok variety was a
crackerbox covered with horsehide, replacing the aboriginal "drum," which con-

sisted ofa cedar plank hit with a stick (de Angulo and d'Harcourt 193 1 : 196; Kroeber

1925:%).
The technical quality of the recording is generally excellent. There are a few

distortions caused by ad libitum shouting during the Tolowa Ceremonial Dance

song (B.5), though such interjections, frequent during Indian songs, are of course

impossible to anticipate and thus compensate for, as anyone who has recorded such
music can attest. In the group performances, separation of the vocal lines on to the

stereo tracks facilitates the perception of their independence. Also welcome are the

several periods of unedited comments from the performers between songs. Their

pleasure and the informality ofthe recording session are evident in such remarks as

"boy, that's rea//' Y'that might cure your legs, maybe" during the Brush Dance,

formerly a curing ceremony, and "one more time" (requests from the audience in

English for more repetitions are traditional; see Kroeber and Gifford 1949:69).

Because the traditional dances and costuming of the religious ceremonies of this

region are unique, diagrams, more detailed descriptions of the choreography, and
historical photographs would have been a useful supplement.

The questions raised by this sample of northern California music show the

urgent need for more collecting and research, particularly while the older tradition

bearers are still accessible (the Yurok singer Hector Simms died three months
after Heth recorded him). One would like to know, for instance, more about the

distinction between "light" and "heavy" Brush Dance songs. We are told in the

notes only that the heavy songs, which must be performed before the light ones,
are slower ("heavy with prayer") and that women are excluded from performing
them. Do the Yurok make further distinctions and do these affect aspects of style

other than tempo, as is suggested by the recordings? The three Yurok love songs
included also raise questions about that genre. These are said to be magical or

"lucky" songs meant to attract the attentions of someone whom one desires (cf.

the reference by de Angulo and d'Harcourt to Karok "chants magique pour attirer

d'amour"). Are there meant to be distinctions between male and female perform-
ances of love songs? As a group they share in common the wide ranges already

mentioned, but that sung by Frank Douglas is vigorous and tense in its delivery in

his upper register; that by Aileen Figueroa, at nearly half the tempo of Douglas's

song, in a legato and lilting delivery at the bottom of her register (although de

Angulo and d'Harcourt heard only Porno and Karok love songs, Figueroa's song

may represent the style they characterized as having a sentimental quality; they
found their love songs less "Indian" than the others, and consequently the music

that most non-Indians had in mind when referring to Indian songs). The formal
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structure of each of the three songs is also different: Douglas's song shows incom-

plete repetition, Ella Norris's paired phrase structure (Great Basin influence?),

which it shares with Figueroa's Basket Song, but not with her Love Song. One
hopes that this recording will stimulate a search to explain such discrepancies.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. Thomas Vennum, Jr.
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Indian Music of Northwest Mexico: Tarahumara, Warihio, Mayo (Miisica

indigena del noroeste de Mexico). One 12" 33 V$ rpm disc. 1978. Canyon
C-8801. Jacket notes, photos.

Raramuri Tagiara: Music of the Tarahumar. One 12" 33 1A rpm disc. 1974.
. . . Stuff. Stereo. Jacket notes, bibliography. (Available from: Stuff, 1065
Van Dyke Drive, Laguna Beach, CA 92651)

While both of these albums are welcome additions to the sparse discography
of the Indians of Northwest Mexico, serious drawbacks in the accompanying
written documentation limit their value for the ethnomusicologist.

The Canyon recording is a by-product of the exhibit "The Other Southwest:
Indian Arts and Crafts of Northwest Mexico," that opened in 1977 at the Heard
Museum in Phoenix, Arizona. Brought from their native areas in Mexico to per-
form at the exhibit were 32 members of the Tarahumara, Warihio, and Mayo
tribes. The Tarahumara, with a population of around 50,000, are widely dispersed
throughout the rugged terrain of southwestern Chihuahua. Most of the Warihio,
much fewer in number, are located to the west in an area adjacent to the Tarahu-
mara. The Mayo (not to be confused with the Maya, far removed both geo-
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graphically and culturally from the Mayo) are found further south and west, along
the Sonora-Sinaloa border.

All musical selections are intended for dancing. Typical of music heard on
Christian-related celebrations such as Easter and saints' days are three Tarahu-

mara matachin dances performed by five violinists and seven rattle-bearing dan-

cers. Los matachines, many variants of which are found among Indian groups in

Arizona and Mexico, were introduced to the New World by Jesuit missionaries in

the 16th and 17th centuries. The violin melodies clearly reflect the European
rhythmic-harmonic system of that period, though the last dance (item A.5) is set in

a 3+3+3+2+2+2 rhythmic cycle. The only Tarahumara example from the exten-

sive non-Catholic musical repertory is the Yumari dance, sung by a
4

'respected
male in the community" accompanying himself with a rattle while dancing with

two women.
The Mayo excerpts are from the pascola and deer dances, Yaqui versions of

which may be found on earlier Canyon recordings. 1 The two types of musical

accompaniment for the pascola dancers are represented: 1) harp and violin, for

occasions when the pascolas dance alone (item B.2), and 2) cane flute and drum

played by one man, for occasions when the deer dancer is present (item A. 1). Also

heard are the teneboim, or cocoon rattles tied to the dancers' legs, and two types of

hand-held rattles. The deer dance (item B.3) includes the usual group vocal, rasps,

water drum, and gourd rattle.

The sole Warihio musical item is a diatonic harp solo erroneously labeled "A
song from the Rib Mayo." It is actually the harpist's version of the popular
guaracha entitled "Mi Cafetal" ("My Coffee Plantation"). Embarrassingly
enough, this misrepresentation is indicative of our current knowledge of Warihio
music. On the positive side, the harp provides quite pleasant listening.

All selections are skillfully recorded, and in spite of the unfamiliar perform-
ance context, the sound product is quite faithful to the respective musical styles.

The accompanying notes, however, are limited to two-thirds of one jacket side,

space hardly sufficient for an introduction to the music of one culture, let alone

three.

The first side of Raramuri Tagiara best serves as a survey of Tarahumara
musical instruments, including the violin (raberi), steel-string guitar (nawajiara),
musical bow (chapereki), cane flute (kusereki), drum (pambora)> clacker (sawera),
and rattle (sajura). In addition, there are four short examples of solo female song.
Side Two consists of 17 minutes of unbanded excerpts from the Tarahumara
"Easter Pageant," in which drums, song, bells, walking, and conversation are

heard. Unless, however, one is closely acquainted with the events within the

occasion, the meager paragraph of notes is hardly sufficient explanation.
All of the recordings were made in and around the small village of Cuzarare in

the Tarahumara Sierra of Chihuahua. Sound fidelity is on the whole good, but for

reasons not evident to this reviewer, the microphone is occasionally placed a great
distance from the sound source. The notes, covering one side of the record jacket,
are set in fine type in order to include a maximum of information. They are

impaired by several naive speculations regarding the cultural identity and origin of

the instruments, for example:

There are ... no musical instruments known to this author at this time which are

peculiar or indigenous to the area. Thus, no single instrument can be identified as

specifically Tarahumar.

All the instruments, in all probability both manufactured and played by the Tara-
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humara for at least 250 years, may be identified as Tarahumar. Further assertions

as to the Spanish origin of the guitar and the violin are in order, but to conjecture
that the pambora, much broader and shallower than the European field drum, was
introduced from Spain simply because it has a snare and an altered Spanish name
(tambor or tambora in Spanish), or that the rattle and musical bow were borrowed
in pre-Columbian times from neighboring groups such as the Yaqui or Sen, is

unfounded and pointless.
Even more pointless is the use of hundredths ofa minute in time designations;

45 seconds, for example, is designated as 0.75 minutes! Moreover, many of the

time markings are incorrect.

One long-belabored issue emerges out of the criticism of these two albums,
namely, the frequent lack of adequate written documentation to accompany
recordings. Two common arguments for this are 1) that the inclusion of extensive
written material gives the album an "esoteric" appearance, decreasing its appeal
to record buyers, and 2) that the commissioning and printing of notes is economi-

cally prohibitive. A simple solution to the first point would be to publish the notes
as a separate pamphlet "hidden" inside the record jacket. As for the financing of

documentation, I would strongly urge ethnographers and record producers to

exert more effort in seeking support from the many available public and private

funding agencies.

National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, D.C. Daniel Sheehy

NOTE

1 . See Yaqui music ofthe Pascola and Deer Dance (Canyon #6099) and Yaqui Ritual
and Festive Music (Canyon #6140).

Panji in Lombok II. An Anthology of South-East Asian Music. Published by the
Institute for Musicology of the University of Basel. Recordings, commentary,
and photographs by Tilman Seebass. One 12" 33 Ys rpm disc. [1978?].

Barenreiter-Musicaphon BM 30 SL 2564. Stereo/Mono. Descriptive notes
in English and German bound into siipcase, 9 pp., illus., map, photos.

Panji in Bali I. An Anthology of South-East Asian Music. Published by the Insti-

tute for Musicology of the University of Basel. Recordings, commentary, and
photographs by Tilman Seebass. One 12" 33 l/3 rpm disc. [1978?]. Barenreiter-

Musicaphon BM 30 SL 2565. Stereo/Mono. Descriptive notes in English and
German bound into siipcase, 10 pp., illus., map, photos.

These new releases in Barenreiter's series on Southeast Asia maintain the high
standards of recording quality and commentary established by their predecessors
(see Toth 1978). Panji in Lombok II provides more performances by the three
five-tone pelog ensembles represented by single bands on the first Lombok issue.
The kelenang performs compositions both in modern (fe^ar-influenced) and
traditional styles. The "transparency of sound" in the latter style is due to the
slow tempo, small number and wide subdivisional dispersion of the instrumental
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strata, and the floating melody of the flutes in the orchestra's upper range. Al-

though there is neither phrase-marker (the equivalent Balinese palet or Javanese

kenongari) within the gong-period, nor regular stressing byjegogan, these missing

strata are implied by the skeletal melody carried by the flutes, resulting in a

three-phrase gong-period (ab cb de) repeated as the body of the composition. The

subdivisions of the gongan (or the relative tempos) by gonglpetuk and sulingl

reyong figuration are 1/48/192 (reyong = 264 MM.). The flutes show two unusual

characteristics: they limit themselves to a one-octave range (with consequently

large leaps in melodic contour); and, unlike other Sasak flute traditions (e.g.,

kamput), they use no vibrato, perhaps in keeping with the nonbeating sound ofthe

unpaired "reyong" metallophones.
In contrast to this is the tradition shared by the tawa'-tawa' and rebana. Both

of these ensembles have instruments serving as large gong, secondary low/high

gong-pair, drums and cymbals, and interlocking "reyong" for figuration. In the

tawa'-tawa' the coiotomic and elaborating instruments are bronze idiophones,

while in the rebana they are tuned frame drums. The 1234512 notation in the

related book (Seebass et al. 1976:59) for the seven-kettle reyong ofthe tawa '-tawa'

could be rewritten as 7235672 for ears accustomed to Central Javanese pelog, with

principal emphasis in the figuration being given to the degrees 2356, another tonal

reason why this sounds so related to carabalen. The record's subtitle "Kabar

Alus" is taken from the name ofthe traditional composition recorded here by both

ensembles. The two versions show similar formal structure and identical stratifica-

tion ofgong/secondary gong-pair/figuration, but with a figuration tempo ("Density

Referent") about Ite times that of the kelenang: 1/36/288 (tawa'-tawa' figuration

= 416 MM., rebana = 448 MM.). 1 The complex melodic figurations of the two

versions have much more in common than is evident at first hearing, and

Seebass's 18 "measures" of their repeated gongan actually resolve to a 9-section

ab ab a*c aV ab' aV ab' a*c aV. m ... . . A .

form: A A B B' A' B' A' B B'
The fig11 11011 1S ^so altered three~

quarters through each measure in an anticipating fashion so characteristic of gong-

chime ensembles in Bali and Java. Besides using "shock chords" ofpelog fifths,

the figuration also includes harmonic intervals of three and even two (neighboring)

degrees. (The notated example of interlocking parts in the commentary is some-

what misleading in that it shows no chords.) When one considers that each reyong

player has only one note and no others to strike or damp manually for helping to

keep time at this tempo, it is to say the least difficult.

All the performances here are excellent. The recording is beautifully clear,

with good spatial orientation and separation of the different instruments. This

album is a challenge for any transcriber even if already experienced with other

Indonesian analogues.
For the first Balinese release in this series, frequently recorded genres such as

gong kebyar have been passed over in favor of the rare and historically important

traditions of seven-tone Semar Pegulingan (for other recordings cf. Indravox

1935(?) and OCORA 1973). The two clubs on this disc (P^an Kelod, formerly in

Tampakgangsal, and Kamasan) were the only active ones in existence even in the

1920-30' s when Kunst and McPhee made their original studies (Kunst 1925:69-94;

McPhee 1966:140-149). Basing formal structure, scale practice, and repertoire of

compositions on the gambuh flute tradition, this court orchestra more commonly

appears in a "gapped" 5- (occasionally 6-) tone form with slightly altered instru-

mentation for accompanying legong f barong, and Calonarang (cf. Nonesuch
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1972). Three of the four pieces here are directly taken from gambuh
("Sumeradas," "LangsingTuban," and "Gadung Melatih").

Rather than giving the one-octave heptatonic tuning for each orchestra, the

commentary only presents their equivalent 5-tone scales beginning on the fifth

degrees of the tunings (Selisir scales). Allowing for the two missing degrees in

each, the intervailic values agree approximately with Kunst and McPhee (who

wrongly begins Kamasan's tuning one degree too low, unless it has been drasti-

cally shifted up one step since his time). Here we read that the Pagan set badly
needs the services of a tuner, while Kamasan does not; McPhee and Schlager,

however, say the opposite (Schlager 1960:261-262). Any paired tuning must
stretch or compress at least half of its octaves if the beat rate of its

k

"unisons" is

intended to be constant throughout the ambitus of the ensemble; octave deviations

therefore cannot necessarily serve as criteria for mistuning.

The names and locations of 5-tone scales in 7-tone Semar Pegulingan (and

gambuh, for that matter) show great variation and contradictions among clubs and
scholars (and even from page to page).2 What we actually hear on this album, as

the commentary correctly describes, are compositions based on 5-tone scales with

two (A.2), one (B.I, 2), and no auxiliary pitches (A.I).

Likewise, there is much confusion about formal structure. Only the first

section of "Gadung Melatih" fits McPhee's description of tabuh telu in Semar

Pegulingan, while "Semarandana" and "Sumeradas" are similar to his rangkep
form. "Langsing Tuban" is the longest composition on this disc. The subdivisions

of the gongan by the instrumental strata can be compared schematically:

jublag

jublag tempo
Strata: gong palet jegogan (and ponggang} figuration (MM.)

FIRST SECTION (Pengawak):

"Semarandana" 1 3% <+tt) 15fc (+V4) 62 (+2) 4% (+16) 45
"Sumeradas" 14 16 64 512 39

"LangsingTuban" 1 4 64 256 2048 45

"Gadung Melatih" 1 4 32 128 512 36

SECOND SECTION (Pengecet):

"Semarandana" 136 12 % 68
"Sumeradas" 148 16 128 53

"LangsingTuban" 14 16 32 256 50

"Gadung Melatih" 1 4 16 32 128 50

The first section of "Semarandana" is consistently irregular in form, both on this

disc and field recordings made two years before and after. While pengecet nor-

mally may show such features, the pengawak seldom do. The gambuh-style
drumming is also cut in the same place (the beginning of the third palet), to the

surprise of one unprompted Balinese musician who has listened to the recordings.
Most likely the composition was orally transmitted with such an error at some time
before 1970 and has been standardized in that form. It is difficult for musicians and
dancers alike to keep track of their "colotomic locations" in these long gongan,
and such deletions are not so easy to detect in broad forms; this is one reason why
the gambuh traditions are no longer very popular. Several conclusions that
can be drawn from these examples include the following: 1) the relative density of
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jegogan per gong is usually halved in the second section; 2) the relative density of

jublag per jegogan is 4 in all first sections and 2 in all second sections; 3) the

relative density of figuration perjublag is always equal for both sections, usually

8; and 4) \htjublag tempo increases in the second section by an average of Vs.

The performances are very good, aside from occasional disagreement among
the middle-strata instruments playing the skeletal melody in the example from
Kamasan. The leading melodic instrument in this tradition, the trompong, is es-

pecially interesting for its styles of ornamentation and anticipation. As we have
come to expect from this series, the recording quality is superb. This album is a
"must" for any collection of Indonesian music.

Brown University, Providence RI Andrew Toth

NOTES

1. The 1/16 given for gong/low secondary gong in Seebass et al. 1976:59 is a typo-

graphical error and should read 1/18.

2. McPhee (1966:39) gives Pagan's Sunaren as beginning on pitch 7, but it is not

mentioned with the others again on p. 141 . Kamasan is said first to have no Lebeng (p. 39), but
later it does, beginning on pitch 6 (p. 141). The diagram and text on p. 141 have several other

inconsistencies. Schlager gives still different information for the same clubs. Finally, this

album's commentary cites Pagan's "Semarandana" as using the Baro scale beginning on

pitch 4, while other field recordings of the same club, composition and scale have an-

nouncements of Sunaren as the name.
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Chimbu Music: Kukane Traditions. Papua New Guinea Vol. I. Recordings, text,

photographs, and presentation by Frederic Duvelle. Institute of Papua New
Guinea Studies. One 12" 33 Vz rpm disc. 1974. Descriptive notes bound into

slipcase, 4 pp., map, photos.

There is no doubt that this disc, along with the two others reviewed here, is a

valuable addition to the world's ethnic music repository. Reproduction is clear,

and the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies is to be commended on its efforts.

Frederic Duvelle (with Paul Kuange) has covered major points in providing a

background for understanding the social role of the music. A thorough analysis of

the music awaits investigation, as does a total classification of the kinds of song

sung by Chimbu people.
All the songs of Side One are from one classification: the courting ceremony.

Examples of the playing of paired flutes and jews harp are also included. Side Two
contains a variety of non-ceremonial songs, and one of the class of songs sung in

mourning. Examples of vertical bamboo flutes and paired horizontal flutes con-

clude the second side. Since group singing is the norm, one would expect to hear

examples of the sing-sing.
1 The fight songs especially played an important role in

the history of the Highlands. Ceremonies, however, cannot be elicited, and one
must be prepared to remain in a village several years to witness all the larger

events. Still, one marvels at the technician's ability to produce this record in a

village where daily life is so filled with comings and goings. Most recordings made
in a Papua village seem to attract extraneous noises such as those from pigs,

chickens, birds, crickets and cicadas, babies crying, children playing, people call-

ing from the gardens, and so on, as if to confirm the authenticity of the collection!

Enga Traditional Music. Papua New Guinea Vol. 2. Recordings and presentation

by Frederic Duvelle. Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies. One 12" 33 l/3

rpm disc. 1974. Descriptive notes bound into slipcase, 6 pp., map, photos.

Side One begins with a theme predominant in the songs of Papua New
Guinea's Highlands: nostalgia for home (it is not a "work song" in the sense that it

accompanies any physical labor). Other songs following it are derived from two

prevailing classes the courting ritual and male initiation. An example of playing
the mouth bow is also included.

Side Two is ofparticular interest, for two reasons. First, it is a field recording,
on location at the actual ceremony. Second, the songs are translated, and while
this would not in general seem to be an unusual feat, in Papua New Guinea it is.

Not only are the Highlands languages very difficult to learn, but song texts are

often so brief as to make no grammatical sense. The insider's emic view presumes
knowledge of a large context not included in the text. A literal English translation

does not render the meaning to an outsider. It necessitates a translation free

enough to form complete sentences, filling in the meaning unsung. Often, too, the
outsider misses the underlying meaning (hidden talk) of metaphors and parables
given in the free translation. Notes and translations by Kundapen Taiyaga, an
insider, are therefore doubly effective and necessary.

N

The distinctive sing-sing style of the Engas will be missed by all those who
have seen this impressive performance, as Chris Owen's cover photograph so well
affirms. The listener unacquainted with the mouth bow and the bundle panpipes
should know that they produce an intimate, small sound, which is in fact magnified
here many times.
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Papua New Guinea: Tolari Traditional Musicfrom the Gazelle Peninsula. Record-

ings, text, photographs, and production by Frederic Duvelle. Institute of

Papua New Guinea Studies. One 12" 33 l/3 rpm disc. 1976. Larrikin Records
LRF-013. Descriptive notes, 12 pp., map, photos. (Available from: Larrikin

Records Pty., Ltd., P.O. Box 162, Paddington, N.S.W. 2021, Australia).

Duveile has made a lucid reproduction here of both vocal and instrumental

sounds. The recording begins with the playing of a two-note leg xylophone, or

tinbuk. It is followed by a song sung prior to a magic love ritual (\varbat). Next
come examples of a male initiation song, one from the dance celebrating the Tolai

clan's totemic dance figure (Tubuan), a dance song (tabaran), and mourning song.
Side Two commences with a feasting song performed by women, and a men's song
whose purpose is to attract a woman (nami). These are followed by an instance of

playing on the vertical three-hole flute, two funeral songs a lament, and a song
from the final stage of a mourning ceremony (hot), when the relatives of the

deceased remunerate those attending the ceremony. The recording concludes with

a singing game and two examples of slit-drum (garamut), and lastly, a lullaby.

The notes by Jacob Simet and Apisai Enos contribute greatly towards under-

standing the dance types. The variety of idiophones is the most notable feature of

this Tolai recording, a variety unmatched on the mainland. The leg xylophone
does not exist there, and stamping sticks have all but disappeared. The unison

song style, though tending to stronger enunciation of pulse, is related to Highlands

singing on the mainland. This is surprising, considering that on the East coast of

the mainland in Morobe and Northern Provinces there exists a singing style

more closely akin to that of Bougainville Island. But provincial borders do not

necessarily delineate musical boundaries; styles may be shared along some bor-

ders and they may jump across others. Often there are several musical styles

within a province. The Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies is wise to concen-

trate upon one geographic area at a time, since any general statements on the one

music ofPapua New Guinea, with its multiplicity of cultures, is suspect.

Summer Institute of Linguistics, Papua Vida Chenoweth

NOTE

1. "Sing-sing" is Neo-Melanesian for the mass singing and dancing of New Guinea

peoples. It may be either a social or ceremonial celebration and often takes place in a

building or area ofland reserved for this use. "Sing-sing" may also refer to the songs sung at

a sing-sing fete. See Chenoweth 1969.

REFERENCE CITED

Chenoweth, Vida
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"An Investigation ofthe Singing Styles ofthe Dunas," Oceania (Sydney) 39(3).

Festival Musicfrom the Solomon Islands: The Bamboo Band and the Pan-pipes .

One 12" 334i rpm disc. 1976. Hibiscus HLS-66. Jacket notes.

Festival Music from Hawaii: The Hawaiian Festival Contingent. One 12" 3346

rpm disc. 1976. Hibiscus HLS-71. Jacket notes.
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Festival Music from Western Samoa: The Western Samoa Festival Performers.
One 12" 33- l/3 rpm disc. 1976. Hibiscus HLS-72. Jacket notes.

Festival Music from the Cook Islands: Cook Islands National Arts Theatre. One
12" 33-V3 rpm disc. 1977. Hibiscus HLS-73. Jacket notes.

Festival Music from Tonga: The Tongan Festival Contingent. One 12" 33-V6 rpm
disc. 1976. Hibiscus HLS-74. Jacket notes.

Although not stated on the jackets, these five discs were recorded at the

second South Pacific Festival of Arts, held at Rotorua, New Zealand, from March
6-13, 1976. The first Festival was held at Suva, Fiji, in 1972 and yielded some 22

commercially-available releases (Hibiscus HE-10, HLS-38-43, HLS 46, HLS 48-

50, SLC- 1 17; Viking VP 353^, VP 358-65). Hibiscus, which received sole rights to

the Rotorua Festival, is planning future releases of the groups from Australia,
Easter Island, Gilbert Islands, Niue, Tahiti, Torres Strait Islands, Tuvalu, and
the Ocean Island Banabans. Although the amount of information supplied by the

performers was probably minimal, there is often a regrettable lack of standardized

spelling.
1 Genres and song titles are used interchangeably, and performers are

seldom identified. Considering the importance of the visual element to Festival

performances, more description ofdances and more photographs would have been

helpful to the listener. I have tried to coordinate selected biblio- and discographic
information to make these recordings more valuable.

There have been many recent releases of music, for example, from the
Solomon Islands, but concentration on traditional forms has excluded the unique
branch of pan-Pacific pop found in this area. The Hibiscus disc offers a sampling of
"Are'are panpipe music (A.4, 7; B.5), a choral arrangement of a dance song
(B.I), and examples of the bamboo band (A. 1-3, A.5-6, B.2-4, B.6-7). The 'au

paina panpipe ensemble (featured also on Vogue LDM 30104) uses instruments of
11-12 pipes and consists of 8 musicians (the cover only shows 7) who play in

two-part polyphony, each part quadrupled at the octave (Zemp 1972:25-8). Band
A.4, sum 'au, is the first piece in a set of 11; Band B.5, roko 'au, is the last (cf.

Vogue LDM 30104, A. 1 and B. 1 1). In addition, this ensemble performs an instru-

mental version of a funeral lament, a genre called amamata or aamamata.2 It

would be fruitful to compare the performances on the Hibiscus disc by a group
sent to the Festival as representative of the Solomons with those obtained by
Zemp from a group not involved in such a situation. The influence of Protestant
missionaries is shown in the multipart, hymn-like song accompanying a men's
dance from the western Solomons, a dance that apparently mimics the movements
of the bilikiki, a large white bird with a flat bill, and gives it its name (B. 1 ; also on
Viking VP 358, B.4).

The bamboo band consists of the usual pan-Pacific ensemble of voices and
guitars, but adds an instrument made from 15-24 pieces of bamboo tied together.
The open ends of the tubes are struck with coconut husks, the pith of the sago
palm, a rubber sandal, or a wooden paddle, not with the hand as shown on the
cover of this disc. After earlier experimentation with stamping tubes on New
Georgia Island, in 1958 the people of Ganongga Island tied several lengths of
bamboo together, enabling performers to play in confined spaces. This instrument
provides a boogie-woogie accompaniment to multipart love songs sung with gui-
tars. Though not declared on the record, the language of the texts is Roviana,
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spoken in the southwestern part of New Georgia and formerly used as a lingua
franca by the Methodist Mission. Bamboo band music is confined to the western
Solomons except for its appearance in the capital, Honiara, on Guadalcanal. In the

central and eastern areas, popular music is of the guitar-ukulele type (Zemp,
personal communication). The first lines of the texts are given in Roviana and

English. The corrected title of Band A.I is "Dalingi iomosodi mua zinama" (cor-
rect on the label, misprinted on the jacket), and A.3 should read "Kinomolo goi
dia." Another change makes B.2 "Pok pokonia rau sa tinazutumu goi dalingi";

however, "pok" is not a possible work in Roviana the translation is insufficient,

the enunciation of the singers not clear enough, and the bamboo striking too

overmiked to help in deciphering the actual title. This recording, as a companion to

the other fine discs from the Solomons, offers an excellent overall picture of the

different forms of music in the area.

The background notes to the Hawaii disc are distressingly error-laden. Since

Captain Cook found inhabitants there in 1778, he was clearly not the discoverer,
but the first European visitor. Hawaii numbers 132 islands, 7 of which are inhabi-

ted. Finally, Mauna Loa last erupted in 1975, not 1907.

The Hawaiian Festival Contingent, under the direction of lolani Luahine,

performs 22 items in all. After introductory calls on the pu (conch shell), an oil

(poetry not intended for dancing) is performed in honor of Laka, goddess of the

hula. All other items are mele hula, poetry with dance accompaniment. The hula is

often classified according to the instrument(s) accompanying it (see Roberts

1926: 17-56 for descriptions of the instruments): hula '/r/f (A.2); hula pahu (A.3,

B.6), the most elevated type of hula; hula '///'/// (A.6, B.I); hula pa ipu or hula

kuolo (A.9, B.3; the notes for B.2 and B.3 are reversed); hula kala'au (B.5,

misspelled on the jacket); and hula pii'ili (B.7).The human body is used as an

instrument in the hula pa'i umauma (B.9, also misspelled on the jacket).

Also included are examples of the hula noho (sitting hula); hula 'dla'apapa,
now called hula 'olapa (A.7, B.4, 8; a standing version of the hula pd ipu); hula

'dhelo or hula helo (A. 11; a seldom-performed dance in which *'the dancer leans

over on one side, supporting himself with one hand, and with the opposite foot and
arm making a sawing motion; many mele "ohelo have sexual import" [Pukui and
Elbert 1971:255]); hula ku'i Moloka'i (B.2; a dance imitative of various sports on
the island of Moloka'i); and hula

y

ai ha"a (B.10, misspelled on the jacket; a dance
4

'characterized by a low, standing position, bent knees, and a typical rotating of

the hips, 'ami" [Tatar 1978:187]).

The group presents a mele ma'i, a chant composed at the birth ofa monarch in

honor of his or her genitals in this case Kamehameha IV (A. 10), whose nickname
was lolani, not Lolani. Finally, there are two hula identified only as kane (A.4;

"Maika'i ke ami o Waimea"), which is not a term for a hula but for "male," and a

"gesture hula" (A.8; "Aia moka'i ko'iva"). A number of the chants deviate from

unison singing and introduce an occasional or more extensive multipart texture

(A.5-6, 9-10, B.I, 4, 7, 8b). Further examples of most of the genres listed above

appear on Folkways FE 4271, FW 8750; National Geographic 706; Noelam NRS-
102; and Poki SP 9003. Transcriptions of other versions and/or texts for some of

the bands may be found in other sources: A.lb (Emerson 1909:33-4 and Roberts

1926:135-37); A.3 (Emerson 1909:105 and Kaeppler 1976:211); A.7 (Emerson

1909:70); A. 10 (Noelani NRS-102); A. 11 (Emerson 1909:233-34); and B.7 (Emer-
son 1909:114-15 and Roberts 1926:305-06).

One regrets that more care was not taken to supply correct diacriticals. The
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macron is entirely omitted, and the glottal stop apears only sporadically; the

following corrections should be made: "WaTale'ale" (A.3), "waV (A.7),

"malua" (B.7), "ho'opuka" and "la" (B.8a), "Nfihau" (B.9), and "Kamapua'a"
(B.10). Spelling discrepancies also occur between the label and the jacket: for

example, A.6 should read "I hea okolani." In many of the performances there is

an over-emphasis of the accompanying instruments, thereby obscuring the text.

Contrary to the notes on the Samoan disc, Western Samoa neither lies at the

center of Polynesia (rather, at the western end) nor consists of only four islands

(rather, nine). The recorded material contrasts sharply with that issued by Richard

Moyle (Hibiscus HLS-55), but is more representative of the contemporary music
scene. The syncretism of hymn-singing and traditional Polynesian polyphony is

evident in the multipart songs accompanied by the fala (a pandanus floor mat,
rolled with lengths of bamboo or empty bottles inside) found throughout this

record (A. 1-3; B. 1-3, 5-7). Arranged according to the order ofafiafia ("entertain-

ment"), most of the genres are also of recent origin (Moyle 1971:50-51). After

the opening pese o lefeiloa'iga (A. 1, "song of welcome"), a soa 'dmata is danced

by the tdupou. Traditionally the virgin ceremonial daughter of the chief, the

tdupou is now appointed by the paramount chief from female relatives, who often

may be married with children. In the notes, tamdWi should refer to the chiefs of
the village, not their siblings. The soa 'dmata is an example of laulausiva, a
costumed dance that commences an evening of song and dance (cf. Hibiscus

HLS-55, B.4-5). A women's dance about making tapa cloth (A.3, siva o le siapo) is

followed by the first break from the chorus-/<z/a texture. The patisolo (A.4) uses an
intoned text (solo is a type of chanting used in some forms of poetry), slapping and

clapping (pati is clapping with the hands held parallel). Other than in its intonation,

however, this version of the solo seems to bear little resemblance to the traditional

genre (cf. Moyle 1971: taped example no. 9). The side ends with a small group
singing a multipart song with kilele (guitar) accompaniment, concerning the kava

ceremony (A.5, pese o le 'ava).

Many short, modern songs, returning to the chorus-/0/0 medium, are pre-
sented on Side B unidentified love songs (B.I, pese o alofa'agd), a "modern
medley" (B.2, "Mua 6, mua 6," "Fflemu pei o le lupe," "Samoa e pele i io'u

agaga"), and welcoming songs (B.5, pesefa'afeiloa'i: "Fa'auta o le mea matago-
fie," "O fetu o le taeao," "I le taeao," "Tuli mai"). "Lamagafe'e" (B.3) is a song
based on a legend in which a rat defecates on the head of an octopus (fe'e), who
becomes furious. As a consequence, the octopus can be lured with rat-shaped bait.

"Lama" refers to another method of luring octopuses with torches.

Band B.4 presents the sdsd t a sitting dance without song, accompanied only
by the pate, the smallest Samoan slit-drum. The pate rhythm is changed to signal a

change in dance movements (Moyle 1971:791-92). The sdsd seems to be the only
sitting dance still performed in Samoa (ibid.: 102) and is one of the only traditional

items on this disc. Thefiafia concludes with the penultimatefa'atafiti (referring to
the coconut leaves placed on the roof of a house before the final covering) and the

closing taualuga (the final roofing), danced by the tdupou with others who try to
win her attention by clowning (^/tt//)(ibid.:800-01). The cover illustrates per-
formers holding nifo'oti knives, used in the 'ailao dance (not included on this

record). The disc does offer items significantly different from those presented by
American Samoa at the Suva Festival only Band B.2b is duplicated (Viking VP
360, A.2, although the title is incorrect).

The repertoire included on the recording ofmusic from the Cook Islands is the
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most disappointing of the lot since most of it duplicates items found on other

recordings by the National Arts Theatre (Hibiscus HLS-38, 50; Viking VP 361,

398). Established in October 1969 by Victor Careil and Beth Dean (Dean 1969),

the group is under the leadership of Ota Joseph. In addition to performing tradi-

tional dances and songs, a variety of Cook Islands legends have been adapted for

dramatic presentation, which seems to conflict with the traditional role of music
and dance in Polynesia, in which "the dancer does not become a character in a

drama, and his stylized gestures do not correspond to words or ideas as they do in

literature-inspired dance traditions of Indonesia and Southeast Asia" (Christensen
and Kaeppler 1976:456). In fact, these adaptations seem to be airport art "dance
in which the casual observer can be entertained or astonished without understand-

ing and may, in fact, lead to misunderstanding of [traditional] Polynesian culture

rather than appreciation in cross-cultural perspective" (Kaeppler 1977:82; see,

however, Buck 1927:xxi). Of the three items on the disc relating to these dramatic

interpretations, two are presented complete, "The Legend of Tua Enua" (A.7)
and "The Legend of Ru and his Canoe Voyage" (B.3; the story is in Buck
I927:xix), while the third is a song extracted from "The Legend of Mini" (A.4).

Drum ensembles consisting of pate (slit-drum) and pa'u (skin drum) are fea-

tured on A.I, B.2, and B.4. An indigenous song type is represented by a karakia

(A.2), an unaccompanied, recited incantation or invocation performed by men
(McLean, in press). Two forms, most likely introduced from Tahiti during the 19th

century are also presented. The imene tuki (B.I) is a setting of a biblical text (in

this case, John 1:1-5), performed by a chorus divided into 6-7 parts. The two main

parts are sung by groups of men and women, respectively. Added to this are two

upper solo women's parts and one or two upper solo men's parts, in addition to the

tuki, the distinctive rhythmic grunting by men (ibid.). Ute (A.3), divided into parts
similar to the imene, are primarily love songs and topical songs. In contrast to the

imene, they may be accompanied by guitar, ukulele, harmonica, or accordion

(ibid.). Examples of Tahitian himene and ute are found on Tiare Tahiti SST-1800.

"Taku manu e" (A.5) is perhaps the best-known action song from the Cook
Islands (Dean 1976:48-75 contains the text, choreography, and has an accompany-
ing recording). Additionally, a previously unrecorded women's action song about

Sir Albert Henry, former Premier of the Cooks, is included (A.6). The album ends

with the Lord's Prayer sung in Rarotongan.
The record representing Tonga includes examples of three dance genres (A. 1,

A.3, B.2) performed by the Tongan Festival Contingent (also on Hibiscus HLS-39,

40) and two nose-flute pieces played by the Hon. Ve'ehala, Tonga's Minister of

Culture (in addition to the Hibiscus discs, other examples of most of these genres

may be found on National Geographic 3516 and Viking VP 364).

The dances illustrate two ancient forms (ula and 'otuhakd) that are no longer
created and one living form (lakalaka). Band B.2 presents three short 'otuhaka in

which the women dancers are seated in a single curved row and allusively interpret

the poetry by their movements. Although traditionally accompanied by the tafua

(corresponding to the Samoan/a/a), today it may be performed unaccompanied or

with some other struck instruments, in this case, apparently a nafa skin drum.

Included is a long introduction of clapping and nafa only, used for hand move-
ments (Kaeppler 1970:271-72).

Traditionally following the 'otuhaka is the ula, not faha'iula [sic, for

fa'ahiula, another name for 'otuhaka; faha'i is a common mispronunciation of

fa'ahi (Churchward 1959:19)] (A.I), as identified on the jacket. The notes, how-
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ever, do describe the ula and the continuous repetition of two phrases in the

recording furthers this identification. While thefa'ahiula uses the same hand and
arm movements as the ula, the latter

ifc

does not interpret the words [as does the

fa'ahiula]* instead ula is more important for beauty of movements and dignity of
women and their movements" (Kaeppler 1967b:248). Performers for this dance are

chosen for their ability in dancing rather than being placed according to social

status (Kaeppler 1970:275). This Band consists of two ula, both accompanied by
the nafa.

Neither of the previous dances were living forms (Kaeppler 1970:266-67).

Kaeppier has argued that the lakalaka (A.3) arose as the me'elaufola dance fell

into disuse after the missionaries' arrival (1967a:523-26, 531-34). Today it is the

most important living dance in Tonga. The lakalaka is performed at formal occa-

sions by men and women standing in two or more rows facing the audience, men
on one side, women on the other. The men's movements "are virile and vigorous
while the women's are soft and graceful." A chorus, called langitu'a, stands

behind the dancers and sings with them unaccompanied (Kaeppler l967c:263-64).
The lakalaka performed here was composed by one of the most prolific composers
of the genre, Queen Salote III (d. 1965).

The two remaining items feature Ve'ehala playing the fangufangu, a nose-

flute. According to Moyle (1976:71), Ve'ehala claims all nose-flute compositions to

be called tukipotu in imitation of the sound the tu bird makes over the loss of
feathers during grooming. In fact, the full title of A.2 is 'Tukipotu 'a e tu"

("Tukipotu of the tu"). Ve'ehala, however, also performs a version ofatau'a'alo

(a chant sung while rowing)3 (B.I). The implication in the notes that thefangu-
fangu was the traditional instrument for the tau'a'alo is unsubstantiated.

Although the notes for these discs are insufficient and occasionally inaccu-

rate, the recordings are an important addition to the meager number available from
Oceania. One hopes that the Festival can continue to be represented on commer-
cial releases and that more scholarly studies can also be encouraged.

Univ. of California, Los Angeles Don Niles

NOTES

1 . In this review spellings follow Waterhouse 1928 and Zemp 1972 (Solomon Is.), Pukui
and Elbert 1971 (Hawaii), Milner 1966 (Samoa), Savage 1962 (Cook Is.), and Churchward
1959 (Tonga).

2. A sung version of an aamamata is found on Vogue LDM 30106, A.5. Other instru-

mental adaptations of aamamata are on Vogue LDM 30104, B.4 ('au paina ensemble),
Vogue LDM 30106, A.6b (pasiawa. musical bow), and Vogue LDM 30106, A.9a ('au ware,
obliquely-held bundle panpipes).

3. Sung versions of tau'a'alo are found on Hibiscus HLS-39, A.2; HLS-65, B.4-6;
National Geographic 3516, A.4; Viking VP 364, A.I.
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Drums of West Africa: Ritual Music of Ghana. Recording and notes by Richard
Hill. One 12" 33 Vs rpm disc. [1977], Lyrichord LLST 7307. Stereo. Jacket
notes, map, mus. illus.

The dance drumming of the southern Ewe is among the best represented of
world musics on American campuses and has been the subject of several lengthy
ethnomusicological analyses (e.g., Jones 1959, Pantaleoni 1972). Unfortunately,
satisfactory field recordings of this music are relatively scarce and many ethno-

musicologists are acquainted only with the drumming of student groups led by
African artists (e.g., Ladzekpo). Into this vacuum has come a new Lyrichord disc,
which provides clear examples of southern Ewe polyrhythmic drumming and,
more important, singing and drumming from a religious cult ceremony in progress.

There are two kinds of music on this album: Side One apparently taped
in formal recording sessions contains dance club drumming, while Side Two fea-
tures music of the Blekete cult recorded during actual ceremonies. The dance club

pieces which include Atsiagbekor, 1 Agbadza, and Adzida are recorded with
good balance among instruments so that each part in the drum ensemble is clearly
audible. Students of southern Ewe drumming can hear a wholly Ewe ensemble
play with correct timing and inflection in true tempi. Teachers of world music
survey courses can find excellent examples here of West African polyrhythmic
drumming, especially in respect of responsorial interplay. The flavor of a live

performance is not found on Side One, however, since the excitement of drum-
mers playing for dancers is not felt, and there is no singing.

Side Two more accurately portrays the ambiance of southern Ewe music. The
material, organized according to the typical sequence of musical events in a
Blekete cult ceremony, begins with Cult Songs followed byto use Hill's etic

terminology Ceremony Proper, Possession Sequence, Invocation, Drum Calls,
and Finale. Despite time limits the selections are sensitively edited, the listener

being able to partake of the drama of spirit possession, the power of Blekete cult

drumming, and the beauty of southern Ewe singing.
Hill, a drummer in jazz and Latin styles himself, is a student of southern Ewe

drumming and his notes, reflecting this interest, contain accurate and readable
charts of several polyrhythrnic textures as well as transcriptions of a few leading
drum patterns. His two- and three-tone systems of writing leading drum rhythms,
however, do not adequately represent the eight basic drum strokes; furthermore, it

would have been better to include metronome markings, particularly because
Blekete cult drumming includes probably the fastest paced southern Ewe music.

Hill neglects to mention that the tension drum (dondo) is used in Blekete cult
music, and also that the 2/4 style of this music is not presented on the disc. One
error occurs in the notation: the final note in the last figure should be an eighth
note. Finally, neither the musicians nor the particular Blekete cult is identified, an
omission that raises grave questions of ethics.

Boston, MA David Locke

NOTE

1. I think that it is improper to represent a music as important to the southern Ewe
people as Atsiagbekor by the incomplete selections found on this disc (see Locke 1979).
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Roots of the Blues. One 12" 33 l/3 rpm disc. 1977. New World NW 252. Mono/
Stereo. Descriptive notes by Alan Lomax bound into slipcase, 4 pp., biblio.,

disco.

Jake Walk Blues. One 12" 33 l/3 rpm disc. 1978. Stash ST-110. Texts inside slip-

case, 2 pp., jacket notes. (Available from: Stash Records, P.O. Box 390,

Brooklyn, NY 11215).

Alan Lomax's credentials as a collector of black folk music are well known to,

but perhaps insufficiently appreciated by, a younger generation of folklorists and

ethnomusicologists. His involvement dates from the period between the two
World Wars when, with his father and a small number of other pioneers, he made
hundreds of field recordings for the Archive of Folk Song in the Library of Con-

gress, many of which were later released on 78s and LPs. These field recordings

played a large part in shaping folklorists' understanding of the sound of black folk

music at a time when it was otherwise being presented to whites in the decorous

and often bloodless performances of professional black singers. His recordings

served as inspiration to dozens of later fieldworkers, and are essential listening

even today. In 1947 Lomax made a brilliant series offield recordings ofwork songs
and other types of black folk music in the Mississippi State Penitentiary at Parch-

man. When they were released (on Tradition TLP 1020 and Vogue [U.K.] VJD
515) he had the foresight to include the singers' comments on the songs, in their

own voices, in the grooves of the LP. In the summer of 1959 Lomax returned to

the South to record more folk music, the result being more than a dozen LPs on

the Prestige and Atlantic labels. No field collector of black American folk music

has come close to matching the range and quality of Lomax's recordings.

The title of the album at hand, Roots ofthe Blues, invites comparison with an

earlier LP of the same title, also produced by Lomax and released on Atlantic

1348. Since both LPs draw on the music recorded in the 1959 field trip, many of the

same performers reappear, but apart from one song there is no duplication of

repertoire. The music on the New World LP is of greater variety, and includes

work songs, string band dance songs, a panpipe solo, religious songs, and blues.

The performances are authentic and uniformly good, as is the sound quality.

In the jacket notes Lomax is at his evocative best, conjuring up the cultural

settings of the music so palpably that the listener is transported to the scene. This
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ability is all too rare in scholarly writing, which, seeking a neutral and bias-free

viewpoint, achieves only a flat, wooden prose that fails to evoke the mood and

impact of the musical performance. Typically, Lomax supplies here illuminating
anecdotes and offers bold speculations. For example, the cantometric profile of

the blues is less African than the blues' immediate predecessors, and this observa-

tion leads Lomax to a far-reaching analogy. He finds in the blues style a counter-

part to the "bardic style" of
kfc

old high culture" (Lomax 1968) the ancient civili-

zations stretching from North Africa to East Asia, where the rigidity of the social

structure was symbolized by highly ornamented solo song and chant, wherein the

alienated individual "cries out his troubles to some powerful figure the landlord,

the emperor, the gods, or his unattainable ladylove."
Lomax offers the corollary that blacks invented the blues when they did that

is, shortly before the turn of the 20th century because they were among the first

to feel the increasing social rigidity and alienation in modern America. The wide-

spread acceptance, continuing popularity, and persistent influence of the blues in

the Western world suggest to Lomax that its black inventors were indeed prescient.
In the sweep of such bold speculation throughout the notes to this album, fine dis-

tinctions that might prove troublesome are inevitably overlooked. The notes,

however, are insightful, the selections are well chosen, and the album as a whole is

a worthy addition to the series.

All the songs on Jake Walk Blues are concerned with Jake, a bottled concoc-
tion of ginger extract and alcohol that was sold (mixed with Coca-cola to make a

potent drink) during the 1920s. A contaminated batch of Jake, which paralyzed
several thousand people in 1930, gave rise to the commercial blues and hillbilly 78s

reissued on this anthology. The performances are competent but in no way re-

markable. The album is interesting because this macabre incident became the

subject of a group of songs that expressed in the words of the annotator, John P.

Morgan, M.D. "some sympathy, but more often a fatalistic, even humorous
view" of the unfortunate, poisoned victim.

Tufts Univ., Medford, MA Jeff Todd Titon
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Brighten the Corner Where You Are: Black and White Urban Hymnody. One 12"

33 l/3 rpm disc. 1978. New World NW 224. Mono. Descriptive notes by
Anthony Heilbut (Black Urban Hymnody) and Harry Eskew (White Urban
Hymnody), 6 pp., biblio., disco.

Psalm Singing of the Convenanters. One 12" 33 l/3 rpm disc. 1977. Prairie
Schooner PSI-102. Stereo. Descriptive notes, texts, 8 pp., disco. (Available
from: Prairie Schooner Records, P.O. Box 3022, University City, MO 63 130).

The first disc continues the high level of commentary, choice of material, and
quality of recorded sound that has come to be associated with New World
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Records' documentation of American music. Side One presents examples from the

midpoint of the development of black gospel song. Side Two consists of material

drawn from the white urban gospel movement.
Bands 1-4 of Side One contain selections performed by the Kings of Har-

mony, the Famous Blue Jays of Alabama, the Soul Stirrers, and the Fairfield

Four all excellent examples of early, post-jubilee, male gospel groups. Pioneer

male groups, their song material, and their audiences were not particularly associ-

ated with the urban milieu. On the other hand the Roberta Martin Singers, heard

on Band 5, reflect the urban movement, which began in the early 1930s, and which

merged the vocal and instrumental practices heard in black sanctified churches

with musical elements drawn from existing jazz styles. Band 6 presents sanctified

singer-guitarist Rosetta Tharpe in a duet with her mother Katie Bell Nubin. Pio-

neer gospel singers Willie May Ford and Marion Williams are heard on Bands 7

and 8. Since Marion Williams is heard to better advantage on the album sets The

Gospel Sound (CG-3 1086) and The Gospel Sound Vol. 2 (CG-3 1595), it would have

enhanced the value of this album to have substituted another pioneer female singer

such as Clara Hudman (The Georgia Peach), whose singing is not presently avail-

able on reissues. Other significant early jubilee-gospel groups are unavailable on

recordings, and one therefore wonders why six minutes of recording time was left

unused on Side One.
Heilbut's commentary and notes reflect his intimate knowledge of the social

history of black gospel music. Scholars interested in musical-stylistic analysis

should consult the dissertations of Ricks (recently published, 1977) or Raichelson

(1975). Samuel B. Charters' album An Introduction to [Black] Gospel Song (RBF
Records RF 5), as well as Heilbut's own two Gospel Sound sets mentioned above,

ought to have been included in the Selected Discography provided for the material

on Side One.

Harry Eskew's contribution to this album is both scholarly and artistic. He
has chosen nine selections that illustrate the various performance practices and

styles of hymnody heard in urban tabernacle revival services. In addition, he has

positioned the material so that the listener might imagine being present at an actual

sevice. Included are gospel solos ("The Ninety and Nine" sung by George

Beverly Shea, "Brighten the Corner," sung by Homer Rodeheaver, and "Saved

by Grace," sung by Gypsy Smith), a duet ("In the Garden," sung by Mrs. Wm.
Asher and Homer Rodeheaver), a quartet ("Nearer My God to Thee," sung by
Oscar Seagle and unidentified quartet), congregational singing ("We're Marching
to Zion," congregation of the Ridgecrest, North Carolina Baptist Conference

Center), and choir ("To God be the Glory," Billy Graham London Crusade

Choir).
While Eskew's commentary regarding the social and musical aspects of gos-

pel song is generally excellent, neither he nor Heilbut take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to relate white and black gospel song. Perhaps most important in this regard

would have been some discussion of the responsorial and antiphonal practice, a

structural characteristic that George Pullen Jackson (1954) observed became "a
salient feature of gospel song." James C. Downey, whose thesis (1963) remains

the best study to date of the genre, noted that 39 of the 100 gospel songs he

analyzed had response or antiphony (he described this feature as "answer effects"

or "interjections"). This element in particular became a predominant feature of

black gospel practice, and was later transferred to the singing of black rhythm and

blues groups, and subsequently to the singing of white rock vocal groups. One
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final criticism: Eskew lists five items in his Selected Discography, but three of

those issued by Old Time Music are no longer available.

The Reformed Presbyterians of North America or Covenanters are a small

denomination transplanted from Scotland to America. The singing practice within

this denomination is unique in that it is limited to the unaccompanied singing of

psalms. This disc documents the congregational singing of several churches two

in Southern Illinois and a black congregation in Selma, Alabama of the last

branch of Presbyterians in America that has not yet accepted the singing of hymns.

The transition to hymn singing in most English-speaking churches was facilitated

by means of the singing of an intermediate body of song: the psalm paraphrases.

Another branch of the Presbyterian Church in America the Associate Reformed

Presbyterians gave up exclusive psalmody in 1946. One church of that denomi-

nation, the Mt. Zion congregation of Troy, Missouri, has maintained exclusive

psalmody through the use of psalm paraphrases called "Bible Songs" by the

denomination. One example of their singing (accompanied on the organ) is in-

cluded on the disc.

The psalm tunes are identified in the notes by name only, and since the

composers are not identified, confusion results where several tunes have the same

name as is true with Psalm 118 (Side B, Band 6). The tune is named as

"Jackson." One finds a "Jackson" as No. 161 in George Pulleh Jackson (1952)

and also on page 317 of the Original Sacred Harp (Denson Revision 1960 Edition),

but neither of these tunes is the one heard on Band 6, which was composed by
Thomas Jackson (1715-8 1 ).

The commentary accompanying the album is often frustrating. For an ex-

planation of some points, for example, the reader is asked to "see the book which

accompanies this record." Neither the title nor the publisher of the book is given,

and the reviewer has been unable to locate a copy. This record would be of interest,

nevertheless, to scholars of both folk and religious music in America.

Berea College, Kentucky William H. Tallmadge
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN WHEN THEY SING?
VOCAL GENRES OF THE SUYA INDIANS OF

CENTRAL BRAZIL

Anthony Seeger

fTThe native music of Lowland South America is little known, less ana-

JL lyzed, and hardly understood at all. There are a number of reasons

for this neglect, among them the isolation and small size of the groups and

the terrible process by which many native societies are decimated by
disease and so threatened with the loss of their lands, cultures, and lives

that they do not feel much like making music. But another reason for the

neglect is that we do not understand what we hear; we do not understand

what the music is all about. The music ofthese societies is truly a different

music in which (in most cases) everybody performs, there are no full-time

musical specialists, the sounds are not always "easy" to listen to, a

''piece" may last 15 hours, and there is no easily accessible vocabulary

with which to discover what they are doing. One is not surprised that

musicians have preferred to work with the music of musical specialists in

other parts of the world, nor that anthropologists have felt ill-equipped

and left the matter to marginal comments on song texts and frequent

statements to the effect that "music is very important to the members of

this society.
"
Unsurprising as it may be, the resulting neglect is neverthe-

less unfortunate, because music is indeed very important.

Regardless of how "importance" is measured, the amount of time

and resources devoted to music by the entire population ofmost Lowland

South American societies is eloquent. Analyses of work habits show that

subsistence could be assured with 3 or 4 hours of work a day under

traditional conditions (Carneiro 1961); members of many societies sing

nearly this long every day for long periods of time. Yet how much more

we know about the socio-economic features of these societies than the

musical!

Music is a special form of communication. Its very nonspeech fea-

tures make it a privileged vehicle for transmitting values and ethos that

are more easily "musicked" than put into speech. These are communi-

cated not only through the sounds, but in the movements of the per-

formers, and the time, place, and conditions under which they are per-

formed. In the following pages I will discuss some of the things we can
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learn from two musical genres, the akia and the ngere, of the Suya Indians

of Central Brazil. Akia are individually sung or shouted songs, in a high

register, with characteristic melody lines and performance style. Ngere
are unison songs performed in a low register. The meaning of the sounds

produced in these genres, and the way they are produced, varies accord-

ing to genre and performance context. An understanding of what is going

on in these vocal musics can bring a new depth to our understanding of

Suya society and, by extension, of other lowland South American socie-

ties, and of music itself.

Learning about Suya music has not been easy. What I have learned

comes partly from sheer persistence repeated trips to the field where,

between bouts of participating in music making, I have listened carefully

as new songs were taught and singers commented on. Only when

equipped with a vocabulary of musical terms and a number of intuitive

leads could I begin to work more systematically. But the (limited) musical

vocabulary was only one of the necessary tools. As my analysis of other

parts of the Suya cosmological system took shape (Seeger 1974) the spe-

cial role of music has been correspondingly clarified and opened to further

investigation.

Charles Seeger, in a number of publications (for example 1977),

noted the difficulty of speaking about musical performance. The situation

is particularly difficult in societies with little tendency toward such kinds

of analytic speech. But there are other than linguistic resources at our

disposal for understanding music if not for communicating with our col-

leagues about it. All music-making has spatial, temporal, gestural, actor-

specific components, which are also fundamentally not speech. These

components may be more accessible to analysis than sounds. Suya cos-

mology, for example, is expressed with special clarity in space above all

in village space (Seeger 1978). Thus where a musical event occurs reveals

much as to its meaning. Similarly, the stance and movements of the

dancer are usually metaphorically related to a highly meaning-laden do-

main such as the body, or the ways tljat animals move. These domains
have long been tapped by anthropologists in their analysis of belief sys-

tems, and they can be helpful in understanding musical events. There will

probably always remain something in music that can be felt only by
talented natives or socialized listeners. I cannot pretend to avoid all of the

difficulties of speech and music, but I have tried to make a frontal attack

on Suya musical events through an analysis of the total context in which

they occur and by relying heavily on non-linguistic cues for the analysis.

The danger of analyzing music separately from other parts of a peo-

ple' s artistic, philosophical, and social life is shown in two examples of
how the Suya combine what we have tended to separate, the concept of

"song" and the aesthetics of singing.
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Whenever I sang, the Suya called what I was doing ngere. But ngere
means both a song (melody) and the movements that accompany it.

Stance and dance are thus an integral part of music, all part of a single

communicative act called ngere. At a more specific level of contrast ngere
means a unison song as opposed to the akia; at a more general level ngere
means "ceremony," including the whole range of activities, songs, and
movements that characterize Suya musical occasions.

The essential unity of sound and movement became quite clear to me
in 1978, when a battery-operated record player had appeared in the vil-

lage. Women would sometimes imitate the social dancing of the regional

Brazilians, shuffling around to the sound of a record. The men called this

"kot ngre" (kot translates as "accompany," ngre as sing or dance or

both"). Clearly the word I have translated "song" can also mean ex-

clusively the movements accompanying a piece, as well as only the sound
itself (as when heard on a record). Sound and movement are identified as

part of a single event.

In 1978 I tried to discover the aesthetic variables in akia. I wanted to

find out what makes a good performance, who is a good singer, which
akia are more beautiful than others, and details of performance style as

perceived and evaluated by other Suya. I took a number of previous

recordings and discussed them with various men. Careful questioning
revealed that people praise the singing of their kinsmen and faction mem-
bers and criticize the singing of the others. I also discovered that it is not

so important how a person sings but that he sings at all. People who sing a

lot express their "happiness" (kin, a kind of existential happiness), and

their support for the way things are. People who do not sing are implicitly

saying that they are not "happy." They may be in mourning for a dead

relative, be angry about something, or have a particular grudge. As I

worked, I realized that Suya music aesthetics involved more than simply
an evaluation of the sounds produced by the singer.

This apparent "lack of definition" of the "purely musical" domain is

in fact a clear statement of something very different: in a society where

everyone makes music, "making music" is also dancing, politicking, and

a moment when people communicate something about themselves. These

aspects of musical events are not restricted to the Suya. But the very

clarity with which the Suya musical events demonstrate that music mak-

ing is a complex event in which structured sounds are an integral and

important part, but only a part, can remind us of our own tendencies.

Musical events are complex when a President of the United States invites

musicians to the White House, or plays the piano. Individual political

positions are involved in whether a person stands for the National An-

them, and how that person sings it. Suya music can remind us of impor-
tant features of our own art forms.
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Given that making music is more than making structured sounds, the

best approach to musical events is to analyze the total event by investigat-

ing the journalistic questions "what," "where," "how," "when," "by

whom," "to whom," "why," and the like. The answers to these ques-

tions will provide an ethnography of musical performance with which any

analysis should begin. Such an ethnography is not suitable for a short

article, however, and I will instead concentrate specifically on what is

being musicked in the two genres under consideration. 1

Before taking up the subject of music and communication, a brief

excursion through other features of Suya society is necessary. Only in

this way can the subsequent affirmations about Suya music be evaluated.

THE SUYA AND THE Gfc DILEMMAS

The Ge speaking societies ofcentral Brazil, and those societies related

to them, have for decades provided some of the anomalies in anthro-

pology. First described by Nimuendaju (1939, 1942, 1946), theorized

about by Levi-Strauss (1952, 1956), and restudied by members of the

Harvard-Central Brazil Project under the direction of David Maybury-
Lewis (Maybury-Lewis 1967, in press; Da Matta 1976, in press; Melatti

1978; and a number of unpublished doctoral dissertations) as well as by
other researchers (Vidal 1977, Carneiro da Cunha 1978, Seeger 1974), the

complexities of Ge social organization are beginning to yield to compara-
tive study. Ge have presented three puzzles to researchers: the size of the

villages, the multiplicity of social groups that are often not based on

descent, and the long and elaborate ceremonial periods.

The Ge language family can be divided into the Northern, Central,

and Southern Ge whose members occupied a vast stretch of the interior of

Brazil from southern Para to Rio Grande do Sul, before colonization

reduced them to isolated areas within their former territory. In addition to

the Ge language group there are a number of loosely-affiliated groups
called the "macro-Ge" and some societies of other language families

whose social organization more closely resembles that of the Ge speakers
than the language group to which they belong (for example the Tupi-

speaking Tapirape and Mundurucii). Rather than thinking of these central

Brazilian societies as a language family, it is more productive to think of

them as a group of societies whose different social organizations and
cultures reveal overall similarities to consider them a kind of theme in

variations. A limited number of principles are operating in them, but they

operate slightly differently and with different results in each case. Since

the Northern Ge resemble each other more than they do the Central Ge,
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and the Central Ge are also closely related groups among themselves,
these central Brazilian societies present an interesting case for "con-

trolled comparison" of the kind suggested by Eggan (1954). Hypotheses
raised with respect to one group can be tested for, and the nature of their

variation observed in, other groups. This kind of comparative work has

begun in the domains of kinship and social organization (Maybury-Lewis,
in press), in cosmology (Ldvi-Strauss 1964) and would be possible in

music were there sufficient studies. Most of the Northern and Central Ge
societies are musically quite active in spite of contact pressures, yet the

only detailed study to date is that of Desid^rio Aytai (1976).

The Suya belong to the Nonnern Ge group, which also includes the

Timbira Groups Kraho (Melatti 1978; Carneiro da Cunha 1978),

Kanella, Krikati (Lave 1967), Gaviao (Laraia and Da Matta 1979) and

others the Apinay (Nimuendaju 1939; Da Matta 1976, in press), and the

Northern Kayapo (Dreyfus 1963; Turner 1966; Vidal 1977). All these

groups traditionally lived in large circular villages, consisting of a circle of

residential houses evenly spaced around a large open plaza, which (in the

case of the Suya and Northern Kayapo) had one or more men's houses

erected in it. These villages are unusually large for lowland South

America (reaching a population ofup to 1500), far larger than those of the

tropical forest neighbors of the Ge. One of the dilemmas is thus why and

how such large villages were maintained when other groups in the lowland

region fission at much smaller sizes (see Carneiro 1961; Gross, in press).

All of the Northern Ge have a form of a residence in which a man,
when he has a child, goes to live with his wife in her house (uxorical

residence). He thus moves into a house in which are living his wife's

parents, her sisters and their families, and her unmarried brothers. A
woman, therefore, does not change her residence but continues to live in

the house she was bora in. The residential houses on the periphery ofthe

plaza are largely the domain ofwomen, and men pass from one to another

through marriage. There is no descent rule, however, and the Suya cannot
be generally characterized as either matrilineal or patrilineal. The men
have their own space in the center of the plaza, where the Suya and

Northern Kayapo erect their men's houses. Most Northern Ge cere-

monies are initiation ceremonies, which involve the removal of a child or

young man from his natal household, his movement to the center of the

plaza, and eventually to his wife's house after marriage. Far less ritual-

ized are birth, sickness, and death. The uxorilocality of the Northern Ge
is not simply a sociological principle but is also a central feature of their

society as expressed in their music, ceremonies, myths, and other sym-
bolic forms. What appears in these presentations of uxorilocality is not

the static fact of residence with the wife's family, but the process of
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movement out of the natal household to the plaza and eventually the

wife's household.

All of the Northern Ge except the Kayapo have moieties (divisions

into two groups). In fact, they all have multiple dual divisions. These

multiple moiety systems have posed the most difficult problems for an-

thropologists. First because, unlike many dual forms of social organiza-

tion, they do not regulate marriage; second because moiety membership
is not determinated by descent rules; third because there are multiple dual

divisions. Marriage is regulated by other principles. Moiety membership
is determined by a person's name, which he receives from any member of

a broad category of kinsmen with the stipulation that brothers should be

placed in alternate moieties according to birth order. In the multiple

moieties, groups A and B are opposed to each other at one time, while

half ofA and half of B will be opposed to the other half ofA and the other

half of B at another time. One of the questions is thus, what do these

moieties do? Why so many of them?

The Northern Ge also all have prolonged ceremonial periods and a

fairly large repertory of ceremonies performed in different years. These

ceremonies involve months of (intermittent) ceremonial activity. The

elaboration of Northern Ge ceremony is related to the large village size

and the multiplicity of moiety pairs. Some scholars have reasonably ar-

gued that the Ge villages can maintain their large size because of their

ceremonies, and the necessity of a large number of people to perform

them. Further, the multiple moiety systems create a variety of meaning-

laden social ties which cut across purely kinship relationships. Northern

Ge political factions are groups related by kinship ties and divided along

lines of age and sex. But a faction cannot perform a ceremony it will

usually lack some of the important names whose holders play important
roles. Ceremonial ties are activated for prolonged periods during the year,

and thus make possible (indeed demand) a comparatively large village.

Their multiplicity reduces the possibility that ceremonial ties will them-

selves be used as the basis for village fission. The long ceremonies are

also all related to uxorilocality: all are involved in the initiation of young
men or women. Since the ceremonial life of the Ge is so intimately in-

volved in the other features of their lives, understanding its significance is

extremely important for deciphering the apparent Ge dilemmas.

The Suya word for "ceremony" is "ngere," whose other referents

are "song" and "music." Music making is thus central to Suya ceremo-

nies; the analysis of their music is similarly central to the understanding of

these societies.
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THE AKIA AND THE NGERE

Although reduced by warfare and disease to a population of about

130, the Suya live in a circular village and continue to perform a number
of important ceremonies. A few of these I have seen several times. The

major ceremonies all involve both akia and ngere, contrasting song

genres. The Suya believe that akia singing is unique to them: they are the

only Indian group they know that has akia, and they use it to differentiate

themselves from other Indians. Two branches of the Suya tribe were

separated for at least 200 years. The singing style of the akia is noticeably

different, but all of the features I shall discuss are identical, as is the

performance context. In contrast to the akia, the Suya say that all Indian

groups have ngere.

Figure 1 presents some of the differences between akia and ngere.
The best way to convey the differences is through listening to them. Akia

have a characteristic melody contour, voice style, and structure, which

vary somewhat according to the age of the singer. Akia are constantly

being composed and sung. For every performance of a ceremony a man
learns a new akia. Sometimes he will learn two or three in a single cere-

mony. He sings his akia alone or in loud conjunction with other men.

Every adult man remembers many of his own earlier akia, as well as some
of those of his relatives his father, mother's brother, or father's

brother which he may sing on ceremonial occasions. Akia are individual

songs. When men sing them they are listened for as individuals and want

to be heard in spite of everyone else singing. Since they are often sung by
a group of men, each singing a different akia, the musical constraints on

"composers" (composition is described below) are considerable. It must

be possible to hear them, yet every akia must be recognizably different

from the others so that its singer can be distinguished from the other

singers.

Example 1 gives a rough transcription of three akia in a 1976 cere-

mony. The transcription is primarily intended to indicate melody contour

and rhythm. The first akia is sung by an older man, but he is singing the

akia of a relative who sang it when he was young. It is sung in a high

register with a forced voice, as is the second akia, sung by a younger man.

The third example is the akia of a seven-year-old boy. All three singers

are shaking their rattles, and moving their bodies, together. An idea of

what akia sound like in performance may be obtained by imagining 30

fans from 30 different universities, each singing his own football fight

song, at the same time, to a single tempo.

Why all this shouting? Why do the Suya consider it so important?

Why is the ngere so different? These are questions that exhaustively
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TRAIT AKIA NGERE

Sex of singer

Number of

singers

Vocal style

Pitch

Tempo

Melody
contour

Location of

performance

Only men sing akia.

Sung by individuals, each

singing his own song,
even when several men
sing at the same time

Strained, tense, loud.

Singers force voices to

sing as high and loudly
as possible.

Each singer wants to sing
as high in his vocal
as possible. There is no
fixed note on which he
must begin, however. This
varies according to his

fatigue, the moment in the

ceremony, and his age.

Varies with movement of

singers and point in the

ceremony.

"Terraced" or descending
contour is typical.

In the center of the

village plaza; also
outside the village.

Women sometimes sing
ngere as a group or
with the men.

Sung by a group in

unison.

Unison, low pitch, mod-
erate volume. Singers
try to blend voices.

Singers try to sing as
low in the vocal range
as possible. Songs are
often begun lower than
some men can sing, then
drift up in the first

few strophes.

Relatively fixed, vary-
ing mostly between
classes of ngere rather
than within a single
performance.

"Flat" countour is

typical.

Only in the village: in

the plaza and in resi-
dential houses as well.

Figure 1. Contrast between Akia and Ngere.

descriptive presentations usually fail to consider. My speculations are

presented as stimuli to further research and investigation.

The Suya say that the singers want to be heard by the women.
Women never sing akia; they are the audience. Specifically men say they
want to be heard by their mother and sisters. They say that if a man sings

well, his mother and sisters (a single referential kinship term exists that

includes them both) will be happy. But if a man sings an old akia, or sings

badly, they will be sad. When a lot ofmen sing akia together they all want
to be heard. They must sing loudly and have distinctive songs to sing. The
women, in fact, are listening carefully to the singing of the men. The
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1. Robndo strident male

381

100

if pipr P
Si- mbre- chi ntu- ne daw na si te-

2. Kogrere

pp?
A- ma- to ku- ra- da kl taw sari, wa pa- ri wud-

kl a- ma-to pe wa krud twa ia- ri

3 rattles shaken together

twu-ne kl taw ia- ri a- ma-to ku-ra-da kl

ne, wa krud-twa ia- rl- ne kl mu-

Example 1. Three -Suya "Amto Akia" (Mouse Ceremony, 1976).
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Example 1 (continued).

te- te.

te- te- te, te- te- te- te- te- te, te- te- te- te-

te- e- te, te- te- te- te- te- te- te-

P i
te- te- t'e- rte- e-

t̂e- te- te, te- te- te- te, - te- te-

i
te- e.

Texts. 1. Honey bee goes to the entrance of the house, backs off, and
enters. In the entrance it leaps, shakes its rattle and sings, backs
off, and enters. Honey bee goes to the entrance of the house, backs
off, and enters. In the entrance it leaps, shakes its rattle and sings,
backs off, and enters. Te-te-te... 2. (see Fig. 3.) 3. Small mouse
shakes its infant, shakes its infant, and I saw it. Te-te-te... (Note:
children's akia are short and considered humorous.)
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women comment a lot on the songs and can pick them out. They often

memorize the most "interesting" songs (not always those of their

brothers) by the end of the ceremony. The women's role as audience is

important. They do not watch the whole ceremony but retire, at night, to

their hammocks and listen to the singers marching and shouting around

the plaza, stopping occasionally to sing ngere, until dawn. The men may
sing their akia for as long as 15 hours on the final day of a ceremony. Body
painting and ornamentation are important in ceremonies, but the greatest

emphasis is placed on the aural effects: the sounds of men singing akia

separately or ngere in unison in the dark of the night.

The performance context places a number of constraints on the akia.

The desire of the singer to be heard as distinctive in a large body of singers
will mean that certain musical features will be regularly present: high

pitch, strained vocal quality, descending contour, and individualizing dif-

ferences in rhythm, melody, and text. I would not say that the desire to be

heard caused the akia form, but the performance context mitigates against

experiments in form that cannot be heard, that do not involve strained

vocal quality, and that are not noticeably different. Thus although the

akia is a musical form, the constraints upon it are not purely musical and

aesthetic, but are related to use in context.

Two central questions about akia performances are suggestive. One
is why the Suya sing for their sisters? Why not sing for some other

relative? The second is why they sing for their sisters, why not communi-

cate with their sisters by hugging them, or sitting down and talking to

them, or eating with them as we do at Thanksgiving or Christmas?

All Suya ceremonies emphasize the passage of a male from his natal

household to the men's house and eventually to his wife's household.

This is expressed spatially in a number ofceremonies that remove the boy
from his parents' house (his mother's sleeping place) and take him to the

plaza. All ceremonies emphasize the relationships between a man and his

real and classificatory sisters and his mother over other kinds of ties, such

as those with his wife and in-laws. During ceremonies he gives food to his

sisters and receives food from them. He gives his name to his sister's son

and his daughter is named by one of his sisters. Brothers and sisters are

thus important relatives in ceremonies, and brothers understandably sing

for their sisters. Why, then, do they sing for their sisters? What is special

about making music within the specific features of Suya society and the

akia genre?
The important clue is the spatial remove of a young man from his

natal household the uxorilocal process. After a young man is initiated

into the men's house he should never return to his parents' house to sleep.

He is ashamed to visit his natal household too much, and does not do so
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when his sisters' husbands are around. A man would not eat with his

sister because only conjugal families, lovers, or same-sex groups eat to-

gether. Nor would he put his arm around her because hugging is con-

sidered foreplay. But he can sing to his sister without even going to her

house. He always sings akia in the plaza or outside the periphery of the

village. Through his song a man can communicate with his sisters without

regressing in the spatial remove established in the ceremony in which he

is singing.
2

This leads to a more general point. The ability of music to transcend

social, spatial, and psychological distance without an accompanying
physical presence may be one of its important communicative features. In

our society, for example, love songs are sung more often by suitors than

spouses. These songs may be a particularly appropriate way to traverse

the spatial, social, and psychological distances characteristic of courting
situations in Indo-European cultures. We would usually consider it in-

appropriate to sing love songs to our sisters, who are spatially and socially

close to us. The Suya, whose courting is more physical than ours has

traditionally been, do not sing love songs at all. But they do sing akia for

their sisters who are socially and spatially distant. What they sing is not a

proposal, however, but a song of individual self-aJBfirmation.

When a Suya paints his body, his painting style is determined by his

name. At the very least, all members of the group with the same name
paint themselves alike. Usually, all members of a moiety paint themselves
alike. A man's membership in ceremonial moieties, his position in a line

of dancers, and the ngere he sings are also determined by his name. Name
groups determine a man's entire ceremonial identity. But in akia a man
sounds out by himself. During the long night of singing (as well as on other

occasions) his song marks his participation, strength, feelings, and indi-

vidual existence. The song he sings will usually be remembered after the

ceremony, and particularly memorable ones will survive his death.

Through his singing he can reveal his attitudes about himself as well. Two
men of the same age may sing differently one singing in the style of an
older man (starting at a lower pitch and forcing his voice less) thus stres-

sing his seniority, while the other sings in the style of a younger man by
forcing his voice to the fullest, thus stressing his strength and youth. A
boy may sing in the style of a young man, his akia fully structured with a

long melody line, to show that he is no longer a child (children sing partial
akia with short melody lines). A man may sing a lot, showing that he is

"happy" or he may choose not to sing at all, or only for a short time.
When the Suya hear each other singing akia they know not only about the

general situation, but also how a particular man feels about something.
Suya akia are one of the ways Suya men can say something publicly about
themselves.
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This raises a second general point. Our culture is speech-centered.

Everyone is guaranteed the right to speak, but not everybody is expected
to sing. Although important or powerful people have more access to "the

media," supposedly everybody "has his day in court'
5
while only good

singers may leave the shower for the stage. This arrangement is not

necessarily universal. Public and plaza speech among the Suya is restric-

ted to politicallv powerful adult men (no "media" are needed in small

circular villages). Young men seldom speak in the men's circle except in

the absence of the older men. All Suya males (from about 8 years up),

however, are expected to sing in public. In their song they can indicate

some of the things that we might speak rather than sing. The speech

emphasis of our own society is altered, if not reversed. As might be

anticipated from my discoveries about the aesthetics of akia singing, the

Suya express things in music that we do not. And partly because of this,

music is very important for both performers and audience.

Akia singing, with its characteristic musical qualities and its oppor-
tunities for individual expression is considered "beautiful" by the Suya.

Through repeated experience a man can listen to a "composer" sing a

new akia under his breath only a single time and then stand up and sing it

himself. Men learn their akia from specialists who have the ability to hear

and understand the songs of certain animals, fish, bees, and trees, which

they teach to whoever wants to learn; but the akia taught is always re-

membered by the name of the person who sang it, not who taught it. It

becomes the "property" of the person who first sings it. When the Suya
listened to tapes of akia as well as to akia being sung, they always re-

marked on the singer and identified him by his song.

The ngere contrast with the akia in musical style, in what they say

musically, and in what the Suya listen for. Mostjigere are unison songs in

which men try to blend their voices. Voices that cannot blend are ex-

cluded: children do not usually join in and old men do a special shout. All

ngere are identified with a ceremonial group, not with individuals. Part of

an ngere is transcribed in Example 2.

The individuality of the singers of a ngere is not important indeed it

is suppressed but who a man sings with is very important. Ngere are sung

by specific ceremonial groups, never by kinship-based groups. These may
consist of all adult men in the village, or a single moiety, or part of a

moiety. In the case of a log race, for example, two moieties face each

other across the track of the relay race and each sings. One moiety sings

the first half of the song while the other sings the second half. After they

sing they run the logs into the village. When they sing, the groups are

clearly established. As the akia are the "property" of individuals, so

ngere are the "property" of ceremonial groups. The ngere of a group
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Male chorus
(4 singers)

1 rattle

upbeat
downbeat

JUl30

jo J ha re

Example 2. "Agachi Ngere," excerpt. Transcribed by Marina Roseman.

usually have some features in common. Thus one moiety supposedly
sings its songs more rapidly than the other. They also sing about different
animals. The Suya have two pairs of moieties and a number of other
name-based ceremonial groups. All of these have their own songs. The
people who sing together may be political opponents, brothers-in-law who
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never speak to each other, or the best of friends. The way they feel about

each other has nothing to do with the way they sing except in extreme

cases where, because he is angry, a man may refuse to sing at all. That in

itself is a strong statement. Factional disputes occasionally come to a

head in cremonies because suddenly what had been covered up comes out

into the open (literally: into the plaza).

Ngere are rarely sung outside the village. They are most often sung in

the men's house and in the residential houses on the periphery of the

plaza. When the men sing in the residential houses they usually sing the

same song in each of the houses. In this case a man does enter his sisters'

and mother's house as well as other houses he may never enter on normal

occasions. But he enters as an equal member of a sex-and age-defined

group, not as a brother, lover, or individual. This point is important
because of the correlated musical differences. When a man sings as an

individual for the audience of women he sings differently from the rest of

the men and does not enter the residential houses. But when he does enter

the houses he blends his voice so as to be indistinguishable.
3

The most striking example of this is in those ceremonies where men

sing akia alternately with ngere during the final night. After singing akia

for several hours in the plaza the men regroup and go marching into each

house. As they march in they sing their akia. At the end of his strophe

each man falls silent until only the unison shaking of the rattles can be

heard. Then they sing the ngere. As soon as the ngere is over each starts

up on his own akia again and they all rush toward the door and charge out

(although apparently a mad rush, they actually leave according to cere-

monial group ordering). Akia are individual songs suitable for the plaza

and the outskirts of the village; ngere are group songs suitable for the

plaza and the houses.

Like akia, many ngere are learned from mammals, fish, birds, bees,

and plants, and taught to the men of the village by living men. Other ngere
are "old" and were taught in the mythical past by some animal or enemy
indian. A ceremonial period usually involves learning a new ngere (in the

1978 log-racing season three new ngere were introduced). Ngere, how-

ever, are remembered for longer than akia. They are dated by which men
were in the men's house (or being initiated into it) in the ceremonial

season they were introduced, and the person who taught them is usually

remembered. (The compositional process is still not given much weight,

however, because it is an animal, plant, or bee that sings the song; the

composer is merely a mediator who learns the song and then teaches it to

the rest of the men).

Ngere and akia have similar overall structures. Both are strophic,

both are divided into first and second halves, and both have the same set
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way of presenting the text in each half, which forms a number of named

parts of the songs. Figure 2 diagrams these basic divisions. Although the

akia and ngere differ in the specific way these parts are given expression,

the structure is equally clear in both and the parts have the same names.

The "really without substance'* (l.a) consists entirely of "songwords" or

syllables that the Suya say have no meaning. The "approaching the nam-

ing" (l.b) has meaningful words but not the complete song text. Typically
it will state an action but will not name the animal or plant that performs
the action. It literally does not "tell the name." In the "telling the name"

(2) the animal is important, and songs are often identified by the animal

named in them (there is apparently no vocabulary for musical features

such as syncopation or melodic figures although these are obviously im-

portant in remembering the song itself). After singing the "telling the

name" or complete strophe for a time, the coda is sung (3). The nature of

the coda is different in akia and ngere, and it varies for different types of

1.

AKIA

NGERE

. kwS kaikaw
"without substance"

-2. sinti iaren

"telling the name"

3. kur
"end"

-a. kaikaw-kumeni
"really without
substance"

. sinti suru

"approaching
the name"

-a. kaikaw-kumeni
"really without
substance"

. kwcL kaikaw
, "without substance"

II. sindaw
"second half"

. sinti suru

"approaching
the name"

2. sinti iaren

"telling the name"

'3. kure
"end"

Figure 2. Structure of Akia and Ngere.
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Part of Text and
Structure Translation

I.I. a. te-te-te-te... (one "te" per note of entire strophe.)

("Te" has no translation according to the Suya. It is

literally a meaningless song syllable.)

I.l.b. Wa pari wudntwa-ne kl taw iarT U times)

I horns rising & falling to be I leap

te-te-te-te... (one "te" per note of 2nd part of strophe.)

(With the point of my dance mask rising and falling I

leap, shake my rattle, and sing.)

1.2. Amato kuradata taw sari wa pari wudntwa-ne

type of rodent it leaps I horns rising & falling

kl taw iarT
to be I leap

te-te-te-te... (one "te" per note of 2nd part of strophe.)

([rodent species] leaps; with the point of my dance mask

rising & falling I leap, shake my rattle, and sing.)

1.3 te-te-te-te... (repeat 2nd part of last strophe of 1.2.)

I I.I. a. te-te-te-te... (one "te" per note of entire strophe.)

I I.l.b. Imoi po keingoro wa taw iarT (3 times)

my dance mask striped I leap

(In my striped dance mask I leap, shake my rattle,

and sing.)

Imoi po keingoro Amato iarT-ne

my dance mask striped Mouse ceremony I leap

(In my striped dance mask I
leap,

shake my rattle,

and sing the ceremony [or song] of the mouse.)

te-te-te-te... (one "te" per note of 2nd part of strophe.)

1 1. 2. Ta"mana kukeni-da taw-sari Imoi po keingoro
this agouti leaps my d.m. striped

wa taw iarT
I leap

Timana kukeni-da taw-sari Imoi po keingoro
this agouti leaps my d.m. striped

amto iarT-ne
mouse I leap

(The agouti leaps; in my striped dance mask I leap,
shake my rattle, and sing. The agouti leaps; in my
striped mask I leap, shake my rattle, 'and sing the

ceremony [or song] of the mouse.)

11.3. te-te-te-te... (repeat 2nd part of last strophe of 1 1. 2.)

Figure 3. Akia text, showing the sections of Suya song structure. (Kogrere's "Amto

Akia," Example 1, Line 2.)
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ngere. But in all cases there is a musical closure. After the coda, the

"second half' (II) is begun, starting with l.a. When the second half is

ended, the song occasion is over or a different song is sung.

This structure is clear to the Suya (although it took me some time to

discover it) and should put an end to statements to the effect that Indian

music has little structure and no closure. There is in fact considerable

structure, only the grossest of which I have treated here.4

The dualism ofSuya cosmology and ceremonial organization is clearly

present in the structure of the akia and ngere. The songs are divided into

halves (kradi and sindaw) whose names are significant. The Suya have

two principal directions: east (kaikwa kradi) and west (kaikwa (s)indaw).

The plaza may have two men's houses, one located in the east, the other

in the west (or a single one with two distinct halves). These are associated

with the moieties. The moiety in the eastern men's house carries the

lower part of the burity palm trunk in log races (kradi) while the western

moiety carries the upper part (sindaw). At certain moments the men sing

the first part of their akia (kradi) in front of the eastern men's house (or

eastern side of the single men's house) (kaikwa kradi) following which

they sing the second part (sindaw) in front of the western men's house

(kaikwa (s)indaw). The nomenclature of songs and certain features of

their performance is thus congruent with a number of the other dual

organization features of Suya society.

Now it is possible to discuss some of the things occuring in ngere

singing. Perhaps the most important is that groups are singing, and the

singers are attempting to make their voices sound as one. The groups are

ceremonial not kinship-based. They are precisely those groups that

puzzle anthropologists because they are multiple and do not regulate

marriage, or subsistence activities. One thing the moieties do is sing to-

gether as groups in complementary opposition. Thus at the log racing

track the two moieties sing the same song, but different parts of it; when
there are two men's houses the moieties will sing different songs: one

slowly, the other rapidly. Their existence is manifested largely through
music. The care with which ngere are performed in unison is the musical

expression of, and creation of, a group. And the group makes "beautiful"

music, as the Suya agree when they listen to recordings of themselves in

which everything works out as it should.

The akia and the ngere are quite different in their musical features

and in what is expressed through them. How does Suya music compare
with that of the other Northern Ge? Do they all sing for their sisters? Is

there anything like the akia among those Northern Ge groups the Suya
have never encountered? In fact, it would appear from some comments

by Melatti (1978) that the Kraho sing for their wives. This is congruent
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with a different emphasis in Kraho rituals: the emphasized relationship is

not between a man and his sisters so much as between a man and his

actual and potential spouses. Under these conditions we might expect

different intentions and possibly different principles operating on the

musical forms. But the real difficulty is that this is all speculation. The

music of the Kraho, one of the best studied Ge societies to date, has never

been analyzed. Collections should be made and analyses begun. This is

not only because we will lose the chance of recording a people's music if

we wait too long, but also because the members of these societies, before

they have been overwhelmed by contact, believe their music to be impor-

tant. The Suya wanted me to record their music, not just so they could

later listen to it, but because they consider it beautiful and important. My
interest in their music was fully understandable to them (unlike my inter-

est in some other domains), and I believe they are right about the value of

their music. The analysis of the music of lowland South American socie-

ties will give us important insights into these societies. But the job will be

slow. As I have indicated, "collection" must be a prolonged interpreta-

tive process. Obtaining music in its social context means waiting for it to

be performed rather than collecting recordings from individuals on short

collecting trips. The patience can be well rewarded: good collections will

reveal the full richness of what music is to the people who perform it.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

I have argued that to study Suya music, and by extension other kinds

of music, analysis of the total musical event and the way music is inserted

into the larger social and cosmological framework is necessary. This

done, one can speculate on what is special about music itself, as opposed

to other kinds of art or philosophy, in a given society. I have analyzed two

genres of Suya music and related the singing style of the akia to the

intention of the singer to be heard as an individual by certain female

relatives, the structure of the akia to the overall dualism permeating Suya

life, and other features to specific aspects of the performance context.

The ngere is a way of expressing the existence and unity of name-based

ceremonial groups, groups that may do little more than sing together. I

have suggested that an important communicative feature of music is its

ability to traverse social, psychological, and spatial distances and that the

linguistic emphasis of our own society may not be universal.

In conclusion I want to make a point central to my understanding of

ethnomusicology and the lowland South American Indian societies. I

have not argued that the social organization of the Suya is prior to the
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musical structure of their performances. I am not saying that the dualism

of the music is a simple reflection of the dualism of their society, or that

men have sisters and because of that sing to them. The simple reduction

of one domain to another is always a dangerous exercise and in this case

quite wrong. I would argue that it is musical events that create the dualism

of Suya social organization. Suya moieties are purely ceremonial. They
are partly defined through the ngere they sing together. The structure of

the music, far from being a reflex, is part of the creation and continual

recreation of the dual features of Suya society. Thus the dual structure of

music is fundamental, not reflexive. What is expressed by singing is cru-

cial, not incidental. And the very importance of music in Suya society in

the talk of its members and the amount of time and resources devoted to

musical activities may lie in the active role music plays in the creation

and life of society itself: its musical creation and musical living.

This may sound excessively idealist for colleagues working in other

areas with other societies. But it has some parallels with the situation in

the analysis of the kinship domain of these societies (Seeger 1975; Da

Matta, Seeger, & Viveiros de Castro 1979). Our reluctance to accept the

importance of musical events in these societies stems from a fundamental

misconception of the nature of these events.

Our assumption that music is an "art," a primarily aesthetic and

therefore incidental activity, has led us astray with respect to Lowland

South American music. To these societies music is a fundamental part of

social life, not merely one of its options. This observation is supported by
the universal participation in extended musical occasions. The very so-

cial, rather than aesthetic, emphasis of the music of these groups has

prevented ethnomusicologists from giving these musical systems the

attention they deserve; the musical emphasis of social life has similarly

received insufficient attention from anthropologists. Close attention is

called for. We should begin asking what it is about music making that is so

important in all of these societies. Perhaps by listening for the answers we
will come to a better understanding of what both society and music can

be.
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NOTES

1. An ethnography of the performance of the atda has been written and submitted for

publication (Seeger, ms.) and a larger work on Suya musical performance is in progress.
2. There is one exception to the rule that a man does not sing aJda in his sister's house.

That is when he decides to sing akia all day long during a ceremonial period. Then he sits on
his sister's bed and is painted and ornamented by his female relatives while he sings. When
the ornamentation is complete, he leaves and sings in the plaza. Rather than disproving the

rule, this process repeats the establishment ofthe spatial remove in his initiation ceremony.
3. There are occasional solos in Suya ngere, but the soloists are selected because they

hold a certain name, not because they volunteer; there is usually only one soloist of the

appropriate age and ability in each name group. In another form ofngere each man sings the

strophe solo, but this type of song is sung only in the center of the plaza.

4. Marina Roseman, in a careful analysis of a single ngere, has made a number of

interesting observations, which are being examined hi the field (Roseman, ms.).
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"PULLING THE ANCESTORS": PERFORMANCE PRACTICE
AND PRAXIS IN MAPUCHE ORDERING

Carol E. Robertson

The
observations, descriptions, and analyses exposed herein address

Mapuche philosophies of time, thought, growth, and transformation.

In a broader and equally ambitious sense, my concerns embrace ques-
tions of performance practice, the cognitive ramifications of musical

communication, and the abstractions of one ethnomusicologist juxta-

posed to the abstractions of several hundred Mapuche (a people of

Andean Argentina). 1 Various kinds of data are presented on multiple

levels of description and interpretation. Such a strategy is motivated by
four considerations: the importance of making our professional biases

clear and our analytic interpretations accessible to future critics of

method; the need to illumine those stages of "discovery" through which

at least this ethnomusicologist milked some sense out of confusion; the

hope that interested colleagues may discover in the data relationships that

I cannot yet grasp; and an urgency for descriptions from which scholars

may design controlled, qualitative, cross-cultural comparisons.
In both a personal and professional mode of introspection, I am

intrigued by questions of why human groups and the individuals compris-

ing those groups decide to do one thing over another, what makes people

"change their minds," and how we rationalize inconsistencies in our

thinking and behavior. Some of the implications of this study address

matters of choice, even in the recognition that each researcher makes

methodological decisions and that each Mapuche assigns more relevance

to some aspects of daily life than to others. The examination of a specific

vocal genre called tayil from the perspective of(my isolation and interpre-

tation of)" Mapuche tenets of time, thought, growth, and transformation

can provide a partial answer to the ways and reasons choices are made
within tayil performance. I will discuss aspects ofperformance as parts of

a process through which social relevances may be determined.

This study is also about things specifically "musical." But it is about

things-musical as constituents of a particular type of order an Order

believed to illuminate, permeate, dictate, and mediate disjunction in other

spheres of social action. "Pulling the ancestors"(/zr/z kuifi) is a meta-

phor that refers to the act of performing tayil, the "material" or explicit

00 14- 1836/79/2303-0395S0.66 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology , Inc.
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manifestation of the patrilineally inherited and shared soul. Performances

oftayil also "pull" on the Law, the formulation of order termed nortui^u

and attributed to actors in past time. Through a delineation of Mapuche

concepts of thought, time, and speech we can begin to explain why things-

musical are deemed more relevant and appropriate to a material expostu-

lation of shared souls (kimpen) than are other elements in the lived world.

This presentation of those processes that facilitate choice and of

those choices that influence transformation is grounded in several pre-

mises. First, a recognition of the discrepancies between the "ideal" and

the "real," as well as between practice and praxis. The "ideal" reflects

the "ought to be" factor in abstractions or illusions of unspoiled order;

the "real" reflects the "is" through pragmatic manipulations that adapt

laws and ideals to a changing sense of order. In addressing practice we are

describing the observable world. In analyzing praxis we are apprehending
the experiential world of the performer.

Secondly and consequently, I suggest that "ethnographic presents,"

or the transilient segments of field research in which we engage, consist of

culturally sanctioned yet individually manipulable reinterpretations of the

past, which inform the interpretation of current events. Thirdly, music

should be understood as both a social act and the context of other actions

that arise from preconceived, cognitively-based projects. Social actions,

in the sense of goal-directed actions, intertwine task definition, memory,

expectations, and communicative events. Each communicative event

provides new or recast experiential information, which in turn alters the

sensory or memory storage system and subsequent recall.

The coils of cognition simplified above are also operative in the slow

and often painfiil way in which researchers acquire cultural knowledge

during and after periods of fieldwork. The field data presented below are

drawn from research conducted in 1971, 1972, and 1978 in the Mapuche
area of southwestern Argentina. During my third visit to the province of

Neuquen I was struck by the rigidity and short-sightedness of some ofmy
earlier conclusions. Having been afforded the opportunity to observe the

fluidity of Mapuche life from a time-worn perspective, I have revised

earlier analytic postures to embrace some of the ways in which the

Mapuche deal with, facilitate, manipulate, and explain alterations in their

social and natural environment.

By making me aware of their responses to themselves, the Mapuche
have taught me that in our "scientific" search for absolute answers we
often forsake flexibility for labels, precision for questionable generaliza-

tions, and facts for the fancy of "theoretical" postures. Perhaps only

through the internalization of personal flux can we grasp the extent to

which and the intent with which the Mapuche constantly question and
re-evaluate their own assumptions, rules, and changing options.
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In the last six years, Mapuche communities have exercised and tem-

pered their options through a shift in economic emphasis from farming to

wool trading. Many individuals have sought employment in the provincial

capital or on neighboring Italian, Swiss, and French ranches. Ritual par-

ticipation has decreased in proportion to the dwindling number of male

and female elders who continue to encourage their wards in the observa-

tion of annual increase ceremonies. Floods have destroyed many dwel-

lings and have forced some families to build temporary shelters in and on

protected canyons and mountainsides. Canutes, or new converts to a

Chilean-based Pentecostal movement, have wrought threatening and of-

ten violent civil strife in two highland settlements. Recent federal and

provincial edicts have denied chiefs the traditional prerogative of appoint-

ing administrative and protocol assistants, thus shifting almost all political

and economic decisions to the ruling reservation lineage. Chiefs and their

subjects are not pleased by the "notice" they have received from the

"permanent" military government. They regard their present economic

and political plight as another symptom of kimeweleichupdntu, or un-

authorized human tampering with the Order dictated by the ancestors.

Strategies for survival bring the Mapuche into contact with many
shifting worlds: the world of the rural schoolteacher who is confused,

frightened, and occasionally enriched by reservation life; the priest who
assumes the responsibility of saving, educating, politicizing, or otherwise

"salvaging the moral values" of his spiritual wards; the merchant who

brings commodities from large cities and sells or trades for a precious

sum; the ethnographer who bleeds meaning out of stones, harbors interest

in the most mundane and most elusive social transactions, and attempts

explanations of a life style that she can then comfortably walk away from.

Many Mapuche believe that the more abstract and inaccessible forces in

the world-at-large are the most instrumental in the conduct of daily life.

Paramount among these "major" forces are the encroachment of

government officials and ranchers on traditional homesteads, the 40-year

cycles of agricultural productivity and drought, and the lines of kin con-

tinuity linked to the ancestors through tayil performances.

Part of the engineering of survival of the Mapuche nation and of the

self-perception of individuals in that nation relies heavily on the act of

"pulling the ancestors" the act of fusing living and deceased members

of a patrilineage in the performance of tay//-specific melodic contours and

syllabic utterances. In most instances style, performance techniques, and

contextual referents have exhibited more similarities than dissimilarities

during the last six years. The transformations of greatest significance

have been rooted in the Mapuche conceptualization of "order" and in my
grasp of that order. Again I must stress that any tradition one might study
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at any time is in transition that an individual's most humanizing charac-

teristic is the prerogative to change one's mind; that cultural consensus

will always be imperfect cultural consensus; and that this very imperfec-

tion grants us freedom of choice.

To apprehend and comprehend how the Mapuche perceive the past

and the present and the plethora of choices therein, we must concomi-

tantly grasp how they perceive the future. Considered in our terms, they

don't. The Mapuche language labels only present and past time.

Aliialuntu and kuffi refer to the time of the ancestors. Alun designates the

present, or time since the ancestors, and embraces the individual and the

four immediately preceding generations. When refering to "now" as a

personal and operationalized field of action, alun is replaced with the term

fachichipantii, which translates as "done here-here, in this place under

the sun." A derivative metaphor, fachiwechipantumdn,
2 is used to indi-

cate things that have not yet happened (what we might call the future), but

nonetheless exist within the present; it means "being done here in the

sky, here under the sun." Two principles are essential to our present

understanding of Mapuche ordering: 1) all things that "have not yet hap-

pened" already exist as options within the present; 2) these things or

options have not yet been actualized, because they have not yet crystal-

lized as visualizations.

The latter concept was explained to me in a most unexpected con-

text. As a bilingual, I have often been asked if I "think" in Spanish or in

English. My answers have unfortunately had more to do with the projec-

tion of a self-image than with a critical evaluation of the question. In a

public situation I asked several adult bilingual Mapuche which language

they employ in their thinking. They were amused by the question. Indi-

vidually and jointly, they emphasized that people do not think in "lan-

guage-words" (palabras de la idioma or palabras de lengua); they think

in "picture-words" (palabras de videncia), or visual impressions. Before

one thinks ofor remembers and then utters words, one is impressed by an

idea (described by the Mapuche as visual), which will generate single

words, the subject-object relationships of agglutination, or groups of

words ordered into sentences. The form of the particular thought-image

presents the rules and options from which subsequent utterances will be

structured.

I tested this concept against (sung) performances of tayiL The perti-

nent and most common imagery prefacing 40 tayil performances included

upwards and downwards body displacement; lines that rose, twisted, and

fell; heat; intense light; sense of silence or emptiness; and soaring. These

senses or elements of a "state ofconsciousness" were followed in 80% of

these 40 performances by visual associations with the animal or natural
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object alluded to in the symbolic text of each tayil. Some women, who
are the sole and rightful performers of tayil, see or occasionally hear a

frog, river, bird, sheep, volcano, and so forth. Of course, the Mapuche
supposedly possess no formal notations for sound. For this reason alone,

the described sense of rising, winding, and falling lines or paths should be

of particular interest. Women who were able to illustrate the road or line

they had seen while preparing themselves for performance coincided in

their "stick-on-ground" sketches with my "pen-on-staff" representations
of tayil melodic contours.

I did not match the lines of "picture words" with my melodic contour

notations until several months after these field experiments were initi-

ated. The significance of a culturally recognized relationship between

thought and visualization struck me with even greater force in reading a
statement by Nabokov (in Fernandez 1973:45):

Does one think in language? One thinks rather in images. It is Joyce's errora
rush of words, without punctuation, that attempts to express the interior lan-

guage. But people don't think like that.

"Picture words" or thought images, at least for the Mapuche, seem
to generate expectations through associations. That is, each image or

image-composite brings to mind ways of projecting the visual sense onto
the tangible product of the thought process. This cognitive activity also

speaks to the aesthetic expectations projected on and by tayil performers.
The Mapuche believe that what we call social actions or public,

task-oriented behaviors, including the sub-category of social utterances

are vehicles for the "acting out" or "sounding out" of thought imagery.

Special attention must be given to the continuum implied between think-

ing and acting. Not all thoughts require action as an immediate end result.

However, many Mapuche contend that all "serious" thoughts will even-

tually affect behavior. During one of the seminar discussions I conducted

among residents of the Zaina Yegua community, participants reached a
consensus on my own fieldsite behavior: though I was not fully aware of
all the cause and effect variables in our interactions, the knowledge I was
acquiring was altering my actions in ways that could be documented by
"outsiders" (in this case, the Mapuche).3 Moreover, though my jumbled
thoughts regarding Mapuche life had not yet fully crystallized as visuali-

zations and had not yet been "acted out" with specific tasks in mind, the

thought/vision/action cycle was clear to my Mapuche critics. They fore-

cast that when I gained the ability to code my thoughts into visualizations,
I would be able to communicate those thoughts to my colleagues through
the social acts of speaking and writing. My readers would in turn have to
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translate my selected social action into their own modes of thinking;

ultimately, readers would have to visualize a "sense" of the information I

had imparted from a visual source (writing) foreign to the life style I had

struggled to portray.

Within my interpretation of Mapuche behavior and the Mapuche
interpretation of ethnomusicological behavior, effective communication

is predicated on an ability to a) visualize ideas with clarity and b) translate

those visualizations into some form of public or culturally accessible ac-

tion. Such a stance exienas transformations from thought to action into

the realm of choice. Choice is at the core of individual and social transac-

tions. Choice molds and adapts to transformation in an unending and

reflexive spiral of cause and effect. Choice involves the evaluation of and
selection from a fluid repertoire of options. The notion of a fluid "reper-
toire ofoptions" suggests that our predecessors have espoused and tested

various sets of ideologies, actions, and explanations in the crucible of

experience. We have no reason to expect that these frameworks should

not offer inner as well as progenitive contradictions. The Mapuche them-

selves tell us that "people were made to think deeply, but not perfectly.
"

Just as my choice ofwords affects your interpretation of these data, a

choice of levels of discourse or levels of "wording" in Mapuche affects

the nature and interpretation of oral communication. The Mapuche dis-

cuss thought images and their end results as speech on varying planes of

abstraction. Dungu signifies "word," and is the root of several derivative

terms that label kinds of speech or levels of discourse. Among these is

dungun, which describes the act of conversing or of engaging in dialogue.

Dunguwenpfn labels the kind of debate common to elders; it is also the

title ascribed to men who excel! in oratory and serve as spokesmen for

chiefs. Dungulun is internal or introspective speech. Dungunpewun takes

the form of prayers or supplications to the pantheon of cosmological and

ancestral time. Dungu, the noun for "word," can also refer to the specific

occasion of an act or event. For example, the actual speech patterns that

occur in rogations known as lukutun may be called lukutun dungu (cf.

Robertson-DeCarbo 1977:70). The texts of tayil could be termed tayil

dungu, but are most commonly called kimpen. Kimpen is also the term

for patrilineage, for ancestry, and tor the patnlineaily shared soul. Tayil

texts (or kimpen) and tayil intonations (always called tayil) are believed to

belong to two levels of discourse: dungulun, or internal/introspective

speech, and dungunpewun, implorations or entreaties.

Thus, many terms exist to describe levels of "wording"; but the term

for and nature of thinking belong to none of the speech modes. Thinking

precedes all speech modes in chronology and in hierarchy. Thinking is

called rakiduamyen, a synonym of "seeing from afar." An example ofthe
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usage of this term is proffered by the remark with which Ignacia Epullan

prefaced one of her renditions of tayil: "Eimi rakiduamyen
lonkotun . . . chumechipidnT

' fc k

l am thinking it (seeing it from afar) in my
head ... how am I going to make it come out?"

The principle of visual thought sources can be contextualized further

through an examination of Mapuche perceptions of change. Five opera-
tive distinctions exist. Mozawdn means to change outwardly, as when one

changes in attire or physique. Rakidudn means a change by decree usually

imposed by political or ritual decision-makers. The same term is appro-

priately descriptive of those situations in which the rules of a race or of a
children's game have been modified. Notice that rakidudn carries the

same root as does rakiduamyen, or "thinking." This core persists in the

third category of change, werakidudn, which indicates a new idea, an

improvisation, or a vision. A "new idea" should not be equated in this

context with the scholarly fantasy of producing notions or solutions by
virgin birth, without a traceable link to the history of academic thought.
The Mapuche, who admire an ability to engage in werakidudn, would
define the concept of innovative thinking or "inventiveness" as a sys-
temic outgrowth offachiwechipantumdn, the "present-to-be." An analo-

gous approach to innovative thought is evident in the words of Lord
Rothschild (1973:4-5):

The thoughtful, original or inventive man is not the man who solves a complex
problem elegantly and fast: but rather the person who changes the terms in which
a problem is discussed in such a way that new lines of argument, connecting
hitherto unrelated notions, are opened up.

This perspective on innovation is significant to an understanding of

wezuyfi, the fourth category of change. The term wezur\u labels the end of
a gestation period in which rules are changed (rakidudn) or strategies of

thinking are altered to produce new ideas (werakidudn), which can in turn
be put into action (wezuqu). In another mode of abstraction, one could
surmise that rakidudn are alterations in cognitive ordering, which can re-

sult in werakidudn, or alterations in cognitive style (perception), which
can ultimately produce wezuyi, or behavioral changes.

However, most Mapuche are reticent to point the arrow of causality
in any single direction. Andres Segundo Epullan has sugested that:

Sometimes it is necessary to make wezuyu, to change our way of doing things, in
order to keep life manageable. If we act in very, very different ways, we may
produce werakidudn, or new ideas in others. It can work the other way, too.
Sometimes we change our thinking to explain what we are doing. You yourself
can think/see that this is especially important in how we do tayil. (Zaina Yegua
June 1978.)4

Thus, the most significant types of change occur in and affect con-
ceptualization and action. At this point I prefer to set aside the chicken-
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and-egg paradox in order to stress that Mapuche ideology and world

views characterize thinking as a processual phenomenon: the Mapuche
word for thought processes is chemprali, which also labels a fifth and

conceptually distinct type of change growth. Growing in this sense in-

volves a series of discriminative and goal-oriented decisions, both volun-

tary and imposed, dramatized against a panoply of options. This emically

derived abstraction can be further articulated by postulating that experi-

ence in individual and collective domains is coded in long-term memory
and is subsequently tapped through picture-word associations. Picture-

words, or sense-images, are then linked to those selected verbal utter-

ances or behaviors that best communicate the essence of the initial

thought frame. This unfolding helix of cognition is also reflexive; for each

"communicative event" feeds back into the resources of memory and

future recall, thus altering entire strata of the storage system and translat-

ing gestation into germination.

The Mapuche equate thinking and growing with motion. Motion

(tunprali) is a topic of discussion even among those Mapuche speakers
who do not ordinarily extemporize about how they think. Most Mapuche
claim that many seed ideas or images are virtually impossible to abstract

into vernacular levels of discourse. During my last visit to Neuquen,
several research collaborators stressed that tayil is first and foremost un

sentido especial de las cosas, "a special sense of things." This quality of

affective meaning in tayil was explained by Francisco Ancatruz, chief of

Zaina Yegua, in 1972:

If you want us to tell you directly and definitively what tayil is, you will be

kept waiting. Not even the women can give the answer. The real meaning can be
said neither in Mapuche nor in Spanish. We can say that mka is the place where a

person dwells; ^iyipun is when the yearly rogation is said, where animals are

dedicated, and the ways of the ancestors are portrayed ... Thus, some things can

be stated, because we have a way of signifying them.

It is also known that tayil means something, but the answer comes out

slowly. This must be because the answer has another kind of meaning. . .

We see/think about tayil from a place so deep and distant (seen from afar)

that it can only come out in the way you have it on that machine. That is why
some women find it difficult to rakidudn (see/think about) tayil and pull it out in

the right way . . . and that is why so many young folks can't hear it: they can't

feel it where it begins in the stomach.5 (Zaina Yegua, April 1972.)

Many Mapuche have paraphrased this statement by refining the no-

tion that the sense/idea/imagery of tayil is not appropriate to vernacular

speech or even to specific behavioral acts. The imagery and associations

of this phenomenon are far too complex for
*

'ordinary" articulation. At
the crux of this complexity lies the equally involuted array of classifica-

tion systems and frames of reality that tayil performances elicit.

In reference to such cognitive complexity, Alfred Schutz has written

(1970:232):
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All these worlds the world of dreams, of imageries and phantasms, es-

pecially the world of art, the world of religious experience, the world of scientific

contemplation, the play world ofthe child, and the world ofthe insane are finite

provinces of meaning. This means that (a) all of them have a particular cognitive

style . . . ; (b) all experiences within each of these worlds are, with respect to

this cognitive style, consistent' in themselves and compatible with one another

(although not compatible with the meaning of everyday life); (c) each of these

finite provinces of meaning may receive a specific accent or reality. . .

To the cognitive style peculiar to each of these different provinces of mean-

ing belongs, thus, a specific tension of consciousness and, consequently, also a

specific epoche, a prevalent form of spontaneity, a specific form of self experi-

ence, a specific form of sociality, and a specific time perspective.

Though portions of human experience may be compartmentalized
into provinces of meaning, the character of these domains is not really

"finite" in time and space. Differences in the bounding and structuring of

meaning may occur as actors redefine relevances within their fields of

interest and action. I have slowly come to realize a very simple fact: when

my informants separate portions of information and experience into what
I might call "provinces of meaning," they are motivated more by a desire

to make their thoughts and actions accessible to me than by a conviction

that life experiences are empirically separable into neat, coherent, and

logical slices of order. In practice, which is to say, in experience of the

cognitive complexity of the self and of others, the Mapuche allude to the

art of survival in one of the proverbial closing formulas of oratory:

"Questions are plowed in fertile straight furrows; answers must be beaten

from crags and crevices, hardened river beds, thorns and twigs, ashes and

splinters. Even though many toil to keep the furrows straight, the crops
will grow where they please. If a man follows only the line of his furrows

he will surely starve."

In tayil performance, the frames of reference and sources for an-

swers both for performers and observer may fluctuate from one con-

text to another. Some types of social actions may elicit confusion or

contradiction in the actor, who must reconcile flights of imagery with the

constraints of social rules, official edicts, individual interests, power
quests, idiosyncracies, and fruitful communication. These precariously
balanced variables are thrust against commonly shared (yet sometimes

nebulously defined) paradigms of time, space, thought, and motion. As
some of the finer or more remote points of Mapuche ideology are set

aside, forgotten, or guarded from the public by local specialists, tayil

gains significance as a "shorthand" rendition of philosophical tenets,

which cannot be articulated by all Mapuche speakers, but which can be
witnessed and internalized by all participants in the act of "pulling the

ancestors." Although not all Mapuche can or even care to expound on the

meaning imbedded in tayil, interpreters of this phenomenon affirm that
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their performances shuttle them back and forth from one kind of reality or

space/time frame to another.

Tayil is, in fact, an ideological category that allows performers to

concomitantly traduce and adjust the boundaries of many other "catego-
ries of meaning." The specific ritual context of a performance may focus

experience from many domains of everyday life into the performance

event, and may thus transform elements of experience from one province
of meaning to another. This very property of transcendance and trans-

formation gives tayil a singular cognitive style and identifiable form as a

social act.

The studies spawned by Durkheim and Mauss's Primitive Classifica-

tion (1963) have attempted to show internal, consistent relationships be-

tween social groupings and cosmology. This genre of structural analysis

has sought to reveal, in Rodney Needham's words, "a mode of classifica-

tion by which things, individuals, groups, qualities, values, spatial no-

tions, and other ideas of the most disparate kinds are identically ordered

within one system of relations" (1962:95). Elsewhere Needham has cri-

tiqued, though not rectified, the work of Durkheim and Mauss for harbor-

ing the unprovable assumption that in most instances "a society employs

only one mode of clasification at a time" (1963:xviii).

The practice and praxis of tayil defy such structural reductions in

significant ways. It is not my goal to disdain or discredit structuralism: I

cannot examine concepts of order or disorder, or of music and extra-

music, without acknowledging the utility of various structuralist ideals.

Yet much may be gained from an explanation of tayil that unveils the

myriad layers of imagery and the breakdown of categorizations which

performances of the phenomenon paraphrase. Jack Goody points out

(1977:220) the dangers of "standardizing" data and informants at the

expense of thick (but always incomplete) description:

this standardization ... is essentially the result of applying graphic techniques
to oral material. The result is often to freeze a contextual statement into a system
of permanent oppositions, an outcome that may simplify reality for the observer

but often at the expense ofa real understanding ofthe actor's frame of reference.

And to regard such tables as expressions ofan underlying structure is to mistake

metaphor for reality.

Reavealing questions regarding ethnomusicology as a particular

mode of abstraction and behavior have been raised by K. A. Gourlay

(1978) and Charles Seeger (1976). The impact of scientific style on objects

of inquiry can be witnessed in the omega to alpha trajectory that guides

the reconstruction of most performance events. Following the method

advocated by Anthony Seeger (1976), we can ask "what did you do?,"

"why did you do it?," "why did you do it in that way?," and "what does
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it mean?." All of these questions could eventually lead us toward the

ideational source of a process that results in the social act we have identi-

fied as "the performance of tayil" Because we can observe tayil per-

formance but cannot observe the cognitive/experiential processes that

generated the performance, we are forced to conduct inquiry in this seem-

ingly awkward way.
As the offspring of specific cognitive processes, the tayil repertoire

exhibits peculiarities which distinguish this phenomenon from other forms

ofMapuche musical communication. The tayil represented in Figure 1C is

known as ufisha tayil, or sheep tayil. In the community of Zaina Yegua,
this tayil belongs to the Sayhueque, Huayquipan, and Ascencio lineages.

In Malleo it is shared by the Sayhueque and Huenuquir lineages. All of

these kin groups associate their patrilateral ancestry and corporately

shared soul (kimpen) with sheep. As is the case with any other tayilt

ufisha tayil can be distinguished by its particular combination of melodic

contour and vocables. Performers of this tayil describe the intoned line as
44

sheep-specific." The text, "weke," is meaningless in the Mapuche
vernacular. The conversational term for sheep on the dialogue level of

discourse (dungun) is ufisha. However, the Mapuche believe that the idea

or sense of sheep as past and present creatures of the earth, and the

essence of sheep-order transmitted through cosmological time, are not

appropriate to dungun discourse. When relegated to the domains of intro-

spective speech (dungulun) and entreaties (dungunpewun), the nature of

the sheep patrilineal soul (ufisha kimpen) can only be paraphrased or

transmuted as weke. The vocable weke does not necessarily convey a

"secret" sense of tayil. Rather, it communicates deeper and far more

complex memory and experiential associations than can be transmitted

through the everyday or ordinary semantic loading of the term ufisha.

Tayil vocables, as experienced in the domains of introspection and of

implorations, connote movement. Tomasa Epulef stated quite emphati-

cally:

I can't remember the one tayil you are asking me for if you keep hounding me
this way! You can't just ask me to pull out (entun) this "we" thing [text of sheep
toy//], or this "wilkd" thing [text of water tayil], or that other one you were
saying. It doesn't work like that.

You can ask me for the tayil of this family or of my mother. Then I can
think/see (rakiduamyen) and say (dungulun), "yes, we are of the water" even
though our name doesn't say (dungun), "we are water people" and then I can
close my eyes and think/see, and then I can pull it (entun). Then I can think/see

(rakiduamyen) and I can grow/change (chemprali) with it. . .

When the lines are coming again, I am watching [or thinking] them grow/
change (chemprali) and move (tunprali) until I think/see the water saying/
entreating (dungunpewun), "ko . . . ko . . . wil-kd-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-^" [here
speech intonation glides slowly down to an octave below the first utterance of
"fc5"]. (Zaina Yegua, June 1978.)
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Although each tayil is distinct in observable form and content, the

tayil repertoire as a whole differs from other types of musical communica-
tion in the following six ways. 1) Each tayil consists of four phrases,
henceforth called "tenses." 2) The end of each tense is signaled by a

descending glide executed in approximate fourths, fifths, or octaves.

3) Each tayil section is stated (or each tense is conjugated) once; when the

performer has gone through these four sections in sequence, she may stop
on any internal cadence. 4) Pitch movement in 96% of all tayil recorded

consists of whole-step progressions. Semitones are used in only 4% of 1 12

examples. 5) The tayil repertoire is not characterized by any unifying

metric formulas. Women may interpolate rhythms or take as long as they
need for their renditions, provided that they conjugate each tense at least

once. 6) Perhaps of even greater significance is the posture or physical
ethos of tayil performers. Differing from practice in all other forms of

Mapuche musical communication, tayil performances should occur only

during daylight hours. Performers should remain immobile; this applies

conspicuously to vocal technique: women "pull" tayil through clenched

teeth. Such a convention is noteworthy in this case, for the Mapuche
regard clean, clipped, and distinct enunciation as desirable qualities in

oratory and sung improvisation.

Mapuche collaborators have offered four explanations for this last

aspect of vocal technique. 1) Clenching teeth gives the texts a cutting edge

and, 2) insures that the performer can project sound adequately without

risking evil penetration and consequent obstruction of the mouth.

3) Entun tayil, or "pulling" tayil, requires extreme mental concentration

and extraordinary physical force. Figure 2 represents a situation in which

a performer had seated herself about 5 meters behind her husband. From
this position, with all concerned facing East, the woman forcefully

"pulled out" the tayil shared by her husband and all his living and de-

ceased lineage mates. 4) By performing through clenched teeth and with

minimal lip movements, women insure that the deities and ancestors be-

ing addressed will not confuse tayil with song. Song cannot reach the

realm of ancestral or past time; but if for some reason songs were to cross

the time barrier, the deities would pay them no heed. On the other hand,

tayil demands explicit cosmological attention; it cannot be ignored.

One observation, which I have not yet tested adequately in the field

context, merits mention at this point. In June of 1978 I convinced four

Mapuche women to perform tayil without clenching their teeth. Two were

locally recognized veteranas, or seasoned performers of tayil. The other

two were in their late twenties, and were locally recognized as competent

though not mature performers of tayil. In all four instances, the women
were unable to continue past a specific tone in either the second or third
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phrase. On this tone, called chemprali, they either faded out or came to a

dry halt. Their responses ranged from bewilderment to chagrin: "I can't

see (or think)! I lost my path!" We could conclude from these preliminary

tests that clenching teeth also manifests a harnessing or centering of

memory and an extrapolation of thought-imagery for the performers are

applying forceful action from the physical (and everyday) domain to tra-

duce an action that was precipitated in the sensory or pictorial (and both

extra-ordinary and everyday) domain.6

If indeed we are witnessing a forceful transformation of thought into

social actions or of images into sounds, we should not be surprised to find

that the execution oftayil produces exhaustion in the performer. Tayil are

prescribed during yearly rites of increase, before and after animals are

shifted from low to high grazing lands, prior to traveling, during funerals,

and during times of individual or lineage-encompassing crises. Excepting

ceremonial contexts, women prefer to sit while performing tayil. During
and after their renditions be these for culturally prescribed or for spe-

cially requested didactic situations women describe feelings of fatigue,

heaviness, dizziness, and de-centering. Despite the intense cold of the

Andes Mountains, most women perspire profusely during their perform-

ances.

The "physicality" of these performances guides us toward the

aesthetic criteria applied to and by tayil interpreters. Kimtayilei is an

adjective frequently ascribed to female ritual specialists, of witakul-

truntufe. Each community has its own witakultruntufe, and charges her

with the responsibility of knowing the tayil of all the lineages represented
in public gatherings. Kimei means good, pleasing, or efficient. Kimtayilei

means that a woman performs tayil proficiently. Three criteria of tayil

proficiency are currently employed by the Mapuche: 1) clarity of projec-

tion, or the ability to "cut the air with the knife"; 2) experience in the

"pulling" oftayil as demonstrated through physical endurance; 3) quick
and consistent recall of melodic contours and vocables. The first two
ideals of aesthetics dovetail with aspects of performance practice dis-

cussed earlier. The third criterion, good memory, leads us back to the

realm of cognitive and behavioral styles.

The Mapuche contend that some pubescent girls and some young
women are kipdkimeitayil or, in Spanish, tienen aficidn para sacar tayil.

Both kipd and aficidn signal an inborn aptitude for tayil performance. This

quality is always applied to, rather than subscribed to by specific women.
In answering the question, "what makes her kipakimeitayilT' 49 out of56

respondents mentioned clarity of projection, endurance, and memory. Of
all these variables, memory was most emphatically stressed. Women con-

sidered to have a natural inclination or "inborn" aptitude for tayil also
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have the most active and most articulated pre-performance imagery.
These women also tend to prepare or "still" (and steel) themselves the

longest prior to pulling tayiL The time that a woman takes to think/see

tayil before she utters it can vary from 35 to 110 seconds. Statistics

compiled in 1972 and 1978 indicate that women regarded as veteranas
and/or aficionadas took 65 to 1 10 seconds to translate the sensory experi-
ence of thought imagery into a physical, social, and communicative act.

=r M<- . . _ _ |Y|
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Figure 2. Mnemonic visualization of "Kura Tayil.'
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Proficient tayil performers generally hold in common three of the six

cognitive images mentioned earlier: upwards and downwards body dis-

placement; lines that rise, wind, and fall; and heat. Figure 2 is a scaled

drawing of the lines made on the ground by Ignacia Epullan (1978) after

she had performed her husband's tayil. This sketch was reproduced by
Dona Ignacia in two subsequent performances, and was confirmed as

accurate and "typical" by her kinswomen. Tayil "transcriptions" by this

and other performers should be read according to the directions that

every tayil takes as it is pulled forth:

Tense 1: from the performer to the object(s) of performance; here,

from the seated woman to her standing husband (facing

North, read from left to right).

Time/space domain: alun (general present).

Tense 2: from the objects(s) of performance into the present and

personalized field of action (facing North, read from right

to left).

Time/space domain: fachichipantu (operationalized pres-

ent).

Tense 3: from the present into the cosmological time realm of ideal-

ized past (facing East, read from right to left).

TimeIspace domain: kuiff (that portion of alualuntu to

which the living have access).

Tense 4: from past time into the present-to-be (facing West, read

from right to left).

Timelspace domain: fachiwechipantumdn (those portions
of alun that can and will occur only after they have been

visualized).

This sketch, as well as drawings of 22 "path images" linked to 13

other tayil performances, state at least five laws of internal ordering. 1)

Melodic movement is "seen" in relative distances, rather than "heard"
in exact intervals. 2) each tayil phrase conjugates the communicative

phenomenon and event in or into specific domains of time and space. The
Mapuche generally bound time into two spheres what has happened and
what is happening. Here the nuances of motion and action are of impor-
tance, for the past and present are molded by human and supra-human
transformations of thought into statement and experience. Moreover,
while actions-to-be must be visualized in order to reach fruition, they
must also turn to the past for impetus and validation. 3) Each phrase or
tense transports the communicative event to and from the performer, the

person whose tayil is being pulled out, the ancestors, and the arena of
public or social actions existing in the ongoing present. Thus, the act of
performance also validates the actors through a certification of their an-
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cestral links and credentials of kin association. 4) The first three lines or

tenses show the path that the patrilineal soul must take to reach ancestral

time when it separates from its owner(s) at death. Mapuche generally

believe that women have better chances than men of reaching the an-

cestral realm without confusion because they have the opportunity to

"rehearse" the journey visually many times. In their capacity of life-

givers, women hold a revered, symbiotic relationship with the past and

the ancestors. Lines of inheritance and kin affiliation are traced through

males, but birth into a patrilineage can be acknowledged only through
women. 5) Performances are always transported across the time barrier

by the same pitch. In Icurd or "rock" tayil (Figure 2), the time-crossing

tone is E. This particular pitch, as well as its counterparts in all other

tayil, is called chempralitun the "growing" or "changing" tone. This is

the only tone named by the Mapuche; and it is the tone on which partici-

pants in the non-clenched teeth experiment ceased their performances.

Chemprali tones bridge the temporal abyss between present and past, and

between the ideals of cosmological time and the realities of mundane,

daily experience.

Mapuche philosophies of musical thought and social action challenge

many cross-culturalized notions of ethnomusicological contemplation. In

due time, this discussion of tayil may allow a reformulation or quickening
of our approaches to tonal centers, transcriptive devices and purposes,
musical ordering, and cognitive processes. I am not ready to postulate

thought as described herein, or thought-imagery as experienced by the

Mapuche in tayil, as a paradigm of uniform psycho-physical distribution

in homo sapiens. I am ready to underline the need for further documenta-

tion and for qualitative comparisons, which can eventually lead to more

general explanations and theories. Some pioneering documentation has

been provided by Reichel-Dolmatoff (1978) on relationships between

spinning, weaving, and thinking among the Kogi. Judith Vander reports

that the Shoshone "talk of the curves of a song. Some elderly people like

the older songs better, as they had fewer curves. People who get mixed up
while singing a song say they fell off the curves" (1978). The guidelines

suggested by Anthony Seeger (1978) in his analysis of Suya performance
could be useful to comparativists addressing philosophies of thought and

action among Amerindian peoples.

This essay provides a few clues for more ambitious cognitive general-

ization. I have explored musical performance as a social act that obtains

from the ordering of particular mental processes. Among the Mapuche of

Argentina and quite possibly among many other peoples, the cognitive

process proceeds from task definition here the need for the performance
of a patrilineally shared soul to a "sense" of the nature of the task, to
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the coding of that sense into imagery, to the selection/translation/

articulation of images into action. Thus, the performance or utterance of

tayil exists as evidence of a particular but probably not unique kind of

thought process.7

The thought-imagery or picture-wording associated with tayil per-

formances is of special interest to the ethnomusicologist. The Mapuche
assert that people do not think in words; rather, they think in "pictures.'*

Images prefacing tayil performances usually include lines which "rise,

twist, and fall." Stick-on-ground illustrations of these visualized lines or

paths follow the melodic contour of each tayil phrase. The Mapuche
regard these paths as outlines of or directions to Social Order as devised

in cosmological time: the lines indicate the direction that each patrilineal

soul must take when it separates from the individual's body at death to

join the ancestors.

I have also related concepts of thought transformation to concepts of

social transformation. The social function of tayil has changed signifi-

cantly during the last century, but its essential nature seems to have

remained constant. At one time, tayil ownership and inheritance access

motivated cross-cousin marriages, patrilineal incorporation, and ultimate

cosmological access. Some of these behavioral patterns persist within

interpretations of Order that are more harmonious with present social

needs. However, the nature of tayil what it is rather than what it does

seems to have remained cohesive: tayil is the end product of a process

through which the patrilineal soul is translated or paraphrased into social

act and fact. The complexity of what tayil is in the present and the

present-to-be remains coded in the picture-wording and associated be-

havior of tayil performances.
Additional data substantiate the observation that tayil has undergone

mozawdn, or outward changes of physique or form (or function). Tayil
has also been linked to wezu\qii, or changes in behavior and interaction.

But tayil has not been subjected to werakidudn, for its core idea or nature

has remained constant.

The significance of tayil as a recognizable, active, and layered

province of meaning of complex and transcendent cognitive style may be
abstracted from the following statement made by the late Senobia

Huenuquir:

This story about marrying my mother's brother's son is just crazy talk of the
old folks fSenobia turned 73 in 1972]. That stuff about the old deities up in the
middle ofthe sky is even worse . . . And these priests who say they are from the
Roman Apostolic Virgin are worse than worse. I don't believe any of them;
though when I told it to the priest he told me I was an "atheist." I don't know
what that means. My late husband used to say that I was just an old chicken.

I may be an old chicken, but I've always taken care of myself like a hawk.
I'll go to the rites this year, but I know for sure it won't rain. . .
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I do know this: none of that superstitious talk may be true and I think the

priest is more confused than the chief but when I pull out tayil I go to some
other place. I know and I think/see that the ancestors were real people. It scares
me: when it comes to tayil I can feel them in the air. (Aucapan, March 1972.)

Herein lies the nexus of performance practice and praxis: what we do
vis-a-vis what we think we do; and how the provinces of meaning that we
entertain in the conceptual world converge with those we observe and live

in the world of communicable experience. "Practice" and "praxis" are

but parts of the transactions that arbitrate our relationships with our
various environments.

The "socio-historical contexts" of tayil performances have been
treated elsewhere (Robertson-DeCarbo 1976). I have been concerned
here with the "cognitive contexts" of tayil performances, and with those
ideational underpinnings that accomodate transformation. Common sense

requires that these two perspectives be considered as possible and over-

lapping approaches to explanation, rather than as data-based dichoto-

mies.

"Praxis" as the formulation and exercise of goal-oriented thought,
and "practice" as the pragmatic manipulation of thought into action and
action into "sense," exist for both the actor and the analyst on different

(but complementary) planes of abstraction. Neither plane is exclusively

synthetic or analytical. Both levels of abstraction are open to change; for

the Mapuche must ultimately implement and condition their own concep-
tualizations within the uncertainties and machinations ofa social world. If

thinking and acting are thus open to alteration, so be it with ethnomusico-

logical dogmas.
Because of the implications of this perspective and the myriad ques-

tions that remain unanswered, I would urge you to think about thinking in

your own research settings if nothing else, to contemplate how our

thinking about thinking could inform our thinking about and observations

of acting.
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NOTES

1. These data were collected among the Central Andean peoples of Argentina known as

"Mapuche." Commonalities with the Mapuche of Chile can be attributed in part to a

centuries-old economic and punitive network joining both sides of the Andes mountains.

2. Mapuche concepts of language include principles of agglutination.

3. The "seminar" structure aided research on three Mapuche reservations. Individuals

who were on amicable terms with one another, had shown relative ease in earlier interview

sessions, and were recognized by their peers as being knowledgable about specific subjects
were invited to share their ideas and their interpretations of my ideas. Seminars usually
included 6 to 8 participants. These meetings were used to cross-check data, generate new
questions, and deepen earlier discussions in which I had had to rely on the memory, atten-

tion, and good will of isolated individuals.

4. All quotations from informants are my translations from the Mapuche language, or
from a mixture of Mapuche and Spanish.

5. The relationships perceived between thinking and feeling require further investiga-
tion. Both realms of affect are believed to influence each other while remaining autonomous
in source and mode of articulation. Thinking is housed in the head; feeling originates in the
stomach. In those instances where I have chosen the term "sense" to label an aspect of

cognition, I am referring to the still elusive component of feeling that underlies thinking and
acting.

6. There is at least one alternate interpretation of these test results: the amount of

displaced concentration required to counteract the usual practice of teeth-clenching may
have debilitated the forcefulness of thought-to-action transformations. However, the hy-
pothesis advanced herein is substantiated because all participants in the experiment broke
off their renditions when they approached or articulated the "time-crossing" or chemprali
tone (see Figure 2), which is said to demand the greatest amount of energy from the per-
former.

7. Thought imagery also extends into other domains of Mapuche behavior. For ex-

ample, some textiles are woven and traded in pairs known to be inseparable. The designs,
warp, weft, and color sequence of these "pairs" are never identical. Whereas a non-

Mapuche would find few similarities between pair constituents, Mapuche weavers and
critics claim that these textiles are the same. "Sameness" is here determined by the deriva-
tion of both patterns from a common thought imagery. That imagery can only be fully
represented through the combined patterns of both weavings within a "pair."

APPENDIX: GLOSSARY OF MAPUCHE TERMS

Mapuche vocabulary in Mapuche and Spanish is listed alphabetically under five topical
headings. Agglutination occurs in the form of prefixes, suffixes, and compound subject-
object phrases. All nouns and verbs take the same form in singular or plural usages; quantity
can be indicated with prefatory numerical adjectives.
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A. Concepts of order
1. kimeweleichupantu: unauthorized human tampering with ancestral order.
2. norturyu: "the law," or the formulation of Order in ancestral time.

B. Concepts of time

1 . alun: the present; time since the ancestors; temporal sphere embracing each individual

and four preceding generations.
2. alualuntu: the past; historical or cosmological time; temporal sphere encompassing all

ancestors beyond alun as well as deities.

3. fachichipantii: personalized time; the present as an arena of action; "done here-here
in this place under the sun."

4. fachiwechipantumdn: what will happen now; options within the present that have not

yet been chosen; "being done here in the sky, here under the

sun."
5. kuifl: ancestral time; usually refers to choices made by the ancestors in times past.

C. Speech and thought modes
1. dungu: word; sound patterns in general.
2. dungulun: praying; entreating.
3. dunguwenpin: public debate; use of metaphors in oratory.
4. lukutun dungu: discourse and speech patterns specific to rogations in yearly rites of

increase.

5. kimpen: tayil texts (see E. 4).

6. rakiduamyen: to engage in thinking; to see from afar.

D. Modes of transformation

1. chemprali: to grow; to change as a result of physical or intellectual growth (see D.4).
2. mozawdn: to change in appearance; alterations in surface but not in substance.
3. rakidudn: to change by decree; to change the rules of a game.
4. tunprali: motion; to unfold slowly; designates the "act" or process of growing (see

D.l).
5. werakidudn: new ideas; sources of new ideas; visions; fantasies.

6. wezutyu: changes in behavior and interaction.

. Performance variables and aesthetic tenets

1. aficionadas (Spanish): women who have a "natural inclination" or aptitude for tayil

performance.
2. entun: to extract by force; to pull out; act of performing tayil.

3. kimei: beautiful; pleasing; efficient; ordered.

4. kimpen: the soul shared by all living and deceased members of a patrilineage.
5. kimtayilei: appellative enjoined to (female) ritual specialists; "she who pulls tayil in an

ordered/pleasing way."
6. kipdkimeitayil: laudatory adjective applied to women with aptitude for tayil perform-

ance.

7. tayil: aural component of the patrilineally shared soul; verbalization of the ordering of

lineage continuity.
8. veteranas (Spanish): female elders; seasoned tayil performers.
9. witakultruntufe: female ritual specialist(s); women charged with knowing the tayil of

lineages that partake in annual rites of increase.
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KAMAYURA FLUTE MUSIC:
A STUDY OF MUSIC AS META-COMMUNICATION

Jonathan Hill

INTRODUCTION

goal of this study is to demonstrate how musical performances in

three Kamayura rituals constitute a concrete metasymbolic code for

ceremonial behavior. In seeking to identify structural interrelations

among the cultural belief system of the Kamayura, their flute music, and

the social order of their village, it is necessary to focus on relations

between relations or bundles of relations rather than one-to-one corre-

spondences among particular mythical, musical, and social forms.

The Kamayura are one of 13 or so single-village groups living in the

area of the headwaters of the Xingu River, a major southern tributary of

the Amazon in Central Brazil. All four of the major language families of

lowland South America (Ge, Tupf, Karib, and Aruak) are spoken in the

Upper Xingu region. The Kamayura speak a language of the Tupian

family. As the level of multilingualism in the region is very low, members
of different villages cannot verbally communicate with one another with-

out the help of a translator. Nevertheless, the nine groups of the southern

half of the region, including the Kamayura, share a common basic pattern

of social organization and ecological adaptation. Each village group is an

autonomous political unit consisting of several domestic household

groups, each with its own recognized headman. The household groups
serve as basic units of economic production. Fishing is the most impor-
tant productive activity among men, as most species of animals and birds

are not hunted. Although both sexes participate in the planting and weed-

ing of manioc gardens, women provide the great amount of labor needed

to process manioc tubers into edible products, such asfarinha (flour) and

beiju (flat bread). These villages are loosely integrated through occasional

intermarriages, networks of trade in specialized objects, 1 intertribal ritu-

als, and political alliances against common enemies.

0014-1836/79/2303-0417$0.48 1979 Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
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THE JAQUI: RITUAL, MYTH, AND MUSIC

The jaqui, a series of rites connected with the spirit-mothers

(mamae) offish, is held every year at the beginning of the dry season in

early April. As the dry season progresses, fish becomes the most impor-

tant part of the Kamayura diet. The explicit purpose of the jaqui dances is

to "bring the fish" (Oberg 1963:57). The dancers wear masks representing

various animals and birds. The most important masked dance is called

jaqui ikatu (good or great jaqui). During this dance, three men play the

sacred jaqui flutes to invite the various spirits to enter their village from

the surrounding forests and streams. These spirits are believed to bring

strength and good health to the men, provided that the proper restrictions

are observed. Most important among these rules is abstaining from sexual

intercourse for three days prior to the ritual: "sexual contact is believed

to be somewhat dangerous, weakening the body and causing illness if

excessive" (Basso 1973:63). For the same reason, men will abstain from

sexual intercourse on the evening before a fishing expedition.

The jaqui dances are performed by men in the middle of the village,

while women and children remain secluded in their houses at the peri-

phery. The latter are strictly forbidden to see either the dances or the

sacred flutes. If a woman breaks this rule, she risks being gang-raped by
all the men of the village. The flutes are wrapped in bark-cloth cases when
not in use and stored inside the flute house (tapwi) at the center of the

village plaza. The jaqui symbolizes a relation of dialectical opposition
between the sexes as groups. This opposition of the sexes as the focus of

an on-going ideological struggle is expressed in a Kamayura myth,
"lamuricuma Women" (Villas Boas 1970: 1 19-21). The myth establishes a

time and place in which the social order was reversed and women con-

trolled the jaqui flutes. But the mythical twins, Sun and Moon (Kwdt and

Yaf), saw the women dancing on the village plaza and decided to frighten
them away by whirling a giant bullroarer (hori-hori). As the women ran

for cover, the men "came out of their houses shouting with joy and

grabbed the jaqui flutes . . . When the Moon saw this he said, 'From now
on it will always be like this'

"
(ibid.: 120-21). The jaqui, therefore, is a

re-enactment of the mythical triumph of male fishermen over female
horticulturalists in the struggle for control over the sacred flutes. The
seclusion ofwomen in households at the periphery ofthe village serves to

redefine the boundary between the sexes as groups.
Three men play the jaqui flutes together while seated on short stools

in front ofthe flute house. The main part is played on the longest flute by a
master of music (maraka'ip), and his two apprentices play on either side

of him. The two smaller flutes begin playing a short introductory passage
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during which the durations of notes are all quite short and the intensities

relatively soft. When the maraka'ip starts to play, however, his notes are

much longer and louder. During his melody, the two smaller flutes play

only secondary, accompanying parts that are mainly rhythmical rather

than melodic and often barely audible above the line of the maraka'ip.

According to Bastos (1976: 109, italics mine):

The music is rapid, then it diminishes; it goes to the large flute . . . Very rapid.
Loud. Strong. // changes completely. "Kwarip" is always the same. It does not
have a master of music.2

Example 1 includes an entire performance ofthejaqui flutes instead of a

representative sample in order to show how the music changes over time.

After the introduction by the two apprentices, the main theme of the

maraka'ip is played and then repeated once. Transitional passages similar

to the introduction connect the melodic phrases of the maraka'ip. At the

completion of two alternations between the melody of the maraka'ip and
the accompaniment, the performance changes in two noticeable ways: 1)

the maraka'ip adds a new, third tone to his melody and 2) he lengthens
each phrase to approximately twice the duration of the earlier two

phrases. (The apprentices' parts do not change in these ways, however.)
These two changes function together as a sort of cadence. They direct the

performance towards a final point of repose. Thus, the piece ends on a
sustained note of the same pitch as the new tone introduced in the middle

of the performance.

THE TAQUARA DANCE AND MUSIC OF THE TARAWf FLUTES

The taquara dance can be held during any season of the year, when-
ever the Kamayura consider it necessary to rid their households of evil

spirits and witches resulting from contact with outsiders.3 A pair of male
dancers play double-barrelled tarawi flutes while proceeding through
each household in the village.

These flutes, measuring two meters in length, are made of taquara (a kind of

bamboo). The Indians believe that the chant of these flutes can exorcise the

spirits. The players go from house to house in the village, trying to send the

spirits away. (Villas Boas 1972.)

If a household group is plagued by sickness, accidents, or other misfor-

tunes, a shaman is called on to divine the cause. Possible causes fall into

two related categories: the witchcraft of an outsider or the anger of the

tarawi spirit.

If the former is found to be the case, then counter-witchcraft tech-

niques are applied to protect the innocent victims of the households in the
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Example 1 . Music ofthejaqui flutes. (Villas Boas 1972: track 1 , item 3.)
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Example 1 (continued)

village. If the anger of the tarawi spirit is held to be responsible, then the

household's members themselves are at fault for ignoring their obligations

to the spirit during the course of their everyday activities. The tarawi

spirit is seen as a guardian of the household that resides in the main house

posts. It becomes angry if people fail to pray to the garden spirits when

planting or to the fish spirits when fishing. "Sometimes Tarawi makes his

anger known to a paye, shaman, who then instructs the people to burn

their house and build a new one" (Oberg 1963:15). The taquara dance

forms a mediating link between these two types of causes by employing
the tarawi flutes, an embodiment ofTarawfs benevolent powers, to drive

away evil, alien spirits. The taquara dance provides the Kamayur with a

way of redefining the boundary between themsleves and outsiders with-

out resorting to the extreme measures of burning down their houses and

relocating their village further from the source of danger.
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Each tarawi flute has two tubes of unequal length. Two flutes are

played together producing four tones in a hocket style. One flute plays the

lowest tone and the second highest, while the other plays the highest tone

and the second lowest. The four tones span intervals of approximately

600, 300, and 200 cents. There are no ornaments or other modifications of

pitch. In the transcription, both flutes are on the same staff to emphasize
the single, continuous line created by the hocket style of the melody (see

Example 2).

Analysis of the tarawi flute music reveals very definite phrases. After

the introduction of the lower flute, the first eight notes constitute a single

phrase, which is then repeated. Throughout the performance, each phrase
is started on the higher flute and ends on the lower flute. The changes that

occur after the first two phrases follow a set of rules that directs the piece

towards a cadential point. First, there is a change in the duration of each

phrase from eight notes (pulses) to six. The effect of this shortening is a

sort of rhythmic acceleration. The length of phrases does not change

again until the next section of the piece, in which exactly the same se-

quence of phrases is repeated in smother household. The second rule

governing cadence is that of progressively decreasing the number of

pitches. After two phrases of eight notes in duration, the highest pitch is

deleted leaving only three pitches for the next four phrases. Then the

second highest pitch drops out for the next four phrases. Finally, after ten

phrases, only the lowest pitch remains until the end of the section, except
for a very short grace note played on the upper flute. Thus, tarawi flute

music follows two rules of cadence: 1) the deletion of pitches and 2) the

shortening of phrases.

INTERPRETATION

A comparison of the changes found in the music of the jaqui and
tarawi flutes demonstrates that the two performances act as markers of a

JSI60
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Example 2. Music ofthe taraw/'flutes. (Villas Boas 1972: track 1, item 8.)
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classificatory operation of binary opposition. In jaqui flute music, the

duration of melodic phrases is lengthened and a new pitch is added,
whereas exactly the opposite transformation is present in the music of the

tarawi flutes. This musical opposition acts as a concrete meta-symbolic
code for ceremonial behavior that includes a variety of contextual dimen-
sions in the jaqui and the taquara dance taken as a whole system. The

category of male-female relations is internally differentiated in the jaqui
and, at a higher structural level, is in binary opposition to the category of

insider-outsider relations that is internally differentiated in the taquara
dance. The binary opposition of these two categories of social relations is

an expression of the cultural ideal of village endogamy, a basic principle
of Kamayura social organization.

4 In terms of the mythical beliefs associ-

ated with the music of thejaqui and tarawi flutes, the invitation of helpful

spirits into the village during the jaqui is structurally opposed to the

driving out of evil spirits during the taquara dance. And in the dimension
of time, whereas the jaqui is held every year at the beginning of the dry
season, the taquara dance is not held during any particular season of the

year but at times of crisis that are believed to have social and supernatural
causes. I am tempted to borrow Evans-Pritchard's distinction between

ecological and structural time (1940:104) to distinguish between the two

contrasting types of timing that thejaqui and the taquara dance represent.
But in order not to confuse this restricted sense of the term "structural"

with the more general analytical concept of structure (Levi-Strauss

1963a:210) used in this study, I will call the timing of the taquara dance
"social" as opposed to ecological.

THE KWARIP CEREMONY AND MUSIC OF THE URUA FLUTES

The kwarip ceremony is the first of a cycle of ritual dances held at the

beginning of the rainy season in late August. The ceremony is held only

during those years in which a man of high prestige (marekwat) has died.

The kwarip is both a special dance in commemoration of the dead and 4t
a

symbolic joining of young people in marriage in the presence of the ances-

tors in order to perpetuate and increase tribal members" (Oberg 1963:56).

This duality of purpose is expressed in the dual format of the ceremony
itself. The first part is basically a solemn funeral rite, while the second

part is a joyous festival that includes singing, dancing, playing the urud

flutes, feasting, and wrestling.

A few days before the ritual begins, a messenger (paria) is sent to

invite the guest tribes. These tribes travel overland on the day before the

kwarip ceremony to camping sites about 1 km. outside of the hosts' vil-
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lage. On the morning of the first day, men of the host tribe go into the

forest and cut several logs from camiuva trees, each about 3' long and 10"

in diameter. The logs are brought into the village in a slow procession led

by two singers, usually shamans or household headmen. The only musical

instrument used during the march is a small rattle made with seeds of the

piqui fruit. Women and children are not allowed to watch this procession
and are secluded inside the houses. The men march around the grave site

('apenap) and then place the logs vertically in a row between the grave
site and the flute house. After decorating the logs with vertical lines or

triangles in black and white, they dress some of them with headdresses,

necklaces, and other ceremonial belongings of the deceased being
honored.

On the morning of the ceremony, they paint the logs, a ritual that the women can
not attend. . . Each Kuarup represents an individual who died and is going to

be commemorated in the ceremony. The respective Kuarup is prepared by the

family of the deceased. (Santos 1956:112.)

When the logs have been completed, a messenger leads the men of the

visiting tribes into the village plaza. Women and children come out of
their houses to participate in a long session of body painting. The guests
are asked if they approve of the logs' decorations.

Around 4 P.M. the director (yayat) of the ceremony calls for the

master of music to initiate the first kwarip dance. The men dance around
the grave site and finish with great shouts of joy. This dance marks the

first stage in a transition from mourning rites to marriage festivities and is

accompanied by a change in musical instruments. Instead ofpiqui rattles,

believed to evoke powerful spirits (mamae) when used by shamans in

curing ceremonies, the singers now shake rattles (maracas) made from

gourds. The head singer must excuse himself to the director after the

dance for singing so "poorly," even though he knows that he sang well

(Agostinho 1974:62). At night, the men gather at the grave site and smoke
cigars, while two young men play urud flutes in the flute house until

daybreak. By 6 A.M., all of the men have re-painted their bodies in the
flute house to prepare for the feasting, dancing, and wrestling of the
second day.

At sunrise, the first pairs of urud dancers appear on the village plaza,

fully painted and costumed in headdresses, necklaces, and large earrings.

They initiate their dance between the flute house and the grave site, move
towards the house of the director, and go from house to house in a
counter-clockwise direction around the village.

The force with which the dancer hits the ground is the standard measurement of
the quality of the dancer ... the movement of the body always repeats this

pattern: the left foot advances gently, the other strongly and simultaneous with
the body's weight thrown downward and to the right. (Agostinho 1974:114.)
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The rhythm of the dance accelerates as the fishermen enter the village

with a great load of fish. Singing is heard in the houses of the guests,

signifying the arrival of the guest women and children. Two pairs of urua

flute players emerge from different houses, take a turn around the grave

site, and head into the house of the director. Here they interrupt the dance

to receive a meal of fish and beiju. The other men are served food at the

flute house. Meanwhile, several new pairs of urua dancers emerge from

different houses, this time including women and even small children who
can barely get a sound out of the 7-foot long flutes. The older men look on

and laugh at these awkward dancers. A general atmosphere of gaiety and

happiness prevails. The director pronounces a ritual incantation by the

kwarip logs, while the men eat andjoke about the urua dancers. This meal

marks the end of the first part of the ceremony.

Following the meal, each mourner is ritually washed and painted.

Then the mourners reciprocate by painting the others. At 2 or 3 P.M., the

director calls the singers to the center of the village, and some wrestling

(huka-huka) begins informally. After a short period of singing, playing the

urua flutes, and joking designed to make the mourners laugh, the men
circle the grave site in the kwarip dance for a second time. The wrestling

matches continue until each man has wrestled several bouts. A final

dance, called ho'at, begins around 7 P.M. Pairs of urua dancers go around

the village and are joined by young women who have recently left puberty

seclusion. The women dance behind the men with one hand on the

shoulder of the dancer in front. After the village is completely circled, the

director distributes fish, first among the dancers and then among the

spectators. The visitors sleep that night in the houses of the hosts' village

and leave for home the next morning. The kwarip ceremony is over. Later

in the wet season, ceremonies in honor of the piqui tree spirits will be

enacted, but without the participation of visiting tribes.

In Kamayuri myth, the first kwarip ceremony was initiated by Sun

and*Moon, twin grandsons of the creator (Mavutsinim), in honor of their

deceased mother. "There, their grandfather said to them, 'When you go

back, you must make your mother's Kuarup'
"

(Villas Boas 1970:66). At

the beginning of this myth, Mavutsinim had created five daughters out of

wood. These artificial daughters, one ofwhich became the twins' mother,

were made so that Mavutsinim would not have to send two of his real

daughters to become the jaguar's wives. Thus, the kwarip ceremony re-

enacts Mavutsinim's creation of women out of wood.

A different myth, called "The Training of the Wrestler" (Villas Boas

1970:206-210), emphasizes the social value that the Kamayura attach to

success in wrestling. In the initial setting of the myth, Kuluana, a chiefs

son, hats been placed in seclusion to make him stronger because he always
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lost in wrestling contests. Seclusion of adolescents is regulated by house-
hold headmen. If a son shows signs of immaturity after he has left seclu-

sion, his father can send him back. For both sexes, the purpose of seclu-

sion is "to make young people beautiful" (Basso 1973:72). Seclusion of

girls lasts for about 3 years; for boys, 5 or 6 years. The period of seclusion
is important as a time of formal training in ritual specialties, including
musical performance (Agostinho 1974:109). In the first episode of the

myth, Kuluana's tribe is invited to attend a festival at a nearby village, but
his father orders him to stay behind. Here Kuluana is being treated as a
woman or child, as only adult men of the visiting tribes enter the hosts'

village on the first day of the kwarlp ceremony. In the second episode,
Kuluana meets a spirit of the manucaid tree who explains that "he was
weak because he used women's things" (Villas Boas 1970:207). After

taking off his effeminate attire, Kuluana becomes an unbeatable wrestler.

In the last episode, Kuluana makes the people of his village happy by
dancing the urud around the kwarlp logs and amazes everyone by winning
all of his wrestling matches.

The myth of the training of the wrestler links the kwarlp ceremony to

the end of puberty seclusion as well as to the acquisition of prestige

through success in wrestling. In addition to these two social transforma-

tions, the kwarlp ceremony is also connected with the end of a period of

mourning during which close kinsmen of the deceased are obligated to cut
their hair, scarify their heads and arms, and wail in loud voices. The
change from mourning to normal status is explicitly dramatized by the

washing of the mourners' heads with water on the second day. Another
rite of passage celebrated in the kwarlp is marriage. Men and women of
the same tribe symbolize their entrance into a status of "pure" marriage
by dancing the urud together and cutting each other's hair. A final social

transformation that the kwarlp represents and that has great importance in
the social order of the village as a whole is the acquisition of the status of
headman by a younger brother or son of the deceased marekwat. Collec-
tive fishing with poison of the timbo vine, production of large amounts of
beiju, and preparing the kwarlp logs are all activities that facilitate the
selection of a headman because they all require a high degree of coopera-
tion and integration both within and among household groups of the vil-

lage.^
'The Kwarip . . . represents a synthesis of diverse rites of pas-

sage" (Viertler 1969:85). In essence, these social transformations all work
in favor of village social integration and against the centrifugal tendencies
of the separate household groups. They resolve social tensions through a
movement of individuals from structurally marginal statuses (seclusion,
bachelorhood, mourning) into more central, inclusive categories of social
relations.
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No special initiation or supernatural experience is necessary to be-

come an urud flute player. Whoever wishes to play may do so, and he or

she may stop at any time to repair an instrument or simply to rest.

The urua players are spontaneous and motivated by the desire to earn Mingau
[fish]. . . But the real motivation is to exhibit themselves with great pomp and
to gain prestige as a good dancer and flute player. (Agostinho 1974:112.)

Although women and children play the urud flutes during one stage of the

festivities, the most common arrangement is a pair of male dancers.

The music of the urud flutes consists of five melodic tones and sharp

overtones produced by overblowing. At times, this technique causes a

vibrato effect that alternates between two pitches a half-step apart. At

other times, these two pitches are played as distinctly different notes.

Accordingly, I have notated these with sharp and natural signs (see Ex-

ample 3).

My transcription includes only two representative phrases rather

than the whole performance, because urud flute music does not contain

any of the structural changes found in the music of the jaqui and tarawi

flutes. One flute takes the lead, while the other plays an accompaniment.
Then the lower flute takes the lead, while the other accompanies, and so

forth throughout the performance.

The music of "uru'a" begins on the middle (tube), from there it goes to the large

tube . . . this tube sent it back to the little one. From there it has a theme ("ipi").

Everything is the same now. (Bastos 1976:112.)

The beginning of the theme is marked by the addition of rhythmic claps or

foot-stompings (designated by V). There are only small changes in the

internal rhythmic structure of the theme as it is repeated several times.

No new pitches are added and none of the five original pitches are de-

leted. The overall duration of the theme does not change. The music does

Example 3. Music of the urud flutes. (Villas Boas 1972: track 1, item 10, "Kuarup with

foot beats.")
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not really have a clear beginning or end and does not progress towards

any kind of stasis or point of repose. The only real contrast is between the

clearly marked rhythm of the theme played on the upper flute and the

relaxed, unstructured rhythm of the lower flute's melody.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THREE KAMAYURA RITUALS

In comparing the kwarip ceremony with the jaqui and the taquara

dance, the first task is to make an analytic distinction between the two

parts of the kwarip ceremony. Victor Turner (1974:185) has pointed out a

fundamental dichotomy between localized, ancestral cults tending to

represent

crucial power divisions and classificatory distinctions within and among politi-

cally discrete groups, while earth and fertility cults represent ritual bond between

those groups . . . The first type stresses exclusiveness, the second inclusive-

ness.

The two parts of the kwarip ceremony fit smoothly into Turner's theoreti-

cal scheme. On the one hand, the first part of the kwarip ceremony is an

ancestral cult in which the boundary lines between the sexes as groups
and between Kamayura and outsiders both receive clear demarcation.

Thus, the two categories of social relations represented individually in the

structurally opposed jaqui and taquara dance are simultaneously ex-

pressed in the first part of the kwarip ceremony. On the other hand, the

polarization of male-female and insider-outsider relations is collapsed

during the second part of the kwarip ceremony. Upon completion of the

logs' decoration and implantation in the grave site on the village plaza, a

messenger leads the men of visiting tribes into the village and women and

children come out of seclusion. This transition sets off a process of ritual

bonding between the sexes as groups and between the Kamayura and
outsiders. In addition, classificatory distinctions within Kamayura social

organization are also cross-cut during the festive activities of the second

day. Successors of the deceased headmen are informally recognized, and

both mourners and secluded adolescents are re-incorporated into the pub-
lic affairs of the village.

The kwarip ceremony is held at the beginning of the rainy season,

when fish and turtle eggs are the most abundant and new gardens are

about to be planted. But since it is only held during years when a pres-

tigious man has died, its timing is a function of both ecological time, like

the jaqui, and social time, like the taquara dance. Thus, the kwarip cere-

mony integrates ecological and social time, separately represented in

other ritual contexts.
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Figure I illustrates the structural parallels in four contextual dimen-
sions of the three rituals. My explanation of the apparent lack of changes
in the music of the urud flutes follows directly from the above discussion

of social categories and timing. The structurally opposed changes in the

music of thejaqui and tarawi flutes are combined into a single representa-
tion in the music of the urud flutes so that they cancel out one another. If

two structural processes in binary opposition are simultaneously (as

opposed to sequentially) applied in a single musical performance, then the

logical result is the total absence of either process. Likewise, the absence
of any clear indication of mythical spirits being either invoked or exor-

cised during the kwarip ceremony is a result of the juxtaposition of the

structurally opposed sets of mythical beliefs associated with the music of
the jaqui and tarawi flutes.

MUSIC AS META-COMMUNICATION

Taken as a whole, the music of the jaqui, tarawi, and urud flutes

forms a three-tiered, hierarchical system of meta-communication that

regulates the interaction of two sets of rules for the interpretation of

social, cultural, and temporal categories of experience. The first set of
rules differentiates between categories of experience and organizes them
into a definite pattern of relations. At the lowest level, this set of rules

differentiates within the categories of male-female and insider-outsider

Jaqui Kwarip Taquara

Figure 1 . Structural parallels in three Kamayura rituals.
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relations. This structural level corresponds to thejaqui and the taquara

dance taken as isolated performance events that provide models for the

sexual division of labor and the opposition between insiders and outsiders

in the non-ceremonial, social context of the village. Moving up to the

middle level of the hierarchy, the classificatory operation of binary oppo-

sition in the music ofthejaqui and tarawiflutes differentiates between the

categories of male-female versus insider-outsider relations, helpful versus

dangerous mythical spirits, and ecological versus social time. This middle

level corresponds to thejaqui and the taquara dance seen as interdepend-

ent parts of a whole system of interrelations in which the basic principle of

village endogamy is imbued with cultural meanings. The horizontal lines

in Figure 2 are drawn with arrows pointing outwards to indicate the dif-

ferentiation between categories at either end.

At the highest level of the hierarchy, the juxtaposition of structurally

opposed processes in the music of the urud flutes brings into operation a

second set of rules for the interpretation of experience. This set of rules

integrates conceptual categories by cutting across their boundaries,

thereby transforming and regenerating the configuration of interrelations

at the middle and bottom levels of the hierarchy. Terence Turner

(1977:65) has defined the transformational power of higher-level princi-

ples in ritual as

the capacity not only to generate but to transform, negate or transcend and thus

to disrupt any particular state or pattern of relations at the lower level.

The music performed on urud flutes during the kwarip ceremony ex-

presses the transformational power of higher-level principles as a meta-

message that signals the creation of new ritual bonds between categories

of social relations, mythical beliefs, and time that are structurally opposed
at the lower levels of the hierarchy. The vertical lines in Figure 2 are

urua flute music

men

jaqui flute music flute music

Kamayurd^-J ) Outsiders

Figure 2. The hierarchical system of meta-communication in Kamayurrf flute music.
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drawn with arrows pointing inwards to indicate the integration of cate-

gories that are differentiated at lower levels.

This analysis of Kamayura flute music as meta-communication is a

particular case of the more general problem of how musical performances
or other structured symbolic processes can serve to regulate the balance

between differentiating and integrative rules of interpretation in small-

scale societies. In Totemism, Levi-Strauss addresses the same general

problem, "viz., how to make opposition, instead of being an obstacle to

integration, serve rather to produce it" (1963b:89). If conceptual cate-

gories are reified, they become obstacles rather than a means to under-

standing and control of reality. Kamayura flute music provides a concrete

meta-symbolic code that serves not only to redefine conceptual categories
but also to ensure that the boundary lines between them do not become so

rigid that they cannot be crossed. I think that similar coding systems can

be found in the music of other small-scale societies. In concluding, I

would urge fieldworkers to collect sufficient data on a number of per-

formance contexts within a single, non-ceremonial social context to make
the analysis of other musical coding systems possible for comparative
studies.

NOTES

1. For an extensive account of the uluki (trade) ceremony, see Basso (1973) or Dole

(1956/58). The uluki ceremony is initiated by a tribe that has a surplus of ritual valuables,

either material or non-material (e.g., songs or incantations). In essence, the ceremony is

similar to a Kwakiutl potlach in which each group tries to shame the other with displays of

generosity. The Xingu ceremony is more individualized, however, with each adult male

having specific trading partners among the guest tribe. In this sense, the uluki ceremony is

more like the Trobrianders' kula ring than the kwakiutl potlach.
2. All quotations from sources in Portuguese (Agostinho, Bastos, Santos, Viertler) are

my own translations.

3. The tribes referred to here as outsiders are the so-called "friendly" groups allied to

the Kamayura through reciprocal trade, mutual protection in warfare, and sometimes

marriage. However, "friendly" tribes are also seen as the main source of witchcraft and

sorcery (therefore of illness, misfortune, and even death). At present the following tribes are

classified as "friendly" by the Kamayura: Auetf, Kuikdru, Kalapalo, Matipii, Nafuqua,
Waura, Meinaco, laualipiti, and Trumai. "Hostile" tribes are enemies in warfare, are not

considered a threat through witchcraft, and "are not allied with or related in a normal way to

the culture area of the headwaters of the Xingu" (Villas Boas 1970:32). Recent history of

contacts between "friendly" and "hostile" tribes is full of hair-raising stories about attacks

and counterattacks (ibid.:32-45). The most threatening enemy tribes for the Kamayura'
include the Suia, Txukarramae, Txikao, and Juruna.

4. Marriages between members of different tribes do take place, but only as a last

resort. When all of the young women in the village have been promised by their parents to

older men, young men are forced to marry outsiders unless they can stand to wait for several

years. Only intratribal, intravillage marriages are considered to be pure, for outsiders are

believed to practice witchcraft and sorcery. Thus, village endogamy is an ideal cultural rule,

but it is not always possible to carry out in practice. The gap between ideology and practice
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has widened in recent years as a result of depopulation and social changes through contact

with non-Indian Brazilians.
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Folk-songs of America: The Robert Winslow Gordon Collection, 1922-1932. Edited by Neil
V. Rosenberg and Debora G. Kodish; foreword by Joseph C. Hickerson. Library of

Congress, Archives of Folk Song AFS L68. 1978. Brochure notes, 29 pp., bibliog.,

discog., illus., photos, texts. "Issued to commemorate the Fiftieth Anniversary of the

founding of the Archive of Folk Song."

Gut bucket blues and stomps Chicago, 1926-1928 [1926, 1928]. Produced by B. Klatzko.
Mono. Herwin 112. [197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Lavine. Includes Albert Wynn's
Gut Bucket Five, Russell's Hot Six, Jelly Roll Morton's Incomparables, Levee Sere-

naders, Jimmy Wade and His Dixielanders, others.

Pete Harris and Smith Casey: Jack o' diamonds Library of Congress field recordings from
Texas. Recorded by John Avery Lomax and Alan Lomax; produced by B. Klatzko.
Mono. Herwin 211. [197-] Jacket notes. Recorded 1934, 1939. "Blues in the tradition of
Lemon Jefferson & 'Ragtime Texas' Thomas."

An historical album of Blackfoot Indian music. Edited and with notes by Bruno Nettl.

Produced in cooperation with the Indiana University Archives of Traditional Music;
Frank J. Gillis, series editor. Folkways FE 34001. 1979. Brochure notes, 8 pp., map,
photos. "Compiled from recordings collected by George Bird Grinnell (1897), Clark
Wissler (1903-04), Joseph K. Dixon (1909), Jane Richardson Hanks (1939), Howard K.
Kaufman (1952) and Bruno Nettl (1952, 1966). . ."

Alberta Hunter: Classic Alberta Hunter [1935, 1939-40]. Produced by Bernard Brightman.
Stash ST-115. 1978. Jacket notes by Chris Albertson. "Original jazz vocals."

In the field: Traditional fiddle music from S. E. Tennessee. Pine Breeze 005. [1978?] Jacket
notes, photos. Recorded by students in the Traditional Music Project at Pine Breeze
Center, Chattanooga, TN.
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Introspection: Neglected jazz figures ofthe 1950s and early 1960s [ 1950's-60'sj. Mono. New
World NW 275. 1977. Notes (bound in) by Bob Blumenthal, 4 pp., bibliog, discog.,

photos. Includes Herbie Nichols Quartet, Curtis Counce Quintet, Jaki Byard, Serge

Chaloff Sextet, Steve Lacy Quartet, and Booker Little Sextet.

Jazz, skiffle and jug style Chicago, 1924-1929 [1924-25, 1929]. Produced by B. Kiatzko.

Mono. Herwin 1 13. [197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Layine. Includes Old Southern Jug

Band, Clifford's Louisville Jug Band, Kentucky Jazz Babies, King Mutt and His

Tennessee Thumpers, Kansas City Frank and His Footwarmers, and Windy Rhythm

Kings.

Jim & Jesse and the Virginia Boys: Radio shows. Two discs. Old Dominion OD-498-10.

1978. Notes (bound in) by Joe Taylor, 2 pp., photos. Edited by Jesse McReynolds and

Gordon Reid. Includes Jim McReynolds, guitar; Jesse McReynolds, mandolin; Allen

Shelton, banjo; Jim Buchanan, fiddle; David Southerland, bass; Don McHan, guitar.

Recorded 1962.

The Jolly Boys: The roots of reggae music from Jamaica. Recording and notes by Ken

Bilby. Lyrichord LLST 7314. [1978?] Jacket notes.

John Kirby, 1937-1941: The biggest little band [1937-41]. Two discs. The Smithsonian

Collection R 013. 1978. Notes (bound in) by J. R. Taylor, 6 pp., bibliog., photos. Jazz

bassist and ensemble.

The Klezmorim: Streets of gold. Produced by The Klezmorim and Chris Strachwitz.

Arhoolie 30 1 1 . 1978. Jacket notes by Lev Liberman and David Julian Gray, photo by C.

Strachwitz.

The Louvin Brothers: Songs that tell a story. Edited by Ken Irwin and John Nagy. Rounder

1030. 1978. Jacket notes by Douglas B. Green, photos. Gospel/country music. Re-

corded 1952.

"Kid Punch*' Miller: Jazz rarities, 1929-1930 [1929-30]. Produced by Bernard Kiatzko.

Herwin 108. [197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Lavine, photo. Includes King Mutt and his

Tennessee Thumpers, Gene Hill's Chicago Rhythm Boys, Punches Delegates of Plea-

sure, Jimmy Bertrand's Washboard Wizards, and Frankie Franko and his Louisianians.

Jazz cornet.

Bill Monroe with Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs: The original bluegrass band [1946-47].

Rounder Special Series 06. 1978. Jacket notes by Neil V. Rosenberg, bibliog., photo.

The music of Cole Porter [1929, 1930's, 1948, 1953]. Produced by Arnold S. Caplin. Bio-

graph BLP-1023Q. (Musical nostalgia from flicks and show biz.) 1977. Jacket notes by
Mark Calder, texts on disc sleeve. "From the original piano rolls."

Music of the Federal Era. Mono. New World NW 299. 1978. Notes (bound in) by Richard

Crawford, 5 pp., and Cynthia Adams Hoover, 2 pp., bibliog., discog., texts. Performed

by members of the Federal Music Society; John Baldon, conductor.

New Orleans sounds in New York, 1924-1926 [1924, 1926]. Produced by B. Kiatzko.

Herwin 107. [197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Lavine. Includes Buddy Christian's Creole

Five, Buddy Christian's Jazz Rippers, New Orleans Blue Five, and George

McClennon's Jazz Devils.

Old-country music in a new land: Folk music of immigrants from Europe and the Near East

[1920's-50's]. Mono. New World NW 264. 1977. Notes (bound in) by Oscar Handlin,

1 p., and Richard Spottswood, 3 pp., bibliog.

The Osborne Brothers' bluegrass collection. Produced and notes by Sonny Osborne. Two
discs. CMH CMH-9011 (disc) or CMH-8-9011 (cartridge) or CMH-C-9011 (cassette).

(CMH bluegrass classics.) 1978. Notes (bound in), 2 pp., photos by Ken Kim.

Paramount cornet blues rarities Chicago, 1924-1927 [1924-27]. Produced by B. Kiatzko.

Mono. Herwin 111. [197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Lavine. Includes Shirley Clay,

Tommy Ladnier, Punch Miller, Bob Shoffher, Iva Smith, others.
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Paramount hot jazz rarities, 1926-1928 [1926-28]. Produced by B. Klatzko. Mono. Herwin

110. [197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Lavine. Includes Blythe's Sinful Five, Austin and

his Musical Ambassadors, The Hotentots, Preston Jackson's Uptown Band, Wilson's

T.O.B.A. Band, Jeanette's Synco Jazzers, D.C. Nelson's Serenaders, and Beverly

Syncopators.

Bunk Pettyjohn, Becky Pettyjohn, and Irene Jones: Bunk and Becky Pettyjohn. Editing,

notes, and transcription of words by Keith Cunningham; recording by Don Wolf.

Arizona Friends of Folklore AFF 33-4. [1977?] Brochure notes, [28] pp., bibliodis-

cography by Judith McCulloh, photos by Kathryn Cunningham, texts. Folk songs and

instrumental music. "An AFF Limited Edition . . . of 300." Available from Arizona

Friends of Folklore, Northern Arizona University, Box 5905, Flagstaff, AZ 86011.

The piano blues, volume one: Paramount 1929-30 "whip it to a jelly" [1929-30]. Series

edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie PY4401. 1977. Jacket notes by
Bob Hall and Richard Noblett, foreword by F. Smith. Includes Charlie Spand, Blind

Leroy Garaett, Little Brother Montgomery, Wesley Wallace, Louise Johnson, others.

, volume two: Brunswick 1928-30 "nothing but a worried mind" [1923-30].

Series edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie PY4402. 1977. Jacket

notes by Bob Hall and Richard Noblett, foreword by F. Smith. Includes Lucille Bogan,
Charles "Speck" Pertum, John Oscar, Freddie "Redd" Nicholson, Eddie Miller,

others.

, volume three: Vocalion 1928-1930 "shake your wicked knees" [1928-30].

Series edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie PY4403. 1977. Jacket

notes by Bob Hall and Richard Noblett, foreword by F. Smith. Includes Cow Cow
Davenport, Bert M. Mays, Joe Dean, Lee Green, Jim Clarke, others.

volume four: The Thomas Family 1925-1929 "give it to me good, Mr.
Hersal" [1925, 1928-29]. Series edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie
PY4404. 1977. Jacket notes by Paul Oliver, foreword by F. Smith. Includes Hociel

Thomas, Sippie Wallace, George Thomas, Moanin' Bernice Edwards, and Hersal

Thomas.

, volume five: Postscript 1927-1935 "hot box is on my mind" [1927, 1929-

33]. Series edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie PY4405. 1978. Jacket
notes by Bob Hall and Richard Noblett, foreword by F. Smith. Includes Little Brother

Montgomery, Turner Parrish, Roosevelt Sykes, Rufiis and Ben Quillian, James

McCrary, James "Bat" Robinson, others.

, volume six: Walter Roland 1933-1935 "take your big legs off' [1933-35].
Series edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie PY4406. 1978. Jacket
notes by Bob Hall and Richard Noblett, foreword by F. Smith. Also includes Jolly
Jivers and Lucille Bogan.

, volume seven: Leroy Carr 1930-1935 "don't cry when I'm gone" [1930-3 1 ,

1934-35]. Series edited and produced by Francis Smith. Mono. Magpie PY4407. 1978.

Jacket notes by Bob Hall and Richard Noblett, foreword by F. Smith. Also includes

Scrapper Blackwell.

Piano ragtime of the fifties [1950's]. Produced by B. Klatzko. Herwin 404. [197-] Jacket
notes by David A. Jasen. Includes Marvin Ash, Ralph Sutton, Paul Lingle, Ray Turner,
Bill Krenz, others.

Piano ragtime of the forties [1940's]. Produced by B. Klatzko. Herwin 403. [197-] Jacket
notes by David A. Jasen. Includes James P. Johnson, Luckey Roberts, Charles Thomp-
son, Ralph Sutton, Don Ewell, others.

Piano ragtime of the teens, twenties & thirties, vol. 2 [1908, 1917, 1920's, 1930's]. Produced
by B. Klatzko. Herwin 405. [1978?] Jacket notes by David A. Jasen. Includes Albert
Benzler, Roy Spangler, Jelly Roll Morton, James P. Johnson, Fats Waller, others.
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, vol. 3 [1920's-30's]. Produced by B. Klatzko. Herwin 406. [1978?] Jacket

notes by David A. Jasen. Includes Clarence M. Jones, Sugar Underwood, Sid Williams,

Cow Cow Davenport, Will Ezell, others. "The album pays tribute to these little-known

yet highly original performers. . . ."

Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition: Songs of World Wars I & II [1915-19, 1926,

1941-43, 1946]. Mono. New World NW 222. 1977. Notes (bound in) by Carl H. Scheele,

6 pp., bibliog., discog., texts.

Rare hot Chicago jazz, 1925(?M929 [1925?, 1927-29]. Produced by B. Klatzko. Herwin 109.

[197-] Jacket notes by Stephen Lavine, photo. Includes E. C. Cobb and His Corn-

Eaters, Original Midnight Ramblers Orchestra, Original Washboard Band with Jaspar

Taylor, others.

Rev. D. C. Rice: Sanctified singing with traditional jazz accompaniment, 1928-1930 [1928-

30]. Produced by B. Klatzko. Mono. Herwin 212. [197-] Jacket notes by Gayle Dean

Wardlow.

Roots of Rock [1927-31, 1937]. Produced by Nick Perls. Yazoo L-1063. 1978. Jacket notes

by Steve Calt, photos. Includes Kansas Joe & Memphis Minnie, Charley Patton, Bukka

White, Skip James, Bo Carter, others.

Peggy Seeger: Penelope isn't waiting any more an album ofwomen's songs. Rounder 401 1.

1977. Jacket notes and brochure notes, 2 pp., by P. Seeger, photos by David Gahr.

Skip to my Lou: Traditional children's songs and dances from Southeast Tennessee. Pine

Breeze 004. [1978?] Jacket notes and insert, 1 p., photo. Recorded by students in the

Traditional Music Project at Pine Breeze Center, Chattanooga, TN.

Arthur Smith: Fiddlin' Arthur Smith & His Dixieliners, volume 1 [1935-38, 1940]. Produced

by Barry Poss. County 546. 1978. Brochure notes by Charles Wolfe & Barry Poss, 8

pp., photos (same brochure as County 547).

, volume 2 [1935-38, 1940]. Produced by Barry Poss. County 547. 1978.

Brochure notes by Charles Wolfe & Barry Poss, 8 pp., photos (same brochure as

County 546).

Stone Mountain Boys reunion album. Produced by Slim Richey. Ridge Runner RRR0015.

1978. Jacket notes by Anne Solomon and Slim Richey, photos. Bluegrass music. Avail-

able from Ridge Runner Records, 7121 W. Vickery, Fort Worth, TX 76116.

Johnny Turner and Zaven Jambazian: Blues with a feeling. Produced by Pete Welding and

Zaven Jambazian. Testament T-2227. 1977. Jacket notes by P. Welding, photo by Mike

Butorac. "Recorded 'live' at the Raven and the Rose, Sierra Madre, Calif."

The Watson Family tradition. Produced by A. L. Lloyd and Ralph Rinzler; recorded by R.

Rinzler, Daniel Seeger, and A. L. Lloyd. Topic 12TS336. 1977. Jacket and insert notes

by A. L. Lloyd and R. Rinzler, photo by D. Seeger. Recorded 1964-65, 1976.

ASIA AND OCEANIA

Bhattacharya, Arun Kumar. A treatise on ancient Hindu music. Calcutta: K. P. Bagchi,

1978. [v], 176 pp., bibliog., charts, illus.

Dasgupta, Alokeranjan and Mary Ann. Roots in the void: Baul songs of Bengal. Calcutta: K.

P. Bagchi, 1977. 79 pp.

Dournon, Genevieve. "Les collections d'instruments de musique de 1'Inde," Objets et

Mondes 17(3): 149-52, Autumn 1977. Photos.

Gaetano, Mario A., Jr. "Definite pitched idiophones of the Javanese gamelan," Percussion-

ist 15(3): 121-43, Spring-Summer 1978. Bibliog., discog., illus., map, music, tables.
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Hage, Louis. Maronite music. London: Longman for the Univ. of Essex, 1978. 13, [17] pp.,

bibliog., illus., music, photos.

Jairazbhoy, Nazir A. "Music in Western Rajasthan: Stability and change," Yearbook of the

International Folk Music Council 9:50-66, 1977 (1978). Bibliog.

Kaeppler, Adrienne L. "Polynesian music, Captain Cook, and the romantic movement in

Europe/' Music Educators Journal 65(3):54-60, Nov 1978. Bibliog., illus., music,

photos.

Khayyat, Shimon L. "Lullabies of Iraqi Jews," Folklore (London) 89(1): 13-22, Spring 1978.

Lieberman, Fredric. Chinese music: An annotated bibliography: Second edition; revised

and enlarged. New York: Garland Publishing, 1979. (Garland Reference Library of the

Humanities, vol. 75.) xi, 257 pp., discog.

Malm, William P. "Four seasons of the old mountain woman: An example of Japanese

nagauta text setting," Journal of the American Musicological Society 31(1):83-117,

Spring 1978. Gloss., music, photo, table, tabs.

. "Music in the Kabuki theater," in Brandon, James R., William P. Malm and

Donald H. Shively, Studies in Kabuki: Its acting, music, and historical context (Hono-
lulu: Univ. Press of Hawaii, 1978), pp. 133-75. Bibliog., discog., music.

McLean, Mervyn. "Innovations in waiata style," Yearbook of the International Folk Music

Council 9:27-37, 1977 (1978). Bibliog., music.

Menon, Raghava R. K. L. Saigal: The pilgrim of the swara. Delhi: Clarion Books, 1978. 1 1 1

pp., gloss., photos.

Okano, Ben. "Japan: Discovering its own musical diversity," Billboard 89(17):56-58, Apr
30, 1977. Photos.

Ross, Israel J. "Cross-cultural dynamics in musical traditions: The music of the Jews of

Cochin," Musica Judaica 2(l):50-72, 1977-78. Bibliog., music.

Rossen, Jane Mink. "The Suahongiof Bellona: Polynesian ritual music," Ethnomusicology
22(3):397-439, Sept 1978. Bibliog., music, tables.

Seneviratna, Anuradha. "Pancaturya ndda and the Hewisi pujd," Ethnomusicology
23(l):49-56, Jan 1979. Bibliog.

Shringy , R. K. and Prem Lata Sharma. Sah^ta-Ratna Kara of Sarnhadeva: Sanskrit text and

English translation with comments and notes: Vol. I: Treatment of Svara. Delhi: Motilal

Banarsidass, 1978. 1, 450 pp., gloss., tables.

Simon, Artur. "Types and functions of music in the Eastern Highlands of West Irian,"

Ethnomusicology 22(3):441-55, Sept 1978. Bibliog., music, table.

Soeharto, M. Kamus musik Indonesia [Dictionary of Indonesian music]. Jakarta: Penerbit
PT Gramedia, 1978. xii, 169 pp., photos.

Uzdilek, Salih Murad. ilim ve mQziki Turk musikisi uzerinde incelemeler. Istanbul: Kultur

Bakanligi, 1977. (Yaymlan, 267; Turk MQsiki Eserleri, 2.) 72 pp., diagrs., tables.

Zemp, Hugo. "Aspects of 'Are'are musical theory," Ethnomusicology 23(l):5-48, Jan 1979.

Bibliog., discog., film list, graph, illus., music.

Zeraiiska-Kominek, Stawomira. "Arabska fredniowieczna koncepcja rytmu" [Medieval
Arab conception of rhythm], see Europe section, Czekanowskiej, A. and L. Bielaws-

kiego, eds., Studia etnomuzykologiczne, pp. 7-19. Bibliog.
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Asia and Oceania recordings

Aboriginal sound instruments. Recorded and edited by Alice M. Moyle. Australian Institute

of Aboriginal Studies AIAS/14. 1977, 1978. Companion booklet by A. Moyle, [79] pp.,

bibliog., discog., illus., map, mus., photos, texts. Recorded 1963-64, 1966-68. Avail-

able from the Institute, P.O. Box 553, Canberra City, A. C. T. 2601

Papua New Guinea: Tolai traditional music from the Gazelle Peninsula. Produced by the

Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies. Recordings, text, photographs, and production

by Frederic Duvelle, with the collaboration of Jacob Simet and Apisai Enos. Larrikin

LRF-013. 1977. Descriptive brochure, [12] pp., map, photos. Recorded 1975-76. Avail-

able from Box 1432, Boroko, Papua New Guinea.

Papua New Guinea, Western Province: Traditional music of the Gizra and Bine people.

Produced by the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies. Recordings, photographs and

text by Frederic Duvelle. Larrikin LRF 031. 1978. Notes (bound in), 6 pp., map,

photos. Recorded 1976.

Blasius To Una Turtavu: Blasius To Una guitar songs of Papua New Guinea. Produced by
the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies. Recordings, text, and production by
Frederic Duvelle. Larrikin LRF 030. 1978. Notes (bound in), 2 pp., and brochure notes,

2 pp., photos by Ulli Beier, original texts and translations in English.

EUROPE

Adamic, Bojan. "Aktualna pitanja popularne muzike" [Current questions in popular music],

Zvuk no. 4:35-41, 1977. English summary.

Alberti, Eleonora Noga. "Un rasgo arcaido en el repertorio tradicional sefaradi: La
cadencia 'overt-clos'," Ficta (Buenos Aires) l(4):241-53, Sept 1977. Bibliog., music.

Andersen, Flemming G. and Thomas Pettit. "Mrs. Brown of Falkland: A singer of tales?,"

Journal of American Folklore 92(363): 1-24, Jan-Mar 1979.

Armistead, Samuel G. and Israel J. Katz. "The new editions ofDanmarks gamlefolkviser,"

Yearbook of the International Folk Music Council 9:89-95, 1977 (1978). Bibliog.

Atajan, Robert. "Twdrczos'd muzyczna ormianskich gusandw w pdznym s^redniowieczu"

[Songs from Akn: Musical works of Armenian gusans in the early Middle Ages],

Muzyka 23(2)(89):25-33, 1978. Music. English summary.

Bartdk, Bela. "Einfluss der Volksmusik auf die Kunstmusik unserer Tage" [1920], Docu-

menta Bartdkiana 5:48-51, 1977. Music.

. "Das Verhaltniss der Volksmusik zur Entwicklung der Kunstmusik unserer

Tage" [1920], ibid. 5:91-108, 1977. Music. Includes English translation.

Be'kefi, Antal. "A kofejtok dallamos munkarignuisai s jelzokialtasai" [Work rhymes and

signal calls of marble workers], Ethnographia 89(3):388-425, 1978. Bibliog., charts,

diagrs., illus., music, photos, tables. German summary.

Beulecke, Manfred. "Volkmusik im Allgau vor hundert Jahren," Sanger- und Musikanten-

zeitung 22(l):3-9, Jan-Feb 1979. Illus., music.

Bezic, Jerko. "Dostignuda i problemi etnomuzikoloske djelatnosti u SR Hrvatskoj od 1945.

do 1976. godine" [Achievements in and problems of ethnomusicological activity in the

Socialist Republic of Croatia from 1945 to 1976], Zvuk no. 2:62-74, 1977. Bibliog.

Blom, Adel Gjoestein. Foikeviser i arbeidslivet: En analyse ar visenes funksjon [Folksongs

in working life]. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1977. 365 pp., bibliog., illus., photos. Eng-

lish summary.
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Borneman, Ernest.
4tOben und Unten in Kinder- und Jugendreim: Aufgrund von Samm-

lungen in den Jahren 1960-1978," Jarhbuch fur Volksliedforschung 23:151-64, 1978.

Brastins, Arvids. Saules teiksma: Saules, saulesmeitu, dievadelu, meness, zvaigznu dainu

sakartojums un apcerejums [The myth ofthe sun: A comprehensive survey and analysis
of Latvian dainas about the sun]. Cleveland: Mara, 1977. 221 pp., illus., maps, photos.
English summary.

Breathnach, Breandan. Folk music and dances of Ireland [1971]. Dublin: Mercier Press,
1977. viii, 152 pp., bibliog., gloss., illus., music, photos, tabs. Rev. ed.

Brockpahler, Renate. "Signalhorn,
4

Riete,' Adventshorn: Volkstumliche Blasinstrumente
in Westfalen," Rheinisch-Westfalische Zeitschrift fur Volkskunde 24(l-4):30-77, 1978.

Chart, map, music, photos.

Buchan, David. "Oral tradition and literary tradition: The Scottish ballads," in Oral tradi-

tion, literary tradition: A symposium (Odense: Odense University Press, 1977), pp.
56-68.

Bunks'e, Edmunds V. "Latvian folkloristics," Journal of American Folklore 92(364): 196-

214, Apr-June 1979.

Busch, Ernst, ed. Cancionero de las Brigadas Internacionales [1938]. Madrid: Nuestra Cul-
tura, 1978. (Coleccidn Pueblos Ibericos, 5.) 189 pp., music, photos.

Calm, Cornelia. "Contribujii la cercetarea 'baladef lancu Muruz" Revista de Etnografie i

Folclor 23(2): 153-60, 1978. Diagr. French summary.

Carapezza, Paolo Emilio. "Canzoni populari alia siciliana cioe alia catanese ed alia paler-
mitana," Rivista Italiana di Musicologia 13(1): 118-41, 1978. Music.

Carlin, Richard. "The English concertina: The early years," Mugwumps 6(4):24-25, Spring
1979. Photo.

Carrillo Alonso, Antonio. El cante flamenco como expresidn y liberacidn: Las coplas
gitano-andaluzas: Una biograffa colectiva. Almeria: Editorial Cajal, 1978. (Biblioteca de
Temas Almerienses, 1.) [307] pp., bibliog., plates.

Cera, Raffaele et al. Canti popolari di S. Marco in Lamis. San Marco in Lamis: Quaderni del
Sud, 1979. 142 pp., illus., music.

Chapru, Doleta. A festival ofthe English May. Dodgeville, WI: Folklore Village Farm, 1977.
51 pp., bibliog., diagrs., illus., music, photo.

Christensen, Dieter. "Kategorien mehrstimmiger Lieder des Dorfes Gabela, Herzegovina
"

Musikforschung 30:3(M2, 1977. Bibliog., music.

Ciric, Ausan M. "Sedenjda i sedendarske pesme u luznici" [Village soirees and their ac-
companying songs], Glasnik Etnografskog Museja u Beogradu 41:175-93, 1977.

Clark, Nora Joan. "The Irish harp," American Harp Journal 6(3):3-12, Summer 1978. Illus

map, photo.

Czekanowska, Anna. "Dotychczasowe wyniki badari nad cechami staros/owiaiiskiej
muzykf ludowej i prdba ich chronologizacji" [Previous results of studies on the attri-
butes of old Slovak folk music and attempts to chronologize them], see Czekanowskiej
A. and L. Bielawskiego, eds., Studia ethnomuzykologiczne, pp. 21^8. Bibliog., music.

Czekanowskiej, Anny and Ludwika Bielawskiego, eds. Studia etnomuzykologiczne
[Etnnomusicological studies]. Wroclaw: Wydawnictwo Polskiej Akademii Nauk 1978
142 pp., bibliogs., diagr., music, tables.

Deicke, Joachim. "A broken tradition," Folk Review 8(4): 10-12, Feb 1979. German folk-
song revival.
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Deutsch, Walter.
"

"Ach, mein Seel, fang an zu singen . . .': Bemerkungen zum gegen-
wartigen Adventsingen," Sanger- und Musikantenzeitung 20(6):263-72, Nov-Dec 1977.

Music, photo.

.

"
'Bonaparte de la Marche': Musikalische Nachweise zu denAnfangen der

Blasmusik in Vorarlberg," Osterreichische Musikzeitschrift 32(9):383-95, Sept 1977.

Illus., music.

. "Zur gegenwartigen Lage der Volksmusik in Osterreich," ibid. 33(12):640^

44, Dec 1978. Photo.

Dobszay, Laszlo. "A tfpus-fogalom a magyar ndpzenekutatasban" [The concept of type in

Hungarian folk music research], Ethnographia 89(4):497-509, 1978. Bibliog., music.

German and Russian summaries.

and Janka Szendrei.
"

'Szivarvany havasan': A magyar n^pzene regi

retege'nek harmadik stflus-csoportja" [The third stylistic group in the ancient stratum of

Hungarian folk music], Nepzene e's Zenetorte'net 3:5-101, 1977. Diagr., music. English
and German summaries.

Doliner, Gorana. "Element* folklora u savremenoj muzici kompozitora Bosne i Hercego-
vine" [Elements of folklore in contemporary music of composers in Bosnia and Her-

zegovina], Zvuk no. 4:42-49, 1977. Music, tables.

Dugaw, Dianne. "Disguised women in seventeenth-century ballad, chapbook, pamphlet,
and theatre," Folklore and Mythology Studies 2:11-15, Spring 1978. Illus.

Edstrom, Karl-Olof. Den samiska musikkulturen: En kallkritisk oversikt [The Lappish
musical culture]. Goteborg: Bokmaskinen i Goteborg, 1978. (Skrifter fran Musik-
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Card, Caroline, et al., eds. Discourse in Ethnomusicology : Essays in Honor of
George List. Bloomington: Ethnomusicology Publications Group, Archives
of Traditional Music, Indiana Univ., 1978. xii, 299 p., diagrams, transcrip-

tions, photo.

Former students and colleagues of George List have produced a cohesive

collection of fourteen essays grouped around four general themes: archiving
recorded sound, theory and epistemology, methodology and technique, and
American studies. List, the inspiration for this collection, clearly follows in the

great tradition of German-American ethnomusicoiogical archivists: from Stumpf,
Abraham, and von Hornbostel who built up the Berlin Archive until he fled from

Germany in 1933, to Herzog who founded the Columbia Archive and then moved
it to Indiana in 1948. List became the director of the Archives of Traditional Music
in 1954 and remained in that position until his retirement in 1976. He has worked
with it all from Edison cylinders and aluminum discs to the highly developed
recording technology of today and has created an invaluable resource to the field

of ethnomusicology.
We learn more of who George List is in his unpretentious, folksy, and some-

times feisty interview with Louise Spear, assistant director of the Archives of

Traditional Music. As his story unfolds, the archivist emerges as a kind of interna-
tional culture hero protecting rare and beautiful recordings, the shepherd of

otherwise lost sheep.
The next essay, "The Tyranny ofThought: a Brief Polemic in the Tradition of

George List," by Nahoma Sachs, raises the issue of ethnocentrism in ethnomusi-

coiogical thought, which she views as an outgrowth of the acceptance of the

Cartesian paradigm accentuating the value of cognition. Her solution to this

"tyranny of thought" is ". . . to begin the arduous search for ontologies, epis-

temologies, theories, and methodologies which will lead us to a cultural relativism

which takes account of both individual and cultural diversity ofmind as they apply
to the cross-cultural study of music," new tyrannies, of new thoughts.? I was
disappointed that she didn't refer to the work of Blacking, Baily, et al. with their

approaches to an anthropology of the body, or to studies of brain hemisphericity,
or to the work of Nattiez, Boil&s, et al. on semiology. She could have travelled

further.

The four essays that follow on field recording, transcription, and analysis are

the nuts and bolts of a List-oriented technical education. Caroline Card's excel-

lent "Some Problems of Field Recording for Research Purposes," spiced with

insightful anecdotes from her work in Niger and Algeria, examines the effect of the

ethnomusicologist's presence on the performers and audience and that of the

ethnomusicologist's own subjectivity on the "objective" data. Ruth Stone's "Mo-
tion Film as an Aid in Transcription and Analysis of Music" is a fascinating and
readable technical account that discusses the work of List and Gerhard Kubik and
their use of frame by frame analysis of fast tempo percussion performance as a

primary transcription tool. Judith McCulloh's "What is 'the Tune'?" poses the
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problem of how to select the unit of analysis or "basic tune" in multi-versed

Anglo-American folk song. Phyllis May and Roberta Singer each tackle the thorny
issue of "Philosophical Approaches to Transcription" in similar essays that reflect

List's teaching as would any "A" paper of a dutiful student.

The final seven essays are descriptive of various genres of music in the

Americas and are important reading for ethnomusicologists whose interests lie in

acculturation, sociology, or performance event studies of music in the New World

from its roots in Europe and Africa. Frank Gillis, current director of the Archives

of Traditional Music, follows 'The Metamorphosis of a Derbyshire Ballad into a

New World Jazz Tune" through its multiple incarnations, ". . . from a medieval

ritual ballad into a brass band funeral piece." John Hasse's, "The Study of Rag-
time: a Review and Preview," is an excellently annotated historical study of the

literature relating to ragtime. Paula Tadlock's informative field study "Shape-Note

Singing in Mississippi," describes the contemporary performance and teaching

practice of this "literate folk tradition" among black and white communities.
"

'If You Don't Play Good They Take the Drums Away': Performance,
Communication and Acts in Guaguanco" Robert Friedman's subjective descrip-

tion of an Afro-Cuban performance event, is a study of communicating through

signs and cues. A significant difficulty with this otherwise informative essay was
Friedman's failure to delineate his observation and interpretation from that of the

Puerto Rican or Cuban community whose specific sociological character is never

identified. Abraham Caceres's enlightening "Preliminary Comments on the

Marimba in the Americas," is a diffusion and performance event study in organ-

oiogy based on a comparison of Guatemalan and Colombo-Ecuadorian marimba
traditions. Barbara Seitz, in "The Mexican Corrido" presents an historical study
and thematic analysis of this important mestizo ballad genre. Robert Fogal's
"Traditional Music and the Middle Class in Argentina: Context and Currents," is a

sociological account ofdevelopments that led to the folk music boom in the 1960's.

Finally, the book concludes with a comprehensive bibliography, discography, and

filmography of George List by John Hasse.

This volume of essays honors George List by presenting various aspects of

ethnomusicology of central interest to him. With few exceptions, these essays are

of interest to any ethnomusicologist concerned with issues relating to archiving,

transcription, field methods, and American studies.

Univ. of California, Berkeley David Roach

Crump, J. I. and William P. Malm, eds. Chinese and Japanese Music-Dramas.

Michigan Papers in Chinese Studies, No. 19. Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese

Studies, Univ. of Michigan, 1975. 234 p.

As scholars we are becoming resigned to what is now, for most of us, that one

opportunity each year when we renew and regenerate ourselves in the company of
our own species. At these annual meetings the need to communicate so much with
so many leaves us talking in dreamy tones about what it might be like to meet with
a small group of beings with similar interests and to pursue a single idea and have it

augmented and modified by others who may also have given it thought. Such
opportunities do occur from time to time but without the frequency enjoyed by our
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colleagues in the sciences. Certainly, anyone who has participated in a small

gathering of experts knows the keen sense of excitement generated by the dis-

covery of missing fragments of one's own puzzles, new ideas that take shape as

thoughts pass around the room, or of the sense of pleasure felt when one has been
able to help fit another's puzzle piece into place.

I believe that ethnomusicology has been handicapped by not having such

opportunities more readily available to us. Perhaps ethnomusicology meetings

produce results far too intangible and unquantifiable for holders of the purses to

want to invest in gatherings of such exotics. As a participant in a few of these

conferences, I have usually felt that the published results never seem to catch the

vitality of the actual moment. The papers never seem as integrally related as they
did when we all sat around in a room together. If the discussions are omitted from
the published results, we suspect that the best of the meeting was in the dialog that

came as a result of the papers. But either verbatim or summarized discussions in

print seem inane or stilted.

The publication of the papers from the Conference on Chinese and Japanese
Music-Dramas is just such a case. Here are a number of papers related only

generally by their connection with Chinese and Japanese drama. None of the

papers actually deals with the relationships between the two cultural traditions

except for Carl Sesar's "China vs. Japan: The Noh Play Haku Rakuten." But
Sesar's paper actually concerns how China is viewed in the Japanese Noh drama.

Each paper in the published version is followed by a transcription of the ensuing
discussion.

The papers themselves are all scholarly, thorough, and focus on the particular

topic of the writer's interest. However, Malm's paper, "The Musical Characteris-

tics and Practice of the Japanese Noh Drama in an East Asian Context," seems to

have all of these qualities and yet manages to place his subject in a broader context
and thus perhaps to provide a means of linking his subject to the others. The

papers are each in their own way informative and often fascinating. The discus-

sions have a natural tendency, when they are read away from the context of the

actual conference"room where they occurred, to fluctuate between flashes of

insight and groping for missing pieces of information that make the reader wish he

could join the discussion for a moment and perhaps help to re-establish a line of

communication. The criticism voiced here is neither of the content of the papers
nor of the discussions, rather it is the question of the effectiveness of this form of

dissemination for an exploratory conference. Clearly, it was an opportunity for a

group of specialists in somewhat related areas of interest to come together and
discover areas in the development of these forms that might be parallel, related, or

contrastive. The papers were intended as starting points for the stimulation ofideas

in these areas ofmutual interest. One almost senses that now, after this conference,
the participants are ready to undertake a conference focussing on the interrelated-

ness of these forms and a consideration of the reasons for their apparent differ-

ences. The further pursuit of these ideas, more closely interrelated, would, indeed,

be most welcome. More than the individual, factual expositions and the important
information that appears in the discussions, it is the accumulated perception and

insights gained by this group of experts that so strongly suggests another such

gathering might well produce results unattainable by any other means.

Univ. of Washington Robert Gariias
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Dumont, Jean-Paul. The Headman and I: Ambiguity and Ambivalence in the

Fieldworking Experience. Austin: The Univ. ofTexas Press, 1978. 200 p., 6 p.

bibliog., 5 p. index, charts, illus. $12.95.

The intent of this book is to consider the interaction between an anthropolo-

gist and his subjects, that is, to investigate the development of an intercultural

encounter. This is not an ethnography; the author's 1976 publication provides a

highly readable ethnography of Panare culture and a useful (though not necessary)

adjunct to the volume being reviewed.

Dumont traces his intellectual growth and frustration during his field research

among the Panare Indians of Venezuelan Guiana. He attempts an inquiry into the

changing "who am I, the anthropologist?"; "who are they, the Panare?"; and

"what is the relationship between us?" In the three chapters of Part I, "Entering

the Field," Dumont's approach to fieldwork, his first meetings with the Panare,

and the reactions of the Panare, the Creole intermediaries, and the fieldworker

himself are presented through descriptions and analyses of actual events. The

anthropologist finally acquires existence for the Panare when his originally joking

adoption allows for his categorization as a social identity, although its maintenance

may be ambiguous.
This leads into Part II, "Social Insertion," a four-chapter discussion of

Panare social relations, which may appear rather complex to some ethnomusicolo-

gists. The kinship charts and their varying forms are not, however the main inter-

est to ethnomusicologists or to the author; rather, Dumont is concerned with

ambiguous and contradictory explanations, with conflicts between the informant-

investigator relationship and the emerging, more subjective involvements issues

familiar to all fieldworkers.

The three chapters of Part III, "Cross-Ethnic Transactions," focus on the

relationships of Panare with the outside world, with Creoles as well as with such

representatives of Venezuelan society as government agents and missionaries. In

addition, Dumont discusses the varying resistance to or acceptance of culture

change imposed by these outside forces affecting the Panare, as well as the Panare

reaction to the anthropologist seen as a member of Western culture.

For the ethnomusicologist, The Headman and Imay appear somewhat bare of

interesting material on music or musicians. However, a careful reading will provide
the researcher with a stimulating exposition of the process ofone anthropologist's

confrontation with reality and his efforts to make theoretical sense from highly

ambiguous data, problems constantly faced by fieldworkers in ethnomusicology.
We can also appreciate Dumont's successful effort to maintain the individuality of

his subjects. The Panare do not become a mass mentality; generalizations arise

from and return to specific individuals in particular circumstances.

The field of ethnomusicology lacks such a philosophical, subjective treatise;

in fact, ethnomusicologists have seemingly found it difficult to admit to or discuss

in depth their own developing participation in fieldwork, much less that of indi-

vidual subjects (see Gourlay 1978). Although there is technical material available

to the ethnomusicologist and a great deal of evidence on the existence ofdilemmas
in fieldwork in ethnomusicology and anthropology, The Headman and I is one of
the most effective of the few publications that illustrate the retention of the re-

searcher and the subjects of research as living, thinking, changing individuals.

Heradon, Virginia Susan Aitel
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Gottlieb, Robert. The Major Traditions ofNorth Indian Tabla Drumming. Miin-

chen: Musikverlag Katzbichler, 1977. viii, 205 p. text, 223 p. transcriptions,

bibliog., glossary, photos, 2 cassettes. DM 150.-

Robert Gottlieb's interest in materials that introduce the tabld to Westerners

has resulted in two well documented records and now a book with cassette record-

ings. The book aims to give a "representative survey of the major traditions of

solo tabld drumming" (p. vii) with transcribed recordings of Ustad Inam Ali Khan,
Ustad Keramatullah Khan, Ustad Wazid Hussain, Pandit Kishan Maharaj, Ustad

Habibuddin Khan, and Ustad Alia Rakha of the Delhi, Farukhabad, Lucknow,
Benares, Ajrada, and Punjab traditions, respectively. Gottlieb's intention is to

provide a basis for a "comparative study" (p. viii) of tabld style (bdj) as performed

by the principal family traditions (ghardne). Although this study is not a detailed

stylistic comparison, it is a careful examination of the individual styles of these

exponents as expressed in these performances.
The transcriptions are generally accurate, although several omissions can be

noted. There are no tempo markings, although tempo is an extremely important
factor in a performer's selection of material. A traditional omission, which

Gottlieb maintains, is of the thekd (a stylized time-keeping composition embody-
ing characteristic features of the tdl). Since not one of the performers ever plays
the simple tin tdl thekd included in the back of the book, it would have been of

interest to compare performances of it. A noticeable omission of performed ma-
terial occurs in Inam Ali Khan's first qd'idd, between parts one and two, in which
a version of the qd'idd is played but not notated.

Although most of the theory and terminology in this book has already been
discussed by others, Gottlieb offers a convenient compilation. It has been pub-
lished but inadequately described (Goswami 1957), thoroughly probed but unpub-
lished (Stewart 1974), or published and well discussed but in a South Asian lan-

guage (Sharma 1973). Nevertheless, Gottlieb's information must be read carefully.

Statements such as "tintal is perceived as an assymmetrical [sic] rhythmic pattern"

(p. 38) must be read as the author's opinion and not as an established part of tdl

theory. He often neglects to name sources; for example, when he gives the dura-

tion of a mdtrd (beat) in various lays (tempo/subdivision) in seconds or the names
of the divisions of lay. Sometimes, his wording is inaccurate or misleading, as

when he describes the sound of the stroke td as the "fundamental pitch" (p. 21).

The stroke has an important musical quality, being tuned to the principal drone

note, but it is acoustically a partial (see Murphy 1965).

Perhaps the most important aspect of the work, along with the performances
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and transcriptions, is the analysis. Part of the analysis follows a straightforward
identification and explanation of the standard compositional units such as mohrd,
dohrd, and tihdi. The other part takes a fairly radical approach to examining
improvisational development in tabla performance. Gottlieb suggests that a basic

composition, such as a qd'ida, can be perceived as a string of isolatable motifs,
which are systematically developed in much the way North Indian classical singers
follow suarprasrar(seQ Jairazbhoy 1961 ). This development can be direct, from the

first to the last motif, but more often he shows it to follow a subtle route, some-
times starting with internal motifs and backtracking to the first before progressing.
His analysis of this technique, as employed in the recorded performances that

accompany the work, is thorough, although his conciseness sometimes hampers
easy comprehension. A further complication is added by discrepancies between
Gottlieb's page references and the numbers on the pages to which he refers. This
can be remedied by adding two page numbers to references for the first two

performances, three for the third, and four for the last three.

The Major Traditions ofNorth Indian Tabla Drumming, despite difficulties, is

certainly the most detailed English publication on the subject. The work will

hopefully entice scholars to examine tabla performance and tdl more closely.

Univ. of California, Los Angeles Gordon R. Thompson
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Lamas, Dulce Martins. Pastorinhas, Pastoris, Presepios e Lapinhas. Rio de
Janeiro: Grafica Oliinpica Editora LTDA, 1978. 172 p., music, illustrations

(18), songs (74), Portuguese.

The purpose of this study, as stated by the author at the close of her introduc-
tory chapter, is to describe "two groups of 'Pastorinhas' . . . attempting to com-
pare them, whenever possible, with other celebrations performed with the same
motivation in other cultural areas of Brazil" (p. 33). These "Pastorinhas" or,
roughly translated, Christmas "shepherds' plays," include the "Pastorinhas do
Egito" of the Morro de Sao Carlos, which is performed in the context ofurban Rio
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de Janeiro, and the "Pastorinhas de Itacurusa" of the tiny fishing village of

Itacuruga, Ex-Estado do Rio. Later in the book, performances of a "Pastoril"

from Itapissunga, Pernambuco and a "Reisado" from Aracajii, Sergipe, are de-

scribed and compared in cursory fashion with the above-mentioned "pastorinhas"
of southeastern Brazil.

The attention of the book is focused more upon the description of certain

aspects of contemporary Brazilian folk drama than any more specifically ethno-

musicological matters. As such, each of the four cultural performances dealt with

is described with respect to its cast of characters and the story line these charac-

ters dramatize. Song texts are included in order of their performance, together
with musical transcriptions of their basic melodic lines. No attention is given,

unfortunately, to the musical accompaniment provided by the associated instru-

mental ensembles, though the name of each instrument is listed.

Choreographic description is similarly incomplete. Though general informa-

tion in the form of stage directions is provided, indicating where a particular
character sings which songs, for example, there is no information concerning the

nature of the dance steps that accompany his movement to that location. In the

description of the "Pastorinhas de Itacurugai" for instance, we are given very
little idea as to what the dance actually looks like. We are told the dancing "be-

comes more energetic" (p. 88), that the "Velho" ("Old Man") and the "Campo-
nesa" ("Peasant Girl") dance together" (p. 91), or that the "Cagador"
("Hunter") reaches the center "using the regular movements" (p. 105), but we
never get a more detailed description of the characteristic choreography than the

passage in which the "Borboleta" ("Butterfly") is said to "leave her place with

her hands on her hips . . . singing her part slowly, attempting to express herself

with her body according to the sense of the accompanying texts" (p. 85).

Of particular interest is the author's explanation that neither the "Pastorinhas
do Egito" nor the "Pastorinhas de Itacuru^a" has been performed since 1965 and

1966, respectively, due to lack of public support. She later notes that the analo-

gous folk dramas of northeastern Brazil, the "Reisados," as performed today,

may "be considered good examples of the breakdown of the 'Bailes Pastoris'
"

described by such scholars of the 1940's and 1950's as Carlos Ott, Silvio Romero,
and Melo Morais Filho (p. 159). This "degeneration" has occurred to such an
extent that where the coloris of the two traditional factions central to the dramati-

zationthe "Cordao AzuT and the "Cordao Encarnado" (the "Blue File" and
the "Red File")once symbolic of the Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ, are today
"representative of the two most prestigious soccer teams of the city" (p. 165).

Finally, the author expresses her dismay that in the urban centers of the Brazilian

northeast, the term "Pastoril" itself has become associated with "a kind of cele-

bration, entirely profane, that, while enacted during the Christmas season, is

performed by people of the lowest social and moral status . . . and often comes to

a clpse with fighting, deaths, and police intervention" (p. 136). Earlier (p. 30),

Lanias noted that these "profane spectacles" often featured the participation of
"near-naked women dancing to the most sensual and provocative rhythms, sing-

ing pornographic songs and telling indecent jokes." While a detailed investigation
into the socio-cultural causes of this profound disruption of the continued reen-

actment of this once highly esteemed folk tradition might have provided a fruitful

field of study for the interested "urban ethnomusicologist," this information here

serves only to partially explain that the most recent of the author's data was
collected in 1968, a full decade before having reached publication.
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As this study was not undertaken from an ethnomusicological perspective,

then, it must not be evaluated as such. While its 74 melodic transcriptions and 18

photographs were collected from three non-specialists attending a class given by

the author at the Conservatdrio Brasileiro de Miisica in 1964, they may collectively

provide the basis for a more intensive study of such phenomena. Not until the final

two pages of the book (p. 171-2) does the author make the ethnomusicologically

significant observation that there is a great deal of musical and textual hetero-

geneity inherent within each of the four performances studied. She notes that

while some of the musical or textual materials may be traced to medieval poets,

others are the creations ofknown contemporary artists, while still others appear to

have roots in regional folk traditions. Thus, it appears that for the ethnomusicolo-

gist interested in the diachronic study of musical folklore as a living, ever-changing

process particularly in the context of a developing urban society a good point

at which to take up the study of the Brazilian "Pastorinha" is precisely where

Dulce Martins Lamas leaves off.

Univ. of Texas, Austin William J. Gradante

Neptune, John Kaizan. ShakuhachL Published by the author, 2-10-12 Kayayama,

Niiza-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan 352, 1978. 67 p. & Cassette.

The ethnomusicologist is customarily cast in the role of observer and re-

corder; for him to become a recognized leading virtuoso of the instrument he is

studying is most unusual. John Kaizan Neptune enjoys this distinction and it should

occasion no surprise that his Shakuhachi method is of unusual interest and merit.

When Neptune took up the study of the Shakuhachi in 1971 he brought to it a

professional musical background that included the trumpet, baritone horn, and

drums. During succeeding years he travelled to Japan and received the Shihan

(Master Teacher) degree from the Tozan-ryu (as well as his professional name

Kaizan) and graduated from the University of Hawaii in Ethnomusicology. He

presently resides in Tokyo with his wife, playing, studying, and teaching the

Shakuhachi and composing for it including pieces especially commissioned for

TV and theatre combining the Shakuhachi with other ethnic instruments.

Neptune has brought to the Shakuhachi a variety of new techniques, which

have propelled him to the forefront of virtuoso performers, bringing to the finger-

ing of the instrument the rhythmic cadences that a professional drummer com-

mands and breaking new ground in exploiting that most flexible of all flute em-

bouchements, the Shakuhachi uta-guchi. These new capabilities of the instrument

are being systematically explored in Neptune's compositions. A series of records

devoted to these is planned.
His Shakuhachi method does not, of course, scale these heights. It does give

the student a very thorough grounding in the basics of the instrument using the

notation of the Tozan-ryu a notation unquestionably more logical and suitable

for the student than the more familiar Kinko-ryu notation. Neptune has gone to

particular pains to offer a series of graded exercises comprising pieces composed
specifically for this purpose as well as traditional Japanese melodies in order to

develop the student's command ofthe instrument systematically. The accompany-
ing cassette is invaluable in that it gives the student a clear picture of what he is
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trying to accomplish. A remarkably complete fingering chart is included, demon-

strating the full three-octave range of the instrument a range which few, other

than the author, will successfully command.
To anyone interested in the Shakuhachi, whether as an instrument of Zen

meditation or as the most flexible member of the flute family, Neptune's Shaku-

hachi method and cassette will prove of enormous interest.

London and Aspen Dan E. Mayers

Nersessian, Vrej, ed. Essays on Armenian Music. London: Kahn & Averill, 1978,

222 p., tables, music illus. 6.95

Armenian music is a subject that has been of interest to scholars in the West

only superficially. The few publications by European experts are mostly outdated,

and others by Armenian ethnomusicologists are largely inaccessible due to lan-

guage.

Essays on Armenian Music is a collection of seven articles four in German,
two in French and one in English photographically reproduced from previous

publications. Abstracts of all the articles in foreign languages are included in

English, with one exception, as well as an introduction by the editor, Vrej

Nersessian, head of the Armenian section in the Department of Oriental Manu-

scripts and Printed Books at the British Library in London.
This work should be of interest to the student of Middle Eastern music,

because two important topics concerning the rich musical heritage of Armenian
civilization are analyzed and discussed: the nature of ekphonetic notation and the

structure of octoechos. In "Armenische Chasen," Atajan traces the evolution of

ekphonetic notation, employed by Armenians, from its initial form simple signs

calling for special inflections to manifest grammatical idiosyncrasies to its later

stages of development, elaborate patterns whose exact nature is not entirely clear.

In another article, "Die Armenische Professionelle Liederkunst des Mittelalters,"

he discusses various musical structures used by Armenian professional musicians

between the fifth and twelfth centuries and analyzes the architectonic design of

these forms. In still another essay, "Elemente der Mehrstimmigkeit in der Ar-

menischen Volkmusik," Atajan examines elements ofpolyphony in Armenian folk

music and shows various modes of its popular usage through music examples.
An article by Serkoyan, Tahmizian, and Outlier, "Recherches sur la gen&se

de Toctoechos arm&iien," describes the eight melody-types used in the Hymnal
and the Psalmbook of the Armenian Apostolic Church. In "Les anciens manu-
scrits musicaux armeniens et les questions relatives a leur dechiffrement," by
Tahmizian, the contents of various religious manuscripts of the Middle Ages are

examined, the ekphonetic signs employed in these documents discussed and their

development throughout the centuries traced. "Komitas Vardapet and His Con-

tribution to Ethnomusicology," by Poladian, is a translated summary of an essay

by Komitas. Perhaps the most outstanding Armenian scholar in the field of music,
Komitas describes the peasants' actual creation of folk songs. In the last article in

this collection, "Monodische Denkmaler Alt-Armeniens," Tahmizian analyzes
the monophonic masterpieces of ancient Armenian sacred music and discusses the

modes of chanting in Armenian Psalmody.
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Since The Institute of Armenian Music, the sponsor of Essays on Armenian
Music, plans to bring out other similar publications, it is useful to focus on edi-

torial details rather than on the articles themselves, which, in general, are schol-

arly. It is important in a collection of this kind to create a uniformity of stylistic

elements, to avoid confusion and doubt, and achieve clarity and precision. It is

also essential to have a specific editorial viewpoint to ensure continuity and struc-

tural balance within the framework of the entire book. However, more serious are

matters involving content: interchangeable use of the terms "neume" and

"ekphonetic signs," which are not synonymous; incorrect translation, such as

"Les anciens manuscrits musicaux armeniens et les questions relatives leur

dechiffrement" to "Ancient Manuscripts and the Decipherment of Khazes"
rather than "Ancient Armenian Music Manuscripts and Questions Related to

Their Decipherment"; inaccurate summaries of articles, e.g., the abstract to

Atajan's "Eiemente der Mehrstimmigkeit in der Armenischen Volkmusik," which
is completely unrelated to the subject matter; and, wrong usage of the English

language, such as "neumatic research" rather than research in neumatic notation,
and "professional music" instead of music by professionals. Such points require
careful attention and scrupulous editing. Finally, the compilation of articles in

several languages in a book is not only impractical but frustrating to many readers.

Essays on Armenian Music is elegantly bound and contains reproductions of
several historic manuscripts. One hopes this collection will arouse the interest of
other scholars, so that similar publications will follow. This work makes available,
in one volume, articles that otherwise might not be easily accessible.

New York City ahan Arzruni

Royce, Anya Peterson. The Anthropology ofDance. Bloomington: Indiana Univ.

Press, 1977. xvi, 238 p., index, notes, bibliog. $15.00.

Scholarly treatments of the dance have always been problematic subjects for
British and North American anthropologists alike. For a start, on both sides of the
Atlantic, it is a shared popular and academic myth that definitive works on the

subject already exist; that somewhere we can find cogent theoretical, historical,
and practical statements concerning dancing and its relation (or non-relation) to
other aspects of social structures, to human evolution, or to the relative impor-
tance of the dance considered as one cultural phenomenon among others. The
many frustrations and tensions generated by often uneasy co-existence and am-
biguous correlations between scholarly and artistic interests that have marked,
e.g., the rise and development of every dance department in the United States
since 1918 are ignored by most writers and commentators. Serious interdisciplin-
ary conflicts are verbally glossed as "political in-fighting" or "pettiness" or so
the arguments run.

Instead, we are now offered a vague myth ofconsensus: a kind of rosy picture
of a new sub-discipline (i.e., an "anthropology ofdance"), which will somehow be
richer and more purposeful than either of its parent disciplines straight social or
cultural anthropology or "the dance" alone. We are invited to imagine a compara-
tively conflict-free academic pursuit, meant to lead aspiring students to advanced
degrees and professional legitimation, where a sense of mission must lead to better
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and more ideal things than any that have preceded it. So it is that the underlying
consensual evaluation of Royce's recent book seems to absorb all the theoretical,

historical, and practical ills of social and cultural anthropology and the dance into a
vision of "programs" where past and present needs will find comfort in future

profusion. "Satis superque" if we can relinquish our doubt, our skepticism, and
believe that (p. 178):

The anthropology of dance, more so even than other subareas [sic] of anthro-

pology, has both means and background to make statements founded on research

^tx>ut aesthetics and creativity as they apply to dance. That we have not yet done

sofcu-umply because we need to have the tools of structural analysis [according to

Le'vi-Strauss or Radcliffe-Brown?] applied and tested. Knowing now that struc-

tural analysis is possible and having several good examples of it, we may use it as

it should be used, as a tool, as a means to an end.

On the whole, myths of consensus are fairly untrustworthy. There is a sense
in which they tend to shortchange historiographies, whether of the Social or Bio-

logical Sciences, Philosophy, Aesthetics, or Education. These are still the disci-

plines upon which the dance depends for its intellectual claims to existence in a

University setting. Few would disagree that the dance, seen as including all the

dances of humanity, forms an impressive and interesting data-base. All of the

theoretical and intellectual difficulties arise, however, when we begin to consider

how these data are to be handled.

Royce seems to recognize the general problem but her answers are fundamen-

tally unsatisfactory. The fact that she offers an answer makes The Anthropology of
Dance less a textbook on Anthropology or Dance (which it is evidently meant to

be) than a personalized extension of her own ethnography. Excellent though the

ethnography is (see, e.g., p. 15-16; 27-31; 10&-31; 140-53), what are students or

any of us to do with it? It is possible, through ethnography, to unravel, clarify, or

introduce various kinds of theoretical and practical problems (viz. Needham 1973),
but there is an important difference between Needham's approach and Royce's
use of ethnography as an implied model for research to be copied by others who
have no background in anthropology themselves.

Presumably this book is meant to form the basis for courses of "dance an-

thropology" or "dance ethnology" in departments of dance, but here we en-

counter a major source of confusion: to my knowledge, there is no "anthropology
of dance" as a "sub-field" or "sub-area" of anthropology. True, there are at this

writing six or eight persons who have had long experience with dancing of numer-
ous kinds who are fully qualified in anthropology to a Doctoral level, of which

Anya Royce is one. For most of us, the anthropology of dance is a personal

specialization, just as sports, ritual or ceremony, cooking or weaving might repre-
sent personal specializations. Along these lines we could imagine an anthropology
of speaking, or of hundreds of other things that represent specific bodies of data.

These personal interests are not, however, "sub-disciplines" as, for example, the

anthropology of religion, politics, economics, ecology, and such. The distinction

consists of the fact that a specialization is data-oriented; a sub-discipline is idea-

oriented.

Although Royce tells us that "The field [of anthropology of dance] has grown
beyond the stage where each new scholar essentially reinvents it in isolation,

unaware of those few others with similar interests" (p. 217), it would seem that the

major intent of her book is precisely to re-invent, if not anthropology itself, then
this "new field" in anthropology. It is an ambitious undertaking. In my view, one
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too ambitious to emerge triumphant over myriad real difficulties of which "those

few" of us with similar interests are all too aware. It is with genuine regret

therefore, that one cannot fully appreciate the fresh brevity and simplicity with

which Royce handles complexities like the definitional problem (Chapter 1), sys-

tems of writing movement (Chapter 2), or "foundations for future directions in

research" (Chapter 4), and much more. It seems odd, too, in the context of

modern social science, that 230 pages of text can be produced by an acknowledged

expert in which there are no unfavorable comments about any theory or method

expounded by any author. Even Curt Sachs is quoted with approval and the

choreometrics project is rated "excellent." Apparently, enough "collegiality" now
exists among dance specialists that our disagreements are masked. Do we not thus

lead the untutored to believe by this that all ideas are equal and equally valid?

It is also with regret that one has to draw attention to a major methodological

fallacy to which every social science has at some time fallen heir: the belief that if

enough information is "stock-piled" on a basis of systematic techniques of en-

quiry (i.e., anthropology as a "conceptual tool-bag"), the whole enterprise will in

future yield "truth" or, failing that, sound theories. Neither truth nor theory is a

product of data collection, no matter how well gathered or described. It therefore

seems reasonable to protest when we are told: "Now that our techniques for

collecting data are more or less adequate to the task, we must apply them and
ouselves to the end of filling this gap [of a lack ofgood descriptive studies]. Good
description is ultimately the foundation for all else we might wish to do" (p. 217).

In spite of a weak disclaimer, the impression given is that data collection is an end
in itself.

What can one say when a honored colleague offers an entree of treacle tart in

place ofa meat course? The Anthropology ofDance is a nice book, written for nice

people with nice students who wish to give and receive good impressions; who
want above all to "please," but one wonders through it all how much real interest

there is in the pursuit of knowledge or truth.

Univ. of Pennsylvania Drid Williams
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Shulman, Frank Joseph. Doctoral Dissertations on China, 1971-1975: A Bibli-

ography of Studies in Western Languages. Seattle: Univ. of Washington
Press, 1978. xx, 331 p. $6.95 paperbound.

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about this bibliography is the "phenome-
nal development" that it documents (p. xi):

Between 1945 and 1970, approximately 2200 dissertations dealing in some way
with Chinese affairs were completed in Australia, central and Western Europe,
and North America. . . . Nearly as many dissertations have been accepted by
institutions of higher learning since then.
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Were such a growth rate to continue, within 3 years these institutions would be

producing more than 2200 PhD's daily!

The present volume, a sequel to Doctoral Dissertations on China (1945-1970)

by Shulman and Leonard H. D. Gordon (Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 1972,

now out of print), includes 1802 dissertations arranged by topic. Within each topic

the titles are in chronological order. Three indexes allow access via author, institu-

tion, or subjects ancillary to main topics. Most entries carry full data on availa-

bility, citation of abstract publication, data on subsequent publication in book

form, and a brief annotation. The extent of detail and thoroughness of coverage is

evidence of Shulman's painstaking care and dedication. A thoughtful touch is

inclusion ofa chapter on availability of dissertations, giving the policies and proper
contacts for major institutions both domestic and foreign.

There are 17 dissertations on music, cross-references to 3 more. Specialists

will, of course, find potentially relevant titles listed under other topic headings
such as Literature or Anthropology. Shulman has not attempted to provide cross-

references or index to material carried within the body of dissertations this

would require full reading of all dissertations listed, a task beyond the scope of a

general bibliography. Thus, for example, one cannot tell whether information on

music will be found in Richard Strassberg's study of the 17th-century opera The

Peach Blossom Fan (entry 1029, Drama sub-section, p. 144). One also regrets that

MA theses are not included, since they are more difficult to track down yet

frequently of value in ethnomusicology. (Hence one is reminded of the need for an

updated edition of Gillis and Merriam's bibliography of theses and dissertations.)

In brief, this is an important reference tool, expertly conceived and executed,

useful to anyone researching topics in Chinese area studies.

Univ. of Washington Fredric Lieberman

BRIEFLY MENTIONED

George, Luvenia A. Teaching the Music ofSix Different Cultures in the Modern

Secondary School. West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Company,
1976.

This book is clearly intended to fill the void of materials on ethnic music for

use in the secondary school. African, Black American, American Indian, Jewish,

Hawaiian, Mexican, and Puerto Rican cultures and their music are presented in

the book in a simple and fairly undistorted manner. There is a list of film distribu-

tors, record manufacturers, and other resources for classroom use. This is proba-

bly one of the better books of its kind to come along in recent years, and should be

a valuable resource for anyone attempting to introduce ethnic music in the

secondary school setting. (M.H.)
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Kaeppler, Adrienne L., ed. CORD Dance Research Annual VII, Reflections and

Perspectives on Two Anthropological Studies ofDance. New York: Commit-
tee on Research in Dance, 1976.

Adrienne Kaeppler is one of those individuals who always produces good
work, and this publication is no exception; however, its main utility is to those

interested in the history and development of dance ethnography, rather than to

current or projective theoretical approaches. (M.H.)

Lidov, David. On Musical Phrase. Monographies de se'miologie et d'analyses
musicales. Montreal: Groupe de Re'cherches en Se'miologie Musicale, Faculte'

de Musique, Universite de Montreal, 1975. 4 papers, 99 p., music.

This monograph series was undertaken to provide an outlet for serious analy-

ses, mostly semiological, which were either too long or too involved for publica-

tion elsewhere. Lidov's monograph, while addressing Western music, raises

several questions of value to anyone attempting to identify and deal with supra-

segmental bits of musical information. (M.H.)

Podnos, Theodor H. Bagpipes and Tunings. Detroit: Information Coordinators,

1974. 105 p., 20 p. photos, drawings, charts, music, tunings, bibliog., index,

bagpipe name index. $9.50.

This book clearly deserves more thorough and more specialized treatment;

however, international mails have conspired to prevent its review by an expert.
While there are numerous publications concerning particular musical instruments,
books on bagpipes are rare. This one is of special value because it reflects the

author's concern with tunings and their implications. This concern ultimately
raises more questions than it answers, and may well serve as an impetus to further

study of a comparative and of a specific nature. (M.H.)

Rabin, Carol P. A Guide to Music Festivals in America. Stockbridge, Massachu-
setts: The Berkshire Traveller Press, 1979. 199 p., pen-and-ink sketches,

index, suggested reading list. $4.95

As more and more professors assign their students the task of finding and

observing music first-hand, we desperately need more sources of musical per-
formance where the tyro will be both welcome and unobtrusive. Rabin's book
provides a valuable resource for anyone interested in attending some of the wide

range of music festivals in the U.S. More than 120 festivals are listed here, accord-

ing to category: folk, bluegrass, country, pops, jazz, and classical formats are
included. This is an economical alternative to the more comprehensive, and more
expensive, publications of this kind now on the market. (M.H.)
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Polyphonies des lies Salomon (Guadalcanal et Savo) (Collection Musee de

THomme). Recordings by Hugo Zemp. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Le
Chant du Monde LDX 74 663. Stereo-mono. Jacket notes in French and
English, map, photos.

Zemp's tenth record from the Solomon Islands (see References Cited) and his

first available in stereo presents recordings from two adjacent Melanesian Islands

centrally located in the archipelago: Guadalcanal (Side A), with the capital city

Honiara, is the largest island of the Solomons and has 35,000 inhabitants; and Savo
(Side B), lying 12 miles north of Guadalcanal, is only four miles in diameter with a

population of 1500. A previous record by Zemp from Guadalcanal (1973b) contains
music of two groups of people east of Honiara: one from the mountains and one
from the north coast; the current recordings were made by a people west of

Honiara, from a valley hi the Honiata region. Although the music is still in use, it

was performed especially for these recordings.
Printed on a three-panel record jacket are the commentary, a cover photo-

graph in color, four black and white photos, a map, and stroboscope diagrams
showing the scales and intervals of the four panpipes in the ensemble (these

diagrams may be compared to those of the instruments on Zemp 1973b). Singers
are named, but no texts for the songs are given. The stereophonic recordings,
flawless in quality, permit clear separation of voices.

Of the 19 pieces, 14 are vocal and five played by a Guadalcanal panpipe
ensemble (Savo has vocal music only). Musical genres appearing on both this

record and the earlier Guadalcanal disc are women's rope songs, silaru sitting

songs, lullabies, and panpipe ensembles. There is overlapping of song types on
Guadalcanal and Savo, their musics having much in common. Savo people visit

the larger neighboring islands and, according to the notes here, both panpipe
ensembles from Guadalcanal and rope songs from Savo were used on musical
tours. Song types present on this record are: laalaa (Savo), a song performed by
men and women (one song); vlvi (Savo), a sitting dance for women (two songs);

nyuba nunuli (Savo), a lullaby in four parts (the lullaby on Zemp 1973b is sung in

two parts); silaru (Savo), a sitting dance performed here by men and women with

rhythmic gasping by the men (two songs; the silaru on Zemp 1973b is performed
with rhythmic panting by seated men); rope women's songs from both Guadal-
canal (seven songs) and from Savo (one song) are exemplified (Zemp explains that

although rope "designates a round rhythmically accompanied by rattles attached

to the feet" on both islands, the soqgs are performed here without dancing; the

rope on Zemp 1973b are women's dances performed with ankle rattles).

Two characteristics differentiate Guadalcanal panpipe ensembles from those

of Malaita Island: double-seried panpipes are used, pipes of the second row being

open at the bottom to provide harmonics lacking in the closed tubes, and the drone

part is continuous. The Guadalcanal ensembles on both records are played at

important traditional festivities and particularly for commemorative funeral feasts.

The formation seems to be similar to that of the kau hesa ensemble shown in

Figure 14 of Zemp 1973b in that the musicians face each other in two lines.

The rihe mumu ensemble on this record has four panpipes and a variable

473
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number of drone instruments (12 here), whistles, and open tubes played like

trumpets (formerly, the musicians danced as well). The panpipes have a range of
two octaves plus a sixth, the middle octave being divided into seven intervals of a
whole tone or less (from 143 to 214 cents), and the lower octave having four wider
intervals (from 191 to 486 cents). Characteristic for the contrapuntal vocal and
instrumental style of both islands are several voice parts and a drone, all parts

ending in unison at the close of the piece or stanza. In his notes, Zemp gives terms
for the polyphonic parts in the respective languages and in translation. The vocal

parts, for example, are:

Guadalcanal: nginia
1 Savo: savosavo

Voice 1:

Voice 2:

Voice 3:

(chorus)
Additional voices:

hihinda ("opens")
tumuri ("follows")

ngungulu ("growls")

nyagogu ("before")

buringa ("after")

salanguru. ("growl behind")

ngurunguru (
'

'growling
' '

;

rhythmic gasping in the

silaru)

geregere (an octave above
the final tone in the rope)

Many musical characteristics revealed on earlier records recur here: wide
melodic range (up to 21 semitones on Side A and 20 semitones on Side B), falsetto
and yodel-like changes in vocal register at the top of the range, humming, a
profusion of sectional markers, and relatively few words in the song texts. A new
singing style is also presented on this disc: the amazing vocal technique of the
Guadalcanal rope soloists who produce powerful tones without any effort visible
in their neck muscles. Each of these rope songs ends with a downward glissando
closing the final note.

This record is a partial result of a survey of the music of several Solomon
Island societies conducted by Zemp during two years in the field; these years were
devoted mainly to an intensive study of one group, the 'Are'are of Malaita. With
this disc Zemp continues to develop a valuable body of documentation on the
music of the Solomon Islands; such documentation will, in the future, provide a
substantial basis for comparative studies.

Danish Folklore Archives, Copenhagen Jane Mink Rossen

NOTE

1. Nginia belongs to the Melanesian branch of the Austronesian language family, while
savosavo is a non-Austronesian language.

REFERENCES CITED
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197 la Musique polynesienne traditionelle d'Ontong Java (lies Salomon), Vols. 1-2

1972a (Collection Musee de rHomme). Vogue LD 785, LDM 30 109.

I972b Musique de Luangiua: Atoll d'Ontong Java. One 7" 45 rpm disc. Commentary in

French. Socie'te' des Amis du Musee de FHomme. Extrait du catalogue de 1'exposi-
tion "La ddcouverte de la polynesie." Paris.

1973a Fataleka and Baegu Music: Malaita, Solomon Islands (Unesco Musical Sources

Collection). One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. Phillips 6586 018.

1973b Musique de Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands (International Folk Music Council,

Anthologie de la musique populaire). One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. Ocora OCR 74.

1978 'Are'are, un peuple melanesien et sa musique. One 1" 33 1/3 rpm disc. Commen-
tary in French. Stereo-mono. Editions du Seuil. Paris.

Music of the Maya-Quiches of Guatemala: The Rabinal Achi and Baile de la

Canastas. Recorded by Henrietta Yurchenco. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978.

Folkways FE 4226. Notes by Henrietta Yurchenco, 12 pp., photos, mus. ex.

The student of the music of the Guatemalan highlands is fortunate indeed to

be able to add this disc to his collection. Its value lies chiefly in the uniqueness of

its contents, and that it contains the earliest recordings of Guatemalan Indian

music yet to be commercially available. Previous examples of highland Maya
music of Guatemala are recorded on Asch 4212, Folkways FE 4213, and Muse'e de

1'Homme LD 45 1.

Henrietta Yurchenco, many of whose recordings of Mexican music made in

the 1940's have long been available, now presents the recordings made in Guate-

mala during a two-month stay in 1945. Her pioneer efforts in the folk music of

these two countries were made "with a Presto 'portable' disc recorder and a small

gasoline-driven generator" (see Stanford 1969). This extensive project was funded

by the Library of Congress, the Departamentos de Educacidn of Mexico and

Guatemala, and the Interamerican Indian Institute.

Represented by musical examples are the towns of Chajul, Nebaj, and

Chichicastenango in the department of El Quiche; Rabinal in Baja Verapaz (not in

El Quiche, as listed in the notes to Side 1, Band 5); San Juan Chamelco in Alta

Verapaz, and Momostenango in Totonicapan. Although the title of the album
indicates that the music comes from the Maya-Quiche's, the "Baile de las Canas-

tas" and other items from Chajul (Side 1, Bands 2, 3, 6; Side 2, Band 6) and those

from Nebaj (Side 2, Bands 3b and 5) come from Ixils, a branch ofthe Mam-, not the

Quiche-, Maya family. With two exceptions, the disc contains instrumental music,
selections on the 13 bands falling into three main categories: music for the accom-

paniment of dance-dramas, music for cofradia rituals honoring the images of the

saints, and popular dance music.

Most selections are excerpts from performances arranged for the recordings.

The difficulty of recruiting non-professional musicians in rural settings is well

known to field workers, and may account for the absence of the tambor, the

double-skinned cylindrical drum, which regularly plays with the flute to accompany
the "Baile de Moros" (Side I, Band 4, a & b), with the chirimia (a shawm) for the

"Baile de la Conquista" (Side 2, Band 1, a, b, & c), and with the flute and tun (the

"slit-drum" or teponaztli, as it is known in Mexico) for the "Baile del Venado" of

Rabinal (Side 1, Band 5, a to d).
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It is of the greatest interest to have two pieces from the very old dance-drama
"Rabinal Achf," about which there is a growing body of published literature. The
ensemble consists of two long curved valveless metal trumpets, probably 19th

century band instruments, replacing the long wooden trumpets described in colo-

nial sources, and depicted in the pre-Columbian murals at Bonampak, and a tun

that produces three fundamental pitches.
In almost two pages of not wholly accurate notes, the editor provides histori-

cal background of the dance and a short sketch of the plot. Although the notes

state that the drama has not been performed since 1856, after a lapse of some

years, regular if not yearly performances of the d^nce-drama were resumed, and
the dance and its music are today a vital tradition in Rabinal (a full description of a

performance in 1955 may be found in Rodriguez Rouanet 1962). Careful compari-
son of transcriptions made in 1856, the recordings on the present disc, and more
recent performances reveals an unbroken continuity of style.

Also of great value are the clearly indigenous pieces from the "Baile de las

Canastas" (also known as "Baile del Gorridn") from Chajul, which uses an en-

semble of tun, tortoise shell gong, and trumpet (Side 1, Bands 2 & 3). Here the

trumpet plays in an almost metrical style, resembling that of the "Baile de la

Conquista" chirimia and tambor ensemble, ubiquitous in the highlands (Side 2,

Bands 1 & 3). A very interesting vocal part that alternates antiphonally with the

trumpet, on Band 4, lacks text or translation. Background material describing the

mythology of the dance is provided. Of the nine sones that comprise the dance,
three are presented here, plus a son de San Caspar, grouped with them, though
not identified in the essay as part of the dance.

The indigenous Guatemalan flute is typically an open, end-blown fipple flute

with six distal finger holes, made of a length of cane (referred to in the notes as
"reed flute"). It is usually played in ensemble with a tambor. Here (Side 1 , Band 4
a & b) a selection of solos from the "Baile de los Moros" of Rabinal presents us
with the oft-heard short phrases of descending contour, ending with a quick rise to
a higher pitch, so characteristic of highland flute playing. More unusual in style are
three solos from San Juan Chamelco. The flute is heard in combination with the
tun on Bands 5, a to d. These flute pieces are remarkable for a strong partial clearly
heard almost a fourth below the fundamental, not explained in the notes. Band 6 of
Side 1 treats us to a son de cuaresma from Chajul, in which the trumpet plays
antiphonally with drum and flute, in a style widely heard during Lent and Holy
Week.

Side One ofthe disc ends with a tambor solo, not accounted for in the notes or
on the label. The popular "Baile de la Conquista" is represented in four selections
of chirimia (Side 2, Band 1) and chirimia and tambor (Side 2, Band 3), and also in

what is apparently a dance piece, the son de Santa Maria. The marimba sencilla, or

diatonic-keyboard marimba, in which a single player performs the music for the
"Baile de San Miguel" (Side 2, Band 4) contrasts sharply with three selections of

popular dance music in the more commercial style ofLadino playing, apparently by
three players.

The disc ends with a selection from Chajul that features two male voices

singing in non-lexical syllables to the accompaniment of four guitars (almost in-
audible on the recording) and adufe, a square frame-drum of Spanish introduction
(Side 2, Band 6). This style is strongly reminiscent of the singing to string en-
sembles heard among the Tzutuhils of Solola, and the Chamulas in the Chiapas
highlands. Virtually all of this music is still performed in the highlands today an
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encouraging realization for those who fear the obliteration of indigenous music by
the popular music of the media.

Editorial mistakes in the notes, such as the omission of musical transcriptions
referred to in the text, and clumsy arrangement of the notes, so that descriptive

essays are separated from the bands they describe, are problems contributors to

Folkways have encountered before. In spite of these shortcomings, this is an

extremely valuable document that constitutes a major contribution to the body of

information on the music of the highland Maya.

San Pedro, CA Linda L. O'Brien
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Qawwali: Sufi Music from Pakistan. The Sabri Brothers & Ensemble. One 12"

33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Nonesuch H-72080. Stereo. Jacket notes.

Not much is available on qawwali singing. This record is a welcome addition

to the phonographic literature ofmusic ofIndia and Pakistan. The recording is well

done and the jacket notes aptly written. One point should be added, however:

qawwali are usually in Urdu, but many qawwali are also popular in Hindustani,

Hindi, and Punjabi (Side 1, Band 2, has couplets in the Pothohari dialect of

Punjabi).
Here is some information to supplement the jacket notes. The Chishti Order

of the Sufis have a great following in India. The basic philosophy of this sect is

love, both physical (jismani) and spiritual (ruhani). From the experience ofjismani

love, one is directed to ruhani love. Platonic love is common among them and is

recognized as an important stage in the novice's progress towards realizing divine

love (ishq-i-haqiqi). They also consider music to be an important vehicle for unit-

ing the individual soul with the Supreme.

Khwaja Muinuddin Chishti of Ajmer, the first head of the Chishti Order in

India, came to India around 1190-91 A.D. It is commonly believed that he intro-

duced qawwali singing and accompanying instruments (similar to Bhajan and Kir-

tan singing) to his disciples, because he found the bhajan and kirtan singing of the

Hindus helpful in devotion. The tradition ofqawwali singing popular before this had

been recitation ofqasidas in Arabic and Persian, without instrumental accompani-

ment, except for an occasional dapha (tambourine) (Sarmadee 1975:44):

There are three qaul-singers, with the sir (leader) in the middle ... no instru-

ments. Only an average size Duhul, in place of duff abandoned in favour of the

former, to mark the time and the dastak (hand-clap).

The qawwali singing introduced by Khwaja Muinuddin became very popular

during the time of Sheikh Nizamuddin Auliya (1234-1325) of Delhi. His disciple,
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Amir Khusrau (1253-1325), is said to have nourished qawwali with his poetic

genius. As a result, "qawwals all over India recognize him to be their master, even

today" (Mirza 1962:239). Today, qawwali singing is very popular during Urs, as

well as for entertainment. There are competitions of qawwals arranged for mass

appeal, and many women qawwali singers are well-known in India.

The training and schools of qawwali are similar to that of classical music.

There are families of traditional qawwali singers who undergo rigorous training.

They believe that qawwali singing at a daragah or during Urs is a religious act and
therefore do not demand a set fee but accept whatever is given as a gift of the holy
saints. In addition to clapping, dholak and harmonium are the most common
accompanying instruments, although today many qawwali ensembles use addi-

tional instruments such as bulbul tarang, bongo drums, clarinet, and violin. The
Sabri brothers and ensemble add two harmoniums, three types of drum (dholak,

tabla, and nal), and a tanpura.
Side 1, Band 1 is a fine example of musical spontaneity when, given time,

qawwals insert appropriate verses glorifying "Allah" and "hoo." Side 2, Band 2,

is evidence that qawwali singing is influenced by classical music. The brief dholak
and nal solo (at the point where the text is referring to "sounds of cymbals and
ofdrums") is well-placed. This record is musically rich, reminding the listenerofthe

ragas of classical music.

Sonoma State Univ., CA Laxmi G. Tewari
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Turkish Folk Music. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. [1976]. Lyrichord LLST 7289.

Recordings and notes by Michael G. Kaloyanides.

This disc does not really offer as the title might lead one to suppose a

profile ofTurkish folk music as a whole, but contains rather recordings from a fairly
circumscribed area. Its varied contents, on the other hand, do not actually estab-
lish a representative picture of the village repertoire around Sivnalan, 100 kilo-

meters southwest of Sivas. Of the ten pieces on the disc only four (three of these
are accompanied by the long-necked lute saz or baglama) are aik songs, those

partly religious songs by semiprofessional singer-poets who mostly belong to the
Shi'ite sect of the alevi. Another item is a birthday hymn to Mohammed (mevlud).
Three songs ofcustom are also included (harvest, wedding, and lament or lullaby),
while both remaining pieces in the group termed "entertainment music" by the
collector are purely instrumental (small vertical flute dudukt oboe and drum zurna
and davut). Much of what Kaloyanides says, nevertheless, in his terse commen-
tary, is quite accurate, though a little oversimplified and incomplete. One should
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be able to gain more detailed information from a brochure, which can be obtained

from the author.

In other respects, Turkish words in the accompanying notes are correctly

spelled, a point one misses in many other publications in which transcription into a

Western language is effected, although the Turks have been using Latin script for

about half a century. One can probably trace the varying importance of the

soundtracks to the fact that the collector, who acknowledges Wesleyan University
for making his trip possible, belonged (as I suppose) to a 1972 study group con-

cerning itself chiefly with the a$ik. The folk music repertory, also, in the region
visited may be somewhat differently constituted. Aik songs and purely religious

songs are, as a matter of fact, to be reckoned with folk music conditionally; it is to

the latter that love and dance songs above all belong. These, however, are totally

lacking here. Even less, in relation to these, can one use the term makam, as

Kaloyanides does; in its broadest sense it is in no way present in folk music.

Certainly there are the bases of modes here that are similar to makam scales.

These the singer or folk musician does not know or put a name to; they are used

with much greater freedom, especially in intonation.

The incisive comments on instruments, their significance, and descriptions of

context show that the collector has expert knowledge at his disposal and is able to

make valid observations in bringing out important issues. Despite this, there are

some misleading statements. The author rightly observes, for example, that the

type of so-called "extended melody" (uzun hava) is defined most of all by its

musical characteristics (Side Al), but later specifies (A2) a clear textual relation-

ship as a subunit of the uzun hava. A second song sung by an aik (Bl) is termed

by the author a village version of a dervish dance, though this piece also, in its

musical character, resembles a pure a$ik song. In other respects the songs, es-

pecially these a$ik songs that convincingly represent the regional style around

Sivas, have clearly remained uncut on the disc. One is all the more surprised at the

final zurna-davul track, which includes only one unremarkable piece though this

festal, professional village music generally lasts for hours. One misses comment on

the melodies of the other instrumental pieces for flute, which are "interpreted

melodically" here (present, certainly, are the typical calls of Turkish shepherds,
and the listener is grateful for these). Such oversights are compensated for by the

three songs of custom (A5, B2, B4). They are peculiarly authentic as a cry of

interruption and other aspects indicate and were taped during an actual event.

The harvest song (A5) with its narrow compass ofa minor third and short motifs is

most significant.

The stereo recording throughout is excellent. Only in the zurna-davul piece

has the recordist allowed the drummer, who generally dominates in terms of

volume, to disappear completely behind the melody instrument; this is as much a

result of Western conceptions of musical texture as of microphone placement. If

Kaloyanides could have published a larger selection of recordings we would very

likely have a typical overview of the store of folk music in the district of Central

Anatolia he visited.

Berlin, Germany Kurt Reinhard

(translated by James Porter)
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Africa: Shona Mbira Music. Recorded in Mondoro and Highfields, Rhodesia by

Paul Berliner. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1977. Nonesuch Explorer Series H
72077. Jacket notes by Paul Berliner.

With this record mbira recordings have come of age. Instead of short excerpts

of a number of different mbira styles, this recording explores in some depth the

magnificent artistry of probably the finest Shona mbira player and singer,

Hakurotwi Mude. In some of the items Mude sings and plays mbira; in others he is

featured as the singer with other mbira players. The instrument exemplified in this

recording is the mbira dzavadzimu (mbira of spirits), usually played in ensemble

with at least two and often as many as eight mbiras together with one or more

gourd rattles. As its name indicates, it is usually played at spirit ceremonies, and in

the context of these ceremonies one or more persons may go into trance.

The notes for the present record, though brief as a result of space limitations

on the jacket, are very informative and effectively combine Western analytical

interests with a sensitive description of the views of the carriers of mbira tradition.

Berliner describes, for example, the two basic patterns of mbira dzavadzimu mu-

sic: the kushaura lead pattern and the interlocking kutsinhira cross pattern, show-

ing how these patterns are used in most of the items on the record. He also

describes the three different singing techniques and how they become an integral

part of the Shona mbira music tradition. On the other hand, he briefly but effec-

tively articulates the meaning that mbira music has for Shona listeners, indicating

sometimes the appropriate mood portrayed in a particular performance. This com-

bination of both inside and outside views is often lacking in the documentation of

many recordings; the ability to combine these views is an indication ofthe depth of

understanding as well as the cultural sensitivity that Berliner has brought to bear

upon his study of Shona mbira music.

Several items on the record merit special note. The first item on Side 1,

Nhemamusasa, is a clear analytical illustration of the musical nature of mbira

dzavadzimu music. The first two bands illustrate two different performances of the

piece without singing and reveal how the kushaura and kutsinhira parts relate. The

embryonic harmonic scheme that is a part of all Shona mbira music can clearly be

heard and compared on these two bands, as well as the 3-against-4 polyrhythms of

the bass lines ofthe two mbira parts. In the third band ofNhemamusasa, the vocal

artistry of Hakurotwi Mude is added, and here one can study the three types of

vocal technique used in the music. Thus, in the three bands of this one item, one

can be progressively introduced to the major musical components of mbira

dzavadzimu music.

The last band of Side 1 and the second band of Side 2 are two different

versions of the same piece, called Taireva. The repertoire of mbira dzavadzimu

consist of a limited number of titles, each of which can have many versions. The

often illusory similarity between these versions can be studied in these two exam-

ples. The separation between the high and low ranges of the instrument is particu-

larly apparent in the second version of Taireva (Side 2, Band 2).

The fidelity of the record is very good; while the stereo separation of the two

mbira parts facilitates analytical listening, it is a little too apparent for realistic

sound reproduction. The fading out of items may have been unavoidable on a

single record format, but one often wishes to hear a complete performance with

typical beginnings and endings. The record serves as an acceptable audio com-

panion to Berliner's recent book (1978).

Univ. of Pittsburgh Robert Kauffman
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Ethiopie: Polyphonies des Done (Collection Musee de 1'Homme). One 12" 33 1/3

rpm disc. 1977. Le Chant du Monde LDX 74646. Stereo-mono. Jacket notes

in French and English, map, photos.

Recent recordings have covered some of the diverse and complex musical

cultures of Ethiopia, including the areas of the Afro-Semitic beta'izrael (* 'Black

Jews"), the Amhara aynari, the Orthodox Christian Church; the Afro-Cushitic

Gallas and the Agew; and the Nilotic ShanKillas (see Kebede 1969, 1969a). We
now have an excellent recording of music from a region of Ethiopia almost wholly

unexplored and unknown to the outside world. As the editor, Bernard Lortat-

Jacob, correctly states, the degree of complexity that characterizes the principal

forms of the Dorze repertoire suggests a comparison with Pygrny polyphony.
The examples on this disc brought to my mind numerous childhood memories

as I watched the Dorzes work, sing, and dance. On the eve of inkuTaTash^ (the

Ethiopian New Year), we Amhara children went to neighborhood Dorze homes to

pick up the shammas (togas) that they wove to be worn on that occasion. We
admired their craftsmanship in the basketry, pottery, and metalwork that adorned

their homes. The embroidery around the edges of each toga, the Tibeb, is made of

silk in complex designs that dazzle the eye (the Dorze provide the shamma worn

by the majority of people in Ethiopia). Similar to the complex and colorful strands

of the shamma Tibeb and other Dorze artwork, their music and dance are highly

polyphonic and multipart.

The two sides of this disc consist of a total of nine examples, almost entirely

vocal. Examples on the first side are performed separately by men and women,
while the three examples on Side 2 are performed by girls' and boys' choruses.

The jacket notes have been carefully prepared to provide readers with valuable

information the editor uses native Dorze terminology, classification of music,

and song titles with brief but appropriate translations. He does not forget (as many
European-Americans do) to mention by name his Ethiopian assistants whose co-

operation was "an invaluable help in these researches." When one considers, in

addition, the very good sound quality of this recording, it constitutes a welcome
introduction to Dorze music as part of Ethiopie studies.

Brandeis Univ., Waltham, MA Ashenafi Kebede

NOTE

1. The glottalized Ethiopian sounds are capitalized.
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Drauss'n vor der Wirtshaustur. Volksmusik aus der Oberpfalz, herausgegeben im

Auftrag des Bezirkstags der Oberpfalz von Adolf J. Eichenseer. One 12" 33 1/3

rpm disc. [1976]. Colosseum Best.-Nr. Colos SM 3016. Jacket notes in Ger-
man by Adolf J. Eichenseer.

Da Engl is Kumma. Volksmusik aus der Oberpfalz, herausgegeben im Auftrag des

Bezirkstags der Oberpfalz von Adolf J. Eichenseer. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc.

[1976]. Colosseum Best.-Nr. Colos SM 3018. Jacket notes in German by
Adolf J. Eichenseer.

Recorded documents such as these give rise to contradictions: on the one

hand, actual practice is bound to conform to what is usually heard on radio and
television in order to satisfy specific intellectual and aesthetic demands; on the

other, the commodity "folk music" is far removed, in its primary existence, from
the criteria governing such

"
musical production," i.e., that it must sound genuine,

instruments should be precisely in tune and played with technical perfection. How
does one bridge this contradiction?

Authentic recordings produced as a result of ethnomusicological fieldwork
serve rather the cause of scientific endeavor in the scrutiny of musical laws bound
up in the phenomenon, to a lesser extent casual listening to the material. Record-

ings of arranged models and stereotypes of folk music are, nevertheless, under-

standably far removed from the subject of "folk music." One must concede that

Adolf J. Eichenseer, Director of Regional Folklore in the Oberpfalz, merits atten-

tion for bringing out documentary recordings as a consequence of his intimate

knowledge of folk musical life in the part of the country he knows so well, and for

his awareness of the above-mentioned contradictions.

The subject matter consists of village songs and musical items associated with
custom and passed on aurally. These operate as the agent of Christian beliefwithin
a framework of paraliturgical celebration and domestic devotions: on the disc Da
Engl isKumma sociability is promoted in a cheerful circle around the beer table;

dancing is stimulated in Drauss'n vor der Wirtshaustur. Sources for these exam-
ples are in old peasant manuscripts or from oral tradition, and in every case the
editor has elucidated the source material. An insert with the discs adds song texts
and descriptions of the dance. It is noteworthy here that one finds numerous
developments and new formations in the area of instrumental folk music: in the

"Vilstaler," for example, there is the rough description "compounded from old

fragments, a 'freshly-knit' version of the Amberger accordion duet." Again, the
editor talks of an "integrally-knit" version of the Ldndler "An Kare seiner." All
this is a sign ofa vital folk music. A predominantly free development in, above all,
instrumental music in the Oberpfalz may be consequently set against the forms
that, in many places, have been fixed by print and solidified; this trend is carefully
fostered by Eichenseer. The present discs are proof ofan attitude that encourages
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rather than confines; that is, it develops and permits innate musicality to run an
unfettered course.

Institut fur Musikethnologie Wolfgang Suppan
an der Hochschule fur Musik und (translated by James Porter)
darstellende Kunst, Graz

The Swedish Fiddlers: Music From the Gathering of the Fiddlers at Delsbo.
Recorded by Gert Palmcrantz, Dag Haeggquist, and Samuel Charters. One
12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Folkways FW 8471. Compiled and with descriptive
notes by Samuel Charters, 7 pp., photos. (Originally issued in Sweden as

Sonet SLPD 2039).

The annual fiddlers' festival held in Delsbo, Halsingland, is a popular event,

drawing thousands of people to the northern Swedish village during the first week-
end of July. There is a special significance to this enthusiasm, for it reflects a

recently-awakened interest in local musical idioms by a country that has become
identified with the most modern economic and political structures of 20th century

Europe. There is probably no more important symbol of Scandinavian folk tradi-

tion in general than the bowed stringed instrument, from the days of the sagas to

the present.
In this light, it is possible to understand the point of view from which the

recording under discussion was produced; for it seems to have been designed to

document a phenomenon rather than an event. This intention is suggested in the

accompanying notes by Samuel Charters, who writes: "In the final editing of the

tapes title emphasis was on the variety of the music so that as many different

styles as possible would be represented and on the different traditions of the

older and younger musicians" (p. 4). Such a thrust probably explains why the

extensive descriptive notes, so strong on general historical and cultural informa-

tion, are weak on necessary background data concerning particular performances
and performance selections. It may also explain the choice of photographs, drawn
from a variety of times and places; their mysterious significance is underscored by
such vague titles as: "Fiddlers at a gathering," or "Young fiddler with a key fiddle

at gathering in 1977.
"

Further, the only photograph to illustrate the featured

festival itself is not accompanied by an identification of the three performers de-

picted, who are simply described as "Young fiddlers at the Delsbo Gathering." On
the other hand, the only photographed performer to be identified by name (key-
fiddler Eric Sahlstrom) is not one of the musicians featured on the record. Most

confusing of all, the actual genesis of these recordings remains a mystery, for we
are not told when they were made or whether they derive from a single, or several,

Delsbo festivals. In addition, insufficient editorial care has resulted in a few incor-

rect Swedish word forms (e.g., spelman for spelmeri) and inconsistent diacritical

symbols.
The idea of offering as representative a sampling of Swedish fiddle music as

possible is viable. However, the focus on general, rather than on particular, in-

formation reminds one unpleasantly of the old, romantic notion of folk tradition as

something other than the communication of individuals. Thus, while it is possible
to understand the expressed intent of the producers, it is not so easy to agree with
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the practical success of this rationale; indeed, it has yielded unfortunate results, not

only in.the accompanying descriptive material, but also in the selection of record-

ings which include a number of routine performances and even one performance

by obviously skilled players who happen to get off to a bad start. It may also

explain the disappointingly low quality of sound reproduction; crowd noise is an

almost constant factor, a matter of special annoyance during performances by one

or two players.

Despite its shortcomings, the descriptive annotation gives valuable informa-

tion unavailable elsewhere. And the disc itself does provide an opportunity to hear

a variety of latar (as Swedish fiddle pieces are called). The majority of these are

played by groups of fiddlers, including a number of ensembles from the local

players' organizations. There are examples, as well, of the old Swedish tradition of

parspel (violin duet playing), in which a second violin part improvises a point-

against-point accompaniment to the melody. This is the tradition to which Ameri-

can audiences were introduced through the virtuoso performances of Bjorn StUbi

and Ole Hjorth at the Newport Folk Festival of 1969 and their subsequent None-

such recording (H 72033). Stabi also appears on the Folkways disc but only as part

of a large ensemble. Finally, the recording provides a rare opportunity to hear the

sound of the nyckelharpa (key fiddle), a bowed lute that contains sympathetic and

drone strings as well as melody strings stopped by an elaborate system of finger-

activated keys (see Ling 1967).

In general, the fiddle pieces featured on this disc are ofa homophonic texture.

They are tonal (usually in major), with melodies of a basic triadic construction,

and supported by light accompaniment. Most exhibit a symmetrical, two-part

structure, each section subdivided evenly into four- and eight-measure phrases

that are typically articulated by open and closed endings (estampie fashion). The

styles of most of this music, reminiscent of Rococo, and later, 18th century styles

of European violin music, reflect the long-standing association of Sweden with

mainstream European affairs. Much Swedish fiddle music has long existed in

notated form; and it is not possible with the tradition of this nation (any more than

with that, for example, of Scotland) to draw neat lines of distinction between what

has been, and what has not been, aurally transmitted. This should be kept in mind

when considering that the new wave of interest in folk music among urban young

people in Sweden has resulted in the playing of fiddle pieces by persons schooled

in European concert violin techniques from Russia, Germany, or Hungary. It is

important to realize that the clash is between different ethnic streams. Thus, while

the general European style has long been readily available to the fiddler in most

parts of Sweden, the indigenous style has existed side-by-side in most rural areas;

and, as Charters's notes point out, Swedish polskas were notated along with

minuets in 18th century notebooks kept by spelmen. Rojas Jonas Eriksson, who
brought to his music conservatory training a strong background in the traditional

playing of his family, has since made a study of these differences in style. His

virtuoso demonstration of variation technique (Side B, Band 6) is of prime inter-

est. Of equal significance is the duet performed by Bent Henriksson and Lars Erik

Vikstrom (Side B, Band 3), in which a beautiful example of elision between the

first two phrases obscures the four-square time divisions and serves to illustrate a

rhythmic subtlety typical of old Norwegian and Swedish fiddle music. The overall

minor flavor of this polska may, on close inspection, be seen to result from a
tetrachordal construction often observed in fiddle music, for it reflects juxtaposed
left hand finger patterns. This selection is attributed to a celebrated 19th century
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spelman, Lapp-Nils (Nils Jonsson), whose fame attests to a long-standing virtuoso

component in Swedish fiddling tradition.

In sum, the record's descriptive notes contain valuable general information
and the selections presented include a number of important performances. It is

unfortunate that the result has been marred by poor quality recording, editorial

carelessness, lack of specific information, and generally poor organization.

Rutgers Univ., Newark NJ Pandora Hopkins
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In spite of its history ofpopularity the Ukrainian fiddle has failed to attract the

serious attention it deserves. Instead, the multi-stringed and lyre-like bandura,

formally recognized as Ukraine's national musical instrument, continues to steal

the show and obscure the wide range of instruments that together constitute such
an important aspect of the Ukrainian folk music tradition. This reissue, then, with

its sampling of 28 earlier 78 rpm items is doubly welcome: both as memento and

document, the set of two volumes offers a precious peek at a tradition that once
flourished as a productive musical phenomenon among the many Ukrainian im-

migrant communities dotting America's industrial heartland during the early
decades of the 20th century.

That the tradition should have faded away is of little surprise. After all, how
long could Old Country village pieces with titles like "When I Drive With My
Horses For the Night" (a translation, of course) continue to function as a genera-
tive force in such urban centers as Manhattan, Detroit, Pittsbui^h, Chicago? The
arrival of the mechanical sound recording did, however, provide a new and im-

mensely popular dimension for continuity temporarily at least. The old mode of

oral, living transmission took on a new and revolutionary twist: instant aural

feedback a phenomenon that allowed the tradition to linger on as a portable,

packaged commodity able to travel and accompany the Ukrainian immigrant on
his peregrinations through the New World and to link him directly with the com-
fort ofdownhome sounds. His little but cherished collection of 78 rpm discs acted

as an acoustic buffer and antidote against the seemingly endless bombardment of

everyday pressures to change and conform to the ways of his new environment.

With the drop of a record needle he could transport himself back to the familiar

and happy world of Ukrainian weddings and christenings, as exemplified by four

of the items reproduced here. Elsewhere on the continent the pace of acculturation

was less pronounced, and among the "colonies" of Ukrainian farm communities
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in Western Canada the old 78 rpm recordings continued to entertain right into the

'60s, long enough to share in the birth of a kindred sound: Ukrainian country

music on the prairies (see Klymasz 1972).

To a large degree these volumes of Ukrainian-American fiddle and dance

music serve to commemorate the ground-breaking 1977 conference organized by

the American Folklife Center in Washington, D.C. as a means of drawing attention

to the rich but poorly explored field of America's ethnic folk music complex (the

Center did plan to release a publication of the Conference proceedings). For a

comprehensive overview of Ukrainian fiddle music one should also consult Folk-

ways' classic long-playing disc featuring folk music of the Ukraine (FE 4443), a

variety of Ukrainian country music recordings from Western Canada emanating

from the studios of such places as V-Records in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and a recent

album of Soviet Ukrainian field recordings, which includes a wide range of con-

temporary instrumental village dance music. Anisa H. Sawyckyj's jacket notes

serve as an indispensable introduction to all this material, and one hopes that she

will one day find the opportunity to expand her all-too-brief sketch of Myron
Surmach Sr. into a full-length life history of this Ukrainian entrepreneur from New
York City, actively involved in fostering the musical life of his community for over

half a century.
The title of this recording is somewhat misleading, since several of the items

feature other musical instruments as well as singing that ranges from rollicking

interpretations of taunts and ditties to a complete rendition of a beloved Ukrainian

folk ballad (undoubtedly the earliest sound recording of "Bodnarivna") and the

two dramatic playlets, the wedding and christening items already mentioned. But

these matters are really only unexpected bonuses, and the only cause for slight

irritation is a single inconsistency regarding the list of items on Side 2 of Volume I

(vis-a-vis the corresponding disc-label).

Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland, St. John's Robert B. Klymasz
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Songs ofHumor & Hilarity (Folk Music in America, Vol. 11). Edited by Richard
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One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Library of Congress LBC 11.

Descriptive booklet, 12 pp., texts, photos.
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Songs of Childhood (Folk Music in America, Vol. 13). Edited by Richard K.

Spottswood and Rick Ulman. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Library of Con-

gress LBC 13. Descriptive booklet, 13 pp., texts, photos.
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Old Mother Hippletoe: Rural and Urban Children's Songs. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm
disc. 1978. New World Records NW 291. Mono. Descriptive notes by Kate
Rinzler bound into jacket, 8 pp., texts, biblio., disco.

Solo & Display Music (Folk Music in America, Vol. 14). Edited by Richard K.

Spottswood. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Library of Congress LBC 14.

Descriptive booklet, 8 pp., texts, photos., mus. ex.

Religious Music: Solo & Performance (Folk Music in America, Vol. 15). Edited

by Richard K. Spottswood. One 12" 33 1/3 rpm disc. 1978. Library of Con-

gress LBC 15. Descriptive booklet, 10 pp., texts, photos.

The Bicentennial celebration has come and gone, leaving behind it only two

attempts at panoramic presentation of American music that deserve serious atten-

tion (for further comments on this observation, see Anne Cohen 1978, Norm
Cohen 1978). Five of the albums discussed here comprise one-third ofthe set, Folk

Music in America, issued by the Music Division of the Library of Congress (LC).
The sixth volume is one of a 100-album set produced by New World Records

(NWR) for its parent company, Recorded Anthology of American Music, Inc.

Both the LC and NWR series cut across the usual record producers' bounda-

ries by drawing on commercial recordings, field recordings (old and new), electri-

cal transcriptions, radio air checks, and home recordings some never previously
issued. Both ran into some problems obtaining the broad consent of major record

companies to lease material from them (e.g., Hank Williams' MGM recordings;
this resulted in some striking omissions in the NWR series). The distribution

schemes of the two series are different: LC discs can be purchased from the

Library of Congress, and are also available at many record stores; the NWR series

was distributed free to 7,000 selected institutions throughout the country other

qualified institutions may purchase sets for $195. Those records not including

leased commercial material will be sold in record stores to the general public.

The LC discs each include 16 to 18 selections and are accompanied by an

enclosed, illustrated brochure of 7-13 pages, which includes head notes to the

songs and text transcriptions (also transliterations and translations, where appro-

priate), discographic details, references to related recordings and published texts,

and brief general notes. The NWR fold-out albums contain bound-in notes of 4-8

pages in length with similar contents except that, in general, there are no (or few)

references to other published and recorded versions of the pieces presented. They
usually include a substantial introductory essay treating the subject of the album in

a broad way, and a general bibliography and discography. The albums dealing with

folk-related music are delimited according to a mixture of organizing principles:

two are concerned with "ethnic" (i.e., mostly non-English language) music; one

with Hispanic-American; two with Amerindian music; four with hillbilly/country/

bluegrass (i.e., commercial Anglo-American traditions); three with blues and early

jazz; three with gospel, hymns, and sacred harp music; one with New England folk

music; one with Southeastern white folk music; one with Georgia Sea Islands

music; one with children's lore; and three that deal broadly with vocal and instru-

mental folk styles.

In contrast, the LC series is organized thematically: in addition to the five

albums reviewed here are three of dance music, another of religious music, and

one each devoted to songs of love and courtship, migration and immigration, com-
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plaint and protest, labor and livelihood, death and tragedy, and war and history.

Each of the NWR records is edited by a specialist in the appropriate area. Though
Richard K. Spottswood acted as overall editor for the entire LC series, the aid of

specialists was solicited in preparing the brochure notes for several of the albums.

Given the operating constraints, the level of quality in both series is remark-

ably high. On the NWR records the material is aesthetically pleasing and appro-

priately chosen; the annotations are well-written and scholarly without being pon-
derous. The technical quality of the re-mastering is in most cases good, though the

NWR practice of squeezing 25 and sometimes even 30 or more minutes of music

on to an UP side has resulted in some problems. Much the same can be said of the

LC series; though here it should be noted that the main strength of the series is at

the same time the source of its weakness. Spottswood has genuinely plowed virgin

territory in devoting 50 or more of his selections to non-English language tradi-

tions; yet these are areas in which our knowledge is sparse. Unlike blues and

hillbilly music, ethnic commercial traditions are only now becoming known to us.

We are just learning about the musicians and singers, producers, promoters, and

companies who had a hand in the conception, production, and distribution of such

traditions. As we have already learned about the Anglo-American tradition, a

familiarity with only the domestic or private tradition (acknowledged generally as

the "folk music" of the culture) does not provide a sufficient background for

understanding and dealing with the public or assembly tradition (the basis for the

commercial or semi-commercial music; see the elaboration of this concept in

Cohen and Cohen 1977).

NWR's often rushed production schedule of ten new releases each few
months with different personnel in charge of artwork, legal matters, technical

aspects, and literary details has occasionally given the individual album editors

much less time to select their material and prepare their commentary than they
would have liked. The LC plan, much more in the hands of a single person,
allowed for more leisure in searching out unusual and rare recordings. Spottswood
was in fact able to listen to a large quantity of material in Columbia's archives that

had never previously been issued in any form (Vols. 11, 14 and 15 each contain
three such pieces). Perhaps one of the biggest shortcomings in the NWR series has
been the reluctance to deal with recordings that could not be conveniently re-

processed, or were of inferior technical quality. How else are we to account for the

virtually complete absence of recordings made prior to 1910 or so a cutoff that

excludes two full decades of American musical history, which were well preserved
on early cylinder recordings?

Songs ofHumor & Hilarity (LBC 1 1) defies attempts at overview statements,
perhaps because our scholarly apparatus for dealing with humorous folksong is so

feebly developed. Many of the familiar themes are represented here: the ever-so-

siightly risque courting song ("I'll Make Sweet Love to You"), the parents-
objecfing-to-suitor ("Nikolina" Swedish), the miserable boarding-house ("The
Arkansas Hotel"), the dinner-table hardships of the impoverished ("Old Cold
Tater," "Beans"), the sexual double entendre ("Everybody's Fishin' "), the
rube's befuddlement by modern technology ("Fordukas" Lithuanian),
cuckoldry ("Mamaguille" calypso), and the '"portmanteau" songs that serve
simply as vehicles for a string of unrelated verses ("Ain't No Bugs on Me,"
"Down Where the Watermelons Grow"). A few humorous figures are absent (the
mother-in-law, the old maid, the inebriate) whp are easily found elsewhere. The
origins of the songs are mixed: several are traceable to turn-of-the-century pop
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music (one to the English music hall), while a few are of more recent commercial

origin. Tune affiliations are sometimes more obvious: Fiddlin' John Carson's

"Ain't No Bugs on Me" is a parody of "It Ain't Gonna Rain No More"; Bumble
Bee Slim's "Everybody's Fishin'

"
shares a widespread tune also used with other

double entendre songs such as "Truckin' Little Woman"; Gail Gardner's own
composition, "The Moonshine Steer" borrows the tune of 'The Roving Gam-
bler"; and Jimmie Strothers' "Tennessee Dog" uses in part the tune of "Jordan is

a Hard Road to Travel." Fourteen of the 18 selections are from commercial

recordings, while three come from the Archive of Folk Song or other field record-

ings.

Only five of the recordings on Songs ofLocal History & Events (LBC 12) deal

with identifiable historical events: "The Death of Ellenton," an interesting docu-

ment about the evacuation of a small South Carolina town in preparation for the

construction of the Savannah River nuclear facility in 1950; "Old Timbrook

Blues," about the 1878 Kentucky Derby race between Ten Broeck and Miss

Mollie McCarthy; "Hatfield McCoy Feud," about the Kentucky mountain feud of

the 1880's; "Arcade Building Moan," about a 1930 fire in Knoxville, Tennessee;

and the Mexican corrido "Gregorio Cortez," about the border badman/hero cap-

tured in 1902. Several of the others, while not so clearly tied to particular events,

describe, or spring from, real places and goings-on. Only one item (Pete Steele's

"The Boston Burglar") is of British origin. Two pieces are in Spanish, one in

Cajun French, and the remainder in English. All in all, the examples demonstrate

that topical ballads come in considerably more varied forms than the familiar

"come-all-ye" style.

Solo & Display Music (LBC 14) focuses on instrumental music that exempli-

fies the virtuosity of the performer; but in reaching for breadth of styles the album

falls short of the high level of some other recent reissues (I am thinking of such

albums as Old Time Mountain Guitar, County 523, and Mister Charlie's Blues,

Yazoo L 1024, in particular). Side A offers guitars, banjos, and mandolins, while

Side B reaches further afield for examples of fiddle, harmonica, accordion, piano,

Jew's harp, and quill. For an album of instrumental music, the brochure notes

could have provided more detailed musicological commentary (the paragraph on

Sylvester Weaver's previously unissued "Soft Steel Piston" is devoted almost

entirely to his better-known "Guitar Rag"). The notes to other selections ("Polka

Ciacia Lala," "Hallay," "Drunken Hiccoughs," "Two Step de Eunice," "Pork

and Beans") say nothing about the music or musical style. Among the banjos and

guitars of Side A is Weaver's previously unissued (and untitled?) "Six-string

Banjo Piece." According to the notes, Sam McGee was the only other artist to

make extensive use of this curious instrument on records; I should have thought

that Papa Charlie Jackson could qualify as well. In view of the many instruments

not represented on the disc (though comprehensiveness was not a stated goal of

the collection), such as dulcimer, hammered dulcimer, zither, autoharp, and any
wind or horn instruments, I would question the inclusion of Vess L. Ossman's

"Ragtime Medley." Though this 18% cylinder recording is of musical and histori-

cal interest, Ossman was a long step removed from the genre presented, namely,

folk music. Among the highlights of the 17 tracks are Joe Davidenko's Ukrainian

mandolin piece and Reuben Sarkisian's Armenian fiddle tune so much so that

one wishes that more of this album had been devoted to "ethnic" music traditions.

On Religious Music: Solo & Performance (LBC 15) the selections move from

solos on Side A to relatively more sophisticated treatments on Side B. Four lie
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outside the familiar Anglo- and Afro-American idioms: the Ukrainian-American

"Song of Calvary/' the Italian-American "Pastorale de Natale," and two Amer-
indian selections, one recorded in 1890 by Jesse Walter Fewkes the earliest

recordings released on the entire series. The references to related recordings could

in many cases be expanded. 1 There are many exciting and moving performances
on this album, including Jimmy Murphy's "Electricity," Brother Dutch Cole-

man's "John the Baptist," Elder R. Wilson's "Better Get Ready," and the

Golden Gate Jubilee Quartet's "What Are They Doing in Heaven Today?," all of

which demonstrate the oft-made observation that in the realm of folk culture the

distance between sacred and secular music is considerably smaller than it is in the

world of high culture. "Death Chant," by Leroy Seiam, a Yakima Indian studying
for his doctoral degree in anthropology, is particularly haunting, as is the fascinat-

ing story behind its composition. Fiddlin' John Carson is in the middle, not at the

right, in the photo on page 8 of the brochure.

Songs ofChildhood (LBC 13), like the New World Records album (NW 291),

is disappointing only in that so few of the selections are actually performed by
children. In fact, several of the numbers (including "Dr. Ginger Blue," "The Dirty

Dozen," "Circus Parade," and "Rip Van Winkle Blues") are neither by nor about

children, and I would doubt that they ever were sung/0r children. I would not feel

so strongly were it not for the regrettable fact that of all the albums of folk music

currently available, few feature children singing their own folklore. Several re-

cordings in addition to those listed in the notes can be cited .2 The brochure notes

to "Preacher and the Bear" are the first I have seen to date this pop song by Joe

Arzonia (probably a pseudonym for Arthur Longbrake) to 1893; it is usually dated

to 1904.

Old Mother Hippletoe: Rural and Urban Children's Songs (NW 291) covers

much broader ground than the LC disc, and is in most respects a more satisfying

survey. Side One is subtitled "Fun Songs and Story Songs," and includes several

"grown-up songs of great antiquity that have probably been perennial favorites

with children" (introductory essay). I worry a bit about that qualifier,

"probably" how do we know? At issue here is the frequent distinction between

"nursery" lore and "children's" lore the latter passed from child to child; the

former, from adult to child. As such, nursery lore reflects what adults believe

children want to hear- or perhaps what they believe children should hear. They
may, or may not, reflect children's own interests accurately. For this reason, we
are on firmer ground when we eavesdrop on the children themselves and record
what they sing and play among one another. Side Two is much stronger in this

regard, offering playground recordings of ring games, jump rope rhymes, cheer-

leading, and play party songs, mostly rendered by children. The sections subtitled

"Lullabies" and "Instruments Children Play" are performed by adults. Why offer

adults playing these instruments? Why not children themselves? Have we no
recordings of children playing instruments? (Do they really play them?)

The long introductory essay by Kate Rinzler provides an excellent overview
of children's lore and its role in both pre-industrial and industrial communities.
The headnotes to the songs and games are also exemplary. Text transcriptions,
however, are occasionally flawed by stanzas omitted or out of order, ambiguous
"twice" instructions, and misunderstood or misleading transcribed words (e.g., in

"Round to Maryanne's," I would have transcribed the line given as "The good
ship Helen Blaise is just struck on the rock" as "The good ship Hell in Blazes
just . . ." but perhaps the former conveys better the sense of euphemism). The
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recently recorded examples from District of Columbia schoolchildren are particu-

larly delightful. They are also a vivacious reminder that not every verse sung on
the playground is a direct descendant of an Elizabethan ballad or rhyme.

John Edwards Memorial Foundation, Norm Cohen
Univ. of California, Los Angeles

NOTES

1. To Elder Beck's "Drinking Shine" add reference to Gid Tanner's "You've Got to

Stop Drinking Shine" (Columbia 15716-D); to "There's a Man Going Around Taking
Names" add versions by Paul Robeson and Leadbelly; to Fiddlin' John Carson's "Amazing
Grace," interpolated at the end of "At the Cross," add the Original Sacred Harp Choir's

"New Britain" (Brunswick 5 150), as well as many later recordings titled "Amazing Grace";
to "Where the Soul of Man Never Dies" could be added several bluegrass recordings of

recent years; to "There is a Fountain Filled With Blood" add the version by the Phipps

Family (Pine Mountain 125). Note also that Luther Magby's "Blessed Are the Poor in

Spirit" uses practically the same tune as "You've Got to Walk That Lonesome Valley."
2. To "Jimmy Jenkins" add versions by Bascom Lamar Lunsford (Folkways FA 2040),

Frank Profitt (Folkways FA 2360), Jean Ritchie and Oscar Brand (Riverside RLP 12-646),

and Harry and Jeanie West (Folkways FA 2352), as well as some by "folk revival" per-

formers; to "Three Men Went A-Hunting" can be added several folk revival versions; to

"Rocky Bye Baby" add a version by Bascom Lunsford (APS L 20) and again several folk

revival performances; and to "Paper of Pins" add recordings by Lee Monroe Presnell (Folk

Legacy FSA 23), the Tobacco Tags (Bluebird 8538), the Clancy Family (Tradition TLP
1034), and, once again, several folk revival versions; to "Preacher and the Bear" add the

Poplin Family (Folkways FA 2306); the Wear Family (Rural Rhythm 123); Mac Wiseman

(Hamilton HLP 130 and other labels); Hylo Brown (Rural Rhythm 176); J. E. Mainer (Rural

Rhythm 208); and of course the number of early recordings by Arthur Collins that were

responsible for the song's great popularity, including those on Victor 443 1 and Edison 9000.
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COLLOQUY

REMARKS ON YOUNGERMAN'S "MAORI DANCING SINCE
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY"

Jennifer Sherman and Mervyn McLean

In her article "Maori Dancing Since the Eighteenth Century" Suzanne

Youngerman (1974:95) states that the main purpose of her paper was "to discover

the extent of the information available on Maori dances at the beginning of or

during the early years of Western contact." This she has largely accomplished.
There follows a less modest claim, however. Listing studies by Kaeppler on

Tongan dance, by Costa on dance in Hawaii and the Society islands, and others,
she considers it possible in light of her article to:

make a comparative study of the structure and function of dance on all these

islands in the eighteenth century and today, as well as begin the analysis of the

process of change that has occurred in these dance traditions.

Regrettably, there are too many inaccuracies in Youngerman's text for this to

be feasible.There is no reference to any field work having been done by the author.

Nor are any indigenous viewpoints, even on dance terminology, incorporated into

her work. An implication is made, though not substantiated, that Maori dancing as

it is performed, composed, received, and remembered by the indigenous people
of New Zealand today, is adequately presented in this paper. To embark on a

comparative study of Polynesian dance traditions with so inadequate a New Zea-

land base would, in our view, be premature.

Lack of field perspective

Some of Youngerman's problems arise from her evident lack of practical

experience of Maori dancing. Thus on p. 89 she illustrates the necessity of con-

sidering the "cultural milieu of the writer" in assessing subjective impressions of

haka by quoting a report from the New York Post in which a reviewer comments
that though "In a jungle it might terrorize, ... on stage it looks like clowning."

Youngerman sees this as an example of the modern observer receiving an impres-
sion (Efferent from that intended by the dancers. In fact, in the context of a stage

performance, the dancers may well have been clowning as Youngerman would

realize if she had seen similar culture groups performing in New Zealand.

Again, Youngerman devotes more than two pages (p, 90-2) to speculation

about "the relationship between motor activity and expression" and what it may
be that a haka performance communicates to a Maori. One cannot but agree that

"there is a danger in glibly applying Western subjective experiences to that of

other peoples" (p. 90). In the case of the Maori, however, one must add that it is

still possible to ask Maoris about their reactions and feelings. One Maori has,

indeed, even published on the matter, though not, unfortunately, in time for his

493
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article to have been seen by Youngerman. We commend to readers the following
marvellously vivid, almost poetic [try reading it aloud] and quite explicit account
of the psychological purpose of the peruperu or war-dance proper from Arapeta
Awatere (1975:514) who was himselfa renowned exponent ofhaka and served as a
war-time commander of the Maori Battalion. In this passage Awatere convincingly
relates the prupose of the peruperu to the etymology of the term as "the intensive
form of pern 'anger'."

Hard conditioning makes the warriors physically and mentally fit to perform
this dance which has the psychological purpose of demoralising the enemy by
gestures, by posture, by controlled chanting, by conditioning to look ugly, furious
to roll the fiery eye, to glare the light of battle therein, to spew the defiant tongue,
to control, to distort, to snort, to fart the thunder of the war-god upon the enemy,
to stamp ftiriously, to yell raucous, hideous, blood-curdling sounds, to carry the

anger, the peru, ofTuumatauenga, the ugly-faced war-god, throughout the heat of
battle.

Confusion of terminology

Youngerman is rightly critical of Elsdon Best for not always specifying the
souces of his information in reconstructing the Maori dance culture of pre-
European times, yet she herself falls into error as a result of her wholly uncritical

acceptance of the popular works of Alan Armstrong (1964; 1966) who himself takes
much of his material from Best and, more so than Best, fails to document his
sources of information. Armstrong leads Youngerman astray on at least four major
points:

1. Youngerman adheres largely to Armstrong's model of three major genres of
Maori dance: namely, haka, action-song, andpo/. This, however, is more accurate-

ly a statement of which dance genres are, or were, the prominent and typical reper-
toire of the Maori concert-parties, which began to be formed in the second and
third decades of the twentieth century. Such groups have performed in their hun-
dreds, travelling the length and breadth ofNew Zealand and there have also been
tours abroad. Items from the above three dance genres are also performed by
Maori clubs and similar groups at universities, teachers colleges, and secondary
and primary schools, for presentation on ceremonial days, at prize-givings, school
trips, exchange visits, arts festivals, fund-raising days, and all manner of public
occasions, from visits of the reigning English monarch to annual school fairs. As a
result, there can hardly be a single New Zealander who is not familiar with the
sight and sound ofhaka taparahi (though not many would know it by that name),
action-song, and poi. In recent years Maori experts in these genres have engaged
themselves in cultural competitions, established initially on a regional and later on
a national basis, which have considerably extended the repertoire of those clubs
that take part. Traditional waiata zndpaatere, or else new compositions in similar
style, are now included; whaikoorero (traditional oratory) and elements of wero
(traditional challenge) may also be incorporated into a performance.

There are still, however, genres of Maori dance that are not and never have
been a part of these stage performances and, as many of these are referred to in the
historical accounts studied by Youngerman, it is not surprising that she encounters
difficulties in applying Armstrong's "three genre" framework to this material.

2. The term haka appears to be accepted by Youngerman as generic for dance and
is then applied to early accounts of dance whether or not they were so described.
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If, however, light is to be thrown on the undoubted terminological confusion

surrounding the term "haka" (and numerous other terms relating to Maori dance)

one must at the very least, in our view, avoid imputing it to writers who did not use

it. Thus (for the record) George Forster (1777(I):220) whom Youngerman repre-

sents (p. 81) as describing "haka" performed aboard the Resolution in 1773 in fact

used the Tahitian term "heiva" [hiva]\ John Forster (1778:476) wrote not of a

peruperu, as Youngerman (p. 80) would have it, but of a "war-song"; and other

authors stated by Youngerman to have described haka also fail to use the term. On

p. 82-3 Youngerman correctly points out that the word haka refers both to the

dance and to the song accompanying it and that the song may be performed
without the dance. (The song is, as stated, a "shouted" composition (p. 82). It is

inaccurate, however, to describe it as alternatively "chanted" (loc.cit.).) Earlier

(p. 77) she makes what is probably intended to be the same point by stating that

haka "is the Maori generic term for both singing and dancing." This statement is

simply erroneous. There is no Maori word for both singing and dancing. The most

serious of these lapses, however, is Youngerman' s failure to make it clear that

haka in the sense of generic for "dance" is a contemporary usage, which may or

may not have been true of earlier practice.

3. Another usage adopted uncritically from Armstrong and applied consistently

throughout Youngerman's essay is his dichotomy between haka taparahi and

peruperu the former of which "is performed without weapons and may express

any public or private sentiment" while the peruperu "is performed with weapons
and hence is usually warlike in character" (Armstrong 1964:120). Again this is a

contemporary usage. It is untrue, as implied, that peruperu and taparahi are

identical except for the presence or absence of weapons. Moreover, Youngerman

appears to believe that each of the earlier varieties of haka can be classified under

one or other of these headings. Such a proceeding is grossly misleading and, in the

absence of corrective information, leads her often into error. Thus, she finds a

reference to paddles "struck against the side of their boats" confusing in a de-

scription of a so-called war dance in Banks's journal of 1770. Perhaps, she sur-

mises, Banks is "combining two ideas here: the rhythmic unison of both their

dancing and their canoe paddling. ..." But Banks almost certainly was thinking

of the canoe song called tukiwaka or hautu waka which, from a number of

accounts, appears to have been a ngeri or form of haka sung in shouted style in

identical manner to the war dance. The appellation "war dance" in this description

was Banks's and not necessarily to be taken any more literally than ought to be the

case with later writers who, as Youngerman correctly observes, by calling all haka

"war dances" obfuscate differences that, in retrospect, we know to have existed.

There is, indeed, a plethora of terms relating to haka. At least 30 terms refer to

different kinds of haka; several more appear to have been used for other kinds of

dance; and there are numerous further terms concerned with the performance of

haka. Many of them are explicated in the review by Awatere (1975) earlier quoted

in which, for the first time in all ofthe descriptions ofMaori dance published since

Cook's day, up to and including Armstrong's account, a satisfactory explanation is

given of indigenous dance terminology while at the same time making clear subtle

differences in connotation of terms applying to various occasions of performance.

Additionally, there is tabular listing as to which terms, amongst different canoe or

tribal areas, are synonyms and which refer to actual differences in structure or

performance of the several dance-types traditional to these areas.

Some of these terms appear in Elsdon Best's Games and Pastimes of the

Maori (1925) where the principal informant, Tuta Nihoniho, is named. Unfortu-
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nately, nearly all of the words collected by Best are listed as if they were exclusive

types of haka, whereas in fact many have overlapping meanings, or else apply to

individual features of identical dance types. It is from Best's inadequate typology
that Armstrong and, following him, Youngerman have been able to conclude that

"Today the term haka generally refers to only haka taparahi, the shouted posture

dance, as the other forms have mainly disappeared" (p. 77). In many cases these

"other forms" were either not signified by the terms in the first place or have not,

in fact, disappeared but have simply become subsumed by the more general term.

Youngennan's failure to come to grips with Maori dance terminology is

demonstrated nowhere more clearly than on p. 87 where, after describing war
dances as "apparently all haka taparahi" she piles confusion on confusion by
writing of "variations" of haka taparahi "like haka patere, a dance of abuse, or

pemperu" A peruperu is not a "variation" of a taparahi. And whence the term
haka paterel A paatere is not a dance in any conventional sense but a traditional

chant composed in competitive vein as a reply to taunts or accusations, often by a
woman in response to slander or criticism of her behavior. The song lays claim to

the genealogical standing of the composer, and historical and other allusions to

tribal conquest are included to emphasize the superiority of the composer's
people. It is true that in paatere, as indeed in some other Maori song types, body
movement, arm and hand gestures, and facial expression may be part of a per-
formance. Because there are, or are no longer, European cultural equivalents of
such performances, recourse tends to be made to clumsy appellations like "song
with gestures" or "song and dance," when these terms already have connotations
of their own. In musical terms, paatere may be identified by means of their highly
distinctive rhythmic structure; textually they are characterized by their historical

and genealogical content; and the dance ethnologist may indeed choose to focus
on the distinctive movements that are sometimes part of their performance. Be-
cause of the stylized gestures of torso, head, and arms, including win (hand trem-

bling) and facial expressions, all of which occur spontaneously at the whim of the

performer, paatere may thus be thought of as dances in a qualified sense. How-
ever, despite the ambiguities inherent in English song/dance typology there can be
no justification for glossing paatere as a variation of haka taparahi, with its quite
different song text, distinctive style of vocal performance, and convention of
continuous movement, uniform for the group, in which the only scope for spon-
taneous performance lies with individual facial expressions and movements of

eyes, eyebrows, and tongue. Certainly no knowledgable Maori would concur with
such a merging of the terms.

On p. 88 the author first quotes a description of a "military exercise" from
Vayda (1960), who in turn relies on Buck and Best thus the passage is not even a
secondary source in which a party of warriors leap high in the air while judges
crouch low to see if all are uniform in their actions. This, along with other evidence
linking dance with training in martial skills, Youngerman regards as showing that
haka "can be interpreted according to a functionalist viewpoint as providing a
means of fulfilling certain biological, psychological, and utilitarian needs" (p. 88).
One could criticize this statement for its grandiloquence. But more importantly the
author goes on to pose a number of problems arising from this interpretation most
of which, once again, can be shown to result from her failure to distinguish the
several haka terms. Why, she asks, if the haka is danced to work one into battle
fervor does this not happen when it is danced for entertainment? Why, if the haka
is to train men in military skills do women take part? The answer ought to be
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obvious. These are different kinds ofhaka. The example from Vayda is a divina-

tory form of war dance called tuutuungaarahu or whakatuuwaewae in which
one man's feet seen to be up while the others were down was taken as an omen of
unsuccess. Women did not take part in such haka though they did perform in

social haka, or if old as leaders in peruperu (the war dance proper). The
numerous types of haka were differentiated in terms of function and manner of

performance, and the names given to them are indicative of real distinctions.

Youngerman's problem is that she unduly equates the different social categories

simply, it seems, because all can be called haka.

4. Our final point of issue concerns what one of us (Shennan 1977:50) has called

the "haka waiata fallacy." Armstrong's use of the term and his assumption that

this supposed early dance genre "is the forerunner of the modern action song" (p.

93) is accepted by Youngeiman as gospel, as apparently is his erroneous attribu-

tion (Armstrong 1964:103) of the term to "Dr Thompson" [sic] (Thomson 1859

(I): 193) upon the basis of which we assume Youngerman derives her statement (p.

94) that the "haka waiata is not described definitely until the nineteenth century."
To the best of our knowledge, the term first appears in Best's The Maori

(1924(11): 106), where it is attributed to "an east coast native" and is stated to be

"accompanied by a song ofwhat may be termed a mild nature, and movements are

not so quick and energetic as in most others." In his Games and Pastimes

(1925:48), Best repeats the list ofhaka terms given in The Maori, adds that these

haka types are practiced among the Ngaati Porou tribe, and this time defines haka
waiata as "posture dances accompanied by a mild species of songs and fairly slow

movements." There is no evidence to suggest that this term was ever widespread
or ever applied to a pre-twentieth century category of dance. Awatere (1975:512),
who himself was from Ngaati Porou, the acknowledged originators of the modern

action-song, is adamant that he never heard the term in use there. Our own
surmise is that Best's single informant used the hybrid term haka waiata as de-

scriptive not of a traditional form but of the newly evolved action song itself,

which by then was probably already fairly well established as a genre but may
have lacked an agreed-upon name. In any traditional sense the compound "haka
waiata

ff would be, as Awatere (loc.cit.) points out, "a contradiction in terms"

because haka are invariably accompanied by shouted songs, whereas waiata are,

in contrast, melodic. As a description ofan action-song, however, the term makes

very good sense because although not obviously or, in any formal sense, neces-

sarily derived from haka this genre combines actions that as in haka are uni-

form with a song that as in waiata is melodic.

Detailed attention to the problem ofthe origins of action-song would be out of

place here. Suffice to say that interviews with informants who remember discus-

sing the matter with the reputed originator of action-song, Sir Apirana Ngata
(Shennan 1977:19) reveal the stylized gestures of the paatere (not, be it noted, a
form ofhaka) as the most likely inspiration for the earliest action-songs (or waiata-

a-ringa) composed in the first years of the twentieth century. Many of these early

compositions were simple love ditties with words set to a catchy and popular tune

of the time. The arm actions of the waiata-a-ringa were few and simple, though

stylized and performed with the particular qualities of lightness and firm accent of

paatere gesture. The same qualities are still apparent in the many ringa innovated

for the more elaborate compositions performed today by those who are most

adept. In fact, when a performance is given by older women, there is a striking

resemblance to the "unbroken wrist" line of hand and aim in paatere, the very
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subtle foot stress for the beat, and the remarkable economy of preparatory effort

for each movement, even (or perhaps particularly) when the performer is a person
of very generous physical proportions. Be this as it may, however, the point we
wish to make to Youngerman is that the predecessors of action-song were no
doubt many, and nothing is to be gained by facile oversimplification, particularly
on the basis of a single unsubstantiated statement from Best reported at second
hand from Armstrong. To quote Peter Buck (1950:3): "The richness of Maori
culture is lessened and not enhanced by post-European rationalization alleged to

be old
"

Misquotations

Youngerman (p. 94) cites one of the present writers as stating (McLean 1969)
that haka poi as performed today derive from a style that evolved in the 1880s and
1890s as part of a religious movement now in decline. She then describes modern

poi songs as performed by contemporary action-song teams and adds: "The dance
is interesting rhythmically due to, as Mervyn McLean phrases it, 'the conflict of
an additive melodic metre with the offbeat divisive slap of poi balls' (McLean
1969:69)." In the above she shows herself as cavalier in her treatment of modern
sources as she is with older ones. The article cited in fact makes no mention of
"haka poi." Nor is there the slightest implication either that the statements made
apply to modern poi or that the styles described evolved into modern poL Rather,
it is made abundantly clear that these particular songs belong to a unique category
of religious poi songs peculiar to Taranaki. It is therefore misleading to apply the

description to allpo/ songs, especially modern ones to which it demonstrably does
not apply. Again (p. 95), one is astounded to find oneself seemingly cited as

mentioning practices relating to
"

'Chiefs' Daughters' or 'Slave Girls'
"

(it is not
clear which) "in regard to the poi dance (McLean 1969)." One can only say that

not only was no such statement intended but a check of the original fails to turn up
any evidence of it.

Conclusion

We may appear to have been hard on Youngerman; we have indeed chosen to

focus upon inadequacies rather than attempt a balanced appraisal that would give
credit where it may be due. That, however, is not our purpose. We have not set

out to write a review. Rather we have tried to provide correctives while adding to

Youngerman's own caveats about the difficulties of historical reconstruction.
Since the period of first contact between Maori and European in New Zea-

land, numerous accounts of Maori dancing have appeared in New Zealand mis-

sionary, travel, and ethnographic literature (see McLean 1977 for an index of
sources). The retrospective construction from such accounts of a typology of
Maori dance from the time of first European contact is not an easy task and,
indeed, it would be unreasonable to expect a complete picture to emerge.
Youngerman herself points to "gaps in our knowledge of pre-European Maori
dances (p. 94) and lack of clear evidence on such matters as rehearsal, specialisa-
tion, the influence of rank, leadership, aesthetic criteria, and Maori attitudes
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towards dancing (p. 95). Nevertheless, a scholar setting out to make use of docu-

mentary materials has few real alternatives. One may choose to treat these ma-
terials as historical sources in their own right, while making allowance for their

varying reliability, or alternatively may seek to relate them to indigenous view-

points as encountered in field work. We have made it clear that the latter approach
commends itself to us. Youngerman, on the other hand, of necessity, is forced to

rely wholly on the first approach andr not unnaturally fails because the only

way in which she can "round out the picture of Maori dancing" (p. 76) is by
recourse either to further such materials or, worse, to secondary and even tertiary

sources, which achieve coherency only by imposing a false and alien order on the

data.
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ANOTHER VIEW OF LOMAX'S FILM DANCE AND HUMAN HISTORY

Judith Alter

Alan Lomax's Dance and Human History can be a most stimulating teaching

tool for as many reasons as Joann Kealiinohomoku criticizes it (Ethnomusicology

23(1): 169^-76). That is, the film, used together with the written theory, goals,

methods, analyses, and criticisms of choreometrics is an excellent way to intro-

duce students to the major issues, problems, and methods in dance ethnography or

(as Kealiinohomoku calls the field) ethnochoreology. In an introductory dance

theory course, I use the film in precisely this manner. The students read two other

theoretical overviews that attempt a cross-cultural synthesis of dance (Wosien

1974; Lawson 1967). They then read the chapters on choreometrics in Folk Song
Style and Culture (Lomax 1968). They also read

4

'Cross Cultural Study of Dance:

Description and Implications" by Irmgard Bartenieff and Forrestine Paulay

(1970), the effort/shape experts who worked out the movement coding system for

choreometrics. Then they read the critical reviews of Lomax's approach, project,

and method by Kealiinohomoku, Drid Williams, and Suzanne Youngerman
(CORD 1974:16-29). To this list I will now add Kealiinohomoku's review in this

Journal. Students read from among several ethnographic studies that place dance

and other arts in the context of their own culture. They then write an analysis of

the issues and problems in this growing field by comparing the two methodological

viewpoints, dance in its specific cultural context and dance from a cross-cultural

perspective. So, used carefully, Lomax's attempt to study dance and human his-

tory can be made understandable to students.

When Lomax showed the film at the SEM Conference in October 1975, he
introduced it as a teaching film. He indicated that the purpose of the film was to

demonstrate how to see 5 of the 100 or more "motion qualities" specifically

identified for study in choreometric coding procedure. Bartenieff and Paulay
summarize the range that these observations encompass (1970:65):

(a) body parts habitually involved, (b) the body attitude, (active stance), (c) the

shape and dimension of movement, (d) the way direction changes in movement,
(e) movement qualities such as relative smoothness and tempo, (f) torso-unit

relationship, (g) the degree and kind of synchrony between movers, and (h)

features of group formation.

Seeing the swift array of sections of entire dances race by as they do in the film

tends to dislodge from the viewer's mind the idea that only 5 features ofmovement
are being highlighted. Lomax made the film to train the viewer to see these dimen-
sions of dance action. This goal is similar to the purpose of the cantometrics

training tapes, designed to teach the listener to hear the components of music that

Lomax identified for study. When presented with this training-to-see goal, the film

and its narrative script imply less of an "A causes B" message. In Lomax's final

generalization that dance movements "represent the interplay of economic prod-
uctivity and climatically-influenced division of labor," he suggests that these fac-

tors are closely related, not necessarily causally related.

Preparatory reading surely enables students to understand the purpose of the
film. The students benefit by analyzing Lomax's method. First, he brings to this

mass of dance material an hypothesis: "We are comparing dance to everyday
movement in order to verify the hypothesis that danced movement is patterned
reinforcement of the habitual movement patterns of each culture or culture area"
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(1968:xv). Thus students are aware that he is operating deductively, not inductive-

ly, and they know that he is studying gross cultural features on a large scale. In the

film, Lomax shows part of the results.

My students question the juxtaposition of entertainment, ceremonial, recrea-

tional, folk dance, et cetera. Lomax says that his visual association is deliberate

(1968:223):

there has been no means of description suitable to comparative study and no

body of theory to explain how dance and culture are linked in all societies and in

all stages of development. The aim of the present investigation, therefore, be-

comes one of recording and noting regularities and contrasts in movement pat-
tern sufficiently frequent and gross to produce units universally applicable in

cross-cultural studies.

(I am aware that Lomax's phrase "stages of development" reflects an outdated

evolutionary premise of cultural history, and alert students to this issue. Lomax,
in answer to my question, admits that he read no other comparative dance theory
before or during his study, so was unaware that Curt Sachs (1937) had suggested
this work-dance connection years earlier.)

Students aware of the problems intrinsic to filming any type of dance, ques-
tion Lomax's use of the existing films available to him as data. Again the answer is

found in Folk Song Style and Culture (1968:263):

The cinema has thus far served the ethnologist largely as a way to supplement
and preserve observations already recorded in his notebooks, or relationships

already analyzed out of his field work . . . Choreometrics, however, is an at-

tempt to employ film as a source and a tool in the comparative and historical

study of culture and of human behavior.

We regard the vast, endlessly provocative, prejudice-laden, existing sea of

documentary footage as the richest and most unequivocal storehouse of informa-

tion about humanity.

Adding introductory remarks to the film, clearly stating that the 200 films drawn
on are not a random sample would undoubtedly clarify that the film demonstrates

a method of study, and the conclusions are based on the limited sources used.

Lomax clearly states his perspective, that of looking for universal positive

relationships among dance patterns around the world. His general and broadly

comparative viewpoint differs vastly from many dance ethnographers whose per-

spective is specific cultural description and analysis. Their major methodological

challenge is to understand the interrelationships of a single culture's components
with as little simplification and distortion as possible. Therefore Lomax's attempt
at such a lai^e cross-cultural synthesis appears undisciplined. Anya Royce, in The

Anthropology of Dance (1977), discusses Lomax's cross-cultural method. She

uses it to illustrate the problems of such a large scale study when the new field of

dance ethnography is just evolving updated systematic techniques. She compares
Lomax's study with the outdated work of Curt Sachs, as does Suzanne Younger-
man (CORD 1974:16). Royce notes that Lomax uses "appropriate statistical tests

for reliability and inter-coder agreement," whereas Sachs "produced essentially

impressionistic statements about styles" (1977:138). Royce does credit the

choreometric coding method as useful, however (1977:60):

The coding sheet and the explanations of the abbreviations used in it could profit-

ably be used by field researchers who are concerned with recording the gross

structural features of a dance or dance complex. A less comprehensive set of
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features may also be used as a preliminary step, scoring the dance, for example,

only in terms of three major features: body attitude, body parts most frequently

articulated, and dimensionality ofmovement path. It must be emphasized, however

that neither the Choreometrics coding sheet nor the preliminary version of it will

provide a complete description of a particular dance. They are designed to pick out

gross features and they do it well. For some kinds of research, this is perfectly

adequate, and in some field situations it may be all that one can record.

The choreometric method of seeing features ofdance in cross-cultural context

is basically what Dance andHuman History is about. Used for teaching part of the

coding scheme and to illustrate problems of cross-cultural analysis using a variety

of types of available film footage, Lomax's film can sink students directly into the

center of the exciting, self-critical, and challenging field of dance ethnography.
Used with a number of cautions, it can be stimulating, to say the least. Certainly

the sample of dances of the world, put side by side, is enriching and may entice

students to investigate any of the number of questions Lomax's commentary
raises.

Since I personally value the style of thinking and resulting projects that work
toward a synthesis of large quantities of ideas, material, or information, I enjoy

(intellectually and emotionally) the type of work Lomax is doing. I also want to go
on record to say how much I respect and value Kealiinohomoku's work and

expertise in ethnochoreology. I am a teacher of dance and dance theory, not an

expert in dance ethnography though I am carefully enough informed to teach

about it at an introductory level. This alternate review can only reflect my limited

perspective. I use the film as a teaching tool and by-pass the distorted, exagger-

ated, and as yet unfounded theoretical ideas scattered through the film script. I

think the script does not represent the choreometrics project adequately, because
Lomax oversimplifies his long range goals of understanding dance in relation to

culture and cultural history by drawing conclusions too soon.

I understand that there are students successfully using the choreometrics

coding scheme to study dance in specific cultures: so in spite of Lomax's "out-
dated" theoretical framework, the method he helped to initiate is indeed a useful

research tool.
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ARGUMENT BY INSULT: A REACTION TO SCHNEIDER'S LETTER

Fritz A. Kuttner

Albrecht Schneider's reply to Christensen (Ethnomusicology 22:476-479)
touches vital interests of our entire membership and should not be allowed to pass
without vigorous protest. There is no doubt that Mr. Schneider is entitled to

publicly argue his defense against Christensen's review of the book Musikwissen-

schaft und Kulturkreislehre. Whether he is unconditionally entitled to do so in the

pages of Ethnomusicology is very questionable; there are quite a few learned

periodicals which, as a matter of principle, do not print refutations and other

arguments of critical reviews if the letter writer is the reviewed author himself or

his publisher. (Exceptions are occasionally made if the writer is a neutral third

party who voices serious objections against the reviewer's findings). The reasons

for such editorial policies are obvious: it may be ajournal's only method to escape
from a situation where for every page of critical reviewing two pages of angry
argument are demanded by furious authors. The alternative of dispensing alto-

gether with critical reviews is usually unacceptable to the readership. Furthermore
the position is justified that any author submitting his work for critical review may
have to put up with an unfavorable report.

Ethnomusicology, so far, has generously kept its pages open to replies by
dissatisfied authors, but it can continue this policy only if two conditions are

meticulously met: The reviewers must be fully protected against abuse, and the

Journal must be kept free of intentional insults and other offensive correspond-
ence. Book reviewers are volunteers donating their services to the membership;
they sacrifice their time first in studying the subject of the review, and then in

fulfilling the thankless job of composing (and often several times recomposing) the

review article, while not infrequently risking the penalty of unpopularity for work

conscientiously done. If the book happens to be a mediocre or poor piece of

scholarship and writing, the chances are that an honest review, even ifformulated

with considerable moderation, will make a deadly enemy of the criticized author.

If, in the face of such risk and sacrifice, the journal does not always protect its

reviewers against abuse, only fools and incompetent critics are likely to accept
these demanding and often very unpleasant assignments.

Such protection can only be provided ifthe Editors have the full authority and
even mandate to insist on immaculate manners on the part of disgruntled authors.

Most Editors will hate this function because it has some aspects of censorship.
And some letter writers exploit this editorial reluctance to act as censors even for

such limited purpose. One such case is Schneider's reply to Christensen as sub-

mitted to the Editor of Ethnomusicology.
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Having lived in Germany for the first 36 years ofmy life, I know from experi-

ence that this kind of "repartee" or "argument by insult" was not at all uncom-
mon in academic circles of some European countries. There are, in fact, in Ger-

man some untranslatable words describing this correspondence style, and

Schneider will easily understand them: "Rempelei" and "Anpobelung." The rea-

son that such "argumentum ad hominem" (as the overly civilized American no-

menclature calls it) was never really possible in the United States, is simply that

the American libel law is brutally restrictive of this kind of written argumentation.

Schneider intentionally disregards the facts that Dieter Christensen is a Professor

at Columbia University, that he is a gentleman, and that for about five years was
Book Review Editor of Ethnomusicology, which means that he has unusual ex-

perience in the techniques and requirements of book reviewing in our field of

scholarly activity.

The accusations against Christensen clearly represent attacks on the re-

viewer's integrity and a defamation of his character by asserting the use offaked or

fraudulent facts or arguments ("intentional distortions," "some fancy of his

own," etc.) and culminating in a grotesque allegation: that Christensen wrote his

rather critical review in order to further his own professional objectives; since he

plans a publication on the same topic as Schneider's book, he wishes to discredit

Schneider first by fraudulent critical arguments. Christensen's review is admit-

tedly rather harsh in its critical evaluation, but that does not justify such a poison-
ous attack on Christensen's character and integrity. And Schneider should be put
on notice that he makes himself highly unpopular among his colleagues in the

United States where this type ofRempelei in scholarly periodicals is unacceptable
and may be resented and remembered much longer than he would care.

The Editor and the Editorial Board of our Journal should be urged to use their

censorial authority to the very limit in order to keep the pages ofEthnomusicology
free from abusive and libelous language of letter writers, especially those in foreign
countries who try to exploit the generosity of our editorial policies. It is my hope
that many members will write in to express their support of this objective and to

make it a clear mandate for the Editor. We need good and willing reviewers and a
clean journal.

ON EDITORIAL POLICY

Dieter Christensen

The publication of A. Schneider's diatribe (1978:476-80) in response to my
review of his book, Musikwissenschaft und Kulturkreislehre (Christensen

1977:502-05) introduces to this journal a literary genre previously reserved for
other publications. With Karl SigneU's "Response to Touma" (1979:108-09), the

pattern seems firmly established: reviewed authors, dissatisfied with the treatment

they received in the Journal, compose a "Letter to the Editor" in which they
defame their reviewer to get their own publicity notice into print. I find the results

difficult to reconcile with the declared object of the Society for Ethnomusicology,
whose official organ this Journal is.
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How does it serve "the advancement of research and study in the field of

ethnomusicology" to print Schneider's declaration "I have not claimed that

Hornbostel published two papers1 in 1906, as Christensen falsely alleges to *cor-

rect' my pages 10^-110" (Schneider 1978:478), when this statement is obviously
untrue, as a glance at Schneider 1976: 109 will show?2 Similarly , how is scholarship
furthered by making known Schneider's denials concerning Easter Island script on
Palau in Micronesia,3 Friedrich RatzeFs alleged activities in 1929,

4 Javanese

"panpipes,"
5

etc., denials which are all patently unfounded? Again, what is the

purpose of publishing in Ethnomusicology imagined "admissions"6 and refuta-

tions of fictitious criticism?7 Does the Editor indeed consider all this, and the

dissemination of libellous insinuations, a service to the SEM membership and

society at large, disregarding for the moment the legal aspects and their potential

consequences?
There may be some merit in correcting printing errors (Signell 1979:108)

committed in another journal, particularly when the review in question has also

appeared "virtually word-for-word," and with the correct information, in this

journal.
8 But why direct to the general readership a question ("Were the respec-

tive editors of the two journals aware that they did not have an exclusive contribu-

tion?") that can be answered only by the (book review) editors concerned? Does
not printing this question without editorial comment amount to publicly passing

judgment on professional conduct?

How does the Editor see and explain his role in the publication of these two
letters directed to him? The effects that a continuation of this editorial practice

might have on the Journal and Society deserve the most serious consideration.

NOTES

1. In my review (1977:503), I am referring to "lectures" rather than, ambiguously, to

"papers."
2. "Wenn man nun v. Hornbostels Werdegang betrachtet, so erscheint das Jahr 1906 als

Zasur: in diesem Jahr veroffentlichte v. Hornbostel zwei Vortrage ..." (If one now con-

siders v.Hornbostel's development, then the year 1906 appears as a caesura: in this year
v.Hornbostel published two lectures . . .)

3. Schneider 1978:479: "I have neither attributed the Easter Island script to Palau of

Micronesia ..." Schneider 1976:133: "Hornbostel dagegen meinte in dieser Schrift ein

Vorstadium der mexikanischen zu sehen. da sie gewisse Ahnlichkeiten auch mit der

Osterinselschrift auf Palau erkennen lasse.'" (Hornbostel, however, believed to detect in this

script [ofthe Cuna] an earlier stage ofthe Mexican script, since it showed certain similarities

with the Easter Island script on Palau).
4. Schneider 1978:479: "... nor have I said that Friedrich Ratzel, who died in 1904,

was leading a reorientation of ethnological methodology in 1929." In Schneider 1976:78, we
read with reference to Curt Sachs's Geist und Werden der Musikinstrumente (1929):

"Berner bemerkte ganz richtig, dass es sich . . . unschwer erkennen lasst, welchen ge-

wichtigen Einfluss auf die grundlegenden Arbeiten von Curt Sachs gerade die volkerkund-

liche Methodik ausgeubt hat, die sich damals unter der Fuhrung von Ratzel, Graebner und
Frobenius in einer Neuordnung befand." (Berner remarks quite correctly that it

is ... not difficult to recognize the significant influence which ethnological methodology
has had on the basic works of Curt Sachs, a methodology which at that time was being
revised under the leadership of Ratzel, Graebner and Frobenius.)

5. Schneider 1976:117: "Bereits 1907 hatte er [=v.Hornbostel] festgesteUt, dass bei

melanesischen and javanischen Panpfeifen einige Tonhohen und Intervalle uberein-

stimmten." (As early as 1907 Hornbostel had noticed correspondences of some pitches and
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intervals on Melanesian and Javanese panpipes.) The Javanese instruments involved are

saron, slentem, and gamban (see Hornbostei 1907), which only some combination of care-

lessness, ignorance, and miscomprehension could lead to be identified as "panpipes." To
insist on such an identification, as Schneider does, takes something else again.

6. Schneider 1978:477: "However, Christensen frankly admits that I'm talking 'at great

length' . . . about the interest Frobenius, Ankermann, and Foy . . . showed in ethno-

organology" and proceeds to conclude that Kulturkreislehre drew heavily on results of

comparative musicology. Christensen (1977:503) has admitted no such thing, and continues

to refuse equating musical instruments with "ethno-organology" or even with theoretical

accomplishments of comparative musicology.
7. Schneider 1978:476: "Christensen accuses me of ... basing my considerations

'largely on secondary sources' ..." Christensen (1977:502) wrote: "The first part [em-

phasis added] of the book is based largely on secondary sources. In the second, the main

part ..."
8. The text ofTouma's review that appeared without music examples in the popular

UNESCO quarterly World ofMusic (1978a) appears to be a substantially abbreviated ver-

sion of the full text published hi the scholarly journal Ethnomusicology (1978b).
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A NOTE ON EDITORIAL PRACTICE

Fredric Liebennan

The points Christensen raises in the preceding essay require response. He
questions, of course, not only my role in the publication of the letters under
discussion, but also my judgment. I am perhaps naive and overly idealistic in

subscribing to the notion ofan "open forum" for scholarly discussion and debate.
Those who indulge in ad hominem argument, or who "doth protest too much,"
paint their own portraits all too clearly.
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I agree, however, with Kuttner's insistence that the Editorial Staff should be
free to excise material that is in our opinion objectionable; and we do so
particularly in reviews. Nevertheless, "Letters to the Editor" seems to be a
preserve wherein freedom of speech matters more than scholarly decorum; I admit
reluctance to censor such letters; and I believe that authors have some right to
reply to criticism by reviewers. Of course, by publishing an author lays himself
open to criticism; but equally, a reviewer is responsible for his words and may, in
turn, be criticized.

To clarify editorial policy, and to encourage responsible dialogue, I am estab-
lishing this section of ''Colloquy" ("high-level serious discussion" Webster's
3rd). Essays included here should involve dialogue on substantive issues, and will
be refereed. Shorter items of a primarily informational nature may still be sub-
mitted as "Letters to the Editor."
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Discourse in

Ethnomusicology:
EDITORS

Essays in Honor of

George List Ruth M. stone

The scope of the essays presented in this volume pays tribute to the

breadth of George List's ethnomusicological interests and activities.
The book contains contributions by his former students and colleagues
on theory, method, transcription, analysis, and music in the Americas.

Of special interest is a transcribed interview with Dr. List concern-

ing the founding and development of the Archives of Traditional Music
at Indiana University. A bibliography of List's publications and mu-
sical works is included.

Order from: Ethnomusicology Publications Group Price: $5.95

c/o Archives of Traditional Music postpaid
221 Maxwell Hall, Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405



EARLY
BLUES

DOWNHOME
A Musical and Cultural Analysis

Jeff Todd Titon. After examining the social, eco-

nomic, and historical background that gave susten-

ance to this traditional music, Titon transcribes

nearly fifty downhome blues from 78 rpm "race

records" of the 1920s and provides a musical and
textual analysis of each, developing a model for

producing downhome blues songs. An accom-

panying sound sheet presents examples of the blues

discussed. ". . . full of fresh ideas, new approaches,
and substantial material. . . . indispensable for those

who c-en't afraid to take the study of blues seriously
while enjoying the music." Paul Oliver in Blues

Unlimited. "First-rate." The Black Perspective
in Music. Cloth, $16.50; paper, $4.95

A volume in the series Music in American Life

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
Box 5081. Station A.

Champaign. IL 61820

CORD Publications:

Dance Research Journal

(bi-annual)

annual proceedings or collected

papers
occasional special publications

Conferences:

International

Regional

Members come from 21 disciplines;

the only international organization
for dance scholars

Regular membership $25
Sept. 1 -Aug. 31

For further information write:

CORD
Dept. of Dance Education
New York University

Washington Square
New York, N.Y. 10003

CONGRESS ON RESEARCH IN DANCE



The College Music Society
INCORPORATED FOR THE PHILOSOPHY AND
PRACTICE OF MUSIC IN HIGHER EDUCATION

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

(All memberships include Symposium subscription and receipt of

CMS Newsletters and Music Faculty Vacancy Listing Service.

Membership is for the calendar year.)

Regular-$17.00/year Student-$9.00/year
Husband-Wife-$2 1 .00/year Emeritus-$9.00/year

Life Membership (for life membership eligibility and

payment details, please request Life Membership Infor-

mation from the National Office.)

PUBLICATIONS

College Music Symposium (semi-annual journal) $14.00/year (Li-

braries only)

Directory ofMusic Faculties in Colleges and Universities, U.S. and Canada,

1978-80 edition, Craig Short, ed. Includes previously independ-
ent Index to Graduate Degrees in Music, U.S. and Canada. $ 15.00 (non-

members); $7.50 (members)

Periodic Newsletters

Music Faculty Vacancy Listings

CMS Reports
No. \-The Status of Women in College Music: Preliminary Studies,

Carol Neuls- Bates, ed.-$ 1 .00

No. 2 The Status of Women in College Music 1976-77, Barbara

Renton and Adrienne Fried Block, eds. in preparation

Direct all inquiries to:

Executive Secretary
The College Music Society

Regent Box 44

University of Colorado

Boulder, CO 80309 U.S.A.



TheAsia Society's
Fferforming ArtsProgram

Videotapes
Records
Books
Films

Please write for brochure describing materials

available on Burma, Korea, Bhutan, India,

Japan, China, Indonesia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

The Asia Society's

Performing Arts Program
133 East 58th Street

New York, New York 10022

(212) 371-4758; 751-3280



TheAsiaSociety's
Performing ArtsProgram

A-AK (Korean Court Music and Dance) from the Korea

National Classical Music Institute

15 persons November 1 - December 10, 1979
The music and dance of Korea are virtually unknown in the

West. According to Professor William Malm "... it is of the

greatest historical importance, for it gives us one of the last glimpses
of the musical glories of the ancient Orient.'The instruments

and costumes are both impressive and refined; the music and

dance are stately, and convey a solemn beauty.

THE ROYAL DANCERS AND MUSICIANS from the

Kingdom of Bhutan
13 persons March -

April 1980
The Royal Dancers and Musicians of Bhutan will make their

first appearance in the West with a visit to the United States.

The fascinating masked dance-drama and dances performed will

enchant American audiences with their innocent, yet earthy

charm. The masks are both humorous and startling; the costumes

colorful and unique. The troupe's debut here is of special

significance since so little is known of Bhutan and its culture.

All three troupes are available for concerts, master classes, lecture-

demonstrations and in-residencies. For further information contact:

THE ASIA SOCIETY'S PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAM
33 East 58th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10022 (212)371-4758: 751-3280



RESEARCH IN AFRICAN
LITERATURES
Bernth Lindfors, Editor

announces

A Special Issue

AFRICAN SONG

Volume 10, Number 2

Fall 1979

RAL's special issue on African

Song contains contributions

by African, English and Ameri-
can scholars on Wolof, Yoruba,

Xhosa and Zulu traditions of song. Also
included are reviews of books dealing with

Tembu, Maasai, Bambara, and Mende oral,
musical and literary traditions.

Subscriptions:

(U.S.A.) 1 year
Individuals 12.00
Institutions 27.00
Students & retired 10.00
Other countries add $2.00 to subscription.
Please pay in U. S. currency.

Single copy (special issue) price $5.50.

j

Mail to: RAL, University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78712.



JOURNAL OF JAZZ
""

STUDIES
Editors: CHARLES NANRY (Rutgers University, Newark)

DAVID GAYER (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)

A unique forum for jazz scholars, this journal offers carefully
documented articles by experts in the social sciences,

humanities, musicology, discography, and jazz education. It

analyzes the social bases of jazz and explores the myths sur-

rounding the experiences of jazz musicians.

Recent issues include these articles:

Sexual Imagery in Blues Magic GREGORY R. STAATS
Three Recent Jazz Reference Works DAN MORGENSTERN
Harmonic Approaches to Twelve-Bar Blues LAWRENCE O. KOCH
Refinement of Melody and Accompaniment in the Evolution of

Swing Piano Style ELI H. NEWBERGER

Published twice a year. Founded 1973.

Subscription rates: $8/1 yr., $15/2yr., $21/3 yr.

Outside U.S.A.: Add $l/yr.
Please mail to:

Transaction Periodicals Consortium

Rutgers The State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

&



THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE

MUSIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER, DECEMBER, MARCH, AND JUNE

One of the world's most respectedjournals of music bibliography, NOTES
is a principal source of information on events and trends in music

publishing. Its book lists, reviews and advertisements are an indispensable

aid in maintaining contact with the international music publishing scene.

NOTES' focus on strong articles relating to music archives, important

manuscripts and bio-bibliographic studies is outstanding. Regular features

include:

Book reviews

Music reviews

Reviews and lists ofmusic periodicals

Lists ofmusic publishers
1

catalogs

Communications, notes, queries

Informative advertisements

Authoritative articles

News of recent major acquisitions

Reviews ofnew reference books

Lists of books and music recently published
Lists of reprints of music and musical literature

Index to record reviews

Membership in the Music Library Association ($12.00 a year for

students, $22.00 for individual members, and $27.00 for institutions)

includes a subscription to NOTES. Subscriptions to NOTES without

membership are $18.0Q for individuals, $27.00 for institutions.

Make your check or money order payable to the Music Library

Association and send to Business Manager:

MUSIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
BUSINESS OFFICE 2017 WALNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103



SOURCE MATERIALS & STUDIES IN ETHNOMUSICOLOGY

Edited by Frank Harrison,
Professor emeritus of Ethnomusicology,

University of Amsterdam

In preparation:

Vol. 3-G. A. Vilioteau, Sur la musique en Egypte, Paris 1822/23; original text

with introduction.

Reprint 1980. 2 vols-in one. c.Hfl 225,-

Vol. 1 1 M. Kolinski, Afro-Surinam Music. Revised and enlarged reprint of

Herskovits & Kolinsky's Suriname Folk-Lore, Columbia Univ. Contr. to Anthro-

pology XXVII-1936. 1979/1980. c.350 pp. with over 260 music-samples and

plates.

Recently published:

Vol. 10-Willem Adriaansz, Introduction to Shamisen Kumiuta. History, Analy-

sis and Anthology. 1978.

128 pp. Hfl 70 -

A representative collection of compositions in notation; the discussion which

precedes this anthology is designed as a general introduction to a musical genre

which, in Japan as well as elsewhere, is almost entirely unknown.

FRITS KNUF PUBLISHERS WSji 41 16 ZJ BUREN, NETHERLANDS

Announcing:

CUSTOM-MADE ETHNOMUSICOLOGICAL RECORDS & TAPES

George Curtiss, who has had thirty years of professional experience in the

manufacture of ethno-international and classical recordings, will produce

high quality recordings from your field tapes as per specifications of indi-

vidual collectors and/or institutions.

Send us your materials, i.e. edited tapes, explanatory notes, transcriptions,

photographs, maps, etc. and we shall deliver the finished product within

four to six weeks after receipt of final proofs of text and test pressings.

Our top quality reliable service is available at most reasonable cost.

For detailed information and quotes, please contact:

GEORGE CURTISS
83 Park Terrace W.
New York, N.Y. 10034
Tel: (212)569-7526



The setting for Learning Indian

Music is a series of 45 master

classes led by Ravi Shankar,
India's most renowned musi-

cian and teacher. Using the

cassettes and accompanying
instruction book, the listen-

er joins the master class and
is led through the basic ele-

ments and aesthetics of both
vocal and instrumental Indian

music.

Ravi Shankar and members
of his music ensemble give

complete performances of
the musical examples being
studied. The supplementary
instruction book includes all

the musical examples in both

Indian and Western notation.

With this unique series, classes

and individuals can explore at

their own pace the technical

and artistic aspects of India's

ancient musical and cultural

heritage.

$29.95

(add $1.00 for postage)
Quantity order inquiries invited.

ONOMATOPOEIA, INC.

170 N.E. 33rd STREET
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33334

RAVI SHANKAR

LEARNING
INDIAN MUSIC

RAVI SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC
presents to Western listeners for the first time, the

fundamentals of Indian classical music in the same
oral tradition as it has been taught for nearly two
thousand years. This definitive course in the under

standing and appreciation of Indian music features

three 60-minute cassettes and a 1 00 page supple-

mentary instruction book which illustrates and

expands the cassette material.
















